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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A.,TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A., STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, SuperintendenUPresident
Diane Lutz, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

5.

Review of tort claim, pursuant to Government Code 54956.95.
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RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7:02 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during closed session.

BBBB. ADMINISTRATION OF OATH OF OFFICE TO STUDENT TRUSTEE
At this time, Mr. McMullen administered the Oath of Office to Leo Melena, Student Trustee.

STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant, President's Office
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Mike Dimmick, President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Senior Network Specialist
Jo Anne Giese, President, Confidential and Supervisory Team
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs

GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance lo the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of December 10,
2002, with the following correction: The names of Nancy Chadwick and Mark Evilsizer will be
added to the list of trustees present.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador reported that there were three changes to the printed agenda:
1.

Item M-7, page 24, item 30 should read (change in bold):
CSIS 134 Network Voice and Data Cabling
Three hours lecture - Two hours lecture/laboratory (4)
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Item M-7, page 24, item 31 should read (change in bold):
176 Managing a Windows Network
One and one-half hours lecture - One hour lecture/laboratory (2)

3.

E.

Item H-7-b, page 5, should be removed from the agenda.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen reported that he and Mr. Evilsizer had the pleasure of attending the R.N. pinning
ceremony on December 23. They were impressed with their enthusiasm and positive comments
about their faculty.
Mr. McMullen commented that the budget crisis in Sacramento will be a struggle for all of us. He
stated that we have no control over our revenues, and that makes the Board's job exceedingly
more difficult. For a student to have to go from $11 to $24 a unit is a quantum leap. All of that
additional money will stay in Sacramento to help solve the deficit problem; none of it will go to the
college. In addition, our budget will be cut substantially. He stated that it will take all of us
together to get through this, and he is glad Lois Meyer is postponing her retirement to help us.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. Nelson stated that she is also pleased that Lois Meyer will be staying to help us get through
the budget crisis.
Ms.Chadwick noted that we have had the first word on the budget, but there are a lot of words
between now and the last word. Even though the last word is going to be an unhappy one, we
need to be constructive and energetic and participate in the process. She stated that she thinks
we have a good process to participate in.
Ms. Chadwick stated that she has begun to tour the campuses. Mike Ellis conducted a tour of the
San Marcos campus for she and Mr. Evilsizer. There is a lot to cherish here, but there is also a
lot of work to do.
Ms. Chadwick will be attending the Trustees Orientation and Legislative Conference in
Sacramento. She will be spending some time meeting with elected officials to introduce herself
so that they get to know each other better.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he had attended the Christmas Coffee hosted by Dr. Amador. He felt it
was very nice to bring a collegial atmosphere around the holidays to the faculty and classified
staff.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he also participated in the EOP&S Christmas program where they gave
away a lot of nice gifts to children of the people in that program.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that during the nurse pinning ceremony, graduating nurses gave some
heartfelt testimonial as to what they went through to earn that pin. It was very heartening and
rewarding to hear them speak. It is another validation of what we do at this college, and that is
help improve people's lives.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he had toured the television satellite facilities with Mr. Cerda and Mr.
Kroncke. We have a lot of capabilities on the campus that we host for the entire community
college system. Mike Ellis was kind enough to show Mr. Evilsizer and Ms. Chadwick around the
main campus.
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Mr. Evilsizer stated that they have been meeting with some local officials and hope to meet with
some more up in Sacramento to discuss some of the budgetary concerns that are formulating in
the state capital.
Mr. Jensen reported that it is rare to find a nurse at Palomar Hospital who did not go to Palomar
College.
Mr. Jensen noted that the Governor's proposed $13 increase in student fees would not go to
Palomar but would go to the general fund in Sacramento.
Mr. McMullen reported that we had received a letter from the CCLC asking for Trustees who
might be interested in running for the CCCT Board. If anyone is interested, they were asked to
notify Mr. McMullen.
Mr. Melena reported that he had given a letter of introduction to the other trustees. He noted that
he had attended the governmental affairs committee of the chamber of commerce in San Diego
as he knows how important outreach is to Palomar College. A great deal of time was spent
discussing the budget and what the end result will be. He stated that he is looking forward to
working with the college community as the new Student Trustee and with his fellow Board
members.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz presented a report on the curriculum process. Exhibit G-1 Chris Barkley
discussed the role of the Faculty Senate in the curriculum process.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal reported that there has been an immediate adverse impact to our
categorical programs as a result of the budget crisis. We are looking at the worst-case
scenario, which would mean significant cuts. Student Services is moving to minimize the
direct impact it would have on students by putting the emphasis on direct services to
students, although there will be substantial cuts. Mr. Madrigal noted that Board members
may be hearing some complaints from students and asked that they make their feelings
known to the legislature. Hopefully, they will absorb some of the information they are
receiving. Lower-income students who are unable to qualify for the BOGW will be
severely impacted.

Mr. Madrigal reported that he had recently chaperoned the cheerleaders at the national
competition in Orlando, Florida, as their guest. He thanked them for including him on this
trip where he saw how hard they work to compete. At this time, he asked Bruce Bishop to
report on the results of the competition. The team last year won first place in the national
competition. This year they raised almost $30,000 to attend the competition where they
won second place and a large trophy. As winners of the preliminary competition, the
team received an all-expense-paid trip to Orlando for the competition. As a result,
they had money left over to pay for Mr. Madrigal and Mr. Bishop to attend the competition.
Mr. Bishop reported that the Palomar cheerleading Squad was honored with a four-page
spread in American Cheerleader magazine. The squad asked Mr. Bishop to present a
2002 national championship ring to Joe Madrigal. Coach Paul Groom introduced
members of the team who were present. Mr. Bishop noted that the Palomar College
Foundation had generously provided the funds for the 2002 squad's championship rings.
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3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services - There was none.

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was none.

Dr. Amador gave the following report:
It is not good to start the year with the issue of the budget, but I know it is something that's on
everybody's mind. It especially came to the forefront when the Governor's proposed budget came
out last Friday. It was a shock to us because we had been expecting a 3.66% cut, and it was
kicked up to 10% in the mid-year cut. Our best estimate, which was sent out in an email to all
faculty and staff today, is that the mid-year cut is $4.5 million of our general fund unrestricted.
That's a permanent cut with an additional cut expected for the 2003-04 budget year of $6.4
million. It is a considerable cut to general funds. In terms of the categoricals, which is a much
smaller budget base, the mid-year cut is more than $789,000. For 2003-04, that cut continues
with an additional cut of $480,000.
I want to make clear that this is the Governor's proposal. There are many details and nuances
that are going to be shifting over the next six months. Some of the things that are placed in his
budget are very illogical. And with that, I think smart people will see the light and make some
significant changes to what he proposes. The proposal includes, as you heard, an increase in
student fees to $24. However, all of that increase goes to solve a deficit at the state level. It does
not go to any community college, nor does it go to the community college system. His budget
proposal in total reduces the contribution at the system level by $658 less per student than we had
in the previous year. In addition, the Governor says that he is going to fund us for 3% growth
during the 03-04 year. Here we are supposed to be getting 3% growth money, when you have
already taken away $658 per student, there is no money for growth. Clearly, he has devastated
what we do. The proportion of the hit is three times what the other systems are receiving - K-12,
UC, and CSU. And where CSU and UC have the ability to increase fees, and as you know, they
have done so, they get to keep that money. It is a different kind of system. There is not a lot of
good news. However, the advocacy efforts have already begun. As of this afternoon, I received
from the League the first effort by both the Chancellor's Office through the consultation process, a
revised budget which includes cuts. But the system cuts, instead of being at the $270 million level
to our system for mid-year, have been reduced down to $159 million, and it changes the
categories. It also does something that I think makes it a very tenuous solution and one that may
not be supported by the legislature. It takes $50 million, the reversion account for backfill of
property taxes (Proposition 98), and uses that to balance part of the $270 million and come up
with a $159 million cut.
No matter how you look at it, the reality is that we are going to have significant cuts over the next
18 months and suffering the results of those. The actions that we take now will help us to mitigate
what is going to be a severe budget situation over the next 18 months. On January 21, which is
the first day that the faculty is back, the Strategic Planning Council will be meeting, and we will be
looking at a draft document on the criteria for determining the cuts as well as our plans for
implementation over the next 18 months broken out by mid-year and for future years. I can't tell
you how it feels to be responsible for this institution and not have people be in harm's way, but we
are going to go through some rough times and my commitment is to do it in as fair and equitable
and open a process as we possibly can. For me to say that it won't hurt anybody would be a lie,
because it is going to affect us all. The Governor cannot put out this kind of budget and have this
kind of deficit problem without affecting anybody that receives public funds, and we happen to
receive public funds. We also happen to be under a lot of regulations and stipulations and Ed.
Code. that tie our hands to do some of the things the other systems can do. I hope that, as a
result of what occurs, we at least will be able to be relieved of some of those regulations as we go
through the next couple of years, so our hands will not be tied.
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On a positive note, we have enrollment; and classes do begin on the 21 '', so business will
continue and we will continue to serve students. As of yesterday, our credit enrollment is up 1%
over last spring to a total of 23,763 students and that is total headcount being up about Y.%.
Those percentages aren't as high because they are being compared to last spring, and last spring
we did not collect. We let students enroll in classes who had not paid their fees with the
assumption that they would pay their fees in time. We have learned over some history here that
they don't pay their fees in time, and we have lots of problems with that. When a student enrolls,
they have ten days to pay their fees. Should they not pay in ten days, they are dropped from the
class or classes and the student that is on the wait list is then put in the class. That process has
been going on. Approximately 50% of those students do pay their fees and do remain in class.
My sense is that as the information about the fee increase becomes better known, more students
will be paying their fees because it may be the last semester before fees increase.
Approximately 29% of the classes are closed at this point. Some Board members have been
contacted about student enrollment concerns and not being able to get the classes they want.
There have been a couple of issues within the science curriculum of prerequisite courses that
keep them out of moving through other programs. I want to assure the Board that we, through the
beginning of the schedule process by the faculty chairs putting things together, are concerned
about what the prerequisites are and whether or not we have enough prerequisite courses for the
next level of courses for students to move through. But within the science curriculum, we have a
problem. We have a room problem of labs, and it is mitigated by not having enough lab space.
When there is lab space available, there is a problem finding a qualified faculty member. There
has been a lot of effort to do that, but we have not been able to resolve all of those issues within
the science piece. A new building will help, along with more money from the state.
In addition, low enrollment classes will be canceled, given the budget situation, unless they meet
one of the requirements upon which we have agreed with the faculty. Staff has been notifying
students in very low enrollment courses that they will be canceled, giving students options before
the end of the registration period to move to another class. With limited resources, this is just the
beginning. There will definitely be an impact on the schedule in the future. We will probably have
more students unhappy because they can't get classes, and that is the result of a severe budget
cut. We will be looking at that, not with this schedule, but as we plan future schedules beginning
with the summer. It is my hope we will have information on the budget soon. I am not confident
of that, but it is a hope. Last year, we had a budget in September, so it doesn't bode well; but if
they conceive of cuts in this year's budget, which has happened before, we will have to be
readying oursevelves for it.
To end my report, the College will be closed on January 20 for Martin Luther King Day in
celebration of his life and what he contributed to the United States. It is a nice way to stop and
think about the good in the world and what is possible through workin~ together. It is my hope
that we will keep these thoughts in mind as we start school on the 21' and have a very difficult
spring.
Mr. Evilsizer questioned the practice of students being dropped after ten days if fees are not paid.
He suggested a policy of having students pay within ten days of the semester starting. Dr.
Amador responded that our policy is designed to prevent non-paying students from taking the
place of students who can pay. The non-paying student takes up a seat, then we must drop
him/her much later. The student who was conscientious enough to pay his/her fees was denied
the opportunity to have a seat in the class. When students enroll, they know what the payment
deadlines are because they are printed in the schedule and other publications.
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Mr. Evilsizer asked how that impacts lower-income or economically disadvantaged students, who
are relying on government assistance. Lise Telson responded that students on financial aid are
urged to apply early so that we can process them. Everyone who thinks they may possibly be
eligible for the Board of Governors Waiver is urged to apply. The staff is working closely with the
faculty to let students know of the assistance that is available to them.
Jerry Patton noted that if a student is not dropped before the end of the census period, which is
about ten days into the semester, we are not allowed to admit another student past that date. Dr.
Amador reported that there has been discussion at the Faculty Senate of assisting us to get
students to pay. Chris Barkley made an announcement at the beginning of last semester asking
all instructors to remind their students that the College would be enforcing the rule requiring that
they be dropped if fees were not paid. She stated that we do not want to give them ten days into
the semester because if suddenly several students are dropped for non-payment of fees and the
instructor has already turned away several others who were willing to pay in order to participate,
the instructor is not teaching the number of students he/she should be teaching.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that he is concerned about the students who are left behind because they can't
pay within the ten-day window after registering, then having to come back and apply for the class
when they have the money and the class is full. He also asked the staff to bring a report of what
student fees have increased over the last two years, such as picture ID and parking fees, etc. Mr.
Patton will provide this for the next meeting.
Mr. Evilsizer commented on the problem of having insufficient lab space for highly impacted
science courses, particularly those that are prerequisites for certain programs. He asked if we
had explored the possibility of using other facilities. Dr. Amador stated that most of the classes
that are being requested are during the day when other institutions are using their labs. Diane
Lutz reported that we have explored using high school laboratories, but high school teachers do
not want other people using their supplies and equipment. That has been a problem for us to
offer a variety of classes at Mt. Carmel and Poway. We have made a few inroads with computer
labs, but it is almost impossible with science labs. They need anatomy, physiology, and
microbiology, all of which require specialized equipment and supplies.
Mr. McMullen suggested we explore all of our financial options, including lowering our reserves
from 5% to the state-mandated 3%. That would probably free up about $1.5 million for us.
He asked that the Board's Finance Committee meet, explore this possibility and any other issues
along this line, and possibly come back to the Board with a recommendation to change the current
Board Policy to maintain 5% in reserves.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H,

CONSENT CALENDAR

GIFTS
1.

ACCEPT GIFT
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gift donated in 2002 and directs that
an appropriate letter of appreciation be sent to the donor:
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Approximately 75 miscellaneous emergency medicine (EMT and Paramedic)
books and 15 videos to be used for student and staff reference in the EMT
program, donated by JEMS Communication, 525 B Street, Suite 1900, San
Diego, California 92101-4495. Total cash value as estimated by donor is
$1,800.00.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

TRAVEL
2.

APPROVE TRAVEL EXPENSES
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves/ratifies travel expenses for the following persons:

a.

Nancy C. Chadwick
Advanced Funds?
For:
To attend:
Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Acct. No.:

b.

Mark R. Evilsizer
Advanced Funds?
For:
To attend:
Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Acct. No.:

c.

Darrell L. McMullen
Advanced Funds?
For:
To attend:
Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Acct. No.:

Yes
Transportation, parking, meals, lodging, registration,
miscellaneous
CCLC Trustee Orientation, Legislative Conference
Sacramento, California
February 1-3, 2003
$1,103.00
575200-11-111100-66100-10-2003-0000000

Yes
Transportation, mileage, parking, meals, lodging,
registration, miscellaneous
CCLC Trustee Orientation, Legislative Conference
Sacramento, California
February 1-3, 2003
$1, 163.30
575200-11-111100-66100-10-2003-0000000

Yes
Transportation, mileage, parking, meals, lodging,
registration, miscellaneous
CCLC Board Chairs Conference, Legislative Conference
Sacramento, California
February 1-3, 2003
$1,009.15
575200-11-111100-66100-10-2003-0000000
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d.

Michele T. Nelson
Advanced Funds?
For:

To attend:
Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Acct. No.:

Yes
Transportation, parking, meals, lodging, registration,
miscellaneous
CCLC Legislative Conference
Sacramento, California
February 2-3, 2003
$918.00
575200-11-111100-66100-10-2003-0000000

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

BUSINESS SERVICES
3.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar by Ms. Chadwick.

PERSONNEL
4.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions History report, which
includes hires and pay rate changes for short-term and student employees for the month
of December, 2002. Exhibit H-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

RATIFY ASSIGNED-TIME CHANGE
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the change to the following assigned time:

a.

JUDITH E. EBERHART
Coordinator
Professional Development
5069
80% assigned time for 10 months as Coordinator; 20% regular
assignment for 10 months as Counselor; 100% regular
assignmentnforn1 month as Counselor.
November 7, 2002, through December 31, 2003
Effective:
Salary: $6,348. 74/month
Sal Grade/Stp: F/36
A-123400-312100-60200-000000001100%
Account(s):
Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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6.

RATIFY LEAVES OF ABSENCE
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective January 6, 2003, through February 14, 2003, to
PATRICIA REYES, Senior Accounting Assistant, Fiscal Services.

b.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 26.6% Personal Leave of Absence
without pay and with no effect on benefits, effective January 21, 2003,
through May 23, 2003, to KELLY PATRICK, Library Media Technician II, library
Media Center.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

7.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENTS
On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirements have been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group I
(receives the same fully employer-paid lifetime health benefits as provided to active
employees and eligible dependents for life of the retiree) of the Retirement Health and
Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:
a.

8.

TIMOTHY W. ULMAN, Professor, Foreign Languages, December 22, 2002.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATIONS
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified positions:

a.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

STAFF AIDE
Disabled Student Programs & Services
Mary A. Tuttle
5544
New?:
No
Was Disabled Services Assistant, placement 16/10
January 1, 2003
100%
#of Mos:
12
20110
Salary:
$3,431.81/month
K-212200-4 72100-64200-1612030/100%
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b.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account(s):

SENIOR TELEPHONE OPERATOR
Telephone Services
Larissa K. Baumann
5612
New?:
No
Was Telephone Operator, placement 10/2
January 1, 2003
12
100% #ofMos:
14/2
Salary:
$2,421.16/month
A-212200-562100-66500-0000000/100%

c.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Admissions. Records, & Veterans' Services
Susan L. Doran
No
5465
New?:
Was same title, placement 35/7
January 1, 2003
12
100% #of Mos:
39/7
Salary:
$5,324.35/month
A-212200-422200-62100-0000000/100%

d.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Admissions, Records, & Veterans' Services
Richard L. Gommel
6131
New?:
No
Was same title, placement 35/6
January 1, 2003
12
100% #of Mos:
39/6
Salary:
$5,277.74/month
A-212200-421100-62100-0000000/100%

e.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Instruction
Linda A. Balko
6129
New?:
No
Was same title, placement 35/7
January 1, 2003
100% #of Mos:
12
39/7
Salary:
$5,324.35/month
A-212200-311100-60910-0000000/100%

f.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Fiscal Services
Traci A Sickinger
6133
New?:
No
Was same title, placement 35/3
January 1, 2003
12
100% #of Mos:
39/3
Salary:
$4,679.19/month
A-212200-551100-67200-0000000/100%
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g.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Human Resource Services
Vacant
6114
New?:
No
Was same title, grade 35
January 1, 2003
12
100% #ofMos:
39/1
Salary:
$4,243. 78/month
A-212200-611100-66600-0000000/ 100%

h.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Instruction
Vacant
No
6242
New?:
Was same title, grade 35
January 1, 2003
12
100% #of Mos:
39/1
Salary:
$4,243. 78/month
A-212200-311100-6091 0-0000000/ 100%

i.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Fiscal Services
Vacant
6132
New?:
No
Was same title, grade 35
January 1, 2003
12
100% #of Mos:
39/1
Salary:
$4,243. 78/month
A-212200-551100-67200-0000000/100%

j.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Sip:
Account(s):

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIST
Financial Aid & Scholarships
Vacant
6130
New?:
No
Was same title, grade 35
January 1, 2003
12
100% #of Mos:
39/1
Salary:
$4,243. 78/month
A-212200-4 75100-64600-0611400/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employees:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MARKG.LEE
Audio Production Coordinator
Performing Arts
5158
New?:
No
Replacement for James Weld
25/1
Salary:
$3,016.01/month
100%
#of Mos:
11
December 9, 2002
A-212200-327100-60910-0000000/100%

b.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

RICHARD R. LOUCKS
Systems Module Functional Specialist
Instruction
6242
New?:
No
Replacement for Jennifer Turpin
39/1
Salary:
$4,243. 78/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 6, 2003
A-212200-311100-60910-0000000/100%

c.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MARK A. MENALDO
Instructional Support Assistant I
Foreign Languages
No
5144
New?:
Replacement for Allen Page
16/1
Salary:
$2,421.16/month
#ofMos:
12
100%
January 13, 2003
A-222000-326100-11011-0000000/100%

d.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #{s):

SHELLY M. COMFORT
American Sign Language/English Interpreter
Disabled Student Programs & Services
6255
New?:
Yes
Position approved September 12, 2002
31/1
Salary:
$1,570.81/month
45%
#of Mos:
10
January 21, 2003
A-212200-472100-64200-0000000/100%
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e.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

LISA A HORNSBY
Senior Administrative Secretary
Arts & Languages
5072
New?:
No
Replacement for Muriel Mendizza; promotion for Ms. Hornsby.
23/2
Salary:
$3,016.01/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 13, 2003
A-212200-321100-60910-0000000/100%

f.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):
Note:

LOUVENIA E. HENDERSON
Instructional Support Assistant II
Business Education
6168
New?:
No
Replacement for Frances Simpson; funded - PFE.
22/1
Salary:
$2,803.83/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 13, 2003
A-221000-357100-05020-0611400/100%
Normal work schedule: Monday- Thursday, 12:00 pm - 9:00 pm;
Friday, 11 :00 am - 3:00 pm; Saturday, 9:00 am - 1:00 pm. 3%
differential paid for hours worked between 6:00 prn and 10:00
pm.

g.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

LIZ G. STRAHLE
Outreach Coordinator
Career and Technical Education
Yes
6268
New?:
Position approved 9/9/02; funded - HEA.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 14, 2003
K-212100-33150-63900-1112304/100%

h.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

BEYERL YA. WARREN DE PAULINO
Outreach Coodinator
Career and Technical Education
Yes
6269
New?:
Position approved 9/9/02; funded - HEA.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 14, 2003
K-212100-331500-63900-1112304/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY CERTIFICATED EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following certificated employees:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Rng/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

b.

c.

Name:

KAREN E. MILLER
A.A., Child Development
Master Teacher I
Child Development Center at Palomar College Escondido Center
6014
New?:
No
Replacement for Janet Ross; funded - Child Development.
D1/1
Salary:
$1,710.82/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 6, 2003
V-111000-364300-69200-1633400/100%

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Rng/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

LORENE E. CRAW
A.A., Art
Master Teacher I
Child Development Center
6017
New?:
No
Replacement for Patricia Mings
D1/1
Salary:
$1,710.82/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 6, 2003
U-111000-364300-69200-0000000/100%

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Rng/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MOLLY L. HODDER
Teacher I
Child Development Center at Palomar College Escondido Center
6250
New?:
Yes
Position approved February 12, 2002
C1/1
Salary:
$1,313.91/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
January 6, 2003
U-111000-364300-69200-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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11.

RATIFY CORRECTION TO ACADEMIC CONTRACT

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the correction to the following academic contract:
a.

Name:

DENISE E. RUDY
A.A., General Studies
Assistant Professor/Director
Position:
Dental Assisting
Department:
Increased step placement due to verification of previous related
Remarks:
work experience.
Sal Grade/Sip: B/8
Salary:
$5,222.65/month
% of position: 100%
#of Mos:
10
January 21, 2003
Effective:
Account #(s): A-111000-344200-12041-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
12.

APPROVE REIMBURSEMENT OF CANDIDATE FOR SECOND-LEVEL INTERVIEW
EXPENSES

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves reimbursement of travel expenses for secondlevel interviews for the following:
Name:
For:
To Attend:
Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Account #:

Yadvindra Dhami
Airfare
Second Level Interview for Assistant Professor, Trades and
Industry (Electronics)
San Jose to San Diego, California
December 19, 2002
$200.50
545400-11-611100-66600-10-2003-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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13.

GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINES
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications
for the disciplines listed:
Philip Archuleta - Physical Education
Annie Lemoux - Communications
Dale Mais - Earth Sciences
Brian Kooiman - Physical Education
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

RATIFY ADJUNCT FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the employment of the following adjunct faculty, at
the rates indicated for Spring, 2003 {day and/or evening); said adjunct faculty are not
scheduled to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:

SPRING 2003
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
McGraw, Bruce

Philosophy
B.A., Education
M.A., Philosophy

$38.24

Vives, Neal

Philosophy
B.A., English
B.A., Philosophy
B.A., Psychology
M.A., Secondary School Teaching of English
M.A., Philosophy

$40.71

Vukov, Boris

Psychology
S.S., Psychology
M.A., Psychology

$38.24

Business Education
S.S., Accounting
M.A., Accountancy, Financial Audit

$38.24

Business Education
B.A., Economics
M.B.A., Accountancy

$38.24

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Gilkey, Michael

O'Dell, Marilyn
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COMMUNICATIONS
Lemoux, Annie

Photography
Eminence in Photography

$37.01

Michals, John

Journalism
B.A., Journalism
M.A., Journalism
M.B.A., Business Administration

$40.71

Kaehler, Francisca

Radio & Television
B.S., Television, Film and New Media
Production
2 + Years Experience

$37.01

Earth Sciences
B.S., Astrophysics
M.S., Astronomy and Astrophysics

$38.24

Felker, Kathleen

Aeronautics
B.S., Home Economics
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

Mais, Dale

B.S., Chemistry
M.S., Chemistry
Ph.D., Pharmacology

$40.71

Thomas, Christina

Oceanography
B.S., Earth Science
M. S., Earth Science

$38.24

English
B.A., English
M.A., English: Literature

$38.24

Spanish
B.A., Spanish
M.A., Spanish

$38.24

EARTH SCIENCES
Auerbach, Daniel

ENGLISH
Dongell, Robert

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Del Rio, Leticia

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
Graphic Communications
Hertz, Robert
A.S., Computer Science
6 +Years Experience
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Burke, Susan

Reeske, Mary

$37.01

Library Technology
B.A., English
M.L.S., Library Science

$39.47

Library Technology
B.A., History
M.S., Library Science

$38.24
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Simons, Linda

MATHEMATICS
Swick, Kenneth

PERFORMING ARTS
Brigham, Maura

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Archuleta, Philip

Kooiman, Brian
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Library Technology
A.B., Teaching of Social Studies
M.S., Library Science
M.B.A., Business Administration

$40.71

Mathematics
B.S., Mathematics
M.A., Mathematics
Ph.D., Mathematics

$40.71

Music
BA, Fine Arts
M.M., Musical Theater

$38.24

Health Education
BA, Biology
D.C., Chiropractic

$40.71

Physical Education
A.A., General Studies
B.S., Kinesiology

$37.01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
15.

RECOMMENDATION; ACTION -APPROVE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
TEACHER EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the employment of the following ChildDevelopment Center Teacher, at the rate indicated for Spring, 2003:
Butner, Darlene

Master Teacher
B.S., Child Development

$11.72

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
FISCAL SERVICES
16.

APPROVE REPORT OF REVOLVING CASH EXPENDITURES

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves Revolving Cash Expenditures for the month of
November, 2002, as indicated on Exhibit H-16.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE DRAWING NEW WARRANT

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows:
Warrant# 76-069129 dated 02/26/02 in the amount of $44.00, to Jennifer L. Lacey, 1061
Prospect Pl. #A, Vista, CA 92083. Void due to stale dating.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
18.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar by Ms. Chadwick.
Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA

I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES

3.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves all purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District during the past 60
days, as detailed on Exhibit H-3. All purchases listed herein are made against the 2002-2003
fiscal year budget.
Re-Encumbered
FY2002 PO's
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Employment Ads
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Agreement/Annual
Utilities
Procurement Card

0300045
through
0300045
through
0340356
0340242
through
0350062
0350062
through
0360033
0360019
through
0365012
0365010
through
0370382
0370278
through
0375081
0375058
0380162
through
0380164
through
0395091
0395088
Time Period: 10/23/02 -11/22/02
Time Period: 11123/02 - 12122102

$

102.77
$ 428,851.20
$
357.00
$ 24,601.68
$
2,644.62
$1,223,687.90
$ 213,089.79
$
1,721.49
$ 501,356.40
$ 129,159.03
$ 101,946.27

$2 627 518.15
Ms. Chadwick stated that she is concerned that the Board is looking at purchase
transactions ranging from very small to extremely large in the same way. She asked if
this is normal. Jerry Patton responded that one of the large items on the report is the
CCCSAT grant, which has been authorized through the Chancellor's Office. The other
large purchase order is an annual estimate for utilities. As long as the Board adopts the
budget, we bring these back to the Board after they have been issued. To bring them
prior to issuing them would be extremely difficult.
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Ms. Chadwick asked if it is necessary for the Board to see each of the items for less than
$1,000. Mr. Patton responded that we do have to bring them to the Board as required by
the Education Code, but we can look at consolidating them. Ms. Chadwick asked if this is
a normal period. Ken Jay responded that there are two periods in this report. A normal
period would run about $1.5-1.8 million.
Mr. Evilsizer asked who has access to the procurement card and what it is used for. Ken
Jay reported that there are approximately 300 designated employees who use these
cards to make low-value purchases, mostly supplies. There are limits per transaction, per
card, and per month. Dr. Amador pointed out that because we no longer have stores on
campus to provide office supplies, the designated employees order through Office Depot
on their cards. This has saved the College a great deal of paperwork, staff, stocking
items, and storage space. There are multiple levels of oversight. The cardholder is the
one responsible; there is also an approving official who oversees each cardholder's
purchases; there are two persons in Business Services who go over each transaction to
be certain it meets our standards.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
COUNSEL, CONTRACTS

18.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS MADE FOR PRIOR
SIXTY DAYS

MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves all contracts and agreements for the
period November 1, 2002, through December 31, 2002, and entered into on behalf of
the Palomar Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-18.
Ms. Chadwick asked why the Board is looking at these after the fact. Ben Echeverria
explained that in 1997 the Board passed a resolution delegating the power to contract to
certain individuals, including the Office of Counsel and Contracts, the Director of Business
Services, the Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services, and the
Superintendenl/President, up to the competitive bidding limit, pursuant to the Education
Code. One of the provisos is that those transactions that are consummated under that
shall be in a report to the Board every 60 days for review and ratification. Prior to 1997, a
good number of those transactions came as individual Board items and took Board time
to review. Most of the items are very modest in amount; many involve contracts with
outside agencies, pursuant to which they pay the District.
Ms. Chadwick asked why the Board even needs to see this. Mr. Echeverria responded
that the Education Code requires that once you delegate authority, the report be
submitted every 60 days for Board review and ratification. Mr. Patton added that we had
received comments from our auditors prior to starting this delegation/report procedure
that we should be doing it.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley reported that the Senate has approved all of the policy changes that are on
tonight's agenda. They generated the one on program and curriculum review because it
is an academic and professional matter. They sent it to the Curriculum Committee; they
approved it and sent it back to the Senate, which then put it through the process. The
Senate had ample time for deliberation. Often the Senate would have a couple of weeks
to discuss items before taking action on them. Many of their suggestions were taken to
SPC and were incorporated into the policies that were presented to the Board. The
Senate is encouraging the Board to pass those particular policies. The Senate had only
one meeting since the last Board meeting but chose to have a special adjourned meeting
on December 16 to discuss the instructional reorganization plan. There were two
particular motions that came out of that which the Senate asked Ms. Barkley to read to
the Board. Both were passed unanimously.
The first one was: "The Faculty Senate states its firm opposition to the Instructional
reorganization as proposed for the following reasons, including but not limited to: it is
inconsistent with planning goals, it is not adequately supported by data analysis, it has not
been analyzed for positive or negative impact it may have on instructional programs, and
it is not prudent in this very uncertain fiscal climate."
The second one was: "Should any reorganization of Instruction be considered, the
discussion on how to reorganize must involve the Faculty Senate, the new Vice President
for Instruction when that individual is hired, as well as Chairs of all of the Divisions for
their input as procedures should be in place for any reorganization proposed now or in the
future."
Those were the two outcomes from the special meeting that we held.

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Millet reported that PFF is kicking off the new semester by having a STRS workshop
at the PFF office to which they are inviting adjunct faculty. Tom Barrett from the state
office will be there to talk about the defined benefits program. This is being planned for
the day of orientation, beginning at 4:30 p.m., so that it can complement but not in any
way replace the workshops and breakout sessions planned for adjunct orientation. They
are hoping that adjunct faculty will increase their understanding of their complicated
retirement system.
Ms. Millet and several other Palomar faculty members attended some statewide meetings
on the budget and other items. The deficit is something we can't change, but this is the
way the Governor proposes to deal with the deficit. He has invited all constituencies to
respond and let him know how they feel about it. At the meeting, a film was shown from
1990 that showed students actively writing letters, riding buses to Sacramento,
administrators taking the classes of teachers so that teachers could go lobby, individual
programs being spotlighted for the public so that the community could see the results of
cuts. As a result, Governor Wilson changed his proposal concerning education
significantly. PFF sees this as an opportunity for all campus constituencies to join
together with the community to let the Governor know how we feel and what these
proposals would do to the education of students. It is time for a visionary plan.
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INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty - There was no report.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association - There was no report.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT
Mike Dimmick welcomed Leo Melena to the Governing Board.
Mr. Dimmick stated that over the past couple of weeks since the budget severity became
apparent, many classified staff are very concerned and have called him. He stated that
he looks forward to working with the College in working on this issue, addressing it, and
seeing if some things can be changed.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena reported that ASG has been bracing itself for the budget cuts. They are
excited about the new semester and are ready to go. They have set their goals. They are
ready to remind students about the need to pay fees within ten days and the necessity of
canceling classes with low enrollment so there are not as many surprises. The ASG
office has received a great many phone calls from concerned students in EOP&S. They
have contacted student government teams from other colleges and plan to get together to
see what they can do to strategize a statewide effort. Strategy would include letter-writing
campaigns, e-mails, etc.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
Eamon Kavanagh addressed the Board at this time informing them of and congratulating Leo
Melena on his many achievements.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.
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M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE DELETION OF BP 7.08 AND ADOPTION OF BP 4020
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 7.08 and the adoption of BP
4020, which reads as follows:
BP 4020 ·PROGRAM AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
(Replaces BP 7.08)
The programs and curricula of the District shall be of high quality, relevant to community
and student needs, and evaluated regularly to ensure quality and currency. To that end,
the Superintendent/President, relying primarily on the Faculty Senate, through the
Curriculum Committee, shall establish procedures for the development and review of all
curricular offerings, including their establishment, modification, or discontinuance.
Furthermore, these procedures shall include:
•
•

regular review and justification of programs and course descriptions;
opportunities for training for persons involved in aspects of curriculum
development.

All new courses and programs and course and program deletions shall be approved by
the Board.
Every vocational or occupational training program shall be reviewed every two years by
the Board.
New courses that are not part of an existing approved program and all new programs
shall be submitted to the Office of the Chancellor for the California Community Colleges
for approval as required.
Education Code Sections 70902(b) and 78016;
Title 5, Section 51022(a)

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE DELETION OF BP 413 AND ADOPTION OF BP 4225
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 413 and the adoption of BP
4225, which reads as follows:
BP 4225 - COURSE REPETITION
(to replace BP 413)

Students may repeat a course under the following conditions:
A. The course has been identified in the Catalog as repeatable, and the student
has not taken a course more times than allowed; OR,
B. The student is repeating a course to alleviate a D, F, or NC grade: OR,
C. The student is repeating a course after a lapse of three years by approved
petition of the Director of Enrollment Services.
D. The student is repeating a course after a lapse of less than three years by
approved petition of the Director of Enrollment Services based on the previous
grade being, at least in part, the result of extenuating circumstances.
Extenuating circumstances are verified cases of accidents, illness, or other
circumstances beyond the control of the student.
E. To meet legally mandated-training requirements as a condition of continued
employment. No limitation on repetitions.
F. Special classes for students with disabilities can be repeated beyond the
stipulated number if appropriate as a reasonable accommodation for a disability.
Under conditions B, C, and D above, a course may be repeated only once for State
apportionment.
When course repetition occurs, the permanent academic record shall be annotated in
such a manner that all work remains legible, ensuring a true and complete academic
history.
The CR/NC option is not available if a D or F grade was received the first time.
Students discovered through the course repetition programs who do not comply with the
above regulations will be administratively dropped from those classes and will be notified

by mail to see a counselor for alternative course selection.
Students dropped as a result of this process will be eligible for a refund of the enrollment
fee. 5 CAC 55761, 55762, 55763, 58161; GB 9-17-85

Title 5, Sections 55761-55765, 56029

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE ADOPTION OF BP 5120

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the adoption of BP 5120, which reads as follows:
BP 5120 -TRANSFER CENTER
The District recognizes transfer of its students to baccalaureate level institutions as one of
its primary missions. The District further recognizes that students who have historically
been under-represented in transfer to baccalaureate level institutions are a special
responsibility.
The Superintendent/President, in cooperation with the appropriate campus
constituencies, shall assure that a transfer center plan is implemented that identifies
appropriate target student populations, is designed to increase the transfer applications of
under-represented students, and complies with law and regulations.
Title 5, Section 51027

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

APPROVE DELETION OF BP 401 AND ADOPTION OF BP 5050

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 401 and the adoption of BP
5050, which reads as follows:
BP 5050 - Counseling and Matriculation
The District shall provide counseling and matriculation services to students for the
purpose of furthering equality of educational opportunity and academic success. Palomar
College will provide counseling and matriculation services to all students who enroll in
credit courses. Counseling and matriculation will assist students in optimizing their
opportunities for successfully completing their educational goals through the District's
established programs, policies, and requirements. This will provide enhanced admission,
assessment, orientation, academic career, transfer and personal counseling, advising
and follow-up services.
The Superintendent/President shall establish procedures to assure implementation of
counseling and matriculation services that comply with the Title 5 regulations.
Education Code sections 78210, et seq.; Title 5, Section 55500

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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5.

APPROVE DELETION OF BP 4.5 AND ADOPTION OF BP 2510
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 4.5 and the adoption of BP

2510, which reads as follows:
BP 2510 ·PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL DECISION-MAKING
(to replace BP 4.5)

The Board is the ultimate decision-maker in those areas assigned to it by state and
federal laws and regulations. In executing that responsibility, the Board is committed
to its obligation to ensure that appropriate members of the District participate in
developing recommended policies for Board action and administrative procedures for
Superintendent/President action under which the District is governed and
administered.
Each of the following shall participate as required by law in the decision-making
processes of the District:
Faculty Senate (Title 5, Sections 53200-53206.)

Pursuant to rules adopted by the Board of Governors of the California
Community Colleges, the Governing Board elects to rely primarily upon the
advice and judgment of the Faculty Senate on academic and professional
matters.
The terrn "Academic and Professional Matters" refers to the establishment or
modification of the following Policy and Procedure matters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Curriculum, including establishing prerequisites and placing courses
within disciplines
Degree and certificate requirements
Grading policies
Educational program development
Standards or policies regarding student preparation and success
Governance structures, as related to faculty roles
Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes, including seJf.
study and annual reports
Policies for faculty professional development activities
Processes for program review
Processes for institutional planning and budget development
Faculty Hiring Policy, Faculty Hiring Criteria, and Faculty Hiring
Procedures
Other academic and professional matters as mutually agreed upon by
the Governing Board and the Faculty Senate. As other such academic
and professional matters are identified, they will be added to this list.

Palomar Faculty Federation

Consistent with the EERA (Educational Employment Relations Act), the Palomar
Faculty Federation shall represent faculty on campus committees dealing with
salaries, benefits, and working conditions.
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Staff (Title 5, Section 51023.5, Education Code 70901.2)

Staff shall be provided with opportunities to participate in the
formulation and development of District policies and procedures that
have a significant effect on staff. The opinions and recommendations of
the CCEIAFT, Administrative Association, and Confidential and
Supervisory Team will be given every reasonable consideration.
Students (Title 5, Section 51023.7)

The Associated Students shall be given an opportunity to participate
effectively in the formulation and development of District policies and
procedures that have a significant effect on students, as defined by law.
The recommendations and positions of the Associated Students will be
given every reasonable consideration. The selection of student
representatives to serve on District committees or task forces shall be
made after consultation with the Associated Students.
Except tor unforeseeable emergency situations, the Board shall not take any
action on matters subject to this policy until the appropriate constituent group or
groups have been provided the opportunity to participate.
Nothing in this policy will be construed to interfere with the formation or
administration of employee organizations or with the exercise of rights
guaranteed under the Educational Employment Relations Act, Government
Code Sections 3540, et seq.
Education Code Section 70902(b)(7); Title 5, Sections 53200 et seq., (Academic Senate),
51023.5 (staff), 51023. 7 (students)

Mary Millet addressed the Board regarding EERA.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

6,

APPROVE COURSES TO MEET MULTICULTURAL COURSE REQUIREMENT
MSC

Jensen, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby approves the following courses, which have been reviewed
by Subcommittee C of the Curriculum Committee, to meet the Multicultural Course
Requirement, effective Fall, 2003:
a.
b.

HIST 140
HIST 141

History of the Americas Through 1800
History of the Americas Since 1800

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

All sections
All sections
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APPROVE COURSES FOR INCLUSION IN CURRICULUM
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the following courses, which have been
examined by the Curriculum Committee and are being recommended for inclusion in the
Palomar College curriculum:
1.

Catalog Number: ACCT 204
Discipline(s): Accounting
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): recommended elective in: General Education
Effective term: Fall, 2003

204 Financial/Managerial Accounting Spreadsheet Lab
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
Corequisite: ACCT 203
Application of fundamental spreadsheet concepts, principles, and commands in working with
templates and modeling problems in financial and managerial accounting problems. CSU
2.

Catalog Number: AJ 140
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): Administration of Justice - Law
Enforcement - A.A. Degree
Effective term: Fall, 2003

140 Criminal Justice in the 21'' Century- Field Study
Five hours lecture/laboratory (2.5)
This course will be a study of local, state and federal courts, correctional institutions and
law enforcement departments. Knowledge will be obtained by site visitations, personal
interviews and tours.
3.

Catalog Number: ANTH 1OOL
Discipline(s): Anthropology
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in Archaeological Excavator
Certificate of Achievement and Archaeology A.A.
Effective term: Fall, 2003

1OOL Physical Anthropology Laboratory
Three hours laboratory (1)
Prerequisite: Completion of, or concurrent enrollment in, ANTH 100
This laboratory course provides an introduction to the methods and techniques used in research in
physical/biological anthropology. The topics under study include: the scientific method, principles
of evolution, human genetics, human osteology, anthropometrics, forensic anthropology, anatomy
and behavior of living nonhuman primates, and paleoanthropology. CSU; UC pending
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Catalog Number: AP DL 201
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

201 Drywall/Lather Orientation I
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
Prerequisite: Indentured apprentice to the Carpenters Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee for Southern California
This course will provide the apprentice with various safety competencies. Hand tools, power tools,
math, and beginning blueprint reading will also be covered. A student will demonstrate the ability to
construct a welded frame scaffold to OSHA standards. May be taken two times.
5.

Catalog Number: AP DL 202
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

202 Drywall/Lather Orientation II
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
Prerequisite: AP DL 201
This course will provide the apprentice with various safety competencies. A student will
demonstrate the ability to safely operate a lift truck and aerial lift equipment. In addition they will
receive American Red Cross First Aid/CPR as well as training in asbestos awareness and low
velocity powder actuated tools. May be taken two times.
6.

Catalog Number: AP DL 203
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

203 Blueprint Reading I
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
This course is designed to teach the basics of reading, understanding and visualizing the
blueprints. Terms, symbols and definitions from several trades will be incorporated. Prints
showing both residential and commercial application will be used. Related safety, math and
blueprint reading will be covered. May be taken two times.
7.

Catalog Number: AP DL 204
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

204 Blueprint Reading II
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
Prerequisite: AP DL 203
This course will give the student more in depth training related to on the job conditions. Basic
estimating, material take offs and organizing jobs will be included. Related safety, math and
blueprint reading will be covered. May be taken two times.
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Catalog Number: AP DL 205
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

205 Basic Lathing - Structural Framing
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
This course will cover the different styles and techniques of structural framing compared to light
gage framing. Proper waterproofing, lath or drywall and trim will be explained, demonstrated and
applied to the framing. Related safety, math and blueprint reading will be covered. May be taken

two times.
9.

Catalog Number: AP DL 206
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

206 Ceilings & Soffits
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
This course is designed to provide instruction in the basics of framing ceilings and soffits
with drywall and lath application. Related safety, math and blueprint reading will be covered. May

be taken two times.
10.

Catalog Number: AP DL 207
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

207 Basic Framing - Material Identification
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
An in-depth study of basic material identification, print layout, framing, drywall applications and
proper trim applications for the Drywall/Lath industry. Safety, math and blueprint reading will be
covered. May be taken two times.

11.

Catalog Number: AP DL 208
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

208 Advanced Framing/Suspended Ceilings/CRC
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
This course is designed to provide related classroom instruction with the technical skills and
knowledge to successfully frame any suspended ceiling in drywall and lath. Related hand and
power tool safety, math and blueprint reading will be covered. May be taken two times.
12.

Catalog Number: AP DL 209
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

209 Advanced Framing - Curves & Arches
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
This course is designed to teach curves and arches, barrel ceilings, radius walls and soffits.
Related hand and power tool safety, math and blueprint reading will be covered. May be taken

two times.
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Catalog Number: AP DL 210
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

210 AWS Certification - Welding - Light Gage
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
This course is designed to teach the practical skills needed for the arc welding processes and
applications. Students will have the practical skills to successfully pass the AWS light gage
certification. Related safety, codes and materials will be covered. May be taken two times.
14.

Catalog Number: AP DL 211
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Drywall/Lather
Effective term: Fall, 2003

211 LA City Certification - Welding - Light Gage
One hour lecture-One & one-half hour laboratory (1.5)
Assists students in preparing for the Los Angeles City Light Gage Welding Certification. Written
and practical skills of the test will be demonstrated and discussed in order to associate the student
with the working knowledge necessary to successfully achieve a Los Angeles City Light Gage
Welding Certification. Related safety, codes and materials will be covered. May be taken two
times.
15.

Catalog Number: ART 213
Discipline(s) Art
Requisite Validated: NIA
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in Illustration
General Education: N/A
Distance Learning offerings: N/A
Effective term: FALL, 2003

213 Illustration/Life Drawing
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
The study of techniques used in drawing and painting from both nude and costumed models. May
be taken three times. CSU
16.

Catalog Number: ART 214
Discipline(s) Art
Requisite Validated: NIA
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in Illustration
General Education: N/A
Distance Learning offerings: N/A
Effective term: FALL, 2003

214 Head Painting
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
Introduction to painting techniques as they apply to the human head. Critical analysis and
application of color theory and mixing principles. Analysis of human facial planes, proportion and
bone structure in the application of either oil or acrylic paint. May be taken three times. CSU.
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Catalog Number: ART 248
Discipline(s) Art
Requisite Validated: N/A
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in Interactive Media Design,
Emphasis in 3-D Modeling and Animation
Effective term: Fall, 2003

248 Character Animation
Three hours lecture/laboratory (1.5)
Fundamentals of character animation and design. Hands on experience creating hand drawn
animations. Drawings are scanned and assembled on the computer. Final output is transferred
onto videotape. May be taken three limes. CSU
18.

Catalog Number: ART 276
Discipline(s) Art
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in Three Dimensional Arts Glass Emphasis
Effective term: Fall, 2003

276 Cold Glass Design
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
Applications of the materials and processes involved in the production of flat glass materials.
Emphasis is on the design of stained glass and problem solving during fabrication of designs. May
be taken three times. CSU
19.

Catalog Number: ART 277
Discipline(s) Art
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in Three Dimensional Arts - Glass
Emphasis
Effective term: FALL, 2003

277 Glass Casting
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
The study of the properties of molten glass as applied to glass casting. The acquisition of
knowledge through problem solving using open face glass casting techniques. May be taken three
times. CSU
20.

Catalog Number: BIOL 160
Discipline(s): Biology
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Biology-General
Effective term: Fall, 2003

160 Biotechnology Preparatory Course
Three hours lecture-Six hours laboratory (5)
Recommended Preparation: MATH 50
This course is intended as a preparation course for students interested in further studies in
biotechnology. The course provides the basic knowledge in math, chemistry, biology, and
microbiology for additional biotechnology coursework. Topics include the fundamental chemical
processes common in prokaryotic and eukaryotic biology, chemistry of biomolecules, cellular and
molecular biology, gene expression and genetic engineering. The laboratory experience provides
basic skills and techniques essential to advanced biotechnology courses. CSU
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Catalog Number: CFT 130
Discipline(s) Cabinet and Furniture Technology
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in (GROUP TWO) (1) Cabinet and
Furniture Design, (2) Furniture Making
Effective term: Fall, 2003

130 Stringed Instrument Making
Four, six or eight hours- lecture/laboratory (2,3,4)
Prerequisite: CFT 100
Through the fabrication of a steel stringed guitar, students will study the: history, tone theory,
construction processes, materials, finishing and set up of stringed instruments. Students will work
together, production style, milling raw lumber from local sources into guitar part blanks. Students
will then work individually constructing their own guitar. Traditional and modern methods of
construction and fabrication are explored. May be taken four times.

22.

Catalog Number: CFT 141
Discipline(s): Cabinet and Furniture Technology
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): recommended elective in (Group Two)
Cabinet and Furniture Design and Furniture Making
Effective term: Fall, 2003

141 Making Woodworking Tools
One, two, four or six hours lecture/laboratory (.5, 1,2,3)
Making a traditional woodworking tools used to make furniture and chairs. Topics include the
history and uses of tools, materials and design, layout of the stock, equipment needed to make
and finish the tools, sharpening and fitting the blades, forging and heat treating steel parts. Types
of tools include spoke shaves, shaving horses, steaming devices and bending forms. May be
taken four times.

23.

Catalog Number: CFT 172
Discipline(s): Cabinet and Furniture Technology
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): recommended elective in: (Group Two)
Cabinet and Furniture Design, Cabinetmaking and Millwork, Furniture Making
Effective term: Fall, 2003

172 TurboCAD for Cabinets & Furniture
Two, three, or four hours lecture (2,3,4)
Introduction to TurboCAD and to basic CAD concepts and their direct application to the design and
drawing of custom cabinets and furniture, as an alternative to "pencil & paper" drawing. Topics will
include: extensive 2D and 3D drawing, modifying, and editing tools; the production of measured,
shop drawings as an essential first step in the construction of a project; rendering, as a tool in the
visualization of concept design.

24.

Catalog Number: CHDV 106
Discipline(s): Child Development
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Master Teacher
Certificate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

106 Infant and Toddler Curriculum
Three hours lecture (3)
A survey of program and activity planning for infants and toddlers in child care programs,
emphasizing areas of attachment, motor skills, cognition, language and communication skills,
environments. Strategies for working with parents, observation and assessment skills and the
need for professional development will be explored.
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Catalog Number: CHDV 121
Discipline(s): Child Development
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Child Development
Teacher Certificate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

CHDV 121 Pediatric CPR and First Aid
One-half hour lecture (.5)
Prepares childcare workers, parents, and other adults working with children for skills and
knowledge required for pediatric first aid and CPR. May be taken four times. Grading: Credit/No
Credit only.
26.

Catalog Number: CHDV 180
Discipline(s): Child Development
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Master Teacher
Certificate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

180 Understanding and Working with the School-Age Child
Three hours lecture (3)
Designed to prepare students to work with children ages five through adolescence, by focusing on
the development of the children in this age group. Students will study developmental theories and
the practical implications of these theories when working with the school-aged child. Licensing
regulations for Title 5 and 22 programs will be explored. CSU
27.

Catalog Number: CHDV 190
Discipline(s): Child Development
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Master Teacher
Certificate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

190 Curriculum for the School-Aged Child
Three hours lectures (3)
A survey of programs and activities planning for school-age children, including both before and
after school curriculum and activities for groups and individuals.
28.

Catalog Number: CSIS 108
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in Voice and Data
Cable Installer Certificate, Desktop Support Specialist Certificate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

CSIS 108 Hardware and O.S. Fundamentals
Three hours lecture - Two hours lecture/laboratory (4)
This course provides students with the knowledge and skills necessary to build a foundation in
computer hardware and operating systems. It will include P.C. hardware and operating system
fundamentals; installation, configuration and upgrading; diagnosing and troubleshooting;
preventative maintenance; motherboards, processors, and memory; printers; and basic networking
including network operating systems.
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Catalog Number: CSIS 122
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Visual Basic
Distance Learning: Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

122 Visual Basic.NET I
Three hours lecture- Two hours lecture! laboratory (4)
The course is designed to provide students with an introduction to the use of the Visual Basic.NET
language to solve problems using structured design logic. Emphasis will be on learning the
fundamentals including sequence, decision and repetition. The course will also focus on learning
to utilize the .NET Framework and the Common Language Runtime. It includes learning about the
differences between earlier versions of Visual Basic and the .NET platform. CSU

30.

Catalog Number: CSJS 134
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Voice and Data Cable
Installer's Certificate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

CSIS 134 Network Voice and Data Cabling
Three hours lecture - Two hours laboratory/laboratory (4)
Prerequisite: A minimum grade of "C" in CSJS 108 or R CSJS 56 and CSIS 111
The course is designed for students interested in the physical aspects of voice and data network
cabling and installation. The course focuses on cabling issues related to data and voice
connections and provides an understanding of the industry and its worldwide standards, types of
media and cabling, physical and logical networks, as well as signal transmission. It includes
network design documentation, part list set up and purchase, pulling and mounting cable, cable
management, choosing wiring closets and patch panel installation and termination as well as
installing jacks and cable testing. Also included are design documentation, and installation issues,
as well as laboratory safety, on-the-job safety, and working effectively in group environments.

31.

Catalog Number: CSIS 176
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Desktop Support
Specialist, Network Systems Engineer
Effective term: Fall, 2003

176 Managing a Windows Network
One and one-half lecture-One hour lecture/laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: CSIS 162 and CSIS 163
This course provides students with the knowledge and skills necessary to administer,
support, and troubleshoot networks that incorporate Microsoft Windows.

32.

Catalog Number: CSIS 177
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Network Engineer
Effective term: Fall, 2003

177 Microsoft Exchange Server
One and one-half hour lecture-One hour lecture/laboratory (2)
Prerequisite: CSJS 162 and CSJS 163
This course provides students with the knowledge and skills necessary to implement, administer,
and troubleshoot information systems that incorporate Microsoft Exchange Server.
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Catalog Number: CSIS 212
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Visual Basic
Distance Learning offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

212 Visual Basic.NET II
Three hours lecture- Two hours lecture/ laboratory (4)
Prerequisite: CSIS 117 or CSIS 122
This course provides an intermediate level of experience using the Visual Basic.NET programming
language. The course provides extensive practice in developing MS Windows based programs
through the use of the .NET technology. Topics will include the relationship between Visual
Basic.NET and the .NET framework, creating and using collections, creating and using objects,
and using XML with Visual Basic.NET.

34.

Catalog Number: CSIS 219
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Visual Basic
Distance Learning offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

219 Visual Basic.NET Ill
Three hours lecture- Two hours lecture/ laboratory (4)
Prerequisite: CSIS 212
This course presents an introduction to the technologies and features in ASP.Net. Topics
include: introduction to ASP.Net and the Microsoft .Net initiative; WebForms, controls, events,
validation, custom controls, data binding, and various methods of code reuse, state management,
configuration, caching, and application deployment; Web services--definition, creation,
deployment, and consumption of Web services.

35.

Catalog Number: CSIS 272
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Web Developer- Java/
Open Source, elective in: Web Developer- Windows
Distance Leaming offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

272 Java Programming for Information Systems
Two hours lecture-Two hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Recommended Preparation: CSIS 117 or CSIS 138
An introduction to Java programming with emphasis on the syntax and structure of the Java
language. Specific topics will include data types, exception handling, object-oriented
programming, multi-threaded programming, event-driven programming and an introduction to Java
Servlets and JSPs. CSU
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Catalog Number: DT 130
Discipline(s): Drafting Technology/ Regional Occupational Program
Requisite validated: Yes
Dually listed: R DT 130
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Electro-Mechanical Drafting
& Design, Drafting Technology- Technical, Drafting Technology - Multimedia
Effective term: Fall, 2003

130 CAD/CAM Machining
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: OT 110 and OT 128/R OT 128
Hands-on operation of importing three-dimensional solid and parametric three-dimensional
models into CAD/CAM operations. This course is dually listed as R DT 130. May be taken
times.

37.

two

Catalog Number: DT 131
Discipline(s): Drafting Technology/ Regional Occupational Program
Requisite validated: Yes
Dually listed: R DT 131
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Electro-Mechanical Drafting
& Design, Drafting Technology- Technical, Drafting Technology- Multimedia
Effective term: Fall, 2003

131 Advanced 30 Design and Presentation
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)

Prerequisite: DT 128/R DT 128
Advanced theory and hands-on operation of solid and parametric three-dimensional models.
Emphasis is placed on creating molds, advanced sheet metal design and developing dynamic
assemblies. This course is dually listed as R DT 131. May be taken two times. CSU
38.

Catalog Number: ED 200
Discipline(s): Education
Effective term: Fall, 2003

200 Careers in Teaching
Three hours lecture (3)
An overview of the teaching profession for those students contemplating a career in education.
Foundations of education, critical issues in the classroom, and the history and philosophy of
education are addressed. Effective and active learning, diversity in the classroom and teaching
profession standards are discussed. Guided classroom observations (45 hours) of a K-12
classroom in a variety of subject areas are a requirement for this course. CSU; UC pending

39.

Catalog Number: ED 201
Discipline(s): Education
Effective term: Fall, 2003

201 Literacy Instruction
Three hours lecture (3)
This course is designed for both the student who is considering a career in teaching as well as the
prospective literacy tutor. The basic process of literacy acquisition is presented as well as literacy
strategies for the emerging and developing reader. The literacy dynamics of a multicultural
learning environment will also be presented. 20 hours of literacy training required. CSU; UC
pending
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Catalog Number: EME 106
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic & Fire
Science
Effective term: Fall, 2003

106 Emergency Medical Technician Basic (Lecture)
Six hours lecture (6)
Prerequisite: Current BLS course CPR card and Emergency Response card, or EME 100.
Proof of meeting the prerequisite will be required at the first class meeting
Corequisite: EME 106L
The study of EMT theory and knowledge required for identification and treatment of pre-hospital
emergencies. The course prepares the student for National Registry, California and San Diego
County EMT-Basic certification. May be taken two times.
41.

Catalog Number: EME 106L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic & Fire
Science
Effective term: Fall, 2003

106L Emergency Medical Technician Basic Skills (Laboratory)
Three hours laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: Current CPR for Health Care Providers CPR and Emergency Response card or
EME 100
Corequisite: EME 106
Application of skills required for treatment of pre-hospital emergencies. This course prepares the
student for National Registry, California and San Diego County EMT-Basic certification. Student is
required to complete 16 hours supervised ambulance and emergency department observation.
Grading: Credit/No Credit only. May be taken two times.
42.

Catalog Number: EME 175L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

175L Paramedic Preparation Skills (Laboratory)
Three hours laboratory (1)
Prerequisite: Current EMT with a minimum of 3 months full time pre-hospital experience
Corequisite: EME 175
Performance of EMT skills combined with appropriate paramedic-level anatomy, physiology and
treatment relevant to the disease processes studied. Grading: Credit/No Credit only.
43.

Catalog Number: EME 196
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

196 Special Problems in Field Internship
Nine to fifteen hours laboratory (3-5)
Corequisite: EME 21 O or EME 215
Application of skills and knowledge necessary for student to successfully complete either the
Clinical or Field Internship of Paramedic Training. This is for a student who needs to be extended
up to 10 shifts to allow fulfillment of EME 21 O or 215 course obligations and requires an individual
student specific contract.
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Catalog Number: EME 203
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

203 Paramedic Challenge (Lecture)
Two hours lecture (2)
Prerequisite: RN, MD, PA or former Paramedic who meets State of California challenge
requirements
Corequisite: EME 203L
Didactic challenge course for individuals who qualify for Paramedic Challenge per State of
California Code of Regulations, Title 22. Allows the individual to attend the didactic portion of
Paramedic training as needed to meet paramedic course content per individual student contract.
Grading: Credit/No Credit only.
45.

Catalog Number: EME 203L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

203L Paramedic Challenge Skills (Laboratory)
One & one half hours laboratory (.5)
Prerequisite: RN, MD, PA or former Paramedic who meets State of California challenge
requirements
Corequlsite: EME 203
Application of skills necessary for challenge course for individuals who qualify for Paramedic
Challenge per State of California Code of Regulations, Title 22. Allows the individual to attend the
skills portion of Paramedic Training as needed to meet paramedic course content per individual
student contract. Grading: Credit/No Credit only. May be taken two times.
46.

Catalog Number: EME 206
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

EME-206 Introduction to Paramedic Training (Lecture)
Four hours lecture (4)
Prerequisite:
Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 206L
Introduction to Paramedic training which meets the requirements of the National Standard
Curriculum for Paramedic Training. May be taken two times.
47.

Catalog Number: EME 206L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

206L Introduction to Paramedic Training (Laboratory)
Three hours laboratory (1)
Prerequisite:
Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 206
Application of skills used in the Introduction to Paramedic Training which meets the requirements
of the National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Grading: Credit/No Credit only. May
be taken two times.
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Catalog Number: EME 207
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

207 Paramedic Medical Training (Lecture)
Ten hours lecture (10)
Prerequisite:
Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 207L
The study of medical diseases for Paramedic training which meets the requirements of the
National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Includes ACLS training and certification.
May be taken two times.
49.

Catalog Number: EME 207L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

207L Paramedic Medical Skills (Laboratory)
Four and one half hours laboratory (1.5)
Prerequisite: Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 207
Application of skills necessary for the medical portion of Paramedic Training which meets the
requirements of the National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Grading: Credit/No
Credit only. May be taken two times.
50.

Catalog Number: EME 208
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

208 Paramedic Trauma Training (Lecture)
Four and one half hours lecture (4.5)
Prerequisite: Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 208L
The study of traumatic emergencies for Paramedic training which meets the requirements of the
National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Includes Pre-hospital Trauma Life Support
training and certification. May be taken two times.
51.

Catalog Number: EME 208L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

208L Trauma Skills (Laboratory)
One and one half hours laboratory (.5)
Prerequisite: Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 208
Application of skills necessary for trauma class of Paramedic training which meets the
requirements of the National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Includes Pre-hospital
Trauma Life Support training and certification. Grading: Credit/No Credit only. May be taken two
times.
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Catalog Number: EME 209

209 Paramedic Obstetrical and Pediatric Training (Lecture)
Two and one half hours lecture (2.5)
Prerequisite: Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 209L
The study of Obstetrical and Pediatric emergencies for Paramedic training which meets the
requirements of the National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Includes Pediatric
Education for Pre-hospital Professionals May be taken two times.

53.

Catalog Number: EME 209L
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Paramedic Training
Effective term: Fall, 2003

209L Paramedic Obstetrical and Pediatric Skills (Laboratory)
One and one half hours laboratory (0.5)
Prerequisite: Admission into Paramedic program
Corequisite: EME 209
Application of skills necessary for the Obstetrical and Pediatric class for Paramedic Training which
meets the requirements of the National Standard Curriculum for Paramedic Training. Includes
Pediatric Education for Pre-hospital Professionals. Grading: Credit/No
Credit only. May be taken two times.

54

Catalog Number. ENG 290
Discipline(s) English
Requisite Validated: Yes
Effective term: FALL, 2003

290 Comic Books As Literature
Three hours lecture (3)
Prerequisite: Eligibility for ENG 100
An analysis of the comic book in terms of its unique poetics (the complicated interplay of word and
image); the themes that are suggested in various works; the history and development of the form
and its subgenres; and the expectations of comic book readers. Examines the influence of history,
culture, and economics on comic book artists and writers. Explores definitions of "literature," how
these definitions apply to comic books, and the tensions that arise from such applications. CSU;
UC pending

55.

Catalog Number: GC 211
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Requisite validated: Yes
Distance Learning offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

211 Web Motion Graphics Ill
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: GC 209
Recommended Preparation: GC 202 and GC 216
Dynamic Web content - explore the creation of dynamic Flash presentations. Skinnable
components and presentations. Incorporating server-side technologies: Flash as a front-end to a
database; using Flash Communications Server and ColdFusion MX to enable rich internet
application capabilities. Production of audio and digital video for Flash; integration of nonembedded media. May be taken four times. CSU
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56.

Catalog Number: GC 213
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Requisite validated: Yes
Distance Learning offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

213 Motion Graphics Production and Compositing
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: GC 204 or GC 207
Recommended preparation: GC 140 or GC 165
This course will be a "cap course" in which the student combines skills learned in multiple
disciplines. For example the student will combine video skills learned in Graphic Communications
and RTV with skills learned in ART or CAD by compositing a video that incorporates 3D rendered
characters with live video footage. The student will complete the work by preparing it for
publication using VHS, DVD, and on-line Streaming technologies. May be taken four times.

57.

Catalog Number: GC 214
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
AA degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Web Design Base Design
Distance Learning offering(s): Television Course, Online Course, Computer
Assisted Instruction
Effective term: Fall, 2003

214 Designing Data Bases Visually
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Organize and track people, projects, images and information in visually designed cross-platform
relational data bases using graphic tools via wizards, templates and custom capabilities. Lay out
powerful forms for the end user implementing graphical user interface standards. Publish for print
and Web and intranet. Share and integrate secure data with workgroups across networks or other
applications. Course is hands-on and will feature such applications as FileMaker Pro. May be
taken four times. CSU

58.

Catalog Number: GC 229
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Web Motion Graphics
Effective term: Fall, 2003

229 Interactive Streaming Media
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Recommended Preparation: GC 204 or GC 207
This course explores the various aspects of interactive streaming for the web. It combines lecture,
hands on lessons, exercises, projects, and group work to build skills in the interactive streaming
process. Students evaluate and select streaming methods, develop and author various media, and
deliver the content in appropriate formats. Particular attention is given to design, usability, and
applicable uses of interactive streaming media on the web. May be taken three times.

59.

Catalog Number: GC 292
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
AA degree/certificate program(s): elective in: E-Business
Distance Learning offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

292 Legal Issues for Graphics Designers and Web Developers
Three hours lecture (3)
This course will cover most legal issues that confront graphic designers and web developers in the
day-to-day operation of the businesses. Specific legal issues will include business formation,
contracts, copyright, licensing, deep linking, click wrap agreements, and the risks and benefits of
self employment versus employment by a business.
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Catalog Number: IFS 45
Discipline(s): Institutional Food Service Program
Effective term: FALL, 2003

45 Firehouse Cooking Skills/Culinary Arts
Three hours lecture (3)
Basic cooking, nutrition, and meal planning skills will be developed for individuals working in a
firehouse setting. Instruction will stress proper sanitation and safety methods for preparing meals
for a group.

61.

Catalog Number: MATH 50A
Discipline(s): Mathematics
Requisite validated: Yes
Effective term: Fall, 2003

50A Beginning Algebra Part I
Two hours lecture (2)
Prerequisite: A minimum grade of "C" in Math 15 or eligibility determined through the math
placement process
First part of Math 50 with emphasis on mathematical reasoning, problem solving, and real-world
applications using numerical, algebraic, and graphical models. Topics include problem-solving
techniques, algebraic expressions, polynomials, linear equations, linear inequalities, linear and
nonlinear graphs, and natural number exponents. Not open to students with credit in Math 50.

62.

Catalog Number: MATH 508
Discipline(s): Mathematics
Requisite validated: Yes
Effective term: Fall, 2003

SOB Beginning Algebra Part II
Two hours lecture (2)
Prerequisite: A minimum grade of "C" in Math 50A
Second part of Math 50 with continued emphasis on mathematical reasoning, problem solving, and
real-world applications, using numerical, algebraic, and graphical models. Topics include problemsolving techniques, algebraic expressions, polynomials, linear equations, linear inequalities, linear
and nonlinear graphs, systems of linear equations in two variables, integer exponents, proportions,
and radicals. Not open to students with credit in Math 50.

63.

Catalog Number: MUS 250
Discipline(s): Music
Requisite Validated: Yes
Effective term: FALL, 2003

250 Choral Conducting
One hour lecture/laboratory (.5)
Prerequisite: MUS 105 or MUS 245 or Experience in conducting choirs
Practical conducting methods for choral musicians. Discussion and study of issues concerning
musical rehearsal and performance with treble, SAB and SATB choral ensembles. CSU

64.

Catalog Number: MUS 251
Discipline(s): Music
Requisite Validated: Yes
Effective term: FALL, 2003

251 Master Class in Keyboard Literature, Analysis and Performance
One, two, three, four, or six hours lecture/laboratory (.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3)
Prerequisite: MUS 225 or the passing of equivalency test
Survey of keyboard literature presented in a master class format. Analysis of styles and
techniques of solo and ensemble performances. CSU
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Catalog Number: PLS 170
Discipline(s): Paralegal Studies
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Paralegal Studies
Distance Learning offering(s): Two-Way Video Conferencing
Effective term: Fall, 2003

170 Alternative Dispute Resolution
Two hours lecture (2)
Prerequisite: LS 121 or PLS 121
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) utilizes various processes to settle disputes without a court
adjudication, i.e., an alternative to civil dispute resolution. This course will review minitrial,
settlement conference, conciliation, and emphasize negotiation mediation, and arbitration. The
role of the paralegal in ADR will be addressed and a review of the essential laws.
66.

Catalog Number: PLS 271
Discipline(s): Paralegal Studies
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree certificate program(s): elective in: Paralegal Studies
Distance Learning offering(s): Two-way Video Conferencing
Effective term: Fall, 2003

271 Elder Law and Procedure
Two hours lecture (2)
Prerequisite: LS 121 or PLS 121
Recommended preparation: LS 150orPLS150 and LS 155 or PLS 155
Elder Law focuses on a comprehensive review of the law relative to elders. as one the fastest
growing areas in the field. The course will cover many different areas of the law having an impact
on the elderly, including various important documents used in practice.
67.

Catalog Number: PLS 275
Discipline(s): Paralegal Studies
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree certificate program(s): elective in: Paralegal Studies
Distance Learning offering(s): Two-way Video Conferencing
Effective term: Fall, 2003

275 Employment Law and Practice
Two hours lecture (2)
Prerequisite: LS 121 or PLS 121
Recommended preparation: LS 150 or PLS 150 and LS 155 or PLS 155
Employment law for paralegals. An introduction to the regulatory environment, common law
principles, and an overview of labor relation law. The course will review ADA, sexual harassment,
discrimination, and employees' rights.
68.

Catalog Number: PKS 101
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Parks and Recreation
Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

101 Parks Maintenance
Two and one-half hours lecture & One and one-half hours laboratory (3)
Provides current knowledge of the various types of maintenance procedures in public and private
parks. Introduces the characteristics and management requirements of various turf grasses with
the exposure to the installation and maintenance of them; provides current knowledge of irrigation
sprinkler systems in relation to landscape management. CSU
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Catalog Number: PKS 102
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Parks and Recreation
Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

102 Plant and Pest Identification
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides students with the appropriate knowledge to evaluate the characteristics of plants and
pests allowing them to correctly identify plants and pests by both scientific nomenclature and
common names used in the parks and landscape industry. Students will be able to use reference
material to aid them in caring for plants and controlling pest problems. CSU

70.

Catalog Number: PKS 103
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Parks and Recreation
Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

103 Parks: Function, Management and Liability
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides students with the background on reasons for parks, their history, and their development.
The course includes discussion of modern day conditions and investigates the role of parks and
open spaces in preserving natural and cultural resources, biological corridors, and providing
opportunities for high-quality recreation. The course will investigate good park design and
maintenance, effective operational principles, and public relations. Additionally, the course will
provide an overview of the principles and practices of managing risk in public and private parks
and recreational facilities. CSU

71.

Catalog Number: PE 83
Discipline(s): Physical Education
Effective term: Fall, 2003

83 Cheerleading
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: Enrollment subject to audition
Recommended preparation: Previous cheerleading experience
Designed to teach the fundamentals of cheerleading. Students will explore practical and
theoretical aspects of competitive and non-competitive cheerleading. Students will acquire
knowledge of, and respect for, the skills needed to perform at college events and competition.
(This is a TBA class and will require travel away from the college on weekends and other dates).

72.

Catalog Number: PWM 50
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

50 Introduction to Public Works
Three hours lecture (3)
Designed by the American Public Works and Maintenance Superintendents Associations in order
to prepare public works and maintenance workers for lead and supervisory positions. Students will
receive an introduction to techniques; materials and equipment used in public works, maintenance
and repair projects.
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Catalog Number: PWM 51
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

51 Road Construction & Maintenance
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides instruction on street construction and maintenance; including materials and methods,
specifications, records and cost accounting systems, revenue sources and budget preparation.
Other subjects include safety, drainage, equipment records and specifications, as well as public
relations. Codes and industry standards that pertain to improvements and repair will be reviewed.
74.

Catalog Number: PWM 52
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

52 Concrete & Cement Construction
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides instruction on the recommended procedures, practices, and testing criteria used by the
Asphalt Institute highlighting local city and county asphalt requirements. Content includes
specifications for roads, runway floors, and hydraulic structures and Portland Cement concrete
design and uses. Includes transporting, placing, curing, and testing concrete as well as
application and construction methods employed.
75.

Catalog Number: PWM 53
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

53 Public Works Inspection I
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides an overview of the inspector's role and responsibilities as it relates to a project. The
student will be given the necessary information and training necessary for entry level inspection
responsibilities. The course will apply to construction of municipal infrastructure and civil
engineering type projects.
76.

Catalog Number: PWM 54
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

54 Public Works Inspection II
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides detailed instruction on more complex inspection tasks associated with public works
construction. Topics include specific inspection methods for traffic signal installations, inspection
techniques for street lighting system installations, inspection of street striping and markings,
inspection of pipe rehabilitation systems, and inspection and construction methods of modified
asphalts, pavements, and processes. Advanced material quantity estimating and technical report
writing will be emphasized.
77.

Catalog Number: PWM 55
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

55 Public Works Administration
Three hours lecture (3)
Provides an introduction to the organizational concepts used by the Public Works Department.
Content includes typical organization, management concepts, political considerations, planning,
financial management and public relations.
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Catalog Number: PWM 125
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

125 Public Works Supervision
Three hours lecture (3)
Administrative aspects of public works including organization, decision making, coordination, and
public relations. Personnel management including recruiting, training, evaluation, promotion,
morale, and grievances. Safety programs and encouraging safe conditions, actions and attitudes.

79.

Catalog Number: RE 112
Discipline(s): Real Estate
Requisite validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in Real Estate Appraisal
Preparation
Distance Learning offering(s): Online Course
Effective term: Fall, 2003

RE 112 Business Appraisal
Three hours lecture (3)
Recommended preparation: RE 100, RE 111, or BUS 100
This course provides specialized training for licensed real estate salespersons, brokers, and
appraisers in the methods and techniques used to evaluate small businesses. This course also
includes fifteen hours of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, required of
students applying for the real estate residential, certified residential, or certified general appraisal
exam.

80.

Catalog Number: R CSIS 130
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Computer Science and Information
Systems)
Effective term: Fall, 2003

130 Microsoft Publisher
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
Create a wide range of professional quality documents suitable for business and personal use.
Examples include newsletters, brochures, and flyers, web pages, business cards, letterheads and
envelopes, advertising and marketing materials, and greeting cards.

81.

Catalog Number(s): R CSIS 138
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Computer Science and
Information Systems)
Requisite validated: Yes
Effective term: FALL, 2003

138 Website Maintenance and Marketing
4 hours lecture/laboratory (2)
Recommended Preparation: R CSIS/CSIS 137
Advanced study of web site development, including maintenance and marketing. Includes
analysis of design elements; comparison of search engines, source code, and use of interactive
forms to create client databases. Also includes uploading, testing and modification of web site.

82.

Catalog Number: R CSIS 186
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Computer Science and
Information Systems)
Effective term: Spring 2003

186 Contemporary Job Search Techniques
Two hours lecture/laboratory (1)
Use the Internet, current software and research tools to organize and implement a job search.
Includes: on-line resources; preparation and posting of application materials, including resume and
cover letters; interview strategies and mock interviews; industry speakers, and hard copy and
online portfolios.
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Catalog Number: R DT 130
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program I Drafting Technology
Requisite validated: Yes
Dually listed: OT 130
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Electro-Mechanical Drafting
& Design, Drafting Technology- Technical, Drafting Technology - Multimedia
Effective term: Fall, 2003

130 CAD/CAM Machining
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: DT 110 and DT 128/R DT 128
Hands-on operation of importing three-dimensional solid and parametric three-dimensional models
into CAD/CAM operations. This course is dually listed as DT 130. May be taken two times.

84.

Catalog Number: ROT 131
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program I Drafting Technology
Requisite validated: Yes
Dually listed: DT 131
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): elective in: Electro-Mechanical Drafting
& Design, Drafting Technology - Technical, Drafting Technology- Multimedia
Effective term: Fall, 2003

131 Advanced 3D Design and Presentation
Six hours lecture/laboratory (3)
Prerequisite: DT 128/R DT 128
Advanced theory and hands-on operation of solid and parametric three-dimensional models.
Emphasis is placed on creating molds, advanced sheet metal design and developing dynamic
assemblies. This course is dually listed as OT 131. May be taken two times. CSU

85.

Catalog Number: R UP 95
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Upholstery)
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Certificate of Proficiency:
Upholstery
Effective term: Fall, 2003

95 Window Treatments
Three hours lecture/laboratory (1.5)
Design and fabrication of various window treatments. Includes industry standards, design and
fabric options, measuring and estimating, and related business concepts. Students will complete
sample projects.

86.

Catalog Number: R UP 96
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Upholstery)
A.A. degree/certificate program(s): required course in: Certificate of Proficiency:
Upholstery
Effective term: Fall, 2003

96 Decorator Accessories
Three hours lecture/laboratory (1.5)
Skills and techniques necessary for creation of a variety of decorator accessories: upholstered
headboards; designer cushions; custom pillows; lampshades; duvet covers, bedspreads and dust
ruffles; table runners and covers; and simple slipcovers. Includes design and fabric/materials
selection, industry standards, cost estimating/pricing and other business considerations. Students
will complete individual projects.
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Catalog Number: SPAN 80
Discipline(s) Spanish
Effective term: FALL, 2003

80 Spanish Through Song
One hour lecture (1)
A highly participatory course in which students of all levels develop and improve pronunciation
skills, listening comprehension skills, vocabulary and certain basic grammar concepts by means of
pedagogically chosen and enjoyable Spanish songs representing a variety of forms such as Salsa,
Romantica, Cumbia, Mariachi, Popular Music and Latin Rock. Students become dynamically
aware that songs are an essential expression of Hispanic culture.

88.

Catalog Number: SPCH 165
Discipline(s): Speech
Effective term: Fall, 2003

165 Leadership Communication
Six hours lecture/lab (3)
Designed to increase participant's knowledge of the function of communication in leadership and
group contexts. Students will explore the nature of human communication, one on one
interpersonal interaction, small and large group communication, organizational communication,
and public speaking. More specifically, discussion and activities will focus on the topics of
perception, persuasion, listening, ethics, credibility, parliamentary procedure, and problem solving.
This course is designed primarily for participants in Associated Student Government and other
student leadership positions at Palomar College. This is a TBA class and participants will be
expected to attend local, state, and national conferences.

89.

Catalog Number: TA 217
Discipline(s) Theatre
Requisite Validated: Yes
A.A. degree/certificate program(s) elective in Theatre Arts
Effective term: FALL, 2003

217 Intensive Actor Training
Three hours lecture (3)
Prerequisite: TA 116 and audition
The application of rigorous actor training techniques to develop the actor's ability to create
compelling performances. The coursework will integrate physical, vocal and imagination training
with psychological work, text analysis and ensemble training. CSU

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

APPROVE PROGRAMS FOR INCLUSION IN CURRICULUM
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the following programs, which have been examined by
the Curriculum Committee and are being recommended for inclusion in the Palomar College
curriculum:
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1.

Program Title: E-Business
Discipline(s): Business
Effective term: Fall, 2003

E-BUSINESS
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Provides a program, which prepares students in the basic skills necessary to use e-commerce in
an ever changing and competitive entrepreneurial market.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
Required Courses

BMGT105
BUS155
BUS157
GC217

Small Business Management
Marketing
E-Commerce
Online Store Design I

Units

3
3
3
3

Electives (select 3 units)

Business Ethics
Customer Service
Access for Business
Internet for Business
Online Store Design II
Copyright for Graphic Designers
& Web Developers
GC291
Contracts for Graphic Designers
& Web Developers
Legal Issues for Graphic Designers
GC292
& Web Developers
TOTAL UNITS
BUS138
BUS142
BUS180
BUS190
GC218
GC290

2.

2
1

1
1
3

1
}....
15

Program Title: Child Development Master Teacher Certificate
Discipline: Child Development
Effective term: Fall, 2003

CHILD DEVELOPMENT MASTER TEACHER CERTIFICATE

In order to earn a Master Teacher Certificate, students must complete the 42.5 units listed for the
Teacher Certificate and a combination of 9 additional units listed in this section.
Requires all of the Child Development Teacher Certificate courses (42.5 units) plus:
Units

CHDV 195

Adult Supervision/Mentor Teacher

3
AND

One of the following course groupings:

CHDV 102
CHDV 104
CHDV 160
CHDV 165
CHDV 180

Parents as Partners in the Early Years
Guidance for Young Children
OR
Montessori Philosophy and Methods
Montessori Language and Math
OR
Understanding and Working with the
School-Aged Child

3
3

3
3
3
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CHDV 190
CHDV 103
CHDV 106
TOTAL UNITS
3.

Curriculum for the School-Age Child
OR
Infant and Toddler Care
Infant and Toddler Curriculum

3
3

L

51.5

Program Title: Child Development Site Supervisor Certificate
Discipline(s): Child Development
Effective term: Fall, 2003

CHILD DEVELOPMENT SITE SUPERVISOR CERTIFICATE

In order to earn a Site Supervisor Certtticate, students must complete the 42.5 units listed for the
Teacher Certificate and the additional 9 units listed in this section.
Requires all of the Child Development Teacher courses (42.5 units) plus:

CHDV 195
CHDV 150
CHDV 155

Adult Supervision/Mentor Teacher
Advanced Administration for Early
Childhood Directors
Advanced Supervision for Early Childhood
Directors

TOTAL UNITS
4.

3
3

L
51.5

Program Title: Desktop Support Specialist
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Effective term: Fall, 2003

DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Desktop support specialists are qualified to successfully troubleshoot, repair and upgrade the
desktop computer including hardware and soflware in a networked environment.
Required Courses

CSIS 108or
RCSIS 56
CSIS 111
CSIS 162
CSIS 163

Hardware and OS Fundamentals
Computer Hardware and Peripherals
Repair II
Networking Fundamentals
Windows Client
Windows Server

Units

4
3
4
3
3

Electives (Select 1 course)

CSIS 176
CSIS227
TOTAL UNITS
5.

Managing a Windows Network
Unix System Administration

2

L

15-16

Program Title: Video Game Artist
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems, Graphic Communications
Effective term: Fall, 2003

VIDEO GAME ARTIST
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

This certificate program introduces students to the video game industry, game design, and the
creation of both 2D and 30 artwork for video games.
Required Courses:

Units
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4

CSIS 241
CSIS242

Overview of the Video Game Industry
Game Design

ART 241 or
GC 140 or
GC141 or
GC 142

Computer Graphics
Digital lmaging/Photoshop I
Digital lmaging/Photoshop II
Digital lmaging/Photoshop Ill

3

ART 243 or
DT 180 or

Digital 3-D Design and Modeling
Introductory 3D Modeling/Animation
with 3D Studio Max
Advanced 3D Studio Max

3

Computer Animation and Multimedia I
Computer Animation and Multimedia II
Intermediate 3D Modeling/Animation
with 3D Studio Max
Motion Graphics for Multimedia A

L

DT 182
ART 246 or
ART 247 or
DT 181 or
GC204
TOTAL UNITS
6.

4

17

Program Title: Voice and Data Cable Installer
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Effective term: Fall, 2003

VOICE AND DATA CABLE INSTALLER
Courses Required for a Certificate of Proficiency

This program provides students a strong foundation in Networking with an emphasis on the
Physical, Data-link and Network Layers of the OSI model. It is designed to provide students with
the knowledge of in-depth physical connectivity of networks and how data is transmitted across the
media. This will prepare the student to achieve the BISCI installer's certificate and/or further their
education and training in the computer-networking field with an emphasis on installations.
Required Courses

Units

CSIS 108 or
R CSIS 56

4

CSIS 111
CSIS 134
TOTAL UNITS
7.

Hardware and O.S. Fundamentals
Computer Hardware and Peripherals
Repair II
Networking Fundamentals
Network Voice and Data Cabling

3
4
_4_
11-12

Program Title: Digital Arts
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Effective term: Fall, 2003

DIGITAL ARTS
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Specific skills for the Digital Arts certificate include graphic design methodologies, including the
design process, output production and presentation. The certificate prepares students to gain
competence with the industry standard for digital imaging: Adobe Photoshop. Color, resolution,
input and output, production process, photography and creativity are core competencies. Upon
completion of the certificate, the student may find a job as a production artist, illustrator, graphic
artist, or in digital imaging.
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In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
Required Courses

Units

GC 140
GC 141
GC 142
PHOT230
ART240
TOTAL UNITS

3

8.

Digital Imaging with Photoshop I
Digital Imaging with Photoshop II
Digital Imaging with Photoshop Ill
Digital Darkroom
Introduction to Computers for Art

3
3
3.5

L

15.5

Program Title: Digital Publishing
Discipline{s): Graphic Communications
Effective date: Fall, 2003

DIGITAL PUBLISHING
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Designed to meet the increasing needs of organizations and businesses that distribute
publications in both electronic and print media. Specific skills for the Digital Publishing certificate
include typography, visual acuity, graphic design and layout. The certificate prepares students to
gain competence with the basic applications used in industry for digital graphics and electronic
publishing. Teamwork, problem solving, workflow and production process, communication and
creativity are core competencies. Upon completion of the certificate, the student may find a job as
a production artist, illustrator, graphic artist, graphic designer, or in digital imaging.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
Required Courses

GC 140
GC 141
GC 152
GC151or
GC 160
GC203

Digital Imaging with Photoshop I
Digital Imaging with Photoshop II
DTP with Illustrator
DTP with QuarkXPress
DTP with Adobe lnDesign
Interactive Publishing with Adobe
AcrobaUPDF's

TOTAL UNITS
9.

Units

3
3
3
3

;L
15

Program Title: E-Commerce Design
Discipline{s): Graphic Communications
Effective term: Fall, 2003

E-COMMERCE DESIGN
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Provides students with a basis for understanding and participating in the design and production of
a-business and e-commerce. Specific skills for the E-Comrnerce Design certificate include Web
production. site accessibility, shopping carts, site and data management, security, privacy, and
commercial site promotion. Teamwork, problem solving, production process, communication and
creativity are core competencies. Upon completion of the certificate, the student may find a job as
a graphic designer, Web author, or graphical user interface designer.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
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Required Courses

Units

GC 212
GC 215
GC 217
GC218
GC232
GC 290 or

3

GC291
BUS157
TOTAL UNITS
10.

Web Page Layout II
Web Publishing
Online Store Design I
Online Store Design II
Web Accessibility Design
Copyright for Graphic Designers & Web
Developers
Contracts for Graphic Designers &
Web Developers
E-Commerce

3
3

3
1

1
l_
17

Program Title: Electronic Publisher
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Effective term: Fall, 2003

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHER
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency
Electronic publishing encompasses computer-based document layout, composition, typography,
illustration, scanning, image modification, as well as reproduction and distribution. It has
revolutionized print communications. There will be a major growth in this field in the future.
Employment opportunities will be with commercial printers, corporate electronic publishers, small
print shops, service bureaus, direct mail companies, magazine publishers, advertising,
typographers and compositors, freelance publications, newspaper publishers, marketing and ad
agencies, and in-plant printers.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the

certificate program courses.
Required Courses
GC105
GC 140
GC 151 or
GC 160
TOTAL UNITS
11.

Layout for Offset Lithography
Digital Imaging with Photoshop I
DTP with QuarkXPress
DTP with Adobe lnDesign

Units

3
3
;2
9

Program Title: Web Graphics
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Effective term: Fa II, 2003

WEB GRAPHICS
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency
Designed to meet the increasing needs of organizations and businesses that publish on the World
Wide Web. Specific skills for the Web Graphics certificate include typography, visual acuity,
graphic design and Web color and file formats. The certificate prepares
students to gain competence with the basic applications used in industry for digital graphics and
Web publishing. Teamwork, problem solving, workflow and production process, communication
and creativity are core competencies. Upon completion of the certificate, the student may find a
job as a Web production artist, graphic production assistant or graphic designer.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the

certificate program courses.
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Required Courses

Units

GC 144
GC202
GC206
GC208
GC 212
GC232
TOTAL UNITS

3

12.

Web Graphics
Web Page Layout I
Web Multimedia
Web Motion Graphics I
Web Page Layout II
Web Accessibility

3
3
3
3

L

16

Program Title: Web Motion Graphics
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Effective term: Fall, 2003

WEB MOTION GRAPHICS
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Prepares students with specific skills necessary for employment in the field of Interactive Web
multimedia design and production. A high level of skill and time are needed to create professional
motion graphics. Specific skills include an attention to detail, knowledge of various illustration and
animation software, technical and analytical problem solving, and visual acuity. Teamwork,
creativity, communication, understanding of the production process and interactivity are core
competencies. Typical job opportunities are in entertainment business, corporate, educational and
industries.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
Required Courses

Units

GC202
GC 206
GC208
GC 209
GC229
TOTAL UNITS

3

13.

Web Page Layout I
Web Multimedia
Web Motion Graphics I
Web Motion Graphics II
Interactive Streaming Media

3

3
3
;i_
15

Program Title: legal Support Assistant
Discipline(s): Paralegal Studies
Effective term: Fall, 2003

LEGAL SUPPORT ASSISTANT
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency.

For students who are interested in working within the legal field. This certificate program prepares
the student for entry-level legal work, or enhances the skills of those students already working in
law offices, corporations, the courts, or government agencies.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
Required Courses

LS/PLS 121
LS 145
PLS 110
OIS 210
BUS 205
OIS 115
TOTAL UNITS

Introduction to Law
Legal Ethics
Computer literacy for Paralegals-Beginning
law Office Procedures I
Business Writing
Filing and Records Management

Units

3
3
2
3
3

L
15
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Recommended Electives: BUS 110; BUS 125, OIS 102, OIS 215
A Certificate of Proficiency will be awarded to students who successfully complete
the courses listed above and demonstrate the ability to type 35 words per minute.
14.

Program Title: Public Works Management
Discipline(s): Public Works Management
Effective term: Fall, 2003

PUBLIC WORKS MANAGEMENT

Courses required for a Certificate or an A.A. Degree Major
Specifically designed for individuals employed by or seeking employment in pubic works
organizations in San Diego County.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
Required Courses

PWM50
PWM51
PWM52
PWM53
PWM54
PWM55
PWM 125
PKS 101
R CSIS 120

Introduction to Public Works
Road Construction & Maintenance
Concrete & Cement Construction
Public Works Inspection I
Public Works Inspection II
Public Works Administration
Public Works Supervision
Parks Maintenance
Microcomputer Applications

Units

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

Electives {Select 6 - 7 units)

BUS 125
MATH 15
SURV 100
TOTAL UNITS
15.

Business English
Prealgebra
Plane Surveying

3
3
4_ _
33-34

Program Title: Real Estate Appraisal License Preparation
Discipline(s): Real Estate
Effective term: Fall, 2003

REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL LICENSE PREPARATION
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

A Real Estate Appraiser Trainee license is required of individuals who are to be employed as
appraisers under the control and supervision of licensed or certified real estate appraisers. A
license may be obtained by a person who does not immediately intend to be employed by an
appraiser. However, no real estate appraisal activity may be performed unless the trainee is in the
employ of a licensed or certified real estate appraiser.
Minimum requirements to qualify to take the Real Estate Appraiser examination:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Age - 18 years of age or older.
Proof of legal presence in the United States.
Honesty - License applicants must be honest and truthful.
Education - Applicants for the Trainee or Residential license must provide evidence of
successful completion of 90 hours of real estate appraisal education, including 15 hours
of USPAP {uniform standards of professional appraisal practice). Applicants for the
Certified Residential license must provide proof of completion of 120 hours of real estate
appraisal education (including 15 hours of USPAP). Applicants for the Certified General
license must provide evidence of successful completion of 180 hours of real estate
education {including 15 hours of USPAP).
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Experience - No experience is required before obtaining the Real Estate Appraiser
Trainee license. 2,000 hours of appraisal experience is required before obtaining the
Residential license. 2,500 hours of experience is required before obtaining the Certified
Residential license. 3,000 hours of experience is required before obtaining the Certified
General license.
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5.

This program is designed to meet the educational requirements of all four licensing levels of the
Office of Real Estate Appraisers. Note: Licensed real estate brokers may satisfy 1,000 hours of
the experience requirement.
Required Courses

RE 100
RE 110
RE 111
RE 112
TOTAL UNITS
16.

Real Estate Principles
Real Estate Appraisal
Advanced Rea I Estate Appraisal
Business Appraisal

Units

3
3
3
Q_
12

Program Title: Automotive Upholstery
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Upholstery)
Effective term: Fall, 2003

AUTOMOTIVE UPHOLSTERY
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Prepares students for employment in a variety of specialized areas of upholstery including
automobiles, trucks, recreational vehicles and watercraft. Students will master skills and
techniques specific to each area of interest.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.

Required Courses

Units

R UP 85

Basic Upholstery

4

R UP/RAT 90

Automotive Upholstery

TOTAL UNITS
17.

~

8

Program Title: Upholstery
Discipline(s): Regional Occupational Program (Upholstery)
Effective term: Fall, 2003

UPHOLSTERY
Courses required for a Certificate of Proficiency

Prepares students for variety of positions in upholstery and related industries. Students will master
skills and techniques required for furniture upholstery and accessories, antique restoration, custom
draperies and window treatments.
In order to earn a certificate, students must achieve a minimum grade of "C" in each of the
certificate program courses.
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Required Courses

Units

R UP 85
R UP 86
R UP95

Basic Upholstery
Advanced Upholstery
Window Treatments

4
1.5

R UP 96

Decorator Accessories

1.5

TOTAL UNITS
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote:

9.

4

11

Aye

APPROVE REMOVAL OF COURSES FROM CURRICULUM
MSC

Evilsizer, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the removal of the following courses, which
have been examined by the Curriculum Committee and are being recommended for
removal from the Palomar College curriculum:

1.

Catalog Number: ACCT 200
Title: Intermediate Accounting
Discipline(s): Accounting
Page: 70
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

2.

Catalog Number: AJ 70
Title: Police Academy Orientation
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 72
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: FALL 2003

3.

Catalog Number: AJ 111
Title: Advanced Investigation
D1scipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 72
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

4.

Catalog Number: AJ 112
Title: Civil Investigation
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 72
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

5.

Catalog Number: AJ 113
Title: Accident Investigation
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 72
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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6.

Catalog Number: AJ 1190
Title: Law Enforcement Procedures Review 4
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page 73
Reason for deletion: Police Academy curriculum being revised.
Effective date: FALL 2003

7.

Catalog Number: AJ 121
Title: Baton Training
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

8.

Catalog Number: AJ 125
Title: Introduction to Safety and Security Management
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

9.

Catalog Number: AJ 126
Title: Law for Security Personnel
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

10.

Catalog Number: AJ 127
Title: Business and Retail Security
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

11.

Catalog Number: AJ 128
Title: Personnel Security
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

12.

Catalog Number: AJ 129
Title: Security Systems
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

13.

Catalog Number: AJ 130
Title: Introduction to Corrections
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

14.

Catalog Number: AJ 132
Title: Institutional Corrections
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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15.

Catalog Number: AJ 133
Title: Community Based Corrections
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

16.

Catalog Number: AJ 145
Title: Criminal Codes
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 73
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

17.

Catalog Number: AJ 150
Title: Loss Prevention
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 74
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

18.

Catalog Number: AJ 280
Title: Internship
Discipline(s): Administration of Justice
Page: 74
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

19.

Catalog Number: AP DL 101
Title: Drywall/Lather I
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 86
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

20.

Catalog Number: AP DL 102
Title: Drywall/Lather II
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 86
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

21.

Catalog Number: AP DL 103
Title: Drywall/Lather Ill
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 86
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

22.

Catalog Number: AP DL 104
Title: Drywall/Lather IV
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 86
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

23.

Catalog Number: AP DL 105
Title: Drywall/Lather V
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 86
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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24.

Catalog Number: AP DL 106
Title: Drywall/Lather VI
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 86
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

25.

Catalog Number: AP TF 101
Title: Tile Finisher I
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 89
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

26.

Catalog Number: AP TF 102
Title: Tile Finisher II
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 89
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

27.

Catalog Number: AP TF 103
Title: Tile Finisher Ill
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 89
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

28.

Catalog Number: AP TF 104
Title: Tile Finisher IV
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 89
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

29.

Catalog Number: AP TF 197
Title: Tile Finisher Topics
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship Training
Page: 89
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

30.

Catalog Number: ART 47
Title: Art Topics
Discipline(s) Art
Page: 92
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: FALL 2003

31.

Catalog Number: BIOL 220
Title: Electron Microscopy
Discipline(s): Biology
Page: 102
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

32.

Catalog Number: BMGT 150
Title: Women in Management
Discipline(s): Business Management
Page: 107
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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33.

Catalog Number: BMGT 205
Title: Mid-Management Seminar
Discipline(s): Business Management
Page: 107
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

34.

Catalog Number: CARP 50
Title: Mathematics, Materials and Blueprint Reading
Discipline(s): Carpentry
Page: 111
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

35.

Catalog Number: CARP 75
Title: Blueprint Reading and Estimating
Discipline(s): Carpentry
Page: 111
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

36.

Catalog Number: CARP 97
Title: Carpentry Topics
Discipline(s): Carpentry
Page: 112
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

37.

Catalog Number: CHDV 170
Title: Montessori Cultural Subjects and Experiences
Discipline(s): Child Development
Catalog page: 114
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective term: Fall 2003

38.

Catalog Number: CHDV 175
Title: The Developing Child
Discipline(s}: Child Development
Catalog page: 114
Reason for deletion: Other CHDV courses cover the same basic general
contents as CHDV 175.
Effective term: Fall 2003

39.

Catalog Number: CNED 671
Title: SAT Mathematics Preparation
Discipline(s): Community Education
Page: 245
Reason for deletion: No apportionment may be collected for any
non credit class designated to teach to a specific test
Effective date: Fall 2003

40.

Catalog Number: CSIS 112
Title: Net Prep: Local Area Networks
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 120
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Fall 2003
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41.

Catalog Number: CSIS 113
Title: Net Prep: Wide Area Networks
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 120
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

42.

Catalog Number: CSIS 114
Title: Net Prep: TCP/IP and Network Architectures
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 120
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

43.

Catalog Number: CSIS 118
Title: Net Prep: The Internet
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information System
Page: 120
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

44.

Catalog Number: CSIS 119
Title: Visual Studio.NET
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 120
Reason for deletion: Course content to be offered in new course CSIS 122
as a part of Visual Basic Program.
Effective date: Fall 2003

45.

Catalog Number: CSIS 192
Title: Net Prep: Java I Fundamentals
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 122
Reason for deletion: Replacement with CSIS 272 - Java Programming for
Information Systems.
Effective date: Fall 2003

46.

Catalog Number: CSIS 260
Title: Introduction to Data Communications
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 124
Reason for deletion: Duplicate course
Effective date: Fall 2003

47.

Catalog Number: CSIS 292
Title: Java Programming
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Page: 124
Reason for deletion: Replaced with CSIS 272 - Java Programming for Information
Systems.
Effective date: Fall 2003

48.

Catalog Number: CT 978
Title: Topics in Construction Technology- Electricity
Discipline(s): Construction Technology
Page: 126
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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49.

Catalog Number: CT 100
Title: Introduction to Construction
Discipline(s): Construction Technology
Page: 126
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

50.

Catalog Number: COUN 80
Title: Introduction to College
Discipline(s): Counseling
Page: 127
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

51.

Catalog Number: COUN 81
Title: Peer Effectiveness I
Discipline(s): Counseling
Page: 127
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

52.

Catalog Number: COUN 82
Title: Peer Effectiveness II
Discipline(s): Counseling
Page: 127
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

53.

Catalog Number: COUN 83
Title: Peer Effectiveness Ill
Discipline(s): Counseling
Page: 127
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

54.

Catalog Number: COUN 97
Title: Counseling Topics
Discipline(s): Counseling
Page: 127
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

55.

Catalog Number: DNCE 50
Title: Basic Interpretive Dance
Discipline(s): Dance
Page: 129
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

56.

Catalog Number: DNCE 55
Title: Basic Classic Dance Techniques
Discipline(s): Dance
Page: 129
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

57.

Catalog Number: DNCE 60
Title: Basic Commercial Dance
Discipline(s): Dance
Page: 130
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: FALL 2003
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58.

Catalog Number: EME 105
Discipline(s): Emergency Medical Education
Catalog page: 143
Reason for deletion: Being replaced by EME 106 & EME 106L
Effective term: Fall 2003

59.

Catalog Number: EME 205
Discipline{s): Emergency Medical Education
Catalog page: 144
Reason for deletion: Being replaced by EME 206 & EME 206L,
207 & 207L, 208 & 208L and 209 & 209L
Effective term: Fall 2003

60.

Catalog Number: FIRE 135
Title: Fire Service Communication Systems
Discipline(s): Fire Technology
Page: 155
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

61.

Catalog Number: FREN 47
Title: French Topics
Discipline(s): French
Page: 156
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

62.

Catalog Number: GC 159
Title: Advanced Freehand
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Page: 164
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

63.

Catalog Number: GC 163
Title: Advanced CorelDRAW
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Page: 165
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

64.

Catalog Number: GC 190
Title: Quick Printing and In-Plant Graphics
Discipline{s): Graphic Communications
Page: 165
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

65.

Catalog Number: GC 21 O
Title: Finishing Processes
Discipline(s): Graphic Communications
Page: 166
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

66.

Catalog Number: LT 150
Title: Library Research Skills
Discipline(s) Library Technology
Page: 178
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: FALL 2003
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67.

Catalog Number: LT 151
Title: Library/Information Research Skills
Discipline(s): Library Technology
Page: 178
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: FALL 2003

68.

Catalog Number: MUS 118
Title: Key Literature, Analysis and Performance
Discipline(s): Music
Page: 185
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: FALL 2003

69.

Catalog Number: MUS 135
Title: Elementary Brass
Discipline(s): Music
Page: 185
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

70.

Catalog Number: MUS 136
Title: Intermediate Brass
Discipline(s): Music
Page: 185
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

71.

Catalog Number: MUS 153
Title: Palomar Orchestra: Music of the Classical Period
Discipline(s) Music
Page: 186
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

72.

Catalog Number: MUS 164
Title: Palomar Orchestra: Music of the Post-Romantic Period
Discipline(s) Music
Page: 186
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

73.

Catalog Number: MUS 249
Title: Folk Song Research II
Discipline(s) Music
Page: 189
Reason for deletion: Unsuccessful as a sequential course to MUS 243.
Effective date: Fall 2003

74.

Catalog Number: PKS 105
Title: Parks: Their Function and Management
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 200
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

75.

Catalog Number: PKS 115
Title: Parks Maintenance
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 200
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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76.

Catalog Number: PKS 125
Title: Turf Management
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 201
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

77.

Catalog Number: PKS 130
Title: Plant Pests and Control
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 201
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

78.

Catalog Number: PKS 135
Title: Landscape I
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 201
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

79.

Catalog Number: PKS 145
Title: Ornamental Plant Material Identification
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 201
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

80.

Catalog Number: PKS 150
Title: Liabilities in Managing Recreational Facilities
Discipline(s): Parks and Recreation Management
Page: 201
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

81.

Catalog Number: PHIL 125
Title: Introduction to Bioethics
Discipline(s): Philosophy
Page: 201
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

82.

Catalog Number: SPAN 47
Title: Spanish Topics
Discipline(s): Spanish
Page: 222
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

83.

Catalog Number: SPAN 52
Title: Advanced Conversation
Discipline(s): Spanish
Page: 222
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

84.

Catalog Number: WWT 140
Title: Basic Hydraulics
Discipline(s): Wastewater Technology Education
Page: 232
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003
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85.
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Catalog Number: WTE 140
Title: Basic Hydraulics
Discipline(s): Water Technology Education
Page: 233
Reason for deletion: Inactive
Effective date: Fall 2003

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

10.

APPROVE REMOVAL OF PROGRAMS FROM CURRICULUM
MSC

Nelson, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby approves the removal of the following programs, which
have been examined by the Curriculum Committee and are being recommended for
removal from the Palomar College curriculum:
1.

Program Title: Apprenticeship: Tile Finisher
Discipline(s): Apprenticeship: Tile Finisher
Catalog Page: 89
Effective term: Fall 2003

2.

Program Title: Two Child Development Specialization
Certificates - Directors
Discipline(s): Child Development
Catalog page: 114
Effective term: Fall 2003

3.

Program Title: Two Child Development Specialization
Certificates - Montessori
Discipline(s): Child Development
Catalog page: 114
Effective term: Fall 2003

4.

Program Title: Associate Network Specialist
Discipline(s): Computer Science and Information Systems
Catalog Page: 118
Effective term: Fall 2003

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

11.

REJECT CLAIM
MSC

Jensen, Evilsizer

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby rejects the
claim for damages filed by Laura Brunner and refers it to the District's Claim
Administrator for handling.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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ADOPT NONRESIDENT TUITION FEE; ADOPT FEE FOR CAPITAL OUTLAY,
MAINTENANCE. AND EQUIPMENT EXPENDITURES NOT COVERED IN
NONRESIDENT TUITION FEE; AUTHORIZE CHARGING NON-REFUNDABLE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT APPLICATION PROCESSING FEE; AND AUTHORIZE
MAKING ALL AFOREMENTIONED FEES EFFECTIVE BEGINNING WITH SUMMER,
2003, SESSION
MSC

Jensen, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby adopts the rate of $139 per unit of credit for the 20032004 Nonresident Tuition Fee for all nonresident students.
The Governing Board also authorizes the Palomar Community College District to charge
nonresident students who are both citizens and residents of a foreign country $10 per
unit of credit for the 2003-2004 Fiscal Year. This $10 fee is for the purposes of capital
outlay, maintenance, and equipment expenditures which are not covered in the
above-calculated Nonresident Tuition Fee and is authorized under Education Code
76141.
The Governing Board also authorizes the Palomar Community College District to charge

a non-refundable International Student Application Processing Fee of $25.
The Governing Board also authorizes that these fees be effective beginning with the
Summer, 2003, session. Exhibit M-12
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

13.

RATIFY AND APPROVE THIRD AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT WITH CALIFORNIA
ENGLISH SCHOOL
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves a Third Amendment to the agreement with the
California English School ("CES") effective December 15, 2002, to assist CES in its
compliance with the recent reporting requirements of the Student Exchange Visitor
Information System ("SEVIS") for international students issued by the U.S. Immigration &
Naturalization Service.
Paragraph 12. STUDENT FEES, in part, is amended as follows:
"Additional student services are available, for a fee, to English School students. A fee of
Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) is currently paid by the California English School to the
College District for each student enrolled in California English School. This fee will be
credited to the International Student Office to cover the initial reporting of CES information
to SEVIS. In the event any CES student extends his/her enrollment with CES beyond one
calendar year, an additional Twenty-five Dollar ($25.00) fee shall be due to the District at
the commencement of this additional year.
This fee shall be shared equally, 50/50 between CES and the District with the District's
share to be paid from non-District funds earned by the Worksite Education program.
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To enable the International Student Office to make accurate reports of CES students on
SEVIS, CES agrees to furnish to the International Student Office certified, true and
correct copies of all CES student admissions, enrollment, and attendance records on an
ongoing basis to be used by the International Student Office to make its SEVIS reports for
CES students and for the anticipated on-site review by the INS and can respond properly
on behalf of CES."
All other terms of the basic agreement effective August 15, 1994, as amended, shall
remain in effect Exhibit M-13
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

RECEIVE PROPOSAL FOR ATM SERVICES AND AUTHORIZE CONTRACT WITH
MISSION FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
MSC

Jensen, Evilsizer

The Governing Board published a request for proposals for ATM services on December
2 and 9, 2002 and received one response as follows:
From Mission Federal Credit Union of San Diego, California ("Mission Fed") offering to
furnish ATM machines at Palomar College San Marcos and Palomar College Escondido
Center and pay to the District a total rental fee for both sites, combined, the following
rental and related donations, for the term of the proposed agreement of five (5) years,
effective January 1, 2003, with full rental commencing upon installation of both ATM
machines, but until then, fifty (50%) of the following rental amounts:
1.
2.
3.

$400.00 per month (combined rental for two locations),
$550.00 per month for ATM cash withdrawal volume
of $5,000 but not exceeding $6,999.00,
$700.00 per month for ATM cash withdrawal volume of $7,000.00 or
more.

In addition Mission Fed agrees to make the following annual donations to the District:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Palomar Goes Gala
President's Associates
Rose Hartley Scholarship
Corporate Donation
Other contributions
Total donations:

$3,000.00
$1,000.00
$2,000.00
$1,000.00
$1.000.00
$8,000.00 annually

The Governing Board hereby authorizes an agreement with Mission Federal Credit
Union, effective January 1, 2003, and terminating December 31, 2007, on the terms
slated above, subject to fulfillment by Mission Fed of all insurance and legal requirements
for the operation of ATM equipment on public property. Exhibit M-14
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF LEASE
REVENUE BOND DOCUMENTS TO FUND CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHTECHNOLOGY LABORATORY-CLASSROOM BUILDING
MSC

Nelson, Jensen
RESOLUTION NO. 02-20754

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF
A SITE LEASE, A FACILITY LEASE, A CERTIFICATE AND A CONSTRUCTION
AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE ISSUANCE OF LEASE REVENUE
BONDS BY STATE PUBLIC WORKS BOARD FOR
THE HIGH-TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY-CLASSROOM BUILDING AT
PALOMAR COLLEGE AND APPROVING RELATED
ACTIONS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH
WHEREAS, Chapter 33, of the Statutes of 2002, Section 34 {the "Law'') contains
an appropriation for the construction and equipping of the High Technology LaboratoryClassroom Building at Palomar College in San Marcos, California (the "Project"), payable
from the proceeds of bonds, negotiable notes or negotiable bond anticipation notes
(collectively, the "Obligations") to be issued by the State Public Works Board pursuant to
the State Building Construction Act of 1955 (commencing at Government Code Section
15800), (the "Acf');
WHEREAS, the Palomar Community College District {the "District") has
determined that it is in the public interest to request the State Public Works Board to
obtain an interim loan from the General Fund or Pooled Money Investment Account (the
"Interim Loan") to provide funds for the construction and equipping of the Project on
behalf of the District;
WHEREAS, the District will provide and perform all activities required to construct
and equip the Project on behalf of the State Public Works Board pursuant to a
Construction Agreement (the "Construction Agreement") between the State Public Works
Board and the District;
WHEREAS, in order to obtain the Interim Loan, the State Public Works Board will
covenant to issue the Obligations in order to repay the principal of and interest on the
Interim Loan;
WHEREAS, the Obligations will be special obligations of the State Public Works
Board payable solely from certain pledged revenues which shall include the annual rental
payments payable by the District pursuant to the Facility Lease (as hereinafter defined);
WHEREAS, in order to induce the State Public Works Board to covenant to issue
the Obligations and to provide for the payment of the principal of and interest on the
Obligations, the District must agree to lease the real property owned by the District upon
which the Project is constructed {the "Site") to the State Public Works Board pursuant to a
site lease (the "Site Lease"), and the State Public Works Board will lease back the Site
and the Project to the District pursuant to a facility lease (the "Facility Lease");
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WHEREAS, it is the intent of the District that the Chancellor of the California
Community Colleges shall, in addition to revenues calculated for apportionment to
community college districts pursuant to Section 84750 of the Education Code, apportion
state aid equal to the amount necessary to meet the annual rental payments pursuant to
the Facility Lease:
WHEREAS, the District shall authorize, pursuant to the Facility Lease, the
Chancellor of the California Community Colleges and the Controller of the State of
California to withhold from its annual apportionment the amount of funds necessary to
satisfy its annual rental payments pursuant to the Facility Lease, which shall include an
authorization to withhold the additional apportionment amount and the amount determined
by the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges to be the District's proportional
share of such rental payments;
WHEREAS, while it is the intent of the District and the Chancellor of the California
Community Colleges that such funds be appropriated annually as part of the State's
general apportionment of funds for the California Community Colleges, the District's
obligation to pay rental payments pursuant to the Facility Lease shall be an obligation
payable from any lawfully available funds of the District;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District as follows:
1. The proposed form of the Construction Agreement, by and between the
District and the State Public Works Board, as presented to this meeting, is hereby
approved. The Superintendent/President or Vice President of Finance and Administrative
Services for the District (the "Authorized District Officer'') is hereby authorized and
directed, on behalf of the District, to execute, and deliver the Construction Agreement in
substantially the form presented to this meeting, with such insertions and changes therein
as the Authorized District Officer with the concurrence of the State Public Works Board
and with the advice of counsel may require or approve, such approval to be conclusively
evidenced by the execution and delivery thereof.
2. The proposed form of Site Lease, by and between the District and the State
Public Works Board, as presented to this meeting, is hereby approved. The Authorized
District Officer is hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of the District, to execute and
deliver the Site Lease in substantially the form presented to this meeting, with such
insertions and changes therein as the Authorized District Officer with the concurrence of
the State Public Works Board and with the advice of counsel may require or approve,
such approval to be conclusively evidenced by the execution and delivery thereof.
3. The proposed form of Facility Lease by and between the District and the
Public Works Board, as presented to this meeting, is hereby approved. The Authorized
District Officer is hereby authorized and directed, on behalf of the District, to execute and
deliver the Facility Lease in substantially the form presented to this meeting, with such
insertions and changes therein as the Authorized District Officer with the concurrence of
the State Public Works Board and with the advice of counsel may require or approve,
such approval to be conclusively evidenced by the execution and delivery thereof.
4. The proposed form of Certificate of the Trustees, as presented to this
meeting, is hereby approved. The Authorized District Officer is hereby authorized and
directed, on behalf of the District, to execute and deliver the Certificate in substantially the
form presented to this meeting, with such insertions and changes therein as the
Authorized District Officer with the concurrence of the State Public Works Board and with
the advice of counsel may require or approve, such approval to be conclusively evidenced
by the execution and delivery thereof.
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5. The officers of the District are hereby authorized and directed, for and in the
name and on behalf of the District to do any and all things, take any and all actions and
execute and deliver any and all agreements, documents and certificates (including,
without limitation, Exhibit A attached to this resolution, the Continuing Disclosure
Agreement, a Tax Certificate, etc.) which they, or any of them, may deem necessary or
advisable in order to facilitate the Interim Loan and the lawful issuance and delivery of the
Obligations by the State Public Works Board.
6. This resolution shall take effect immediately upon its passage.

EXHIBIT A
CERTIFICATE OF THE PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

The undersigned Superintendent/President or Assistant Superintenden!Nice President of
Finance and Administrative Services, of the PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT (the "District") hereby acknowledges and certifies with respect to the resolution
(the "Resolution") of the State Public Works Board of the State of California (the "Board")
authorizing the sale of the Board's Lease Revenue Bonds PALOMAR COMMUNITY
COLLEGE DISTRICT - HIGH-TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY-CLASSROOM BUILDING
{the "Bonds") as follows:
1.
By enactment of Chapter 33 of the Statutes of 2002, Section 34 (the
"Law''), the Legislature of the State of California has authorized the Board to issue the
Bonds for the construction and equipping for a High-Technology Laboratory-Classroom
Building at Palomar College in San Marcos, California (the "Project") for the District.
2.
The District has requested the (1) Board to authorize issuance of the
Bonds and (2) the Director of the Department of Finance of the State of California (the
"Director of Finance") to request a General Fund Loan and/or request that the Pooled
Money Investment Board (the "PMIB") make a loan to pay for the costs of construction
and equipping of the Project prior to issuance of the Bonds (the "Interim Loan").
3.
The District understands that the Director of Finance and the PMIB
require that the Board covenant to issue the Bonds before an Interim Loan will be made.
The District further understands that subsection (f) of the Law requires that in the event
the Bonds authorized for the Project are not sold, the District shall commit a sufficient
portion of its current annual apportionment to repay all interim finance costs associated
with the Project.
4.
The Project is to be located on District owned real property and the
District agrees to transfer possession and control of this property to the Board pursuant to
a site lease, the form of which was approved by the Board in the Resolution (the "Site
Lease") and the Board will lease said real property and the Project to the District pursuant
to the facility lease, a form of which was approved by the Board in the Resolution (the
"Facility Lease").
5.
The District understands that, in accordance with California Government
Code Section 15830, the Bonds will be secured solely by rental payments made by the
District pursuant to the Facility Lease. The District acknowledges that in Section 3 of the
Facility Lease the District authorizes the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges
and the State Controller to withhold from its annual apportionment an amount sufficient to
fully pay the District's rental obligations under the Facility Lease and that this authorization
has precedence over other expenditure obligations of the District.
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6.
The District will use the Project only in a manner and to the extent that
such uses shall be permitted under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, so
as to assure the tax-exempt status of the Bonds at all times.
7.
The District understands that the Board was induced to authorize
issuance of the Bonds by the District's covenant to execute and deliver and perform under
the Site Lease and the Facility Lease and all certificates, agreements or other documents
that the Chair or the Administrative Secretary of the Board may deem necessary or
desirable to carry out the purposes of the Resolution (the "Security Documents").
8.
The District has approved the Security Documents and certifies that it will
execute and deliver and perform under the Security Documents when and as requested
by the Board.
9.
The District acknowledges that if it fails to execute and deliver and
perform under the Security Documents, the Board will be entitled to seek judicial or other
relief to compel such execution, delivery and performance.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have hereunto set their hands.
Date: January 14, 2003
Office

Name

Signature

Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President

SECRETARY'S CERTIFICATE
I, Michele T. Nelson, Secretary of the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District, hereby certify as follows:
The foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of a resolution duly adopted at a
regular meeting of said District duly and regularly and legally held at the regular meeting
place thereof on January 14, 2003, of which meeting all of the members of the Board of
Trustees of said District had due notice and at which a majority thereof were present.
At said meeting said resolution was adopted by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Nelson, Chadwick, McMullen, Evilsizer, Jensen, Melena (advisory)
None
None

I have carefully compared the same with the original minutes of said meeting on
file and of record in my office and the foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of the
original resolution adopted at said meeting and entered in said minutes.
Said resolution has not been amended, modified or rescinded since the date of its
adoption and the same is now in full force and effect.

Secretary of the Board of Trustees of the
Palomar Community College District
Exhibit M-15
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF EQUITABLE STATE FUNDING FOR ALL
COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20755
The Governing Board hereby approves the following resolution:

Palomar Community College District
Resolution in Support of
Equitable State Funding for All Community College Students
WHEREAS, on a dollar per student basis, there is great disparity in funding among
California's community college districts; and
WHEREAS, the highest funded district receives $8,209 per full-time-equivalent student
and the lowest funded district receives only $3,493; the average received by the highest
funded districts is $5,693 per full-time-equivalent student and the average amount
received by the lowest funded districts is $3,516 and the gap is growing larger; and
WHEREAS, when there are more state funds available to the community college system,
higher funded districts receive proportionately more and lower funded districts receive
proportionately less, and, conversely, when state funds are cut, higher funded districts
receive a smaller cut per student and lower funded districts receive a larger cut per
student, making the disparity in funding even worse, and
WHEREAS, the lack of equitable state funding means that students in lower funded
districts have significantly less access to classes, tutors, full-time instructors, lab
technicians, math and writing center assistance, basic skills classes, adequately
maintained facilities, instructional materials, current technology, technical programs, or
counselors or other support staff for an increasingly diverse student population; and
WHEREAS all of California's community college districts are required to comply with the
same state mandates, but the resources that enable compliance vary widely district by
district; and
WHEREAS, funding all community college programs and services on a per student basis
would reduce the disparity in funding, increase equal access to education and boost the
potential for student success throughout the state; and
WHEREAS, understanding California's current fiscal problems, the disparities in funding
within the community college system must not be allowed to get worse;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District supports funding on the basis of full-time equivalent students
and:
•

urges enactment of legislation and a 2003-2004 State Budget that will ensure fair
and equitable funding to all community college students, including measures that
will halt the increasing disparity in funding, and

•

commits to actively advocate on behalf of comparable funding for ALL of the
state's community college students on a per student basis.
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Passed and adopted by the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District,
in San Diego County. Exhibit M-16
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
17.

SCHEDULE GOVERNING BOARD WORKSHOP ON FEBRUARY 8, 2003
MSC

Nelson, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby schedules a workshop meeting on Saturday, February 8,
2003, 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., in ESC 402 at the Palomar College Escondido Center,
1951 E. Valley Parkway, Escondido. The purpose of the workshop is to review the
Governing Board Code of Ethics, the role of Board members, and progress on the
Board's 2002-2003 Goals.
Mr. McMullen noted that four Board members will be in Sacramento Feb. 1..3 for the
CCLC conferences, the SDICCCA dinner will be on Feb. 5, the regular Board meeting will
be on Feb. 11, and the workshop will be a half day on Feb. 8. One Board member asked
him to suggest the Board consider canceling the Feb. 25 meeting. Following discussion,
it was suggested that this item be placed on the agenda for the next meeting.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
N.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board recessed at 8:42 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 8:47 p.m., to discuss:
6.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation - Superintendent/President, Mid-term
Discussion of Goals, pursuant to Government Code 54957.

Closed Session ended at 9:55 p.m.

0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened at 9:57 p.m. There was no reportable action.

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meetin was adjourned at 9:57 p.m.

President

~
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 2003, 7:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER

Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 7:00 p.m.
B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:

DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, STUDENT TRUSTEE
TRUSTEE ABSENT:

RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:

Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative Services
STAFF PRESENT:

Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Kathy Davis, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Support Specialist
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Suzanne Gavin, Vice President, Administrative Association; Director, EOP&S
GUESTS:

Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
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QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of January 14, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA-There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen reported that four Board members will be going to Sacramento this weekend for the
CCLC New Trustee Orientation, Board Chairs, and Legislative Conferences.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. Nelson stated that she is hopeful the trustees can make their voices heard in Sacramento.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he and Ms. Chadwick had visited with the mayor of Vista on the occasion
of Vista's 40'" birthday. They were invited to attend the Vista Economic Development Association
meeting where they met some of the business leaders. Mr. Evilsizer was favorably impressed
with the representation of business community leaders in the organization. Mr. Evilsizer
suggested that the District draft a congratulatory letter to the City of Vista on their 401" birthday
recognizing their community spirit and the fact that they have been an integral part of the College
for many years.
Mr. Evilsizer also visited with the Poway Business Park Association where there was good
representation from a diverse business community. They had requested a representative from
Palomar to replace Dr. Dougherty. Mr. Evilsizer suggested that Dr. Nelson serve in this capacity,
and Dr. Nelson agreed to do so. Their next meeting is February 10, 8 a.m., in the library meeting
room. Dr. Amador noted that we are paid members of the group.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he is proud to sponsor the resolution on tonight's agenda declaring the
fee increase of 118% excessive. He feels the increases should be more commensurate with the
increases we are seeing at the CSU and UC systems. He also feels it is unconscionable that the
money doesn't go back into the community college system, but we can afford to build new prisons
and the prison budgets haven't been cut. He feels there are priorities there that we need to hold
the Governor accountable on, and he intends to do so.
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Mr. Evilsizer recommended that the Board, as representatives of the District, look at paring down
expenses such as travel, having only one representative at functions rather than all Board
members, picking up Board packets in person rather than having a courier deliver them. We
must focus on "tightening our belts" for the next 18 months. He suggested we look at no overtime
and cutting back on consultants unless absolutely mandatory; for example, some kind of
scheduled event that has to occur in order to get state funding.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he hopes the District is paying attention to the people at Camp Pendleton.
A lot of people are being mobilized, and he hopes we don't forget the spouses and others left
behind and continue to offer classes and educational opportunities for them.
Ms. Chadwick hopes to find some friends in Sacramento this weekend. She has set up
appointments with a number of people and expects to get a few more while they are there. In the
meantime, she is still meeting with elected officials locally because we need to spread the word.
Letters to legislators, calls, and e-mails count. People do pay attention to this. We need to get
engaged in the discussion. She is hoping they can do their part.
Ms Chadwick echoed the comments of Mr. Evilsizer. She feels we should set the example here
on the Board and cut out everything we can get by without -food, travel, all those things.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she had attended the Foundation Kick-Off event and was impressed
by the number of supporters who attended. She felt that Dr. Amador did a wonderful job
explaining the situation with the budget and what we need to do. Some of the people who were
honored for their donations had given substantial amounts. Our community does support us. We
have a wonderful institution and are very much loved.
Ms. Chadwick was also at the Vista Economic Development Association.
Mr. Melena reported that he plans to attend the "We Love San Marcos" Dinner put on by the
Chamber of Commerce for their installation this weekend.
G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz reported that the semester has begun, and it is going very smoothly. At the
Board's request, classes were canceled the first week, rather than waiting until the
second week. They notified the students and moved them into other classes as they
could. She stated that we are cognizant of the fact that there are students at Camp
Pendleton that still need service. In fact, our typical enrollment there is about 50% nonservice people.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal deferred his report to Mr. Patton's item.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Fee Schedules Last Two Years
Jerry Patton stated that, at the last meeting, Mr. Evilsizer had requested some
information on fees for the last two years. Herman Lee, Director of Enrollment
Services, prepared a compilation of fees over the past three years. Exhibit G-3a
Mr. Patton and Mr. Madrigal discussed the report. It was noted that fees go
through the Strategic Planning Council for approval prior to being submitted to the
Board for approval.
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Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador gave the following report:
I want to talk a little about budget and then a couple of other things. What you have in front of you
in green is, at this point, the compromise or the Senate's and the Assembly's take on the
Governor's budget. They are relatively close in terms of total dollars and cuts, but some of them
come from different categories. This is changed slightly since I received this printed item, and it is
in a state of flux. In the past, there was a compromise committee between the Assembly and
Senate, but they are going to skip that process and just try to reconcile without going through the
compromise process. They will then give it to the Governor, with the idea that this type of decision
on mid-year cuts needs to be done more quickly; because once it is spent, it is difficult to cut.
Some of the nuances in both of them involve deferring until the next year. Jerry, do you want to
speak a little bit about how that works?
Mr. Patton:
The total amount of cuts that the Assembly has is identical to the Governor's proposal - $288
million. But, they are shifting the allocations of reductions along the various programs so it is
always a moving target as Dr. Amador has said. But significantly, what they have requested is
that there be $105 million shifted from this year to next year. So essentially, we will not receive
our June apportionment payments until July. In essence, it is about one month, but it means two
fiscal years. The fourth version involves about $10 million difference, about $10 million higher.
But they are proposing that we do not have to suffer the additional $105 million which the
Assembly is proposing. We are encouraging the Senate's version because it is $105 million less
collectively over the 18-month period.
Dr. Amador:
So that will be one of the things when we are up in Sacramento that we want to discuss with the
Senate and make sure that this is what is accepted. I went to the CEO Board meeting last Friday.
It was definitely not a happy meeting. We spent most of our time talking about the implications of
budget cuts, etc. One of the things that is moving about is a rolling deferral, in other words we just
keep rolling the deferral into the next year. Whether that will be acceptable to the Governor is
questionable; but it just puts off something that you have to eventually reconcile in terms of the
budget.
One of the issues that we spent a lot of time with is the high school enrollment issue which was
$80 million. In the Governor's proposal, he has $80 million cut out of the system budget. It was
agreed both by the Assembly and the Senate to push that into the 03-04 year and let the
Chancellor's office handle it. That started with the PE enrollments in Orange County. All of you
have probably seen those articles in the paper. The CEO Board was able to convince the
Chancellor that, whatever the decision is in terms of the improprieties of not following the
regulations, it should be realized by the Districts who did it instead of all of us taking our
proportionate share of that $80 million. Based on what they have been able to find out from the
Chancellor's Office, and everybody was told to cease and desist, is that it is probably more like a
$20 million problem, not an $80 million problem. Then the question is what happens to the other
$60 million. Where does it come from, because, again, the Governor is working with the bottom
line. We looked at where Palomar's high school student enrollments were for the last couple of
years, and a lot of them are in mathematics, the performing arts, languages, and some in the
counseling student success course, because we have been requested to go to the high schools to
do that, providing an orientation class for them to come to Palomar College. We have .07% in
terms of PE, but it was for students coming here to take a fitness class or something similar; it
wasn't going to the high school and paying the coach to teach the football practice class, which is
what was going on in Orange County. We feel pretty good. Originally, when Jerry had estimated
what our share of $80 million would be, it was significant. However, it has now been reduced to
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what we think will be our share if they decide to use the whole $80 million. So again, we don't
know what the answer is; but certainly, we are not going to be hit for doing something
inappropriately, because we didn't do it.
Mr. Patton:
To give you an idea of the magnitude of the variances of the Governor's proposal, the Assembly's
and the Senate's, out of the Governor's proposal for the mid-year cuts 02-03 that we have to do
between now and June 30 is 4.3 million. just for us. Under the Assembly's proposal, and the one
day difference between shifting the dollars from June 30 to July 1, 02-03 is $3.4 million. Under
the Senate's proposal which defers the $105 million, it drops to $2 million. There is a wide spread
there so you can see what that means to us. We are encouraging everybody to adopt the
Senate's version.
Dr. Amador:
And in all cases it still ends up being an 03-04 issue that we are going to have to deal with.
Mr. Patton:
They have been so busy with these mid-year cuts that they have not started on the 03-04 budget
year. But again, in the Governor's proposal, it is $6.5 million on top of what we experience this
year, in additional cuts.
Dr. Amador:
We talked at the CEO meeting about fees. The Chancellor's office indicated that we can
anticipate that fees will occur probably more in the $18-$20 range and that the message will be to
keep the funds from the fees within the system; in other words, not have it go to the deficit issue
with the Governor. It is important to start the advocacy at this point, which is a little bit more
general until you get down to the specifics, especially in the 03-04 year, but to continue to talk
about community colleges' disproportionate share of the cuts as compared to all other educational
systems. We are starting to get figures of what access will be denied just by the very nature of
the operating level because we have lost funds. We are also noting the economic development
issue of not being able to train the technician work force, of which we have such a great share the largest share of our students. We need to talk about the numbers of students lost. There is a
hope that we will get specifics within the next two weeks so we will know what our mid-year cuts
are. It is becoming very crucial, especially in the categorical programs because of decisions we
have to make, that we can't go back and claim money after a certain point. We have been doing
many things internally within the district to mitigate our 4.3, 3.4, or 1.6 million, we are holding a lot
of vacant positions, we have asked that all travel be held to only that which is necessary, no
equipment purchased unless it is necessary, only those supplies that are critical, and really
looking at our operational expenses. As you know, I have asked the Board if we can use the mail
versus some of the things we have done depending upon the cost. I would like to do that. So,
that is where we are. As I get something more definitive, I will certainly share it with everybody.
And probably, if all goes well, this weekend may be a very strategic weekend in terms of what has
been done between the Senate and the Assembly. We will really be able to lobby because we will
know what we are lobbying about - there should be some specifics. Jerry, did you have anything
more on the budget?
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Mr. Patton:
As Dr. Amador mentioned, there will not be a joint legislative committee nor a Big 5 conference
committee. Both the Senate and Assembly are going to try to work out their differences and
forward it directly to the Governor. Of course, the Governor has a red-line veto, so there is even
strategy in how it is forwarded to try and make it less available for red-line items. This weekend
could be very strategic for us.
Dr. Amador:
In terms of enrollment in comparison to last spring, we are basically flat. We are still in flux
because students don't have a deadline to add a semester course until February 3 and also the
fees being paid, etc. We will probably be flat or up maybe a percent or two at the most because
we have a lot of other things kicking in as they go along with the eight-week courses.
A little bit on Educational Facilities Master Plan. In December all of you voted on a draft plan so
that we could do further work on the educational piece of the plan. Any time you do planning and
you get half of it reported in the paper, everybody takes a position without getting all of the facts.
We have had a little bit of that in the various communities. Jerry Patton and I went to a Fallbrook
meeting where some land was being discussed in the vicinity of a potential site for a north campus
some time in the future. We were sitting in the meeting with about a hundred people, and
everybody was talking about the land with the developer. People started saying that part of it
should be used for Palomar College. After we got three or four saying this, I stood up and
introduced myself and said we were here to hear what everybody thought; and I'll tell you we must
have had about 10-15 people afterwards come up and talk to us about how they would love us to
have an educational facility up in the northern part of the county. There were a lot of people with
good ideas and where it could be placed on the land, and that wasn't what our intent was, but just
to be there. So it was very positive. Jerry and I also met with Gorky Smith and Rick Gittings this
week and talked about San Marcos and the size of the campus. They are very supportive of our
plans and said they would be glad to do anything that they can to assist us. In November I gave
you a proposal of when we would have the various workshops or discussions about the plan, and I
am planning on sending out invitations to the various planning councils and city councils so we
can have good input as we move along in the final stages of the plan. So that is where we are on
that.
Today we had a meeting with folks to talk about the final project plan for secondary effects and
had a very good discussion about the different disciplines that could fit and why they would fit and
what makes the most sense in terms of putting forward this FPP, which is due May 1 in the
Chancellor's Office. Thal is where we are with Educational and Facilities Master Plan. It is my
plan, with the real estate committee which is Trustee Nelson and Trustee Chadwick, to go down
and talk to the Poway mayor and whomever he would like us to meet with and have discussions
about the south because, in reality, we have lost some of our opportunity in the south because
there is no land any place where there is no traffic as Poway is basically built out.
Also, I want to remind everybody that next Wednesday, we have our SDICCCA dinner. That will
be on Tidal Wave II. It will be very good to hear the information about all the students coming in
terms of our master planning. There will be a Board workshop on Saturday, February 8.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR - There were no items on the Consent Calendar.
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Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley reported that the Senate has met only once and have taken no action.
They are evaluating several proposed policies and committee changes and the proposed
reorganization of Instruction within the existing five Deans. Next week they will nominate
a faculty member for the Stanbeck Stroud Diversity Award. They also discussed ways to
save money at the Senate. She will now send everything out electronically. Those who
do not have an e-mail address will be instructed as to how to get one. They also are not
ordering food but will each bring in food each week. They are curtailing all travel except
that which is necessary for leadership activities such as the Slate Academic Senate.
Because of these changes, Ms. Barkley estimates they will be able to save about $8,500
from the Senate budget this year.
Nancy Galli has resigned as President of The Faculty. The elections committee has been
instructed to elect a new President and Vice President, as well as the three Senators
whose positions are vacant.

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan noted that Mary Millet is in Sacramento today working with the CFT
team lobbying. There are a number of other events being planned with regard to the
budget. PFF hopes to participate in all of them by sending representatives.

3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty- There was no report.

4.

INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Suzanne Gavin reported that the Administrative Association met last week with Dr.
Amador and Dr. Miyamoto to discuss the budget cuts and the anticipated March 15
notices to the administrators.

5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.
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INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Kathy Davis reported that Mike Dimmick is also in Sacramento at the reception CFT is
sponsoring to lobby legislators about the budget.
7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena reported that ASG has mobilized to respond to the fiscal crisis. They had a
meeting with faculty, CCE members, and administrators to brainstorm ideas. They are
currently doing a letter-writing campaign. They have a web site from which to send emails and plan, also, to send faxes.
ASG has planned a political forum for early February and will invite local political leaders
and the media. In order to prepare for this, a press conference has been planned for this
Thursday in P-18 at 4:30 p.m. They have sent faxes throughout the county inviting the
news media.
Club Rush will take place on Wednesday and Thursday of this week.
Leo invited everyone to the ASG general meeting tomorrow at 1 p.m. in SU-18.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS

a.

Shannon Lienhart addressed the Board on the subject of Board communication.

b.

Rebecca Faubus addressed the Board on the subject of the bookstore.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE RESOLUTION TO DENOUNCE THE PROPOSED INCREASE OF
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT ENROLLMENT FEES BY THE
GOVERNOR

MSC

Nelson, Evilsizer
RESOLUTION NO. 02-20756

WHEREAS, Governor Gray Davis' proposal to increase Student Enrollment Fees by
118% within the California Community Colleges affecting 2.9 million students is shortsighted, irresponsible and will adversely impact the number of students able to afford
higher education, and
WHEREAS, we are aware that the Governor's proposed budget means the California
Community Colleges will receive $658 less per student, yet Student Enrollment Fees
increase from $11/unit to $24/unit and the community colleges do not keep the increase
because the proceeds will flow into the State General Fund to solve the State deficit, and
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WHEREAS, this tuition increase will likely have a negative impact on the increasing
enrollment the California Community Colleges enjoyed the last year, further compounding
the budget crisis and denying access to students who will no longer be able to afford to go
to classes, and
WHEREAS, the 1OB-community-college system would have to reduce the number of
courses offered and cut the number of faculty and support staff, thus crippling the ability
to help jump-start a faltering state economy by providing affordable higher education and
skilled workers for emerging California businesses and industries, and
WHEREAS, the California Community Colleges prepare the police, firefighters, teachers,
nurses, X-ray technicians, and other public service employees, we should be building,
rather than tearing down, the infrastructure necessary to serve our citizens, and
WHEREAS, the proposed fee increase from $11/unit to $24/unit totally fails the system
policy of being gradual and moderate, and
WHEREAS, the tuition of students attending the California State University and University
of California are being increased by 35% or less;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District supports a Student Enrollment Fee increase commensurate
with the percentages imposed for students at the California State University and
University of California campuses.
Passed and adopted by the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District
in San Diego County.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

OTHER
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he feels it is very important that the District recognize the service
of all of its employees, whether they be faculty or staff. It has come to his attention that
perhaps we haven't recognized retirees in a formal manner, such as presenting them with
a certificate recognizing them for their service. He suggested we go back and review the
last five or ten years for people who have retired and recognize them for their efforts. He
suggested that a motion be put on the agenda for the next meeting that we recognize the
service of Palomar retirees and present them with a certificate of service made by the
graphic arts department. Dr. Amador noted that we would need to determine the cost of
such a project in light of the need to cut costs at this time.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if the District has quarterly reviews of the strategic plan where the
Board can review the progress on the plan. Dr. Amador noted that there is an internal
process which was designed to have the Strategic Planning Council review the progress
three times during the year and present an annual report to the Board before a formal
report is created. If the Board would like to see the progress as it is happening, Dr.
Amador will be happy to supply the information.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that the Budget Committee had a meeting in December with Mr.
Patton. They have another meeting scheduled for February to discuss the reserves and
will add Dr. Miyamoto to the group.
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Mr. Evilsizer noted that some of the city officials he has met have indicated an interest in
having a liaison from the city participating in our Governmental Affairs Committee. He will
forward names to Dr. Amador. There are also some community members who have
expressed an interest. Hopefully, we can get a good cross-section of representation. Dr.
Amador stated that it is better to have the efforts come from the community than from the
institution.
Ms. Chadwick seconded Mr. Evilsizer's comments.
Ms. Chadwick stated that, in terms of ability to link up with current political allies in these
various communities, we should be reaching out to them. Perhaps Dale Wallenius could
send correspondence to key people asking them to provide names of persons who might
like to be involved. Ms. Chadwick stated that she agrees with Dr. Amador that the more
people we can get involved from our community, the better. She stated that she is out in
the political arena all the time talking to people. They want to be involved, their ears are
to the ground, they know what's going on, they can tell you what is happening. They are
our best resource, and they love this campus, and we need to take advantage of that.
Ms. Chadwick noted that letters to the editor in the newspapers are important. Can we
have some sort of formalized process to keep a tab or at least respond to or have some
report of this kind of correspondence. She is very concerned when she sees a citizen
saying "I don't think we should be doing this is our community" about this college and
"furthermore, is there any way we can recall that Board." That is not the kind of thing we
want to perpetuate. We want to recognize it, deal with it, and get those people involved
with us as well.
Dr. Amador stated that Mr. McMullen did a community forum response to what was
inappropriate material reported. It takes about three weeks to get those letters to the
editor. There is nothing to suggest that anyone who writes a letter to the editor has all the
facts or whether they read the community forum. In that case, the person did not get the
facts right. We have been trying to get the correct facts which are not always reported on
the front page back to the community. Not everybody reads the community forum,
however.
N.

CLOSED SESSION

The Board recessed at 7:58 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 8:03 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

Closed Session ended at 8:47 p.m.
0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION

The meeting reconvened at 8:49 p.m. It was reported that the Board took action to terminate the
contract of classified manager #005425246, effective January 29, 2003.
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D .. SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA. STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, SuperintendenUPresident
Diane Lutz, Assistant SuperintendenWice President. Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto, Assistant SuperintendenWice President. Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative Services

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the Board went into Closed Session at 6 p.m ..

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.
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RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7 p.m.

STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to SuperintendenVGoverning Board
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Kathy Davis, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Support Specialist
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Dr. Dan Finkenthal, Associate Professor, Physics and Engineering
Joe Ismay, Wrestling Coach
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollment Services
Erin Messersmith, Technology Training Coordinator
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Chair, Family and Consumer Sciences
Jo Anne Giese, President, Confidential and Supervisory Team
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs
Don Sullins, Information Services Consultant
John Woods, Director, Athletics

GUESTS:
Walter Della Santena, Bookstore Manager
Jonnye Popick, Student
Kris Shirley, Student
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

ACTION TAKEN DURING CLOSED SESSION
Mr. McMullen stated, "The Governing Board took action in closed session to authorize the District
to send notices to all administrative personnel employed on one-year contracts that they may not
be reemployed by appointment or contract in their administrative position for the 2003-2004 year."
Mr. McMullen commented that this is an action being taken by community colleges across the
state.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Evilsizer, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of January 28, 2003.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Abstain (Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador reported the following change on the agenda:
Page 7, Item H-11, e:
Position:
Name:

E.

FACULTY PRESIDENT
MARIA MILLER

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen reported that four of our trustees attended the CCLC Legislative Conference in
Sacramento February 2-3. It was very beneficial. They heard many politicians placing the blame
for the current budget crisis on many things. They were able to visit with a number of legislators'
offices but heard mostly, "our hands are tied."
Mr. McMullen reported that the Board had a very productive workshop on February 8 at the
Palomar College Escondido Center. He felt it was very beneficial in the group working together as
a trustee board in handling the incredible amount of problems, including financial, that we have in
the near future.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Jensen addressed comments to the press on the unfair practices charge filed by the Palomar
Faculty Federation regarding Kaiser Permanente's increasing the co-pay for prescriptions for
participants in their health plan from $1 to $5 for a 90-day supply: "A 400% increase in co-pay
sounds substantial, but $4 does not and is not. If there is a substantial change in benefits, the
union says it's required that we negotiate. Now what damage did this late notification, if you will,
cause? The only thing employees could do would be to change from Kaiser to JPA. JPA, for as
long as I can remember, has been charging $5 for generic drugs and $10 for specific drugs. Now,
I seriously doubt that employees would elect to change to a program that is going to charge them
more. The fact of the matter is that for $5, they can get prescriptions that would run retail $300
plus. I think that's still a pretty doggone good deal. I think that the filing of this charge is petty and
malicious. In light of Gray Davis' wholesale cuts in our funding, I think it's unconscionable. And I
think that the public would agree with me if they get all the facts."
Ms. Chadwick reported that she was involved in the Legislative Conference in Sacramento and
was able to visit two of our elected officials' offices, George Plescia and Ray Haynes. Everyone
she spoke with wholeheartedly support the community colleges. They are very concerned that the
struggle that is going on with the state budget is not going to be productive until after the May
revise. To a person, we have support, and they are going to do everything they can to help us.
She was very happy to see that.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she is making site visits to our education centers. She thanked
Norma Bean for setting them up. During the next couple of weeks, she will have visited all seven
of them and will visit Borrego Springs in March. She looks forward to that.
Ms. Chadwick feels that our process of addressing the budget will be one of deliberate steps
consistent with our outline process. She is hopeful that people will continue to participate as they
are doing.
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Mr. Evilsizer reported that he, too, attended the CCLC Legislative Conference and New Trustee
Orientation in Sacramento. He learned that we have great advocacy groups up there working for
the community colleges in both the Chancellor's Office and the Community College League of
California. He also learned that we do have the support of our local legislators. However, the
community colleges are viewed at the lower rung of the ladder in the higher education institution
scheme of things. That's got to change. We really need to work, not only as a community in this
District, but state wide to turn the tide of that perception wrth our legislators and people up in
Sacramento who make decisions on our budgets, for example.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that on February 5, four of the trustees and Dr. Amador attended the
SDICCCA dinner meeting. The theme was "Tidal Wave II." A document distributed at the
meeting was titled, "Keeping the Promise," a very disturbing report by David Wolfe and Steve
Weiner, two of the presenters that evening. It reiterates the growing influx of the population in
California and how that is going to drive enrollment at the community college system and how
accessibility to our community colleges is really negatively impacted by things like budget cuts.
This is something we have to work our, over some period of time - they suggest a four-to-six-year
campaign called the "Campaign for College Opportunity." And it's literally that; it's going to have
to be a mass-media orchestrated event that's going to take place over a period of time. Again, it
will drive the perception of the community colleges to be something more favorable than it is
today. He looks forward to participating in that with his colleagues and, over the course of time,
work on changing that perception.
Mr. Evilsizer commented that he felt Saturday's workshop was very valuable to work together as a
Board and address some of the Board policies and review some of their items such as the
mission statement and vision that the Board sees and how that impacts the District.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he received a letter from the San Diego County Board of Supervisors
addressed to Dr. Dougherty, stating that there would be a meeting on February 13, 4-6 p.m., on
the effects of the state budget crisis on local services and background checks for volunteers at
schools as well as other facilities.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he has been invited by KKSM to participate in a question-and-answer
for callers on the air on Saturday, February 15, 2-3 p.m. He thinks this will be a fun experience
and an opportunity to share some thoughts with the community in general.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that at the last meeting he had asked about the strategic plan and how we
were communicating the results on the progress on the plan. Dr. Amador has shared with him a
copy of the 20 objectives and the progress made as of last November. Another progress report
will be made this month. After the final progress report is made in May, the Board and the public
will receive a report.
Dr. Nelson reported that she found the conference in Sacramento to be very beneficial. That,
combined with the SDICCCA dinner meeting, has given us a clear perspective of two things that
we need to support. One is to extract ourselves from Proposition 98, and the other is to achieve
fairness or equalization in our funding. The state is becoming more aware of that. Certainly, the
local and expanded group of people working toward equalization is growing. She feels optimistic
about that in the long term. We must not lose track of these very critical issues and be certain we
put all our energies behind them. Access is what we are about in community colleges, and we
see the open door being slammed in the faces of our students, and we are all concerned about
that.
Dr. Nelson stated that the workshop with David Viar of CCLC was extremely worthwhile. We can
all attest to the value of looking at some of our Board policies in David's presence and hearing his
state-wide perspective on our governance issues and those that trustees are facing state wide.
They asked lots of questions, such as the combined role of the student trustee and the ASG
president, and received lots of information to consider.
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Mr. Melena reported that he attended the San Marcos Chamber of Commerce Installation Dinner,
"We Love San Marcos." It was a great time to network. He found that Palomar College is a pretty
big name on the community level. He had the opportunity to meet and chat with Assemblyman
Mark Wyland. While it was very insightful in how to approach and deal with the process of
swaying our political leaders, it didn't seem to be very positive. They learned how to improve their
strategies with his advice and hope to open up a dialogue of communication with our political
leaders, not just during bad times. They want a continual communication link.
Mr. Melena is also currently attending the California Distance Learning Health Network
Conference, "Learning Without Limits." It is a unique combination of distance learning and health
services to afford all of us in education and our communities and health institutions a way of easy
communication and emergency preparedness for bioterrorism, etc.
Mr. Melena has met with his fellow student trustees throughout the area to formalize a coalition as
to how they will approach the budget cuts. By then, they hope to know better as to where the
budget is actually going to go and the direction they should take.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz reported that the Deans and she have been working for some time on a
proposal for reorganization of Instruction that included a sixth instructional Dean. Given
the budget situation, it was decided that was not practical at this time. Consequently, they
have proposed a reorganization that simply equalizes the workload among all of the
instructional Deans. It has been taken through the planning process and will be
proceeding. In the near future, some title changes for the divisions will be brought to the
Board for approval.

2.

Reoort of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal introduced John Woods, Director of Athletics. Mr. Woods introduced Joe
Ismay, Wrestling Coach, who has recently been named as a recipient of the 2002-03
NWCA Robert Bubb Coaching Excellence Award, which is presented each year to the
outstanding coach in each division who epitomizes the qualities and characteristics of a
role model and mentor for developing young student-athletes. Mr. Wood also introduced
Kris Shirley, Palomar College's first winner of the California Male Scholar Athlete of the
Year award.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Financial Ratios - Jerry Patton will report on this at the next meeting.

b.

Bookstore Refund Policy
Mr. Patton introduced Walter Della Santana, Bookstore Manager, who discussed
the Bookstore's refund policies.
Dr. Nelson asked if the Library has a copy of all textbooks available for limited
loan for those students who are unable to purchase them. Ms. Barkley reported
that individual instructors may place them in the Library if they so desire. The
Bookstore will make copies available for placing in the Library. Ms. Lutz will look
into the matter.
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Reporting Procedures on Purchases. Contracts. and Financial Transactions
Mr. Patton provided Exhibit G-3c to Board members which discussed the study
and review being undertaken in response to the Board's request to reduce the
amount of data and information submitted to them and quoting the Education
Code Section 81656 requiring that all transactions entered into by the officer or
employee shall be reviewed by the Governing Board every 60 days. Mr. Patton
also presented written information regarding Section 20651 of the Public Contract
Code dealing with the bid threshold requirement.

d.

Project 8 Report
Mr. Patton reported that PeopleSoft has announced that they will no longer
support our current Version 7.6 as of August, 2004. The Administrative
Information Systems Advisory Committee has recommended that we upgrade to
Version 8.1 of the Student Administration module. An RFP was issued to see
what kinds of consultants were available to assist us in this process and what it
would cost. The committee narrowed the proposals down to two. A decision was
then made to look at our work-flow processes in a more detailed manner than
was done when PeopleSoft was first brought in. We developed a project
structure, project teams of all the areas - Student Services, Administrative
Services, Instruction, Financial Aid, Human Resources, Student Financials, and
Payroll. We developed team concepts as to why they would exist and what they
would do. We developed roles for each team, and we developed a project plan.
That leads us up to the point where we are now. We are ready to proceed to
engage a consultant.
Mr. Patton introduced Don Sullins, Herman Lee, and Erin Messersmith, who
discussed the scope and necessity for Project 8 and the advisability of approving
the Crestone agreement that appears on tonight's agenda.
Mr. Patton reported that the funds for this project have been budgeted as we
have been anticipating the need for this project for some time.
Ms. Chadwick asked if there were options to defer this. Mr. Sullins responded
that options have been investigated, and they are at least as costly as or more
costly than that which is being recommended. One of the factors in terms of cost
is the amount of time it will take to complete the project. As designed, the project
will take at least a year. If it is deferred or postponed, we would be expanding the
level of effort, and the project would take longer if we do not use a firm such as
Crestone or try to do it in-house. The hardware costs have been deferred
because we can get more powerful hardware later, probably for less cost. When
we went through the assessment and tried to come up with the options, the costs
were at least $1.1 million.
Ms. Chadwick asked if there would be any offsetting reduction in expense or be
more efficient when this is accomplished. Mr. Sullins responded that there are
definitely efficiencies in terms of workload. We expend a great deal of manpower
to maintain our e-services system because it is built on a software product that
really is legacy in nature and has no future. We must, therefore, do a great deal
of manual intervention. Some of the cashiering staff spend extensive hours in
reconciling the credit-card process because it uses that same integrated
software, which wasn't designed for the way we are using it. Those people could
be reallocated to other duties if they didn't have to spend time on those tasks.
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Ms. Chadwick asked if Mr. Sullins could estimate the savings. He responded that
there are some regulatory issues that must be addressed. When the product we
are using becomes non-supported, we must take what the vendor provides for
the currently supported product and convert it back to the older version that we
have today. Mr. Patton noted that cost avoidance is also an issue.
Mr. Evilsizer asked for clarification of the costs other than the PeopleSoft
software itself would entail. Mr. Sullins responded that the hardware costs would
be $250,000. We currently have a Hewlett Packard server. In order to run the
new PeopleSoft 8 applications, we would need to purchase a new server,
including the CPUs and the memory to provide efficient resources to run
PeopleSoft 8. We also must add additional servers to support the web and the
reports capabilities. There are also additional storage requirements for all of the
data that is created, which is one of the highest costs in today's web environment.
Training was estimated at $150,000. PeopleSoft training has a sliding scale for
costs. We pay $525 to $375 a unit, depending upon the number of units we
purchase. If we spent $180,000 in training units, we would get them for $375 a
unit We don't think we need that type of investment; but we do have new
functional specialists that need to be trained. We need training materials, and
process improvement services are part of the training costs. We also had a
back-fill line item of $150,000. In order to meet our time line, we need people
who are dedicated to the project, so we will have to back-fill for them on their dayto-day jobs. If you have to go into overtime or out-of-class pay, it is additional
cost. That number goes up significantly if we extend the project out, because you
are pulling people out of their day-to-day responsibilities. The software costs are
primarily not the PeopleSoft costs. There are no licensing costs for PeopleSoft.
These are costs that come with the new hardware. We must purchase Oracle
database for that piece of hardware. We have licenses for existing hardware. It
also includes other software products that are required to run Version 8. Mr.
Evilsizer asked the cost of that line item. Mr. Sullins responded that it is
$120,000. We also have a contingency of $100,000 to cover the replacement of
our credit card processor and some automated tools in case we find some things
that allow us to speed up our testing activity or help with the training materials.
There are security issues because the new product comes with a new security
capability, and we may need to bring some people in to help us make that
transition. There are some production transition costs that may rise as well.
Ms. Chadwick asked if PeopleSoft absorbs any of the training costs. Mr. Sullins
responded that they do not. We ask them to train new employees, but it is at our
expense. We send them to training, or if we had enough new employees, we
could run a course here.
Mr. McMullen asked what would be done with the old HP server. Mr. Sullins
responded that it would be used for development, tests, and training environment.
Oracle has changed their licensing scenario, so we have a very advantageous
license now, which we would like to keep as long as we can.
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Mr. Evilsizer asked when a firm decision needs to be made on this. Mr. Sullins
responded that the first piece is the Crestone agreement, and we are prepared to
give them our database and have them do what needs to be done to allow our
data to be available in the new application. Until they give that product back to us
- and they will host it on their hardware so we won't have a hardware expense and we determine the implications of the software, such as what is different about
it, where do we need to train, where can we use the new functions, where can we
get rid of some of the customizations - that will probably take them about four
months before it will be ready to give it back to us. So the sooner we do this, the
better it is for us. Mr. Sullins reiterated that PeopleSoft will discontinue their
support for this product in August, 2004, so it is imperative that action be taken
immediately to begin the transition process, and the first step is approval of the
Crestone agreement.
4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador congratulated our Alpha Omega Rho Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa. The national
organization has recognized our chapter for increasing the acceptance rate of eligible honor
students by 10 percent. The chapter has been awarded a $100 check as a result.
Dr. Amador reported that she also visited with several legislators at the Legislative Conference in
Sacramento. The one thing that was most disturbing to her was that no one seems to want to
step up and make a decision about the budget. We were told that possibly the Assembly and
Senate were going to agree. That fell apart last Friday, and there is no news to any resolution of
this at all - the mid-year cuts or next year's budget. Yet, we are being told, more than likely the
strategy is going to be that Proposition 98 will be reduced and, as a result we will have those midyear cuts but probably won't hear about them until the very end of the year. That means we will
be in the position of not knowing what is going to happen; but if we don't prepare for it, the
consequences are not great.
It is with a great deal of thought that the March 15 notices will be given to the administrative staff,
recognizing that it is purely a contingency plan because of the way the state is operating and
forcing districts to make these kinds of decisions. It is an unpleasant task. Dr. Amador stated
that she appreciates the professionalism of Mollie Smith and the administrators throughout
discussions with them and what was happening to their personal lives.
We are moving along on our educational master plan, thanks to Mark Vernoy and his task force.
One thing that has come out of the process is that we are ready to do an FPP for the secondary
effects for the science complex. After determining what fits, what assignable square feet go with
the WSCH that they generate, we were able to come up with a list. Faculty and staff that will be
living in that new building will be working with the architect in the next couple of weeks to design a
building for an FPP. We have asked him to look at it from the standpoint of placing the science
complex with the concept of having a new library and classroom building over the next couple of
years, in terms of initial proposal plans so that we look very good to have the secondary effects
and probably three initial proposals that will come right after that FPP. We are now able to justify
more assignable space to build, which really is an outgrowth of having sustainable growth over the
last couple of years and has been a benefit to help us in terms of building new buildings.
We have heard that the STRS system is also now having difficulties, just as the PERS system is.
This year, we are being told that our contribution as an employer for our classified staff is 9
percent more than we've ever had to contribute before. There is also now talk that because
STRS is in arrears by a billion or so dollars, districts are being cautioned that we will have to be
making additional contributions. We have not heard any specific amounts yet.
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As of census, we were up about 1% over last spring, which means we are containing our costs,
which is exactly where we wanted to be, because we were up 8% last year, and we needed to
watch where we were in terms of costs.
Dr. Amador thanked the Board for coming out on Saturday for the workshop with David Viar.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

FISCAL SERVICES
1.

APPROVE QUARTERLY REPORT OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER REGARDING
DISCLOSURE OF DISTRICT INVESTMENTS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Quarterly Report of Chief Financial Officer
Regarding Disclosure of District Investments as of December 31, 2002. Exhibit H-1
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

APPROVE REVISED BUDGETS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board of Palomar Community College District hereby approves the
following Revised Budgets as of fiscal quarter ending December 31, 2002:
General Fund Palomar Unrestricted (11 ); General Fund Unrestricted (11 ); General Fund
Restricted (12); Special Debt Service Fund (29); Child Development Fund (33); Capital
Outlay Projects Fund (41); Energy Conservation Fund (43); Escondido Center Tenancies
(59); Post Retiree Benefit Fund (69); Associated Student Fund (71 ); Student
Representation Fee Fund (72); Student Body Center Fee Fund (73); Student Financial Aid
Fund (7 4 ); Scholarship and Loan Trust Fund (75). Reports for each fund are included in
Exhibit H-2.
The Vole was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vole: Aye

3.

APPROVE BUDGET TRANSFERS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board of Palomar Community College District hereby approves Budget
Transfers for the 2nd Quarter of Fiscal Year 2002-2003. This report is showing
transfers made lo !he Adopted Budget as of 12/31/2002. Exhibit H-3
The Vole was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE QUARTERLY FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board herby approves the California Community Colleges Quarterly
Financial Status Report (CCFS-311 Q) for quarter ending December 31, 2002. Copy
attached as Exhibit H-4.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

APPROVE REVOLVING CASH EXPENDITURES
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Revolving Cash Expenditures for the month
of December, 2002, in the amount of $3,000.00 from the General Fund. Exhibit H-5
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

6.

APPROVE DRAWING NEW WARRANTS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw new warrants as
follows:
Warrant# 76-077260 dated 6/20/2002 in the amount of $2, 133.26, to Riddell I All
American, 7896 Collections Center Drive, Chicago, IL 60693. Void due to stale
dating.
Warrant# 76-075390 dated 5/9/2002 in the amount of $75.00, to Sonia
Camacho, Hilldale Road, Valley Center, CA 92082. Void due to stale dating.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

BUSINESS SERVICES
7.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR 60 DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves all purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District for the past 60
days as detailed on Exhibit H-7. All purchases listed herein are made against the 2002-2003
fiscal year budget.
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0340357
0350063
0360034
0370383
0375082
0395092
Time Period:

through
0340460
through
0350096
through
0360039
through
0370438
through
0375090
through
0395093
12/23/02 - 01/22/03

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

490,022.55
11,575.22
135,862.80
263,201.05
18,577.56
953.80
88,607.10

$1.008.800,08
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
COMMUNITY SERVICES
8.

APPROVE NEW COMMUNITY SERVICES CLASSES, AGREEMENTS, AND
PERSONNEL
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the following new classes, agreements, and
personnel for providing Community Services classes:
Summer. 2003

a.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student
Terms:

Reynolds, Chuck
Canoeing Russian River
July 6 - 9, 2003
4 7% of fees collected
$110.00
Minimum of 10 students

b.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student
Terms:

Simens, Dov
Two Day Film School Crash Course
August 23 & 24, 2003
50% of fees collected
$299.00
Minimum of 1 student

c.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student
Terms:

Wilson, Steve
Secrets to Simple Healthy Cooking
June 14, 2003
30% of fees collected
$30.00
Minimum of 10 students

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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PERSONNEL
9.

INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AWARDS
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees, the
following employees are granted a $500.00 annual stipend, prorated on a monthly basis,
effective February 1, 2003:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Marjory Adcock
Graphic Specialist Ill
Graphic Communications
Job Related Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Mike Hill
Construction/Weekend Supervisor
Facilities
AA Degree Courses and
Job Related Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Janien Lau-Thompson
Payroll Assistant II
Payroll Services
Job Related Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Brenda Morris
Academic Department Assistant
Earth Sciences
AA Degree Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Diane Rabe
Inventory Control Technician
Facilities Planning/Environmental Health & Safety
Job Related Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Pat Roberts
Articulation/Project ASSIST System Specialist
Counseling & Matriculation
Job Related Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Michelle Usher
Senior Office Specialist
Child Development Instruction & Services Center
Job Related Courses

In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees in the
Classified Unit, the following employees are granted a one-time lump sum stipend of
$2,000.00 effective February 1, 2003, with the understanding that there is a waiting period of
three years before beginning another Professional Growth Program:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Terri Canela
Staff Assistant
Professional Development
MA Degree Related
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Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

10.

Patricia L. Whitman
Administrative Secretary
DSP&S
Job Related

RATIFY STIPEND FOR DESIGNATED BILINGUAL INTERPRETERS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the bilingual stipend for the following employees who are designated bilingual
interpreters, effective February 1, 2003:
a.

CRISTINA ARMENTA, Admissions Assistant, Admissions and Records.

b.

LINDA HERRITT, Admissions Assistant, Admissions and Records.

c.

GLORIA SALTZ, Admissions Assistant, Admissions and Records.

d.

MARK MENALDO, Instructional Support Assistant I, Foreign Languages.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

11.

RATIFY ACADEMIC CONTRACT CHANGES
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the academic contract changes of the following employees:

a.

b.

c.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
% of position:
Remarks:
Effective:
Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
% of position:
Remarks:
Effective:
Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
% of position:
Remarks:
Effective:

CHAIR
James Gilardi
Life Sciences
5257

60%
Replacement for Sara Thompson
January 21, 2003

CHAIR
Joe Stanford
Performing Arts
5154

60%
Replacement for Robert Gilson
January 21, 2003

CHAIR
Patrick Schwerdtfeger
Speech Communication/Forensics/ASL
5172
40%
Replacement for Patrick Mills
January 21, 2003
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d.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
% of position:
Remarks:
Effective:

FACULTY SENATE SECRETARY
Bonnie Ann Dowd
Faculty Senate
6145
20%
Replacement for April Woods
January 21, 2003

e.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
% of position:
Remarks:
Effective:

FACULTY PRESIDENT
Maria Miller
Faculty Senate
5017
20%
Replacement for Doug Key
February 10, 2003

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

12.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATION
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified position:

a.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account(s):

SENIOR GROUNDSKEEPER
Grounds Services
Reekie C. Franco
5677
New?:
No
Position was Groundskeeper, placement 13/11
January 1, 2003
# of Mos:
12
100%
17/11
Salary:
$3,213.49/month
A-212200-542300-65500-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

13.

RATIFY RESIGNATION
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

JORDAN Z. BOYCE, Community Services Officer, Palomar College Police
Department, effective January 29, 2003 (last day of employment 1/28/2003).

b.

SHELLY M. RUFIN, Financial Aid Specialist, Financial Aid and Scholarships,
effective February 18, 2003 (last day of employment 2/17/2003).
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ROSEMARIE SANCHEZ, Career Center Advisor, Career Services, effective
January 17, 2003 (last day of employment 1/16/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the SuperintendenUPresident
regarding the employment of the following classified employees:

a.

KYLEIGH C. HAWKE
American Sign Language/English Interpreter
Disabled Student Programs and Services
6034
New?:
No
Replacement for Karyn Jones; transfer for Ms. Hawke; funded DSP&S.
Sal Grade/Sip: 31/4
Salary:
$2,828.98/month
% of Position: 70%
#of Mos:
10
Effective:
January 21, 2003
Account #(s): K-212200-4 72100-64200-1612030/100%

b.

JANICE M. BURTON
Health Programs Coordinator
70% Nursing Education, 20% Dental Assisting, and 10% Medical
Assisting Programs
No
5300 and 5246 New?:
Position#:
Replacement for Carolyn Richtmyer; transfer for Ms. Burton.
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip: 23/1
Salary:
$2,871.29/month
% of Position: 100%
#ofMos:
11
February 3, 2003
Effective:
Account #{s): A-212200-344100-60910-0000000/20%
A-212200-346400-60910-0000000/10%
A-212200-348100-60910-0000000/70%

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

Name:
Position:
Department:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

15.

GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications for
the disciplines listed:
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Francisco Alvarado - Foreign Languages
Renee Barrett - Child Development
Martha Bandini - Foreign Languages
Arthur Gerwig - Physics
Roger Moses - Athletics and Physical Education
Robert O'Rourke - Physical Education
Barbara Schiffler - English
Ernst Schultze - Business Education
Don Shellhammer - Public Safety
John Van Zante - Communications
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

16.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar by Mr. Evilsizer.

17.

RATIFY ADJUNCT FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following adjunct faculty, at the rates indicated for Spring,
2003 (day and/or evening); said adjunct faculty are not scheduled to teach more than a 60percent load in a single semester:
SPRING, 2003
ART
Phillips, Peter

ATHLETICS
Moses, Roger

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Layon, Richard

Schultze, Ernst

Art
A.B., Art
M.F.A., Visual Ari

$38.24

Athletics
A.S., Business Administration and
Business - General and Management
6 + Years Experience

$37.01

Paralegal Studies
B.S., Biology
J.D., Law

$40.71

Business Education
B.A., Psychology
M.A., Sociology

$38.24

CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Beckman, Richard
Apprenticeship - Sheet Metal
A.A., General Education
B.S., Graphic Design
2 +Years Experience

Paid by
sponsor
San Diego
Sheet Metal
Joint Apprenticeship
Training Center
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Water Technology Education
A.A., General Studies
6 +Years Experience

$37.01

Child Development
B.S., Elementary Education
M.E., Education
Ph.D., Secondary Education

$40.71

Radio and Television
Eminence in Radio and Television

$37.01

Quilting
B.S., Industrial Technology (Graphic Arts)
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

Cooperative Education
B.A., Public Administration
M.A., Human Behavior

$38.24

CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Barrett, Rene

COMMUNICATIONS

Van Zante, John

COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Tabar, Mary

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Stein, Michael

ECONOMICS, HISTORY, & POLITICAL SCIENCE

Zahui, Mathieu

Economics
B.S., Social Science
M.B.A., Financial Management

$38.24

Schiffler, Barbara

English
B.A., Literature and Writing Studies
M.A., Literature and Writing Studies (Pending)

$37.01

Willis-Morgan, Nancy

English
B.A., Journalism
M.A., English

$38.24

ENGLISH

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

McDonnell, Margaret

English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
B.A., Education
M.S., Education (Elementary Curriculum and
Instruction)

$39.47

Orth, Allan

English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
B.A., English
M.P.A, Public Administration

$38.24

Tarmas, Susan

English As A Second Language
B.A., Spanish
M.S., Education (T.E.S.O.L.)

$38.24
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Spanish
B .A., Spanish
M.A., Spanish (Pending)

$37.01

Bandini, Martha

Italian
B.A., French
M.A., Linguistics

$38.24

Hernandez, Karla

Spanish
B.A., Spanish
M.A., Spanish

$38.24

Marquez, Donna

Spanish
B.A., Spanish
M.A., Spanish

$39.47

Westlake, Omaida

Spanish
B.A., Linguistics
M.A., Spanish

$38.24

Zuniga, Leticia

Spanish
B .A., Spanish
M.A., Spanish

$38.24

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
Hertz, Robert
Graphic Communications
AS., Computer Science
6 +Years Experience
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Moses, Roger

O'Rourke, Robert

Athletics
AS., Business Administration and
Business - General and Management
6 + Years Experience

$37.01

Physical Education
B.S., Finance
2 + Years Experience

$37.01

PHYSICS AND ENGINEERING
Darian, Bahman
Physics
B.S., Physics
M.S., Theoretical Physics
Ph.D., Physics

Gerwig, Arthur

PUBLIC SAFETY
Shellhammer, Don

$37.01

$40.71

Physics
B.S., Mechanical Engineering
State of California EIT Certificate #114989

$37.01

Fire Technology
Coursework
6 + Years Experience

$37.01
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Fire Technology
AA., Liberal Arts
6 +Years Experience

Ward, Darrin

$37.01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
16.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of January, 2003, and
short-term employees for the months of January and February, 2003. Exhibit H-16
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley gave the following report: "Our Elections Committee has reported to the
Senate that the newly elected Faculty President is Maria Miller; the Vice President of The
Faculty is Steve Spear. Their terms run until December 31, 2003. We now have four
vacant Senate positions which will be filled by our next meeting.
"We did not nominate anyone for the Stanback-Stroud Diversity Award this year.
"We approved, with minor modifications, several policy changes, which will be considered
at the next SPC meeting.
"We discussed and were not opposed to the reorganization of the workload for the
instructional Deans and the changes to the Career and Technical Division, though we
passed no formal motion in support.
"The Senate passed the Faculty hiring procedures yesterday at the Senate meeting. Our
Professional Procedures Committee met with the administration, and we came to an
agreement on the procedures. We will begin to use them right away for this year's hiring.
"Our Personnel Standards and Practices Committee has finished compiling the faculty
evaluations of administrators. I am in the process of presenting them to the respective
administrators and their supervisors. When I have had a chance to present Dr. Amador's
evaluation lo her, I will request to be placed on your closed session agenda so that I can
present you with copies of that evaluation."
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INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan remarked as follows: "I have one brief remark to make in response to
some of the comments Mr. Jensen made, just to provide a different framework to look at
that issue regarding the increase in cost of prescription drugs. We may certainly disagree
on that, but I'd like to put a different framework around it. That is, the PFF really believes
that all, and actually state law supports this as well, that all issues regarding benefits and
salary come to the negotiations table, and they are resolved at the negotiations table, no
matter how large or how small they are. And, as you look at the increase in the cost of
prescription drugs, perhaps the dollar amount doesn't look like a lot, but if you look at the
percentage, it's a whopping increase. And we believe that the District was in receipt of
various documents that showed 11 months ago that the District was aware that there
would be an increase, a possible increase, and then there was additional action taken at
other times in that year. My point is, just briefly, that if you look at it from the framework of
employees, what happens at Palomar College is every beginning of the academic year,
our colleagues who are covered by health benefits have to make a choice as to which
program they are going to enroll in for that year. And we believe that the employees need
as much information as possible with regard to the increases in cost because they need
to make a reasoned decision as to which plan to use in the upcoming year. So that's our
reason, Mr. Jensen."
Mr. Jensen: A couple of points, though. Your other option would be JPA, which is going
to cost you more. Second, I say, we have not changed your benefit. We offer you Kaiser,
if you choose that as your health care provider. We haven't changed that. If they change
their policies, that's between you and Kaiser. We haven't changed it. We still provide you
with Kaiser.
Ms. Drinan: But the cost level is different in terms of the support level for the individual.
Mr. Jensen: That's between you and your provider.
Ms. Drinan: Well, that does provide one way to look at it, and you know we probably
cannot reach an accommodation or agreement on that in a brief discussion, but I just
wanted you to look at it from the perspective of the employee who needs information.
And again, if it can happen on a smaller issue, it could on a larger. And also, with regard
to negotiations, you bring a variety of proposals and options on a topic. And that permits
maximization really in terms of what you can deal with and how you can look at and what
sort of package you can put together. And so some pieces of that package are not on the
table and they're not really being looked at from our perspective when they need to be
there. But, I think we can agree to disagree on that probably.
Mr. Jensen: Okay, but I would still say I'd have to call it petty and malicious.
Ms. Drinan: I would disagree.
Mary Millet stated: I also wanted to just clarify something for trustee Jensen. And that is,
that we did not actually file an unfair labor practice because of the 500% increase. It was
simply added to the unfair labor practice that had already been filed because of other
steps that were taken by the District over the past year. So it wasn't its own unfair labor
practice.
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Mary Millet gave the following report: "The past four weeks have been extremely busy
ones for the Federation and for the District. We have met with the District for two all-day
sessions of negotiations and one half-day. These have been productive sessions.
"Several of our members have attended events sponsored by the California Federation of
Teachers who are playing a vigorous role in informing its constituent locals, over 65 of
which are made up of classified staff or faculty at California community colleges, of the
proposed budget cuts. They are offering training for our local members in interpreting the
budget and sponsoring meetings with assembly members and senators.
"Because we are negotiating our first faculty contract, representatives from other colleges
show interest in the unfolding of the process here at Palomar. Last week, I received
some very hopeful news from Citrus Community College in Glendora, north of Los
Angeles. At the time that the part-time faculty organized, the full-time faculty was already
organized, and the part-time faculty organized at approximately the same time that the
Palomar Faculty Federation did. So they have been negotiating their first contract during
the same time that we have been negotiating ours. They are funded similarly to Palomar,
and they have just agreed with their District on a contract. It has gone out to the
membership for a vote and it has not yet been approve by the board of trustees, but it has
been agreed upon between the two parties. I just wanted to mention some of the aspects
of this contract these part-time faculty were able to get at Citrus. Even with the looming
budget cuts, they were able to negotiate many benefits for their part-time faculty
members. These include the distribution of the state equity money for both 2001-02 and
2002-03; the right to challenge personnel files; a tough non-discrimination policy; paid
office hours for part-timers teaching at least a 20% FTE load; a health benefits program in
which the District reimburses 500% of the insurance costs of part-time faculty who are not
currently participating in any other insurance program and who teach a 40% FTE load.
Thus part-timers who truly earn their living teaching part-time in the community college
can afford health insurance.
"If the Palomar District intends to attract adjunct faculty who are dedicated to the
profession of teaching and who will be a credit to this community college, they must make
it possible for them to have the working conditions they need from that employment. Parttime faculty members are no longer a dime a dozen and available with the turn of a page
of applicants. Across the state, part-time faculty with graduate degrees are no longer
willing to work without having the basic protection and recognition due a community
college instructor. Palomar College is no different. You will also be unable to hire truly
qualified instructors for our classes unless you offer them real incentives."
Mary Ann Drinan stated: "I just have a few brief remarks regarding decision-making in
this really tough economic climate. And many of you may have seen circulated a list of
budget-cutting criteria. And we're really concerned about the way that decisions emerge
from this campus at the time. We're concerned about whether a shared governance
model will be used, one that is more collaborative or will difficult decisions be made in a
more singular or authoritarian style in which decisions are merely announced and sent
forward, maybe like a thunderbolt from the sky. Faculty and other constituencies have
been told that these difficult decisions will emerge from the four planning councils and
then make their way to the larger Strategic Planning Council for additional discussion and
review. In one very real sense, we felt that we were almost promised that the councils
would play a significant role. However, we noted it was noted at the last Strategic
Planning Council that two of the planning councils have yet to meet this semester, and we
are one month into the semester.
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Then, too, there was another announcement at the Strategic Planning meeting that
student workers in the mailroom and in duplication would lose their jobs. There was, to
my knowledge, no public prior discussion of that issue in which the various groups were
involved, and it did not occur at the planning council. Because of the way this decision
emerged, we don't know what alternatives, if any, were considered in terms of maintaining
those student workers on their jobs, and we don't know if there was any discussion
regarding the effects on students and faculty at Palomar College. My questions would be:
How will tests be copied? For instance, if we are closing duplication rooms and services,
how will relevant articles from newspapers that are important to the intellectual growth of
our students and to their needs as an active citizen in these troubled times, how will those
articles get to our students? There are over a thousand faculty on this campus, and some
are being told that if graphics communications is overwhelmed the rest of us will just have
to stand in line and make our own copies. So that's the faculty perspective. But we're
also concerned about students who need their jobs here at Palomar College in order to be
able to afford attending the College. So today, we are asking the Board to ensure that the
decision-making process is collaborative, and it is one that we can have confidence in.
We know that there are a lot of difficult choices, and if these difficult choices in these
tough times are not done right, it will really cripple college morale. It will undermine the
highest levels of authority on the campus and possibly put the impossible task of
restoration of the College on the shoulders of the Board itself. So these are very great
concerns. How do we go about making these kinds of decisions, and can they be done in
a way that shows participation or shows that, indeed, there is a commitment to the shared
governance process? Just one other stray comment, you know, you're talking about new
buildings, secondary buildings because of the sustained growth that has occurred on this
campus. And the sustained growth on this campus is a direct result of faculty teaching
more students, accepting more students in their classrooms. And we have not seen any
of the benefits of growth at all, because we don't have a contract and we are at the
negotiations table for over one and a half years. So I just wanted to bring those to your
attention."

3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty- There was no report.

4.

INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith gave the following report: "I want to acknowledge the Board's action this
1
evening to give March 15 " notices to all administrators. I know that Suzanne Gavin
informed you at the last Board meeting that Dr. Amador and Dr. Miyamoto have met with
and informed the administrators, and the administrators are aware of the issues and
consequences. On behalf of the Administrative Association, I would like to request that
as soon as a decision is made to eliminate a position or positions, the affected individuals
be told as soon as possible so that they can make necessary preparations."

5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.
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INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Kathy Davis read the following resolution that was passed at the Executive Council
meeting on February 10: "WHEREAS the Executive Council of the Palomar College
Council of Classified Employees (CCE) is well aware of the current budget crisis facing
the college,
"And WHEREAS the Classified staff of Palomar College contributes a significant amount
of contact with both new and continuing students in a district-wide effort toward learning
for success,
"And WHEREAS, to this end, the Classified staff contribute greatly to the philosophy of
shared governance through extensive participation in Palomar College planning Councils
and Committees,
"Therefore, BE IT RESOLVED that the CCE is prepared to participate fully in the efforts to
improve the efficiency of Palomar College,
"And BE IT ADDITIONALLY RESOLVED that the CCE, as the sole representative of the
entire Classified Unit of Palomar College, will not accept anything more than its
PROPORTIONATE share of the burden presented by the current budget crisis,
"And BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that the Council of Classified Employees shall be
prepared to accept this burden only if each of the other campus employee groups,
including the executive administration, of the Palomar Community College District ALSO
accept their PROPORTIONATE share of this burden."
7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena reported that ASG will have a student rally tomorrow at 11 o'clock. They plan
to gather as many students as possible starting at 10 o'clock near the intersection near
Health Services. They are hoping that the rain will let up and give them the opportunity to
demonstrate against the budget cuts. They have invited a number of political leaders and
community members and hope to see them there. Leo distributed handouts protesting
the budget cuts that will inform the students with accurate facts and appropriate
information, which they have found to be very useful in providing a united voice in this
effort.
The ASG co-hosted and attended the Jan Mitchell book signing in honor of Jimmy
Mitchell, who was our first alumni killed in the line of duty in 1965. It was a tremendous
event with wonderful participation. ASG looks forward to working with Dr. Dudik again to
provide students with this kind of opportunity to share with veterans and those who lived
through those experiences.
Leo also distributed copies of The Telescope which is instrumental in advertising and
getting the word out to students with accurate information about the budget cuts and how
it is affecting students on many levels.
ASG will have a retreat at the end of this month to bring everyone up to date with local
policies and to plan goals and objectives for the remainder of the semester.
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K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS

Jonnye Popick addressed the Board on the subject of student lay-offs.
1

Mr. Jensen pointed out that March 15 " letters are being sent to almost 60 administrators. Mr.
McMullen pointed out that there are other cuts as well. There are 40 unfilled positions that will
probably remain unfilled. Ms. Chadwick noted that she had read about student lay-offs in the
paper, and she is trying to find out more about this because she is hopeful that there will be an
attempt to at least slurry that process so that they can get into other opportunities on the campus
because she understands how critical this is for our students. She is concerned about it and has
asked to get more information about it so that we can learn more about what's going on, because
she was surprised to see it in the paper. She is expecting that there can be some resolution to
this because she understands that it is difficult for students to work off campus in terms of certain
situations. Mr. Evilsizer stated that his concerns exist not only with the student lay-offs but with
the impact that it has on students where we might be compromising services to students that
affect the quality of education. He listened to the faculty's suggestion that we really try to share in
the decision-making, get some open discussion and ideas before we make decisions. He
encouraged staff to make efforts in that direction.
L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

EXCUSE ABSENCE OF TRUSTEE

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

In accordance with Section 72425(c) of the California Education Code, the Governing
Board hereby finds that the absence of Ralph Jensen from the Governing Board Meeting
held January 28, 2003, is excused due to a personal business commitment made prior
to the Board's decision to hold a meeting on that date.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Abstain (Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

RECEIVE PROPOSALS FOR PEOPLESOFT UPGRADE CONSULTANTS, AUTHORIZE
CONTRACT WITH CRESTONE MANAGED SERVICES, INC.

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby receives proposals from the following vendors/consultants
in response to a Request for Proposals ("RFP") for a consultant to assist the District in
upgrading its PeopleSoft software systems to the most recent, available version,
8.0, and approves a contract with Crestone Managed Services, Inc., Alpharetta, GA,
effective February 11, 2003, as the best-qualified consultant responsive to the RFP, in an
amount not to exceed $325,000.00, with the option of engaging Crestone for additional
consultant services, if necessary. Exhibit M-2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cedar/Corio
Ciber/Navastar
Crestone
Surebridge!TIP
Synaptis
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Dr. Dan Finkenthal addressed the Board of the subject of the PeopleSoft upgrade.
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Nay (Chadwick, Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

APPROVE PARTNERSHIP FOR EXCELLENCE SURVEY OF LOCAL INVESTMENTS
OF PARTNERSHIP FUNDS
MSC

Evilsizer, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the report to the Chancellor's Office for fiscal year
2002-2003 Partnership for Excellence Survey of Local Investments of Partnership
Funds, budget amount of Five Million, Nine Hundred One Thousand, One Hundred
Ninety-two Dollars ($5,901, 192.00). Exhibit M-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

4.

RATIFY AND APPROVE CHANGE OF NAME ON TAX-SHELTERED ANNUITY
PROVIDER FROM LIFE USA TO ALLIANZ LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH
AMERICA
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves an amended tax-sheltered annuity
agreement changing the name of the annuity provider from Life USA to Allianz Life
Insurance Company, and authorizes the Vice President for Finance and Administrative
Services to execute all documents required to carry out this action, effective June 1, 2002.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH CITY OF POWAY FIRE DEPARTMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board, having previously approved agreements on April 9, 2002, with nine
(9) North County Fire Departments for in-service training courses, hereby approves an
agreement with the City of Poway for its Fire Department (hereinafter "PFD") to offer inservice training courses on a semester-by-semester basis under which the PFD shall
furnish qualified instructors who have the required qualifications for the courses taught
and shall provide facilities and equipment at no cost to the District. The District shall
reimburse the City for services and materials supplied in the amount of $2.50 per student
contact hour payable at the end of each fiscal year. Exhibit M-5
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY AND APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH RIVERSIDE/SAN BERNARDINO JOINT
ELECTRICAL APPRENTICESHIP AND JOURNEYMAN TRAINING COMMITTEES
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves an agreement effective July 1, 2002,
and terminating June 30, 2007, with the Riverside/San Bernardino Joint Electrical
Apprenticeship and Journeyman Training Committees to continue educational
support for their Apprenticeship Programs. Exhibit M-6
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
7.

APPROVE PROFESSIONAL GROWTH PROGRAM FOR CONFIDENTIAL AND
SUPERVISORY TEAM EMPLOYEES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves the
Professional Growth Program for the Confidential and Supervisory Team
Employees as outlined on Exhibit M-7.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
N.

ADJOURNMENT

Verbatim Transcript of Dan Finkenthal's Comments at Feb. 11, 2003, Board Meeting

I just wanted to thank the student workers that did come out and the students that did come out to
show their support for some of those that are losing jobs. It's important also to say that the
College does not give charity to those students. They do play an essential role to the operation of
this campus. And I know that most of the student employees on campus have done a lot more to
help my performance in the classroom than most of the administrators I know on campus. And
so, my mantra is chop from the top. There's a lot of slop that we can cut on this campus to make
the budget fit its requirements. And I just want to iterate that. And it comes at a great time with
the PeopleSoft thing. The PeopleSoft issue is a case in point. I mean the shoe really fell one the
first slide. It says that if you don't upgrade, you will die. Okay. We have to upgrade, you have
no choice about it. All the rest of those slides was just coating on a bitter pill to make it easier
for you to swallow, for you to sell it to the taxpayers. PeopleSoft has been a disaster, it has been
a mistake. We can't go back, we have no choice. But what we can do is we can assess the
decision-making process that brings on projects like this, and we can start showing some
accountability to people and institutions that make these kinds of decisions. There is no
accountability on this campus. We don't have any kind of internal reflection or insight onto how
we can keep mistakes from happening. I remember two years ago I was desperate for some lab
equipment, but we had a budget crisis then because PeopleSoft had failed to properly account for
the number of students that we had enrolled. It caused like a $4 million loss in income from the
state because we hadn't properly accounted for things. A very expensive thing for what was
originally sold to us as a Y2K fix. That's a joke. Okay. It's again we have no choice of how we
go forward on this, but we need to use this as an opportunity to be more reflective on the
decisions that we make. If we do not look at how we make these decisions and implement these
policies and if we don't take historical look at things or how this process was invoked and how
we got to where we are today from where we started this several years ago, then we are doomed
to repeat these kinds of mistakes. And I don't have to look too far back to begin to wonder about
these PeopleSoft kind of decisions. Just two weeks ago, Board agenda, okay, for the night, I read
some of these positions, systems module functional specialist $5,300 a month. Number two,
systems module functional specialist $5,277 a month. Three, systems module functional
specialist $5,320 a month. Five, systems module functional specialist $4,680 a month. Six,
systems module functional specialist $4,243 a month. It goes on and on and on. I have to
wonder with tonight's presentation is PeopleSoft serving us or are we serving PeopleSoft.
People are getting rich off the community's expense towards education. Every dollar you spent
on programs like that is a dollar you rob from me in the classroom. And I've got to say, there
was not one item on any of those slides that showed how PeopleSoft is going to improve my
performance in the classroom. And I can tell you from direct experience today that it is not
working very well. I had a day, for example, that started at 9 o'clock, taught from 9 to 11. Okay
my next class was from 11 to 12:30. My next class from there was from 12:30 to 2. And then
my next class from there was from 2 to 5. That's 8 hours straight on my feet in front of the
chalkboard with students working, not a break in between, except to rush from one class to the
next. No lunch no nothing. Okay, if that's the way PeopleSoft organizes its resources, me, then
I'm all opposed to it. Last point about accountability comes up with a quote, okay, from Thomas
(unintelligible). I don't know who he is, but it was a good quote. Thank you for a little comic
relief. "It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more dangerous way of making decisions than by

putting those decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for being wrong." And that's
how this place has been operating. And I'm gonna use this forum up here my five minutes at the
podium every month for the next year until I get some answers and see some institutional change
here about how these decisions are being made. Okay, this is just one indication of improper
spending. We can point the finger as far and as long as we want at Gray Davis, but the bottom
line is that we've been fiscally irresponsible here. And before we start blaming the state and
lamenting all the cuts and start cutting essential programs, we need to tighten our belts and be
more fiscally responsible with what the state does give us. It gives us plenty of money. I see
plenty of money here in education, and I don't buy into this idea that there's no money for
education. We've got people that are commanding tremendous salaries on this campus that
cannot be conscionably explained with their performance in doing civil service, especially in a
community college enviromnent. $180,000 a year salary is outrageous. Okay, you want to find
money to fund student workers, take a hit on your car allowance, take a hit on your expense
accounts. Do something that affects you personally. Let's have some accountability.

Verbatim Transcript of Jonnye Popick's Comments at Feb. 11, 2003 Board Meeting

A lot of student lay-offs are gonna be happening. And they're laying off people with low
imcome. CalWORKs is being affected and all them. I feel that it should come, like the
Superintendent, the Vice - the VPs and all them - they get paid over a hundred thousand a year.
If they could like cut some of that and help the students keep the student workers, that it would
be beneficial. I think that we put a lot on Davis saying that, you know, because of the state crisis
or whatever that that's the reason why we have to cut. But we're cutting from the bottom. I feel
that it's to the Palomar, you know, the administration, the upper administration to choose where
they cut from. You know, he's not saying you have to cut all the people, you know, all the
student workers, or you have to cut, you know, the low people. He's just saying, you know, this
is your budget and this is, you know, you guys take it from here. So I just wanted to put into
place and let people know that students that work on campus, you know, they try to form a home
on campus, try to work, you know, try to come to school, work, communicate with people, you
know, with faculty and everything like that, and it does affect them a great deal. And that's all I
have. Thank you.
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Daniel Finkenthal's remarks at 2/11 Governing Board Meeting
Dr. Finkenthal thanks the student workers that came out to the board meeting to support those
student workers that were recently laid off. He comments that the school was not giving charity
to the students by hiring them, he states that the student workers play a "central role in the
operations on this campus"; that they have done a lot more to support his classroom teaching
than most of the administrators have. Dr. Finkenthal says that his mantra is to "Chop from the
Top." "There is a lot of slop on this campus that can be cut in order to make the budget fit its
requirements." Dr. Finkenthal then states that the Peoplesoft issue is a good "case in point" of
this. "The shoe really fell when the first slide says 'if you don't upgrade, you will die'. We have
to upgrade we have no choice about it. All of the rest of those slides were just coating on a bitter
pill to make it easier for you to swallow, for you to sell it to the taxpayers. Peoplesoft has been a
disaster; it has been a mistake. We can't go back, we have no choice. But what we can do is we
can assess the decision making process that brings on projects like this and we can start showing
some accountability from people and institutions that make these kinds of decisions. There is no
accountability on this campus; we don't have any kind of internal reflection or insight as to how
we can keep these mistakes from happening." Dr. Finkenthal then comments that two years ago
he was desperate for lab equipment, but he couldn't get the equipment because of a budget crisis
caused by the fact that Peoplesoft had failed to account for the number of students that the
college had enrolled , causing a four million dollar loss in revenue. He comments that Peoplesoft
has been a very expensive program considering that it was originally sold to the college as a
"Y2K" fix. Dr. Finkenthal reiterates that the college has no choice but to go forward on this but
he states that we can learn to be "more reflective on the decisions that we make .... Ifwe do not
look at how we make these decisions and implement these policies and if we don't take a
historical look at how this process was invoked and how we got to where we are today from
where we started this several years ago, then we are doomed to repeat these kinds of mistakes.
And, I don't have to look too far to begin to wonder about these Peoplesoft kinds of decisions."
Dr. Finkenthal then illustrates his point by reading from the Governing Board Agenda from the
previous meeting. He lists off six positions that were on the agenda. The titles of those positions
were "Systems Module Specialists" all having salaries of between $4,243 per month to $5,320
per month. He states that the list continues on and on. Dr. Finkenthal questions whether
"Peoplesoft is serving us, or are we serving Peoplesoft?" "People are getting rich off of the
communities expense towards education. Every dollar you spend on programs like that is a
dollar you rob from me in the classroom." He states that there is nothing on the slides presented
that shows how Peoplesoft will improve the conditions in his classroom. He then speaks to the
fact that the scheduling problems associated with Peoplesoft has caused his schedule to be so
poorly constructed, that he had to teach from 9am to Spm on this day without one single break.
"If that is the way Peoplesoft organizes its resources, then I am all opposed to it." Dr. Finkenthal
then quotes from Thomas Sole, "It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more dangerous way of
making decisions then by putting those decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for
being wrong." Dr. Finkenthal comments he feels that is how the school has been operating and
he intends to use his five minutes at the podium every month until he sees institutional change in
the decision making process. He points to the Peoplesoft issue as being ''.just one indication of
improper spending," stating that "we can point the finger as far and as long as we want at Gray
Davis, but the bottom line is that we have been fiscally irresponsible here. And, before we start
blaming the state, and lamenting all of the cuts, and start cutting essential programs, we need to

tighten our belts and be more fiscally responsible for what the state does give us. It gives us
plenty of money. There is plenty of money here for education and I don't buy into this idea that
there is no money for education. We have got people that are commanding tremendous salaries
on this campus, that cannot be conscionably explained with their performance in doing civil
service, especially in a community college environment. A $180,000 per year dollar salary is
outrageous. Do you want to find money to fund student workers? Take a hit on your car
allowance, take a hit on your expense account. Do something that affects you personally. Let's
have some accountability."

.,
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Jonnye Popick comments board meeting 3/11
Jonnye states that the students that are being laid off are people with low incomes. She suggests
that the Superintendent and other administrators who are making over $100,000 per year could
cut their salaries and keep the student workers. She says that she feels that it is the
administration's choice where they cut from and she is concerned that they are cutting from the
bottom. "Students that work on campus, try to form a home on campus, try to come to school
and communicate with people. And, it does affect them a great deal."
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A., STUDENT TRUSTEE (arrived at 7:40 p.m. from a meeting in Irvine where
he was representing the College)

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto, Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:

BBB.

1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFFIAFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION - There was no reportable action.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Jenny Akins, Vice President, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Supervisor, Purchasing
Services
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Suzanne Gavin, Vice President, Administrative Association; Director, EOP&S
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor

GUESTS:
Shannon Lienhart, Associate Professor, Mathematics
Jennifer Turpin, former employee
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Special Meeting of February 8, 2003.
The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of February 11, 2003.
Shannon Lienhart stated that the comments from Jonnye Popick and Dr. Dan Finkenthal on
pages 24 and 25 are summarized in one line. She did not feel that those lines correctly
summarize the tone or the substance of either of the speakers at the last Board meeting. She
requested that the minutes be changed in order to reflect accurately the tone and the substance of
those speakers.
Ms. Chadwick accepted an amendment to fully describe the testimony. Mr. Evilsizer seconded
the amendment. Dr. Finkenthal will be asked to prepare a summary of his comments for insertion
into the minutes.
The Vote was unanimous.

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen reported that in a report made by Patrick Perry, Vice Chancellor, at the state-wide
CEOCCC meeting, he stated that "Never before in the system history of community colleges have
we had both elements, which is an increase in student fees and a budget cuts proposed
concurrently in this magnitude." Basically, Mr. Perry's presentation pointed out that it will not be
good. We are not the only community college that is affected by it. The numbers are telling us
that we are not only going to take the hit, but we are actually going to get a disproportionate hit.
Mr. McMullen noted that the San Diego and Imperial County Community College Association is
meeting next Monday in San Diego. Dr. Amador and Mr. McMullen will attend and have invited
the leaders of both unions to join them. It would be good for the entire campus community to be
in this advocacy together because all are affected. Through SDICCCA, we will be pointing out
that the lower-funded districts, such as Palomar, are taking a disproportionate hit. Mr. McMullen
encouraged group leaders to attend.
Mr. McMullen thanked Mike Ellis for his construction notification. In addition to budget cuts and all
the things that follow with that, we're going to have a lot of disruption in parking lots, roadways,
and construction zones. This will all lead up to our new science building. We are excited about it,
but we also must live with the problems that will come along with it. Mike and his staff will do
everything they can to make it as least intrusive as possible. It will take all of us to keep our eye
on the ball; and that is the completion of the science building.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he attended the student rally on February 12. The students did a very
good job in turning out for the rally and signing petitions regarding their concern over the state
budget cuts and how it impacted them. They had set up awnings, which were needed that day
because of the rain. Despite that, students took the time to come by and share stories with him
about how some of these cuts might impact them and adversely affect their lives. He stated that it
was very good to hear directly from students who are affected by those cuts.
Mr. Evilsizer and Ms. Chadwick visited Camp Pendleton and Fallbrook Palomar College sites. He
feels that we have some terrific resources in the community. At Camp Pendleton, there are
tremendous labs with new computer equipment that seemed to be under-utilized the day they
visited. Mr. Evilsizer hopes we get the word out to faculty that's looking to utilize resources that
maybe, in the future, we might schedule or encourage students to take some classes at Camp
Pendleton. With the deployment, a lot of Marines have left the base. That certainly creates a
capacity that we didn't have before.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that at the Fallbrook facility, they learned that ESL classes were in very high
demand this semester, and there is a waiting list of over 100 students wanting to take them there,
but we didn't have the space available to accommodate them.
The Budget Committee met this evening in Jerry Patton's office at 4:30. The main thing that
came out of that is that we don't have numbers from the legislature or Governor yet with regards
to the current cuts. We feel that the 2003-04 cuts are going to be a worse cut. The committee
agreed that Mr. Patton's office would identify some key areas that might require some funding,
areas that would be important to sustain at a certain level. We would look into tapping our reserve
funds to help alleviate some of the stresses that the budget cuts would bring. Various councils
and groups on campus will look at those things and identify some priorities where we might be
able to use some reserve funds to help through the budget crunch.
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Ms. Chadwick reported that she has been spending a lot of time doing site visits to our
educational centers and has visited six of them thus far. She thanked Norma Bean for showing
her the Camp Pendleton and Fallbrook centers, managed by Janet Hoffman; Mt. Carmel,
Ramona, and Poway, managed by Tom Medel. She will be at Pauma this week and at Borrego
Springs next week. Ms. Chadwick stated that this is a very informative and valuable experience
for her because one of the most important things is to be informed as we get to the educational
facilities master plan. She is feeling very comfortable about what she has learned about the
educational centers and what she is hearing from people in the community about what we do.
She assured the group that "we are loved, and we are admired and respected."
Ms. Chadwick reported that she, Dr. Nelson, Dr. Amador, and Jerry Patton will be meeting with
the Mayor of Poway and City Manager on issues related to the educational and facilities master
plan. She is looking forward to that because Poway is a very sensitive area. She looks forward to
dealing with the current situation rather than the legacy of what has occurred in the past.
Mr. Jensen reported that, as a member of the Budget Committee, he feels Jerry Patton deserves
a lot of support and respect from us.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz reported that this Friday is the 2003 San Diego Diversity Summit at the
University of San Diego. One of our adjunct faculty members, Arcela Nunez-Alvarez, is
on a panel discussing gender relations and family dynamics.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal reported that the men's and women's basketball teams have accomplished
another milestone. Both teams have tied for co-championships of the conference. The
men's team will play Cuesta College Friday night at 7:30 in the Dome. The women's
team will play at Riverside Community College on Friday. It is very unusual that both
Palomar and Southwestern tie for co-champions in the men's and women's.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
Jerry Patton presented a report on FY 02-03 Mid-Year Budget Adjustments. (Exhibit G-3)
He also gave an overview of additional budget cuts that will be necessary for FY 03-04.

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador reported that we are ready for accreditation. The team arrives on Tuesday, March 4, at 8 a.m.
She thanked the Board members for making themselves available at the times the team had requested.
She also thanked Kelley Hudson Macisaac and Lori Waite for all their work in terms of arranging the
accreditation and Diane Lutz for the leadership and for serving as the liaison officer.
At the next Board meeting, members will receive a draft of the educational portion of our educational and
facilities master plan. This is mainly the academic departments, as well as the services and administrative
functions, looking at our projections which Michelle Barton did on modeling of the growth within each area,
as well as the facilities that the faculty and staff feel that they need in the next 20 years. Mark Vernoy and
his group have been putting the draft together. The drafts are out to the various staff members that are
affected, and they are in the process of reviewing and revising them so that you will have a draft. This is
one piece of the big picture. We will give it to you in parts because it is quite involved.
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The task force is now in the next step of reviewing scenarios for the various plans for the San Marcos as
well as what size the sites should be and how we should provide those types of services.
There was an article in the North County Times indicating that the Student Union was going to be open
March 15, which was the original date. That is not physically possible; we are looking probably toward the
end of April or first part of May to actually have occupancy. If the rain continues, it will have an even
greater effect.
Dr. Amador had provided each Board member with a copy of the February update on the annual
implementation plan of the Strategic Plan that had been reviewed by the Strategic Planning Council last
week. Next week, we will be looking at the criteria and some of the trends.

J

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

PERSONNEL
1.

APPROVE REDUCTION IN FORCE
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20757
WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board hereby finds
that it is in the best interest of the District to reduce and/or eliminate the following position,
which is held by a regular classified employee of the District, pursuant to Education Code
Sections 88014, 88015, 88117, and 88127; and also Board Policy CCE/AFT-15 entitled,
"Layoffs".
ACCREDITATION SECRETARY (.45 FTE)
AND WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board finds that
it is in the best interest of the District to reduce and/or eliminate the above-designated
position.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the above-designated position, number
006240, shall be reduced and/or eliminated as of March 28, 2003.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Governing Board sincerely regrets this action but
is taking this action in compliance with applicable law and in the best interest of the
District.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Superintendent/President or designee is
authorized and directed to give timely and proper layoff to all affected employees.
ADOPTED, this twenty-fifth day of February, 2003, by the Governing Board of the
Palomar Community College District.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _- - - o = - c , - - - - - - - -

Secretary to the Board
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Date
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Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
Mr. McMullen noted that this is where reports are to be made. If there are any editorialized
opinions, he asked that they be delivered under the agenda portion, "Comments from Other
Individuals and Groups."
1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley gave the following report: "The Senate has met only once since the last
Board meeting and we spent :Y. of our time discussing the confidentiality of administrator
evaluations and the methods used to determine the graphs as part of those evaluations.
"The Senate did pass a motion directing me to set up a meeting to deliver Dr. Amador's
evaluation to her today so that I could give copies of that evaluation to the Board
members tonight to give you a chance to read through the evaluation before a group of
faculty meets with you in closed session at the next Board meeting. So let me do that at
this moment. This was a little bit awkward because, unfortunately, Dr. Amador really
didn't have time for us to actually sit down and talk about the evaluation today. Her
schedule was very, very full. So the Senate was kind of rushing this a little bit. Normally,
the process is that we deliver the evaluations and have a chance to talk to the person
whose evaluation it is before we deliver them to the next person. But, what we have done
instead, is we've agreed to meet with Dr. Amador before the next Board meeting to be
able to go over the evaluation with her. So we will have gone through the correct process
before we actually sit down and talk to you. What we're doing at this point is, we are
giving this to you so that you have a chance to read it before we actually meet with you
next Board meeting."
Mr. McMullen: "You said before the next meeting you would give her the courtesy of
adequate time to meet with her so she can .... Don't wait 13 days."
Ms. Barkley: "Yes. If we need more than the one hour that we have scheduled at this
point or if we're not able to meet during that time because it is at the time period that the
accreditation team will be here, we will set up another time to be able to do that. We
definitely want to make sure that we go through the process the way we've always gone
through it in the past.
"Meanwhile we have asked our Personnel Standards and Practices Committee to make
recommendations about whether statistical analysis or a sign-in sheet about
confidentiality would be appropriate to include as we do future evaluations. At this point,
this is sitting with committee, and they are to report back to us next week.
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'We did pass one item for the Curriculum Committee that had inadvertently gone to you
before the Curriculum Committee or the Senate had had a chance to see it. It was part of
that large 80-page curriculum agenda that you ended up getting. Obviously, if we had not
passed that item, I would be asking you to accept the recommendation of the Senate on
an Academic Matter and rescind your approval. However, luckily, we did pass that item.
You've already passed it, so we're in good shape. I know you trust that all curriculum
items have gone through the correct procedure and we will try to make sure that in the
future that they do go through the correct procedure."
Ms. Chadwick: 'Tm assuming that Dr. Amador has agreed to this process even though
it's constrictive. And I also am assuming that, based upon what you've just reported, if
there is a constraint in trying to move these process provisions that we can extend this. In
other words, we wouldn't push it so that we would put anyone in a situation where they
would be uncomfortable. Is that correct?"
Ms. Barkley: "Well, the answer to your question is no. We didn't have a chance to get an
agreement; and, again, this was because there was no time in her schedule for us to
actually sit down when I handed them over. She basically had to accept them in passing.
There were three of us from the Senate that were there to try to meet with her. And yes,
we will make sure that we go through the correct process. We are not gonna try to rush
it, but we are going to try to meet with you at closed session at the next Board meeting if
we can possibly do that. We've made that request, and I'm sure that ... we've got two
weeks. I think we can find an hour or more than an hour, if we need more than an hour,
between now and then to sit down and meet.
Dr. Nelson: "It's unclear to me why it had to happen this week if there was no time to
review this with her."
Ms. Barkley: ''This was at the request of the Senate that I speed this process up. It was
already planned for the meeting that we normally have tomorrow. I think I'm reading the
Senate at this point. The Senate didn't actually tell me that this was their rationale. But I
think the reason was they wanted to make sure that you had time to read these ahead of
time so that when we come in and talk to you in closed session, if we simply just handed it
to you, you'd be seeing it cold."
Dr. Nelson: "No, I agree. It's just unclear to me why it had to happen these two weeks.
We're meeting every two weeks now."
Ms. Barkley: ''The Senate had actually wanted me to try to meet with you tonight in closed
session. Actually, we had wanted the group of faculty that would be meeting with you in
closed session tonight. I think they didn't understand the process that we usually go
through. And part of my constraint was that some of the administrators that I had to see
had been out of town. Normally, what I do is that I see the Deans first, and I give them
their evaluations, give them enough time to absorb them, give me feedback if they would
like to have me pass that feedback on to the Vice Presidents. Then I go to the Vice
President level, give them the Deans evaluations and also their own evaluations. Then,
when they've had a chance to absorb those, then I take the Vice Presidents' evaluations
to the President, give the President her evaluation. When she's had a chance to absorb
that, then I take her evaluation to you. And so, it's a many-step process. And I began it
the day after the Senate ended up taking a look at these evaluations. I saw three of the
Deans, but then I wasn't able to see the fourth because she was out of town part of the
time. And we had a holiday in there; we had a four-day weekend in there."
Dr. Nelson: "So all the other people have had this step-by-step process but Dr. Amador
has not."
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Ms. Barkley: "She is still getting the step-by-step process in that ..."
Dr. Nelson: "We're getting this before she has seen it."
Ms. Barkley: "She has been given it today. I can't guarantee that she's had any time in
her day to look at it."
Dr. Amador: "I haven't. I was told by Cheryl Ashour, my assistant, that the Senate called
last night trying to get a meeting in. Because of my schedule, I tried to accommodate
them at 11 :30, but Jerry and Dale Wallenius were on a telephone conversation and we
didn't get done until about five minutes to 12. It is still sitting on my desk. I have not had
time. I had negotiations all afternoon."
Mr. McMullen: "Okay, we'll see how it goes. It seems like a real hard push."
Ms. Barkley: "We are trying to go through the process the way we normally do go through
the process. I think there will be time for us to have a discussion with Dr. Amador before
we actually have a discussion with you."
Dr. Amador: "Yes. In fact, I requested it today."
Ms. Barkley: "She did make that request, and it is set up for next week."
Mr. Evilsizer: "Before we leave this, just kind of painting an overview for us, Chris. This
survey was completed last year in 2002."
Ms. Barkley: "Yes, I believe it was completed by the end of October of last year, and we
would have given faculty about 2% to 3 weeks to fill out those questionnaires."
Mr. Evilsizer: "So it went to all faculty?"
Ms. Barkley: "It went to all full-time faculty. It did not go to adjunct faculty."
Mr. Evilsizer: "Then, when were the survey results turned in and compiled?"
Ms. Barkley: "The Senate heard them two weeks ago at our meetin\l, on the 141h, two
weeks ago from last Monday was when the Senate heard, on the 1O I guess it must
have been. The report ... We have a Personnel Standards and Practices Committee
and they ... It's a huge task because the comments that come in, and this is from all of
the Deans that aren't Interim Deans, the four Vice Presidents, and the
Superintendent/President. And our Secretary types up all of the comments so that they
can remain anonymous. Then the committee has to do the tallying of the responses, and
that takes quite a bit of time. Actually, believe it or not, we're early. We actually did the
evaluation early this year. We often don't even start it until the beginning of spring. But
we didn't evaluate Dr. Amador the first year that she was here, and we wanted to start a
little bit earlier this time. And we sometimes have not gotten any kind of response to give
to the Board because it takes a long time for our committee to put together that result.
And by the time we had gotten those reports ready, the contracts had already been
offered to the various Vice Presidents, and we ended up not delivering them. So, you
know, actually we are early, even though it doesn't seem like it this year."
Mr. Evilsizer: "So some 300 full-time faculty participated in this. What kind of a response
rate did you receive back on that?"
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Ms. Barkley: "You know, I would be more than happy to go over that when we do it in
closed session. We intend to go over all of the statistics in terms of who turned in the
numbers. It was a typical response. I can say that."
Mr. McMullen: "Am I to understand these surveys went out in October or they were all
returned in October?"
Ms. Barkley: "Both. They went out in October, and we usually give ~eople about three
1
weeks to respond. I'm pretty sure that our due date was like the 28 of October. I will
find out before I come to closed session exactly what the date was."
Mr. McMullen: "Yes, just trying to understand the timeline because we're talking four
months. They've been somewhere, and they had to be delivered at noon today."
Ms. Barkley: "And, of course, we had the six-week break in there in which faculty are not
around."

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report: "I have just a few brief remarks. At a CFT
meeting this weekend, I spoke with several faculty leaders who described to me how their
campuses were dealing with managing their budgets in this tough economic time. And
what they described to me was a collaborative process, essentially, where faculty were
working with classified and administration, using a problem-solving mode to deal with
these issues and how budget adjustments will be made. And it appears that we really do
not have anything comparable to that in place at this particular point in time. That is,
faculty leadership and others have not had opportunities to be meaningfully involved in
taking a look at what the future will bring and making plans for that. And so, I think that
this collaborative model has a lot to recommend it, and I think really that it is the only
responsible way for us to proceed."
Ms. Chadwick: "I'm wondering if the process here could be assessed in terms of its ability
to be a collaborative model."
Mr. Patton: "The planning process that we have in motion is our planning councils. In
those councils are representatives of all employee groups. We have chosen that model
rather than sitting down with the leadership of each of the employee groups. We've
allowed them to put people on the planning councils. Those recommendations will go
forward to the Strategic Planning Council. All employee groups are represented there. All
the leadership of the employee groups are represented there. Other than sitting down
with the leadership of employee groups individually, we think the planning councils are
collaborative."
Ms. Chadwick: "What I was hopeful is that perhaps we could not expect the answer
tonight but have some ability to look at the model or process and see if there's some way
if it's not possible and we meet the test of collaboration, that's fine. But we might want to
review that to see how we can enhance the process. This should not be murky. It should
not be fuzzy. We should be able to establish a level of collaboration that is a constructive,
healthy model. And I'm just suggesting that maybe we might want to review the process
to see if we can strengthen it."
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Mr. McMullen: "I think there's a stata-wide process which has been laid down so it won't
be murky. Dr. Amador, would you please elaborate?"
Dr. Amador: "I think it goes back to we have a Strategic Planning Council. We spent two
sessions on developing criteria. That was actually a consensus of where everyone
agreed to that model except the PFF and the classified staff. So, what you're hearing is
an exception to two groups that did not want to go with the criteria. At that time, they
wanted to have meetings of just an individual leadership from each group. And it was the
consensus of the group that that would probably not be the best because there's an old
policy that you needed to declare an emergency, and we certainly weren't in an
emergency mode at that point. The criteria, the cuts that came up have been through the
Revenue Allocation Committee, which all the groups do sit on that committee. So it has
been reviewed. I think there's a distinction between 02-03 cuts and 03-04 planning a
budget. When you have an adopted budget, what we've done is deal with unexpended
funds that were available; basically, what you saw is mainly positions which accounted for
the largest amount. If that process still needs to be reviewed, all of those figures are out
there. If some group at the Revenue Allocation Committee would like to change and
make a suggestion of where something should be different than what has been out there
and gone to that committee, as a second thought, that they see another area where that
cut needs to be made, I don't have a problem with that, and I'm sure Jerry Patton doesn't
have a problem with that. This is a plan; these cuts have not been made. This money
has not all been taken, set aside, and put in one big account with $307 million. These are
proposed cuts. We don't know whether we need $3.6 million; we don't know if we need
$4.3 million; and we don't know if we need $2 million. Certainly, as we go through the
information from the stale of what we have to have, further things will be done. This is the
first blush. I think it's very important that the Board is involved in it if there are priorities
there that you would like to see cut someplace else. We only have a limited amount of
money. Just because everybody doesn't agree doesn't mean that the process wasn't
collaborative."
Mr. McMullen: "If I understand what you're saying, basically, these cuts are just more
unfilled positions and unplanned use of budgeted monies this year. And we will go
through the regular budgetary process for the 03-04 year, and that's going to get the
complete review."
Dr. Amador: "That is right; and we've just started that process."
Dr. Nelson: "I heard that everybody had the opportunity to participate, they all had
representation, all of the constituent groups on that committee. Not everyone agreed on
how that should be done, but the process was adhered to. Everybody had an opportunity
to discuss, but not everybody agreed. Okay."
Dr. Amador: "Strategic Planning Council had the budget criteria. We've given you a copy
of that. That took us two different sessions to approve."
Ms. Drinan: "Just a point of clarification. There are five planning councils, and PFF has
representation on one of those councils. On the budget committee, our representation
was challenged just a few months ago, and we do have one individual that serves on that
committee. But it was challenged and unclear as to whether we really did have
representation. I forget the exact month, but it was in the fall."
Dr. Amador: "But they've been involved the whole time of the process that we knew there
were budget cuts."
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Mr. Patton: "I'm not sure about that. I'd like to talk to you more, Mary Ann, about who that
was because I'm not aware of it. And we've had several meetings. We meet right after
Strategic Planning Council. And to be honest, there's been several meetings when PFF
has not shown up at those meetings. And so it's important, you know that this is a
collaborative effort. But if they don't show up, there is no way that you can communicate.
If I can just say one more thing about Strategic Planning Council. We have a lot of
discussion that Dr. Amador is referring to. All but two people on that planning council
after we discussed it felt it was appropriate that we continue the way we were going
because when you look at a budget that has 87% in salaries and benefits, and if the
magnitude of the cuts comes close to the Governor's recommendation is, you know
where it's going. To have employee groups sit there and point out positions that they
want to cut is extremely difficult. And some of the faculty and some of the classified on
the Strategic Planning Council said after hearing that, 'we think the planning councils
would be more appropriate, rather than employee groups having to say we're going to
reduce this position, this position, and this position. Then you do get into difficulty. Every
budget committee I've sat on when these reductions occur, it's not unusual for the
employee group to look at other employee groups to get the cuts. We don't want to put
employees in that kind of position of having to make those decisions, rather than going to
a planning council like we've done now. So, all but two people out of that Strategic
Planning Council which has 24 members concurred that it probably should go this
direction we're going through the planning councils, rather than being employee groups
against employee groups saying who gets reductions and who doesn't. We're trying to
make it the least stressful but make it collaborative."
Ms. Chadwick: "I think your comments are well taken. I appreciate them. Thank you.
My suggestion was that the very thing that we're kind of into already here be done in a
formalized, perhaps not so formal, but some process way to look at how we can
strengthen it. And I'm a little concerned that there are employees that are only in one
area and not the others. But this is something that would be part of the review process,
and I'm hopeful that that can occur."
Ms. Barkley: "I'd like to clarify a couple of things. First of all, there are faculty on all of the
planning councils, so there are faculty representatives. There aren't necessarily PFF
representatives. But I also need to clarify that the official position that the Senate took on
the budget cut criteria was that we could not endorse it. We did not say that we were
against it, but we saw some discrepancies between the proposed implementation of the
budget cut criteria and the criteria themselves. So the motion that was actually passed at
the Senate basically said that we can't endorse this but we expect that the administration
will talk to the Faculty Senate on any issue that is academic and professional. Now, with
that said, also the gist of the discussion at the Senate was that we believe the criteria
were a very important way of going. It was the discrepancy between some of the planned
... and part of the problem was like cutting classes and things like that that we did not
think were ways of supporting students. So, nevertheless, those faculty members that
were appointed by the Senate that were on Strategic Planning voted in favor of the budget
cut criteria based on their interpretation of what the Senators were recommending. I was
one of them. And so there was support from the faculty members that are on Strategic
Planning Council for this. But the official Senate position was they couldn't endorse it the
way it was stated and the way it was connected to the implementation procedures."

3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller reported that March 5 will be the next scheduled meeting of The Faculty.
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INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association - There was no report.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena apologized for his tardiness as he was in Orange County doing an orientation
for Phi Theta Kappa. Leo introduced Sally Serrin, ASG Senator, who reported that ASG
held a rally on February 12. They had a lot of positive response from the students and
faculty. They got approximately 2,000 signatures which they sent out to representatives
and the Governor. They made those 2,000 people aware of what is happening and are
hoping that they will tell others. The Union Tribune, KUSI, and Telemundo came out to
cover the event. The award-winning Telescope also did a feature article on the event.
They will continue the campaign with letters and e-mails. They are also contacting other
colleges. On February 27, they plan to go to MiraCosta with other colleges to pool their
resources and ideas to make their best effort on behalf of everyone.
Springfest is in full swing. Then voter registration follows. Elections for ASG are in April.
Interested students should be encouraged to see Bruce Bishop.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
Jennifer Turpin addressed the Board on the subject of PeopleSoft.
Dr. Nelson responded: "I appreciate the fact that you came forward and spoke. For those of us
that supported and voted for the funding, we understand truly that this infrastructure needs to be
put in place, that it's essential, that there is no turning back. I thought the explanation - the
presentation that we had - clearly stated that we are going to a vanilla product to make it
universal, to do away with the kinds of things that had held us back. It took a lot of courage to
come forward, and I appreciate it."
Dr. Finkenthal had requested to speak to the Board regarding student lay-offs but relinquished his
time to Shannon Lienhart to speak on the same subject.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS - There was none.

N.

ADJOURNMENT

PALOMAR COLLEGE
Learning for Success

~·
GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A, STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., and discussed:

BBB.

1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957 .6.

4.

Review of tort claims, pursuant to Government Code 54956.95.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened to Open Session at 7 p.m. There was no reportable action taken during
closed session.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Bill Bedford, Adjunct Faculty
Kathy Davis, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Support Specialist
Shelli Douglass, Sr. Office Specialist, ETV
David Forsyth, Professor, Business Education
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor
Kathleen Morrison, Program Research Specialist, ETV
Jo Anne Giese, President, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Administrative Assistant,
Administrative Services
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Suzanne Gavin, Vice President, Administrative Association; Director, EOP&S
GUESTS:
Stacey Helton, Palomar graduate
Neill Kovrig, Traffic Safety Commission
Diane Lewis, Parent of child at Child Development Center
Tamala Mach, Student
Rita Reynolds, Palomar graduate
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
Mr. McMullen made the following statement:
"During the meeting on February 25•h, we reviewed the minutes of the meeting of February 11th.
The motion to approve the minutes had an amendment to ask Dr. Finkenthal to summarize his
comments of February 11 lh.
"I have received summaries of Dr. Finkenthal's and Ms. Jonnye Popick's comments during the
meeting of February 11'h from Ms. Shannon Lienhart. I have also reviewed the verbatim transcript
of those comments. I note that the summaries are edited, but are not any shorter and they do not
exactly reflect what was actually stated during the meeting of the 11'h.
"To move forward, I will attach both the verbatim and the summary comments as an addendum to
the minutes of February 11th.
"In the future, I will take the prerogative of the chair using parliamentary procedure to continue our
past practice of noting only the public speaker's name and subject in the official minutes.
"I want to remind the Board that minutes of the Board meetings are legal documents that serve
these purposes:
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to record official actions of the Board (of motions passed or defeated)
to record reports of Board members
to record reports of the Superintendent/President
to record pertinent statements made by Board members and CEO
to record the essence of reports requested by Board, which would be Faculty
Senate, The Faculty, PFF, Administrative Association, CCE, CAST, ASG"

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of February 25, 2003,
with the following additions:
The academic degrees of all Board members will be shown after their names on the list of
trustees present on minutes.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador announced the following removal of items and changes to the agenda:
1.

Delete item H-4-a, page 4.

2.

Item H-7, page 6, delete third paragraph, which reads:
AND WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board finds that
it is in the best interest of the District to reduce and/or eliminate the above-designated
positions.

3.

Item H-11, page 8, add to the list of persons to be rehired for the 2003-2004 academic
year as second-year probationary faculty members:
Clifford Meyer

4.

Trades and Industry

Item H-11, page 8, correct the spelling of the names of the following persons rehired for
the 2003-2004 and 2004-2005 academic years as three-/four-year probationary faculty
members:
Rosa Antonecchia
Jon Stone

5.

Item H-11, page 8 correct the department of the following person rehired for the 20032004 and 2004-2005 academic years as a three-/four-year probationary faculty member:
Deborah Dozier

E.

American Indian Studies

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen invited Tamala Mach to address the Board at this time on the subject of DSP&S
budget cuts, why they have stopped having note writers, and the importance to her of
transportation to classes.
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Mr. McMullen noted that the recent accreditation visit was intense. He and Ms. Chadwick were
interviewed by three of the visiting team members. They asked very specific questions and did a
thorough analysis throughout the campus and a thorough report back to us, which is very
pleasing. He expressed his appreciation to the staff that worked so hard to make the
accreditation such a success.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Melena reported that he had recently been invited to attend a meeting of the Educational
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce. He also sits on their Government Affairs Committee
and has found it informative to see how the community is handling budget cuts and the resources
they are using.
Mr. Melena encouraged the other Board members to take advantage of the free Concert Hours,
which are held at 12:30 every Thursday in D-10. This week, the performer will be a Ukrainianborn pianist.
Mr. Melena noted that he was also involved in the accreditation visit. He thanked Kelley HudsonMacisaac and Lori Waite for their outstanding job in hosting the accreditation team. He heard
high accolades from some of the members who had done several accreditation visits and were
very impressed with Palomar College. Mr. Melena stated that he was very grateful to have been a
part of this process.
Mr. Jensen reported that the questions the accreditation team asked were far better than those
asked by the team that was here five years ago. The team indicated to him that this is a
wonderful college.
Mr. McMullen noted that one of the first things the team said in their verbal comments is that we
have a Governing Board that knows what's going on.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she has completed her tour of all the centers. She thanked Norma
Bean for setting up all the visits. She also thanked Theo Brockett, Tom Medel, Janet Hoffman,
Barbara Llamas, Naida Garcia, and Lynn Wilderson. She feels she is now thoroughly informed on
what's happening and will be able to deal with some of the questions regarding our educational
and facilities master plan. She really appreciated the time that people took to do this.
Mr. Evilsizer congratulated all who participated in the accreditation review. He and Dr. Nelson met
with Dr. Guy Lease, the team leader, and shared a few points with him. Mr. Evilsizer was unable
to attend the debriefing that occurred on Thursday, but he heard some terrific things from that.
Dr. Amador was kind enough to send a letter out which basically said we got 11 commendations
and six recommendations for improvement. So there's always room for improvement, even for
very fine institutions like Palomar College. He thanked Dr. Amador, Lori Waite, and Kelley
Hudson-Macisaac and all the people who were part of it for all their hard work and effort toward
accreditation.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he received an e-mail from a faculty member regarding the national
search for the Vice President for Instruction and two Deans with a concern that perhaps the
deadline was much too short for a true national canvass of candidates and give people nation
wide an opportunity to apply for those positions. He stated the cut-off point for the two Deans was
April 21 and March 28 is the latest date posted on our web site. Another recommendation that
came up is that the appointment of an Interim Vice President of Instruction might be considered in
order to provide more time, if that is feasible. Mr. Evilsizer stated that he thinks that is a valid
concern and that we need more time as March 28 is coming upon us very quickly, and he is not
sure we've provided enough time for this very important position. He stated that he is open for
suggestions on the Deans and would like to hear from other Board members if they think April 21
is ample time to get a pool of candidates.
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Dr. Miyamoto discussed the timeline for the VP of Instruction search, which began on January 15
and closes on March 28. He listed the newspapers, periodicals, and web sites on which the
announcement has appeared as follows:
Advertisino Information

Date
1/15/2003

•
•
•
•

Employment Services received brochures from printer.
Position advertised on HR website (www.palomar.edu/HR) .
Brochures and applications made available in HR office .
Brochure oosted on oublic bulletin board outside HR office .

1/17/2003

•
•

Position advertised on HigherEdJobs.com.
Position advertised on the California Community College
Reqistrv website lwww.cccreaistrv.ora\.

1/19/2003

•

Position advertised in the North County Times (print and
online).
Position advertised in the San Diego Union Tribune (print and
onlinel.

•
1/22/2003

•
•
•

Position advertised on the Association of California
Community College Administrators website (www.accca.com).
Brochures mailed to HR and Instruction offices at all CCC,
CSU, and UC campuses.
Brochure mailed to the California Community College
Chancellor's Office.

1/25/2003

•

Employment Services staff attended the California Community
College Registry job fair in Los Angeles. Information packets
r:iiven to attendees included the brochure for this oosition.

1/31/2003

•

Position advertised in the Chronicle of Higher Education (print
and online).

2/5/2003

•

Faculty Senate submitted names of Selection Committee
members to HR.

3/5/2003

•

Application deadline extended to March 28, 2003.
Recruitment information revised on HR website and in
brochures.

3/7/2003

•

Second advertisement in the Chronicle of Hir:iher Education.

3/9/2003

•
•

Second advertisement in the North County Times.
Second advertisement in the San Diego Union Tribune .

Mr. Evilsizer reported that he has received letters from students regarding DSP&S and EOP&S
cuts, people directly involved and being affected by these kinds of cuts. He requested that
students continue to speak out, write their state legislators, visit them when in Sacramento, write
letters in the student newspaper, and write letters to the editors of newspapers. He stated, "Get
the word out, because until our legislators hear from the students directly and the compelling
stories that you have, they won't hear you. So it's important to speak up."
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Mr. Evilsizer shared the following information forwarded from Scott Lay of the Community College
League of California: "Just last week, the University of California held a two-day lobbying event
featuring Governor Davis in alumni dinners with legislators. Other interest groups are spending
millions of dollars on fancy lobbying to influence lawmakers. Community colleges may not have
the big money, but we make a big difference in the lives of millions of Californians. We need to
use our people power on March 17. The event has been changed from a simple rally to a onemile march and rally beginning at Raley Field in West Sacramento. The march will cross
Sacramento's historic Tower Bridge and converge on the Capitol down Capitol Mall. It's expected
to be the largest show of public support in the nearly hundred-year history of our community
colleges. Please mark your calendar to take a day off to make a difference." Mr. Evilsizer
encouraged those who can attend to do so.
Ms. Chadwick asked if we had resolved the concern we had about the letter regarding the
recruitment. Mr. McMullen responded that the concerns were answered by Dr. Miyamoto. Mr.
Evilsizer stated, "Yes, for now. Can we talk about that in open session? Under New Business?"
Mr. McMullen responded that it is not on the agenda, so we will just take comments and get
reports from staff at this point.
Dr. Nelson reported that she will be representing Palomar College at the Poway "State of the City''
presentation, Tuesday, March 18. She is also serving as the chairperson for the Poway Business
Park's newly formed Human Resources Committee, which is seeking to foster connections for
small and large businesses in order to keep them abreast of all the changing employment laws
that are so important for both small and large businesses. They also hope to facilitate training for
employee groups. Dino Nelson is trying to pull together a session of the Palomar Customer
Service Academy at the Business Park. They are very optimistic about that.
Dr. Nelson reported that the performances of "Quilters" have been very successful and well
attended.
Dr. Nelson attended the Foundation meeting and heard about all the fine work and community
efforts on behalf of the College. The Gala Committee continues their unflagging commitment with
monthly working sessions in its year-long effort on behalf of students. It's going to be a joy and a
deep sense of satisfaction when we all, on behalf of the Foundation, attend the opening of the
Student Center and see the concrete symbols of the fund-raising efforts manifested in beautiful
and functional furniture throughout the center.
Dr. Nelson added her accolades to Palomar College for the fine accreditation visit and the exit
interview. She felt that the visiting team clearly appreciated the outstanding faculty, the incredible
staff, and the culture of focus on learning that is so integral to this college. She commended
Diane Lutz for her efforts as accreditation liaison. She gave special thanks to Lori Waite and
Kelley Hudson-Macisaac. She stated that "It is an honor to be associated with each of you as
individuals and collectively as the College. It was a proud moment for you all. Congratulations."

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
Accreditation Site Team Exit Report
Dr. Amador reported on the accreditation site team visit that took place March 4-6, 2003. She
stated that we have something to celebrate in that this was a very successful accreditation site
visit. Dr. Amador will be sent a tentative report in about three weeks to review in case there were
any misrepresented facts. The Commission will vote on our official accreditation in June. Dr.
Amador reported that the College received commendations for the following eleven areas of
excellence that reftect the work of our "highly dedicated and professional staff' in the words of Dr.
Guy Lease:
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A focus on students by faculty, staff , and administration with an unusual and unique spirit
of meeting student needs through teaching and learning.
A focus on the vision, "Learning for Success," and the team was pleased that so many
staff members knew the vision.
The creativity of the website and that it is up to date and ADA compliant.
A welcoming environment for our diverse student body.
The remarkable progress over the last two years in planning and governance structure
with the Strategic Plan; Annual Implementation Plan with measurable objectives using
relevant research; assigned responsibilities; and set timelines.
The change taking place and how the new governance structure will help Palomar
weather challenges in the future.
The work to date on the educational and facilities master plan.
The extent and breadth of student services and the use of technology to serve students
The work of the Academic Technology Group.
The improved curriculum process.
The appearance of the San Marcos campus.

There were six recommendations, none of which came as a surprise as we are in various stages
of addressing them:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Renew efforts of institutional review and link them to strategic planning, budgeting, and
the educational and facilities master plan. We have been talking about that since fall in
the Strategic Planning Council.
Formalize the process for learning outcomes evaluation and then implement them.
Palomar is noted for being a learning college, a Vanguard College. The learning
outcomes work that has been done with our core skills in the Curriculum Committee is
outstanding. We now need to take that to the next level institutionally of evaluating
learning outcomes, although it is done in the classroom every day.
Improve the diversity among the faculty to more closely match the diversity of the student
body.
Ensure all staff are evaluated regularly by using a follow-up system. Dr. Miyamoto and
Dr. Amador have discussed that within the negotiation process.
Development of a replacement and upgrade system and budget for equipment. That was
one of our top objectives out of our Strategic Plan.
Address the funding of retiree accrual costs, which almost every district in the state has
as an issue because there is such a huge cost to all institutions.

Dr. Lease had stated that there were no recommendations for Student Services and noted that
Palomar has a high-quality instructional program. We will be using our governance processes to
begin to address these recommendations. We have six years, but we must submit a mid-term
report to the Commission in three years. Dr. Amador thanked Lori Waite and Kelley HudsonMacisaac and Diane Lutz as the liaison officer with the Accrediting Commission. She expressed
her thanks to everyone for a great job. We put our best foot forward, and we were recognized for
all of our successes.
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction - There was no report.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal reported that it was very nice to hear the exit report from the accreditation
team, especially that there were no recommendations for Student Services.
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Mr. Madrigal reported that the GEAR UP partnership program's "College - Making It
Happen" one-day conference on the Palomar College campus drew over 600 middle
school and high school students and parents on February 8, along with representatives
from 18 colleges and universities. Dr. Alexander Gonzales from CS USM was the keynote
speaker. There were 30+ faculty, staff, and students as workshop presenters. The
program also included printed materials on college knowledge and planning provided by
the State of California.
The North County Educational Opportunity Center, the newest Palomar College TRIO
grant, is up and running with the office headquartered in the Escondido Center. The grant
staff is providing workshops, information, and advising to high school and college dropouts so that they may re-enter, get their GED, and/or attend college in any program or
certificate. Both the staff members in this program are bi-lingual in Spanish/English and
work with the Spanish-speaking communities and local organizations and adult schools.
Mr. Madrigal will forward brochures to be mailed out to the Board regarding this new
program.
3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Report #2 - Financial Status Report
Jerry Patton presented a report based upon the CCFS311 Q Quarterly Financial
Report provided to the Chancellor's Office and the effects of budget cuts during
the 2002-03 and 2003-04 fiscal years.
At the conclusion of Mr. Patton's report, David Forsyth commented on budget
review.

b.

Purchase Order Reporting
This report was postponed to a future meeting.

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto discussed the contents of a letter the Board had received from the
County Board of Supervisors regarding a policy they had adopted on background checks
for employees and volunteers who work directly with children. The Education Code
mandates that we have background checks and fingerprint checks for all academic
employees. Another code section states that we must do that for all classified employees.
The County's issue is with volunteers in school districts that are non-parents of children.
They are concerned about sex offenders and pedophiles that may use that as a way into
the schools in order to have access to children. Dr. Miyamoto stated that it doesn't quite
equate to our situation in terms of volunteers. We do not have minors on campus in
terms of that program. One might say that we do have students that are under 18 that we
may need to do that. He stated that in his tenure here, we have not had any issues raised
in terms of volunteers in terms of that. He stated that we do not do background checks or
fingerprints on volunteers currently. That is something that we could begin to institute.
We don't have a large number of volunteers, but we do have some that provide services
to us. We don't have a policy on that currently, but that is something we could institute if it
is the Board's desire to do so.
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Dr. Nelson asked if background checks are done on student teachers who are part of the
Child Development program that are in training. Dr. Miyamoto responded that they are
done. Mr. McMullen asked what the cost is on a background check. Dr. Miyamoto
responded that through the Department of Justice, the cost is about $35. Mr. Jensen
reported that the cost for a live scan is $18 and $32 for the DOJ. Board members were
asked to indicate to Dr. Amador their wishes in this matter.
5.

Presentation of Educational Master Plan Draft
Dr. Mark Vernoy presented the draft of the Educational Master Plan. Mr. Evilsizer asked
what we are planning to do to communicate the plans to the larger community outside of
the Palomar College community. Dr. Vernoy responded that once it is approved, we will
take it out into the community. Dr. Amador reported that she has already sent letters to all
the chambers of commerce, all city managers, all city mayors, the economic development
organizations, all high school superintendents, all Kiwanis Clubs, all Rotary Clubs, all
League of Women Voters, and SAN DAG for Borrego Springs, Escondido, Fallbrook,
Poway, Ramona, Rancho Bernardo, San Marcos, Valley Center, and Vista. The letters
informed them, as community leaders, of the presentation of the draft this evening, the
workshop on March 25, the draft of both the Educational and Facilities Master Plan on
April 22, and the final approval of the Educational and Facilities Master Plan on May 13. In
addition, the new law requires that should we ever get to the point of having a bond pass,
we need to go out to the citizens within a certain number of days. Dr. Amador stated that
her hope is that by contacting all of these entities now, this will jog the memories of the
planning commissions and the mayors of those she has spoken to and who know we
have the web site.
Ms. Chadwick suggested that elected representatives be contacted so that they and their
staffs may attend. She asked that all legislators', including assembly members', state
senators', and board of supervisors' names be added to the list. She said that without
them, we won't get this done.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if the school districts were included in the list. Dr. Amador responded
affirmatively.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves all purchase transactions and contracts
entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-1.
All purchases listed are made against the 2002-2003 fiscal year budget.
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0340461
0350097
0360040
0365013
0370439
0375091
0380165
Time Period:

through
0340517
through
0350110
through
0360055
through
0365014
through
0370470
through
0375098
through
0380171
01 /23/03 - 02122103

$ 100,683.85
$
3,721.64
$ 19,728.85
$
1,484.55
$ 131,781.32
4,085.26
$
$
2,149.72
~ 103,836.93

TOTAL $ 367472.12
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

GIFTS
2.

ACCEPT GIFTS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors:
a.

Miscellaneous airline training manuals and videotapes for use as student training
aids in the Earth Sciences Department, donated by D. Andrew Johnson, P.O.
Box 2628, Rancho Santa Fe, California 92067. No cash value estimated by
donor.

b.

Sony stereo, CD, tape player system to be used in Room 6, Child Development
Center, donated by Lavern Brack, Palomar College employee. Total cash value
as estimated by donor is $250.00.

c.

Two studio cameras, two camera control units, camera cables, two tripods, four
traveling cases for use in the Radio and Television Department's TV studio,
donated by Sea World of California, 500 Sea World Drive, San Diego, California
92109. Total cash value as estimated by donor is $46,600.00.

d.

Assorted optical technology reference books, frames, and lenses to be used as
supplemental materials and supplies for instruction in the Optical Technology
program, donated by Kathy Friedman, P.O. Box 151505, San Diego, California
92175. Total cash value as estimated by donor is $300.00.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

COMMUNITY SERVICES
3.

APPROVE NEW COMMUNITY SERVICES CLASSES, AGREEMENTS, AND
PERSONNEL
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the following new classes, agreements, and
personnel for providing Community Services classes:
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Summer, 2003

a.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student
Terms:

Kerckhove, Lee
How to Buy and Sell {Almost) Anything Online
July 19, 2003
$141.39
$29.00
Minimum of 1O students

b.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student
Terms:

Roberts, Barbara R. N.
Head, Neck & Foot Massage
June 28, 2003
30% of fees collected
$29.00
Minimum of 10 students

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

PERSONNEL
4.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recomrnendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified position:
a.

Item removed from agenda.

b.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

ADMISSIONS AND ENROLLMENT COORDINATOR
Admissions and Records
5469
New?:
No
Position was Admissions Technicial Supervisor, grade 46 on
Administrative Salary Schedule
Sal Grade/Sip: 25/1
Salary:
$3,016.01 /month
% of position: 100%
#of Mos:
12
Effective:
March 12, 2003
A212200-4221 00-621 00-0000000/100%
Account(s):
NOTE:
Position removed from CAST and placed in the Classifed Unit
represented by CCE/AFT

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

RATIFY RESIGNATION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the resignation of the following employee:
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a.

ROBERT L. SURBECK, Satellite and Television Broadcast Control Operator,
Educational Television, effective March 1, 2003 (last day of employment
2/28/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

RATIFY ADJUNCT FACULTY EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following adjunct faculty, at the rates indicated for Spring,
2003 (day and/or evening); said adjunct faculty are not scheduled to teach more than a 60percent load in a single semester:
SPRING, 2003
ATHLETICS
Garvin, Gee Gee

Athletics
B.S., Recreation Management
2 +Years Experience

CAREER & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
Rodriguez, Fernando
Apprenticeship - Electrician
AA, Industrial Arts Teaching
4+ Years Experience

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Conde, Jose
English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
M.D., Medicine

Ortiz, Augustin

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Farmer, LeAnne

Paid by
sponsor:
Riverside
San Bernardino
Electrical JATC

$40.71

English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
M.A., Counseling Psychology

$38.24

Physical Education
BA, Psychology
M.S., Physical Education

$38.24

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
Sanchez, Gabriel
TRIO
BA, Sociology
BA, Psychology
M.A., Education (Counseling)

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
7.

$37.01

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar for discussion.

$38.24
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INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AWARDS
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees, the following
employees are granted a $500 annual stipend, prorated on a monthly basis, effective
February 1, 2003:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Marcela Gomez
Sr. Office Specialist
ESL
BA Degree Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Kelly Snow
Sign Language Interpreter
DSP&S
AA Degree Courses

In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees in the
Classified Unit, the following employee is granted a one-time lump sum stipend of $2,000
effective February 1, 2003, with the understanding that there is a waiting period of three
years before beginning another Professional Growth Program:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

9.

Alison Beckett
Academic Department Assistant
ESL
Career-Related Courses

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employees:

a.

ANN M. BARNES
Curricular Schedules Technician
Instruction Office
5028
New?:
No
Replacement for Janice Burton; rehired from 39-month reemployment list.
Sal Grade/Stp: 23/3
Salary:
$3, 166.88/month
% of Position: 100%
#of Mos:
12
February 11, 2003
Effective:
Account #(s): A-212200-311100-60910-0000000/100%

b.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

ADRIANA VELAZCO
Admissions Assistant
Admissions & Records at Palomar College Escondido Center
5483
New?:
No
Replacement for Gloria Saltz
16/1
Salary:
$1,089.52/month
45%
#of Mos:
12
March 3, 2003
A-212200-4211 00-621 00-0000000/ 100%
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c.

Name:
Position:
Department
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):
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LILIA M. VEGA
Instructional Support Assistant IV
Life Sciences
No
5867
New?:
Replacement for Julie Klein
27/1
Salary:
$2,375.16/month
75%
#of Mos:
10
March 17, 2003
A-222000-346200-04010-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

Item was removed from Consent Calendar for discussion.

11.

RATIFY REHIRING OF PROBATIONARY FACULTY
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby ratifies the
recommendation of the Superintendent/President regarding the rehiring for the 2003-2004
academic year of the following as second-year probationary faculty members:
Margaret Banta-Ford
Ronald Burgher
Annette Squires
Margaret Faulkner
Nicholas Green
Jerry Jenkins
Susan Miller
Leanne Maunu
Clifford Meyer

Communications
Computer Science/Information Systems
Mathematics
Performing Arts
Computer Science/Information Systems
English
Behavioral Sciences
English
Trades and Industry

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District ratifies the
recommendation of the Superintendent/President regarding the rehiring for the 2003-2004
and 2004-2005 academic years of the following as three-/four-year probationary faculty
members:
Bahram Alidaee
Rosa Antonecchia
Mark Beale
Deborah Bennett
Rosemarie Cecere
Craig Chamberlin
Deborah Dozier
Susanna Grenz
Ashley Guaragna
Patrick Hahn
Karan Huskey
William Jahnel
Roya Lahijani
Kalyna Lesyna
Christopher Lowry
Chantal Maher

Mathematics
Counseling and Matriculation
Graphic Communication
Nursing Education
Communications
Mathematics
American Indian Studies
Economics, History, and Political Science
Art
Communications
Counseling and Matriculation
Economics, History, and Political Science
Life Sciences
Behavioral Sciences
Speech Communication/Forensics/ASL
Foreign Languages
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Ronald Mancao
Karen Mifflin
Anne-Marie Mobilia
Roger Morrissette
Patrick O'Brien
Stephen Perry
Freddy Ramirez
Renee Roth
Robert Sasse
Kathleen Sheahan
Jon Stone
Kevin Struxness

Physical Education/Athletics
Mathematics
Behavioral Sciences
Behavioral Sciences
Equal Opportunity Programs and Services
Computer Science/Information Systems
Equal Opportunity Programs and Services
Financial Aid and Scholarships
Child Development
Foreign Languages
Trade and Industry
Speech Communication/Forensics/ASL

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
12.

RATIFY GRANTING OF TENURE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District ratifies the
recommendation of the Superintendent/President regarding the granting of tenure
effective for the 2003-2004 academic year to the following faculty members:
Michael Finton
Carolyn Lowther
Karen McGurk
Katharina Meek
Larry Roberts
Wade Rollins
Thomas Ventimiglia

Emergency Medical Education
English as a Second Language
Nursing Education
Art
Public Safety Programs
Graphic Communications
Counseling and Matriculation

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
COUNSEL AND CONTRACTS

13.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS MADE FOR PRIOR
SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves all contracts and agreements for the
period January 1, 2003, through February 28, 2003, entered into on behalf of the Palomar
Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-13.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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FISCAL SERVICES
14.

APPROVE DRAWING NEW WARRANT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows:
Warrant# 76-062853, dated 11/15/01, in the amount of $34.00, to Bradley J. Bowman,
2550 Black Canyon Road, Ramona, CA 92065
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
7.

APPROVE REDUCTION IN FORCE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20758
WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board hereby finds
that it is in the best interest of the District to reduce and/or eliminate the following
positions, which are held by regular classified employees of the District, pursuant to
Education Code Sections 88014, 88015, 88117, and 88127; and also Board Policy
CCE/AFT-15 entitled, "Layoffs":
Position

Position Number

Accounting Assistant (.50 FTE CCCSAT/.50 FTE e-Conference)
Legal Coordinator (1.0 FTE e-Conference)
Program Research Specialist (1.0 FTE e-Conference)
Satellite & Telecast Broadcast Control Operator (.45 FTE CCCSAT)
Satellite & Telecast Broadcast Control Operator (.45 FTE CCCSAT)
Satellite & Telecast Broadcast Control Operator (.45 FTE CCCSAT)
Senior Office Specialist (1.0 FTE e-Conference)
Web Analyst (.50 FTE CCCSAT/.50 FTE e-Conference)

6273
6224
6089
6228
6227
6229
6212
6217

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the above-designated positions shall be
reduced and/or eliminated as of April 18, 2003.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Governing Board sincerely regrets this action but
is taking this action in compliance with applicable law and in the best interest of the
District.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Superintendent/President or designee is
authorized and directed to give timely and proper layoff to all affected employees.
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ADOPTED, this eleventh day of March, 2003, by the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District.

_________________ ____________
/

Secretary to the Board

Date

Shelley Douglass, Kathleen Morrison, and Kathy Davis addressed the Board on this
matter.
Ms. Chadwick moved to table the matter. There was no second.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if the positions which are being eliminated are grant-funded. Dr.
Amador responded affirmatively that they are part of the CCCSAT and E-Conferencing
grants that we received from the state Chancellor's Office. One was reduced by
$800,000 and the other was reduced by $300,000 this year. To stay within the confines of
the grants, those cuts need to be made. All employees who were hired under this grant
knew that it was grant money for a very specific purpose, not ongoing funds. The
Chancellor's Office has changed the direction of grant. Dr. Amador asked Sherilyn
Hargraves to address the issues that had been brought forward.
Ms. Hargraves reported that this has been a very stressful time for all, particularly for the
system-wide grants and the activities that have happened for those grants. The Governor
had recommended a 3.7% across-the-board reduction on all activities within the
community college system that would affect the system-wide grants. Ms. Hargraves
stated that she was prepared to take care of that when she received that information in
December along with a complete activities direction change from the project monitors for
the CCCSAT grant itself and redirection of programming and activities turned inward
toward the system, rather than activities that were more outreaching. At that point, she
felt that with that type of budget cut, she would have no problem with employees or
directions that they were going. She reemphasized that every employee, including
herself, for these grant projects at the time they interviewed and were hired were informed
that their positions were based upon grant funding availability. On January 13, at the
Board of Governors meeting, which CCCSAT satellite videocasts and webcasts, there
was a recommendation by the consultation committee to the Board of Governors because
of the 3.7% across-the-board cut to restructure the cuts for the system-wide grants. At
that time, the grant cut was deeper in all those grants. Those affecting the two at
Palomar, which are CCCSAT and E-Conferencing, came to $1, 100,000 in the 4th quarter,
along with new directions of activities. Because, during the past four years that we've had
the CCCSAT grant, it was a build grant, it was in its last year of build. They had already
committed the funds for equipment. Therefore, she needed to look at services and
employees, along with having new directions of services and activities. Ms. Hargraves
stated that there are temporary employees, many of whom are going to be leaving before
the end of this month or next month. We brought them on so that we would be able to
continue our new direction work and be able to have them work short times to fulfill some
of those activities, as well as be able to reduce our commitment of services. She stated
that something that was very painful for them to do was to no longer be able to provide
Community College Network on Dish Network, which actually provided distance learning
programming, many of those pieces produced at Palomar College to over 2 million homes
in California and a total of 7 million across the United States. She stated that this has
been a very sad activity to have to do, and she has worked with Dr. Amador in this
process. She is trying very hard to maintain the commitment of the grants that we have
that are in contracts that we have signed, as well as deal with the budget cuts that have
taken place.
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Dr. Amador stated that this is a performance contract; in other words, if we don't do the
activities, we lose the money from the Chancellor's Office in terms of even being able to
pay existing staff.
Ms. Hargraves stated that in her selection of positions that needed to go, she needed to
look at what areas could be reduced. She looked across the board. She also selected
three technical positions. Those people are not here tonight. She informed everyone
about this in advance; she started talking to the staff in December, as soon as she
realized what was going to happen, so that they could be prepared. She also has 9 or 10
administrative positions that have all been given notice, along with the Palomar staff.
Ms. Chadwick asked if there were other alternatives considered for the reductions. Ms.
Hargraves responded, "Absolutely. I looked at everything of what we needed to do, that
we were committed to do in performance. I looked at each one of the teams that I have
and which ones I could perhaps reduce staffing in order to then increase workload on
other staff members in order to move it forward. I think you'll see that it's across the
board."
Ms. Chadwick asked if the employees were considered by seniority. Ms. Hargraves
responded, "They were not considered by seniority; they were considered by job
description, not the employees themselves, but by the job and its activities and how they
support the grants."
Ms. Chadwick asked how many employees there are, full and part. Ms. Hargraves
responded that there are 26 full-time employees, and about 15 part-time employees.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if we had reviewed the collective bargaining agreement with the
classified unit and if we are in compliance with that agreement in terms of seniority
issues. Dr. Miyamoto responded, "We are in compliance with our right to put this item on
the agenda in accordance with their contractual agreement. We will stay in compliance
with our agreement all through the process in terms of what people have rights in seniority
and if they have bumping rights, etc. We will make sure we are in compliance with all
agreements in all classified positions."
Ms. Chadwick stated, "I'm concerned about this because we're generally accepting of the
notion that the budget process is going to be excruciatingly painful, that we expected each
one to participate we have collaborative kinds of input into the process. I was hopeful that
this kind of an action wouldn't occur when abruptly we see on an agenda a proposal not to
notice but to lay off before the whole package of the budget battle could be reviewed. I'm
very concerned about this, and I feel uncomfortable about what really exists in terms of
material because there's nothing here to support this."
Dr. Nelson stated (directed toward Ms. Hargraves), "If I understand you correctly, you
have already had discussions with Sacramento. They have told you to change your
mission and that they have reduced your budget by a total of $800,000 and $300,000. So
it's gone - it's a fail accompli." Ms. Hargraves responded, "Yes, exactly. That money is
not coming here."
Dr. Nelson stated, "It's not a matter of discussion or anything of the sort - it's gone. I just
wanted to be sure."
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Dr. Amador stated, "The Chancellor's Office treated grant funds differently from our
ongoing funds or even categoricals like DSP&S and EOP&S, which would be somewhat
similar. When Palomar accepted these grants four or five years ago, you're always taking
the chance on a grant whether or not the funding agency is going to carry out their side of
the bargain. We were all a little bit surprised that they would make such drastic cuts and
uneven cuts right in mid-term, saying 'you have to do it.' Because even though we don't
know that our cuts as a college district are actually going to happen; we've been told that
we'd better prepare, but we haven't actually activated those kinds of cuts. The alternative
is that the District would pick up this money, and we don't have $1. 1 million to pick up.
The grant process is a very separate process. Strategic planning has not been involved
in what this grant does because we don't get to control the grant. I was not here when
that grant came forward."
Dr. Nelson and Mr. Jensen both stated that they were here at that time, and that point was
discussed. Dr. Nelson stated, "Absolutely, and at every hire as this staff was added to
and added to and added to, many of us that were on the Board had major misgivings.
The point was always made -these people are not part of - they have separate job
descriptions, and so forth. Is that not true?" Dr. Miyamoto responded, "Certainly, they do.
They do have rights, as do all classified employees, to their seniority rights in the class if
they have a class that bridges the CCCSAT grant into the unit. Office Specialist, for
example; we have a number of those. If they're in a single-class position in CCCSAT,
and the funding is gone, they do not have any rights." Dr. Nelson stated, "And as hard as
it is, I just need to verify what I heard, the money is gone. The contract to perform the
services is changed - dramatically changed. So you have a new mission essentially but
still have to perform."
Ms. Hargraves stated, "One of the things I did immediately as soon as I realized this on
1
January 13 h, I immediately went to Dr. Amador and discussed this impact, as well as with
Dr. Miyamoto and Jerry Patton, because I did not want Palomar to be holding a bill. I
really felt it was important for us to act. That's why you see me up here right now, at this
time, instead of waiting until the end of the fiscal year. Because this is happening right
now. And it has a tremendous impact, and I have cut back on many things."
Dr. Nelson stated, 'This can be viewed as totally separate from the state-wide budget that
we're waiting to hear about the cuts on. This is a separate issue, is it not?" Ms.
Hargraves responded, "That is correct. Palomar is not the only school that has systemwide grants. All the system-wide projects were cut. Perhaps you heard about CPC,
which is a very popular system-wide grant in training faculty and staff to use technology
and very successful. They were deeply cut to ending their project in May instead of June
30."
Ms. Chadwick asked, "Are any of those grants renewable?" Ms. Hargraves responded,
"There is a renewable RFA on the board now for CCCSAT because it has completed its
five years of funding and four years of activity and build." Ms. Chadwick asked, "Will you
be requesting that grant be renewed?" Ms Hargraves responded, "I am requesting that
because of the infrastructure that is built here and the anticipation of the system for it to
exist. But it's all up in the air at the moment." Ms. Chadwick asked, "When will you be
notified as to whether or not the grant will be refunded and renewed?" Ms. Hargraves
responded, "Probably when it is awarded, and their anticipation of awarding is end of May,
early June."
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Ms. Chadwick asked, "What will you do with the remaining employees on the grant?" Ms.
Hargraves responded, "They will all not have jobs if the grant is not there." Ms. Chadwick
asked, "So none of the other employees have been noticed?" Ms. Hargraves responded,
"They all have been notified. All of the administrators have been given notification, and I have
been talking with my classified informing them that this is coming up and that we need to be
prepared." Ms. Chadwick asked, "Have they been noticed?" Ms. Hargraves responded,
"Formally? No." Ms. Chadwick stated, "So no other employees have been noticed." Dr.
Miyamoto stated, "No, other than the ones that are on the agenda before you tonight, and
managers were given March 15 notices."
Dr. Nelson asked, "Do we have a process in place, because frankly, I would have some
misgivings about renewing that grant. Do we have a process of review for when we go out
and apply for a grant at this point in time - to be certain it's in compliance with our mission
and it's what we want to be part of." Dr. Amador responded, "Yes, that will be one piece. And
then, the second piece is that the Board approves the grant." Dr. Nelson stated, "But there is
an internal examination of whether this is something we want to be in the business of. I'm
sorry- it's just reality." Ms. Hargraves responded, "That's right."
Ms. Chadwick asked, "How many other grants do we have out here just waiting for us to hear
on an abrupt agenda. Do you have any idea how many grants we have that fall under the
same category?" Dr. Miyamoto responded, "Certainly nothing as huge as this." Ms. Chadwick
asked, "How many? Do you know? Because it's very disconcerting to me as a Board
member to be aware of this by a piece of paper two days before an agenda. If we had that,
maybe we should take a quick survey of where we are on those and whether or not we
anticipate some of this happening. This is only just a comment." Dr. Amador responded, "We
have all of our categoricals, so we have Matriculation, we have EOP&S and DSP&S, which all
come out of the same granting agency. The grants that we have out of the Chancellor's
Office in Vocational Education, I don't think we have people attached to that. Wilma, I'll have
to ask you that question." Wilma Owens responded, "We have two 45% classified
employees." Dr. Amador continued, "And those are all vocationally related. When the District
entered into the CCCSAT grant four or five years ago, there was a great risk as well as a
great opportunity on this. I was not here to respond to those issues, but when I first came
here, I was very concerned about the magnitude of the grant and if there ever was an issue
fiscally, which is where we are right now, with the risk that the District has of not taking action
on some of these things and picking up some money out of the general fund. Jerry, I'll let you
speak to general fund expenditures." Jerry Patton stated, "You're talking about significant
dollars if that were to occur, if we did not take some kind of action, should the grant continue
to dwindle. Every dollar that we obligated ourselves to by accepting the grant would have to
be picked up if we continued the work. The general fund would have to pick those up."
Mr. Jensen called the question. The motion died for lack of a second.
Dr. Nelson stated, "It's very hard to do." Ms. Chadwick stated, "I'd like to say, I personally
believe that this program of the CCCSAT is especially important. This is probably part of our
future in terms of how we deliver our educational program, and I'm hearing that we may
reapply for this grant, it is renewable, and I'm hopeful that we can sustain at least a portion of
this because this is very important. A lot of energy and technical expertise has gone into this."
Ms. Hargraves stated, "The short-term employees that we have have different job descriptions
and different activities than these positions do. If I were allowed to change that around, I
certainly could look at that and see if these ladies and our other employees would want to
work those types of positions or even have the skills to be able to do that."
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay (Chadwick)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of February, 2003,
and short-term employees for the month of March, 2003. Exhibit H-10
Mr. Evilsizer stated, "On the Personnel Action request H-10, we have job titles listed for
technical/paraprofessionals to perform some work in Human Resource Services at
specified rates. I'm curious as to what types of duties these personnel will be performing
that will be done, it looks like June 30." Dr. Miyamoto responded, "In the future, we can
expand on that. What these folks were hired for is we have started a new training
program on the campus. Erin Messersmith is our trainer/coordinator. These folks are
basically the trainers that we have hired to provide staff with training on different computer
programs that we have out there The rates that you see on the side are off the adjunct
salary schedule. And so those people are being paid off of that salary schedule to
perform the trainer duties for the programs we offer staff who say 'I'm going to take this
class to learn these skills.' These people are hired to teach those classes." Mr. McMullen
added, "It is not full time." Dr. Miyamoto added, ''I'm going to expand on that so that when
this comes up, it doesn't look like these are hourly rates of short-term hourly people, and
we can get some more identifiers." Mr. Evilsizer asked, "Now is this training provided by
in-house faculty, or do we have .. .'' Dr Miyamoto responded, "There is some of it that's
offered by some in-house faculty when we can. Often when we can't, we have to go out
and do it. This is a new effort by the College to provide better training. I think everybody's
appreciative of that, and the amount of dollars to do this are budgeted in our training
program, and Erin is staying within those dollars.''
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley gave the following report: "The Senate will be bringing to SPC a request to
increase faculty participation to divisional participation on several Councils and other
governance committees. There will be six in all.
"We passed a motion requesting that proposed cuts be equitably distributed across all
programs and not targeted at certain ones, such as DSP&S and EOP&S. The Senate
urges the Board to continue equitable categorical funding.
"We approved several policies that will probably be brought to you soon, but we have
reserved our approval on the policy about grants until we can see what kind of procedures
will be developed to ensure fiscal responsibility in applying for and accepting grants
coming out of the discussion we just had, to maintain our current policy of providing
internal grants for innovation to faculty, and to make sure that outside grants do not create
unexpected additional burdens in personnel or finances on the District.
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"We reaffirmed our commitment to electronic voting. And we ratified the work of the
Curriculum Committee. An issue was raised about whether we need to eliminate our
General Studies AA degree, and we have directed the Faculty Co-Chair of Curriculum,
Teresa Laughlin, to look into that situation.
"We also discussed our lengthy meetings, which in part are necessary to dispel false
rumors or deal piecemeal with possible cuts. We want to be involved in the process of
planning for possible cuts in next year's budget. Obviously, we would rather not have to
be involved in cutting anything; but if the cuts are inevitable, then we want to be involved.
But we would rather deal with Palomar's proposals as part of an overall plan, in other
words, to react to the larger picture of where overall the cuts will need to be taken, rather
than deal with them individually. I have promised that I will bring the proposals from the
various councils to the Senate's attention as soon they are made available to me.
"Yesterday, we had a lengthy discussion on the duties and responsibilities of our
Professional Development Coordinator and the Academic Technology Coordinator. Their
reassigned time is, of course, a negotiation item. However, the Senate contends that #8
of our Academic and Professional Matters, "policies for faculty professional development
activities," listed in Governing Board policy 2510, makes any change to the duties and
responsibilities of the professional development coordinator an A&P matter and,
therefore, must involve consultation with the Senate. We will be bringing forward a
recommendation concerning these two coordinators' duties next week. I will be reporting
our recommendations to the Superintendent/President, to the PFF, and to you. Please
remember that any decision regarding a change to the Professional Development
Coordinator or the Academic Technology Coordinator must involve the Senate."
"Again, I'd like to remind you that you just commended the Academic Technology Group
as one of the eleven areas of excellence that we got in our accreditation report and also
remind you that our professional development program has been nationally honored
twice.
"Many faculty are participating with the students in the rally here March 17 since we can't
afford to go to Sacramento. We're encouraging all faculty to come and to encourage their
students to come to the rally as well."

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Millet gave the following report: "The PFF wants to express our support to the
classified employees and to express our regret for these lay-offs and also six other layoffs that took place today in the EOP&S offices that were served today. And we're
extremely regretful of this, and we hope that the lines of communication can be open so
that we can get information in as timely a manner as possible so that we can give
accurate information to our constituencies.
"Also, on March 25, I will be going to Sacramento to sit in on the State Assembly Higher
Education Committee as they discuss proposed legislation that affects the community
college part-time faculty.
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'The California Federation of Teachers convention will be held next weekend in San
Francisco. Palomar Faculty will participate in presenting a workshop on STRS retirement
provisions. The presentation will include discussion of the impact of STRS on the amount
of Social Security a public employee can receive for years that the employee was not
enrolled in STRS and will analyze the government pension offset and other (unintelligible)
elimination provision which actually will make it so that if you have earned both Social
Security and STRS, Social Security does not give you a full retirement. So, we're going to
be doing a workshop on that so that we can inform faculty of what they can do about this.
We will also be showing a film produced by Barbara Wolfe, which is a three-hour
documentary on the employment conditions of part-time faculty across the nation, and
one segment highlights the California community colleges."
Mr. McMullen stated, "Mary, you mentioned something about EOP&S lay-offs. Do you
know something I don't know?" Ms. Millet responded, "Well, I got a call today saying that
there were going to be some classifieds laid off in the EOP&S Department." Mr. Madrigal
stated, "We are starting to notify classified staff who may be in affected positions on an
individual basis, letting them know. We've been using representatives from the CCE to
be with us as we convey that information to those positions. So, yes, we are starting the
process." Dr. Amador stated, "This is part of the process of providing an inclusive
environment and letting people know what might happen. No decisions have been made,
but before it would be discussed at planning councils, we felt it was appropriate for staff to
know that positions are being looked at as a possible way to attain the cuts." Mr.
McMullen stated, "There weren't actual lay-offs." Dr. Amador responded, "No, absolutely
not. This is for the discussion purposes to happen in the planning councils. People are
going to be very upset when they hear things, but they would be upset when they hear
things in planning councils. The alternative is not to discuss it at all, and I don't think
that's a good alternative. So we have to let people know. I would strongly urge that when
people hear this, they need to go to Jack if you hear that it is a lay-off or a notice because
that would have to be an official process. People are being informed that their position,
not even them, but their position may be affected through a budget reduction. Then those
discussions will occur in the broader picture. It's only fair to the employee."
Ms. Millet commented, "The comment you just made about either we talk about it in the
planning sessions and people get upset or people are going to get upset either way.
Certainly, that's the case, but we do have to deal with it, and so we appreciate advance
notice and so forth whenever that's possible." Dr. Amador responded, "But this was
classified." Ms. Millet responded, "Yes, and we do support the classified employees." Dr.
Amador responded, "But the classified representatives were with them, so they do know
about it." Mr. Millet responded, "I wasn't suggesting that ... because you said either we
tell them in planning councils or we tell them - people are going to be upset. I was saying
'yes, we still want you to tell us."'

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller gave the following report: "There was a monthly meeting of The Faculty on
March 5. We had two items that we discussed. The first was the March 17 rally, and
several faculty members did volunteer to speak at that rally. There was a request that
more information about the rally be circulated because almost everyone at the meeting
had virtually no awareness of the event. So I hope that in the next week, we could hear
more.
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'We discussed the lack of communication to faculty and staff by the administration about
budget cuts. There were comments made that the President's letter was a very effective
and good way for the administration to keep faculty informed and I was asked to convey
that the faculty would like a weekly update from the President.
"We discussed the proposed budget cuts to DSP&S and EOP&S and a motion was
passed that I will read: The Faculty requests that the Vice President of Student Services
in collaboration with the planning council define the specific and non-negotiable services
to students provided by Counseling, EOP&S, and DSP&S that will continue despite
budget cuts. The DSP&S program has provided me with some handouts advocacy for
letter writing that I would like to hand out."

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association - There was no report.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisorv Team
Jo Anne Giese gave the following report: "We would like to say that this has been a
rough two weeks as the Vice Presidents have made announcements to staff members of
possible position eliminations. Out of the 34 CAST members, two have received notice.
We would also like to recognize that this is a difficult time for Dr. Amador and the Vice
Presidents as we are well aware of how they value the staff of Palomar College."

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena gave the following report: "Between the dates of March 21 and 25, 12
officers of the Associated Student Government, along with two members of the Office of
Student Affairs will travel to Washington, D.C., to attend our Spring Leadership
Conference of the American Student Association of Community Colleges. We will attend
workshops dealing with the actual issues relevant to community colleges, and we will
receive useful information related to effective lobbying strategies and tactics. We've
confirmed our appointments with our federal legislators. We are meeting with our
representatives on the hill and their staff. An important note to make, however, is that the
cost of this trip for students and staff is covered by our $1 student representation fee that
is collected from our students during registration. This can be used only for expenses
related to student lobbying efforts on the local, state, and national level. All of the
students will be speaking with our professors that we will be missing as well.
"We have a busy month this week - this month! We will be having our annual Spring
Fest celebration coming up March 18-20. We encourage all students to participate.
Please encourage all the students you have contact with to come on down. We're going
to have plenty of free food. We're working in conjunction with KKSM and The Telescope.
Hopefully, we're going to have some games out there. We have also put together a nice
program with the armed services. The army is going to be bringing out one of their
helicopters. We are looking forward to that. We've also invited the rest of the armed
forces.
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"The College-wide rally that we are going to be holding is March 17. Chris Barkley has
mentioned it. Because we're not able to send students up there, we're going to have it
down here in conjunction with several other colleges in our area and throughout the state.
We're going to work on getting the information out to the faculty as well as the students
because the faculty has so much contact with their students, and we're hoping they can
walk down their classes and say a few words regarding our budget cuts and help us with
advocacy in that respect. We are planning to have some guest speakers, and hopefully
it won't rain this time. Nonetheless, we'll have our rally rain or shine.
"We held our last ASG meeting at the Escondido Center, and we took a tour of the
facilities for our students to note the micro-campus that we have there. It's pretty
interesting. We do have health services there, if just an office. And we do have all of the
admissions, and financial aid, and student services there as well, just on a much smaller
level. We wanted to increase our outreach to those students attending the Escondido
Center since there is such a large population there.
"Lastly, we have our elections coming up, and we welcome any new candidates for
President, four Vice Presidents, and five Senatorial positions. If you have any contact
with students who would benefit from this leadership experience, I would encourage you
to send them to the Office of Student Affairs, SU-21, to pick up a candidate's package.
We will be having our elections in May. Our elections are held now completely on line in
order to facilitate greater voter turnout. You can vote 24 hours for the three days we have
it open from any computer. We're trying to keep up with the times here."

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
Neill Kovrig addressed the Board on the subject of solidarity against budget cuts and to offer
support from the Traffic Safety Commission regarding traffic issues.
Bill Bedford addressed the Board on the subject of the Vice President for Instruction position.
Diane Lewis addressed the Board on the subject of salary increase implementation for Child
Development Center teachers.
Rita Reynolds addressed the Board on the subject of proposed budget cuts.
Stacey Helton addressed the Board on the subject of proposed budget cuts.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.
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NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE ADOPTION OF BP 1100-THE PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DISTRICT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the adoption of BP 1100 - The Palomar
Community College District as follows:

BP 1100 ·THE PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
The District has been named the Palomar Community College District.
The name is the property of the District. No person shall, without the permission of the
Board, use this name or the name(s) of any college(s) or other facilities of the District, or
any abbreviation of them, to imply, indicate or otherwise suggest that an organization,
product or service is connected or affiliated with, or is endorsed, favored, supported, or
opposed by, the District.
The District consists of the following college(s), education center(s), and sites:
Palomar College San Marcos Campus
Palomar College Escondido Center
and sites at:
Borrego Springs
Camp Pendleton
Fallbrook
Mt. Carmel
Pa um a
Poway
Ramona
Education Code Section 72000(b)
Approved by SPC: 2/18/03

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

APPROVE DELETION OF BP 1.1 - MISSION STATEMENT AND ADOPTION OF BP
1200 - DISTRICT MISSION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 1.1 - Mission Statement and
the adoption of BP 1200 - District Mission as follows:

BP 1200 ·DISTRICT MISSION
The mission of the Palomar Community College District:
Palomar College is an educational leader committed to quality learning. We provide our
community the knowledge, information, skills, and aesthetic appreciation necessary to live
responsibly, effectively, and creatively in an interdependent and changing world.
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To achieve its mission, the Palomar Community College District follows the mission of the
California Community College System as determined by the State Legislature.
The mission is evaluated and revised on a regular basis.
WASCIACCJC Standard One
Approved by SPC: 2118103

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

APPROVE ADOPTION OF BP 3200 -ACCREDITATION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the adoption of BP 3200 - Accreditation as
follows:

BP 3200 - Accreditation
The SuperintendenUPresident shall ensure the District complies with the accreditation
process and standards of the Accrediting Commission of Community and Junior Colleges
and of accrediting bodies of other District programs that seek special accreditation.
The SuperintendenUPresident shall keep the Board informed of approved accrediting
organizations and the status of accreditations.
The SuperintendenUPresident shall ensure that the Board is involved in any accreditation
process in which Board participation is required.
The SuperintendenUPresident shall provide the Board with a summary of any
accreditation report and any actions taken or to be taken in response to recommendations
in an accreditation report.
Accreditation Eligibility Requirement 20, Standard tv.B.1.i
Approved by SPC: 314103

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

4.

APPROVE ADOPTION OF BP 3250 - INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the adoption of BP 3250 - Institutional
Planning as follows:

BP 3250 - Institutional Planning
The SuperintendenUPresident shall ensure that the District has and implements a broadbased comprehensive, systematic and integrated system of planning that involves
appropriate segments of the college community and is supported by institutional
effectiveness research.
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The planning system shall include plans required by law, including, but not limited to,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long-range educational or academic master plan
Facilities plan
Faculty and staff diversity plan
Student equity plan
Matriculation plan
Transfer Center plan
Cooperative Work Experience plan
EOPS plan

The Superintendent/President shall submit those plans for which Board approval is
required by Title 5 to the Board.
The Superintendent/President shall inform the Board about the status of planning
and the various plans.
The Superintendent/President shall ensure the Board has an opportunity to assist in
developing the general institutional mission and goals for the comprehensive plans.
Accreditation Standard 1.8; Title 5, Sections 51008, 51010, 51027, 53003, 54220, 55250,
55400 et seq., 55510, 56270 et seq.
Approved by SPC : 3/4/03

Mr. Evilsizer commented that budget planning seems to be a very controversial and
important topic, and he wondered within the general outline of our planning system where
budget planning falls. He noted it is not listed here and wondered if it is important enough
to delineate and make note of in our policy. Dr. Amador responded that these are the
plans that are mandated by law, and must be turned in to the Chancellor's Office. We did
not have a policy that listed those, so that was the intent of this. However, we do not have
to limit them and can put in strategic planning and budget planning and all of the others.
Mr. McMullen noted that the policy says, "including, but not limited to."
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

APPROVE ADOPTION OF BP 3300 - PUBLIC RECORDS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the adoption of BP 3300 - Public Records as
follows:

BP 3300 - Public Records
The Superintendent/President shall establish procedures for records management,
including access by the public, that comply with the requirements of the California Public
Records Act.
Government Code Sections 6250, et seq.
Approved by SPC : 3/4/03

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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6.

Item removed from agenda.

7.

INFORMATION: 2003 CCCT BOARD ELECTION
At the April 8 meeting, the Governing Board will be asked to vote for ten candidates for
the California Community College Trustees Board of Directors of the Community
College League of California. Candidates are as follows:
Edward C. Ortell, Citrus CCD
Donald L. Singer, San Bernardino CCD
John Moore, Cerritos CCD*
Patricia Miljanich, San Mateo, CCD
Bill McMillin, Ohlone, CCD
Walter G. Howald, Coast CCD
Dawn M. Wright, San Jose-Evergreen CCD
Anthony E. Bugarin, San Joaquin Delta CCD*
Thomas J. Clark, Long Beach CCD

Jess H. Reyes, Contra Costa CCD
Maria Nieto Senour, San Diego CCD*
Mary Mason, Foothill-De Anza CCD*
Georgia L. Mercer, Los Angeles, CCD*
Michele R. Jenkins, Santa Clarita CCD*
Charles H. Hayden, Desert CCD*
John S. Williams, So. Orange County CCD
Mark Takano, Riverside CCD*
Luis Villegas, Santa Barbara CCD*

*denotes incumbent
Mr. McMullen commented that mention was made at the SDICCCA meeting that it would
be wise to vote for those candidates who represent the under-funded districts because
they are more likely to work for us and be our advocates. He noted that the following
candidates are from under-funded districts:
John Moore, Walter Howald, Anthony Bugarin, Thomas Clark, Maria Nieto, Mary Mason,
Michele Jenkins, Mark Takano, and Luis Villegas.
Mr. McMullen noted that Palomar is one of the lowest-funded districts.

8.

GRANT HONORARY ASSOCIATE IN HUMANE ARTS DEGREE
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby confers the degree of Associate in Humane Arts with all
rights, benefits, and privileges appertaining thereto, in recognition of distinguished
community service, upon ARLYNE IN GOLD. The degree will be conferred at the
commencement ceremony on May 23, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

9.

INFORMATION: SABBATICAL LEAVES
The Governing Board will be asked to approve the following 2003-2004 sabbatical leaves
at the April 8 meeting:

Full Year, 2003-2004
Lisa Cox-Romain, Counseling
Lillian Payn, Graphic Communications
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Fall,2003
Monika Brannick, Mathematics
Linda Dudik, Economics, History, and Political Science
Carolyn Funes, Library
Marty Furch, English as a Second Language
William Gullette, Communications
Mark Hudelson, Art
Michael Mufson, Performing Arts
Ruben Murcia, Life Sciences
Fergal O'Doherty, English
Robert Sheppard, Communications
Shayla Sivert, English as a Second Language
Rocco Versaci, English
Lori Waite, DSP&S - EOP&S
Spring, 2004
Christine Barkley, English
Robert Barry, Communications
David Boyd, Performing Arts
Alexis Ciurczak, Library
Chris Feddersohn, Cabinet & Furniture Technology
Jose Fernandez, Counseling
Tim Hernandez, Counseling
Lee Kerckhove, Behavioral Sciences
David Michael Lockett, Behavioral Sciences
Michael Mumford, Mathematics
Jose Rangel, Multicultural Studies
Marilyn Souchek, Behavioral Sciences
Alan Trujillo, Earth Sciences
10.

ACCEPT AS FINAL AND COMPLETE THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTING
PROJECT; AUTHORIZE RELEASE OF BID SECURITY IN THIRTY-FIVE DAYS; RELEASE
THE BONDS AND RECORD NOTICE OF COMPLETION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby accepts the Interior
and Exterior Painting Project as performed on the San Marcos campus and Escondido
Center in accordance with the bid awarded by the Palomar Community College District, on
October 8, 2002, to E. Bitsakis Painting, Inc., (the "Contractor'), 1941 N. Gaffey Street, San
Pedro, CA 90731.
The project is hereby accepted as complete and final; and the Superintendent/President is
authorized to execute and file the Notice of Completion including execution of the verification
as Secretary to the Governing Board. The total amount of this contract is $197,075.50 and all
money due and owing to the Contractor, with the exception of the ten percent (10%) retention
of $19,707.55, (the "Retention") shall be paid, and following the expiration of thirty-five (35)
calendar days from the date this resolution is recorded, the Retention shall be paid to the
Contractor, providing no liens are filed within this period. The bid security posted by E.
Bitsakis Painting, Inc., shall be returned to this Contractor and all other bonds be released
within the time and in the manner as provided by law. Exhibit M-10
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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ACCEPT AND APPROVE CHANGE ORDER #3 FOR STUDENT UNION REMODEL
PROJECT
MSC

Nelson, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby accepts and approves Change Order #3 pertaining to the
Student Union Remodel project; original contract approved by the Governing Board on
July 15, 2002, as detailed on the accompanying memorandum in support hereof. Total
amount of additive items on change order #3 are $36,965.00; total amount of deductive
items on change order #3 are $11,437.00; total net cost of change order #3 is
$25,528.00. Exhibit M·11
Ms. Chadwick asked how much money is left in the contingency account and the project
is at what percentage of completion. Mr. Patton responded that we have about $95,000.
Mike Ellis responded that we are at about 85% completion.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

12.

APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH SOLEXICO LANGUAGE CULTURAL CENTER FOR
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM IN OAXACA. MEXICO, DECEMBER 27, 2003 JANUARY 10. 2004
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves an agreement between Palomar Community
College District and Solexico Language Cultural Center, Oaxaca, Mexico, for the purpose
of conducting a Study Abroad Program in Oaxaca, Mexico on December 27, 2003,
through January 10, 2004. Classes will be offered in Spanish 50, 105, 106, 115, 116,
Spanish 215, 216, 235, and Spanish 296. Program price is $860.00, plus airfare, and
shall be paid by program participants and not from District funds. Exhibit M-12
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

13.

APPROVE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR ATHLETIC AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION FIELDS PROJECT AND AUTHORIZE NOTICE CALLING FOR BIDS TO
CONSTRUCT PROJECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPROVED PLANS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the plans and specifications prepared by Purkiss,
Rose, RSI Architects for the Athletic and Physical Education Fields Project {hereinafter
the "Projecf') and authorizes notice calling for bids pursuant to California Education Code
§ 81641 to construct the Project in accordance with the plans and specifications approved
herein. Exhibit M-13
Mr. Evilsizer noted that there is $600,000 still needed from outside funding sources. He
asked if there is an assessment of the likelihood of being able to raise that money from
outside sources, if we have any feel from community members, alumni, professional
athletes that might have graduated from Palomar College. Mr. Patton responded that that
is exactly where Athletics and PE are going - to the professionals that have association
through our excellent athletic programs and who have graduated from Palomar.
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Ms. Chadwick stated that she is wondering if there has been any review of the actual
scope of work so that there might be some alternatives developed for how that could be
modified to work with funding and if there's an opportunity to identify what pieces could be
done later. Mr. Patton stated that that is a very good point and is exactly what we have
done. This is through the Redevelopment Agency funds. When we first started this
process - it's been quite lengthy - but not too far back, the Athletic program and the PE
program actually put together a master plan and stepped back to see what all their needs
were. From that, we scaled back to these two phases. We will be able to fund all of the
first phase. If there are funds left over, we will be able to do phase 2. In essence, we
have done what Ms. Chadwick said. We have looked at the scope of work to see how
efficient we could use the dollars, what we would need in the basic elements of the field
location so we can make sure we have a good base to start from. Ms. Chadwick asked if
we could do the project and have a completed project either at a reduced scope level with
existing dollars. Mr. Patton responded that we have gone through this project many times
and have cut back and changed and tried to cut out dollars and be as efficient as we can
to get as far as we are right now. Ms. Chadwick stated that $600,000 is quite a lot. Mr.
Patton responded that that's true, but under phase 1, we will have the basic elements
there that will give us an agreement with the city, which we have to do because they will
use the playing fields, and also that will give us the basic elements for a soccer field and a
baseball field that are playable. Ms. Chadwick stated that the worst case is that we will
have phase 1 even if we never do phase 2. Mr. Patton agreed.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that the City of San Marcos is supplying $2 million of RDA money that
is in 3 or 4 different development parcels. He asked if there is more money available or is
$2 million all they've taken in. Have revenues gone beyond that $2 million that we could
request. Mr. Patton stated that one of them that is significant is the San Elijo Hills. The
tax from that will not materialize until several years out. We use consultants to work with
the cities to make sure we understand how they are processing the redevelopment funds.
In doing that, we look at the growth, and we look at the neighborhood itself that is involved
in the RDA. Redevelopment agencies really just give us back the funds that we should
have been given from property tax to begin with. They just re-channel it through the RDA.
We have every right to those funds. There is a mistaken idea that those are gifts to us;
they are not, they are funds due us in the property tax process. Some of our
redevelopment agreements will take 30 years to mature. There are new developments,
but a tax base takes awhile to develop.
Mike Ellis commented that Bill Schramm, the director with the city, actually sat and
worked with our committee upon all the development of these fields, and we have
constantly asked them if there is any more money. The answer has been "no." They
would like to contribute more, but that's all the funds they have available.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

REJECT CLAIM
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby rejects the
claim for personal injuries filed by Mary Jane Lynch and refers it to the District's Claim
Administrator for handling.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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REJECT CLAIM
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby rejects the claim
for personal injuries filed by Hannelore P. Brinkenhoff and refers it to the District's Claim
Administrator for handling.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
16.

REJECT CLAIM
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby rejects the claim
for personal injuries filed by Greg McClellan and refers it to the District's Claim
Administrator for handling.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
N.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board recessed at 10:01 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 10:08 p.m .. to discuss:
1.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

2.

The Board invited representatives of the Faculty Senate into Closed Session to address
the Board.
Closed Session ended at 11 :20 p.m.

0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened at 11 :21 p.m. There was no reportable action taken during closed
session.

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 11 :21 p.m.
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President

PALOMAR COLLEGE
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 2003, 6:00 P.M. (CLOSED SESSION)
7:00 P.M. (OPEN SESSION)

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A., STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Dr. Sherrill L Amador, Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto, Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Finance and Administrative Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code

54957.6.
BBB.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION The meeting was reconvened to Open Session at 7:03 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.

STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Leslie Briggs, Academic Department Assistant, Chemistry/Physics and Engineering
Ernie Carson, Programmer Analyst, Information Services
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Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
David Forsyth, Professor, Business Education
Terry Humphrey, Professor/Chair, Behavioral Sciences
Ken Jay, Director of Business Services
Shannon Lienhart, Associate Professor, Mathematics
Linda Locklear, Professor/Chair, American Indian Studies
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Chair, Family and Consumer Sciences
Dr. Roger Morrissette, Assistant Professor, Behavioral Sciences
Jack Quintero, Professor/Chair, English
Donna Renner, Secretary, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Facilities Services Coordinator
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs
Susan Snow, Associate Professor, Mathematics
Joe Stanford, Professor, Performing Arts
Katie Townsend-Merino, Associate Professor, Behavioral Sciences

GUESTS:
Aaron Holmes, Student
Cheryl Krawczyk, Boise
Ann Suding, Boise
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING JS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of March 11, 2003.
Mr. Evilsizer stated: President McMullen, I wish to address my concern regarding a vote we made
at the March 11 1h meeting on item 1-7.
Mr. McMullen: What page is that?
Mr. Evilsizer: The one with all the testimony.
Mr. McMullen: Okay, page 17?
Mr. Evilsizer: That's correct. Actually, it starts on page 16. It's the item number 7 there, Approve
Reduction in Force. Subsequent to this vote, I have obtained information regarding new
legislation that's effective January 1", 2003, resulting in the addition of sections 45103.1 and
88003.1 to the Education Code relating to personal services contracting that we did not consider
in our decision process. This omission prevented us, in my opinion, from making a fully informed
decision on this resolution. I recommend that all affected parties review Ed. Code 45103.1 and
88003.1, collaborate on the implications to our District and our classified employees, and bring
this resolution back to the Board for reconsideration at our April 8th meeting. Therefore, I call for a
motion to reconsider item 1-7, Approve Reduction in Force, and enter on the minutes.
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Mr. McMullen: Well, first of all, Mark, I question, did you share that information with anybody prior
to right this second?
Mr. Evilsizer: No.
Mr. McMullen: I think it would have helped. Perhaps that could have been chased down and we
could have gotten a response from legal counsel.
Mr. Evilsizer: I do have copies, however, of the Ed. Code.
Mr. McMullen: Okay. What's on the table right now is a motion to approve the minutes, not
another motion to pull that item in the minutes. That was already voted on. We're just approving
the actions that were taken that night. Now, if we find subsequent to this that there is a change,
then, of course, we could rescind this item and bring it back up again.
Mr. Evilsizer: Well, it was my understanding that as part of parliamentary rule the motion to
reconsider and enter on the minutes can be made at any lime by one who voted with the
prevailing side, must be seconded, requires only two members, can be applied only to votes that
dispose of the main question, cannot be called up on the same date it was made, instantly stops
all proceedings.
Mr. McMullen: We have a parliamentary expert here.
Bruce Bishop: Mr. Chair, partially that's correct, but since there's another item pending, which is
the approval of the minutes, it would be proper to consider that motion after the present motion is
disposed of. Generally, a motion to reconsider can only be made at the meeting following the
actual action that was taken and the appropriate motion would be a motion to rescind the action
previously taken.
Mr. McMullen: Okay, so that could come back two weeks from now.
Mr. Evilsizer: No, this is the meeting after the action was taken, so ii would be this meeting.
Mr. McMullen: Okay, but it would have to come up as a separate item. Let's dispose of our
adoption of the minutes. So basically, at this point, we're just going to approve the minutes; and
then, we can lake up the issue.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay (Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
Mr. Evilsizer: I do call for a motion to reconsider item 1-7 entitled Approve Reduction in Force and
enter on the minutes.
MSC

Evilsizer, Chadwick to reconsider item 1-7 on the March 11, 2003, agenda.

Dr. Nelson: I'll be very honest with you. Since I haven't heard anything about this lo this point, I
don't understand completely the implications of what you're proposing. I have not read ii. This is
a (unintelligible) kind of presentation. You have a hard copy in front of you that you've looked at. I
don't know what the implications are of this.
Mr. Evilsizer: That's something we have to investigate in full. I think that us not having this
information upon which to make an informed decision jeopardizes the District's position on a
matter of bringing in part-time contract workers in violation of the intent of this particular Ed. Code.
In particular, on page 3, item 3, there's a specific paragraph that states that of ten conditions that
must be met with regarding bringing in temporary workers for displacing classified. I have a
handout here. Copies of the Ed. Code got passed out, and I wanted to, as a point of reference ..
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Mr. Bishop: Mr. Chair, I must point out since you called on me previously that the only discussion
that can take place right now is on whether or not to reconsider the item, not the merits of the item
itself - whether or not to reconsider.
Mr. McMullen: We have a motion and a second. Any further discussion?
Ms. Chadwick: Yes, I would like to urge that in view of this additional information that we've not
had time to really look at, it seems prudent in terms of trying to reduce the risk to the District to at
least have this reviewed by Jack and others in terms of what this means. I feel real uncomfortable
with this because having not seen this or read it; I think it's reasonable to do this until we have an
opportunity to know what it means. I agree with my colleague, at the end of the dais here, Dr.
Nelson, that without knowing what this is, we really probably should try to do this to protect all of
the people involved in this, including the District, our students, our faculty and staff. I would like to
urge that we vote positively on this.
Dr. Nelson: Is there another way to do this? I'm just inquiring. If we were to table this and have it
studied and then brought back, is that a reasonable approach to find out?
Mr. Melena: I think that's what we're doing if we rescind the action. We're bringing it back for
further discussion for someone to take a look at it.
Dr. Nelson: I also have a request of my colleague that I would have appreciated knowing this.
We are all dedicated to doing the right thing, and knowing this in advance, if we had been able to
discuss this and make corrections, I'm certain we all want to do that. But to have it brought
forward at this point in time makes it very, very difficult.
Mr. Evilsizer: Well, I did find out about this from somebody outside of our college community, and
I think it begs the question that there's something in our decision-making process that's not ...
Why aren't we getting all the information on the applicable Ed. Codes that apply to particular
actions that we take? Somehow, we overlooked this new Ed. Code, and it is new law, it was only
a result of this new Senate Bill 1419, proposed by Senator Alarcon and became law January 151 •
So we obviously overlooked that. But it begs the question, what else are we overlooking or how
do we prevent ourselves from not getting all of the information when we do vote on these issues
or matters. It was just an oversight and something we can fix and we need to address and that's
why I bring this.
Dr. Amador: I did not know about this either, and obviously, I'm not an attorney, so we will have
our legal counsel review it. However, I will say that our legal counsel put the Board item together.
Jack you may want to speak further. I just want the Board to know that this has gone through our
legal counsel.
Dr. Miyamoto: Right. And when we bring Board resolutions - things like this that have legal
ramifications, especially in terms of employment - the resolutions certainly are drawn up by our
counsel. I can't respond to your citations tonight, but certainly I will look into it.
Mr. Evilsizer: It just looks to me like counsel overlooked this particular item.
Mr. McMullen: I don't know overlooked; perhaps wasn't aware because it wasn't passed
September of 02.
Dr. Amador: There's all kinds of interpretations to this, so it needs to be researched. And it's also
assuming that we did some of these things. And I don't know, so we will do that investigation.
Mr. McMullen: And I would think it's fair to err on the side of caution.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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Evilsizer, Chadwick to postpone reconsideration of this item.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT - There was none.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. Nelson reported that she and Trustee Chadwick attended the State of the City of Poway last
week representing the District and were interested to note that they are fiscally sound.
Dr. Nelson also attended the Poway Business Park Association meeting representing the College
today. A presentation by was given by EDCO on recycling. It was nice to see in The Telescope
that we are very much a part of EDCO's recycling program.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he had attended the state-wide community college march and "Keep
the Door Open" rally in Sacramento on March 17 with over 10,000 participants. It was an
awesome sight and sound to personally witness that many community college students chanting,
holding signs, and jointly denouncing the short-sighted and disproportionate proposals to cut
California community college financing and combine that with increasing student fees 118%. He
was able to share many thoughts and concerns with Chancellor Nussbaum, Senator Robert
Pacheco who is a very strong advocate for community colleges, Jonathan Lightman who is the
Executive Director of the Faculty Association of CCC, Scott Lay who is the Budget Director for the
Community College League of California, and a number of other community college faculty and
students at this event. Also, Ernie Carson and Mike Dimmick were in attendance. Mr. Evilsizer
stated that he left this event with the impression that community colleges are a safety net for the
poor and working class and sometimes provide the only access to higher education for
communities. We must continue to remind our state legislators of this when they decide to
allocate educational funds. Now is the time to prioritize those state education dollars to ensure
students most in need do not have the door shut on them. Keep our doors open, and keep higher
education accessible.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that on Saturday, March 22, he was invited to visit the scholarship awards
ceremony for the Adelante Mujer Education and Career Conference held at Palomar College. It
was organized by the North County Latinas Association. Over 1,000 female students in grades 6
through 12 were in attendance, along with their mothers and teachers. He heard from some of
the participants that the career workshops, motivational Latina speakers, and educational booths
all contributed to a terrific conference. He stated that he is glad that Palomar College was able to
accommodate such a beneficial and well-attended event. Hopefully, we will attract many of these
young students to attend our College here at Palomar.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that in the January-February, 2003, edition of the California Teacher, a
publication of the California Federation of Teachers, it is noted that Mary Millet was appointed by
the CFT as a staff member and as the part-time faculty coordinator for the community colleges.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that Ms. Millet joins the ranks of many Palomar faculty and staff who have
risen to assume leadership positions in other organizations. Mr. Evilsizer congratulated Ms. Millet.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she spent a good part of today at the Tribal Digital Village 2nd
anniversary, an event which she stated was incredible and awesome. It was exciting to watch all
the people from Hewlett Packard coming down and looking at what we're doing. This is cutting
edge stuff. She stated that she is learning about it and those who haven't seen this should do so.
This is one of three of these systems that is being put in place in the United States, and ours is
truly significant because it is reaching out to all of the Indian tribes in our area. When she toured
all of our facilities, this was something she had no idea we were doing. The substantial ability it
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gives to our residents to use higher education is just magnificent. She congratulated those who
are involved for all the good work they are doing. She feels privileged to be involved.
Mr. Jensen stated that we need to keep the heat on our legislators on behalf of community
colleges.
Mr. Melena reported that the Chamber of Commerce Governmental Affairs Committee and
Educational Committee have met during the past two weeks. The focus of the Educational
Committee tends to be more on Cal State San Marcos and how they impact the community. He
plans to work with his colleagues in drawing some attention to Palomar because a lot of shortfalls
of CSUSM are strengths of Palomar. We need to get that word out so that the community
understands.
G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
Dr. Amador requested that the Board and the audience observe a moment of silence to honor our
troops at war.
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction - There was none.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal reported that this is the second year that Palomar has co-sponsored the
Adelante Mujer Conference. Special thanks and commendation were given to Marilynn
Surbeck, an employee in the Instruction Office, who was instrumental in making all the
room arrangements and working with the committee. She went above and beyond in
helping them out.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Purchase Order Reporting
Jerry Patton reported that, as requested at an earlier Board meeting, the
purchase order reporting will be consolidated to a one-page summary in the
future and still be in compliance with the Education Code. If Board members feel
they need more information, they should notify Mr. Patton, and he will make
appropriate changes to the report.

b.

Report #3 - Financial/Budget Information
Mr. Patton reported that Senate Bill 18X was signed by the Governor. Due to all
the advocacy efforts made by community college students, faculty, and staff, the
Governor's budget which would have cut us by $4.6 million is now $2.3 million in
SB 18X. That is a significant reduction. However, we have a Herculean task
ahead of us for 03-04. Plans are to cut $6.5 million from us during that year. As
the Assembly subcommittees begin their deliberations, we should not let up.
There has been a lot of work and long hours put in by many people in trying to get
the mid-year reductions down, but we must continue these efforts in working
toward 03-04.

c.

Student Workers Report
Dr. Amador noted that of the 32 student workers who were being subject to layoff, all but about three of them have found jobs. Some of them were not seeking
employment. We have some vacancies in Facilities and the Bookstore. Some of
them went on Work Study, and some found positions in other departments that
had vacancies for student workers. Mr. Patton will provide the details in a written
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report, and Dr. Amador will mail the report to Board members. Ms. Chadwick
asked that the report be made available to the campus.
4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto provided a handout to Board members of the recruitment time for
various positions that were vacant at Palomar College in the past as well as comparing
recruitment times with other community colleges in the area. He stated that the position
of Assistant SuperintendentNice President for Instruction has been open for 10 weeks
and 2 days, which is in sync with the length of time comparable positions have been open
at neighboring community colleges:

DURATION OF RECRUITMENT FOR SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTNICE PRESIDENT IN OTHER COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICTS

District

Advertisement Period of
Assistant Superintendent/Vice
President

Advertisement Period for Superintendent/President

GrossmontCuyamaca
CCD

Minimum of 45 days - sometimes longer

Minimum of 45 days - sometimes
longer

Imperial
ValleyCCD

Previous recruitment - four months due to difficulty finding
qualified applicants

Six weeks

Mira Costa
CCD

Depending on timelines - typically six to eight weeks

Depending on timelines - typically six
to eight weeks

San Diego
CCD

Varies - up to three to tour months

Varies - up to three to four months

Southwestern
CCD

Consultant determines the timeline - typically more than lour
weeks

Four weeks

PALOMAR COLLEGE RECRUITMENT

Position Title

Position
Opened

Position
Closed

Duralion of
Recruitmen!

Superintendent/President

12/01/00

03102/01

13
weeks

Assistant Superintendent/Vice President for Human Resource
Services

06/01/98

07/31/98

9 weeks

Assistant Superintendent/Vice President for Finance and
Administrative Services

08/01/96

09/30196

9 weeks

Assistant Superintendent/Vice President for Student Services

04/15/96

06107196

8 weeks

Assistant Superintendent/Vice President for Instruction

07/14195

·09/27/95

10
weeks

Assistant Superintendent/Vice President for Instruction

01/15103

3/28/03

10
weeks,
2 days

•1" Screening 09118195
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Governance Structure Board Report
Dr. Amador had provided each of the Board members with a copy of a document,
"Governance Structure Board Report" and Board Policy 2510, which the Board passed in
January, 2003. She had previously provided Board members with the "Governance and
Organizational Structure" document prior to the last meeting. One of the Board members
had asked to have a discussion of where we are with governance structure in relationship
to the budget process. Dr. Amador briefiy discussed pertinent portions of the report. The
background discusses the development of current governance structure that was
approved by the Strategic Planning Council in January, 2003. The Strategic Planning
Council was formed by the President's Advisory Council, based on the work of the
Strategic Planning Task Force, to become the primary governance body of the College in
May, 2002. That resulted in combining the President's Advisory Council and the
Educational Master Planning Committee. The four planning councils, each chaired by the
vice presidents, were approved in May, 2002. All these councils were reviewed by the
College constituent groups before that final structure was created. The governance
structure philosophy was approved by SPC in terms of using the values that are in the
Strategic Plan. On January 14, the Board passed Board Policy 2510 - Participation in
Local Decision-Making, which sets out the parameters that are in AB 1725 and the EERA.
That policy took several months before it came up through SPC and was recommended
for Board approval. The handout listed the responsibilities of governance group
representatives as follows:
•
•
•
•

Prepare for and attend meetings
Participate in discussion
Communicate with individual constituencies; and
Contribute to informed decision-making.

The report then listed the membership for the governance groups that are directly related
to planning and budget development.
Dr. Amador has communicated to the campus that March is the month in which the
planning councils at the vice president level will be developing drafts with priorities for
budget development. Instead of planning new things, this is a year when we must go
through reductions based on the Governor's budget. During this same time, the Revenue
Allocation Committee is being provided with the latest estimated revenue projections
based on what we received from the Chancellor's Office. This is a moving target because
it is a political process, as well as what goes on in the Chancellor's Office and the
legislature and what the Governor does. SB 18X is a perfect example. With good
advocacy, that amount was reduced system-wide, which had a positive impact on the
College. Also, the Strategic Planning Council approved criteria for budget cuts on
February 4. In April, all of the draft plans with priorities from the planning councils will
come forward and be reviewed by the Strategic Planning Council, with the intended
outcome to have a draft of the budget plan with priorities. In this instance, priorities mean
that should more money become available, what would be the first things that would be
reinstated. We need those priorities instead of having the issues all opened up again. Dr.
Amador stated that she recognizes that this is a very difficult process. We will have to do
our very best because we need a tentative budget in June to be able to spend beginning
July 1. It is not likely that we will have an adopted budget by June 30, and probably we
won't have one until September or October. We must move on and come up with our
own plans so that we are ready for whatever the final decision is. As of the CEO Board
meeting that Dr. Amador attended last Friday, it was felt that they would be very surprised
if the Governor's January budget is any less. The reason is that property taxes that are
coming in are much below what was estimated at the state level. This was confirmed at
Mr. Patton's CBO meeting as well. We hope that this does not happen, but we need to be
prepared.
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The Strategic Planning Council and Revenue Allocation Committee will be meeting in
April and through May, but if there is no budget in June - which is unlikely - we will then
need to meet during the summer. Dr. Amador will need to call back the Strategic
Planning Council and Revenue Allocation Committee because we want to have as open a
process as possible throughout the summer. Unfortunately, that is when some people
are not here, but Dr. Amador will need to ask the Senate and the other constituent groups
to provide representatives so that we can continue that process. September is the legal
requirement for the adoption of our budget.
The intent of the planning Councils is to bring constituents together to problem-solve and
reach conclusions; however, when there is a lack of resources - the situation we have
facing us now - it becomes a political process as well.
The responsibility for governance: It is the responsibility of the Board, administration, and
all constituent groups to follow the Board policy and the structure developed to implement
it. It should be noted that this new structure is being tested during one of the most difficult
times of major budget cuts by the Governor and the first faculty union contract
negotiations.
Dr. Amador added that we are all learning from it. We will have to adjust as we go
through it. This is the first time that we have this structure. The way to make the
structure work is to keep working together. It is very uncomfortable because we're talking
about major budget cuts that in an institution where the budget is 87% representing
people, people's positions will be affected. Dr. Amador stated that it is her commitment to
make that as minimal as possible within the constraints of the budget because the Board,
Jerry Patton, and she have the fiduciary responsibility to balance that budget and not go
below what is legally required. She also stated that there are no set plans. We want
input. There should be lots of discussions happening at the individual councils. When
employees say, "Don't do this," they should be prepared to give an alternate solution to
provide the budget cut. We have at least two more months. If it is necessary to extend
what happens at the vice president planning councils another couple of weeks to get that
work done, Dr. Amador stated that she is committed to doing that. We need to have our
initial draft plan through the Strategic Planning Council before the end of the school year
May 23 so that the faculty may participate as much as possible. At this point, we have not
laid-off any full-time faculty, and it is Dr. Amador's hope that we will have to lay-off as few
administrators and classified staff as possible within the constraints of all the legal
ramifications. To say that this is a pleasant process would be a lie. Dr. Amador stated
that she recognizes how upset people are and that she is upset, too. She asked that
everyone turn their energy into coming up with solutions and suggestions, not yelling and
screaming.
Ms. Chadwick: Mr. President, I know some of these councils meet every other week. Is it
possible for councils to meet more often during this crisis?
Dr. Amador: I think actually some of them have changed meetings to accommodate
people. We have changed a meeting of Strategic Planning Council. If it's deemed by the
group that they need more time, I can't imagine that any vice president would say that
they wouldn't meet more often.
Ms. Chadwick: Are most of these groups meeting every other week?
Dr. Amador: Yes, that's the way it's set up.
Ms. Chadwick: It may mean we're going to need to meet weekly for awhile.
Dr. Amador: I think that would be determined by the individual council.
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Ms. Chadwick: So they might want to consider that in terms of making sure ... I know
that some of these groups represent a large number of people. Just being able to have a
meeting and have enough discussion and input may require additional meetings. And I
just say that as a way to try to broaden the input because I like your comments. We need
to have this budget process as open and collaborative as possible. Without that, we're
gonna continue this difficult process using the subvertive means rather than a positive
construction way. I'm very heartened and glad to see how much input has been
occurring, and I'm hoping that it will be even more.
Mr. McMullen: Before we have further discussion, I'd like to ask a straw vote - I'd just like
to know. Do any of the Board members here feel that we need to change our Board
policy or change the direction we're going with these various councils?
(Those who responded indicated "No" and "Absolutely not.")
Ms. Chadwick: We just need to crank 'em up and keep 'em moving.
Mr. McMullen: In other words, keep doing what we're doing. Do it right and do it
frequently.
Mr. Evilsizer: I'd like to ask a question of Dr. Amador. These meetings - are they
advertised on our web site? Are they available to the general public?
Dr. Amador: Oh, yes. I can't speak whether they are on the web sites. I know the
Strategic Planning Council is.
Mr. Evilsizer: I'd really like to make sure we get the word out to the general community
and the District that everybody's welcome to come and attend these things and participate
in the discussion or at least listen to the debates that are going on - full disclosure.
Ms. Chadwick: The more information the better.
Mr. Patton: The agenda and the minutes are posted on the web site, but you have to look
for them. (Note: From the Palomar College home page, go to Faculty, then Committees
Agendas and Minutes, then choose the committee or council in which you are interested.)
6.

Vanguard College Award
Dr. Amador displayed an award presented by PBS, the "2003 O'Bannion Prize, Awarded
to Palomar College for Leading the Way to Change in Teaching and Learning." About 3\1,
years ago, Palomar became a Vanguard College. Due to extensive participation by
faculty and staff to meet the goals that were set for the Vanguard Colleges and follow
through with performance, this award has been given. The project has come to a close,
and Terry O'Bannion, through the League for Innovation in the Community Colleges, was
the major driver for that initiative. When he received the award from PBS, he indicated
that he wanted the award to be given to the Vanguard Colleges. Dr. Amador
congratulated those involved for their fine work.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR - There were no items on the Consent Calendar.

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
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ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley gave the following report: ''We have been very busy in the last few weeks,
so my report is a long one tonight. Please bear with me. We believe these are very
important issues and I have been directed to read several motions to you verbatim, rather
than summarize them.
"The Senate forwarded the names of several faculty volunteers to Human Resources for
training as Compliance Officers.
"We approved the holiday schedule as presented at SPC. We also passed the following
motion concerning the proposed combination of our Professional Development
Coordinator with the Academic Technology Coordinator. Since the Professional
Development program is an Academic and Professional Matter, the Senate must be
consulted in any change to this program.
'Now, therefore, let it be resolved The Faculty Senate at Palomar College objects
to the combining of these two faculty coordinator positions as the intent,
responsibilities, and required skills of each position, while complementary, vary
significantly, thus requiring two separate positions.'
'The Senate also acknowledged the PFF's right and responsibility to negotiate reassigned
time for these positions. I have been asked to hand this out to all members of the Board.
I think I only have six of those, I'm sorry, I'll get another copy to you Dr. Amador.
"We passed this motion and I've been asked to read it verbatim:
'That the following statement be read as part of the Faculty Senate report at the
March 25, 2003, Governing Board meeting; that copies of this statement and
supporting materials be given to all Governing Board members; and that a copy
of this statement be delivered to Barbara Baldridge for insertion, verbatim, into
the official minutes of that meeting:
The Office of the Attorney General of the State of California has written
extensively about legal interpretations of the Ralph M. Brown Act, which
establishes open meeting laws in this state. According to this office, "the
authority for [closed] sessions has been narrowly construed ... the fact that
material may be sensitive, embarrassing, or controversial does not justify
application of a closed session ... rather, in many circumstances these
characteristics may be further evidence of the need for public scrutiny and
participation in discussing such matters" ("The Brown Act - Permissible Closed
Sessions" sec. 1A).
What the President and Governing Board often state is that closed sessions are
necessary in order to discuss confidential personnel matters, and on this matter,
the Attorney General has this to say: "The courts and this office have consistently
maintained that the personnel exception must be used in connection with the
consideration of a particular employee. The exemption is not available for
across-the-board decisions or evaluations of employees. classifications, salary
structures, etc. In Santa Clara Federation of Teachers v. Governing Board
(1981 ). 116 Cal.App.3d 831, the court concluded that the board's consideration of
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a hearing officer's decision concerning teacher layoff policy must be conducted in
open session" ("The Brown Act - Permissible Closed Sessions" sec. 2A).
Using the Attorney General's summary of case law as background, the Faculty
Senate would like to inform the Governing Board that if any discussion
concerning faculty layoffs and/or academic program reductions take place in
closed session. then the President and Governing Board members are probably
in violation of the Brown Act, and they make themselves vulnerable to legal
action. It should be noticed that a "meeting," as defined in The Brown Act. does
not necessitate that a vote be taken ("Open Meeting Laws in California: The
Brown Act"). The Faculty Senate maintains that unequivocal position that all such
discussions take place in open session.
In the interests of fairness and legality, the Faculty Senate hereby requests that
members of the Governing Board familiarize themselves with the Brown Act and
case law regarding closed sessions. The Faculty Senate also requests that while
in closed session, members of the Governing Board object to topics of discussion
that might be inappropriate for such sessions. Finally, the Faculty Senate wants
members of the Governing Board to be aware that in cases where Governing
Boards have been found to be in violation of The Brown Act, courts have forced
districts "to make and preserve tapes of closed sessions ... declare[d] actions
taken null and void ... [and] award[ed] costs and attorneys fees" (''What To Do
If...").
1.
2.

3.

References
"The Brown Act: Permissible Closed Sessions." Website of the Office of Attorney General,
State of California. March 3, 2003. http://caaq.state.ca.us/consumers/texUbapcs.txt
"Open Meeting Laws in California: The Brown Act." The First Amendment Project Website.
March 3, 2003. http://www.thefirstamendment.org/thebrownact.html
"What to Do If..." The First Amendment Project Website. March 3, 2003.
http://www. thefirstamend ment org/whattodoif. html

"We also passed this motion:
'As a matter of collegiality, fiscal sanity, and decency, and due to the potential
negative impact on the educational program, the Faculty Senate urges the District
not to lay off or otherwise reduce the number of Academic Department Assistants
until such time as the total number of faculty, administrators, and classified staff
taking advantage of any supplemental early retirement program has been
determined:
"And this one:
'The Faculty Senate respects the role of PFF to negotiate the specifics of working
conditions, but has a responsibility of its own to comment on all issues regarding
academic and professional matters. Palomar College is committed to
educational excellence and student success. The District proposals to increase
workload and class size run counter to this culture and will negatively impact
faculty morale, curriculum and program delivery, and student success. The
Faculty Senate supports PFF and urges the District to work with PFF to maintain
this commitment.'
"We discussed the need to have faculty representatives on the various Councils who will
regularly report to the Senate about what is going on in those Councils, and I again
requested Faculty Senators to volunteer. We appointed Judy Dolan to the Administrative
Services Council, so now at least one Senator is sitting on 3 of the 4 Councils. At the
next SPC meeting, we will be requesting divisional representation on all Councils which
would increase the number of faculty on Human Resources Planning Council and allow
us to appoint a Senator to that Council as welt.
"This week, we approved the necessary changes to the General Studies AA degree which
would allow us to be in compliance and still keep that degree. Many of our students
choose this degree; and we now have an option whereby, in addition to choosing a
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specific major and taking 18 units in that major, the student could choose one emphasis
from Arts and Humanities, Science and Mathematics, or Social and Behavioral Sciences
and take their 18 units within that broader category. Only three units may double-count
between the AA general education requirements and the selected emphasis. Also,
students may receive only one General Studies major. This is obviously an Academic
and Professional Matter; and since we did not have a chance to pass this until yesterday,
I ask you to consider this as the information meeting for this issue, and I'm requesting that
it be placed on your agenda for your next meeting for action. We're a little bit under a
deadline because, if we want to keep this degree and get it into our catalog, we need to
make the change right away. This would not in any way affect our GE requirements for
the AA in areas such as English, Math, History, Multicultural Studies, but affects only the
18-unit major requirement, which was the stumbling block in why we might have lost our
general studies AA degree. And we're trying to keep that because if we don't keep it and
later on a year from now decide we want to put it back in, there's a lot of paper work that
we have to go through with the Chancellor's Office to reinstate this degree. If you would
please consider this, I realize it's not on your agenda for information, but if you would
consider my reporting on it as providing you with information, and if I could ask for that to
be put on as an action item for next week, I'd appreciate it."
Mr. McMullen: Does anyone have a problem with that? (All responses indicated "no.")

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report: "At the present time, the Instructional
Planning Council is discussing and Administration is acting on possible lay-off notices to
be sent to all of the Academic Department Assistants. By considering a budget-cutting
proposal that eliminates or reduces the Academic Department Assistants or ADAs, which
we call them, the Administration is embarking on a radical course that will both undermine
student services and hinder the ability of faculty to effectively carry out their
responsibilities. ADAs are at the heart of the College. They not only are highly trained
professionals, they are also reservoirs of knowledge about campus programs,
procedures, and people. Whenever students need information, the first stop is at the
departmental office, and the first person they usually meet is the Academic Assistant, and
she always knows the answer to their questions. Whenever bureaucratic procedures trap
students or faculty as well, it is usually the ADA who can creatively find a way out of that
trap. The campus can easily grind to a halt without them. Cut ADAs and the campus
won't have to worry about excess students being enrolled at Palomar because it's very
likely that Palomar will lose its personal and friendly style. Students may not want to be
here because there will be that lack of that personal touch that we find with our ADAs. In
my department, as with many larger departments, the ADA is really an executive assistant
to over 50 people - faculty members - and potentially the channel of communication for
thousands of students who are enrolled in our courses. How can you get any more
efficient than that? The District's current approach to budget cutting has many gaps in it
and to discussions of the budget in this really tough budget year. There really is not a
framework in which the constituent groups are informed and participate at the very
inception of ideas. It's true that groups do have representatives, but often those
representatives don't really have a certain ability to pull things together; and in the
constituent groups, the leaders really need to know more about the actions that are being
taken. We're concerned that, with the budget reduction proposals, that the various
councils are only looking at the budget that is available to them within that council. So
Instructional Planning looks at the instructional budget, or Administrative Services looks at
administrative budget. And yet, we think there are certain gaps there. There's a potential
for gaps to exist because no one's looking at the budget in its entirety, and we think that is
a major problem. And so, the PFF Executive Board has unanimously approved the
request that there be a task force that takes a look at the budget, line by line, to examine
programs and to examine expenditures because we think that is what is necessary to get
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that big broad picture of the budget. It was interesting that when Williams Andrews, who
is a member of the accreditation team, was on campus, Mary Millet and I spent over an
hour speaking with him, and he expressed surprise that the College did not have a task
force that would examine the budget in total, not look at positions, but take a look at the
budget as a whole. And so, we are calling upon the campus to consider that, to study the
budget in that line-by-line fashion. And so we want to, again, support our ADAs. We
think that they are critical to the basic functioning of this campus, and we urge that other
ideas be considered, and that also that this task force be something that is discussed and
considered seriously by the District."
Mr. McMullen: Dr. Amador, do we not have such a committee?
Dr. Amador: We have a couple of committees. We have the Strategic Planning Council,
which we haven't got to and which is the over-arching committee. We have a Revenue
Allocation Committee, and I'm sure Jerry can go line for line on the budget.
Ms. Chadwick: Yes, let's take a look at that.

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller reported that there has not been a meeting since the last Board meeting, but
The Faculty will meet again on April 2.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith reported that the College has a Government Affairs Committee of which she
is a member. Her duties as a member include responsibility for the "Letters to the Editor
Campaign." She urged everyone present to become involved in this effort by writing
letters to the editors of local newspapers. We need to make an effect between now and
the Governor's May revision of the budget.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team
Donna Renner reported that CAST held a general membership meeting last week. Dr.
Jack Miyamoto, who explained potential lay-off and bumping procedures. Ms. Renner
expressed the group's appreciation to him for taking time from his busy schedule to meet
with the group.

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena reported that Spring Fest occurred last week and was very successful. There
was a voter registration drive and opportunities for students to send messages to
Governor Gray Davis.
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The March 17 political rally was very successful. There were several members of the
media present to cover the event. Leo thanked the faculty and classified staff for their
support.
Mr. Melena reported that the ASG had passed the following resolution:
"Due to the current budget crisis in the State of California and the mid-year cuts proposed
by the Governor and the state legislature impacting Palomar College, and
WHEREAS the administration, classified staff, and faculty provide essential leadership
services and support necessary for the students of Palomar to realize their educational
goals, and
WHEREAS the Associated Student Government, as a representative body of the students
of Palomar College is charged to promote intellectual and social growth, personal and
academic freedom, student interest, general welfare, and foster a spirit of campus unity,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Associated Student Government hereby
recommends that it is in the best interests of the students of Palomar College for the
Palomar Community College District to take the following actions:
(Mr. Melena paraphrased the following suggestions.)
•
•
•
•
•

more efficiently utilize the recycling program to create revenue for unrestricted
use
automatically charge for the student activities fee as well as the representation
fee to be used for students and student concerns
charge a small amount for the class schedule
print fewer copies of the class schedule
combine mailing of such things as payment due, class confirmation, and wait list
confirmation and/or make all notices available on line and accessible to all
students

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Associated Student Government shall assist in
identifying strategies to allow for the best atmosphere for the students and provide for the
realization of their educational goals.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Associated Student Government strongly
discourages any reductions of student services and programs within the District's
authority but recognizes and sincerely regrets the need for such action. (Adopted
of March, 2003.)"

19th

day

Mr. Melena reported that the ASG will be meeting at the Escondido Center this
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
This past weekend the ASG had a course on lobbying in Washington, D.C., attending the
American Student Association of Community Colleges Lobbying Conference. They spoke
with our two Senators, Congressman Randy "Duke" Cunningham's office, and
Congressman Darrell Issa. They are hoping that will provide some pressure from the
federal level, as well as some other issues, such as Pell Grant, Perkins Loan, and
enhanced credit, HR 442.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
The following persons addressed the Board on the following subjects:
1.

Aaron Holmes - The negative effects on student's education by disproportionate cuts.
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Susan Snow -At the IPC meeting on March 19 , the vast majority of faculty and staff
expressed their outrage by the VP of Instruction's announcement that she and the
Instructional Deans are proposing the lay offs of 34 classified staff, managers and
supervisors.
David Forsyth - PeopleSoft reliability and its purchase effect on layoffs.
Leslie Briggs - Is it a mismanagement of funds or a sorry excuse for a power play?
Ernie Carson - Layoff concerns of classified staff.
Terry Humphrey- Role of department chair in decisions re: ADAs.
Dr. Roger Morrissette - Faculty/classified staff unified against layoffs.
Jack Quintero - Layoffs
Katie Townsend-Merino - Process by which ADA layoff is proposed.
Linda Locklear - Importance of ADAs and the role people at education centers play in
everyday interaction with students.
Joe Stanford - Concerns about P.C. governance.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

RECEIVE BIDS FOR STUDENT UNION FURNITURE
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The following bid was received by the Palomar Community College District from the firms
indicated in response to Notice to Bidders published on January 29 and February 5, 2003:

BIDDER
Krueger International, Inc. {Kl)
Green Bay, WI 54308-8100
Krueger International, Inc., is hereby found to be the lowest responsive bidder to the
Palomar Community College District on the aforesaid Student Union Furniture, and an
agreement per attached price schedule, Exhibit M-1, is hereby authorized between this
company and the District, subject to compliance with all insurance requirements.
Funding source: Student Center Furnishings/Foundation Grant

Ken Jay and Bruce Bishop discussed the reasons why the committee had found this bidder to
be the lowest responsive bidder and why other bidders had been eliminated. Mr. Bishop
provided written documentation to the Board members regarding the reasons the committee
selected Krueger International as the successful bidder. Ann Suding and Cheryl Krawczyk
were present and prepared to speak on behalf of Boise, one of the unsuccessful bidders.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

RECEIVE BIDS FOR PRINTING OF THE "VENTURE" SCHEDULE
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The following bid was received by the Palomar Community College District from the firms
indicated in response to Notice to Bidders published on February 3 and February 10,
2003:

BIDDER
Advanced Web Offset, Inc.
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Vista, CA 92083

Advanced Web Offset, Inc., is hereby found to be the lowest responsive bidder to the
Palomar Community College District on the aforesaid printing of the "Venture" Schedule,
and an agreement per attached price schedule, Exhibit M-2, is hereby authorized
between this company and the District, subject to compliance with all insurance
requirements. Funding source: Community Services Advertising account
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

APPOINT SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT TO SERVE AS RECORDER AND
CUSTODIAN OF CLOSED SESSION MINUTES OF GOVERNING BOARD
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby appoints Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President,
in her capacity as Secretary to the Governing Board, to serve as recorder and custodian
of Closed Session minutes of the Governing Board.
At this tirne, Mr. Evilsizer expressed concern that because Dr. Amador orchestrates much
of the discussion in Closed Session, it may be too much of a burden on her to take
detailed notes and serve as a recorder and custodian and try to lead discussion and
present material to the Board. He suggested considering an alternative to this by having
a person who can take notes who isn't part of a bargaining unit here, perhaps a
confidential secretary, who would be willing to come in and take notes for the Board, thus
freeing Dr. Amador of that task.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay (Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Abstain

4.

DISCUSSION: RECRUITMENT FOR ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTNICE
PRESIDENT FOR INSTRUCTION
At this time, Shannon Lienhart addressed the Board on this subject.

N.

ADJOURNMENT OF REGULAR MEETING
The Board adjourned its regular meeting at 9:16 p.m.

0.

WORKSHOP ON FACILITIES MASTER PLAN
The workshop convened at 9:26 p.m. A 20-year Facilities Master Plan was presented to the
Governing Board members by the Educational and Facilities Master Plan Task Force. Michelle
Barton first discussed the research and facts that were used to drive the plan. Jim Spencer and
Pablo Garcia of Spencer and Hoskins showed slides of the facilities progression through the next
20 years. New buildings and remodeling were discussed. It was emphasized that the order of the
progression could be changed to fit the needs of the District.

P.

ADJOURNMENT OF WORKSHOP
The workshop was adjourned at 10:35 p.m.

~VVfeaf~
President

PALOMAR COLLEGE
Learning for Success

~
GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, APRIL 8, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.rn.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A., STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, M.S., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.rn., to discuss:
1.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section

54957.6.
3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code

54957.6.
BBB.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened to Open Session at 7:00 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Jenny Akins, Vice President, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Purchasing Supervisor
Wayne Armstrong, Professor, Life Sciences
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to SuperintendenUGoverning Board
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Kevin Barrett, Associate Professor, Public Safety Programs
Bill Bedford, Adjunct Faculty
Leslie Briggs, Academic Department Assistant, Chemistry, Physics, and Engineering
Kathy Davis, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Support Specialist
Bonnie Dowd, Associate Professor/Chair, Business Education
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Linda Dudik, Professor, Economics, History, and Political Science
Candice Francis, Professor, Life Sciences
Katherine Gannett, Manager, Library Staff and Services
Ann Haney, Professor, Behavioral Sciences
Nancy Horio, Supervisor, Employment Services
Gene Jackson, Adjunct Faculty
Barbara Neault Kelber, Associate Professor, English
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Chair, Family and Consumer Sciences
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Marc Newman, Associate Professor/Chair, Speech Communication/Forensics/ASL
Jack Quintero, Professor/Chair, English
Jose Rangel, Professor/Chair, Multicultural Studies
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs
Marilyn Souchek, Professor Behavioral Sciences
Buddy Springer, Financial Aid Specialist
Kalie Townsend-Merino, Associate Professor, Behavioral Sciences
Rocco Versaci, Associate Professor, English
Javier Williams, Transfer Education Advisor
GUESTS:
Pat Breedlove, League of Women Voters
Richard Currier
Nicole Fisher, Student
Robert Hahn, Chair, President's Associates
Aaron Holmes, Student
Kevin Knickerbocker
Neill Kovrig
Sally Serrin, Student
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
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APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of March 25, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen reported that Chancellor Nussbaum is retiring in January, 2004. He has said that
he will be our advocate for whatever we can bring to him.
Mr. McMullen reported that he meets with the Board Presidents from the other San Diego and
Imperial Counties Community College Association colleges monthly. At yesterday's meeting, they
discussed their efforts to get equalization in funding for all community colleges. Palomar receives
$155 less per full-time student than the average. If you multiply that times 20,000 FTES, you
come up with $3 million a year. One of the highest is MiraCosta. The difference between their
rate and ours is approximately $200 per student. This is one of the additional unique problems we
must deal with. Compounding that are the Governor's cuts, which are disproportionate as well.
We are continuing to work hard to try to get that rectified. We are supporting AB 40 to fix the
disparity in funding so that all community colleges that are below the average will at least get what
they should have. Unfortunately, this comes at a time when the budget is tight and the state is
saying there is no money there. At least we want to get the bill passed so that when funds are
once again available, we can get it corrected. We will continue to work for the betterment of
Palomar and the quality education we continue to provide.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. Nelson congratulated John Tagg on the recent publication of his new book and Bonnie Dowd
on the successful defense of her doctoral dissertation.
Dr. Nelson reported that she, Ms. Chadwick, Dr. Amador, and Mr. Patton had recently had a very
positive meeting with the Mayor of Poway and his staff, and they are looking optimistically at new
options.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he recently visited the last few minutes of one of Dr. Rocco Versaci's
English 100 classes. He heard directly from the students and had an opportunity to share some
information about the Governing Board's activities and roles. He heard some of their concerns
about class sizes being increased and how it might impact them and their learning. He also heard
from students that they would be open to conducting daytime Governing Board meetings that
might allow them to attend. He would like the Board to consider that possibility as it may also
accommodate the senior citizens who do not like to drive in the dark.
Mr. Evilsizer also expressed concern about some of the speakers at the last meeting who voiced
concerns about not having a voice because they felt some of the shared governance councils
were more of a fac;:ade. They did not feel they were participatory and their voices were being
heard. Consequently, Mr. Evilsizer attended the IPC meeting, SPC meeting, and a SSPC
meeting. He thinks the intention and the policy of shared governance is a good start. But when
communication doesn't percolate down into the constituent groups and back up through the
spokespeople or representatives on the councils, the lack of communication can create issues
and concerns. One of the things we need to work on is making sure we clearly communicate both
up and down and sideways throughout the campus activities that are taking place, decisions that
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are being made, and welcome the input of everybody because their voices are important. That's
how we get the best ideas to find solutions for some of the problems and concerns and issues we
are addressing.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he and Mr. Jensen serve on the Budget Subcommittee, which was
appointed in the December meeting. They did not have a charter provided to them. It was his
understanding that one of their goals was to understand the budget more fully and to recommend
actions for the Board to consider. He feels their progress has been very limited. Certain data has
been slow in arriving, and there have been time constraints where their schedules don't
correspond. They have had three meetings in three months. He feels that an action item on
tonight's agenda will help address that. It is very important to have full disclosure and open
communication. This is a public institution and those budgets are published and open for review
and scrutiny and input. If that is done, we will eliminate suspicion, mistrust, and fear.
Mr. Evilsizer quoted from Board Policy 3.01 on Campus Communication: "Informal and formal
means of comrnunication are available to any member or organization of the College community
for handling a matter of concern, a question, a problem, a grievance, or a proposal related to the
educational process at Palomar College. Any person or organization may communicate by any
means at any time with any agency, singly or simultaneously, that the person or organization
chooses. Members of the College community are defined to include students, classified
personnel, faculty, administrative personnel, Governing Board members, and citizens of the
College District."
Ms. Chadwick stated that this would be a long meeting and she was hopeful that we could
continue to have good government as has been demonstrated. The audience has been involved
and connected, and she hopes the Board will be as connected and engaged as well as the
audience. She stated that she is convinced this process can be open and fair. Good government
works.
Ms. Chadwick reported that the group that met with the Poway Mayor, City Manager, and Director
of Governmental Services was heartened by their reception. They are optimistic that some
legitimate and meaningful feasibility help will be obtained in assisting us in meeting our space
needs and our academic program development and growth.
Ms. Chadwick has been invited to tour the Police and Fire Academy and will do so this week
together with Gorky Smith. She is looking forward to seeing all of that as it is a very important
program.
Mr. Melena reported that it is nice to see so many students in attendance at the meeting. He
reminded everyone that the focus should be students tonight and throughout the academic year.
He wants to be sure that is at the forefront of everyone's mind during this meeting and the rest of
the year.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
Dr. Amador presented to Sally Serrin the All-USA Academic Team Award for Community and
Junior Colleges in recognition of scholarly achievement of students enrolled in America's
community and junior colleges awarded by the American Association of Community Colleges, Phi
Theta Kappa International Honor Society, and USA Today. Sally will be honored at a luncheon in
Sacramento on Thursday. The California winners will be recognized at both the Assembly and
State Senate during their sessions on Thursday. Sally has been serving as an ASG Senator and
an active member of the Government Affairs Committee.
Sally thanked "all of Palomar because without this school and the way this place is run, I could not
have earned this. You've all helped me and I appreciate that very, very, very much."
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Dr. Amador announced that the fiag has been lowered to half-staff today and tomorrow in honor of
Edward Smith, a graduate of Palomar's Police Academy, who was killed in action outside of
Baghdad during Operation Iraqi Freedom. A moment of silence was observed to honor his
memory.
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz reported that our journalism students have again won a number of awards at
the Journalism Association of Community Colleges Annual California Conference, which
was held April 3-5. The Telescope won the Pacesetter Award, which is the most
prestigious JACC award. Only four schools out of 49 won this award. It is given to the
schools earning the most points for both mail-in and on-the-spot competitions.
Palomar's journalism students competed against 578 students from 49 schools.
Mail-In Winners:

General Excellence - The Telescope
First Place - Depth News Story/Series - Sarah Strause, Stephen Keller
Fourth Place - Sports Feature Photo - Natalie Schrik
Honorable Mention:
News Photo - Natalie Schrik
Front Page Layout- The Telescope Staff
Informational Graphic - Sheena Prosser

On-the-Spot Winners:

First Place - Editorial - Stephen Keller
Third Place - Critical Review - Kristian Smock
Third Place - Feature Story- Sarah Strause
Third Place - Editorial Cartoon - Nicole Rudolph
Fourth Place - Sports Photo - Wayne Short
Fourth Place - Editorial - Charles Steinman
Honorable Mentions:
Feature Story - Jessica Musicar
News Photo - Wayne Short
Feature Photo - Virginia Whittaker
Editorial Cartoon - Dayna Rhode
Sports Story - Erik Goodson

At this time, Ms. Lutz introduced Sarah Strause, Editor of The Telescope, to those in
attendance.
Ms. Lutz introduced Katherine Gannett, who informed the Board of National Library
Week, April 6-12, 2003, read a proclamation declaring the same, and invited them to visit
the three Palomar College libraries. An open house event has been planned for
Thursday, April 10.
2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services - There was no report.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Financial Information/Budget Update
Jerry Patton presented an update on Palomar College's budget, in particular the
ending fund balances and reserves and the deficit in FY03-04 Partnership for
Excellence funding. He also reviewed the College's CCFS-311 Annual Financial
and Budget Report June 30, 2002, for FY01-02. Mr. Patton also identified items
in Fund 11 that had already been identified for use to help meet the budget cuts
as a result of the State's severe economic crisis.
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Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services
a.

Resolution Passed at March 11 Meeting
Jack Miyamoto noted that Mr. Evilsizer had questioned at the March 25 meeting
whether or not the resolution passed at the March 11 meeting regarding the
layoffs was appropriate in terms of how it was presented and whether or not there
were several Ed. Code citations that were omitted, specifically 45103.1 and
88003.1, and whether or not they should have been cited on the resolution so that
the Board had appropriate information. At this time, Richard Currier, the District's
legal counsel, stated that he had sent a legal opinion to Dr. Amador regarding the
resolution, specifically the application of it to Ed. Code section 88003.1. The legal
opinion covered several issues, but it was his legal opinion that this Ed. Code
section does not invalidate your layoff resolution as it cited the appropriate Ed.
Code sections and was legal. As the legal opinion indicates, Mr. Currier is aware
of that Ed. Code section.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that his concern is that we are having temporary contract
employees from an agency displacing classified employees. He stated that he
didn't get a clear sense of the duties that were being performed by the temporary
employees as compared to those of the classified employees and whether or not
there was a confiict with the issue of layoff and displacement of permanent
classified employees. That is why he was concerned that this Ed. Code, which
specifically prohibits the displacement or layoff of classified employees with
temporary workers, was not being violated. He wanted to be certain that the
District was not liable for or in confiict with that Ed. Code section and the
protection that it affords classified employees.
Mr. Currier stated that the question that he reviewed specifically was looking at
the layoff resolution itself. The issue was whether this new Ed. Code section,
which recently became effective, must be cited, and the answer is clearly "no."
That Ed. Code section does not have to be referenced in the layoff resolution; it is
a completely different issue when a district goes ahead and enters into any
outside contracts with independent contractors with regard to that issue. It
doesn't go to the issue of short-term employees under the law. That is a different
issue. He had read the transcript of the meeting. The issue he addressed in his
legal opinion is whether that Ed. Code section had to be referenced in the layoff
resolution, and it does not. It is a separate issue. If you are going to replace
those employees in some way and, if in fact, you are going to use independent
contractors, you have to follow the restrictions in that new Jaw.

b.

Search for Assistant SuperintendenWice President for Instruction
Jack Miyamoto asked Nancy Horio to come forward to discuss the timeline for the
search for the Assistant SuperintendenWice President for Instruction. Nancy
thanked the Academic Technology Group for assisting her by providing a report
giving the number of hits our web site for this position received, indicating on what
dates and where they came from (directly from another web site, etc.). The web
site that we developed specifically for this position was up and running on
January 15. The advertising on higheredjobs.com and the Registry were placed
on January 17. There was some question as to whether or not we advertised on
January 31 in the Chronicle of Higher Education. Nancy has copies of the actual
ads, along with the dates they appeared and the proofs from the advertising
agency showing the dates that the position was posted in the Chronicle of Higher
Education. It was posted there twice. One of the contentions at the last meeting
was that there was no January 31 advertisement and that it wasn't advertised
until February 28. Ms. Horio stated that the interesting thing about the number of
hits on our web site is the fact that the majority of the almost 2,500 people who
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looked at the web site is that most of them came directly from a link to an
advertisement. The majority of those came the week of January 22-29. The hard
copy of the Chronicle dated January 31 arrives in offices a couple days before
that. Their web site to subscribers is available several days before that. Ms.
Horio stated that this is the reason why we had such a large number of "hits" the
week of January 22-29. The second highest week of "hits" was the week of
January 15-22. That was when the brochures went out to all community colleges,
all UCs, all Cal States, the Chancellor's Office, and all the organizations that we
could reach. That was also when the ads were placed on higheredjobs.com and
the Registry. Ms. Horio noted that she had given two incorrect dates to her
original report to Dr. Miyamoto. She had originally planned to advertise in the
North County Times and the San Diego Union Tribune on January 19, but later
realized that was a holiday weekend and delayed the ad for a week until January
26. The reason for extending the recruitment was not because it was being
questioned, it was because the faculty positions closed on February 21, Dean
positions closed on April 21 , so she planned to have the VP position close on
March 21. When she realized the second ad was running on March 7 and that
would give applicants only one week to apply, she extended the date to March 28.
When ads are placed on web sites and a closing date is given, they pull the ad
immediately upon that date. Consequently, those ads had to be re-entered and
listed the closing date as "until filled." The selection committee is having its first
meeting on April 25, and she will continue to collect applications until the
applications are turned over to the committee. Through March 28, a total of 36
applications have been received. Of those applicants, nine are from Southern
California, six are frorn Northern California, the remainder are from out of state.
Ms. Horio stated that "to say that we did a limited recruitment is clearly not true."
Forty percent found out about the position through the Chronicle of Higher
Education (web version), thirteen percent from higheredjobs.corn, almost eleven
percent frorn the Chronicle of Higher Education print version, and almost nine
percent frorn the California Community Registry. Ms. Horio stated that we have a
good pool and a good committee that is scheduled to meet soon.
c.

Presentation to Arlene Martinez
At this time, Jenny Akins, Vice President of the Confidential and Supervisory
Team presented a certificate honoring Arlene Martinez upon her retirement for
her 31 years as a Palomar College employee. Ms. Martinez thanked God for the
time he has given her at Palomar College. She stated that she has found some
wonderful people to work with here, a good environment, and she has always
enjoyed her job - and to this day she still enjoys her job. It has been a good
experience for her, and she thanked everyone.
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CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the following
purchases are made against the 2002-2003 fiscal year budget.
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Agreement/Annual
Utilities
Procurement Card

0340518
through
0340566
0350111
through
0350114
0360056
through
0360069
0370471
through
0370511
0375099
through
0375101
0380172
through
0380172
0395094
through
0395096
Time Period: 02/23/03 - 03/22/03

$ 84,850.80
$
1,527.99
$ 14,426.66
$ 212,216. 72
$ 7,464.12
$
171.32
$
2,634.85
$ 96,663.29

Total

$ 419 955,75

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

ACCEPT GIFTS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors:
a.

Assortment of books and audio tapes, man's leisure suit and matching tie for
costume use, and Norman Corwin Collection of Radio Dramas, for Library and
Theatre use, donated by Luraine Macleod, 3497 North Sundown Lane,
Oceanside, California 92057. "I'm donating the items listed to Palomar College
as an expression of my gratitude for the outstanding training I received from
Linda Sabo, Adjunct Instructor, Radio/TV/Film over the past several years. Her
professionalism, high standards, rigorous on-camera technique practice
opportunities, and personal encouragement have given me a strong foundation
upon which to launch my acting career. Whether auditioning or performing, I
continue to draw upon her knowledge base." No cash value estimated by donor.

b.

Air Techniques A/T 2000 Developer for use in the Dental Assisting Department,
donated by Hidden Valley Orthodontics, 950 E. Pennsylvania Avenue, #A,
Escondido, California 92025. Total cash value as estimated by donor is
$3,000.00.
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c.

Hewlett Packard 17" Monitor, 772n Pavilion digital video station, Photo Smart
Printer, and Scanjet Scanner under new warranty, for use in the American Indian
Studies Native American Language Curriculum, donated by Hewlett Packard
and the Southern California Tribal Chairmen's Association, P.O. Box 1470,
Valley Center, California 92082. Total cash value as estimated by donor is
$1,364.00.

d.

Ten RoboDemo software licenses for use by the Academic Technology Group to
create "how-to" Flash videos, donated by eHelp Corporation (Attn: Scott
Givens), 10590 West Ocean Air Drive, San Diego, California 92130. Total cash
value as estimated by donor is $3,990.00.

e.

Auto parts for use in the Trades and Industry Department, donated by North
County Jeep, 1501 Auto Park Way, Escondido, California 92029. Total cash
value as estimated by donor is $70,833.63.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
PERSONNEL

3.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar by Mr. Evilsizer.

4.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE

MSC

Jensen, Nelson

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective March 3, 2003, through May 24, 2003, to
TAMARA WEINTRAUB, Associate Professor/Librarian, Library Media Center.

b.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective April 17, 2003, through April 30, 2003, to
GORDANA HIGH, Accountant, Fiscal Services.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY NEW CLASSIFIED POSITION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the approval of the following new classified
position:

a.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

GUIDANCE SERVICES ADVISOR
Upward Bound/Student Support Programs
6275
New?:
Yes
Funded - Upward Bound Federal Grant
16/1
Salary:
$2,421.16/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
April 1, 2003
K-212200-471400-64300-1112310/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

6.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified position:

a.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account(s):

LIBRARY SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
Library Media Center
Robert J. Call
5043
New?:
No
Position was Senior Library Media Technician, placement 19/10
7/1/2001
#of Mos:
12
100%
26/10
Salary:
$3,970.26/month
A-212200-317100-61200-0000000/ 100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

7.

RATIFY CONTRACT CHANGE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the change to the following academic contract:

a.

Name:
Remarks:

Effective:
Account(s):

LINDA LOCKLEAR
20% release time for Spring, 2003, semester to work with the
Hewlett Packard Tribal Digital Village project
January 1, 2003, through May 23, 2003
K-131100-363500-20010-1812112/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY RESIGNATION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendenl/President granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

DONNA V. HOLLOMAN, Administrative Secretary, Admissions, Records, and
Veterans' Services, effective June 1, 2003 (last day of employment 5/31/2003).

b.

CHARLOTTE A. OHST, American Sign Language/English Interpreter, Disabled
Student Programs and Services, effective June 1, 2003 (last day of employment
5/31 /2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

9.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENT
On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirement has been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendenl/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group I
(receives the same fully employer-paid lifetime health benefits as provided to active
employees and eligible dependents for life of the retiree) of the Retirement Health and
Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:
a.

10.

ARLENE J. MARTINEZ, Budget Technician, Fiscal Services, effective July 1,
2003.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendenl/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employee:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

DENISE M. VANDER STOEL
American Sign Language/English Interpreter
Disabled Student Programs and Services
5851
New?:
No
Replacement for Kyleigh Hawke; transfer for Ms. Vander Stoel.
31/3
Salary:
$3,847.62/month
100%
#of Mos:
10
March 10, 2003
A-212200-4 72100-64200-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individual equivalency to minimum qualifications for the
discipline listed:
Hector Hernandez - Physical Education
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

12.

RATIFY ADJUNCT FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following adjunct faculty, at the rates indicated for Spring,
2003, Summer, 2003, and Fall, 2003 (day and/or evening); said adjunct faculty are not
scheduled to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:

SPRING, 2003
BUSINESS EDUCATION
Severson, Jennifer

Paralegal Studies
B.S., Paralegal Studies
J.D., Law

$40.71

Anthropology
B.A., Economics
M.A., Biblical Archaeology

$38.24

Chemistry
S.S., Chemistry
M.S., Chemistry

$38.24

Physical Education
B.A., Psychology
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

SUMMER. 2003
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Higgins, Joshua

CHEMISTRY
Kimbrough, Pamela

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Hernandez, Hector

SPEECH, COMMUNICATIONS, FORENSICS & ASL
Mosier, Laura
Speech
B .A., Speech
M.A., Communication

$38.24
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FALL, 2003
PUBLIC SAFETY
Aladits, James

Administrative Justice
B.S., Business Management
M.B.A., Business Administration

$38.24

Holmerud, David

Fire Technology
B .A.. Board of Governors
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

Sugahara, Ken

Fire Technology
B.S., Business Administration
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
3.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of March, 2003, and
short-term employees for the month of April, 2003. Exhibit H-3
Mr. Evilsizer noted that on Exhibit H-3, which lists short-term personnel, descriptions are
listed describing what some of the people are going to be doing; however, some of the
persons listed are lacking such descriptions. He requested that, in the future,
descriptions of services to be performed be given for each of the persons on the list. Dr.
Miyamoto agreed to provide this information in the future.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley gave the following report: "We supported a motion corning out of IPC which
called for a campus-wide task force to evaluate the entire budget as we look for ways to
reduce our budget for the coming year. It was decided by the Senate that the Revenue
Allocation Committee would be the appropriate governance body. We also reminded
Senators that this meeting and other campus governance committee meetings are open
to anyone who wishes to attend. The first meeting will be held in the trailer on
Wednesday, April 9, at 4 p.m. Our motion yesterday read "The Faculty Senate requests
that the Governing Board freezes all layoffs until the budget can be fully revaluated and
reviewed by the Revenue Allocation Committee." The Revenue Allocation Committee is
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in the process of doing this review. No decisions about layoffs should be made until this
committee has done its work and SPC has seen all the relevant information. Our
concern, which was raised by more than one Senator yesterday, is that the unrest over
possible cuts to positions is causing stress and very low morale among our classified
employees. We certainly are not blaming them because the fears are very real, but it is
affecting the amount of work that can be done at this time. We would like to reassure our
colleagues that we are looking for alternatives to layoffs. We need to address the low
morale on the campus at this time.
"Out of our concern about possibly not having our evaluations taken seriously, the
following motion was passed at the Senate:
The Faculty Senate directs the Faculty Senate President to read this statement
as part of the Faculty Senate report at the April e'h Governing Board meeting; that
we distribute copies of this statement to all the Governing Board members; and
that we deliver a copy to Barbara Baldridge for insertion, verbatim, into the official
minutes of that meeting.

According to the employment contract of Sherrill Amador, "the
SuperintendenUPresident will receive an annual written evaluation by the
Governing Board no later than May 1 of each year. This evaluation will be based
on overall performance and mutually agreed upon goals and objectives ... "
(emphasis ours).
The category of "overall performance" is intentionally broad and must
necessarily include relevant aspects of job performance not covered by the goals
and objectives decided upon by Dr. Amador and the Governing Board members
who oversaw her hiring. The Faculty Senate believes that a key aspect of Dr.
Amador's "overall performance" must include how she has fostered - or
damaged - the state of collegiality at Palomar College.
To help inform the Governing Board members of the state of collegiality,
the Faculty Senate delivered, in closed session, a survey sent out to all full-time
faculty that contained both numerical scores and narrative comments. The
Faculty Senate takes this survey seriously and would like some indication from
the members of the Governing Board, in writing by May 1, 2003, that they do as
well, along with a plan of action with its regard.
"However, I also have to report that unfortunately the confidentiality of our evaluation has
been compromised. Apparently, some of the Vice Presidents received a copy of Dr.
Amador's evaluation with a note stating, "Interesting reading about your boss." We did
not distribute these copies. In fact, we have tried to keep very close tabs on all the
copies; and only one still exists in the Senate office, one was given to Dr. Amador, and
one to each of the Board members, and all the other copies were shredded. Michele, in
your letter you suggested that perhaps you had information about how this had gotten out,
and if you do or if any of the other Board members do, I would very much like to know. I
have met with the Vice Presidents and I have requested that they shred any copy that
they received or that they may receive. The Senate spends a lot of time and effort on the
evaluation process and wants it to be taken seriously. At the Senate, we have had
several discussions about the confidentiality of the evaluations and are appalled that it
has been compromised. Of course, this does not change the evaluations themselves or
our approved process, as it was orchestrated by the Senate, in any way.
"Paralleling action taken at The Faculty meeting last week, the Faculty Senate passed the
following motion:
The Faculty Senate directs the Faculty Senate President to write a letter to the
SuperintendenUPresident requesting assurance that all committees and councils
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function in a participatory and voting manner immediately but no later than April
21, 2003, or cease.further decision-making. (Ms. Barkley distributed a copy of
the letter.)
"Our concern is that the governance councils below Strategic Planning Council are not
functioning the way that we had anticipated they would function when we approved them.
Especially in these times of having to discuss possible budget cuts, it is essential that all
voices be heard and that compromise and change be possible. We haven't felt that all
the councils were open to discussion and change. Administrative Services seems to be
working well, though it is not a voting council either. And Instructional Planning Council is
getting better; due to concerted faculty effort to affect change, we have seen some shifts
in priorities. But Student Services Planning Council does not seem to be encouraging
discussion and compromise. And the perception, unfortunately, is that administration
came with a set agenda and is pushing it through without discussion. Our governance
system is a good one if we use it properly. But faculty will feel more confident if we are
assured that these councils will be open forums for discussion and possible change and
that nothing will go forward without a majority vote. I delivered to Dr. Amador a copy of
this letter.
"We approved a change to the General Studies AA degree which you are considering
tonight on your agenda. This will be accepted by the Chancellor's Office as a change to
an existing program. It allows us to keep a General Studies AA for students who do not
want to declare a specific major, for example as an English major. It provides three
additional options to the 18-unit rule for a major, and these include the degree in Arts and
Humanities, Science and Mathematics, or Social and Behavioral Sciences. The students
would still have to take 18 units in this major but could take them within Humanities or
Sciences, as set out in the paperwork that you got with this degree. This in no way alters
the general education classes or competencies which we require for all AA degrees. This
is an Academic and Professional matter passed by the Senate, and I urge your "yes" vote
on M-3.
'This last week we also passed some minor changes to the Carpentry program."

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Millet gave the following report: "I want to pay specific tribute tonight to the faculty
and staff of Palomar College. I am acquainted with human beings in the faculty and staff
here at Palomar who are giving, caring, and who sacrifice every day to provide education
for our students. We want to express appreciation for the committed individuals who
think first of how to facilitate learning. Their work will enable each of our students not just
until commencement but on into the future as they touch the lives of children, friends, and
colleagues. We wear these ribbons tonight as a sign of the unity between faculty and
classified staff here at Palomar College and of our commitment to serving the students.
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report: "I just wanted to comment that this morning,
in the North County Times a member of this Board made unsubstantiated allegations
regarding faculty in general and also my organization, the Palomar Faculty Federation.
There are few facts in this fanciful statement of opinion, and so to restore a sense of
balance, some facts must be clearly cited. First of all, faculty have already contributed
much as a constituent group to solving the budget crisis this last year, this year, and next
year. By administration's own account, faculty have supplied approximately $2.6 million in
savings to the District that can be applied to reductions in expenditures. The defacto
hiring freeze has meant that virtually no full-time faculty have been hired this year and nor
are there likely to be any next year as well. Secondly, faculty have bravely adapted to the
financial situation here at Palomar College by accepting more students into fewer
courses. This has resulted in growth and growth money for the College. I say faculty
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have bravely adapted because we have seen much in terms of deserved raises for
classified staff and steep raises for administration, yet there has not been anything for
faculty. Even the Board congratulated itself last year and gave itself a 5% raise and that
because of the growth of the student population at Palomar, and faculty are responsible in
part for nurturing those students and providing that growth. Third, the faculty as well as
the classified has done a heroic job during a time of management chaos in an
environment of constant ch9nges and how planning councils operate and unnecessary
threats regarding layoffs, cuts in student services, and now cuts in academic department
assistants, those classified who are on the front lines working with literally thousands of
people, thousands of students per year. And just as an aside, what can be concluded
about a description of their job in the article in the newspaper today that reduces the
complicated tasks that they perform every day regarding budgetary balances, payroll,
class scheduling, student enrollment, student support to a simple statement about picking
up the mail. It truly is beyond my understanding that that statement can be made. I ask,
"How can a Board member walk away from Trustee responsibilities? How can a Board
member put herself in a situation of such negativity regarding our employees?" So rather
than focus on a focus on selfishness, I would ask, "Who shows more bravery? Faculty
who seek to maintain a culture of teaching excellence at a time of limited resources or
Trustees who have given up seeking for the common good? Who is more radical? A
faculty member or a classified staff who defends the campus culture and focuses on
students and faculty performance and those who urge and encourage the destruction of
the bonds of trust that faculty, students, and classified have built over the years. This is a
culture that we have created that is supportive of one another and has brought much
praise and many awards to the campus. Also, I have to say, "What can be said about
charges or that hint at possibly quasi-legal or legal activities that whispers about them?" I
think that this is really nonsense, and I think that an apology is really necessary after a
statement like that. Another main point here is that faculty have engaged in a fair
bargaining process, and we ask the District to do the same and to resolve the numerous
unfair labor practices against the District for its bargaining style. Come to negotiations
with real proposals instead of statements like, "we have nothing for you today, we haven't
run the numbers on that." So, I ask, you made a promise to us, Michele Nelson, during
the campaign election, you promised that there would be a fair bargaining process. You
promised that we would have a speedy resolution of contract issues. We call upon you
now to honor that promise and to leave these allegations behind."
Mr. McMullen reminded those giving reports that this is the time for reports, not
comments.

3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller gave the following report: "The Faculty met on April 2, and we discussed two
important issues. One was the budget reduction plans from the various councils and the
other was the confidence poll in Dr. Amador. We had faculty representatives from the
various councils at our meeting. We had Instructional Services, Student Services, and
Administrative Services reporting to us what their groups were doing. It was noted by
these planning councils that they're not following the same process as it relates to voting,
and there was concern about that. Faculty expressed strong concern that some
recommendations are being brought forth in these committees that appear to be
predetermined and directed and some even non-negotiable. Faculty stated that the
budget reduction decisions do not appear to be developed in a participatory manner. We
passed a similar motion that Chris mentioned in the Faculty Senate and it is 'The Faculty
requests that the Superintendent/President ensure that all committees and councils
function in a participatory manner and vote by April 21, 2003, or cease further decisionmaking.' At our meeting, we also discussed the results of the faculty poll regarding
confidence in Dr. Amador. The result of the polls, I understand, have been public, but I'll
just summarize them: 224 full-time faculty participated in our poll, which represents 73%
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of all of our faculty; 198 voted no confidence and 22 voted yes confidence. There were
13 ballots that were invalid and not counted. This represents 90% of the valid ballots
voting no confidence. We had a lengthy discussion about what steps to take next about
the poll results, and it was decided to hold off on taking any action and simply present
them to the Governing Board. I understand that two people wanted to make comments
on this report."
At this time, Robert Hahn addressed the Board on the future of Palomar and the
leadership support needed for success.
Jack Quintero then addressed the Board on the subject of the faculty's vote of no
confidence in Dr. Amador.
Gene Jackson then addressed the Board on the subject of leadership crisis.
Bonnie Dowd then addressed the Board on the subject of the faculty poll.
At this time, Mr. McMullen called upon Dr. Amador, who made the following statement:
"No college president likes to receive a vote of 'no confidence' from a constituent group.
On the other hand, a college president's job isn't about winning a popularity contest. The
president does what needs to be done to maintain the college's excellent educational
programs and services, while maintaining fiscal stability for the taxpayers. The president
reports to a Governing Board and is accountable to the Board, the public, and most
importantly to the students. This poll was conducted in the midst of a statewide budget
crisis and in the midst of our efforts to negotiate with the faculty the first union contract.
"These are very difficult times. First time contract negotiations are extremely difficult, and
Palomar's experience is no different. Negotiations by definition place all operational
issues on the table for consideration. During this process several 'sacred cows' and
'deals' of the past have been uncovered, such as class size, workload, extra stipends,
and reassigned time. Not a popular position, thus the need to negotiate. The change to
a faculty union environment has been a culture shock to many faculty members,
especially the full time faculty. In the past, the faculty senate represented all faculty
interests. Now faculty interests must be shared--academic and professional matters
remain with the senate, working conditions are to be bargained by the union. Roles
clarification among the faculty as well as between the faculty and the administration is still
in progress. These issues would more easily be resolved without the state budget crisis.
Now money for the desired raises must come from the existing college resources, which
are declining. Currently, the Union proposals cost $8 million more than the District's. My
position as superintendent/president does not permit me to discuss the specifics of
negotiations, but we are making progress, albeit very slowly, but the dollar gap is huge.
"Governance processes are currently in motion to plan for the 2003-04 budget reductions.
This is a very uncomfortable process for everyone. No one likes to go through budget
reductions. The process to develop the plans and priorities by necessity must be a
problem solving one. There is no specific plan in place now for the budget reductions,
despite what is being said. Currently, the vice presidents' planning councils, which
include representatives from all constituent groups, are considering and rejecting
proposals and developing priorities. Their work will come forward to the Strategic
Planning Council for a broader group to provide feedback and advice to administration.
The College should develop the budget reduction plan together. The alternative is that
administration will be forced to do it alone, because it is administration's responsibility to
submit a balanced budget to the Governing Board for approval. Many faculty members
are conscientiously seeking ways to meet budget reductions within the agreed upon
planning processes. However, the faculty union has a different position. This is a direct
quote from the Palomar Faculty Federation Negotiation Update of March 31, 2003.
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"Want a strong contract? If so, don't make "offers" to the administration! Without
meaning to do so, some faculty members have been undermining our PFF
negotiating team. They do this by innocently offering suggestions to resolve the
Palomar District's "budget crisis." These suggestions often come in the form of
questions, such as "Why don't we all take a 5% salary cut?" Or, "We could give
up our sabbaticals for next year, couldn't we?" If you have suggestions, bring
them to the Union. Our negotiating team is faced with a difficult and complex
task. Timing is important, as is the need to fit any proposal into the Union's
negotiating strategy. It isn't always the best strategy to float an idea in the
Strategic Planning Council or Instructional Planning Council or in a private
conversation with your dean. Instead, talk with us or email us with your ideas."
'This conflicted situation does lead to votes of "no confidence." Clearly this is a no win
situation. It causes turmoil, not solutions, and results in frustration.
"There will be no full time faculty lay offs. The administration made that commitment.
This fact means the budget reductions will need to come from other sources and
employee groups; therefore, the classified staff and administration are fearful for their
jobs. Thus, the classified staff has an opinion poll. This also creates conflict and finger
pointing, not solutions.
"Neither the faculty nor classified union has provided the District with a proposal to make
cuts to its unit; in fact, the opposite is true.
"It is my personal commitment to minimize staff layoffs. Every effort to find funds to avoid
layoffs has been in progress since January. The College is currently estimating a $3.2
million cut from its current base budget for next year, even after identifying $3.6 million in
mid year cuts. We do have a significant budget problem. We can solve it together or not.
But by June, the Governing Board must approve a tentative budget, and in September an
adopted budget. That isn't negotiable, it is the law.
"Palomar is one of the 21 lowest funded colleges in the state. We receive $155 less per
full time equivalent student than the state average. If we were at the state average, our
general fund budget would increase annually by approximately $2.5 million. The College
sure could use some of those dollars now. In addition, the community colleges are
experiencing a disproportionate share of the state budget reductions compared to other
state funded educational entities. Our advocacy efforts will continue, but significant
solutions won't come this year to save us. Palomar needs to control its own destiny.
"I believe that an educational institution by its culture of learning and caring for people has
the ability to solve problems. Palomar currently has several problems and we will only be
able to solve them by working together. I am always open to meeting with groups and
individuals to learn of solutions to these problems. I would welcome the opportunity to
speak to the leaders of the poll, if the intent is to problem solve.
"I believe Palomar is better than some of the behavior l have observed, written comments
I have seen, and shouts I have heard, most recently. Rumors, innuendos, and
speculations are not appropriate. Opinions should be formed on facts and critical
thinking-characteristics of professional behavior.
"We will emerge from this period a stronger college district. As a college community, we
must come together not only in this immediate period of time, but we must continue to
work together effectively over the coming months when we will have additional challenges
to face.
"I plan to be here as your president to get us through to a better future. My confidence
vote is that we will make it together."
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INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith gave the following report: "I want to take my time here to remind you about
the editorial campaign that is part of the Government Affairs Committee on this campus.
Editorials are appearing in the newspapers around the state. There was just one
commentary appearing by George Skelton in the L.A. Times this last week in their
editorials, from Orange County, and I would like to ask you to take part in that editorial
campaign. I have brought documents that are back on the table, and I have some right
here that give you a whole list of bullet points. Pick one, whatever your passion is, and
write about it. You can go on the web site and get the addresses you want, but I have
provided the North County Times and the San Diego Union here. There are also copies
of editorials that have been written by staff here at Palomar in addition to the Sacramento
Bee, and the San Diego City College. So I would ask for your support. We need to
continue the advocacy efforts. They are working, and there's about five weeks between
now and the May revise, so it's important that we try to have an impact on that. So I ask
for your help, please."

5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisorv Team
Jenny Akins gave the following report: "The Executive Council of CAST would like to
express our concern in regard to the faculty sabbatical leaves. In view of the current
budget crisis, we feel it appropriate that all sabbaticals be delayed until such time in the
future when Palomar College is no longer impacted by this crisis."

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Kathy Davis gave the following report: "The District's ongoing exclusion of the CCE in
matters pertaining to the welfare of classified employees slated for layoff continues to be
one of our major concerns, and we will continue to pursue our collective bargaining rights
to represent these brothers and sisters during these unstable times of employment.
'The CCE recently attended the California Federation of Teachers state convention in
San Francisco. During the convention, elections were conducted for several statewide
offices, and we are pleased to announce that Ernie Carson was re-elected to serve as
California's CCE state president.
"Numerous bills have been introduced during this new legislative session, and here are
just some of the classified-staff-related legislation that we will be watching:
AB 290 - Increases frorn 30 days to 60 days the current notification requirement
that school and community college districts must comply with prior to laying off
classified school employees.
AB 457 - Authorizes PERS school members, among others, to receive retirement
credit for an additional two years of service and two years of age if those
members retire within a designated period, prior to January 1, 2005, and other
conditions are met. This is an urgency measure.
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AB 475 -Authorizes the PERS Board to increase the maximum home loan to 100
percent.
ACA 2 - Requires that, if a budget is not passed by midnight on June 15,
members of the legislature forfeit any salary or reimbursement for travel and
expenses from June 16 to the date a budget is passed.
"In closing, the Council of Classified Employees would like to go on record as being
extremely disappointed with Trustee Michele Nelson's commentary in today's North
County Times. Referring to one of our valuable job classes as 'support staff who are
assigned to pick up the faculty's mail, deliver the faculty's coffee, and deliver the faculty's
office and lab supplies' was a disservice to these employees. While it's bad enough for
classified employees to be treated as non-existent on our own campus during these times
of layoffs, it's even worse when we are publicly humiliated."

7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena gave the following report: "I mentioned earlier that it was nice to see all of our
students here tonight. That said, I'd like to encourage those students and all of you those
who have contact with our students here to encourage them to vote in our elections. Our
elections are coming up the week beginning April 21, and they're going to be held on line.
To make this process a little bit easier for our students, they can vote from wherever
whenever. They just access our Palomar.edu web site, and from there, there should be a
link leading them to our balloting web page. So please encourage all of your students to
participate in this process. We really are looking forward to a great year next year and
having a great voter turnout would make it that much better.
"We are continuing our advocacy efforts on the state level, certainly. We are mailing our
letters and setting up a blanket sign by many of our students here with notes and
messages to send to Governor Gray Davis and the legislature. Likewise, on the national
level, we have been to our American Student Association of Community Colleges
Advocacy Conference this spring in March. As a result, I'm pleased to announce that the
Pell Grant has passed the Senate with an increase of $450 per student. We're really
happy to have those results so quickly. I urge all of you to please contact your House
Representatives to pass a similar bill so that we can provide for our students the financial
aid that is necessary. For more information about this, I encourage you all to pick up our
latest edition of The Telescope newspaper. They have a great article in there featuring
our elections and our efforts on the national level."
At this time, the President declared a five-minute recess.
Following the recess, Mr. McMullen made the following statement: "As a Governing Board, we have each
received countless e-mails regarding budget cuts, contract negotiations, opinions both pro and con on Dr.
Amador's management style, and I want you to know we've all heard it, and we've heard you loud and
clear. I had 33 e-mails alone today. I read them all. We do have a first amendment right, and we will
always invite the public and individuals to bring their ideas before us as a way to gather additional
information in order to make decisions. That's what we're here for. And we will honor that right. For
those of you who wish to speak tonight, I ask that your presentations be respectful, factual, and to the
point. With me, I don't know about the other trustees, quality will always win over quantity. I have enough
cards here to last us - it's 9:50 - approximately midnight. So I ask those of you who get up, you know,
we'll honor your day in court, but please keep it brief and to the point. We appreciate it very much."
Mr. Evilsizer: Mr. President, I'd like to raise a question if I could. To again, perhaps reconsider convening
this meeting in a larger space, I know room D-10 was mentioned as an alternative, and I understand the
theatre or the Boehm Gallery might be available as a space large enough to accommodate the public. We
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do have public members outside that aren't participating and can't hear the proceedings of the Board
meeting. So basically, we're excluding them from a public meeting, and I've got a problem with that. And
it's getting cold out there and they have to contest with that as well. I see people in shorts and tee-shirts,
too.
Mr. McMullen: How many people are out there?
Mr. Evilsizer: Too many to fit into the room, and I just feel that's very unfair and unjust for us to exclude
them. We can't violate public safety regulations by cramming people in. The other alternative would be to
simply everybody move - there might be a question about acoustics, but there might be some faculty or
people in the room here that know D-10 specifically. Or is our issue with the recording of the minutes
perhaps?
Mr. McMullen: I would hope that those who have already spoken would yield their chairs. That would help
a little. There are some empty seats there and there is some room across the back. If we rotate, we can
do the best we can. I appreciate your comment.
Mr. Evilsizer: Is there any chance we could line a few more people just to get them inside or perhaps
there's room in the conference room over here?
Mr. Melena: There are four seats in the conference room.
Mr. Evilsizer: I think the conference room has space available in it.
Mr. McMullen: Let's try to do the best we can and maybe people can rotate a little. Thank you, those that
are helping. I appreciate it.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
The following persons addressed the Board at this time on the following subjects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

L.

Pat Breedlove - CCE ballot results
Ann Haney- Leadership and the Palomar culture
Marilyn Souchek - Faculty poll
Nancy Horio - Her role in the Vice President for Instruction advertisement
Marc Newman - Communication strategies
Jose Rangel - SERP
Bill Bedford - Department chairs
Javier Williams - Student Services Planning Council
Katie Townsend-Merino - Violation of First Amendment Rights
Neill Kovrig - Brown Act concerns if this meeting has restricted access - reserve the right
to yield time
Kevin Knickerbocker - General address of mismanagement issues and inflammatory
comments made by Board member Michele T. Nelson
Linda Dudik - Department statement to the Board
Kevin Barrett - Dissatisfaction with budget cuts in Public Safety programs
Nicole Fisher- Disability Resource Center, TRIO, my feelings about how I personally feel
the current budget crisis will impact myself and others
Wayne Armstrong - Human effect of layoffs
Buddy Springer - Escondido Center layoffs (speaking on behalf of Virginia Shabatay)

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.
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NEW BUSINESS
1.

RECEIVE BIDS FOR PRINTING OF THE COLLEGE CATALOG
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The following bid was received by the Palomar Community College District from the firms
indicated in response to Notice to Bidders published on February 20 and February 27,
2003:
BIDDER
Arvato Services, Inc.
Valencia, CA 91355

Arvato Services, Inc., is hereby found to be the lowest responsive bidder to the Palomar
Community College District on the aforesaid printing of the College Catalog, and an
agreement per attached price schedule, Exhibit M-1, is hereby authorized between this
company and the District, subject to compliance with all insurance requirements.
Funding source: Instruction Printing Account
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

APPROVE SABBATICAL LEAVES
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby approves the following 2003-2004 sabbatical leaves:

Full Year. 2003-2004
Lisa Cox-Romain, Counseling
Lillian Payn, Graphic Communications

Fall,2003
Monika Brannick, Mathematics
Linda Dudik, Economics, History, and Political Science
Carolyn Funes, Library
Marty Furch, English as a Second Language
William Gullette, Communications
Mark Hudelson, Art
Michael Mufson, Performing Arts
Ruben Murcia, Life Sciences
Fergal O'Doherty, English
Robert Sheppard, Communications
Shayla Sivert, English as a Second Language
Rocco Versaci, English
Lori Waite, DSP&S - EOP&S
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Spring, 2004

Christine Barkley, English
Robert Barry, Communications
David Boyd, Performing Arts
Alexis Ciurczak, Library
Chris Feddersohn, Cabinet & Furniture Technology
Jose Fernandez, Counseling
Tim Hernandez, Counseling
Lee Kerckhove, Behavioral Sciences
David Michael Lockett, Behavioral Sciences
Michael Mumford, Mathematics
Jose Rangel, Multicultural Studies
Marilyn Souchek, Behavioral Sciences
Alan Trujillo, Earth Sciences
Dr. Nelson: I have grave concerns about sabbatical leaves at this point in time with our
fiscal crisis. The fact that these are being brought forward concerns me greatly,
especially when we're talking about laying off people and cutbacks that affect the human
element. It feels to me very much like the faculty could withdraw these proposals for this
year. We could hold them in abeyance. I am very, very concerned about it.
Mr. McMullen: I believe you asked at the last meeting what is the cost of the sabbaticals.
Dr. Nelson: I think it is $437,000, is that correct?
Mr. Patton: Based on the information Instruction gave us, it's about $437,000.
Mr. McMullen: And that's for both fall and spring together, the total?
Mr. Patton: Yes.
Mary Ann Drinan addressed the Board on this matter.
Dr. Nelson: I do not in any way diminish the importance of faculty sabbatical leaves.
They are essential, they are beneficial, they enrich; however, in this particular climate, at
this particular time, I cannot support them.
Mr. Evilsizer: I agree this is a negotiable item. The faculty here have earned the right to
take sabbatical leaves. I think we need to honor their current contract - they don't have a
contract - but at least honor the precedent that's been set and not disturb something
that's been traditional and part of the culture of this College, so I support it.
Dr. Nelson: Maybe there's another way to do this. Could we table this and send it back to
the faculty and let it be reconsidered, and if they bring it forward, then we can look at it.
Ms. Chadwick: This is like deciding to get the boat in the middle of the stream and forget
that we gotta row it. These people are on track for this now. Now, if we're going to take
another look at this in terms of the negotiations, that would apply to something down the
chronological timeframe. So it seems to me we shouldn't short change these people just
simply because they're in the boat in the stream at this point.
Mr. Jensen: I'm inclined to agree that it should be voluntary at this point. I mean if
someone elects not to take it or postpone it.
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Dr. Amador: In my role, I just want to caution the Board that it is a negotiating item, and
this is past practice. Therefore, other than approving the quality of the application - and
that has all gone through the normal process of a committee - I would have to caution
you that it would probably be ill-advised not to support the sabbaticals at this time.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay (Nelson)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

APPROVE GENERAL STUDIES A.A. DEGREE PROGRAM CHANGE
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the following revision to the General Studies A.A.
Degree program:
Program Title: General Studies
General Studies
Discipline(s): General Studies
Effective term: Fall 2003

PROGRAM OFFERING
This program is designed for students who may not be planning to transfer to a four-year
college and who need to explore possibilities before committing themselves to a major
program. The program may serve the purposes of students who have been out of school
and who need to review and assess their academic skills and interests before deciding on
a definite major program. Students planning to transfer to a four-year institution are
cautioned that this curriculum may not provide for completion of the lower-division
requirements for transfer to a four-year institution.

General Studies
Courses required for an A.A. Degree Major
Select One Emphasis
Only one course may double-count between the A.A. general education requirements and
the selected emphasis. Students may receive only one General Studies major.
Arts and Humanities Emphasis (Select 18 units minimum)
AIS 100, 105, 135, 145, 150
AMS 100
ANTH 135, 155
ART100, 102, 104, 105, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169
AS 100, 115, 116
ASL 100, 101, 110, 205, 206
CHIN 101, 105, 106, 110, 115, 116, 130, 201, 205, 206
CINE 100, 102, 103, 110, 120
100, 105, 110, 115, 155
DNCE 100, 101, 104, 105
DT 120
ENG202,203,205,210,211,215,220,221,225,226,230,240,245,250,255,260,
270,280,290
ESL 101, 102, 103
FASH 130, 132
FREN 101, 105, 106, 110, 130, 131, 140, 201, 210
GERM 101, 105, 106, 110, 115, 116, 201, 210
HIST 105, 106

cs
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HUM 100, 101
ID 115
ITAL 101, 110, 201, 205, 206
JAPN 101, 105, 106, 110, 201, 210
JOUR 101
JS 100
LAT 101, 110, 201, 210
MUS 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 166, 167, 169, 170, 171
PHIL 100, 101, 105, 110, 115, 120, 255
PHOT 100, 125
RS 101, 105, 110, 120
RTV 100, 101
SPAN 101, 105, 106, 110, 115, 116, 201, 205, 206, 210, 240, 241
SPCH 100, 105, 115, 125
TA 100, 104, 125, 140, 141, 150
TAG 101, 105, 106, 110, 201, 205, 206
READ 110, 120
Science and Mathematics Emphasis (Select 18 units minimum*)
ANTH 100
ASTR 100, 120, 205, 206
BIOL 100, 101, 102, 105, 106, 107, 110, 114, 118, 120, 130, 131,
185,200,201
BOT 100, 101, 110, 115
BUS 110
CHEM 100, 102, 110, 115, 210
ENGR 210
ES 100
FCS 185
GEOG 100, 110, 115, 125
GEOL 100, 110, 120, 125, 150
MATH56,60, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 130, 135, 140,200
MICR200
OCN 100, 101, 115
PHSC 100
PHYS 101, 102, 120, 200, 201, 230
PSYC 205, 210
SOC205
zoo 100, 101, 110, 111, 115, 116, 120, 145, 200, 203, 205
*Although not listed, related lab courses may be included as part of the 18 unit minimum.
Social and Behavioral Sciences Emphasis (Select 18 units minimum)
AIS 101, 102, 120, 125, 130, 140, 165
AJ 100
ANTH 105, 110, 115, 126, 130, 140, 145, 150
AMS 110, 200
AS 101, 102, 110, 120, 125, 126
CHDV 100, 110, 115
COMM 100, 105
COUN 120
cs 101, 102, 120, 125
ECON 100, 101, 102, 110, 115
ENG 150
FCS 101
GEOG 105
HIST 101, 102, 107, 108, 109, 110, 114, 130, 140, 141, 150, 151
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JS 105
MCS 100, 110, 165, 200
POSC 100, 101, 102, 105, 110, 115, 140, 150
PSYC 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125130, 145
soc 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125, 145, 200
SPCH 120, 131
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

CAST BALLOT FOR TEN CANDIDATES FOR CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TRUSTEES BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby casts its ballot for the following (no more than) ten
candidates for the California Community College Trustees Board of Directors of the
Community College League of California. Candidates are as follows:
Edward C. Ortell, Citrus CCD
Jess H. Reyes, Contra Costa CCD
Donald L. Singer, San Bernardino CCD
Maria Nieto Senour, San Diego CCD*
John Moore, Cerritos CCD*
Mary Mason, Foothill-De Anza CCD*
Patricia Miljanich, San Mateo, CCD
Georgia L. Mercer, Los Angeles, CCD*
Bill McMillin, Ohlone, CCD
Michele R. Jenkins, Santa Clarita CCD*
Walter G. Howald, Coast CCD
Charles H. Hayden, Desert CCD*
Dawn M. Wright, San Jose-Evergreen CCD
John S. Williams, So. Orange County CCD
Anthony E. Bugarin, San Joaquin Delta CCD*
Mark Takano, Riverside CCD*
Thomas J. Clark, Long Beach CCD
Luis Villegas, Santa Barbara CCD*

x
_x_
_x_
_x_
_x_
_x_

x
_x_
_x_
_x_

*denotes incumbent
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
5.

SET TERM OF OFFICE, SET COMPENSATION. AND AFFORD PRIVILEGE TO CAST
ADVISORY VOTE FOR NON-VOTING STUDENT TRUSTEE FOR 2003-2004
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District in accordance with
Board Policy 11.1, hereby sets the compensation for the non-voting Student Trustee
for 2003-2004, for a one-year term, at $420.00 per month and affords the Student
Trustee the privilege to make and second motions and cast an advisory vote,
although the vote shall not be included in determining the vote required to carry any
measure before the Board.
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At the request of Mr. Melena, the motion was amended to include the privilege of making
and seconding motions. (MSC Evilsizer, Chadwick)
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

FAILURE TO APPROVE RETURN TO ONE REGULAR GOVERNING BOARD MEETING
PER MONTH

MS Failed

Melena, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the return to one regular Governing Board meeting
per month commencing in May, 2003, as outlined in current Board Procedure 12.3, as revised
on February 13, 2001, which reads as follows:
12.3
Regular Meetings
The Governing Board meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Any item for the agenda must be in the President's Office by 5 p.m. on the
Monday eight days prior to each Tuesday meeting. The fourth Tuesday of the
month will be kept open for special meetings, orientations, workshops, or training
sessions, should they be needed.

Rocco Versaci addressed the Board on this matter.
Mr. Jensen: It's been my observation that there's very little business conducted at that
second meeting.
Mr. McMullen: More a workshop.
Ms. Chadwick: I would like to say that all of our meetings are business. They're good
government business. The reason we have this meeting is to listen lo our constituents,
and I hope we're listening. We want to hear. I also want to speak to having two meetings
a month. When we're in the morass that we're in now with serious issues that need to be
heard publicly, we need two.
Mr. Evilsizer: I just agree with Trustee Chadwick's comments. I think it's very important
for us to continue addressing things in public. I think the two meetings a month are
certainly warranted. There's still plenty of things to consider and debate and discuss and
issues to resolve, and I think two meetings a month helps us to address that. I'm in favor
of supporting of having two meetings a month.
Dr. Nelson: I also see the benefits at this point in time of having the two meetings a
month. However, I do think that as things settle out - hopefully this will happen - that we
can reconsider it and revaluate it.
The Vote: 2 Aye (Jensen, McMullen); 3 Nay (Chadwick, Evilsizer, Nelson)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Nay
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7.

APPROVE ISSUANCE OF 2003 TAX AND REVENUE ANTICIPATION NOTES AND
PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA CASH FLOW
FINANCING PROGRAM
MSC

Chadwick, Melena

RESOLUTION 02-20759
BE IT RESOLVED, That the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District
hereby approves issuance of 2003 Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (hereinafter
"TRANs") in an amount not to exceed $5,000,000.00 dated July 1, 2003, with maturity not
to exceed thirteen (13) calendar months thereafter, through the statewide financing
program sponsored by the Community College League of California; and the Assistant
SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative Services, or Director, Fiscal
Services, alone, are hereby authorized and directed, for and in the name and on behalf of
the District to execute all documents, including but not limited to, the Note Purchase
Agreement, including the Pricing Confirmation, and the 2003 Tax and Revenue
Anticipation Note, in substantially the form presented herewith, and to execute, deliver,
and record all documents requiring same, to all required and interested parties; true and
correct copies of all documents referred to herein, are approved in substantially this same
form as presented, are on file with the Secretary to the Board, and the terms thereof are
incorporated by this reference and made a part of this Resolution.
Exhibit M-7
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

ACCEPT AND APPROVE CHANGE ORDER #4 FOR STUDENT UNION REMODEL
PROJECT
MSC

Chadwick, Melena

The Governing Board hereby accepts and approves Change Order #4 pertaining to the
Student Union Remodel project; original contract approved by the Governing Board on
July 15, 2002, as detailed on the accompanying memorandum in support hereof. Total
amount of Change Order #4 is $8,650.00. Exhibit M-8
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

9.

DISCUSSION: TASK FORCE CREATION TO ADDRESS PROPOSED BUDGET
REDUCTIONS FOR FY 2003-2004
The Board discussed the pros and cons of creating a task force to address proposed budget
reductions for FY 2003-2004.
Mr. Evilsizer: I think that such a task force could focus in on the budget and explore finding
strategies to resolve some of these layoffs and job reductions and make that the absolute last
resort. Rather focus on finding cuts that can be made to the budget that don't impact
employees and people. And I think that if we can get a fair and broad representation and equal
representation of all constituencies on this campus that this can happen, that we can find
pragmatic solutions to these issues. And again, if we can focus on this and work hard at it, I
have no doubt we can find very creative ways and even sacrifices to keep jobs on this campus.
I think we ought to at least give it the old college try.
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Dr. Nelson: Mr. Patton, I'm unclear how this would work in relation to the structure already in
place.
Mr. Patton: I'm not sure either. The Resource Allocation Committee, now the Revenue
Allocation Committee, is going through the budget now, line by line, and then they will go
through the fund balances line by line - both designated and they will look at the restricted. So
I'm not sure how this would interface.
Mr. McMullen: Every constituency group is on that, correct?
Mr. Patton: Yes. If we keep that in place - at least look at the process.
Ms. Barkley: The Faculty Senate has recommended that the Revenue Allocation Committee
be the campus-wide committee that takes a look at this. The concern that we have heard has
come from PFF because it has only one faculty member on that committee. Therefore, it is not
equal to the other constituent groups, although there are five other faculty that are there.
However, this is also an open meeting. If 12 other PFF members wanted to show up, go
through line by line, understand the budget, I think that that would actually be the appropriate
place to do it. It's supposed to be working with Strategic Planning, reporting to Strategic
Planning, and that's where the prioritizing will take place, so having it come through our existing
governance structure, the Senate believed, was the best way to deal with this. We did talk
about other options, including setting up another task force. We talked about a subcommittee
or a task force made up from RAC but that could include members that were not members of
RAC, but our informed judgment was that RAC was the governance committee that was in
place that would best be able to handle this. And it's very open. Anyone should be able to
come.
Ms. Chadwick: Do participants in that committee vote?
Mr. Patton: We have done both - by consensus and vote.
Ms. Chadwick: And is there an equal number of constituency faculty and staff to
administration.
Mr. Evilsizer: I have a breakout of the 1B members of the Revenue Allocation Committee here.
The Vice President of Administration/Finance is the Chair. Faculty- there are five appointed by
the Senate and one by PFF; four administrators; five classified; one CAST; and one student.
That doesn't sound like equal representation to me. We need more than one student on a
Revenue Allocation Committee or any kind of a budget review committee. CAST - I don't
know how many members CAST has - but is one an adequate number? Again, is this equal
and fair construction for a decision-making body? I think a task force could be constructed to
address that.
Ms. Chadwick: Some of you may be aware that our own Chancellor set up an ad hoc informal
group, it's called the consultation work group, that exists as the foundation group to look at
issues relating to budget, and that group will feed into the structure that exists in the
Chancellor's Office. We have somewhat an echo of that. We can do the same thing on this
campus. There's no reason we couldn't have a group that would represent the foundation of
all these constituents and function in a way that would feed into the governance structure.
Mr. McMullen: In terms of representation, Mr. Evilsizer, you mentioned something about you
don't know how many. Are we talking about numbers of people in each of these constituent
groups or are we talking about their share of the budget? With five faculty members, does that
represent their share of the total budget? Or is it relative to the number of faculty members
they have? You're not going to draw a correlation is my point.
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Mr. Evilsizer: I'd be in favor of seeing equal numbers of all constituent groups represented three of everybody on there-three Senate appointments, three PFF, three students, three ...
Dr. Nelson: I have grave concern about creating a structure outside of the governance
structure. Since the Faculty Senate has supported this and has obviously discussed it with
their constituency, I feel very strongly that we should not undermine that in any way.
Mr. Evilsizer: Well, a task force is perfectly within the guidelines of the Palomar College
Governance Structure. It is very clearly stated right here (quoting from the Governance
Structure): "A constituency-represented group created to address a special college-wide
subject/issue and meets until the subject/issue is resolved."
Leslie Briggs and Aaron Holmes addressed the Board on this matter.
10.

RECONSIDER RESOLUTION 02-20758 ON REDUCTION IN FORCE

MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby reconsiders Resolution 02-20758 on Reduction In Force adopted
by the Governing Board on March 11, 2003.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay (Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Abstain
Mr. McMullen asked Dr. Amador to comment on this matter.
Dr. Amador: First, I would like Dr. Miyamoto to address the issue concerning whether
temporary staff - Ultimate Staffing - have replaced any of the positions that were listed as
layoffs.
Dr. Miyamoto: I have asked Sherilyn Hargraves to give me that information, and she has
forwarded to me a list of those folks from Ultimate Staffing - an employment service that we
use to hire hourly people - they're not under contract; they're hourly people that come and
supplement that. We're all concerned about hourly people and how they're being used and if,
in fact, they're augmenting the workforce or just helping it. Sherilyn has given me the job
descriptions or the tasks that these folks are doing from Ultimate. Those tasks they are doing
in CCCSAT and that operation over there are not connected or the same as those folks that
she had earmarked for positions to be eliminated. In the job descriptions that she has provided
me, they are very different in terms of that. They have sorne expertise, and some people are
on call. Just to answer that specific question, in terms of what those people are doing from an
hourly standpoint, they are not duplicating or replicating those services of those people that
were earmarked for elimination. In addition, though, certainly that is a concern of all of ours,
and Sherilyn has indicated that all of those people are not going to be continued after the
middle of June.
Mr. Evilsizer: These are the temporary hourly workers?
Dr. Miyamoto: Yes.
Dr. Amador: I would also like Mr. Patton to talk about the consequences of this and his
analysis of the two budgets - the best that we can figure out.
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Mr. Patton: There are two grants - the CCCSAT grant and thee-Conferencing grant. The
CCCSAT grant, after they've made the reduction, should have a balance of about $283,000.
The e-Conferencing grant, after they have made their reduction should have a balance of
about $865,000 to make it through to the end of the year. Of that e-Conferencing grant, the
largest component is equipment - roughly $530,000 on April 7 of that $865,000. The issue, I
think is how much savings there will be if the Board took action tonight or if they delayed it. If
the Board took action tonight, there would be about $38,000 they could still save. If they took
action at the May meeting, there would be an additional $85,000 that would be lost. We
recalculated the amount of money that positions that were listed CCCSAT and e-Conferencing,
and there is a little bit more there than what they had reported. The savings were a little bit
more than what they had calculated. They hadn't taken into effect all the benefits. Looking at
the possibility since we have heard some additional information from the Chancellor's Office,
now they would be willing to look at the equipment moneys - if that's possible. My
recommendation is to wait until we find out what the Chancellor's Office is talking about. This
is the information I've received.

POSTPONE REDUCTION IN FORCE
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer to postpone action on this matter.

WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board hereby finds
that it is in the best interest of the District to reduce and/or eliminate the following
positions, which are held by regular classified employees of the District, pursuant to
Education Code Sections 88014, 88015, 88117, and 88127; and also Board Policy
CCE/AFT-15 entitled, "Layoffs":
Position

Position Number

Accounting Assistant (.50 FTE CCCSAT/.50 FTE e-Conference)
Legal Coordinator (1.0 FTE e-Conference)
Program Research Specialist (1.0 FTE e-Conference)
Satellite & Telecast Broadcast Control Operator (.45 FTE CCCSAT)
Satellite & Telecast Broadcast Control Operator (.45 FTE CCCSAT)
Satellite & Telecast Broadcast Control Operator (.45 FTE CCCSAT)
Senior Office Specialist (1.0 FTE e-Conference)
Web Analyst (.50 FTE CCCSAT/.50 FTE e-Conference)

6273
6224
6089
6228
6227
6229
6212
6217

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the above-designated positions shall be
reduced and/or eliminated as of April 18, 2003.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Governing Board sincerely regrets this action
but is taking this action in compliance with applicable law and in the best interest of the
District.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Superintendent/President or designee is
authorized and directed to give timely and proper layoff to all affected employees.
ADOPTED, this eleventh day of March, 2003, by the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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POSTPONE ACTION ON DELETION OF BP 20 -ORGANIZATION FOR
ADMINISTRATION AND ADOPTION OF BP 3100-0RGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

MSC

Chadwick, Melena to postpone action on this matter.

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 20 - Organization for
Administration and approves the adoption of BP 3100 - Organizational Structure, which
reads as follows:
BP 3100 - Organizational Structure

The Superintendent/President shall establish organizational charts that delineate the lines
of responsibility and fix the general duties of employees within the District. The
organizational charts are subject to review by the Board.
Ed. Code 72400 (Note: Refer to existing BP 6.2 - Management: The Board delegates the
authority for the District administration to the Superintendent of the District)
Candice Francis and Barbara Neault Kelber addressed the Board on this matter.
Mr. Jensen: When the faculty voted to unionize, we each agreed that we would appoint a
negotiation team and that the negotiations would take place between the union team and
the College team. It was never the Governing Board's duty or responsibility to negotiate
the contract in public. We sat here and we listened to you; and, believe me, there were
times when we all had to bite our tongues. There were things we would like to respond to,
but we could not. It was not our place to be doing the negotiating.
Ms. Chadwick: I'm concerned that we don't have BP 20 in front of us so that we don't
know what we're deleting. And the other concern I have is that shouldn't our legal opinion
here or some review be consistent so that we're not having different language than what's
required under the code. I'm not clear about that, and I'm not comfortable with it at this
point.
Dr. Amador (displaying a projected copy of Ed. Code 72400, BP 6.2, BP 20 and BP
3100): The policy to be deleted says, "The administrative membership and organizational
charts appear in appendices F and G." There is no F and G and there hasn't been for
many years. At this point, it is not important for the Board to make a decision on this
tonight. I would agree with Candi Francis; it can be postponed. It isn't going to change
anything in BP 6.2.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
N.

CLOSED SESSION

The Board recessed at 11 :50 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 11 :55 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Conference regarding discussion with Unrepresented Employee, pursuant to Government
Code 5495 7. 6.
a.

Evaluation of Superintendent/President

Closed Session ended at 12:35 a.m.
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RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened to Open Session at 12:36 a.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 12:36 a.m.
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President
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Learning for Success

~
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM D-10
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A., STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, M.S., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:

BBB.

1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION - There was no reportable action taken during Closed
Session.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to SuperintendenUGoverning Board
Bill Bedford, PFF Executive Council; Adjunct Faculty
Chris Barkley, President, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, English
Linda Dudik, Professor, History, Economics, and Political Science
Brian Engleman, Secretary, CCE/AFT; Academic Department Assistant, R.O.P.
Jo Anne Giese, President, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Administrative Assistant,
Administrative Services
Roy Latas, Adjunct Faculty
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollment Services
Lois Meyer, Director, Fiscal Services
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs

GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of April 8, 2003, with
the following correction:
Item M-6, page 27, comment by Ms. Chadwick, last sentence should read: When we're in the
morass that we're in now with serious issues that need to be heard publicly, we need two.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
CC.

AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITY ELDERS - This group canceled and will reschedule.

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT - There was no report.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
1

"On April 10 h I had the privilege of touring two of our facilities, and one of our Shared
Governance Councils. As a new Trustee, the things that I observe and the terrific people
that I meet continually amaze me.
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Katherine Gannett invited the board to tour the library at the main campus, and I took her
up on that invitation. Leo Melena was also there as part of the tour group. And we were
treated to a "behind-the-scenes" look at the services and the staff required to support our
library. We have impressive computer, tutoring, video, electronic media resources, and
special services available to students and all members of our community. This is truly a
Community Recreation Center for the Brain.
However, I was not impressed to hear that the average publication date at the Palomar
College library is 1974. This is not a condition that we should be proud of nor happy with.
To bring our collection current, it will take approximately $100,000 per year over a period
of two to five years. This is just one area that we as a Board can address. Let's send out
the challenge to explore revenue streams that can be used to turn this library collection,
not only at the main campus but at all the centers within the District, into something more
contemporary for the benefit of the community that we serve.
The second facility I toured, along with Trustee Chadwick on April 1o"', was the Public
Safety Training Center in San Marcos. This is where the Police and Fire academies are
based. It is probably the nicest of the facilities that I have witnessed within our District,
and provides excellent training resources for our students working to become police and
fire professionals. We witnessed a simulated fire exercise at the multi-storied structure in
back of the classrooms. And it was an impressive sight to see how much water gets
hurled out of a fire truck and a fire hydrant or two. Needless to say, if you were to use
those hoses to wash your car, it would probably take the paint off.
The Police and Fire programs are projected to grow at a clip 50% higher than the
Palomar College's rate as a whole. Our current enrollment for the Fire program is at
135% of capacity (we have 47 students enrolled in 35 seats) and we currently have 86
applications for the next fire fighter academy scheduled to begin in August. In the police
program, we already have 43 applicants with enrollment open until June 14th. And,
typically, enrollment ramps up as you get closer to that deadline.
Obviously, these programs are in high demand, and it sounds to me as though we have
an opportunity to enroll more students than presently planned. In this era of proposed
budget cuts, these programs represent a source of revenue growth. With increased
concerns about domestic security, and in a time of color-coded terrorist warnings and
homeland security alerts, we need well-trained professional "first responders" to take care
of emergencies.
Therefore, we must build, rather than downsize, the staff and resources to ensure these
vital programs continue to meet the increasing public safety requirements of our
communities. I will not support any cuts proposed to our public safety programs, and I
urge my fellow trustees to consider a pledge of similar support.
I was also able to attend a Government Affairs Committee that was chaired by Dale
Wallenius, and that group is doing some wonderful things in terms of notifying the
community and getting students active in writing letters to the editor and writing to our
legislators. It is certainly an effort worth participating in, and I will write a letter in support
of that as well.
As a Trustee, I am very concerned about the recent votes of no confidence made recently
by contract faculty and classified employees (including both union and non-union
members) regarding the leadership and management style of our Superintendent and
President Dr. Sherrill Amador. When 9 out of 10 faculty, and 8 out of 1O classified
employees express such a sentiment, immediate corrective action to improve this
perception must be taken.
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While I agree with Dr. Amador's statement that "a college president's job isn't about
winning a personality contest," I would like to offer that by definition, leaders have
followers.
Peter Drucker, perhaps the most influential thinker and writer on management in the last
century, writes that: "Fortunately or unfortunately, the one predictable thing in any
organization is the crisis. That always comes. That's when you do depend on the leader.
The most important task of an organization's leader is to anticipate crisis. Perhaps not to
avert ii, but to anticipate it. To wait until the crisis hits is already abdication. One has to
make the organization capable of anticipating the storm, weathering it, and in fact, being
ahead of it. That is called innovation, constant renewal. You cannot prevent a major
catastrophe, but you can build an organization that is battle-ready, that has high morale,
and also has been through a crisis, knows how lo behave, trusts itself, and where people
trust one another. In military training, the first rule is to instill soldiers with trust in their
officers, because without trust they won't fight."
I agree with only one statement made by Trustee Nelson in her community forum piece
published by the North County Times on April 8. Her statement was that "the Governing
Board directed Palomar President Sherrill Amador to head the District's negotiation
team-a role most boards do not assign to a college president."
I believe there is much wisdom displayed by other boards in not assigning this role to their
college president. I strongly recommend that Dr. Amador delegate her negotiation
responsibilities to a cabinet member immediately. This will allow her time to focus on the
vital tasks of building positive relationships with faculty, staff and the community, which
will be critical in ensuring the successful implementation of our Strategic Facilities and
Educational Master Plan and in getting a future bond measure passed.
And, finally, I was extremely disappointed by the failure of this Board at our last meeting
on April 8, to recognize requests made before and during the meeting to move the
assembly to a larger facility in order to accommodate all of the public wanting to
participate. People outside the Governing Board room could not hear any of the dialogue,
and were deprived of their right to fully participate.
It was estimated that over 150 people were excluded from participating, a right
guaranteed by law. The soul of the Brown Act clearly states, "the people of this State do
not yield their sovereignty to the agencies which serve them. The people, in delegating
authority, do not give their public servants their right to decide what is good for the people
to know and what is not good for them to know. The people insist on remaining informed
so that they may retain control over the instruments they have created."
The heart of the Brown Act declares that, "All meetings of the legislative body of a local
agency shall be open and public, and all persons shall be permitted to attend any meeting
of the legislative body of a local agency ... "
We as a Board serve at the pleasure of the public, and we answer to them. As far as I am
concerned, we violated the rights of those left out in the cold on April 8. I publicly
apologize for my failure to persuade this Board to respect your right to participate, and I
appeal to each one of my fellow Trustees to never allow this to happen again."
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Ms. Chadwick gave the following report:
"I was on the tour at the Police and Fire Academy, a sterling example of what a
community can do with a community college. The mayor of San Marcos was with us,
Gorky Smith. Many of you know Gorky. Other mayors support this program. They're
very, very supportive in more ways than one. They hand over a lot of money and it helps
the people that work in those organizations. We have, if not the best program in this
county, certainly one of two. Right Kevin? Kevin was there as well. I want to thank the
staff there, Tom Plotts and the rest of the staff who took the time out. We actually got to
go out as Mark so graphically reported and watched these people in training. It was quite
an experience. I am very comforted knowing that we have such a program.
I want to really echo all the comments that have been made so far. I'm hopeful that we
can continue good government. I say this all the time; that's my motto. Keep it public,
make it public, let's have good government. As we express ourselves, that will is the will
of the people."
Mr. Jensen gave the following report:
"I find it a little ironic that Mark is worried about people outside not being able to hear the
proceedings when they're pounding on the windows and shouting acting like hooligans.
Some of us inside the building couldn't hear what was going on. Also, there was some
gentleman standing behind Barbara whistling, and it actually physically hurt my ears. I
had to plug them. I think that maybe that's appropriate at a football game, but I would
hope that we could conduct these meetings in a little more professional manner and
maintain a little better decorum."
Mr. Melena gave the following report:
"I, too, joined Trustee Evilsizer at the informational library tour. It is really informative for
one who has utilized the services and to know that there is still more that the library offers.
It was really an eye-opener and something that I'd like to share and spread the word
about.
Another item I'm going to be mentioning tonight because it is important is that we are
having our elections currently. We are electing the new Student Trustee, so please
encourage all students to participate. You can find the ballots at Palomar.edu. They just
type in their student ID, and they will have access to vote for the new Board coming up."

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz reported that we know how important teachers are, and it is demonstrated
every day. We also have a graduate of Palomar College, Don Bartletti, of Vista, who
graduated with an A.A. in Art in 1968. He was recently one of four Los Angeles Times
journalists honored with the Pulitzer Prize.
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Report of Vice President for Student Services
a.

Report on Student Fee Board Policies and Administrative Procedures
Joe Madrigal stated that his report is in response to Trustee Evilsizer's request to
explore the existing procedure in our class schedule and college catalog
specifically referring to the collection of fees. They specifically state that to avoid
being dropped from classes, all fees must be paid within ten days of registering.
Mr. Madrigal referred the Board members to page 99 of the Summer class
schedule, which has a list of the mandatory and non-mandatory fees. He
discussed the specific fees and noted that the collection of fees is an
administrative procedure. Mr. Madrigal introduced Herman Lee, who discussed
how the fees are collected and how those students are monitored for paying
those fees. Mr. Lee credited Ralph Baker, Supervisor of Admissions, and Kara
Garavito, Supervisor of Cashier Services, who work hard to collect the money,
post it, give refunds, and perform all the work necessary to carry out the
procedures.
Mr. Lee noted that there are Board policies relating to fees. The administrative
procedures for implementing those Board policies are developed by the
Registration Committee, and recommendations go to the Student Services
Planning Council.
Drops for non-payment are manually processed, not every ten days as implied.
We do not drop students after a ten-day period. We tell students that the fees
are due within ten days, and that is where the possible misunderstanding occurs.
The dropping process is fairly lengthy. Every student account is reviewed
manually by the Admissions' staff and the Cashiers' staff. Before drops are
initiated, they make sure that the outstanding balance is a true balance. Invoices
are sent once per semester, during the first week of classes. There is a huge
postage cost in sending out invoices on a regular basis, so we are able to do that
only once per term. After classes begin, students are notified through their
instructors. Reinstatements are allowed with instructor permission and the
payment of all fees due at that time. We have solicited the assistance of the
faculty in this regard as it is too expensive to mail invoices throughout the
semester.
New features that we hope to be able to offer in the next year or two were briefly
discussed.
Mr. Lee surveyed the colleges in our region regarding their policies as to
maximum length of time allowed for fees to be paid after registration prior to
dropping the student. MiraCosta requires advance fee payment - prior to
registration - dropped after 48 hours. In the San Diego Community College
District, students have five business days to pay; and students are dropped every
week throughout the semester. In the Grossman! Cuyamaca District, students
have three business days to pay; they are dropped prior to the start of the term. If
they are a late add, transcripts and enrollment is blocked. At Southwestern, they
have five days to pay; they are dropped throughout the first two weeks of classes,
and dropping throughout the term is under review now. At Palomar, there is a
ten-day period now. We have drops throughout registration. Because of the
manual process, it takes us about a week to drop a thousand students. We were
able to drop only one group prior to the start of classes. We dropped another
group during census week, and another group at mid-term prior to the drop
deadline.
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Mr. Lee stated that he would welcome any suggestions for improvement of the
fee collection process. He reiterated that they are administrative procedures that
are reviewed by the Registration Committee with recommendations to the
Student Services Planning Council.
Ms. Chadwick asked if there is a plan to perform this electronically. Mr. Lee
responded that with the upgrade of PeopleSoft, it is hoped that this will be
possible - perhaps by next year.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that on pages 6 and 101 of the Summer schedule, the period
of payment shown is five days, rather than ten. Mr. Lee responded that this had
been under consideration and that he had inadvertently failed to remove it before
it was submitted for printing. He has corrected it in the Fall schedule.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if there was a large influx of students lined up after classes
had started waiting to pay their fees in Fall, 2002, and Spring, 2003. He asked if
this was an issue with the cashiers. Lois Meyer responded that we did not have a
long line because we now have eight cashier windows to accommodate students
and we were staffed for it.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if a student is qualified for early registration by having
attended Palomar for several semesters. Mr. Lee responded that the priority
system is based on units completed.
Mr. Evilsizer then asked if that student is not on financial aid and does not have
family financial resources to assist him but qualifies to register early for class,
would he be dropped if he does not pay his fees within ten days. Mr. Lee
responded that, according to the process currently in place, the student would not
be dropped after a ten-day period. Most students have more than ten days. For
example, in the fall, when registration started July 7, the drop process was not
completed until August 14.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that it seems fair to him when students have the privilege of
registering early for classes, they have a larger window to pay their fees. He was
fearful that they would be dropped after ten days if they were unable to pay for
their classes within that period of time. He stated that he was not referring to
those who register close to the start of the semester or the week classes begin.
He hopes that those who register early could be given a little more time to pay.
Mr. Lee responded that last fall, because we were implementing the enforcement
of the collections for the first time in several years, he allowed a payment plan for
a number of students. Unfortunately, only 25% of those students for whom he
allowed a payment plan fulfilled their obligation. Consequently, he is not inclined
to allow payment plans again. He has worked with the Student Affairs Office and
Bruce Bishop to establish an emergency loan fund for those students in dire
need. He is hoping the fund will accommodate those students that have extreme
need and are waiting for financial aid or have some other problem paying their
fees.
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Mr. Evilsizer asked if the Cashiering personnel are familiar with the emergency
loan fund and can recommend that to students as an alternative. Mr. Lee noted
that it is advertised in the schedule of classes and reiterated that, right now, there
is flexibility. It is difficult for the staff, given the workload during the first two
weeks of classes. When invoices are sent to 25,000 students, a lot of traffic
comes in to the Admissions counter and the Cashier. Dealing with the students
who have questions keeps them very busy. To implement a dropping process at
the same time is very difficult. Consequently, most students will have more than
ten days.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if, when students register for classes, there is some kind of
red, highlighted stamp stating they need to pay this by X date or within ten days.
In other words, is there a way to further advertise that and reinforce it? Mr. Lee
responded that we have a fully automated registration system. Students have the
option of enrolling on-line, and they get a message on-line with regard to the
payment period. They can see fees that are due. Students can also enroll by
telephone. They can hear the amount that's due and are told the payment period.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if students are assigned a Palomar e-mail account. Mr.
Melena responded that we are working on such a program, but it is not yet in
place.
Mr. Evilsizer asked what percentage of students is currently accessible via e-mail.
Mr. Lee responded that from a recent survey he conducted, 62% of the students
polled indicated they have a personal computer and internet access. Mr. Melena
pointed out that, even if they don't have a personal computer, students do have
access to computers in the library and other labs on campus and can open e-mail
accounts with sites such as Yahoo.
Mr. McMullen asked if there are returning students who have priority registration
and then don't show up for classes. Mr. Lee responded affirmatively. Mr.
McMullen continued, noting that if we were to not collect or drop those students
until ten days after school started and they took up seats in classes, that would
block someone else from registering for that class. Mr. Lee noted that they have
a process called "auto-enroll from the waitlist." They try to clear out those
students who have not paid so they can run the auto-enroll process that moves a
student off the waitlist for a closed class into the class. However, the student who
does not pay and has his seat assigned to someone else gets upset with
admissions because he was dropped for nonpayment of fees.
Mr. Melena asked if there is a notification process for the waillist. Mr. Lee
responded that there is, and students are also encouraged to check the on-line
web lookup for their classes because they could be moved off the waitlist at any
time.
Mr. Lee was asked to determine whether or not Palomar has fewer drops than
the other community colleges in Region X because our payment period is longer
and report this information back to the Board.
3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

4.

Financial/Budget Update - Mr. Patton postponed this report to another meeting.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.
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Dr. Amador reported that the Government Affairs Committee has organized a press conference
for May 7, 11 a.m. Scott Lay, Director of State Budget Issues for the Community College League
of California, will provide the latest impacts on community college students as a result of the
Governor's budget, as well as actions of the legislature. As soon as a location for the press
conference is determined, notification will be sent to the campus and the Board members.
Dr. Amador noted that the Board members had received information from David Viar regarding
SB 6 and the fact that CCLC is opposing this legislation because it places more control of
community colleges at the state level vs. giving control to the local elected governing boards.
DeDe Alpert has published a Master Plan for K through graduate school. Even after a lot of work
with CCLC staff and various advocacy groups, her staff seems unwilling to make the changes that
we feel are necessary to be responsive to local communities through governing boards. Dr.
Amador requested that President McMullen appoint a Board member to spearhead the opposition
to this bill as it is a governance issue by the local Board. She will assist that person with materials
or whatever else is needed. This bill would have the state board approve courses, which would
infringe on local control of academic freedom and academic excellence and being able to respond
to the local community. The state board is very political, and all of the members are appointed by
the Governor.
Mr. McMullen appointed Dr. Nelson to spearhead the opposition to SB 6.
Dr. Amador reported that the system package on the budget that was put together by consultation
says that it should be only $75 million, instead of the Governor's proposal of January. Even the
Chancellor has said that probably is not going to happen, but it is a starting point and a way of
getting the attention of all the different groups. There was a survey of public opinion done as to
how the public would react and how they view community colleges, because we did very well in
the mid-year cuts. However, in the poll when it asks if money were to come from K-12, would they
support community colleges, they would not. When asked if the money were to come from the
UC or CSU, they would not. Even though they state that they support community colleges, they
are not willing to support taking money from another educational entity. It means we need to work
on advocacy, which is why we are having the press conference and many other college districts
are doing the same thing. We need to put the pressure on the Governor to make sure that we at
least get the equitable share we deserve at the system level.
Dr. Amador reported that in terms of the process for developing the budget for 2003-04, the
Strategic Planning Council met today. It was the first opportunity for SPC to see and hear all the
options that are currently being placed on the table for budget reductions if we have to go that
way. SPC saw the "big picture" of what is being proposed. Hopefully, we won't have to go
through that process, but the reality at this point is that with what was put on the table today, even
if the Board goes to a 3% reserve, we still would have to come up with $2.9 million. We must
continue to have advocacy at the state level. The vice presidents' councils will be going through
the priority process before the April 29 and May 6 SPC meetings, because at that point, we will
need to have some priorities ready for the Governor's May revise on May 15. At the same time,
the Revenue Allocation Committee is going through their process, line by line, to be certain we
have looked at all resources.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR - There were no items on the Consent Calendar.
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Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Chris Barkley gave the following report:
'The Senate decided to send out our ballots for the Senate elections via paper rather than
our usual electronic voting because of the changeover in email service and our concern
that some faculty might not be able to vote otherwise.
We approved Cathy Jain as the SDICCCA Internship Coordinator and are pleased that
this position is again held by a faculty member.
We moved to recommend to SPC that the Learning Culture Task Force be chaired by a
faculty member, perhaps the Faculty Senate President or designee and that this person
bring forward to SPC a proposal for that task force, and I believe SPC has agreed to that.
We passed the following motions regarding prioritizing of budget cuts by SPC:
Palomar College is an organization of people. Therefore, the Faculty Senate
asks that the District make a commitment to current employees and that every
effort be made to retrain individuals for other positions if their current job is
eliminated.
And, The Faculty Senate directs the Senate President and recommends to the
other faculty representatives on SPC to identify all other potential budget cuts
before resorting to budget cuts proposed by the various councils. We suggest
that these cuts be prioritized to take place first and that we continue our efforts to
minimize cuts to community colleges at the state level, and they are:
Carryover savings from midyear cuts for 02-03
Reduction of reserve from 5% to 3%
Savings realized from faculty SERP
Savings realized from not replacing other retirees
Savings identified by RAC as we go through our line-by-line identification of
possible savings.
Only if the 2003-04 budget requires greater than the total of the above cuts
should prioritized lists submitted by Councils be prioritized by SPC and possible
layoffs affected.
We directed our Professional Procedures committee to generate a rough draft of
procedures concerning Grants for the Senate's consideration before we bring them to
SPC.
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At the Senate the Faculty Service Awards were announced; since Maria Miller is not able
to be here tonight, I will report to you that the faculty voted lo award the Service awards to
MaryAnn Drinan and Dave Forsyth, The plaques will be presented at Convocation in the
falL Maria asked me to tell you that she had no other report
This is my last Board meeting. By your next meeting, there will be a new Senate
President elected. I would like to say that I have enjoyed working with all of you, and I
certainly don't envy you the difficult decisions that you will be facing to balance the budget
in the coming meetings."
2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Bill Bedford gave the following report: "Neither Mary Millet nor Mary Ann Drinan could be
here, so I'm standing in. I'm Bill Bedford, part-time member of the executive board of the
Federation. I'm not a full-time faculty so I'm sort of sitting in here anyway, However, I
have been a full-time faculty member for 36 years. The Federation is pleased that the
negotiating team is finally again getting some positive accomplishments. The Federation
is pleased that there has been a change in meeting place for the Governing Board to
Room D-10, where we are now. It's a bit chilly but can hold more people, Maybe if it's a
bit chilly, we'll keep more on our toes. The Federation formally requests that the
Governing Board meetings continue to be in D-10 during the continuation of the campus

crisis."
3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty - There was no report.

4.

INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith gave the following report: "I want to take this one last Board meeting to ask
you to think about advocacy and your efforts toward advocacy for the budget There are
three weeks between here and the May revise. If you haven't written a letter to the editor
or to one of your legislators, I would ask that you please take the time to do that I have
copies here of all the letters that have been written, Several of your colleagues have
written letters. At this point, with three weeks, I have heard that it has been taking about
two weeks for a letter to appear in the newspaper. Both the North County Times and
Union Tribune, if those are the newspapers that you choose, have on-line format where
you can put in your name and address and then just type in your content, and it goes
directly to them. I hope that you'll write a letter or write one of your legislators."
5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.
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INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT
Brian Engleman gave the following report: "We are happy to report that we are currently
in the process of collecting nominations for our elections for new President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Senior Grievance Officer. Additionally, as Dr. Amador
mentioned, we began today in SPC looking at the initial proposals for dealing with the
budget crisis, and we look forward to working constructively with the senior administration
and other employee groups to address the budget crisis."

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena gave the following report: "Working with the Governmental Affairs
Cornrnittee and other organizations throughout the state of student organizations and
student governments, we have been continuing our efforts on the state's legislature and
Governor in advocacy for community college students and employees.
I'd like to send a special thanks out for the continual support of our efforts to the faculty
here at Palomar as well as the staff and administration. Your help and insight have truly
been an asset for the success of our efforts, and we will continue our efforts throughout
the semester and, hopefully, the summer semester and fall as well.
I mentioned earlier that we are having our elections. They are being held throughout the
week. Please send all students to the palomar.edu web site. They can just click there,
and it will take them to the ballot. Please promote our ASG elections for the board next

week."
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
The following persons addressed the Board at this time on the following subjects:
1.
2.
3.

L.

Roy Latas - Part-timer parity
Linda Dudik - A thank you
Chris Barkley- Confidence in the system

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.
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NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE HOLIDAY SCHEDULE FOR 2003-2004
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the following holiday schedule for 2003-2004:
Friday, July 4
Monday, September 1
Monday, November 10
Thursday, November 27
Friday, November 28
Wednesday, December 24
Thursday, December 25
Friday, December 26
Monday, December 29
Tuesday, December 30
Wednesday, December 31
Thursday, January 1
Monday, January 19
Friday, February 13
Monday, February 16
Friday, March 19
Monday, May 31

Independence Day
Labor Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day
Local Holiday
(Admission Day)
Christmas Day
Local Holiday
Added Board Holiday
Added Board Holiday
Local Holiday
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King Day
Lincoln's Day
Washington's Day
Spring Holiday
Memorial Day

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

RECEIVE BIDS FOR LIBRARY ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION INSTALLATION;
DESIGNATE LOWEST RESPONSIVE BIDDER; APPROVE CONTRACT WITH
SERVICE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, INC., SUBJECT TO RECEIPT OF BONDING AND
INSURANCE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby receives the following bids that were submitted on April 14,
2003, at the 2:00 p.m. bid opening on the library electrical distribution installation
project at the San Marcos campus:

1.
2.

Service Electrical Systems, Inc., Poway, California
Stars Electric, San Diego, California

$66,685.00
$78,400.00

The Governing Board hereby declares the bid of Service Electrical Systems, Inc., of
Poway, California, in the amount of $66,685.00, to be the lowest responsive bid, and
approves awarding a contract to said company for said amount, subject to receipt of all
required bonding and insurance certificates. Exhibit M-2
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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3.

APPROVE THE ADDITION OF A PERMANENT LINE ITEM ON THE GOVERNING
BOARD AGENDA, UNDER NEW BUSINESS, FOR ADDING NEW AGENDA ITEMS
FOR CONSIDERATION AT THE NEXT GOVERNING BOARD MEETING
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the addition of a permanent line item on its
agenda, under new business, for adding new agenda items for consideration at its next
meeting.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

4.

APPROVE ADOPTION OF PUBLIC AGENCY RETIREMENT SYSTEM (PARS) TRUST,
INCLUDING PARS SUPPLEMENTARY RETIREMENT PLAN {SRP) AS PART OF
DISTRICT RETIREMENT PROGRAM
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20760
WHEREAS, it is to be determined to be in the best fiscal interest of the Palomar
Community College District and the full-time faculty to provide a retirement incentive
offer to eligible full-time faculty who wish to voluntarily exercise their option to separate
from District Service. This retirement incentive is for the academic year ending June,
2003, only.
WHEREAS, the District is eligible to be a member of the Public Agency Retirement
System (PARS), which has made available a Supplementary Retirement Plan (SRP), a
retirement incentive, supplementing STRS/PERS and qualifying under the relevant
sections of the Internal Revenue Code, the California Government Code, and the
Education Code;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that:
1.

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby adopts the
PARS Trust, including a separate agency trust specific to the District and includes
the PARS Supplementary Retirement Plan (SRP) for full-time faculty, as part of
the District Retirement Program, effective April 23, 2003; and
2. In order for the District to reach stated fiscal goals, a minimum number of twenty
(20) full-time faculty must enroll in the retirement incentive plan. If the
minimum number of twenty (20) is not reached, the District may withdraw the
retirement incentive. If the District withdraws the retirement incentive, resignations
may be rescinded.
3. The Governing Board of the District hereby appoints the Assistant Superintendent/
Vice President, Human Resource Services, as the District's Plan Administrator for the
Public Agency Retirement System; and
4. The District's Plan Administrator is hereby authorized to execute the PARS legal
documents on behalf of the District and to take whatever additional actions are
necessary to maintain the District's participation in PARS and to maintain PARS
compliance of any relevant regulation issued or as may be issued; therefore,
authorizing him/her to take whatever additional actions are required to administer the
District's PARS plan(s).
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Chadwick, Evilsizer, Jensen, McMullen, Nelson, Melena (Advisory)
None
None
None

STATE OF CALIFORNIA)
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, the Secretary to the Governing Board of the Palomar Community
College District of San Diego County, California, hereby certifies that the above foregoing
resolution was duly and regularly adopted by said District at a regular meeting thereof held on
April 22, 2003, and passed by a unanimous vote of said Board.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 28'" day of April, 2003.

Secretary to the Governing Board of the
Palomar Community College District
Dr. Nelson asked to verify that this is not part of the contract, that it is an MOU outside of the
contract, and that it will be offered only in this window of time. Dr. Miyamoto responded that
this current supplemental retirement program was agreed to with the faculty union and the
District for this particular academic year only. There is currently no agreement or pending
agreement between the Palomar Faculty Federation and the District to enter into any SRP in
the future.

N.

ADJOURNMENT OF REGULAR MEETING
The regular meeting was adjourned at 8:11 p.m.

0.

WORKSHOP
Educational and Facilities Master Plan (Master Plan 2022)
As the consultant was unable to be present, this portion of the agenda was postponed.

P.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board recessed at 8:25 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 8:30 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Conference regarding discussion with Unrepresented Employee, pursuant to Government
Code 54957.6.
a.
Evaluation of Superintendent/President

Closed Session ended at 9:11 p.m.
Q.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened at 9:15 p.m. There was no reportable action.

R.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m.

PALOMAR COLLEGE
Learning for Success

~~
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM D-10
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, MAY 13, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
LEO MELENA, A.A., STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, M.S., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCEIAFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFFIAFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.
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BBB.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened to Open Session at 7 p.m.
President McMullen made the following announcement: The Board, in Closed Session, took
action to send final notices in accordance with Education Code Section 72411 to the following
management employees:
Employee Numbers:

005513483
004201079
004202314
004200494
005617431

When asked about the vote, Mr. McMullen stated that in Closed Session, the vote was 5 - 0.

STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Kevin Barrett, Associate Professor, Public Safety Programs
Ernie Carson, Programmer Analyst
Mary Ann Drinen, Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and Political Science
Linda Dudik, Professor, Economics, History, and Political Science
Brian Engleman, Secretary, CCE/AFT; Academic Department Assistant, R.O.P.
Dan Finkenthal, Associate Professor, Physics and Engineering
Dewi Hokett, Assistant Professor, Speech Communication/Forensics/ASL
Shannon Lienhart, Associate Professor, Mathematics
Pam McDonough, Professor, English
Lois Meyer, Director, Fiscal Services
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; ProfessorlChair, Family and Consumer Sciences
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Michael Mufson, Associate Professor, Performing Arts
Renee Roth, Financial Aid Academic Counselor
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Katie Townsend-Merino, Associate Professor, Behavioral Sciences
John Woods, Director of Athletics

GUESTS:
Chris Champine, student
John Fairbank, Fairbank, Maslin, Maull in & Associates
Rebecca Faubus
Aaron Holmes, student
Rita Sweeting, student
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
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A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of April 22, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador announced that item H-4-a, page 4, had been removed from the agenda.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen gave the following report:
I actually have two reports; one is a report, the other is a statement. I got Dale Wallenius'
minutes from the last Foundation meeting, and there is a little section here I wanted to read.
"Mrs. Arlyne Ingold was selected to receive an honorary degree at commencement, and Mrs.
Ingold is a long-time benefactor of the College. Her late husband, Bob Ingold, was an
honorary Foundation board member. Mr. Wallenius reported that Mrs. Ingold was delighted to
be selected to receive an honorary degree and sent a check for $10,000 with her
acceptance."
I do have a statement I would like to read. When I was elected to the Board in November of
2000, Dr. Jack Randall had been serving as the Interim Superintendent/President for about
six months. He came with a lifetime of professional experience as President at numerous
community colleges. In fact, I believe that he served as interim state chancellor for a year.
No one here can question his credentials. The first correspondence I received as a Trustee
was a memorandum addressed to the faculty, staff, and Board dated November 3, 2000, from
Dr. Randall. And I quote from his seven-page memo: "Upon my arrival at Palomar, I was
surprised to learn that the college had been struggling financially for several years and that
budgets were so tight. Upon learning that our WSCH/FTEF for the Fall of 1999 was 416.2, ii
became very obvious what has caused the financial problem. Small classes are nice and, in
many cases, are more educationally sound; but, unfortunately, the State does not fund us on
that basis. Our source of income is primarily based on the number of students sitting in a
class." He did a little calculation here, and he said that one additional student based on 3,000
sections offered would result in $2.2 million in additional income per year. And then he further
said, "It appears to me that, if we do nothing to raise this ratio, the College will continue to
struggle to provide adequate operational funds, including salaries for faculty and staff. Under
our present method of determining class size, it appears that each department has
determined its own limits. In doing so, it also appears that there are inequities among
departments. It is my opinion that departments should recommend class size and
maximums, but a committee of representatives from the faculty and from the administration
should make the final decision."
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From Dr. Randall's next memo, dated January 16, 2001, about two months later, I quote, "I
believe that contract negotiations can proceed in a professional way and that agreements can
be reached with establishing adversarial relationships. There will always be differences in
opinion on contract issues, but I think that all of us have the same primary interest, which is to
make decisions based on what is best for students and student learning. We must keep that
common interest in the forefront as we proceed through this process."
As a new Trustee, I brought myself up to speed as quickly as possible. I found that a faculty
union had been formed the previous year. I even found a picture of Dr. Boggs accepting the
petition in May of 2000 from Mark Evilsizer as a union leader. You've all seen that picture.
When we hired Dr. Amador in June of 2001, we presented her with a list of goals to
accomplish, in large part from Dr. Randall's observations. We now have a strategic plan, we
have a facilities master plan, we have a revised governance structure, we had a self-study
and an exceptional reaffirmed accreditation. The biggest unresolved issue, of course, is the
faculty union contract. Eighteen months ago, approximately, we received affirmation from the
union negotiators that negotiations would be professional and handled at the bargaining table,
just as Dr. Randall had hoped for. That means not in the press, not in filings with the state,
not in ftyers, not through vicious e-mails, not through surveys, and certainly by trying to
pressure the Board. As a side note, your faculty members will recall one of your rallies in
October of last year. I found one article in the North County Times, which reads, "Faculty
rebukes Palomar administration." The picture shows Mark Evilsizer carrying a sign in front of
the procession.
Let's talk facts. We can all count in this room. We know the balance was shifted on the
Board with the election of two union-supported candidates last November. As a Trustee,
however, my loyalty is to the voters and the taxpayers. This is a republic and they pay the bills
here. And I can tell you what 100% of the general public have told me. Not 80%, but 100%.
My contacts from the voters are well into the hundreds. They tell me to look at the facts and
to make decisions that are in the best interests of the students, just as Dr. Randall had said.
They tell me to not focus on one issue and certainly not to have a vendetta. They tell me to
take the fiduciary responsibility seriously, especially with the current budget cuts.
As a Board, we have heard accusations of money being hidden. That insults the professional
integrity of Vice President Patton. We have heard accusations of hiring manipulations for a
new VP. That insults the professional integrity of VP Dr. Miyamoto. And we all know about
the shots that have been taken at Dr. Amador.
There are many ways to get one's way. You can do it with honey, you can do it with a stick, or
you can do it with compromise. While honey would be a bribe, and that doesn't work; and for
me, a stick doesn't work. I was involved with a number of union negotiations during my
professional career in government, and I can tell you that I've never seen anything like this.
The Board has made many offers - offers that do require the give and take. That's the way it
works. That's the way you pay for it.
In my opinion, it is time to turn this over to a state mediator. Facts will show that the union
has not budged on many issues since day one, twenty months ago. But I will tell you this:
You will wish you had compromised. For me, I will gladly accept binding arbitration from a
mediator because a mediator will take a look at common practices of other community
colleges, because frankly folks, the money just isn't there right now.
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REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Melena gave the following report:
I was happy to participate at the Palomar College Foundation Wine and Dine event at the La
Costa resort. It was nice to see the support from our community making it a very successful
event. I would like to thank Dale Wallenius and Judy Mancuso for their efforts in this.
A few weeks ago, I also participated in a meeting as a member of the ACN Health Action Net
committee comprised of educators, nurses, and various professionals throughout the state.
Aside from that, it was a very unique way of meeting. That is, we used the CCC Confer
offered by the CCCSAT network, which is a net and popular way of meeting, not to mention
much easier as it was from my desk via internet and telephone. I am very glad that we were
able to offer this option here at Palomar, demonstrating our commitment to state-of-the-art
instruction and technologically advanced equipment and facilities.
On April 30, Palomar College hosted a fantastic career and technical open house for all local
high schools. It was wonderful to see all the many unique programs of study available to our
students and community. I was very pleasantly surprised at the wide range and specific
courses we offer. I was educated as I gave a tour of the campus and program areas. Many
of the students found this to be a very enlightening and vital option after graduation. I would
say that the objective was successfully completed. My thanks to Dean Owens and her staff
for putting together such a wonderful event.
I also had the opportunity to speak at the "Making College a Reality" event for foster youth
from throughout San Diego County, hosted by the EOP&S program. These youth were given
tours and were answered any and all questions that relate to college life and attending classes
with Palomar College students, myself included. For many of these youth, this was their first
"college anything." And I think Palomar left them with a good picture of what awaits them at
the college level. Just one more service Palomar provides for the community and the region.
I attended the Palomar College fashion show, "Fifth and Broadway." This was a spectacular
event which featured all student-designed clothing, many of which I would rate higher than
what is currently on the market, but I might be a little biased. Special thanks for the event
coordination and year-long instruction to Nancy Galli and Rita Campo-Griggs, among others. I
know the students and the full house all appreciated the opportunity. It's great to see that we
are learning and dressing for success here at Palomar.
Next, I would like to point out the booklet that was passed out earlier. These are unique
pieces, interesting depictions and educating stories. All are student works. This compilation,
the Bravura, is a testament to the atmosphere of creativity and expression fostered here at
Palomar College. The Associated Student Government is very proud to support such
publications. I would like to extend my thanks for their constant and diligent efforts each year
to the faculty advisors, Dr. Rocco Versaci and Dr. Carlton Smith, and their staff for this
outstanding contribution to Palomar College.
On a personal note, this will be my final Board meeting as Student Trustee. As a student here
at Palomar College with nowhere near the expertise and experience of all of you, this
opportunity has truly been inspiring, incredibly educational, and unforgettable. I value the time
spent and experience gained through this position. Although there may be those who would
not agree, but as I leave office, I consider my short term a success. The students at Palomar
College are a diverse and complicated bunch. I'll be the first to acknowledge that. But that
adds to our accomplishments. The wide range of students merely indicates that we truly
serve the community as a whole. The small fraction of students that have shared their
achievements and concerns with me have helped me to realize this.
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Now, I would like to briefly address the most important facets to our great community college,
and that is the people. The faculty - you are the core members of education without whom
we would not exist. You hold a very difficult and important job, and that is to build the future. I
believe you are doing just that. On a daily basis, you are in the classroom creating successes
we celebrate throughout the year. The staff - the College would not function without
someone pushing buttons and filing papers, but even that is an unfair characterization of the
staff here at Palomar College. They are family and service people that help the students
realize their true potential. The administration - the leadership of the College. Your guidance
and managerial skills are what keep this College afloat and not only meeting but exceeding
expectations, especially in light of this fiscal situation. The Governing Board members - you
are the community, those that were elected to make this College everything the community is.
With the student and institutional successes, I think you have made Palomar a prime example
of what community colleges should be - a reflection of the community. All of you play an
intricate role at Palomar and are crucial not only for its existence but for its prosperity. The
"students first" attitude prevalent throughout the campus has contributed significantly toward
accomplishing our mission and vision, "Learning for Success." There has been much
change, and there is more to come. In these difficult times, I urge all of you to please look at
the situation in an objective, sincere, and realistic manner. There are no easy paths to any
place worth going. That said, let's not make it any worse. Our way is not soft grass; it's a
mountain path with lots of rocks. But it goes upward and forward toward our goals. As the
class schedule tells us, it's certainly worth the climb. If we all did the things that we are
capable of doing together, I am sure we would literally astound ourselves.
Thank you for a wonderful and successful tenure at Palomar. It has truly been my pleasure to
serve the students.
Mr. Jensen gave the following report:
It's a well-established principle that if you say something long enough and loud enough,
people begin to believe it whether it's true or not. I think probably a very small percentage of
the faculty has actually had dealings with Dr. Amador. Therefore, I take all these polls and
surveys with a grain of salt. I do not intend to fire her. I think that we and you must devote the
time and energy you are devoting to this smear campaign against her to trying to work out a
way to get through these terrible financial straits we're in right now and cease the half-truths,
distortions, and out-and-out prevarications and, instead, work toward serving our students and
community better.
Mrs. Chadwick gave the following report:
I get so many nice invitations, and I try to go to everything I possibly can. Since the last
meeting, I have been at six things that I would like to mention because the staff, faculty, and
students were involved in all of these. These are very special occasions. The first one was
the Wine and Dine, which is an annual fund raiser that we do on the campus. The students
participated in this, and they did an incredible job of performing. And they did other things as
well. They gave up an evening to come and help us raise money. And this money will be
used for our Student Union furnishings as I understand it. It was a great activity. I wish a lot
of people could attend. Incidentally, most of our attendees were community members that
wholeheartedly support us. Gorky Smith, the mayor of San Marcos was there. A wonderful
group of people.
I also attended an impressive Fire Academy graduation ceremony. It was just stunning. I had
no idea they did things quite as grand as this. One of the nice things about this was that each
one of those candidates that were cadets finished. Not one person dropped out - incredible.
This says a lot for us and them. We really are important in this community. Several of those
people walked off that stage to jobs. I mean, it was really amazing to hear their stories.
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I also visited the DSP&S, which is now the DRC. I was very impressed with this, and I have to
agree with Scott Lay, who was at our press conference, who said this is insane for the state to
balance the budget on this program and other programs that are in the same category. This
is a wonderful program, and we need to keep it intact as is.
I mentioned the press conference. This campus needs to be congratulated for pulling
together this conference. We had people from three campuses there, who were very
impressive in how they addressed the issues related to our budget. This is only step one.
Step two begins after tomorrow. You know what tomorrow is - the May revise. So, we need
to take and move all of the troops in with everything because this is a critical time for us. This
may be our salvation or not. What we are as a community college may depend on what we
do in the next 90 days. It is critical that we all do this, and I must say that Scott Lay did a
wonderful job. He was outstanding.
I also attended a really deeply moving event, the Scholarship Award and Recognition
program. I went home almost in tears listening to the stories of some of these people and
also the people that made these scholarships possible. There are stories there that we could
write a whole book on. This is a dramatic example of how we are loved in this community and
how our students profit. A really remarkable event.
Finally, I visited the poster session in psychology. What a really remarkable project group this
was. I had an opportunity to listen to every project with the students, themselves, telling what
they did. And some of these projects were pretty interesting. A couple were pretty scary,
actually, in terms of findings in this day and age. And I think the people that may be aware of
these projects know what I'm talking about. But, anyway, I just want to say- keep those
invitations coming. I love them; I want to come to as many things as I possibly can.
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
On April 25, I had the honor of attending the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society induction at the
invitation of Leo. It was a recognition of high academic achievement, and it was really
rewarding to see those students that have worked hard and have pulled the grades getting
recognized for doing an outstanding job. I was also treated to learning about the secret
handshake and the secret greeting. I won't divulge those, but maybe we can get Leo to share
those later.
On April 26, I was also in attendance, along with a couple of other Board members and Dr.
Amador, at the Fire Academy graduation. Again, this was a celebration of a lot of hard work.
And what I saw illustrated during the presentation was teamwork - how all of these cadets
pulled each other up. And including the leader. The leader said we got inspiration from the
people he was supposed to be leading and vice versa. They said the leader inspired them.
So everybody pulled together to really raise the level and expectations of performance up.
And that is real encouraging to see. I think we can all learn a lesson from that.
On May 8, the Palomar College Foundation celebrated the Annual Scholarship Honors
Awards. And there was a lot of generous financial support from community members, and
some of them are in the room here this evening. And that was really encouraging to see so
many scholarships being awarded to so many students. So, again, this month has really been
a month of celebration, and I think that's real important to do that and recognize performance.
I also participated or at least listened to the press conference - the "Keep the Doors Open"
campaign. Yes, Palomar College did a very good job. Thank you all, Dale and Dr. Amador
and everybody else involved with that. That was encouraging. We got some good press on
that.
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I'd like to see us start talking about how can we generate more revenue at this College.
We're talking about budget cuts and May revises coming out tomorrow. We really need to
start the dialogue of how can we generate revenue. Why don't we start thinking about what
kind of grants are available out there, both on a federal level and on a state level. How about
taking some of our high-demand programs like the Fire Academy, like the Police Academy,
like Nursing - taking a look at acquiring additional fire revenue contracts to train North County
fire-fighting organizations that can bring additional monies into the College and help us train
those firemen and police officers that we need. Nursing may also be another program where
there's a high demand, and we should rise to the occasion and look at generating more
revenue in these high-demand programs. Dental - we don't have a dental hygiene program,
but we do have a dental assisting program. Maybe we should look at dental hygiene as an
option to offer students in our Community College District. So I just throw that out there. I'd
like to see more presentation and more discussion about how we can build the revenue
stream and increase the programs that we offer at this school for our students.
Finally, I'd like to say that I'm honored to have the support of labor. Without labor, we
wouldn't have fair wages, we wouldn't have an eight-hour workday, we wouldn't have sick pay
or vacations, OSHA probably would not exist, family leave, women's rights, there may even
still be child labor without organized labor working for those rights. So I am proud to have the
support of labor, and I'm glad that there are photos documenting my involvement in labor. But
having said that, too, let me say that I have resigned from the union. I am no longer a
member. I don't work for the union. I work for the public, and I took an oath to represent all
constituent groups in this District, and I want to make that perfectly clear that I do represent
the public interests, not any one constituency.
Dr. Nelson gave the following report:
As was mentioned, the scholarship evening was exceptional. It was such an uplifting
celebration of the accomplishments of our students. I will tell you that those faculty members
who were there -your presence was deeply appreciated by the students. They loved it. I
think they loved having you there as much as having their parents, or their spouses, or their
children. You have written the letters for them, you have guided them, you have helped them
in every way. They know it and they appreciate it. When you show up for that evening, they
love it. I encourage you all to consider that next year. For those of you that were there, you
were deeply appreciated.
Our thanks to the Governmental Affairs Committee, the entire committee - you've done a
wonderful job with the press conference and your speakers you had present did a very
articulate job. Additionally, I've seen letters very consistently in the news, and that has been
very uplifting, most recently Mark Vernoy's. It's wonderful to see that your concerted
campaign has not diminished in any way. As Ms. Chadwick said, we must keep going.
I will say that, over the past few weeks, I've heard a lot of rhetoric about the importance of
what is happening and concerns expressed about our classified staff, and I have observed,
rhetoric aside, that our faculty has accomplished the SERP, and it looks like it's going to be
very successful. Congratulations on that. You have your sabbaticals, and those have been
promised and have been awarded; but I've heard absolutely nothing about giving up anything
to help save jobs or to cut costs. I think it's the time now that we really need to look at action.
The faculty leadership has the sabbaticals and their SERP, and thus far, the class size of their
choice, which is, in some cases, 30% under the state-wide average. So, I have to ask the
question, who is concerned about whom? It really feels to me as I observe just looking at the
action that there's an inequity here. I've heard from some of you that you deplore the
personalization that this very strategic, very well-orchestrated, very well-planned
demonstration has taken; that you decry the fact that it has been personalized and that it has
been very much a personal attack on Dr. Amador, and you want to be separated, many of
you, and say that you are not a member of the union and you do not take part in this kind of
thing. However, this is a union that was voted in legally. For those of you who don't wish to
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be painted with that same brush, I can only say to you, get in and get involved and help shape
the policy. I understand, I read the e-mails, I hear the rhetoric, I hear the personal attacks. If
any of you step up to the plate, say this is not the way to do it. But folks, we can't let this
continue where the bullies are running the show. I deplore the tactics, you deplore the tactics.
I can only remind you that we must risk their aggressive, demeaning attacks and help shape
their demands if you truly want to save jobs and improve the fiscal stability of this College. In
my heart, I believe you do. I trust you.
G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Results of Public Opinion Research
John Fairbank of Fairbank, Maslin, Maullin & Associates presented a report on the results
of their public opinion survey of 700 voters in this District, who were selected because of
their level of participation in previous elections in that they voted in at least the last two
elections. These voters were asked questions regarding their level of support for Palomar
College. Based on his organization's findings, Mr. Fairbank recommended that the
College continue planning to place a bond measure on the ballot in March, 2004. Exhibit
G-1
Aaron Holmes addressed the Board on this subject at this time.

2.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
a.

Update on CCCSAT Grant - This item was postponed.

b.

Forensic Team Report
Diane Lutz introduced Dewi Hokett, Forensics Director, who presented a report
on the success of the Forensic Team this year. Ms. Hokett introduced several
team members who were present. Chris Champine, one of the team members,
discussed the effect being part of the team has had on his life and thanked those
responsible for his success.

c.

Bravura

Ms. Lutz introduced Rocco Versaci, faculty sponsor of this publication, who
named and introduced contributors who were present and thanked ASG for their
generous financial support and Diane Lutz and the Instruction Office for
supporting the Bravura with their budget. Rita Sweeting noted that she enjoyed
working on this publication and discussed the importance of keeping it up and
running.
3.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
a.

Temporarv Relocation of Student Services Staff
Joe Madrigal reported that the first of three phases in relocating Student Services
staff from the Student Services building to the temporary trailers so that
construction work can be done has begun. The staff is adapting well to the
temporary quarters. He asked that the college community and students please
be patient while this transpires. He is hoping that the three phases will be
completed in about three months. They will then be able to occupy the Student
Services building once more. Outdoor dining facilities have been set up for
students during this period.
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Gene Jackson Emergency Loan Fund
Due to the generosity of retired Dean Gene Jackson, Palomar College now has
an emergency loan fund that is available to all students. The fund provides shortterm, no-interest Joans in the usual amount of $50. Loans for greater amounts
are available upon petition to the Director of Student Affairs. The funds are
available on the same day that they are requested, and they must be repaid within
60 days or prior to the close of the fiscal year. Applications for this loan are
available from the Office of Student Affairs.

c.

Alpha Omega Rho Chapter. Phi Theta Kappa
Mr. Madrigal stated that we are very proud of this group for its valuable
contributions. This past year, they achieved a pinnacle, including 10% more
members than the previous year - quite a feat at such a large college. In
addition, the chapter received a five-star recognition, the highest level of
achievement for a chapter in the honor society. For its exemplary efforts in
leadership, the chapter earned a runner-up award for the leadership hallmark
award. As proud members of the Nevada/California region, this chapter has
always put forward successful candidates for regional office. Mr. Madrigal
congratulated Michelle Forshner, this year's Southwest District Vice President.
He also recognized Sally Serrin for winning the Alpha Sigma Alpha Most
Distinguished Scholar in our region. Sally wrote an essay which won a free
registration to the Washington, D.C., international honors institute this summer.
The members of the Alpha Omega Rho Chapter are to be commended for their
wonderful and spirited projects throughout the community and college. These
students have represented Palomar with great honor and have done it while
remaining honor students with a 3.5+ grade point average. Mr. Madrigal stated
that these students should be recognized, and he is proud to honor them tonight.
He gave special recognition to their award-winning advisor, Marilyn Lunde,
without whom the chapter's continued success would not have been possible.
Sally Serrin was introduced at this time.

d.

Jack Kent Cooke Foundation Scholarship
Mr. Madrigal introduced Renee Roth who presented Tiffany R. Brown, the first
recipient from Palomar College of the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Undergraduate Scholarship. Tiffany was one of 15 scholars selected from
among 589 students nominated by community colleges across the country, who
demonstrated outstanding records of achievement, not only academically but also
in service, leadership, the arts, and community involvement. Tiffany addressed
those present, thanking them for their part in making her experiences at Palomar
memorable, particularly those in the Performing Arts and English Departments.

e.

Awards for Student Athletes
Mr. Madrigal introduced John Woods, who noted that Palomar College athletic
teams secured eight Conference Championships and four teams were runnersup this year. We had six Coaches of the Year and national recognition was
presented to Joe Ismay. Bob Vetter was named Pacific Coast Conference Coach
of the Year for all men's sports. Mr. Woods credited the entire college community
for working together to make the athletic program successful and thanked
everyone for supporting our student athletes.
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Mr. Woods introduced Joe Early, who, in his first year as Head Football Coach,
1
led the team to 4 h place in the nation this year. Mr. Woods presented Joe Early
with a certificate honoring him as Mission Conference Coach of the Year. Coach
Early stated that this award goes to the assistant coaches who stand behind him
100%. Eighteen Palomar students have received full-ride scholarships to fouryear institutions, with another five still in the process of meeting with various fouryear schools. Coach Early presented National Football Foundation and College
Hall of Fame Scholar Athlete Awards to Matt Kovacevich, Andrew Dorsey, Sean
Sovacool, and John Nielson. Coach Early introduced Steve White, offensive line
coach and academic counselor for athletes. Coach White thanked the entire staff
for giving him the backing he needs.
4.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Report on Unfunded Retiree Health Liability
Jerry Patton presented a report on the District's unfunded retiree health liability.
Exhibit G-4a

5.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador reported that she, too, has been visiting a variety of events and activities. All of them
represent what Palomar College does with learning outcomes and student success. She attended
the President's Conference, Fire Technology Graduation, Scholarship Night, "Five Women in the
Same Dress," Student Art Show and Open House, and Professor Townsend's Psychology class.
Dr. Amador is looking forward to the Nursing Pinning Ceremony next week. Tomorrow night is
the Paralegal Program Graduation. All of these prove that what we are doing benefit the students
and the community. We have a lot to be proud of at Palomar College.
On Monday, Herman Lee gave us the head count for summer school. We are up 31 % over last
summer in credit students. The total head count is 65% over last summer. There are 51 closed
sections. We think part of the reason for this increase is that the CS Us are increasing their fees
and the fact that MiraCosta has canceled about half of their summer school classes. As it
appears we are impacted, Dr. Amador asked the faculty and staff to notify students that they need
to enroll right away if they want to attend summer school.
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CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the following
purchases are made against the 2002-2003 fiscal year budget.
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Employment Ads
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Procurement Card

0340567
0350115
0360070
0365015
0370512
0375102
Time Period:
Total

0340636
through
through
0350119
through
0360083
through
0365018
through
0370547
through
0375109
03/23103 - 04122103

$ 482,802.95
$
976.00
$ 109,986.29
$ 6,483.70
$ 156,605.30
$
2,687.46
$ 69,986.17
$ 829 527.87

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

ACCEPT GIFTS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors:
a.

Miscellaneous manuals donated to the Automotive Technology program in 2002
by Russell Gillis, 2075 Nutmeg Street, Escondido, California 92026. Total cash
value as estimated by donor is $11,500.00.

b.

One box of "Little Bear" books donated to the Child Development Center by
Palomar College Bookstore, Follett 688. Total cash value as estimated by
donor is $351.00.

c.

One 1957 Buick to be used as a "project car" for the R.O.P. Auto Body classes,
donated by Duane "Skip" Ylhainen, Ron's Auto Body and Restorations, 1604
La Mirada Drive, #107, San Marcos, California 92069. Total cash value as
estimated by donor is $2,500.00.

d.

Thirty new Dell computer monitors for use in the R.O.P. computer lab (B-8)
donated by San Diego Futures Foundation, Becky Stawiski, Executive
Director, P.O. Box 939011, San Diego, California 92193-9011. Total cash value
as estimated by donor is $4,800.00.
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e.

Nursing reference books for use in the Nursing Education Department donated by
Paul and Elaine Jordan, 1102 San Julian Drive, Lake San Marcos, California
92069. No cash value estimated by donor.

f.

Large photos (14), 30" x 40", "Atrocities to Walls," 1981, Artist: Russell Baldwin,
donated to the Gallery collection by Charles Koehler, P.O. Box 2928, 316
Gemma Circle, Santa Rosa, California 95404. Total cash value as estimated by
donor is $3,000.00.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
PERSONNEL
3.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of April, 2003, and
short-term employees for the months of May, 2003. Exhibit H-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

Item removed from agenda.

5.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Maternity Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective April 30, 2003, through June 10, 2003, to RENE
ROBELIN, Master Teacher II, Child Development Center.

b.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
SuperintendenVPresident granting a 12.5% Personal Leave of Absence
without pay and with no effect on benefits, effective June 23, 2003, through
July 31, 2003, to MOLLY L. COPELAND, Teacher I, Child Development Center.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

TERMINATE WITH RE-EMPLOYMENT PREFERENCE

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby terminates the employment of Mr. Thomas N. Conte,
Accreditation Secretary, effective March 28, 2003, and directs that he be placed on a reemployment list until June 27, 2006, in accordance with Education Code Section 88195 and
Board Policy CCE/AFT-14.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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INFORMATION: RETIREMENTS

On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirements have been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group I (receive
the same fully employer-paid lifetime health benefits as provided to active employees and
eligible dependents for life of the retiree) of the Retirement Health and Dental Plan
approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:

8.

a.

FRANK A. MENDEZ, Supervisor, Textbook Services, Bookstore, effective April
17, 2003.

b.

LOIS B. MEYER, Director, Fiscal Services, effective June 1, 2003.

c.

LUCY L. AYALA, Senior Library Media Technician, Library Media Center
effective August 1, 2003.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENTS

On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirements have been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group II (receive
the employer-paid health benefits as provided to active employees and eligible
dependents until the retiree has reached the age of 65, dental for life) of the Retirement
Health and Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:

9.

a.

MICHAEL M. NORTON, Director, Public Information, effective July 1, 2003.

b.

NANCY S. RUSSELL, Academic Department Assistant, Economics, History, and
Political Science, effective July 1, 2003.

RATIFY RESIGNATIONS

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

LISA P. DOW, Instructional Support Assistant II, Nursing Education, effective
March 29, 2003 (last day of employment 3/28/03).

b.

TRACIE D. MONSEN, Programmer Analyst, Information Services, effective May
8, 2003 (last day of employment 5/7/03).

c.

SUE RAE CRAMER, Employment Specialist, Human Resource Services,
effective May 3, 2003 (last day of employment 5/2/03).

d.

LISE S. TELSON, Dean, Student Support Programs, effective June 7, 2003 {last
day of employment 6/6/03).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY NEW ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the approval of the following new administrative position:

a.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):
Note:

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS

Advancement
Yes
6277
New?:
57/1
Salary:
$4, 726.14/month
100%
12
No Mos:
July 1, 2003
A-212100212400671200000000/95%
A-212100-212200-67120-0000000/5%
Position to be placed in the Classified Director level of the
Administrative Association

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
11.

Item removed from the Consent Calendar by Mr. Evilsizer.

12.

RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty, at the rates indicated for
Spring, 2003, Summer, 2003, and Fall, 2003 (day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are
not scheduled to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:
SPRING, 2003
COMPUTER SCIENCE & INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Computer Science & Information Systems

De Rijke, Robert

$37.01

B.A., Economics
2 +Years Experience
COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Gregory, Sharon

Community Education - Creative Retirement
B.S., Foods and Nutrition
2 + Years Experience

$37.01

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Anderson, Graciela

English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
M.D., Medicine

$40.71

Drafting Technology
A.S., Electronic Drafting and Design
6 + Years Experience

$37.01

TRADES & INDUSTRY

Marin, Robert
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SUMMER, 2003
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Etienne, Barbara

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Mathson, Wendy

Child Development
B.S., Human Development
M.S., Child Development & Early Childhood
Education

$38.24

Community Education - Quilting
B.A., Biology
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

FALL. 2003
CHEMISTRY
Owens, Jeffrey

LIFE SCIENCES
Krown, Kevin

$40.71
Chemistry
B.S., Creative Studies (Emphasis In Chemistry)
Ph.D., Chemistry

Biology
B.S., Biological Sciences
M.S., Agricultural Sciences
Ph.D., Animal Physiology

$40.71

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

FISCAL SERVICES
13.

AUTHORIZE DRAWING NEW WARRANTS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw new warrants as
follows:
Warrant# 76-083313 Dated 9/26/02 in the amount of $51.90, to Erin
Messersmith, Palomar College Human Resource Department. Void due to stale
dating.
Warrant# 76-071908 Dated 2/28/02 in the amount of $30.00, to Bridget Walls,
P.O. Box 2861, Ramona, CA 92065. Void due to stale dating.
Warrant# 76-056297 Dated 9/13/01 in the amount of $11.00, to Trial B. Tres,
2784 Flower Fields Way, Carlsbad, CA 92008. Void due to stale dating.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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CONTRACTS
14.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS MADE FOR PRIOR
SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves all contracts and agreements for the
period March 1, 2003, through April 30, 2003, and entered into on behalf of the Palomar
Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-14.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
11.

RATIFY ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following administrative employee:

a.

JAMES L. STONEY
Chief of Police
Police Department
6274
New?:
No
Replacement for Tom Plotts; promotion for Lieutenant Stoney;
funded - Parking Fees.
Sal Grade/Sip: 56/4
Salary:
$5,347.05/month
% of Position: 100%
# of Mos:
12
Effective:
May 14, 2003
Account #(s):
K-212100-543100-69500-1812070/100%
Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

Mr. Evilsizer asked to be apprised of the evolution of the Police Department, the history of
the positions, and the growth experienced in this area. Dr. Amador asked Mr. Patton to
answer Mr. Evilsizer's questions and give a brief summary of the background of the Police
Department. Mr. Patton noted that the Chief of Police position was separated from the
Director of Public Safety Programs position approximately 1Y. years ago because the
workload was too great for one person. The salaries were placed at the level appropriate for
other organizations of our size. At that time Mr. Stoney, who had been Police Lieutenant,
was appointed Interim Chief of Police. With the approval of Mr. Stoney as Chief of Police,
the position of Police Lieutenant will not be filled.
Mr. Evilsizer asked the staffing level of our Police Department as compared to other
institutions of similar size. Mr. Patton responded that he could not provide the hard data, but
that we are under-staffed compared to other institutions of similar size. We are authorized
and funded to have ten officers by the Community Oriented Policing Grant, but we have only
eight on staff. Other institutions of our size have many more.
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Ms. Chadwick asked if there had been a search for this position. Mr. Patton stated that we
had done so. All employee groups and students had representatives on the search
committee.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Administration of Oath of Office to James L. Stoney
Mr. Patton read a summary of Chief Stoney's background and 31 years of experience in
law enforcement. At this time, Mr. McMullen administered the oath of office to Chief
Stoney and presented him with his badge.

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear gave the following report:
We did hold an election, and Bonnie Ann Dowd is the Secretary again, and Sara
Thompson is the Vice President, and I am the President. And I am also a member of
PFF and proud of it.
We have accomplished several things in the last couple of weeks. We are very
hopeful about the proposed Institutional Review Plan, which went to SPC today. We
have great hopes for it. Our big concern at the present time is concerning student
learnings outcome assessment must remain at the department and individual faculty
member. We passed some governance structure changes, and at SPC they were
passed as well. In Revenue Allocation Committee (RAC), in going line by line, we
found in the Faculty Senate's name $7,750, and yesterday in Faculty Senate, the
Faculty Senate gave up that money to go to the general fund to offset anybody losing
their job. We also approved a Senate Academic Technology Task Force.
And lastly, if I may, with one exception that Mary mentioned to me, the last time I
addressed the Board was over 20 years ago, as chairperson of the Salary and
Benefits Committee. At the conclusion of that meeting, all staff was granted a 10%
raise. Times have changed. Palomar College is a durable institution. We can
probably weather the budget crisis, or our first contract, or a president who wishes to
transform the institution. To have all three occurring at the same time is more than
the system or our people can bear and has led to a degeneration of the spirit of the
faculty and staff that, in many quarters, has become despair. Despite some opinions
to the contrary, the faculty and staff at Palomar College, taken as a whole, are
generally conservative. So, for them to be overwhelming of one opinion with regards
to the president of the College, there must be merit to their concerns. As one of the
faculty's elected representatives, I urge the Board to give full weight to the opinions of
faculty who are, after all, the educational experts here and who have expressed
themselves by every possible means available to them. The faculty through its arms
of The Faculty, the Faculty Senate, Palomar Faculty Federation are convinced that
the long-term health of this institution is at stake. We are all aware of the current
budget crisis and, as Faculty Senate President, I cannot speak to the contract. But it
is my duty to speak to the malaise that envelops us. Our students deserve a better
college than Palomar has become. The Board has the power and the authority and, I
hope, the courage and wisdom to take whatever steps are necessary to ensure that
Palomar College has the leadership, management style, collegiate atmosphere, and
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overall work environment that the faculty, staff, and most especially our students all
deserve.

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Millet gave the following report:
Just to report a little bit on what we've been doing the past couple of weeks. Last
week we had an informal gathering at the brewery for faculty who were interested in
coming and talking to us about their concerns. Paul Jordan, our chief negotiator was
there, and they were able to ask any questions that they might have had to him. And
it was just a nice chance to reflect and enjoy each other's company as well as to talk
about the things that face us at Palomar. Also, we've been spending a lot of time at
board meetings and negotiating meetings and negotiating assessments, and that will
continue I'm sure.
On May 3, I attended, representing Palomar College and actually representing the
Southern Region of California for community colleges, I attended a COCAL meeting.
Now COCAL is an acronym that stands for Coalition on Contingent Academic Labor.
And present at that meeting were lecturers from the UC system across the state, the
Cal State system across the state, and representatives from the community colleges.
And we discussed at that meeting ways of increasing our collegiality, increasing the
public's awareness of our situation, increasing our ability to legislate and lobby for the
various aspects that would improve contingent labor conditions in academia and
higher education. And we also planned Campus Equity Week, which will be held
October 27 through 31. And we will be doing a regional from the San Diego area that
will involve the UC, CSE, the community colleges, as well as San Diego State and Cal
State San Marcos. But it will be an interesting week, I think, and we will try and
provide some talent even for you to enjoy.
On May 18 and 19, we're going to be having lobby days in Sacramento, and I will be
attending that along, I'm sure, with some representatives from the CCE. We will be
going to hearings of the Appropriation Committee that will be discussing some of the
terrible bills that are up that we can all agree we don't want or need. And also, there
will be a hearing at that time for the Retirement Committee of the Assembly regarding
STRS retirement for part-time faculty. So that's in the future.
I just did want to say one other thing. There was a lot I wanted to say before all those
beautiful students stood up. It was a good thing they did, because now there's only
one little thing I want to say. And that is that it's probably been since the fourth grade
that I've been called a bully. And I wanted to share with you the occasion upon which
that happened. There was a little boy in our neighborhood. His name was Mikey, and
we called him Mikey Mikey. And he was a year younger than we were. There were a
lot of kids in our neighborhood. There were 14 boys and girls my age on the three
streets and Mikey was always bugging us. He would never let us do the things we
wanted to do. He would come and he would spy on us. You know how little girls are.
They like to get together and say things. They don't want little boys spying on them.
But worse than that, he would throw rocks at us, he would put big long slugs at our
doorsteps. I mean he was just a pest, you know. And so, one day it was snowing,
and I'd about had it with Mikey, and he had done something that morning, and I don't
remember anymore what it was. But we were walking to school, and it was snowing,
and he came along and started nah nah nahing at me and nah nah nah nah nah nah
and throwing things. And so I picked up a big snowball, walked over to him, and I
was taller than he was, so I guess, and took his face in one hand and the snowball in
the other and just (unintelligible). And he looked at me and he said, "you big fat bully."
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And I've never been called a bully since. But you know everyone in our neighborhood
thanked me for that.

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller gave the following report:
I received a petition to send a poll to all the full-time faculty and a poll to the adjunct
faculty. These petitions were signed by 10% of the faculty. The poll basically asked
that the letter that's coming around be sent to the Palomar College Governing Board.
Results of the poll: 158 of the adjunct faculty said yes to this letter and 3 said no.
150 of the full-time faculty said yes to sending this letter and 28 said no. As an
overwhelming majority requested this letter be sent to you, it is passed out. I am not
going to read the entire letter; it has several statements, but the bottom line it
requests that you, the Board of Trustees, immediately start looking for a replacement
for our current President/Superintendent.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith gave the following report:
I would like to direct your attention to page 5, number 7 and 8 on the Consent
Calendar, which address two retirements from the Administrative Association, two
employees who have served the College for many years. The first is Mike Norton.
Mike joined Palomar College in 1987 as the Director of Public Information, which was,
at that time, part of Student Activities. The position was moved to the Advancement
Office when that office was created in 1990. HR staff said, and apparently, Mike,
there are some in their office as well, Mike has several of these in a file, that his file in
HR is filled with many thank-you notes from individuals who have taken tours of
Palomar College over the years provided by Mike in his position, to include several
very carefully colored and decorated notes from elementary school children. I asked
Mike about his future plans, and the only thing he came up with is that the first project
he'll be doing is fixing his sprinkler system, which has been broken for seven years
apparently. On behalf of the Administrative Association, I would like to thank you for
your 16 years of service to Palomar College.
The second person is none other than our own Lois Meyer. After spending 20 years
raising her children, in May, 1981, Lois Meyer took a job at Palomar as a temporary
replacement for an Accounting Assistant I. Just as the assignment ended, she was
hired as a permanent Payroll Assistant. Lois worked out of class as a Payroll
Assistant II from mid-1982 to early 1983, at which time the position changed to a
Payroll Supervisor. In July of 1983, Lois was promoted to the Director of Accounting.
On her application cover letter, she stated, "My experience in the computerization of
business and accounting procedures would be quite valuable in the near future in
Business Services." Little did she know! As a result of the Ewing Study in 1982, Lois'
position was reclassified to the Director of Fiscal Services, which is what she is
serving in now. Lois' immediate plans include a three-week trip beginning in June to
Budapest, Prague, Liepzig, Dresden, and Berlin. She plans on filling her retirement
days with reading, gardening, visiting with friends, and yet more travel. On behalf of
the Administrative Association, I want to thank you for you 22 years of service to
Palomar College.
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INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Brian Engleman gave the following report:
The Palomar College Council of Classified Employees is pleased to announce that its
elections are underway. We have our nominees in place, and we expect to be able to
announce the results of the election on the Board meeting after this one.
Additionally, we will be sending some representatives to Sacramento for lobby days,
along with our brothers and sisters in the PFF. And we will be meeting with Jerry
Patton and some other members of the Government Affairs Committee beforehand to
get out ideas together before heading up there, with the May revise coming out.
Additionally, I had the good luck to serve with Leo for the VTEA-funded Career and
Technical Education Open House for high school students from neighboring schools.
The students that we got to guide around the college would be normally referred to as
non-traditional students for college. I would like to say that these are traditional
community college students. These are the students we serve, and I look forward to
getting the chance to serve some of them in the near future.
The Executive Council of Palomar College Council of Classified Employees asked me
to forward the following statement: We do not, contrary to popular opinion, we do not
want this Governing Board to fire Dr. Amador. That is not what we want. We think it
would be absolutely ludicrous to fire the president of the college in the midst of crisis.
It would probably be the second craziest thing we could do at this point. The first
craziest thing that we could do, in our opinion, is to completely and unilaterally ignore
an overwhelming vote for that same leader. This needs to be taken into account
when we evaluate the performance of our president. We ask this Board to heed the
vote of no confidence as evidence that things do need to change drastically. The no
confidence votes are a reflection of the feelings of the classified staff and the faculty
and not just their union members. We, the classified union, sent out the poll in
response to overwhelming demand from our members for us to conduct the poll. We
did not spearhead it; we did not organize it; we did not rig it. The classified vote was
sent to all classified staff. It was counted by the League of Women Voters. We took
every step we could to ensure the integrity of its results. We do not understand why
members of this Board have openly decided to ignore this. In any performance
evaluation for a leader, the confidence of his or her constituency must carry some
weight. However, again, we do not ask that this Board fire Dr. Amador. Rather, we
propose that we do not renew her contract until we see some definite improvement.
We have seen some improvement. We want it to continue. We ask for more. We
are willing to give her time, as she said she needs, to give the new structure time to
take effect, for confidence to grow. We will give her that time. We ask this Board to
postpone any renewal of her contract, which still has three years remaining, until we
are able to gauge the results of this structure.
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INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Leo Melena gave the following report:
The Associated Student Government has been busy this past couple of weeks,
despite their terms nearly completed and finals coming up. I am very proud of our
current board and it looks like the incoming officers will not disappoint. In fact, I would
now like to introduce Amador Soto, President-Elect. Would you please stand? I am
very confident of Mr. Soto and happy to pass on this responsibility. He has broad
shoulders and is very capable. I am proud to have him represent me. Mr. Soto and I
both thank the college community and the students for their continued efforts and
patience throughout the year and more importantly during this transition.
Last week, we sent out several mailings to the Governor, in light of the upcoming May
revise. One of those included a blanket signed in protest by students, and employees
alike. We are committed to advocacy for a fair-share plan and keeping our doors
open to students. We will continue our efforts, throughout the transition, for as long
as it takes. Thank you for your support and encouragement; they are certainly much
needed and appreciated.
Last week, the Government Affairs Committee hosted a news conference, for the
various forms of media. In attendance was Scott Lay, Director of Budget Issues for
the Community College League of California, who flew down from Sacramento to help
shed some light on the budget issues at the Capitol. Also in the program, Dr. Amador
and Presidents from Miramar and MiraCosta, myself, and my counterparts from those
two colleges as well. I believe it was a success in relaying the information to the
public and letting Sacramento know that we are not done, yet!
On behalf of the graduating students, myself included, a thank you to Dr. Amador,
and the students and professors involved in last week's President's Concert.
The Associated Student Government will be hosting their End of the Year Banquet
next week and I look forward to seeing all of the College Community out for
Commencement on Friday, May 23. It is important to the students and it is a very real
outcome for all of our hard work.
And finally, I would like to wish all of our students good luck with finals. And to all our
professors and staff, a heartfelt thank you for another great year of instruction and
service.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS

Mr. McMullen reminded speakers to honor the five-minute rule and that there will be no conceding
of time to another person. He also asked the audience to hold their applause between speakers
as that uses up a lot of time. At this time the following persons addressed the Board on the
following subjects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ernie Carson - Board minutes
Rebecca Faubus - Comments
Michael Mufson - Restoring confidence
Kevin Barrett -Audit of budget (response by Jerry Patton)
Linda Dudik - In appreciation of Diane Lutz
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Mary Ann Drinan - To honor and thank Diane Lutz
Pam McDonough - My concerns about violation of the Brown Act and other failures of
leadership and accountability
Katie Townsend-Merino - Administrative and classified SERP (response by Jack
Miyamoto)
Rita Sweeting - Varied, English, Arts

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE PRE-FUNDING LEVEL PLAN FOR RETIREE HEALTH LIABILITY
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

Effective July 1, 2003, and for each fiscal year thereafter, the Governing Board hereby
approves annual funding for the District's retiree health liability in the amount of Five
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00) to be invested as provided by State law.
Exhibit M·1
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

APPROVE RESOLUTION IN OPPOSITION TO SENATE BILL 6
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20761
WHEREAS, The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District is
concerned about numerous provisions in Senate Bill 6 (Alpert) that would reconstitute the
California community college system as a "public trust," revise and eliminate significant
powers of local governing boards, and add state political leaders as voting members of
the California Community College Board of Governors; and
WHEREAS, California Education Code states, "The work of the Board of Governors shall
at all times be directed to maintaining and continuing, to the maximum degree
permissible, local authority and control in the administration of California community
colleges" is preeminent over all other governance provisions and must not be eliminated
or downgraded; and
WHEREAS, The intent of Senate Bill 6 is to make local control "non-existenf' on matters
of articulation, representation before the Legislature, courses of instruction and programs,
district performance, research and planning, general supervision, budget and allocation
process, capital outlay programs, and standards for functioning within the system; and
WHEREAS, Senate Bill 6 proposes the creation of a "public trust" that would establish a
Board of Governors similar to the Regents of the University of California or the California
State University Board of Trustees;
WHEREAS, This "public trust" is a non-elected statewide body that would be in direct
contradiction to the long-held principle of community college governance by locally
elected representatives as mandated in the Education Code; and
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WHEREAS, Senate Bill 6 proposes to add the Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the Speaker of the Assembly as voting
members of the Board of Governors, further politicizing the governing board; and
WHEREAS, Approximately 2.9 million students are currently served by community
colleges, 32,000 annually in the Palomar Community College District; and
WHEREAS, A new form of governance, centralized through the Board of Governors,
would not adequately address the diverse needs of the various populations enrolled in the
Palomar Community College District; and
WHEREAS, A new form of governance, centralized through the Board of Governors,
would not adequately address the diverse needs of the various populations enrolled in
community colleges throughout the State of California; and
WHEREAS, As locally elected trustees, we are knowledgeable about, and sensitive to,
the diverse needs of our communities;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District hereby opposes Senate Bill 6, which diminishes local
governance for community colleges and creates the potential for limiting the voices of the
local citizens now served by locally elected governing boards.
Dr. Finkenthal addressed the Board at this time, stating that state oversight is a good
idea; forensic audit is a must.
Dr. Nelson gave reasons why the Board needs to oppose Senate Bill 6.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

APPROVE RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION TO STUDENT TRUSTEE
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20762
BE IT RESOLVED, That the members of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community
College District do hereby express their sincere appreciation to LEO MELENA, who has
served as President of the Associated Student Government and Student Trustee from
January 14, 2003, through May 13, 2003, and who, throughout his tenure in office, has
rendered outstanding service and provided responsible leadership, and who, as a result,
has accomplished a great deal for the betterment of the students at Palomar College.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Abstain
At this time, President McMullen presented Mr. Melena with a framed certificate stating
this resolution, which was signed by all the Board members and the
Superintendent/President.
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APPROVE RESOLUTION REQUESTING ANNUAL TEMPORARY TRANSFER OF
FUNDS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20763
WHEREAS, the California Constitution, Article XVI, Section 6, and Education Code
Section 85220 provide that the Treasurer of the County shall have the power and it shall
be his duty to make such temporary transfer from the funds in his custody as may be
necessary to provide funds for meeting the obligations incurred for maintenance purposes
by any district whose funds are in his custody and are paid out solely through his office;
such temporary transfer of funds shall be rnade only upon resolution adopted by the
governing board of the County to make such temporary transfer; such temporary transfer
of funds shall not exceed 85% of taxes accruing to the district, shall not be made prior to
the first day of the fiscal year nor after the last Monday in April of the current fiscal year,
and shall be replaced from the taxes accruing to such district before any other obligation
of the district is met from such taxes; and
WHEREAS, on June 10, 2003, the Governing Board will:
[XXX] Adopt a tentative budget
] Adopt its final budget
for this District for the fiscal year 2003-2004 pursuant to the provisions of the Education
Code Sections 85000 et seq., and taxes accruing to the District for said fiscal year are
estimated to be $37,380,000 and 85% of said taxes is $31,773,000; and

WHEREAS, taxes accrued to this District during the 2002-2003 fiscal year were
$35,609,498; and
WHEREAS, it is necessary to provide funds for meeting the obligations incurred for
maintenance purposes by this District;
AND NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS RESOLVED AND ORDERED, pursuant to the provisions
of the California Constitution, Article XVI, Section 6, and Education Code Section 85220
as follows:
1.

The Board of Supervisors of the County of San Diego is requested to direct the
Treasurer of the County of San Diego to make a temporary transfer from the
funds in his custody to this District during the 2003-2004 fiscal year to meet
obligations incurred for maintenance purposes in the amount of:
(a)

$ 5,401,410 for the period from July 1 until August 31 not to exceed 17%
of the authorized limit.

(b)

$31, 773,000 after August 31 but not to exceed a total of 85% of taxes
accruing to the District. This amount represents the total available
temporary transfer approved by the governing board for the 2003-2004
fiscal year inclusive of the 17% shown in (a) above.
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2.

If directed by the Board of Supervisors, funds will be transferred to this District by
the Treasurer of the County of San Diego in sums as requested by the District
Superintendent and certified by him/her to be necessary to provide funds for
meeting the obligations incurred for maintenance purposes by the District not to
exceed the maximum amount herein specified, provided the Treasurer
determines that funds in his custody are available for such transfers.

3.

The Clerk/Secretary of this Board is directed to file a copy of this resolution with
the Board of Supervisors, the County Superintendent of Schools, the County
Auditor and Controller, and the County Treasurer-Tax Collector.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College
1
District, County of San Diego, State of California, this 13 " day of May, 2003, by the
following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Chadwick, Evilsizer, Jensen, McMullen, Nelson, Melena
(Advisory Vote)
None
None

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO )
I, Michele T. Nelson, Secretary of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community
College District, County of San Diego, State of California, do hereby certify that the
foregoing is a true copy of a resolution adopted by said Board at a meeting thereof, at the
time and by the vote therein stated, which original resolution is on file in the office of said
Board.

Date

Secretary of the Governing Board
Exhibit M-4

5.

APPROVE INTRABUDGET TRANSFER AT FISCAL YEAR END
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby authorizes the
Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services to make such transfers between
the undistributed reserve and any expenditure classification of the budget of the
District for the Fiscal Year 2002-2003 as are necessary to permit the payment of
obligations of the District incurred during the fiscal year. Exhibit M-5
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE BANK SIGNATURE AUTHORIZATIONS EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 2003
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently
deposited in California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California, for Palomar Cornrnunity
College Financial Aids, Federal Account, and for Palomar Cornrnunity College Food
Services Account:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
and
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
to the Palomar Community College Transfer Account deposited in California Bank & Trust,
San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
or
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
to the Palomar Community College Revolving Cash Fund in California Bank & Trust, San
Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
or
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manger, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
to the Associated Students of Palomar College in California Bank & Trust, San Marcos,
California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
or
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
and
Amador Soto, President, Associated Student Government
or
Jasper Sabile, Vice President of State Affairs, Associated Student Government.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
EOPS Emergency Loan Fund in California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
and
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
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The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Cornrnunity College in the San Diego County Treasury:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
and
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes two of the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently
deposited to the Palomar College Payroll Account (automatic payroll deposit account) in
California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California:
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations
Esperanza Flores, Manager, Payroll Services
Janien A. Lau-Thompson, Payroll Assistant.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Community College, State of California-Cal Grants Account in California Bank &
Trust, San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services
and
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Community College Payroll Electronic Funds Transfer Account for State Taxes in
California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California:
Esperanza Flores, Manager, Payroll Services,
or
Janien A. Lau-Thompson, Payroll Assistant,
and
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Collegeffenancies, Escondido Center in California Bank & Trust, San Marcos,
California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President,
Finance and Administrative Services and
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar College Payroll Electronic Funds Transfer-Federal Taxes account in California
Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California:
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager Fiscal Operations,
Esperanza Flores, Manager, Payroll Services,
or
Janien Lau-Thompson, Payroll Assistant.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Exhibit M-6
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APPROVE SIGNATURES FOR COUNTY BUSINESS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Cornrnunity College District hereby approves that the
following business procedures be authorized, effective June 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004:
Persons authorized, pursuant to the provisions of the Education Code Section 85232, to
sign any and all school orders in the name of the District, drawn on the funds of the District:
Jerry R. Patton
Kiely Keane-Alt.
Person authorized to receive mail from the Accounting Section of the San Diego County
Office of Education:

Exhibit M-7

Terri Wallace
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

APPROVE RESOLUTION TO NAME CUSTODIAN OF REVOLVING CASH FUND
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20764
WHEREAS, there is a need for a Revolving Cash Fund for Fiscal Operations of the
District;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the custodian of the Revolving Cash Fund in the
amount of $25,000.00 in the California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California, be Kiely
Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Revolving Cash Fund has been established for the
use of the Vice President, Administrative Services, and the Manager, Fiscal Operations,
in securing or purchasing services and/or materials, and for otherwise authorized
purposes, including prepayments and salary advances.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Governing Board on May 13, 2003, by the following
vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:

Chadwick, Evilsizer, Jensen, McMullen, Nelson, Melena
(Advisory Vote)
None
None

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)
)SS
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO )
I, Michele T. Nelson, Secretary of the Governing Board, do hereby certify that the
foregoing is a full, true, and correct copy of a resolution duly passed and adopted by said
Board at a regularly called and conducted meeting held on said date.

Secretary of the Governing Board
Exhibit M-8

9.

ADOPT NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 2003-2004 ANNUAL FINANCIAL
BUDGET REPORT ICFS-311)
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves that the proposed 2003-2004 Annual Financial
and Budget Report of the Palomar Community College District will be on display and
available for public inspection on Monday, September 1, 2003, through Friday,
September 5, 2003, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., in Fiscal Services, Room A-2,
Administration Building, Palomar College, 1140 West Mission Road, San Marcos,
California.
Further, the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District will conduct a
Public Hearing on the Annual Financial and Budget Report at a meeting of the
Governing Board on Tuesday, September 9, 2003, 7:00 p.m., Governing Board Room,
Palomar College, 1140 West Mission Road, San Marcos, California. Said Notice of
Public Hearing is to be published by the North County Times on August 6, 7, or 8,
2003. Exhibit M-9
Mr. Evilsizer suggested that, in order to get this report out to a broader distribution, it be
placed on the College web site on the internet for a broader period than those dates
shown in the motion above. Mr. Patton responded that the only limitation on time would
be when we would know what the Governor signs. As soon as we know, we will put it on
the web site.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE REVISED BUDGETS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of Palomar Community College District hereby approves the
following Revised Budgets as of fiscal quarter ending March 31, 2003:
General Fund Palomar Unrestricted ( 11 ); General Fund State Unrestricted (11 ); General
Fund Restricted (12); Special Debt Service Fund (29); Child Development Fund (33);
Capital Outlay Projects Fund (41 ); Energy Conservation Fund (43); Escondido Center
Tenancies (59); Post Retiree Benefit Fund (69); Associated Student Fund (71 ); Student
Representation Fee Fund (72); Student Body Center Fee Fund (73); Student Financial Aid
Fund (74); Scholarship and Loan Trust Fund (75).
Reports for each fund are included in the backup material to the Board. Exhibit M-10
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

11.

APPROVE BUDGET TRANSFERS FOR 3"0 QUARTER
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of Palomar Community College District hereby approves Budget
Transfers for the 3rd Quarter of Fiscal Year 2002-2003. This report is showing transfers
made to the Revised Budget as of 12/31/2002. Exhibit M-11
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

12.

APPROVE QUARTERLY FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT ( CCFS-311 Q)
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby approves the California Community Colleges Quarterly
Financial Status Report (CCFS-311 Q) for quarter ending March 31, 2003. Exhibit M-12
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

13.

APPROVE QUARTERLY REPORT OF CFO REGARDING DISCLOSURE OF DISTRICT
INVESTMENTS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Quarterly Report of Chief Financial Officer
Regarding Disclosure of District Investments as of March 31, 2003. Exhibit M-13
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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CONFIRM THE CLASSIFICATION OF RECORDS TO CLASS 3 - DISPOSABLE AND
AUTHORIZE DESTRUCTION THEREOF PURSUANT TO TITLE 5, § 59028
CALIFORNIA ADMINSTRATIVE CODE
MSC

Chadwick, Nalson

The Governing Board hereby approves the records identified in the backup memorandum
hereto, the substance of which is incorporated by this reference, has been certified by the
Director of Fiscal Services, as designee of the Superintendent of the District, as accurate
in detail; and,
That the aforesaid records are hereby confirmed to be Class 3 - Disposable, and may
be destroyed in accordance with Title 5, Division 6, Chapter 10, § 59021 et seq. of the
California Code of Regulations. Exhibit M-14
Ms. Chadwick asked if the information contained in these records exists anyplace else
after destruction of the hard copies. Lois Meyer responded that the information is
contained elsewhere.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

15.

DECLARE MISCELLANEOUS COMPUTER EQUIPMENT SURPLUS AND OF
INSUFFICIENT VALUE PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA EDUCATION CODE SECTION
81452 (unanimous consent required)
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby declares the
computer equipment identified in the attached memorandum, the terms of which are by
this reference incorporated herein, as surplus and of no value to the District, in
accordance with California Education Code Section 81452; and,
That the Governing Board hereby approves the disposal of the equipment at an
approved dump site arranged in coordination with our Environmental Health &
Safety/Facilities Planning department to assist with any hazardous waste issues. Exhibit
M-15
Ms. Chadwick asked if we offer these items to the public for sale. Mr. Patton responded
that, almost always, we have our own public sales or send the equipment to the County
for their auction. However, it is costly for us to conduct our own sale. In this case, the
equipment is of no value. Ms. Chadwick asked the dollar amount of annual surplus sales.
Ms. Meyer responded approximately $3-4,000.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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DECLARE COMPUTER EQUPMENT OF INSUFFICIENT VALUE AND NO LONGER
USED FOR DISTRICT PURPOSES, AND TRANSFER EQUIPMENT TO REGIONAL
OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM IR.O.P.l COMPUTER REPAIR (unanimous consent
required)
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby finds the
following computer equipment no longer needed for District purposes, and of
insufficient value, all in accordance with District Procedure 552; and, that the computer
equipment described in the attached backup herein shall be transferred to the Regional
Occupational Program (R.O.P.) Computer Repair, as provided in California Education
Code Section 81450.5. Exhibit M-16
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

17.

APPROVE CHANGE OF NAME ON TAX-SHELTERED ANNUITY PROVIDER FROM
NORTHERN LIFE INSURANCE TO RELIA STAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (ING)
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves an amended tax-sheltered annuity agreement
changing the name of the annuity provider from Northern Life Insurance to Relia Star Life
Insurance Company (ING) and authorizes the Vice President of Finance and
Administrative Services to execute all documents required to carry out this action.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

18.

ACCEPT THE LIBRARY ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION INSTALLATION PROJECT AS
FINAL AND COMPLETE, AUTHORIZE RELEASE OF BID SECURITY IN THIRTY-FIVE
DAYS, RELEASE THE BONDS, AND RECORD NOTICE OF COMPLETION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby accepts the
Library Electrical Distribution Installation Project as performed on the San Marcos
campus and in accordance with the bid awarded by the Palomar Community College
District, on April 22, 2003, to Service Electrical Systems, Inc., (the "Contractor'), 12257
Old Pomerado Road, Poway, California 92064.
The project is hereby accepted as complete and final, and the Superintendent/President
is authorized to execute and file the Notice of Completion including execution of the
verification as Secretary to the Governing Board. The total amount of this contract is
$66,685.00; and all money due and owing to the Contractor, with the exception of the ten
percent (10%) retention of $6,668.50, (the "Retention") shall be paid, and following the
expiration of thirty-five (35) calendar days from the date this action is recorded, the
Retention shall be paid to the Contractor, providing no liens are filed within this period.
The bid security posted by Service Electrical Systems, Inc., shall be returned to this
Contractor and all other bonds be released, within the timeframe and in the manner as
provided by law.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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ACCEPT AND APPROVE CHANGE ORDER #5 FOR STUDENT UNION REMODEL
PROJECT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby accepts and approves Change Order #5 pertaining to the
Student Union Remodel project; original contract approved by the Governing Board on
July 15, 2002, as detailed on the accompanying memorandum in support hereof. Total
amount of change order #5 is $45,293.00. Exhibit M-19
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

20.

GRANT PERMISSION FOR OFFSITE GRADING IN CONJUNCTION WITH
VALLECITOS RIDGE, TSM 432 (FORECAST HOMES).
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby grants permission to Forecast Homes to enter upon District
property adjacent to the entrance to Comet Circle at Borden Road, San Marcos, California
to grade a portion of District land, more specifically described in the back-up information,
on or about a proposed street easement to be dedicated at a future date to the City of
San Marcos, for the purpose of widening Borden Road to four (4) lanes, installing a
traffic signal, a westbound left turn lane, and an eastbound right turn lane. Exhibit
M-20
Ms. Chadwick asked if the campus will receive any dollar amount in exchange for
permission. Mr. Patton responded that we would not receive money; however, we have
asked that they provide a sign indicating an entrance to the College. Ms. Chadwick asked
if the amount of land and its value has been established. Mr. Patton responded that it is
about .014 acre, a very small plot. Ms. Chadwick maintained that the builder should give
us money for ceding that land to them.
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Nay (Chadwick, Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

21.

ACCEPT INCREASE IN ALLOCATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 2002-2003 BUDGET FOR
PALOMAR COLLEGE REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM (R.O.P.)
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby accepts an increase in funds for the 2002-2003 Palomar
College R.O.P. allocation from the budgeted amount of $1,681,701.00, which was the
original contract amount, to the final allocation of $1,775,875.00 for an increase of
$94,174.00.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
The Governing Board hereby approves the following items to appear on the agenda of the
May 27, 2003, meeting:
a.
b.

c.
d.

N.

Accounting of costs to set up room D-10 for Board meetings
All postponed items:
(1)
CCCSAT
(2)
Master Plan
Request for forensic audit
Figures regarding an administrative and classified SERP

CLOSED SESSION
The Board recessed at 10:54 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 11:15 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957 .6.
a.

Evaluation of SuperintendenUPresident

Closed Session ended at 1:20 a.m.

0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened at 1:23 a.m.
Palomar Community College District
Governing Board
Report Out from Closed Session, 1 :23 a.m .. 5-14-03
by President Darrell McMullen

The Governing Board agreed to the following statement:
Annual Evaluation of Dr. Sherrill Amador by the Governing Board on May 13. 2003
The overall evaluation, based on goals established in June, 2002: SATISFACTORY
Board Comments:
The Board cannot ignore the current situation that needs to be addressed by the
SuperintendenUPresident, with the support of the Governing Board.
Accordingly, the Board directs the SuperintendenUPresident to focus on building relationships and
improving morale, with progress to be monitored on an ongoing basis.
In view of the current budget crisis, the SuperintendenUPresident has volunteered to give up one-half
of the annual salary adjustment specified in her employment contract.

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 1:25 a.m.
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PALOMAR COLLEGE
Learning for Success
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM D-10
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, MAY 27, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Diane Lutz, M.S., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

3.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

BBB.

Superintendent/President

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7:05 p.m.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Brian Engleman, Secretary, CCE/AFT; Academic Department Assistant, R.O.P.
Katheryn Garlow, Interim Dean, Arts and Languages
Herman Lee, Director of Enrollment
Lorraine Lopez, EOP&S Supervisor
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Mike Norton, Director, Public Information
Donna Renner, Secretary, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Facilities Services Coordinator
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Jackie Szitta, Staff Aide, EOP&S
Mark Vernoy, Dean, Human Arts and Sciences
GUESTS:
Philoan Chau, Palomar graduate
Pablo Garcia, Spencer and Hoskins
Maureen Hanley, Palomar graduate
Perry Snyder
Jim Spencer, Spencer and Hoskins
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
President McMullen made the following announcement: The Board in Closed Session took action
to send final notice in accordance with Education Code Section 72411 to the following
management employee: Employee number: 005112488.
Ms. Chadwick asked that the vote be made public. The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Nay
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
BBBB. ADMINISTRATION OF OATH OF OFFICE TO STUDENT TRUSTEE
At this time, Mr. McMullen administered the Oath of Office to Amador Soto, Student Trustee.
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APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of May 13, 2003, with
the following correction: Page 8, paragraph 2, second sentence should read: Without labor, we
wouldn't have fair wages, we wouldn't have an eight-hour workday, we wouldn't have sick pay or
vacations, OSHA probably would not exist, family leave, women's rights, there may even still be
child labor without organized labor working for those rights.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen gave the following report:
I do recognize a lot of faculty faces out there that were at the graduation the other day,
and it was terrific. I'm sure some of the Trustees here will add to that. We had a terrific
commencement speaker, Sandra McBrayer, an awesome lady and very successful
student and Teacher of the Year in 1994 in the United States. She did, in one of her
jokes, comment that she was trying to borrow a watch from me, and I didn't have one.
And she had to borrow an old Timex from Mark Evilsizer. And so she didn't fare very well
as she has at some other speeches where she gets away with a Rolex. So, welcome to
Palomar!
As you know, we are considering a bond issue in March of 2004. It is just ten months
away. In addition to a need for new facilities elsewhere in our District to meet anticipated
growth, most facilities on this campus are outdated, confining, and require dramatic
improvement. We all agree to that. The current office space for faculty is one example.
Offices are small, faculty members are doubled up to squeeze everybody in. The
restroom situation which was high on everybody's last year's list has been improved
somewhat, but there is only so much you can do to a fifty-year-old restroom. In order for
a bond issue to gain voter approval, the public needs to see that we are both fiscally
sound and are united in our effort to provide quality education. We must display a united
front. Please, let's all remember this requirement as we seek to resolve other issues.
Let's be sure we don't shoot ourselves in the foot.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Jensen gave the following report:
I concur with what you said about the commencement ceremony. I was very happy that
personal grievances didn't spoil the day, which was a very nice occasion.
Ms. Chadwick gave the following report:
I would like to echo the comments about commencement. I just wish all of mine in the
past had been as nice, particularly speaker-wise. She really was concerned about the
students, focused on the students, and focused on their future. It was wonderful.
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I learned, after the fact, from our Vice President for Instruction that I did not know of the
Nursing ceremony. Regrettably, I would have been there, had I known. And I really
regret that, somehow, I didn't get an invitation.
However, I did receive invitations for some wonderful ceremonies. I went to the EOP&S
one, which is very gratifying, indeed, to see many students that have had major hurdles
placed in their path, overcome them with accomplishment. So it was really a wonderful
ceremony.
I had an opportunity to speak at the PACRA lunch. Many of you will be a PACRA one
day, and they're a very enthusiastic and exciting group, and I was honored to be there
among people like Fred Huber, who is an incredible man who has spent many years
devoting himself to this institution.
And one of the fun things that I did was attend the ASG recognition dinner and received a
certificate. I was very happy to receive that and surprised. This is a very astute group of
students that provide the leadership and the government on our campus, and we should
all be proud of them.
Then, of course, the campus graduation.
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
I, too, attended the EOP&S graduates' dinner on May 16. As Nancy said, it's very
heartwarming to see the obstacles many of these students overcome. Not just overcome,
but are successful in launching out of Palomar College and going on to really excellent
things for themselves and their futures.
On May 17, I also, along with Trustee Chadwick, was able to attend the PACRA luncheon.
And it's always nice to talk with people that have retired from Palomar and have a very
strong interest still in the affairs of the College, and they have some wonderful ideas and
thoughts about making Palomar a better place. So it's always good to meet with them.
In addition, I attended with all the other Trustees and President Amador, the ASG
recognition dinner on May 22. And it's nice to recognize the students that volunteer their
time and provide service to their fellow students here at the College. That's very
commendable and something that is deserving of praise and celebration. So I'm glad we
were able to do that.
And I think I echo all of the people that were at the graduation ceremonies that our
speaker was terrific. And she really did focus on the students, because it was their day
and ii was about them, and ii was very uplifting to hear it from her point of view. And I
think it was obvious as to why she was selected as the National Teacher of the Year in
1994. She has a very strong presence about her.
The Budget Sub-Committee did meet today. Ralph and I met with Jerry to discuss some
things, and I guess we'll be forwarding those comments on to the Board later. So I want
you to know that the sub-committee is meeting.
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Dr. Nelson gave the following report:
I did attend the Nursing Pinning, and as it has been said all along, the stories and the
families and the hard work that it takes to become a nurse, the very challenging
curriculum, and the camaraderie of that nursing unit - because they are a unit thereof that class will always be part and parcel of one another. So it was very, very uplifting. It
was a wonderful ceremony.
The graduation I loved. I must say that I've never been - I was thinking that I've been to
about 40 graduations in my career and graduating myself and my kids, etc. She was,
without question, the best speaker to speak to the specifics of the audience. She
understood community college students. She understood their difficult hardships, their
family support, all it takes - and I thought she just spoke to the heart of the matter. It was
absolutely wonderful.
The ASG year-end celebration was lots of fun. Your predecessor, Amador, really enjoyed
himself. He had the stage, and he really had a good time, as did we all.
My best wishes to the retiring faculty for all of your years of service, and I wish you well as
you go forward in whatever endeavor. It's a very exciting time.
This morning, I attended the Poway Business Park Association as part of my newly
acquired responsibilities for Palomar. l'rn heading up their HR Committee and learning a
lot, so it's been a very productive day.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
Philoan Chau
Dr. Amador introduced Dr. Katheryn Garlow who, in turn, presented Ms. Philoan Chau, a Palomar
graduate who recently graduated Summa Cum Laude from Cal State San Marcos. Dr. Garlow
gave the Board a brief synopsis of Ms. Chau's background and the difficulties she faced
immigrating lo the United States from Vietnam and her academic success at Palomar and
CSUSM. (Exhibit G) Ms. Chau thanked everyone for their support and understanding. She also
expressed thanks for her mentor, Dr. Katheryn Garlow, who supported her over the years.
1.

Palomar College Scrapbooks - Prepared by Kittv Grage
Dr. Amador introduced Dr. Mike Norton, who presented eight new scrapbooks of
newspaper clippings chronicling the history of Palomar College prepared by Kitty Grage,
retired employee of the Public Information Office. Mr. Norton noted that the laminating
and microfilming expenses are donated by the Patrons of Palomar, and the binding
expense is donated by Ms. Grage. These new volumes will join those already available for
viewing in the Library. A certificate of appreciation has been prepared and will be
presented to Ms. Grage for her efforts.
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Educational and Facilities Master Plan
Dr. Amador introduced Jim Spencer and Pablo Garcia of Spencer and Hoskins, who have
been working with the task force co-chaired by Mark Vernoy and Nancy Galli the second
year, and Doug Key the first year. Dr. Amador strongly encouraged the Board to look at
the priorities and ask questions because those can be changed. We would like the
priorities set by the time we approve the plan on June 10. The priorities listed are what
we think the priorities should be as best we know it at this point. We want to be certain
our priorities are set properly before we move forward with any purchase of land or
construction for the College District.
Mr. Spencer and Mr. Garcia presented an update of the Facilities Master Plan and their
recommendations. (Exhibit G-2)
Ms. Chadwick reiterated her comments from a previous meeting that she is concerned
about relocating the maintenance buildings on Mission Road to a "front-door area" as
maintenance shops are a "back-door'' function. She asked that this be reconsidered. Mr.
Spencer commented that moving maintenance to the edge of the campus where there
was a major street access was suggested in order to prevent large trucks having to drive
into the core of the campus to reach the maintenance facilities.
Ms. Chadwick commented that she hopes we are not using parking as a driver. Parking
is a secondary function. Focus should be on total vehicular circulation, not necessarily
associated with taking a building out of one area and putting it in another to put in a new
parking lot.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if any consideration was being given to housing for students in the
future. Mr. Spencer responded that the state, only in rare instances, supports student
housing for community colleges; and then only in extremely remote, geographically
isolated areas. Community colleges are commuter colleges, and most of them are within
commuting distance. It was not addressed because of that. The purpose of the two new
campuses was to address those students further from San Marcos. Student housing
would have to be funded by a local bond. Furthermore, this campus does not have room
for housing.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that we are also making the assumption that 20 years from now,
automobiles will still be the favored mode of transportation for our students. We don't
know what shape public transportation will take in San Diego County over the next 20
years, and if we need all these parking spaces. Dr. Amador commented that we don't
have to build all the parking lots if it is found that they are not needed.
Ms. Chadwick commented that we want to presume that we will be able to accommodate
new programs and their needs, unknown to us at this time. We have to build in a "placeholder'' for them. Mr. Spencer pointed out a "general instruction building" on the plans
that would be for those types of programs.
Dr. Nelson commented that the one area we know will grow is the health sciences. The
nursing programs will grow, although we have limitations on our clinicals and the cost of
staff. But there is such a push at all levels to increase that. Mark Vernoy responded that
the new Science building has the capability of adding labs without incurring large
remodeling costs. Offices will be built so that they can be removed so that labs can be
created.
Mr. Spencer will revise the planned location of the maintenance buildings and bring it
back at the next meeting.
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Dr. Amador noted that the Board will need to finalize the plan at the June 1O meeting so
that a published report may be prepared by July 1. She noted that suggestions had been
made to add flexibility for new program growth, the location of maintenance and operation
facilities away from the front of the campus, and whether or not student housing would be
appropriate for the San Marcos campus or one of the other locations. The Board
preferred that Mr. Spencer estimate that there will be a 15% inflation rate, rather than
10%. Mr. Spencer noted that Palomar also qualifies for state support. Mr. McMullen also
commented that all of this will not necessarily come from a bond issue; some of it will
come from the state. He also noted that, in his experience during the time a 20-year plan
is being lived, updates will need to be made every three to five years because things
change. We need to put in the highest numbers, even though we may not need that
much when the time comes.
Dr. Amador noted that the new state funding formulas give more points if there are local
contributions. Consequently, a bond would help us leverage more state funds. Right
now, we don't have that; therefore, we don't move up in the priority list for state funding.
With setting aside money to do the things we want to do, we will be able to leverage a lot
of state dollars.
3.

Reoort of Vice President for Instruction
RTV/Cinema Emmy Nominations
Diane Lutz reported that the RTV/Cinema programs have once again made their way to
the top of the entertainment industry. They received four student and one professional
Emmy nominations for outstanding achievement. This would not have been possible
without the support and cooperation of many. The nominations are:
Student Categorv

Palomar Profiles: Dance & Culture
Students: Robert Taryan, Ash Nickle, Matt Miller
Instructor: Pat Hahn
Spoof Wars
Students: David Dawson, Steve Schwartz, Kurt Jordan
Instructor: Lisa Cecere
Amber Alert
Students: Don Sinatra, Andrea Lombardo
Instructor: Linda Sabo
Sales Pitch
Students: Paul Huth, Jordan O'Leary
Instructor: Lisa Cecere

Professional Category

Gear-Up
Greg Baker, Pat Hahn, Lise Telson, Calvin One Deer Gavin

Faculty Retirements
Ms. Lutz noted that she had received an e-mail from an employee regarding the small
recognition of retiring faculty at graduation. Mr. Lutz responded that we should have at least
included the area in which they work those many years and the number of years of service.
She apologized for not having thought of this herself and recommended that this be done in
the future.
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CCCSAT Status Report
Ms. Lutz presented an update on the status of the CCCSAT and E-Conferencing grants.
(Exhibit G-3a)
Ms. Chadwick asked if anyone had been laid off. Ms. Lutz responded that only one
management person had been laid off, and we have had discussion with the Chancellor's
Office that they may want that position reinstated. However, if management positions are
not eliminated now, the District is obligated to continue them for a year. The District
cannot take that risk at this point. As soon as we know that the grant has been funded, it
seems likely that this position will be re-funded and the person brought back. Ms.
Chadwick stated that it seems that we are taking a reasonable and prudent step on this
because this is really important, cutting edge technology for our campus.
Dr. Amador reported that we will know on June 2 whether or not the CCCSAT grant has
been renewed. Then there is a ten-day appeal period if another district is concerned
about why we received it, making June 12 the final date. Then we must wait to see what
happens with the budget to see if the grant is funded.
4.

Report of Vice President for Student Services - There was no report.

5.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
Jerry Patton reported that the Finance Committee had met this afternoon and discussed
the investment policies.

6.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador reported that the Student Union is nearing completion. It is possible that we will have
our final walk-through by the end of this week.
Ms. Chadwick asked if we have ever had a reception for retiring faculty. Dr. Amador reported that
several of the departments have had events for the retirees in their departments, but there has not
been one college-wide event for all retirees. Ms. Chadwick stated that she thinks we should have
such an event.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

PERSONNEL
1.

RATIFY RESIGNATIONS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the resignations of the following employees:
a.

RHONDA SUZANNE GAVIN, Director, Extended Opportunity Programs and
Services, effective July 1, 2003 (last day of employment 6/30/2003).
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b.

SHERILYN J. HARGRAVES, Telecommunications Special Grant Project
Director, Educational Television, effective May 24, 2003 (last day of employment
5/23/2003).

c.

MOLLY L. SHARP, Satellite and Television Broadcast Control Operator,
Educational Television, effective May 16, 2003 (last day of employment
5/15/2003).

d.

KATHERINE L. SYLVESTER, Academic Evaluator/Advisor, Admissions and
Records, effective June 7, 2003 (last day of employment 6/6/2003).

e.

PAMELA D. PRETZ, Senior Administrative Secretary, Student Support
Programs, effective May 24, 2003 (last date of employment 5/23/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENTS - GROUP I
On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirements have been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group I
(receives the same fully employer-paid lifetime health benefits as provided to active
employees and eligible dependents for life of the retiree) of the Retirement Health and
Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:
a.

ROY R. ARCHER, Professor, Economics, History, and Political Science, effective
May 24, 2003.

b.

WAYNE P. ARMSTRONG, Professor, Life Sciences, effective May 24, 2003.

c.

DANIEL C. ARNSAN, Professor/Librarian, Library Media Center, effective May
24, 2003.

d.

NEIL E. BRUINGTON, Professor, Graphic Communications, effective May 24,
2003.

e.

ROBERT R. EBERT, Professor, Life Sciences, effective May 24, 2003.

f.

EDWIN A. GROSCHWITZ, Professor, Chemistry, effective May 24, 2003.

g.

ANN L. HANEY, Professor, Behavioral Sciences, effective May 24, 2003.

h.

STEPHEN M. KIRBY, Professor, Trade and Industry, effective May 24, 2003.

i.

DENNIS A. MARTINEK, Professor, Business Education/Cooperative Education,
effective May 24, 2003.

j.

MARIO MENDEZ, Professor, Physical Education, effective May 24, 2003.

k.

BRIAN MICHAELSON, Professor, Computer Science/Information Systems,
effective May 24, 2003.
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I.

GEORGE D. PESACRETA, Professor, Foreign Languages, effective May 24,
2003.

m.

KATHY PINE, Professor, Physical Education, effective May 24, 2003.

n.

CYNTHIA J. POOLE, Professor/Counselor, Counseling, Guidance, and Career
Development, effective May 24, 2003.

o.

JACK C. QUINTERO, Professor, English, effective May 24, 2003.

p.

GENE C. SAGER, Professor, Behavioral Sciences, effective May 24, 2003.

q.

PATRICIA F. SCHMIDT, Professor, Nursing Education, effective May 24, 2003.

r.

MARILYN M. SOUCHEK, Professor, Behavioral Sciences, effective May 24,
2003.

s.

JOE R. STANFORD, Professor, Performing Arts, effective May 24, 2003.

t.

BARBARA W. WILLIAMS, Professor, Behavioral Sciences, effective May 24,
2003.

u.

PATRICIA A. WORRET, Professor, Nursing Education, effective May 24, 2003.

v.

DIANE G. LUTZ, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction, effective
July 1, 2003.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENTS - GROUP II

On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirements have been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group II (receive
the employer-paid health benefits as provided to active employees and eligible
dependents until the retiree has reached the age of 65, dental for life) of the Retirement
Health and Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:
a.

JAMES M. DANIELS, Associate Professor, Mathematics, effective May 24, 2003.

b.

MARY ANNE GIARDINA-RODGERS, Professor, Child Development, effective
May 24, 2003.

c,

ANNE L. REISS, Associate Professor, Trades and Industry, effective May 24,
2003.

d.

JANET S. RIGHTMER, Articulation Officer, Counseling, Guidance, and Career
Development, effective May 24, 2003.
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4.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting a 100% Personal Leave of Absence without pay and without benefits,
effective August 22, 2003, through May 28, 2004, to MARK E. WALKER, Associate
Professor, Mathematics.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar for discussion.

6.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employee(s):

a.

ELEANOR M. MASIELLO
Admissions and Enrollment Coordinator
Admissions, Records, & Veterans' Services
5469
New?:
No
Position reclass approved 3/11 /03; replacement for Sandra
Nanninga; promotion for Ms. Masiello.
Sal Grade/Sip: 25/7
Salary:
$3,782.60/month
% of Position: 100%
# of Mos:
12
Effective:
May20, 2003
Account #(s): A-212200-422100-62100-0000000/100%
Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
5.

RATIFICATION OF AMENDMENT TO EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNING BOARD AND DR. SHERRILL L. AMADOR, SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the amendment to the employment agreement
between the Governing Board and Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President. The
Board and the Superintendent/President hereby agree to the following terms and
conditions:
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1.

This Amendment extends the current Employment Agreement between the Board
and the Superintendent/President up to and including June 30, 2007, with the
same terms and conditions as in the current Employment Agreement, except as
specifically and expressly modified in this Amendment. This Amendment also
acknowledges the action taken by the Board at an open meeting on June 11,
2002, to renew the current Employment Agreement and extending it through June
30, 2006.

2.

For the 2003-2004 year only (July 1, 2003 - June 30, 2004), the possible annual
increase of five percent (5%) in provision two (2) of the current Employment
Agreement shall be adjusted to two and one-half percent (2.5%).

3.

The date of June 30, 2005, in provision ten (10) of the current Employment
Agreement is modified to June 30, 2004.

Mr. Evilsizer made the following statement: Mr. Chair, I have asked that this be placed on
hold as the process is incomplete. A couple of things, I know that in item one in the term
of the contract we have with the President/Superintendent, in the first paragraph there, it
says that if the term is extended, it will be ratified at the June Governing Board meeting.
On item 1 I'd like to see us defer this until the June meeting as I feel we have some things
that we still need to address and discuss in closed session, and I'd like to see us defer
that.
Mr. McMullen stated: I will point out that this was discussed with our counsel because we
had a little conflict here in that it is the Board's policy that the Superintendent/President
will receive a written evaluation by the Governing Board no later than May, so we've got a
four-day gap here. That's the other side of whether it's a legal or illegal action.
Ms. Chadwick commented: I would like to make a comment that I think it's reasonable
and prudent until we finish the process to at least defer this until that process is done. As
you know, we still are in consideration so I think it's only appropriate that we defer this
until that's completed.
Mr. Jensen commented: It's automatic that she be given a contract extension if we give
her a satisfactory or better rating on her review, which we did. And our legal counsel has
advised us that there's no legal problem doing it at this time if she agrees to it.
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Nay (Chadwick, Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
Mr. McMullen again reminded the group representatives that this is a time when groups make
their reports. Those with personal opinions or narratives were asked to give them under
"Comments from Other Individuals or Groups."
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INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear gave the following report:
I'd just like to re-emphasize the fact Vice President Lutz mentioned earlier with
regards to retirements. All of these people who have retired are excellent
instructors, some of them very good friends of mine. If you look down the list, you
will see a person who was a congressional candidate, a world-class botanist,
some very good P.E. instructors who kept me in shape for many years, a firstclass revolutionary, and the only person who actually knew the words to and
could sing Palomar's Alma Mater.

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report:
Well, I would want to give a few comments regarding some of the statements
made at the May 13 Board meeting and their reflections in the minutes today. It's
important, I believe, to ensure that some additional facts and details are added to
the public record. It's not my intention to address all of the issues serially, just
several of the most significant ones. Yes, it's true that contract negotiations are
1
in their 21 ' month, an incredibly lengthy time for a college that has experienced
more than a decade of working with a classified staff union. What may, indeed,
be surprising about the marathon negotiation sessions is that the state gives
community college districts a check to pay for all of the legal fees associated with
the negotiations of a first contract. The result is that taxpayers are paying per
hour fees regarding the lawyer or lawyers negotiating the contract, this first
contract. Faculty have been doing some research - we're not done yet - in terms
of how much money this is costing our taxpayers around the state. In contrast, it
should be noted that faculty negotiators, with the exception of our chief negotiator
who's paid through our dues, receive no compensation, no release time, and no
stipends at all to cover any of the negotiation expenses. On rare occasions
during the last 21 months, some substitutes have been paid to take over a very
few limited classes, resulting in the District picking up an additional expense, and
the taxpayers as well, of a few hundred dollars. You have to understand, faculty
don't want to be away from their students during the semester, so it's been rare
that we've done this. So given this unequal distribution of resources, I think we
have to ask the question, who has the greater incentive with regard to prolonging
negotiations, and who realizes the greatest advantages to delay. Indeed, why
has such a long delay occurred. Secondly, in the discussion over prolonged
contract talks, during the first 16 months of negotiations, even during the four
months when a mediator was present, only a handful of minor articles were
signed as tentative agreements. In many instances, the District did not provide
counter-proposals to the PFF during that time. Without a District counterproposal, negotiations had nowhere to go. The PFF cannot negotiate with itself.
There has to be a give and take, and oftentimes, there was not that give and take
during that time. Since February, considerable progress has been made, though
major issues remain. So I think it is misleading to say that PFF has not been
budging, that we have not been willing to negotiate. I think the record shows
otherwise very clearly. A third observation concerns how reports of negotiations
progress or lack of it comes to the Board. At the last Board meeting, there were
lengthy comments about the need for greater faculty productivity, even involving
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reading a letter from an Interim President. It was surprising for many of us to
hear those remarks because, in the week previous to the last Governing Board
meeting, the PFF brought a productivity proposal to the District. And if you have
not seen it or reviewed it in any way, then this is something that absolutely must
occur. My concern is the question of why you're not being briefed regarding the
details of that proposal. It's really very perplexing to all of us on the negotiations
team who were present at that. And then, last of all, at the last meeting, I know
the Governing Board expressed distress at seeing so many faculty and
supporters of faculty at Governing Board meetings. I know that it lengthens the
evening. But knowing faculty, they would much rather be talking about quarks
and molecules, if they are science faculty, or international relations, or the latest
notable book in history, or theory in psychology. You know approximately 100
faculty are not even union members but participated in surveys that showed a
depth of their belief that something has gone wrong on our campus. It is
extraordinary that many faculty make time to attend the meetings. The fact that
they do shows the magnitude of issues the campus faces and the fact that they
have looked to the Governing Board for relief and for leadership. It is hoped that
they will find some redress.
Mary Millet gave the following report:
During the year of 2002, when we were in negotiations, after February, we had no
tentative agreements whatever. Not during mediation, not preceding mediation.
So that we started December with having had no tentative agreements signed in
that year. We had signed five in the previous five months that we had been in
negotiations, but that stopped. And for an entire year, we signed nothing. This
was in spite of the fact that we had very good negotiating sessions and that we as
a team met separately to try and create proposals that would be appealing to the
District and to our constituency, of course. Since January, we have reversed
those statistics. We now have approximately five articles to go, and we have
tentatively agreed on approximately 15. So you can see that there has been a
great deal of activity on both sides. There have been compromises made. There
have been counter-proposals. There have been good open discussions at the
table, and I think that that's something that needs to be made public so that
everyone here knows that and there's no misunderstanding about that. We have
had discussions; we've done what you're supposed to do in negotiations, in other
words. People have taken caucuses and reframed their proposals, come back
and presented them again. The other team does the same, and we go back and
forth; and we truly have negotiated. So I hope that everyone here can appreciate
that fact. We still have some sticky issues. Those five articles that are left are
very core articles, but it isn't true that the PFF hasn't presented proposals or
revised their original proposals. We have done so on every single issue. And so
we wanted to set the record straight on that. Another item of concern that I have
is that at the last Board meeting, it was also suggested quite forcefully that the
union is responsible for the problems on the campus. And I just wanted to let you
know in a factual way that Mary Ann and I decided that we wanted to have no
official part, no role in the no confidence vote, and our e-board agreed, so no
member of our e-board participated in an active way. We felt it was inappropriate
since we were meeting with Dr. Amador at the table. So we're not the bullies that
you might have thought; and, in reality, we're trying very hard to reach agreement
and to solve the problems on our campus.

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty - There was no report.
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INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith reported that Sherilyn Hargraves, a member of the Administrative
Association, is leaving Palomar College to go to work for her daughter; and Suzanne
Gavin, also a member of the AA, is leaving the College to assume the role of Dean of
Counseling and Student Services at Mt. San Jacinto College.
Ms. Smith expressed her thanks to those who had written letters to the editors of
newspapers regarding the Governor's proposed cuts to community college budgets. The
lobbying efforts have been very effective. Ms. Smith distributed copies of the letter written
by employees.
Dr. Nelson noted that we need to continue the pressure on legislators until a budget is
approved by them.

5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Brian Engleman gave the following report:
We recently had lobby days up in Sacramento, the week of the issue of the May
revise. I'm happy to report that Mike Dimmick and Buddy Springer, our President
and Jr. Vice President, were able to attend and we able to meet with several
Assembly Members and Senate Members and advocate for the community
colleges pretty effectively. They said that the reception was very good.
We recently held our elections, and I'm prepared to announce the results. The
new officers of the Council of Classified Employees for the next two years will be:
President
Becky McCluskey
Vice President
Tricia Frady
Secretary
Stephanie Gonzales
Chris Wick
Sr. Grievance Officer
Stewards:
Elaine Armstrong
Leslie Briggs
Eddie Tubbs
We welcome our new officers and wish them the best during what may be a
difficult time. They can be assured that the parting council members will be
available to help in any way possible.
Additionally, I was asked to point out an item on tonight's agenda. And that is,
item M-8, which is approval of a reduction in force. We feel that an important
piece of information is missing from that item, and that is that the classified staff
member listed there has a split contract; 75% of that contract is paid by EOP&S
and 25% paid by the CARE budget. As we know, the May revise reflected that
the EOP&S budget was, for the most part, restored; and the CARE budget took a
big hit. It is our position that the CARE portion of that person's salary is the only
portion which should be affected. We understand that the budget time
constraints made it necessary for the District to submit the Staff Aide position on
the Board agenda; however, the EOP&S CARE budget is not final. And,
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therefore, every means possible should be used to retain this position until the
budget is finalized. We also understand that the District followed the approved
priority list. However, we respectfully request that item 6 and 7 on the Student
Services priority list - and that is discretionary costs and student hourly expenses
- be reconsidered for further cuts so as to be able to fund the 25% CARE portion
of this position. Per a conversation that the CCE had with the EOP&S Director,
she was going to look into the use of the carry-over money to supplement this
position, possibly through September 30. She also stated that she would be able
to know for sure if it would be possible to fund the position past June 30 by the
end of this week and would notify the individual as soon as she knew. Even
though a formal notification would be given to the individual if this Board item is
approved, we would like to stress the importance of notifying the individual as
soon as possible if the position can be funded. As everyone at Palomar is aware,
the students' needs are our priority; and eliminating staff is not in the best
interests of the students, especially in an area such as EOP&S.
7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto gave the following report:
We had our end-of-the-year party, and we presented our new ASG members. I
would also like to thank all those special guests that attended our ASG end-ofthe-year party. And also, I attended the 2003 commencement ceremony and had
the honor to lead the pledge of allegiance.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
At this time, the following person addressed the Board on the following subject:
1.

Perry Snyder - Equal services for all the students

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

INFORMATION: TENTATIVE BUDGET PREVIEW
Jerry Patton presented a preview of the FY 2003-04 tentative budget that will be
presented for adoption at the June 10, 2003, Governing Board meeting. Exhibit M-1
Dr. Amador stated that she wanted the Board to be aware that, at this point, the reserves
are at 2.66%, not the required 3%, which is not a good situation. Hopefully, that will be
resolved by the time the tentative budget is passed. Also, she reiterated that all the
figures given during Mr. Patton's presentation are based on the Governor's May revise.
Although things are looking hopeful at the sub-committee level, there are still many steps
before passage is guaranteed. Everything from the Chancellor's Office indicates that
their figures are very tentative because of the deferral of the $200 million, which means
the money really isn't there. Another issue for us is that the Governor is basing this on a
tax increase.
Dr. Nelson stated that the Board wants the faculty and staff to know that the Board
appreciates their efforts to contain expenses during this time.
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Ms. Chadwick asked Mr. Patton to reiterate the process. He responded that the tentative
budget will be brought to the Board at the next meeting. Board approval of that tentative
budget gives spending approval for the months of July, August, and September. The
Revenue Allocation Committee and Strategic Planning Council will continue to work. That
gives us a chance to see what the Senate and Assembly do as far as approving a final
budget.
Ms. Chadwick requested that the analysis and annotation be provided to the Board
members prior to the June 10 meeting as it is very critical for their consideration.

2.

INFORMATION: FIRST READING - PROPOSED DELETION OF BP 403.2 ENROLLMENT FEE WAIVER
At the next meeting, there will be a recommendation on the agenda that the Governing
Board delete BP 403.2 - Enrollment Fee Waiver, which reads as follows:

BP403.2
Enrollment Fee Waiver (85-11299, 94-16817, 97-18584)
The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District shall, effective after July
1, 1986, exempt from the enrollment fee any private or public elementary or secondary
school pupil admitted to Palomar College as a special part-time student for credit classes.
The attendance of the student must be authorized by a letter of permission from the
appropriate authorized individual at the school.
For purposes of this policy, a special part-time student is a student who registers in 12
units or less per semester at Palomar College. Credit for courses completed shall be at
the college level but may be transferred back to the school district for fulfillment of
graduation requirements. EC 72252, 76001; GB 6-10-86, GB 1-17-95, GB 10-14-97
Ms. Chadwick asked what the impact of this would be. Herman Lee responded that there
would be a revenue generation impact. We average about 1,300 high school students or
minors each term during the academic year, with an even higher number during the
summer session. It would also provide equity in terms of the way we charge fees. We
have some confusion now because the high school students are thinking that they get all
fees waived, whereas it is only the enrollment fee that is waived. In some cases, they
think the non-resident tuition, health fee, or student center fee is being waived. These
students are getting college credit like other regular college students.
Ms. Chadwick asked that Mr. Lee provide an estimate of dollars in revenue generation.
He stated that he will do so for the next Board meeting.

3.

APPROVE FIVE-YEAR CONSTRUCTION PLAN
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Palomar Community College District's FiveYear Construction Plan. Exhibit M-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE SPECIAL WORKSHOP MEETING TO CONDUCT BOARD'S SELF·
EVALUATION
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves a special workshop meeting to be held on
Saturday, June 14, 2003, 9 a.m., in SU-18, for the purpose of conducting the Board's
Self-Evaluation.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
5.

CANCEL JULY 22, 2003, GOVERNING BOARD MEETING
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby cancels the regularly scheduled meeting of July 22, 2003,
so that members may plan vacations during that period.
Ms. Chadwick stated that she feels concerned that the Board would not meet during the
time when there is a heightened budget process occurring. She urged that the Board
continue the regular two meetings through the budget cycle.
Dr. Amador stated, as a point of information, on the budget cycle, the Board will be given
a workshop on the last meeting in August, which is where we will hopefully be closer to an
adopted budget.
Mr. McMullen stated that, even when there were two meetings a month, this meeting was
usually bypassed.
Mr. Evilsizer asked how many Board members were planning to be gone during this
period in case there would be a need for an emergency meeting. Ms. Chadwick, Dr.
Nelson, and Mr. Evilsizer reported that they would be in town on July 22.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay {Chadwick)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH CARPENTERS JOINT APPRENTICESHIP &
TRAINING COMMITTEE FUND FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves an agreement effective July 1, 2003, and
terminating June 30, 2008, with the Carpenters Joint Apprenticeship & Training
Committee Fund for Southern California to continue educational support for their
Apprenticeship Programs. Exhibit M-6
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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7.

APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH ELECTRICAL TRAINING TRUST FOR SAN DIEGO
AND IMPERIAL COUNTIES JOINT APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING COMMITTEE
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves an agreement effective July 1, 2003, and
terminating June 30, 2008, with the Electrical Training Trust for San Diego and
Imperial Counties Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee to continue
educational support for their Apprenticeship Programs. Exhibit M-7
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
8.

FAILURE TO APPROVE REDUCTION IN FORCE
MS failed

Nelson, Jensen

WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board hereby finds
that it is in the best interest of the District to eliminate the following positions, which are
held by classified employees of the District, pursuant to Education Code Sections 88014,
88015, 88017, 88117, and 88127; CCE/AFT Handbook B.P.-15 Layoffs; and also
Administrative Team Handbook B.P. Administration 26.D. Reduction in Force:
EOP&S/CARE SUPERVISOR (ONE FTE)
EOP&S/CARE STAFF AIDE (ONE FTE)
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the above-designated positions, numbers
00005551 and 00006081 shall be eliminated as of July 1, 2003.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Governing Board sincerely regrets this action but
is taking this action in compliance with applicable law and in the best interest of the
District;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Superintendent/President or designee is
authorized and directed to give timely and proper layoff notices to all affected employees.
ADOPTED, this 27'" day of May, 2003, by the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District.

~~~--.,----c----c,----~-,---=-~...,.-~~~-/~~~-=~~~~~~~~~Secretary to the Governing Board

Date

The following persons addressed the Board on this item prior to the vote being taken:
Jackie Szitta, Maureen Hanley, Lorraine Lopez. (Mr. Madrigal responded that the
priorities approved by the Student Services Planning Council and Strategic Planning
Council were the mechanism that brought this item forward.}
Ms. Chadwick asked why we would be eliminating an entire position instead of just the
45% funded by CARE. Mr. Madrigal responded that this may be an option we would want
to look at. At this point, however, we have not reduced other classified positions, and we
have tried to remain consistent with that process.
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Mr. Evilsizer asked if it was known at the time that this recommendation was made that
the Director of EOP&S was leaving. Mr. Madrigal stated that it was not known the first
time this came through the planning council, so it was not a factor. Mr. Evilsizer noted
that he had seen the report from Scott Lay that all sub-committees had restored the
CARE program, rejecting the Governor's 50% cut. He asked what the CARE program
involves. Mr. Madrigal responded that it provides primarily child-care assistance for
students and supplements EOP&S to bring a total packet of aid to the students. Dr.
Amador added that these same students can also be served by CalWORKs. She also
noted that the priorities regarding these positions were also brought forward at the time it
was thought there would also be a 50% cut in EOP&S, so they are worse-case scenario
within the parameter of the Governor's proposed budget.
Mr. Evilsizer asked what the cost savings would be for the Director of EOP&S. Dr.
Miyamoto responded that it would be about $80,000. Dr. Amador noted that the
Education Code or Title 5 requires that we have a Director. Mr. Madrigal reported that the
College is required to provide matching funds. He has asked Ms. Gavin to look at all of
the options, including CalWORKs. This is another situation where employees are funded
out of two categorical programs. In hindsight, perhaps this should not have been done.
We should have employees working in one program or another.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that it was also mentioned that the EOP&S/CARE Supervisor is
funded at 75% from EOP&S and 25% from CARE, yet the entire position is listed in this
reduction in force.
Dr. Amador noted if positions are to be reduced to the percentage that they are funded, it
would be necessary to go through the process with the classified union.
Mr. Madrigal stated that because of the nature of the EOP&S program, if you were to
compare the same priorities to those in the general fund, you would see that the first
priority in the general fund is to protect the positions. But because of the services that
have to be provided to the students above and beyond, those priorities are somewhat
different for EOP&S.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he thinks there are some adjustments that need to be made to
the numbers. He felt the overall total is much less than what was shown. Mr. Madrigal
plans to utilize an Interim Director and then see how that develops.
Ms. Chadwick stated that we have enough dollars around here to manage this until we
have an opportunity to finalize whatever the real numbers are later. In that spirit, she felt
we owe these employees the opportunity to have this carefully considered and defer any
action.
Dr. Nelson stated that it is extremely hard to lay off someone, to place someone in
jeopardy and change their whole life. However, we have to look at the big picture here,
and $100,000 is not something we can put this District at jeopardy for.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he thinks that if we re-sharpen our pencils, we can (unintelligible).
We should defer this, re-analyze the numbers, and look at the figures before we make
any decisions.
Mr. Jensen stated that he is a little concerned that this is based on numbers that are no
longer valid.
The Vote: 2 Aye, 3 Nay (Chadwick, Jensen, Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Nay
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Ms. Chadwick made a motion that this item be deferred until we have complete
consideration of all the numbers. The motion died for lack of a second.
Dr. Amador pointed out that the Board, with this decision, has gone into two weeks of
salary from the general fund for the next fiscal year.
9.

INFORMATION: ACCOUNTING OF COSTS TO SET UP ROOM D-10 FOR
GOVERNING BOARD MEETINGS

a.

b.

Purchase of new equipment
(mixer, microphone stands, cables, etc.)
Overtime for Media Equipment Technician
Hourly overtime rate: $26.50/hr.
(1)
April22
(2)
May13

$1,168.01

92.75
159.00

Mr. Evilsizer asked if the equipment could be used elsewhere. Dr. Amador responded
affirmatively.

10.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
a.

Request for forensic audit
Steve Spear stated: I am a member of the Revenue Allocation Committee and
have been for several months. I have been a member of various budget
committees on this campus for over 25 years and have known every Chief
Financial Officer of Palomar College during this period. We have never had a
more honest, hard-working, and straight-ahead man in that position than Jerry
Patton. There are those who would argue that he is just touting District line and
presenting the District's position on the budget. Well, duh -that's his job. He's
paid to be fiscally conservative. But as Chair of RAC, he has answered every
question, public or anonymously submitted, in writing if requested. We're
currently going through the budget line by line, and never once have any of us,
faculty, classified, or administrative association, been denied information
(unintelligible) from criticizing budget, budget amounts, or priorities. Would a
forensic audit turn up any fraud or useful large sum of money not already set
aside for specific approved purposes? I doubt that it would find any significant
sums not already known by most persons in this room. I don't think a forensic
audit would even pay for itself. But, do not take my comments to mean that I
agree with the way this District spends money because I certainly do not. I do not
believe the District has any serious problems with the way it budgets money, but
this District wastes huge sums because of the way it is administratively
structured. I speak specifically of the 85+% of our budget we spend on salaries
and benefits, some of it paid to a proportionately large number of middle
managers. I have brought forth my concerns in many venues many times over
many, many years, and my concerns just drift off into the ether. I wish to repeat
here that I believe every job on this campus needs doing, and everyone that's
doing a job is doing their job and probably a lot more. But if you compare the
administrative structure of Instruction where one Vice President is in charge of
half a dozen Deans, and each of those Deans is in charge of half a dozen
Department Chairs, except for Katheryn Garlow who's in charge of a whole herd,
and each of those Department Chairs is in charge of a dozen people or more,
and you compare that with the other areas of campus where you have Vice
Presidents in charge of other people, and you have managers, and supervisors,
and directors, and maybe those managers, supervisors, and directors direct two
or three people and sometimes only one other. I think what you'll find is there's a
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huge amount of substantial savings that could come forth as these people left.
We'd be far better off to rely on our regular independent audit and spend half the
money we'd spend on a forensic audit and spend it, instead, on a consultant who
is given a directive to find a way to flatten our administrative pyramid.
Dan Finkenthal addressed the Board on this item.
Mr. Evilsizer asked Mr. Patton to explain the difference between a forensic audit
and a regular annual audit. Mr. Patton explained that a forensic audit came about
because of companies violating SEC regulations, and it is primarily a fraud
investigation and would cost $60,000 to $90,000 or as high as $200,000,
depending on the scope of the audit. Our internal audit is done by our internal
auditor (25%) but not in an amount that is significant enough to be of any use.
Our external auditors come in once a year and do a sampling to verify that our
accounting standards comply with those required of government entities. They
check controls and balances and look at how we budget and the differences
between our actual expenditures and our budget. They also look at the revenue
stream the same way. They look at cash transactions to be sure there is no
embezzlement or fraud occurring. Each year, we pick a different area we would
like them to investigate in detail. Finally, they determine how well we represent
our financial statements.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if forensic audits can be directed to look at a specific area or
do they choose at their own discretion. Mr. Patton responded that they would
serve at the discretion of the organization that hires them. Usually, they look
everywhere and report what they find. But you could direct them to a specific
area. They would have a team here for as long as six months.
Mr. Patton agreed with Dr. Spear's recommendation that the District hire a
management consultant to look at the District's management structure.
Ms. Chadwick asked when was the last time the Palomar campus underwent a
management audit. Mr. Patton stated that he cannot speak for the other
divisions, but that in Administrative Services, they spend quite a bit of time
looking at why they do the things they do. Fiscal Services, Facilities, and
Business Services have made some changes to streamline the process and
improve the way they serve the students and faculty. Dr. Amador stated that we
have done mapping in terms of our technology to determine how many times a
piece of paper goes through a process and have costed out how much that would
save by reducing the staff time it takes to handle, re-check, or sign it. We have
done that in three different areas. As far as an overall management audit, we
have not done that. Ms. Chadwick suggested that it be considered. Dr. Amador
noted that we would have to look at the cost of that and what it means to our
2.66% reserves.
b.

Potential cost and/or savings on an administrative and classified SERP.
Dr. Miyamoto explained and provided handouts (Exhibit 10-b) prepared by PARS
indicating that it would not be cost effective to offer a SERP to retiring
administrative and/or classified employees at this time.
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Ms. Chadwick asked if a compilation had been done including the faculty, classified,
and administrative potential retirees together to see if it would have been feasible.
Dr. Miyamoto stated that had not been done. The faculty was done separately
because it was at the· table during negotiations. Knowing what he knows now, Dr.
Miyamoto stated that there would not have been enough savings in the faculty SERP
to cover the costs of offering it to the classified and management employees.

11.

APPROVE AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
The Governing Board hereby approves the following items to appear on the agenda of the
June 10, 2003, meeting:
a.

Generation of revenue - An analysis of the numbers if we were to make adjustments
for Fire Academy, Police Academy, and Fire lnservice Revenue Contracts. Also, look
at some of the alternatives for greater efficiencies or higher turnovers by scheduling
things a little differently in those programs - night and weekend courses for working
candidates and that sort of thing.
Dr. Amador asked if we could have a little time to prepare this report as it will take
staff time to do this. This would involve Jerry Patton, Diane Lutz, Wilma Owens, and
Herman Lee.
Mr. Patton noted that the P2 report shows about 477 FTES over cap, which means
we are teaching 477 students right now free. So when you generate more FTES, you
just teach more students free. How we can be more efficient is another thing. Just
generating more FTES isn't the answer. For the fire programs that we have right
now, we have paid over $54,300 when we have had zero income - and that's not in
the budget. We only get paid for those students that are at cap or under. Any FTES
above that, we don't get paid for.
Dr. Amador noted that one of the reasons the fire contracts work is because we pay
the instructor and we get the FTES. Right now, we are paying the instructor, but we
are not getting the FTES because we are over cap.

b.

N.

5% reduction in stipend paid to Governing Board members.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board recessed at 10:53 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 11 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

Superintendent/President

Closed Session ended at 11 :50 p.m.

0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened at 11 :53 p.m. There was no reportable action.

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 11 :53 p.m.

Q.~vuetttL
President
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, JUNE 10, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:01 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., SuperintendenUPresident
Diane Lutz, M .S., Assistant SuperintendenUVice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenUVice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenUVice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenUVice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:04 p.m., to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

5.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

SuperintendenUPresident
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RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to open session at 7 p.m.

STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Ken Burns, Part-time Counseling Instructor
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Kathy Davis, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Support Specialist
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Jo Anne Giese, President, Confidential and Supervisory Team
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs

GUESTS:
Pablo Garcia, Spencer and Hoskins
Kelley Hudson-Macisaac, Manager, Environmental Health and Safety/Facilities Planning
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollment Services
Mark Vernoy, Dean, Human Arts and Sciences
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
President McMullen made the following announcement: The Board took action in closed session
to terminate a probationary classified employee #000229010, in the classification of Instructional
Computer Lab Technician, effective June 11, 2003.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of May 27, 2003, with
the following correction: Page 8, second paragraph, second sentence should read: Ms. Lutz
responded that only one management person had been laid off, and we have had discussion with
the Chancellor's Office that they may want that position reinstated.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen stated that he noticed that there are several large documents scheduled for
approval on tonight's agenda. He stated that the Board understands that hundreds of thousands
of hours went into the preparation of these documents and is appreciative of that. He stated that
the Board realizes it takes a combined effort and a lot of due diligence to get us to this point.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Ms. Chadwick stated that she has been out meeting and greeting as usual. She recently toured
the Police area and listened to their program description. She was very impressed with the kinds
of things they are doing - very professional. She stated thal she is very enthusiastic about it. She
is interested in hearing more about relocating the Police to the campus. In the Master Plan, that
does eventually happen. She stated that she was surprised to learn about the amount of graffiti
that we are trying to cope with on campus and the kinds of things that are occurring in terms of
trying to negate that. She is more confident now about how this can be managed. Overall, she
thinks the Police Department and their efforts are very good, and she is very happy to see their
professionalism. She reported that we should be proud of that group. The amount of crime
statistics reflect the effectiveness of that group.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she also attended the Paramedics' graduation and felt it was very
impressive.
Ms. Chadwick stated that one of the most amazing events she attended was the Woodworking
annual recognition dinner and awards. She was pleased to be able to attend the entire program,
which was very impressive. She will be going to the San Diego County Fair on July 4 and will look
at all the students' entries to see how they are judged, because there was some superb work in
this group.
She appreciates the opportunity to make these visits.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that we must remain ever vigilant with the state budget discussions that are
taking place in Sacramento. He encouraged everyone with an internet hookup to visit the keepthe
doorsopen.org website. They continuously publish updates on the budget and some of the events
that are occurring throughout the state where advocates can get together in numbers to do some
positive political action. Tomorrow at Glendale Community College, between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.,
there will be a "Keep the Doors Open" session here in southern California. He encouraged
attendance at this session. He noted we must be ever vigilant and be continuously sending emails, making phone calls, sending faxes, and writing letters to the editor. It's not over yet. We
don't know where the student fees are going to wind up. He has heard $15 and $18. The Senate
and the Assembly have different positions on student fee increases. He suggested we keep
advocating for the lower fees.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he, too, attended the Woodworking programs graduation and was equally
amazed at the talent, creativity, workmanship, and the pride that students have in working with the
natural woods. He discovered during this that Palomar College has a national reputation in this
area and even is internationally known. He also looks forward to attending the San Diego County
Fair and looking at all of our students' arts, writings, woodwork, and whatever else we have on
display.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he is going to be participating in a ride-along with Officer Herritt. He
expressed his appreciation to the Police Department for taking the time to educate him on some
of the things that they do.
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Dr. Nelson commended those on our staff who participated in the preparation of the documents
that are coming before the Board tonight for approval. She also noted that Board members had
received an infomercial from retired presidents who are willing to come on campus and prepare
the educational master plan for a fee. She stated that she is proud to note that we did it
ourselves.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Presentation of Final Draft of Master Plan 2022 - Facilities Chapters
Dr. Amador reported that there are a group of chapters that directly relate to the facilities
being presented for approval tonight. The Board has seen most of the diagrams before.
There are some updates from the last Board meeting. Chapter 4 was previously
approved. The only narrative the Board has not seen, but they have seen all of the
studies in two different Board meetings, was on the growth, the flow, participation rate,
and SAN DAG growth projection figures. All of that work has culminated in what we are
designing and the priorities of those three sheets that were sent to the Board as part of
their packet. Dr. Amador apologized for the lateness of the delivery of the documents to
Board members' homes this morning. It was unavoidable as Spencer and Hoskins did
not finish sending them to us until 12:29 p.m. on Monday, June 9. Then, our Graphics
Department had difficulty with their color printer and was unable to provide the Board's
copies until after 5 p.m. Consequently, we were unable to send an employee to each of
the Board members' homes until this morning. Dr. Amador assured the Board members
that there is nothing new in there. It is basically the narrative and pictures that will make it
attractive. After the Board approves it, their comments will be taken by the staff and it will
be put together as a published document. After it is together, we will edit and make sure
that everything flows, speaks of one voice, that all the statistics are absolutely correct, and
that every single page makes sense. Dr. Amador commended Mark Vernoy, Doug Key,
and Nancy Galli, the chairs of the task force that started this process 1Yz years ago,
working with Spencer and Hoskins. The task force did an excellent job of analyzing our
situation. Michelle Barton provided a lot of the statistics, and the group went over and
over it again. Periodic reports have been given to the Board during this 1Yz year process.
Pablo Garcia presented the final draft of the facilities chapters of the District's Educational
and Facilities Master Plan 2022. He stressed that this has been a collaborative effort.
At the conclusion of his presentation, the following recommendations were made:
•
Relocate the maintenance and operations facilities away from the front of the
campus. It was noted that this relocation is planned for the year 2017.
• We need to see a discussion of the edge conditions of the campus as there are
so many different land uses and opportunities, particularly when we have in our
project the use of additional land that must be acquired. This also relates to the
northern edge, particularly with the residential areas.
•
Research the historical significance of structures and include a paragraph about
them.
• Add a paragraph about the arboretum.
•
Mention should be made about the consideration of building a parking structure at
some time in the future; for example, near the theatre. We might be able to get
some developers to work on that with us.
• Add the ASF and GSF on each of the buildings.
In the linkage chapter where WSCH are listed, they should be grouped by
•
academic program area so there is some meaning.
•
Label the sheets that they are "Projected, describing --··."
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Take the schedules where the information is compiled about the capacity
requirements, academic program projections, etc., and increase the font size as
they are difficult to read.
Add a summary of conclusions.

Mr. Evilsizer again brought up the subject of student housing. Affordable housing is a
problem now and may be for some time to come. He stated that he knows that in
California, community colleges are seen as commuter campuses. He asked if we are
short-sighting our students and not considering some of those options 20 years from now.
He asked if affordable housing is a possibility and do students even want it. He stated
that the few students he talked to sounded interested in it. He asked Mr. Soto if we had
polled the student population. Mr. Soto responded that he had asked his board. Some
responded "yes" if it would be affordable; others say "no" because it's a community
college and they just want to be here, get out of here, and go to a four-year college. Ms.
Chadwick and Mr. Evilsizer asked if foreign students wouldn't need housing. Mr. Soto
responded that international students already have housing with host families. Mr.
McMullen noted that we would not want to isolate them together as part of their purpose in
being here is to learn the language. Mr. Garcia noted that the statement in his handout
was written by someone who has had extensive dealings with campus housing. (Exhibit
G-1) Mr. Evilsizer noted that he doesn't know whether or not our community would be
receptive to paying for student housing. He feels it is something that is worthy of research
and discussion.
Dr. Amador reported that she and Mr. Patton had discussed where the student
residences are in community colleges, and that is in the more remote areas. Frequently,
they house the athletes who are recruited from outside the area. Mr. Evilsizer stated that
we could put in guidelines that would limit the number of units that would be available to
athletes. Dr. Amador suggested putting a discussion of this subject in the chapter on the
future facilities. We could consider this, probably in the north where there would be more
land or the small piece of land that is parking lot 14. Mr. Evilsizer suggested we
communicate with the City of San Marcos staff as to their future plans to see if they have
some ideas about land availability that might accommodate low-cost housing, whether it's
for students or citizens of San Marcos.
Mr. Patton reported that the last two institutions he came from had residence halls, one of
which was a community college and the other a four-year university. One thing we might
consider is a joint venture. The CSU system has contracted out their residence halls, the
construction as well as the operation. That relieves a tremendous burden from the
college. Mr. Patton stated that, across Mission behind the Sprinter station, a developer
wants to build housing for students of Palomar and CSUSM.
Dr. Amador suggested that consideration be given to erecting a building in the area
currently occupied by parking lot 14 on Mission Road. Such a building could be leased
out to a company and provide a revenue source for the College.
2.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Dr. Dennis O'Neil Wins Award
Diane Lutz announced that Dr. Dennis O'Neil has won the Scientific American Best of
Web Award. He was one of five Best Sites in the World in the Anthropology/Paleontology
category and one of the 50 overall best scientific web sites available anywhere. (Exhibit
G-2)
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Reorganization of Instructional Division
Ms. Lutz distributed copies of the chart indicating the reorganization of Instruction
that will become effective July 1. She discussed each of the changes in detail.
(Exhibit G-2a)

3.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Bruce Bishop Certified as Master Advisor
Joe Madrigal reported that Bruce Bishop, Director of Student Affairs, attended the
American Student Association of Community Colleges Advisors Conference in Portland,
Oregon, June 5-8. During this conference he completed all of the necessary
requirements to receive a certification as a Master Advisor from the National Center for
Leadership Development. This culminates a three-year program for Bruce and certifies
him as only one of six certified Master Advisors in the country.
a.

Reorganization of Student Services Division
Mr. Madrigal distributed copies of the chart indicating the reorganization of
Student Services that will become effective July 1. He discussed each of the
changes in detail. (Exhibit G-3a)
Dr. Ken Burns addressed the Board at this time on this subject.

4.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

2003-04 Tentative Budget Presentation
Jerry Patton gave a PowerPoint presentation of the 2003-04 Tentative Budget,
which would be voted upon later in the meeting. Dr. Amador added that there
has been a concerted effort by the entire staff to spend only that which is
absolutely necessary. Because of that, we have been able to mitigate what could
have been some major problems, and curtailing expenditures did it. All of Mr.
Patton's presentations are on the web site.
Mr. Evilsizer asked what positions fell under the Partnership for Excellence
funding. Mr. Patton responded that there are both faculty and classified positions
under this funding. Mr. Evilsizer stated that with the work of the various
committees, the RAC, and the department heads, no staff and no faculty
positions are being cut as a result of the cut in PFE funds. Dr. Amador noted that
nine management positions have been eliminated, and there are many vacant
positions. Mr. Evilsizer stated that this is not a good situation, and he does not
like the precedent that it establishes; but with the hardships that are taking place,
we are doing the best we can.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if the revenue forecasts for the summer session have been
considered in the tentative budget. Mr. Patton responded affirmatively. Herman
Lee stated that he is projecting the summer session enrollment will be about the
same as last year.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if the reserve was back to 3%. Mr. Patton responded
affirmatively.
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Dr. Nelson asked what the hostile takeover of PeopleSoft by Oracle may mean to
Palomar College. Mr. Patton reported that he has been watching it very carefully
and will stay on top of it until we know.
5.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was none.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the
following purchases are made against the 2002-2003 fiscal year budget.
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Utilities
Procurement Card

0340637
0350120
0360084
0370548
0375110
0395097
Time Period:

through
0340713
through
0350123
through
0360093
through
0370600
through
0375119
through
0395097
04/23/03 - 05/22/03

$ 213,869.52
$ 1,059.50
$ 19,909.06
$ 229,068.24
$ 6,698.92
$
650.00
$

97,839.26

Total $ 569.094 50
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

ACCEPT GIFTS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors:
a.

Two Ace Starter/Alternator Testers for instructional testing of Alt/Starters in the
Diesel Technology program, donated by North County Rebuilder, 1960 West
Mission Road, #8, Escondido, California 92029. Total cash value as estimated by
donor is $4,000.00.

b.

Installation of computer network cabling in EC-706; cable, connectors, and labor
to enhance functionality of Cisco router lab by completing connectivity between
student lab workstations and lab routers, donated by Konna Communications,
Inc., 383 N. Hale Avenue, Escondido, California 92029. Total cash value as
estimated by donor is $6,420.39.
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c.

Mat cutter and two oval and circle mat cutters, large paper cutter (table model},
miscellaneous picture framing supplies for use in the Art Department, donated by
John Giuliano, 6540 Camino Del Parque, Carlsbad, California 92009. Total
cash value as estimated by donor is $2,400.00.

d.

Doll house and Little Tikes Slide for use at the Child Development Center,
donated by Eric Tague, 399 Palmac Street, San Marcos, California 92069. Total
cash value as estimated by donor is $50.00.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
PAYROLL
3.

AUTHORIZE DRAWING NEW WARRANT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows:
a.

Warrant# 77056472, Dated 9/9/02 in the amount of $982.27, to Michael W.
Garhart!, 29777 Windwood Ct., Temecula, California 92591. Void due to stale
dating.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
FISCAL SERVICES
4.

APPROVE REVOLVING CASH EXPENDITURES

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Revolving Cash Expenditures for the month
of May, 2003, as indicated on Exhibit H-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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PERSONNEL
5.

RATIFY ACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the SuperintendenVPresident
regarding the employment of the following academic employee:

a.

Name:
Degree:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Rng/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

ADELINA ACEVEDO
Equivalent to B.S., Dentistry
Assistant Professor
Dental Assisting
5996
New?:
No
Replacement for Mary Perry
B/1
Salary:
$3,764.63/month
100%
#of Mos:
10
August 22, 2003
A-111000-344200-12041-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

6.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of May, 2003, and
short-term employees for the month of June, 2003. Exhibit H-6
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

7.

APPROVE CONTRACTS FOR EDUCATIONAL AND CLASSIFIED ADMINISTRATORS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves
contracts for the following administrators for the 2003-2004 fiscal year:
Ruth V. Barnaba
Patricia L. Barrett
Michelle A. Barton
Norma M. Bean
America Bianchi
Bruce E. Bishop
Pamela L. Brown
Theo Y. Brockett
Angela M. Cerda
Philip J. Cerda
M. Jayne Conway
Michael D. Ellis
Lisa J. Faas

Coordinator, Tutoring Services Program
Manager, Food Services
Director, Institutional Research & Planning
Director, Extended Education
Web Services Manager, Educational Television
Director, Office of Student Affairs
Institutional Research Analyst
Manager, Education Center, Palomar College Escondido Center
Fiscal Administrator, Educational Television
Broadcast Operations Manager, Educational Television
Director, Health Services
Director, Facilities
Digital Satellite Network Manager, Educational Television
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Director, Regional Occupational Programs
Payroll Manager, Payroll Services
Manager, Library Staff and Services, Library Media Center
Director, GEAR UP/Federal Student Support Programs
Marketing Services Manager, Educational Television
Director, Disability Resource Center
Manager, Education Center/Counselor
Manager, Facility Planning/Environmental Health and Safety
Director, Business Services
Manager, Fiscal Operations, Fiscal Services
Manager, Theatre Operations, Performing Arts
Director, Enrollment Services
Manager, Systems and Programming, Information Systems
Manager, Education Center, Poway/Mt. Carmel
Director, Library Media Center and Educational Television
Coordinator, International Education, Admissions, Records, and
Veterans' Services
Wilma G. Owens
Dean, Career and Technical and Extended Education
Tom B. Plotts
Director, Public Safety Programs
Dr. Michael D. Rourke Dean, Mathematics and the Natural and Health Sciences
Teresa E. Safranek
Manager, Workforce and Community Development
Director, Financial Aid and Scholarships
Mary S. San Agustin
Institutional Research Analyst
Dr. Lorie A. Sousa
Anne K. Stadler
Non-Credit Matriculation Coordinator, English as a Second
Language
James L Stoney
Chief of Police, Palomar College Police Department
Michelle A. Taramasco Client Services Manager, Educational Television
Budget Analyst, Fiscal Services
BrandiY. Taveuveu
Manager, Network and Technical Services, Information Services
Jose I. Vargas
Diane M. Veach
Manager, Instruction Office
Dean, Social and Behavioral Sciences
Dr. Mark W. Vernoy
Dale K. Wallenius
Chief Advancement Officer/Executive Vice President of the
Foundation
Director, Athletics
John F. Woods
Judith K. Fish
Esperanza Flores
Katherine G. Gannett
Calvin One Deer Gavin
Laura A. Gropen
Ronald R. Haines
Janet S. Hoffman
K. Hudson-Macisaac
Kenneth P. Jay
Kiely D. Keane-Alt
G. Patrick Larmer
Herman Lee
Scott R. McClure
Tom Medel
Dr. George Mozes
Yasue O'Neill

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting a 10% Personal Leave of Absence without pay and with no effect on benefits,
effective June 23, 2003, through August 17, 2003, to KELLY PATRICK, Library Media
Technician II, Library Media Center.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY RESIGNATIONS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendenl/President
granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

LYUDMILLA GILANIAN, Instructional Support Assistant I, Reading Services,
effective May 23, 2003 (last day of employment 5/22/2003).

b.

CARLA B. BOYD, Instructional Support Assistant Ill, Disabled Student Programs
and Services, effective July 1, 2003 (last day of employment 6/30/2003).

c.

ASHLEY G. GUARAGNA, Assistant Professor, Art, effective May 23, 2003 (last
day of employment 5/22/2003 ).

d.

ROSE E. GOLDEN, Staff Assistant, Equal Opportunity Programs and Services,
effective July 1, 2003 (last day of employment 6/30/2003)

e.

MARK A. MENALDO, Instructional Support Assistant I, Foreign Languages,
effective July 1, 2003 (last day of employment 6/30/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

APPROVE CONTRACTS FOR ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTSNICE PRESIDENTS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves
contracts for the following Assistant SuperintendentsNice Presidents effective July 1,
2003, through June 30, 2005:
Joseph L. Madrigal
Assistant SuperintendenUVice President for Student Services
Dr. Jack Miyamoto
Assistant SuperintendenUVice President for Human Resource Services
Jerry R. Patton
Assistant SuperintendenUVice President for Finance and Administrative Services
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications
for the disciplines listed:
Augrista Belford - Physical Education
Veronica Moore - Child Development
Alfred Parker - Public Safety
Andre Sanz - Counseling
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

12.

RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty, at the rates indicated for
Summer, 2003, and Fall, 2003 (day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are not scheduled
to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:

SUMMER, 2003
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Moore, Veronica

COUNSELING
Sanz, Andre

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Belford, Augrista

Halda, Mark

PUBLIC SAFETY
Parker, Alfred

Blumberg, Daniel

Child Development
B.Ph., Philosophy
M.A., Education

$38.24

Counseling
B.A., English
M.A., Education (Pending)

$37.01

Physical Education
B.A., Psychology
M.S., Physical Education (Pending)

$37.01

Physical Education
B.A., Physical Education
California Community Colleges Limited
Services Credential - Physical Education

$37.01

Administration of Justice
Coursework and 6+ years experience in the
Public Safety discipline

$37.01

Administration of Justice
M.A., Psychology
Ph.D., Psychology

$40.71
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Administration of Justice
A.A., Nursing
B.S.N., Nursing
2+ Years Experience

Whelan, Margaret

$37.01

FALL, 2003
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
Cornish, Randall
Graphic Communications
BA, Communications
2+ Years Experience
MATHEMATICS
Jackson, Charles

NURSING EDUCATION
Meehan, Doris

TRADES AND INDUSTRY
Larson, Glen

$37.01

Mathematics
BA, Communications
B.S., Mathematics
M.A., Natural Sciences and Mathematics

$38.24

Nursing
B.S., Nursing
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

Diesel Mechanics Technology
A.A., Diesel Technology
6+ Years Experience

$37.01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
13.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employee:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

LUCINDA E. FISHER
Systems Module Functional Specialist
Human Resource Services
No
6114
New?:
Replacement for Cheryl Santa Cruz
39/1
Salary:
$4,243. 78/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
June 9, 2003
A-212200-611100-66600-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY EXTENSION TO ADMINISTRATOR POSITIONS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the extension to the following administrator positions:
a.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

INTERIM DEAN
Lynda G. Halttunen
Counseling and Matriculation
5509
New?:
No
Extend Interim Dean for Fall, 2003, Semester
75/5
Salary:
$8,976.49/month
100%
No Mos:
6
July 1, 2003
A-123100-4621 00-63100-0000000/1 00%

b.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:

INTERIM DEAN
Lee F. Kerckhove
Arts, Media, Business, and Computing Systems
5308
No
New?:
Extend Interim Dean for Fall, 2003, Semester
7512
Salary:
$7,742.10/month, plus
$1,200.00 annual stipend
for Doctorate
100%
No Mos:
6
July 1, 2003
A-1231 00-3511 00-60110-0000000/100%

% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):
c.

d.

% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

INTERIM DEAN
Katheryn Garlow
Languages and Literature
5071
No
New?:
Extend Interim Dean for Fall, 2003, Semester
75/5
Salary:
$8,976.49/month, plus
$1,200.00 annual stipend
for Doctorate
100%
No Mos:
6
July 1, 2003
A-123100-321100-60110-0000000/100%

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

INTERIM DIRECTOR
Mollie R. Smith
Occupational and Noncredit Programs
5227
New?:
No
Extend Interim Director for Fall, 2003, Semester
68/4
Salary:
$7,188.82/month
100%
No Mos:
6
July 1, 2003
A-123400-339100-60100-0000000/100%

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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COMMUNITY SERVICES
15.

APPROVE NEW COMMUNITY SERVICES CLASSES AND PROVIDERS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the following new classes, agreements, and
personnel for providing Community Services classes:

Fall,2003
a.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Linda Luisi
Creating Your Own Business Logo
Sept. 3, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$49
Minimum of 15 students

b.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

David Draim
Charcoal/Pastel Portrait Drawing
Sept. 27 - Oct. 18 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$69
Minimum of 15 students

c.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Ellen Riley
Renaissance "Jane Austin" Dancing
Sept 3 - Oct 8, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$49
Minimum of 15 students

d.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Sue Rae Cramer
How to Promote Your Restaurant Business with
Demonstration Cooking Classes
Sept 10, 2003
No fee requested
$25
Minimum of 10 students

e.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Mark Bloom
Zen and the Art of Internet Shopping
September 20, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$29
Minimum of 15 students

f.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Greg Hedgecock
Dirt Bike Safety School
August 30, 2003, ongoing
Instructor receives 40% of gross
$90
Minimum of 6 students
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g.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Greg Hedgecock
ATV Safety School
August 30, 2003, ongoing
Instructor receives 40% of gross
$90
Minimum of 6 students

h.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Greg Hedgecock
Experienced Rider Motorcyclist Safety Course
July 5, 2003, ongoing
Instructor receives 40% of gross
$85
Minimum of 8 students

i.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Leslie Burton
So You Want to Home School?!!
September 27, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross

j.

k.

m.

Minimum of 12 students

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Leslie Burton
Actor's Workshop - the first steps
September 20 - Oct 4, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:

Andee Burgis
Ropes Challenge Course for Cancer Survivors
September 27, 2003
Instructor receives costs to cover rental of facilities,
insurance prep, equipment + salary for up to 3 staff
$2,500
$175
Minimum of 20 students

Fee to Student:
Terms:
I.

$49

$129
Minimum of 12 students

=

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Crystal Neels
The Power of Relationships
October18, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross

Presenter:
Name of Class:

John Hokkanen
Secret of Finding and Funding Your Next Home Using
the Internet
September 13, 2003
No Instructor fee

Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

$49
Minimum of 12 students

$29
Minimum of 1O students
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n.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Dr. Bill Wittich
How to Make Money in the Seminar Business
September 13, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$49
Minimum of 15 students

0.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Dr. Bill Wittich
How to Recruit, Retain, and Reward Volunteers
October 25, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$29
Minimum of 15 students

p.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Dr. Bill Wittich
How to Make Money as a Meeting Planner
November 8, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$49
Minimum of 15 students

q.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Paul Palika
The Easy Rider Day Trip to Julian (for motorcyclist)
September 13, 2003
Instructor receives 40% of gross
$50 per rider, $25 per passenger
Minimum of 10 students

r.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Paul Palika
San Diego Fun Run Day Trip (for motorcyclist)
September 27, 2003
Instructor receives 40% of gross
$50 per rider, $25 per passenger
Minimum of 10 students

s.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Tracey Mumby
The Truth About Cats and Dogs - Intro to Veterinary
Medicine for Kids (ages 10-14)
September 27, 2003
Instructor receives $150 fiat fee
$49
Minimum of 15 students

t.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Frank Straw
Doing your own PC repair and Maintenance
October 11, 2003
Instructor receives 30% of gross
$69
Minimum of 15 students

u.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Tara Perla
Writing Workshop: The Short Story
September 6, 2003
Instructor receives $150.00 ($25 per hr.)
$49
Minimum of 15 students
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Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Garry Cohen
Ceramics for Beginners
September 15 - Oct. 20, 2003

$799.38
$89
Minimum of 15 students

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA

I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate - There was no report.

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report:
I have a series of questions for the Governing Board as we're getting close to
restarting mediation with David Hart. The last time I spoke to the Governing
Board, you seemed surprised to learn that the Palomar Faculty Federation had
earlier proposed productivity increases as they relate to class size. Thinking
more about your surprise since our last meeting, I thought there might be other
questions that you should be posing for yourself to determine whether you are
getting appropriate and adequate information.
Number 1. First, have you been apprised of some of the jeopardies to which Mr.
Currier may have exposed the District, and if not, why not?
Secondly, has the Board been apprised of the legality of regressive bargaining,
and if not, why not?
Third, has management apprised the Board of other negotiations issues which
may needlessly expose the District to problems with regard to state law, and if
not, why not?
I assume that the Board takes this responsibility very seriously. You can certainly
rely on the Palomar Faculty Federation to act in ways that is consistent with state
law and can be open to (unintelligible) information regarding planning for the
future. We ask hard questions of ourselves on the Palomar Faculty Federation
executive board. And I hope that the Governing Board will do the same.
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Dr. Nelson asked Dr. Miyamoto to respond regarding the regressive issue. He responded
that regressive bargaining involves counter proposals that change the substance of a
proposal, i.e., an offer is made for 3% and the next week you come back and say "you
didn't take that, so now it's down to 2%." He stated that the District is confident in the
issues they have talked about and put on the table that, although they have made some
changes in them, they are not in violation of the law and are not taking part in any
regressive bargaining. He stated that is not the Board's direction and obviously not the
District's intent. It is the intent of the District to put accurate proposals on the table. Dr.
Nelson noted that the Board had, in fact, talked about that.
Dr. Nelson asked Dr. Miyamoto to respond regarding the exposure in terms of the Jaw.
He responded that we ride the coattails of our counsel in terms of what is put on the table
in terms of language and process, and we are confident that our legal advice sustains us
throughout this. He stated that we are not doing anything that is against any collective
bargaining statutes.
Mr. Evilsizer asked for more information about productivity increases proposed - is that
the class size enrollment? Ms. Drinan responded that was the class size proposal. She
stated that it didn't appear that it was brought to the Governing Board and that they were
aware of that given the statements that Mr. McMullen had made about a month ago. She
stated that they were concerned that the Board did not know that they had brought those
forward at that time. She stated that they are really concerned about the regressive
bargaining and believe that there is evidence of that, and the Public Employment
Relations Board will be the one to officially judge that. She stated that the fact that they
did issue a complaint is a step in a judgment that could possibly show support for the PFF
because it is ratcheting it up to another level, and essentially it means that if, indeed, there
is evidence to support this, then there is a serious issue here with regard to a violation of
the EERA. Dr. Miyamoto added that our response to the complaint issued by PERB
requesting information about the allegations that we're charged with puts us in a position
where we have responded to that complaint in a worthwhile manner that alleviates us
from that context. He added, however, PERB will be the harbinger of that. We have a
hearing scheduled in August.
Mr. Soto asked if the proposal is to change the number of students per classroom from
40 to 45. Ms. Drinan stated that the District initially proposed 40 in some classes. She
continued: "But, without discussion, they brought forth a proposal with 45 to 60 to maybe
a hundred in some. So, what we did in that letter was just identify a few of the actual
sections. It is 41 pages in length, and we didn't go through it in great detail in that letter.
And some of the issues there, of course, would be that if, indeed, there are 45 students
per class, depending on how many classes that you have with that number, can be an
issue because that leads to a WSCH of around 675 student contact hours per week,
which is, generally, you know, the Chancellor's Office says that if you have 525, you are
really, you know, that's about as good as it gets. But with that proposal, it would be 675."
Dr. Amador responded, "When they speak of the 525, that is for the college-wide. Right
now, our productivity is something like 470 or 475, so we are way below 525 collegewide." Mr. McMullen stated, "And, of course, you are extrapolating a number there
because that doesn't take into account those courses that have a max set at 22 or 12 for
nursing." Dr. Miyamoto commented, "As we discussed at the table, obviously, when
some of these class maximums are posted at that rate, we understand that the facilities
are not capable of handling multiple sections of that number. We have some classrooms
that will hold large classes, and you may have a course max in a section that says 45 or
60, but you may have only one or two that are at that rate, all the rest are going to have to
fit into a classroom of much less size determined by the classroom max. So just to look
at that, extrapolate a number times the sections equals WSCH is not going to give you an
accurate number."
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Dr. Nelson commented that, based on this discussion, she feels quite confident that the
Board has been informed at every step, and this is not new information to them in any
way.

3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty

4.

There was no report.

INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith reported that the following persons will be serving on the executive board of
the Administrative Association for the next two years, effective July 1:
Ken Jay
Norma Bean
Laura Gropen
Tom Medel
Calvin One Deer Gavin

5.

President
Vice President
Secretary
Classified Administrator Representative
Educational Administrator Representative

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto reported that the ASG attended the American Student Association of
Community Colleges Leadership Conference, June 5-8, in Portland, Oregon. The
conference was a great success. As usual, Palomar set the stage for excellence.
ASG is planning its annual retreat in the near future. Its primary focus is in introducing
new members to the ASG and refreshing ASG values.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS - There were none.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.
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NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE PROPOSED DELETION OF BP 403.2 - ENROLLMENT FEE WAIVER
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the deletion of BP 403.2 - Enrollment Fee
Waiver, which reads as follows:

BP 403.2
Enrollment Fee Waiver(85-11299, 94-16817, 97-18584)
The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District shall, effective
after July 1, 1986, exempt from the enrollment fee any private or public
elementary or secondary school pupil admitted to Palomar College as a special
part-time student for credit classes. The attendance of the student must be
authorized by a letter of permission from the appropriate authorized individual at
the school.
For purposes of this policy, a special part-time student is a student who registers
in 12 units or less per semester at Palomar College. Credit for courses
completed shall be at the college level but may be transferred back to the school
district for fulfillment of graduation requirements. EC 72252, 76001; GB 6-10-86,
GB 1-17-95, GB 10-14-97
Herman Lee explained the figures on Exhibit M-1 which had been requested at the May
27 meeting. The figures were generated based on the number of minors in attendance,
times the number of units, times the enrollment fee. He did not deduct for possible
BOGW students. He expects there would be very few of those since most minors are
dependent students and their income would be determined by their parents. In projecting
for next year, he did not deduct for any possible attrition as a result of the increase in the
enrollment fee. The attrition could occur in a number of ways. For example, a drop in
head count. Since Palomar has students that are relatively better off than students in
some other community colleges, he suspect the scenario that may occur is that the
students would cut back on the number of classes they take, so that we would have more
part-time students, which would, in effect. reduce our FTES.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

APPROVE REDUCTION IN BOARD MEMBERS' MONTHLY STIPEND
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

MSC

Nelson, Evilsizer to amend the motion to read as follows:

The Governing Board hereby approves a reduction in their monthly stipend from $420
to $400 per month, effective July 1, 2003.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he thinks this is a good-faith gesture on the Board's behalf, that
we're willing to pay into the pain a little brr here. It is not a lot of money, but every little bit
adds up. He is proud that they have done this.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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3.

APPROVE FACILITIES CHAPTERS OF MASTER PLAN 2022
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the final draft of the facilities chapters of the
District's Educational and Facilities Master Plan 2022. Exhibit M-3
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he had not had a chance to review the documents that had been
delivered to his home this morning. As a result, he did not feel comfortable voting on
something he has not had a chance to review. He stated that he did not think the Board
should be asked to vote on things having received materials the very day unless it is an
emergency item. He asked that they receive materials at least a week early so that they
have time, where possible, to review and synthesize and digest the information.
Mr. McMullen stated that tonight's presentation was similar to that at the last meeting
except for the four changes, although Mr. Garcia went through the entire process again.
Ms. Chadwick stated that there were chapters with significant material in them and she
agreed that they should have these kinds of things earlier. if possible. She stated that she
had spent the whole day reading it. Dr. Amador commented that the consultant did not
get the document to us until mid-day Monday, and then the printer was not working.
Mr. McMullen asked if it was possible to carry this over to the next meeting. Dr. Amador
stated that, in order to get the final draft for staff to edit the first week in July, we need to
act on it now as they need time to put it together. Then staff will need to edit it for clerical
errors. Dr. Nelson noted that this will be driving some proposals that go to Sacramento,
so we have a lot of deadlines that must be met; consequently, she felt we needed to go
ahead and vote on it now because of special circumstances.
The Vote: 4 Aye, 1 Nay (Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

4.

APPROVE TENTATIVE BUDGET
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the 2003-2004 Tentative Budget for the Palomar
Community College District. Exhibit M-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

APPROVE 2003-2004 GANN AMENDMENT LIMIT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

RESOLUTION NO. 02-20765
WHEREAS, In November of 1979, the California electorate did adopt Proposition 4,
commonly called the Gann Amendment; and,
WHEREAS, The provisions of that amendment establish maximum appropriation limitations,
commonly called "Gann Limits" for public agencies, including school districts; and
WHEREAS, The District must establish a Gann Limit for the 2003-2004 fiscal year in
accordance with the provisions of the Gann Amendment and applicable statutory law;
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That this Board does provide public notice that
the attached calculations and documentation of the 2003-2004 Gann Limit are made in
accord with applicable constitutional and statutory law and that this Board does hereby
declare that the appropriations in the 2003-2004 budget do not exceed the limitations
imposed by the Gann Amendment;
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Superintendent/President provide copies of
this resolution along with appropriate attachments to interested citizens of this District.
Attachment Exhibit M-5: California Community Colleges 2003-2004 Gann Limit Worksheet
showing 2003-2004 Appropriations Limit of $91,386,239 and a 2003-2004 Appropriations
Subject to Limit of $65,813,604.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

6.

APPROVE FINAL PROJECT PROPOSAL - MULTIDISCIPLINARY BUILDING
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board ("District") hereby approves the Final Project Proposal (FPP) for
the Multidisciplinary Building ("Project") under the provisions of Title 5, California Code
of Regulations, Section 527001.5 and following: Project plans and specifications shall be
submitted to the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges ("BOG") for
approval (Education Code Section 81837); and before the District awards a contract for
construction of the Project, project funding shall be allocated through the State Public
Works Board and BOG. Exhibit M-6
Ms. Chadwick noted that when she went over the space plan, there are faculty offices
included, of course. She asked if, when that space was calculated, were the part-time
faculty included in terms of the full-time FTEF. Kelly Hudson Macisaac responded
affirmatively.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

7.

APPROVE CONFIDENTIAL AND SUPERVISORY TEAM HANDBOOK
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves the
Confidential and Supervisory Team Handbook. Exhibit M-7
Ms. Chadwick asked how many employees this handbook covers. Jo Anne Giese
responded that there are currently 35 employees in this category.
Dr. Miyamoto thanked the CAST group, with Jo Anne Giese's help, for putting this
handbook together. Donna Renner did yeoman's work as we separated the groups. He
stated that he thinks it is a much cleaner separation of management and much more in
sync with usual and customary separation. He commended the group for their efforts.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
There were none suggested.

9.

DISCUSSION: SERP
Ms. Chadwick asked if at a prior meeting Dr. Miyamoto had agreed to provide figures of
an amalgamation if all three employee groups were together offered a SERP. He
responded that he had not agreed to do that; however, he had spoken to PARS about it.
He asked them if they had run those numbers in aggregate, would they be different than
they were separately. They responded that they would not be different. Ms. Chadwick
asked for confirmation that the findings then, from Dr. Miyamoto's perspective, would be
that only the faculty would support a SERP on its own, but the staff wouldn't on its own,
neither would the classified. And even if you put them all together, they would not
support. Dr. Miyamoto stated that they would not. He also stated that, in fact, when they
looked at the numbers this week when they received the actual cost of the annuities, it
was about $100,000 a year more than the estimate. Mr. Patton stated that when PARS
provided the estimate, they made some assumptions on what options the retirees would
take based on prior SERPs in other colleges and K-12 districts. Our faculty took a
different route on the options. The longer they spread those options out, which is what
the case was, the higher the cost of the annuity. PARS had estimated that our costs on
the annual SERP would be $360,000. The actual bill that we received raises that to
$465,000 a year because of the selections the individuals took.

N.

CLOSED SESSION
There was no need for an additional closed session.

0.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 9:13 p.m.
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
SPECIAL MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM SU-18
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 2003, 9:00 A.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the special meeting of the Palomar Community College District
Governing Board to order at 9:05 a.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President

C.

WORKSHOP
1.

DISCUSSION: GOVERNING BOARD SELF-EVALUATION (Exhibit C-1)
The Board reviewed the Governing Board Self-Evaluation summary by discussing' those items
where there was not general agreement on the rating.
The Board asked the Superintendent/President to have District Counsel meet with them at the
next closed session to discuss Board responsibilities on negotiations, the Brown Act,
privileged information, and direct fiduciary interest.

2.

DISCUSSION: PROPOSED BOARD POLICY 2715 - CODE OF ETHICS/STANDARDS OF
PRACTICE (Exhibit C-2)
The Board reviewed the draft of BP 2714 and made no changes. The first reading of the
policy will be at the July 8 meeting.

D.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 10:35 a.m.
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, JUNE 24, 2003, 7:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 7:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN. M.BA, PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, MA, TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Diane Lutz, M.S., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services
STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to SuperintendenUGoverning Board
Kathy Davis, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Information Services Support Specialist
Suzanne Gavin, Director, EOP&S
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Jenny Akins, Vice President, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Purchasing Supervisor
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Mollie Smith, President, Administrative Association; Interim Director, Vocational Programs
GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheefs.
QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
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A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of June 10, 2003.
The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Special Meeting of June 14, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT - There was none.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Soto reported that he had attended the Governing Board Workshop on Saturday, June 14. He
stated that he saw this as a great opportunity to learn a little more of what a student trustee is. He
also got to know the members of the Board a little bit better.
Mr. Jensen stated that if personal integrity and ethics are now considered to be childish, God
bless the children.
Ms. Chadwick stated that she would not be able to attend the "Keep the Doors Open" rally in
Sacramento tomorrow. She stated that it is apparent that the fragile bipartisanship that may have
existed has suddenly had a setback because some of the compromise groups have fallen apart.
Some people have gone away and are going around the state trying to drum up support for
various positions. She thinks it is important, more than ever now, that we maintain this vigilance
about letting our legislators know just how important higher education is and how its role in the
state budget has to be protected. The stewardship that all of us have shown to date has been
truly effective in the most important way, and that is the grass-roots efforts. She is hopeful that we
can continue that because we are in the down stretch now - we are on the ten-yard line and we're
on the third down. She asked that everyone keep up the good efforts. She applauded all for the
efforts and stated she will be right in there with them.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that he had the fortunate privilege of riding along with Officer Brian Herritt last
Saturday. He took him on a tour of the San Marcos campus and a ride out to the Escondido
center. Mr. Evilsizer stated that it really educated him and enlightened him on the capabilities of
our police department, which are quite phenomenal. They are not just a security force; they are a
full-fledged police unit. They are very well equipped, very well trained, and they really do have
their eyes and ears open to make sure that our facilities, our students, and our community in
general are in safekeeping. He thanked Officer Herritt for that.
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Mr. Evilsizer stated that each of the trustees may hava received in the mail from the Community
College League of California the publication, League in Action. He felt it was quite timely with
three articles in particular. He stated that the CCLC has some programs that we may or may not
be aware of which he shared with the Board at this time. First, they have a program that funds
student housing projects at colleges. They have a financing authority that, so far, has raised
bonds in the amount of $1.3 billion. He stated that they are apparently Tax and Revenue
Anticipation Notes (TRANS), and those are tax-exempt bonds that can be used as investments
and might be worth looking into. Jerry Patton noted that we already utilize this program.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that another program the League advertised helps to finance campus projects,
and under this particular header, they had a little bit on a lease revenue bonds program, which
four districts in the state are utilizing to fund capital improvements, facilities renovation, some land
purchases, and equipment and portable purchases. There is also for students a student health
insurance program designed primarily for uninsured students or for students whose parents may
have lost employment or something and don't have medical coverage anymore. For $600 a year,
they have full medical coverage that protects them against emergency events that may occur
during the year.
Mr. Evilsizer noted that he had received a news release from Mr. Lee's office stating that our
summer enrollment is up about 8.35%. Mr. Patton noted that our headcount is up, but our credit
FTES is down, which means that we have a lot more students taking fewer classes than what we
had last year. Diane Lutz noted that we are growing in the noncredit classes, and we deliberately
did that because we are below cap in noncredit.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
Mr. Patton, as Acting Superintendent/President, echoed Ms. Chadwick's comments about Lobby
Day tomorrow. It is really important because we have lost our momentum. Today, the Senate
met and voted down the Conference Committee's budget, which we thought was great. The
Assembly will meet Thursday and will take a vote. It is very important that we keep up the
advocacy efforts that we had in place. It is crucial - they need to hear from us that their
constituents are really concerned about the budget process and that we still need to work hard to
gain back some of those reductions that we had.
Mr. Patton stated that he was in Sacramento on Friday and received some information on the
budget. One of the things that is facing us right now and is just as crucial as not having a budget
is the White vs. Davis lawsuit. That suit involves a taxpayer group's challenge of the fact that the
Controller's Office issues payments when there is no state budget passed effective July 1. That
has been upheld by the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court. Right now, we stand to receive
no state funds after this fiscal year ends, when there is no state budget. That is a huge issue for
Palomar College. If you take the salaries and benefits portion of our budget and divide it by 12,
we spend about $6.5 million per month. We have a TRANS that the Board approved, but the
maximum we can borrow on that is only $1.8 million. As a backup, we can submit a request to
the County Treasurer where we can draw on our property taxes. Our property taxes for 2003-04
are estimated to be almost $35 million. Depending upon how long this crisis lasts, we will expend
$6.5 million per month just paying salaries and benefits with no income coming in. Mr. Patton
suggested that as people speak to their legislators they should also talk about the effect the White
vs. Davis lawsuit is going to have on us, because we will need to operate without any income from
the slate.
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Diane Lutz called attention to item H-3, the employment of Katheryn Garlow and Patrick
Schwerdtfeger as Instructional Deans. Ms. Lutz discussed the background and
experience of each of these persons, noting that they were appointed following a nationwide search.
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Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal reported that the United States Department of Education has confirmed
Palomar College's eligibility as a Developing Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI). We have
just received notice from the Office of Postsecondary Education in the Department of
Education. The program falls under Title Ill and Title IV of the Higher Education Act of
1965. This designation will help Palomar College strengthen all institutional programs,
including student and academic programs that serve Hispanic/Latino students. Most
importantly, the designation and future grants associated with it will support the campus'
goals for improved student retention. The designation for Palomar College is the first step
in a process that leads to cost savings for the College and whose overall purpose is to
assist colleges to improve academic programs, institutional management, and fiscal
stability. The designation also allows Palomar College to begin receiving waivers for
certain non-Federal share requirements under the Federal Work Study Program, the
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants Program (SEOG), the
TRIO/Student Support Services Program, and the Undergraduate International and
Foreign Languages Program. We can now aggressively pursue concrete student
retention goals with the support of external resources and higher education associations
related to the HSI designation, while including our campus councils in the implementation
process. A team comprised of Calvin One Deer Gavin, Joe Madrigal, and Michelle Barton
worked on submitting the preliminary data to become a Hispanic Serving Institution. Mr.
Madrigal stated that we are already starting to realize a savings because the District does
not have to match these federal programs.
Mr. Madrigal congratulated Suzanne Gavin on her new position as Dean of Counseling
and Student Support Programs at Mt. San Jacinto College.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services -There was no report.

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

COMMUNITY SERVICES
1.

APPROVE NEW COMMUNITY SERVICES CLASSES, AGREEMENTS, AND
PERSONNEL
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the following new classes, agreements, and
personnel for providing Community Services classes.

Fall,2003

a.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Greg Hedgecock
Motorcycle Maintenance and Upkeep
August23,2003
40% of fees collected
$59
Minimum of 8 students
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b.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Frank Straw
Computer Repair and Maintenance for Teens
September 27, 2003
30% of fees collected

$79
Minimum of 12 students

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

PERSONNEL
2.

RATIFY EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following executive administrative employee:
a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

BERTA C. CUARON
Assistant Superintendent/Vice President for Instruction
Instruction
No
New?:
5000
Replacement for Diane Lutz
$10,108.87/month
79/7
Salary:
12
100%
#of Mos:
July 28, 2003
A-121000-311100-60100-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

RATIFY SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following senior administrative employees:

a.

Name:
KATHERYN GARLOW
Instructional Dean
Position:
Languages and Literature
Department:
No
5071
New?:
Position#:
Replacement for Gene Jackson
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip: 75/5
$8,976.49/month, plus
Salary:
$1,200.00 annual stipend
for Doctorate
% of Position: 100%
#of Mos:
12
July 1, 2003
Effective:
A-123100-321100-60110-0000000/100%
Account #{s):
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b.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Sip:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

PATRICK M. SCHWERDTFEGER
Instructional Dean
Arts, Media, Business, and Computing Systems
5308
New?:
No
Replacement for William Flynn
$9,067.49/month
7516
Salary:
100%
#of Mos:
12
July 1, 2003
A-123100-351100-60110-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote:

4.

Aye

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar for discussion.

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA

I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

CONTRACTS
4.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS MADE FOR PRIOR
SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves all contracts and agreements for the
period May 1, 2003, through June 20, 2003, entered into on behalf of the Palomar
Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-4.
Ms. Chadwick raised a question relating to contract 416. The contract description states,
"Consultant services for bond feasibility and communication services related to potential
March, 2004, bond election." Ms. Chadwick stated that she noted it started in March,
2003, and expires in November, 2003, not to exceed $39,500. She requested a
discussion of what this contract will cover. Mr. Patton responded that the contract
includes the actual structure of how we look at the bond measure with the pollster in
terms of whether or not it is feasible to make a recommendation to the Board to consider
a bond measure. It also includes any information pieces that would go out from the
College to determine the interest of the voters. It would include the types of items we
would include, such as the facilities master plan and deferred maintenance of facilities. It
is a strategy contract that provides the Board with information to allow them to make a
decision of whether or not to go for a bond.
Ms. Chadwick asked when the group started work. Mr. Patton responded that they had
started at the beginning of the contract period. Ms. Chadwick asked what they had done
to date. Mr. Patton responded that they brought in the pollster and coordinated his
process in determining what items the District would be looking at putting on a bond
measure. They are also putting together a package for the Board to consider. They are
primarily gathering information at this point on what a bond measure would look like, what
its chances would be in term of voter acceptability, and then trying to determine how well
voters would favor a bond measure if the Board decides to proceed.
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Ms. Chadwick asked if the firm will be doing some financial work putting the package
together. Mr. Patton responded that they will assist, but as far as putting any funds from
any contributions, that a process will be followed if the Board decides to proceed.
Ms. Chadwick asked how far they will go in the process before the Board has an
opportunity to review their work. Mr. Patton stated that he is unsure of the dates
scheduled to bring information back to the Board. The pollster report was the first thing
that was brought to the Board. There will be subsequent polls after some presentations
are made to the community to see if there is any further interest. Each time those reports
come to the Board, there will be an opportunity for comments by Board members.
Ms. Chadwick asked if a timeline could be provided during the next couple of months on
how this will be developing. Mr. Patton agreed to do so.
Mr. McMullen stated that the reason for the November 30 cutoff was so that the question
of whether or not to go forward could be brought to the Board at the December 9 meeting.
Once that official act takes place, the College can spend no money. Funds after that date
must come from the Foundation or other sources.
Mr. Jensen pointed out that Catherine Lew has never lost a bond election. Ms. Chadwick
agreed, stating that it is a good firm.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if the items marked "n/a" in the amount column of Exhibit H-4 stand
for "not applicable." Mr. Patton stated there was no charge for those items.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear reported that Sara Thompson and he had met with Dr. Amador for about two
hours to discuss the general topic of campus morale. He stated that they had a very
frank discussion, and they have agreed to get together again later in the month and
expand the number of people in the discussion. The general topic for the next discussion
is, "How are we going to know when we have good morale?"

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Millet reported that June 11-13, she attended a CFT state retreat at Asilomar State
Beach. They discussed the problems with the budget. One of the things they talked
about was the Budget Accountability Act, which is an initiative that will make it easier to
pass a budget and will also slap the hands of legislators and the Governor if they don't
pass a budget on time. They discussed the fact that California is one of two states that
requires a two-thirds majority to pass a budget, so we have a difficulty before we've even
started. Two of the attributes of this initiative will be that the Governor and the legislators
will not be paid beyond the end of their regular session unless there is a budget passed.
The second attribute is that it would reduce the two-thirds majority to 55% so that it would
be easier to pass the budget. They also discussed other educational issues like
expanding communication with members to include broader issues than just negotiations
or grievances, but other issues that will improve the climate of our colleges. They
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discussed the morale at their colleges. There was also a K-12 group as well. It was very
uplifting and beneficial. She stated that she came back with a lot of ideas that she wants
to think about and talk about with others.

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty- There was no report

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Mollie Smith gave the following report:
There was a reference made to the "Keep the Doors Open" rally tomorrow, and
Philip de Barros is going to Sacramento tomorrow on behalf of the College and
the Government Affairs Committee to attend the 10 a.m. meeting with Scott Lay.
He will gather some materials and will be making visits to local legislators' offices.
One of the things the Government Affairs Committee is going to start doing is
attending Sacramento at appropriate times. Phil is leading the charge tomorrow.
It is our pleasure this evening to acknowledge Suzanne Gavin, who has been an
administrator at Palomar College since November, 1998. Suzanne has accepted
the position as the Dean of Counseling and Student Support Programs at Mt. San
Jacinto College to the North in Riverside County.
Suzanne began her tenure at Palomar as the TRIO Grant Coordinator in
November, 1998. In 1999, she assumed the leadership of the EOP&S/CARE
Programs, at which time she was faced with reluctant staff with low morale and
duplicate services and records in a department that had no policies or
procedures. There was no outreach program, an excessive $70,000 student loan
debt, and only 325 students on a campus of approximately 25,000 students.
Suzanne successfully turned our EOP&S program around with well-planned
strategic changes which increased enrollment by 207% from fall, 1998, to fall,
2002. The now skilled EOP&S staff has policies and procedures for intake,
outreach, recordkeeping, and retention services and boasts a 92% retention rate.
Validation of the exemplary services provided by EOP&S came in the form of 13
commendations bestowed by the 2002 Chancellor's Office Operational Program
Review.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The commendations included special recognition of the:
EOP&S Director, staff, and student workers
Coordination and linkages with campus support services
Automation of files and documents
Swipe card tracking system for services
Policies and procedures manuals
Regularly scheduled meetings, retreats, and training for staff
Outreach staff and services
During her tenure at Palomar, Suzanne has demonstrated exemplary leadership
by building partnerships with departments in order to provide EOP&S students
with the infrastructure and support necessary to succeed. She has worked
collaboratively with campus departments to eliminate functional barriers and
maximize resources to serve the largest number of students.
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One of Suzanne's staff members said "Suzanne's obvious and sincere passion
for staff and students alike helped her to bring this department together so we
could truly serve our students the way they should be served."
It is bittersweet that we acknowledge you this evening as we wish you the very
best as you enter your new position as a dean at Mt Jacinto. Your departure from
Palomar will leave a leadership void in the program that provides support for our
neediest students.
On behalf of the Governing Board, executive and senior administration, staff,
students and your colleagues and friends, we want to thank you for your
significant contribution to the students at Palomar College. We will miss you.
At this time, Ms. Gavin was asked to say a few words. She stated that it has been a
pleasure working at Palomar for the past five years and thanked everyone for their
support of her vision and efforts in helping the EOP&S program grow.
Ms. Smith stated that this is her last Board meeting as President of the Administrative
Association and that it has been a pleasure to serve her colleagues and the College in
this capacity for the past two years. She thanked Ken Jay, Jose Vargas, and Suzanne
Gavin, and Katherine Gannett for their service the past two years as members of the
Executive Council.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT
Kathy Davis gave the following report:
Tonight is my last official board meeting as the Vice-President of the Council of
Classified Employees. I have enjoyed my two years on the Executive Council.
The experience has been rewarding, educational, and at times frustrating. 1
wanted to take this opportunity to thank the District for their efforts during this
budget crisis to maintain classified staff positions. I know that the crisis is not
over but if we work together, we will make it through.
I am confident that the new Executive Council members will do an excellent job of
continuing to work with the District in the best interests of the classified
employees and the District as a whole. And I am equally confident that the
District will treat them with the same respect and consideration that I have
received.
Thank you.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government - There was no report.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS - There were none.
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

RENEW CONTRACT AGREEMENT WITH HORIZONLIVE, INC., FOR HOSTING THE
STATEWIDE e-CONFERENCING PROJECT
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves a renewal contract between Horizon live, Inc.,
and Palomar Community College District effective July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004,
for hosting of the statewide e-Conferencing telecommunications project (TSP), Grant
RFA No. 00-0079, with Horizonlive, Inc., per terms of original agreement, dated
December 12, 2001. Amount of renewal contract not to exceed Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($500,000.00). Funds to be paid from thee-Conferencing Grant account.
Exhibit M·1
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

DISCUSSION: APPROVE AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT
MEETING
Ms. Chadwick requested that there be a report on the follow-up for the planning for the
retirement reception and awards. She stated that we had talked about that and agreed
that we needed to do it. "We have a number of very fine faculty that retired this year as
well as many outstanding staff, and we agreed that we would have a reception and sorne
recognition, and I am wondering if we can get an update on where that is." Mr. Patton
made note of this request.
Mr. Evilsizer reminded the Board that he will not be in attendance at the next July
meeting. He would like the agenda e-mailed to him. He will be visiting family in
Washington state for his granddaughter's first birthday.

N.

ADJOURNMENT
. ·ng was adjourned at 7:32 p.m.

~~,d~/
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, JULY 8, 2003, 6:00 P.M .

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m .

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH .D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
TRUSTEES ABSENT:
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant Superintendent/Vice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss :

BBB.

1.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

2.

Conference with Real Property Negotiator, pursuant to Government Code 54956.8 .

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7:00 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Cheryl Ashour, Confidential and Supervisory Association; Administrative Assistant, President's
Office
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Michelle Barton, Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Dan Finkenthal, Associate Professor, Physics and Engineering
Lynda Halttunen, Interim Dean, Counseling and Matriculation
Ken Jay, President, Administrative Association; Director, Business Services
Becky McCluskey, President, CCE/AFT; Accounting Technician, Fiscal Services, Escondido
Center
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor
W ilma Owens, Acting Assistant SuperintendenWice President for Instruction; Dean, Career,
Technical, and Extended Education
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Anne Stadler, Noncredit Matriculation Coordinator
Katie Townsend-Merino, Associate Professor, Behavioral Sciences
GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
QUORUM ESTAB LISH ED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, noting
that Trustees Evilsizer and Jensen are on excused absences, and the meeting proceeded with the
order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of June 24, 2003 .
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador noted that item H-11-c on page 7 has been removed from the agenda .
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen reported that he and Ms. Chadwick had attended the monthly SDICCCA Board
Alliance meeting yesterday. The lobbyist reported at that time indicating that there is no money in
Sacramento and they are on borrowed money now. They have been loaned money through
banks, but banks have given them a deadline stating "no more money unless you have a budget."
They have been given a date of July 16 to come forth with a budget or there won't be any more
bank funds available. The issue of increasing the fees has still not been settled. An effort is
being made to return half of it back to the colleges. The lobbyist feels the budget will be approved
within a week or so.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Ms. Chadwick reported that the SDICCCA legislative advocate is a distingu ished person in the
capital. He has worked for the now Chief of the Department of Finance and has some unique
insights about the craziness that is going on . The good news is that the big two in the legislature
seem to be working out something so that we can put together a bond with the banks. In order to
do that, we would have to have a pretty good budget by July 16. The bad news, however, is
because of the bi-partisanship that has struck new lows, the likelihood of some of these big two
agreements holding through voting might get a little tattered . We need to really keep active; this is
not a time to assume that things are going to be okay. There are major threats to keeping that
compromise together. We need to let our elected officials know now that we expect them to
continue to support our positions. This is not going to be easy for them, and they need to hear
from us. Ms. Chadwick asked those present to continue with their advocacy and to encourage
their families and friends to contact their legislators as well.
At the SDICCCA meeting, those present also learned of "deals" that might be made . There is a
possibility that we might be able to get a little money to be used for equity. However, we might
have to absorb some of the concurrent enrollment numbers as a result. There are people who
are deeply concerned about community colleges . They want to hear from us.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she had toured the student showcase at the County Fair and was
impressed with the number of Best in Show, Best in Class, and First Place ribbons won by
Palomar students. The creativity and motivation of our students was overwhelming . Moreover,
the quality of the faculty was shining through. These students are a mirror of what they have in
their classrooms.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Partnership for Excellence Goals, 2001-02 Update
Michelle Barton, Director, Institutional Research and Planning, presented an update on
our Partnership for Excellence Goals . We now have data for the 2001-2002 year.
Partnership for Excellence is the statewide goals project that came about beginning in
1998 where the system had five goals. From that, each college district came up with its
own way of achieving those goals. At that time, there was $300 million to the system .
Since that time, the amount of money that we received has dwindled considerably;
however, the goals still remain, which is one of the predictions we had made when the
original goals were put in place. Exhibit G-1
Dr. Nelson commended the faculty for the improvement in the basic skills areas. Their
encouragement and building confidence in the students shows in these results.
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Report of Vice President for Instruction
a.

Generation of Revenue - Analysis of Fire Academy, Police Academy, and Fire
lnservice Revenue Contracts - Wilma Owens, Acting Vice President, Instruction
Due to the absence of Trustee Evilsizer, who had requested this report, it was
postponed to the August 26 meeting .

Ms. Owens reported that the staff is being proactive in going out looking for resources.
The Child Development Center just received a $19,000 grant for facilities and renovation
from the state . They also received $1,500 from a community group in Fallbrook.
Ms. Owens reported that Dr. Mark Vernoy was invited to present a paper at the National
Science Foundation's national workshop. He was the only community college
representative at that conference. The title of his presentation was "Undergraduate
Research Issues and Needs in the Community College." We are very proud of Dr.
Vernoy.
Ms. Owens noted that many faculty and administrators attended the County Fair Awards
Breakfast on July 1 and watched our students receive their awards. Some of the facu lty
have shared the e-mails that the students sent them . These awards are very important in
the lives of our students. Ms. Owens thanked the faculty and staff who support these
students in those endeavors.
3.

Report of Vice President for Student Services - There was no report.

4.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
Jerry Patton discussed and distributed copies of a timeline from the consultants for the
bond issue, which had been requested by Ms. Chadwick at the previous Governing Board
meeting. Exhibit G-4

5.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador noted that it is nice to have students back on campus. Enrollment of total students is
up about 4%. However, credit enrollment is down about 3% as of census date. This is partly due
to fees and the fact that 50+ sections of classes were closed where we were unable to
accommodate students. We will have to make this up in the fall and spring and do it efficiently
since money is an issue.
The student union opened officially yesterday morning, the furniture is there, and students are
using it.
The Government Affairs Committee has been very diligent in keeping the pressure up in terms of
advocacy. Phil de Barros, as a representative of that committee, went to Sacramento on June 25
to participate in Lobby Day. He reported back on who he talked to and what was said.
Board members were given copies of the letter from the Accrediting Commission for Community
and Junior Colleges reaffirm ing our accreditation through 2009. (Exhibit G} They are asking for
a progress report in April , 2005, on the six recommendations that the evaluation team made to the
Commission. On a mid-term report, we are to tell them how we are progressing on the action
plans in our self-study. Dr. Amador noted that she will be taking the six recommendations that the
team made to the Strategic Planning Council. A couple of them have already been incorporated
in our strategic plan goals, so we will just need to follow through and complete them . Others will
need to be discussed as to how they will be accomplished, what the timelines will be, and what the
responsibilities are. Dr. Amador discussed each of the following six recommendations and the
current status of them:
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The College should carefully structure its employment procedures to ensure recruitment
and hiring efforts that result in further diversification of the staff with an emphasis on fu/1time faculty in particular.
We have an agreement that, for the next two years, we are not going to be hiring full-time
staff, so we have some time to get our strategies together so that when we do hire fulltime staff, we will be able to work on that recommendation.

2.

Given the relative newness of the strategic planning process and the plans to re-establish
the institutional review process, within two years, the College should evaluate the
effectiveness of the institutional review process, modifying, as appropriate, and linking it
to strategic planning and the resource a/location process. This will greatly assist the
College in assuring that its long-term educational and facilities planning efforts are
updated.
That was started this last school year by our Institutional Review Committee with a new
process. The Faculty Senate has approved that process. We will be doing the modeling
of that during this coming school year. Research is working with the committee on the
actual indicators of how that process will take place. We have been in the process of
linking strategic planning and resource allocation during the entire past school year.

3.

The College has begun to develop processes for measuring student learning outcomes
and should integrate into its formal method of review of academic programs and
certificates the creation and evaluation of student learning outcomes on a course,
program, and degree/certificate level.
This will be the big issue for this institution . The work of the Institutional Review
Comm ittee had already started that and has incorporated the learning outcomes
measurement as part of the institutional review process. We have placed the foundation
for that project, but it will be a huge institutional endeavor and one that will take
everyone's effort to accomplish . At the convocation in August, we are going to be
highlighting some faculty that are already doing that in their own unique methodology,
which will be shared with everyone. The Faculty Senate and the Institutional Review
Committee will be involved in sharing how we are perceived with this project.

4.

The College should develop mechanisms to ensure that supervisors and department
chairs evaluate classified staff, administrators/managers, and part-time faculty on a
regular cycle with formal and timely follow-up following College policy or contract
provisions.
There is a tentative agreement with PFF on how to evaluate part-time faculty on a regular
cycle.

5.

The College should ensure the planning and resource a/location process effectively
addresses the.need for equipment replacement to meet the educational and student
services needs of the college.
We have identified this within the strategic plan as a goal and one that needs to be
addressed . However, with no money, it will be difficult to do so.

6.

The team recommends that future retiree lifetime health and dental benefits be clearly
identified and properly funded as a future obligation of the College.
We have also identified this with in the strategic plan , and the Board has already
addressed this issue by setting aside money each year.
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Dr. Amador noted that we have work to do, and the Strategic Planning Council will be looking at
this in September when they reconvene. Dr. Amador will send the hard copy of the report in
campus mail to each of the employee groups. By tomorrow, it should also be on the web site. An
announcement will be sent out when this has been accomplished.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the
following purchases are made against the 2002-2003 fiscal year budget.
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Employment Ads
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Agreement/Annual

0340714
0350124
0360094
0365019
0370601
0375120
0380173
Total

through
through
through
through
through
through
through

0340803
0350125
0360132
0365021
0370656
0375134
0380173

$ 471,560.01
$
825.00
$ 198,213.13
$
594.90
$ 562,160.94
$ 21,581.61
$
26 .00
$j .254,96j .59

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

TRAVEL
2.

APPROVE TRAVEL EXPENSES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves/ratifies travel expenses for the following person:
a.

Amador Soto
Advanced Funds?
For:
To attend :
Location :
Date:
Amount:
Budget Acct. No.:

Yes
Transportation, mileage, parking, meals, lodging,
registration, miscellaneous
CCLC Student Trustee Workshop
Sacramento, California
August 15-16, 2003
$614.10
575300-11 -111100-66100-10-2004-0000000

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Abstain
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PERSONNEL
3.

INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AWARDS
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees in the
Classified Unit, the following employees are granted a $500.00 annual stipend, prorated on
a monthly basis, effective July 1, 2003:

4.

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Larissa Baumann
Senior Telephone Operator
Telephone Services
Certificate/Computer Science

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Donna DeYarman
Senior Administrative Secretary
Career & Technical Education
Job Related

Employee Name:
Position :
Department:
Course of Study:

Maria F. Limon de Gonzalez
Senior Accounting Assistant
Fiscal Services
B.A., Liberal Studies

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Eddie J. Tubbs
Instructional Support Assistant II
Counseling
B.A., Liberal Studies

INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AWARDS
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees in the
Classified Unit, the following employees are granted a one-time lump-sum stipend of
$2,000.00 effective July 1, 2003, with the understanding that there is a waiting period of
three years before beginning another Professional Growth Program:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Susan Butler
Education Center Assistant
Camp Pendleton Education Center
Job Related

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Aaron M. Schnarr
Education Center Assistant
Camp Pendleton Education Center
B.A., Mathematics

Employee Name:
Position :
Department:
Course of Study:

Lisa Galbreath
Counseling Support Specialist
Counseling
B.A. , Human Development

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Barbara C. Anaya
Staff Assistant
Marketing Communications
B.A., Human Development/Counseling
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APPROVE REIMBURSEMENT OF TRAVEL EXPENSES FOR SECOND-LEVEL
INTERVIEWS

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves
reimbursement of travel expenses for second-level interviews for the following:

a.

STEVEN W. WONG
For:
To Attend:

Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Account No.
b.

STEVEN W. WONG
For:
To Attend :

Location :
Date:
Amount:
Budget Account No.

c.

J. PATRICK WALL
For:
To Attend:

Location:
Date:
Amount:
Budget Account No.

Airfare, parking, car rental, and gas.
Open Forum and Second Interviews for Assistant
SuperintendenWice President for Instruction
Oakland, CA to San Diego, CA
May 22, 2003 and June 3, 2003
$586.40
575400-11-611100-66600-10-2004-0000000/100%

Airfare, parking, car rental, and gas .
Second Interview for Instructional Dean, Arts, Media,
Business & Computing Systems
Oakland, CA to San Diego, CA
June 13, 2003
$272.50
575400-11 -611100-66600-10-2004-0000000/100%

Mileage and hotel.
Second Interview for Instructional Dean, Languages and
Literature
Modesto, CA to San Diego, CA
June 11, 2003
$361.21
575400-11 -611100-66600-10-2004-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

RATIFY STIPEND FOR DESIGNATED BILINGUAL INTERPRETER

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
that the following employee be granted a $50.00 per month stipend as a designated
bilingual interpreter for the District:
a.

ADRIANA VELAZCO SALDIVAR, Admissions Assistant, Admissions and
Records, effective July 1, 2003.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY LEAVES OF ABSENCE

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 20% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and with no effect on benefits, effective June 13, 2003 , through August 22,
2003, to CHRISTIE BUNDY, Staff Assistant, Library Media Center.

b.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 15% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and with no effect on benefits, effective July 1, 2003, through December
31 , 2003, to DOROTHY M. FARRELL, Staff Assistant, Counseling and
Matriculation.

c.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective June 23, 2003, through July 31, 2003, to
DENISE M. VANDERSTOEL, ASUEnglish Interpreter, Disabled Student
Programs and Services .

d.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective July 14, 2003, through August 25, 2003, and
50% Family Leave of Absence without pay and with no effect on benefits,
effective August 26 , 2003, through November 11, 2003, to MARY T. CHASE,
Staff Aide, Communications/Advancement.

e.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 50% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and with no effect on benefits, effective August 22, 2003, through
December 20, 2003, to TAMARA S. WEINTRAUB, Associate
Professor/Librarian, Library Media Center.

The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
8.

RATIFY NEW CLASSIFIED POSITION

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the approval of the following new classified
position :

a.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s ):

WELLNESS/FITNESS CENTER OUTREACH COORDINATOR
Athletics
New?:
6164
Yes
20/1
Salary:
$1,201 .56/month
45%
#of Mos:
12
June 18, 2003
K-212200-523100-68100-1812500/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY RESIGNATIONS

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
SuperintendenUPresident granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

ADAM D. CHASE, Police Officer I, Palomar College Police Department, effective
June 18, 2003 (last day of employment 6/17/2003).

b.

CAROLYN BETH MCCONNELL, Assessment Technician, Counseling and
Matriculation, effective July 1, 2003 (last day of employment 6/30/2003).

c.

PETER C. SORENSEN, Senior Accounting Assistant, Fiscal Services, effective
July 1, 2003 (last day of employment 6/30/2003).

d.

ARLENE S. BERNSEN, Education Center Assistant, Palomar College at
Escondido, effective June 27, 2003 (last day of employment 6/26/2003).

e.

JAMES TELLEZ, EOP&S Technician , Extended Opportunity Programs and
Services, effective July 19, 2003 (last day of employment 7/18/2003).

The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENTS

On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirements have been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
SuperintendenUPresident, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group II (receive
the employer-paid health benefits as provided to active employees and eligible
dependents until the retiree has reached the age of 65, dental for life) of the Retirement
Health and Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:

11 .

a.

PATRICIA L. BARRETT, Manager, Food Services, effective July 8, 2003 .

b.

JUDITH MANCUSO, Advancement Office and College Foundation Coordinator,
Advancement Office, effective August 1, 2003.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the SuperintendenUPresident
regarding the employment of the following classified employees:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account #(s):

JULIA E. COON
Outreach Coordinator
GEAR UP/Student Services
6238
New?:
No
Replacement for Steven Rust; funded - GEAR UP Federal Grant.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
# of Mos:
12
June 16, 2003
K-212200-471200-64990-1112320/100%
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VERONICA DELGADO
Guidance Services Advisor
Upward Bound/Student Services
6275
New?:
Yes
Position approved 4/1 /03; funded - Upward Bound Federal Grant.
16/1
Salary:
$2,421.16/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
June 16, 2003
K-212200-471400-64300-1112310/100%

b.

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

c.

Item removed from agenda.

d.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

PATRICIA CASTILLO
Outreach Coordinator
GEAR UP/Student Services
6259
New?:
No
Replacement for Karla Castro; funded - GEAR UP Federal Grant.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
July 7, 2003
K-212200-471200-64990-1112320/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

12.

RATIFY ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the SuperintendenVPresident
regarding the employment of the following administrative employees:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

ANNE K. STADLER
Interim Director
Extended Opportunity Programs & Services
5546
New?:
No
Replacement for Suzanne Gavin
66/1
Salary:
$5,902.77/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
July 1, 2003
A-123400-4 73100-64300-0000000/100%

b.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

NANCY J. HORIO
Manager
Human Resource Services
New?:
No
5708
Replacement for Donna Baughn
59/1
Salary:
$4,965.90/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
July 9, 2003
A-212100-611100-66600-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty, at the rates indicated for
Summer, 2003, and Fall , 2003 (day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are not
scheduled to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:
SUMMER, 2003
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Eighmey, James

EARTH SCIENCES
Grimes, Stephen

ENGLISH
Reed, Ronald

Anthropology
B.G.S., Anthropology
M.A., Anthropology

$38 .24

Oceanography
B.S., Oceanography
B.S., Physics
M.S., Oceanography

$38.24

English
B.A., English
M.A., English

$38 .24

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Lugo Garcia, Martha
English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
M.D., Medicine

$40.71

FALL, 2003
ART
Schlichtenmyer, Steven

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Engholm, Laurel

COMMUNICATIONS
Elstad, Raymond

Art
B.A., Art
M.F.A., Painting

$38.24

Child Development
B.A., Sociology
B.S., Home Economics: Education
M.S., Family Consumer Science

$38.24

Photography
A.A., Liberal Arts
6 +Years Experience

$37.01

ECONOMICS, HISTORY, & POLITICAL SCIENCE
Lewis, Robert
Economics
B.A., Economics
M.A., Economics

$38.24
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LIFE SCIENCES
Jen, Wui-Chuong

MULTICULTURAL STUDIES
Gomez, Alexander

NURSING EDUCATION
Mahy, Katherine

TRADES AND INDUSTRY
Van Dall , J. Lynn

Biology
B.A., Biology
Ph.D., Biology

$40.71

Chicano Studies
B.A. , Latin American Studies
M.A ., Latin American Studies

$38.24

Nursing
S.S., Nursing
M.S., Nursing: Nurse Educator

$38.24

Drafting Technology
AB ., Art
2 + Years Experience

$37 .01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
14.

RATIFY ADMINISTRATIVE RECLASSIFICATION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following administrative position:

a.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position :
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account(s):

DIRECTOR, WORKFORCE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Worksite Education
Teresa E. Safranek
5725
New?:
No
Position was Manager, Worksite Education and Training, grade 50
March 1, 2003
#of Mos:
12
100%
60/2
Salary:
$5,347.06/month
212100-356100-70100-1812510/78%
212100-353100-68200-1812000/22%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
15.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS HISTORY
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of June, 2003, and
short-term employees for the month of July, 2003. Exhibit H-15
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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At th is time, Lynda Halttunen introduced Anne Stadler, Interim Director of EOP&S, and discussed her
background and experience. Ms. Stadler thanked the Board for the opportunity to serve in this capacity.

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear reported that he had recently attended the state academic senate leadership
conference at which he had an opportunity to compare notes with faculty senate
presidents from all over the state. Approximately 50 colleges were represented at the
conference. He commented on how we compare with other colleges from a faculty
perspective. In terms of the budget crisis, most of the other colleges handled their
problem in similar methodologies to us. That is , they cut their reserves, cut their ending
balances, established SERPs, and made similar cuts, although not quite as many as
some colleges. Mr. Spear stated that he thinks our process involved the faculty a lot
more after serving on RAC, which he thinks is a very good sign . He thinks we are
probably a little bit better off because we started with a higher reserve and higher ending
balances.
Mr. Spear distributed a handout with eleven participatory governance items stated in Title
5, Article 2, Section 53200, as being academic and professional matters upon which it is
the academic senate's primary function to make recommendations. Exhibit J-1 He read
from the handout.
Mr. Spear noted that salaries at Palomar are not as high as they are in nearby colleges
and noted that responsibility for changing that lies with PFF.
With regards to the fact that we are not hiring faculty for a couple of years, much of the
discussion at the conference was on the fact that this is a really good time to do some of
the following things : take the opportunity for increased faculty training , make a
commitment to the student equity plan, and develop a long-term plan to reach the 75/25
goal. Quality education is what we are after. Developing a plan doesn't mean we're doing
it right away, but we should develop the plan . We need to reconfirm the faculty role in
hiring at all levels, not just hiring faculty but in hiring administration and classified staff as
well. We definitely need to incorporate information competency into the curriculum.
As long as we are thinking about the general obligation bond and building all these
buildings, this is also a very good time to coordinate the building with program
development, program review, program growth , and perhaps program cuts. We now
have the organizational structure to accomplish that. We also need to detail the specific
procedures for student learning outcomes assessment. At the Institutional Review
Committee and the Faculty Senate, they are very insistent that this be at the individual
faculty level and not from the outside, imposing it from above.
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The Faculty Senate needs to build a much tighter relationship with the PFF, and that is
one of Mr. Spear's goals. He quoted , "A healthy organization should be willing to examine
everything everyone does in service to students."
2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report:
Mary Millet and I have some deep reservations about the proposed changes in the
Governing Board's Code of Ethics that appears on the agenda tonight. I believe it's
M-1. And our concern exists at many different levels. And so, my goal is not really to
analyze the details of the ethical code and the changes proposed but, rather, just to
speak on a few issues . There are significant procedural issues here with regard to
the proposed new code. This new code comes to you without having been reviewed
by the Strategic Planning Council or other councils on campus . All other changes in
Board Policy to date have received the attention and approval of the Strategic
Planning Council members before they reach your desk. And so this constitutes a
clear change in procedure, a decision outside of what I would call shared governance,
but maybe I have to say participatory process at this time . And then, I think there is
another procedural issue. I wanted to pass out to you something that you can take a
look at during the course of this meeting and afterwards. And that is, the agenda
states that the new Code of Ethics will replace Board Policy 1.3, and that certainly
makes sense. But it's more than just slightly confusing because the Governing Board
manual actually lists two statements regarding a Governing Board Code of Ethics. In
addition to Board Policy 1.3, there is another longer, more-detailed statement listed as
a preface to the manual , which was adopted by the Governing Board on April 10,
1990. And so, my question to you would be, will this very detailed code from 1990 be
replaced as well by the new proposed code? And the answer, I think by inference,
appears to be yes . And so, we're very much concerned about this new code and
what would be lost, perhaps, by comparing the 1990 statement with what is listed on
the agenda today. And so, I ask that you consider, on procedural grounds, sending
this Code of Ethics back to the planning process for review and discussion, and then
make some clarifications as to what is actually being replaced in this new proposal for
Code of Ethics .

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty - There was no report.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Ken Jay reported that Pat Barrett, Manager of Food Services, is retiring as a Palomar
College employee but will remain on campus in the same capacity for Aramark. Mr. Jay
gave a synopsis of Ms. Barrett's history as a Palomar student and employee. Jerry
Patton added that both Food Services and the Bookstore are cost centers that are
charged for all their overhead . Many times, Ms. Barrett would repair equ ipment herself in
order to save money.
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INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Becky McCluskey, the newly elected President of CCE/AFT, introduced herself to the
Board. She introduced the following new officers: Tricia Frady, Senior Vice President;
Stephanie Gonzalez, Secretary; Chris Wick, Grievance Officer; Elaine Armstrong,
Steward. Ms. McCluskey stated that the new officers hope to work with the Board in a
positive way.

7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto reported that he and Eli Magana, the Executive Vice President of ASG , will
attend the Victor Valley Community College retreat this coming weekend . They are
looking forward to the retreat.
The ASG has moved from their old office to the new student union. They are looking
forward to being more visible to the student body.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS - There were none.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

FIRST READING: PROPOSED ADOPTION OF BP 2715- CODE OF
ETHICS/STANDARDS OF PRACTICE; DELETION OF BP 1.3 - ETHICS AND
EXPECTATIONS

At the August 12 Governing Board meeting, the Board was to be asked to approve the
adoption of BP 2715 and the deletion of BP 1.3, which read as follows :
Proposed BP 2715 - Code of Ethics/Standards of Practice

Accreditation Standard IVB (2002)
In support of effective commun ity college governance, the Board and each individual
member believe that:
1.

The Board derives its authority from the community; that it must always
act as an advocate on behalf of the entire community; and that it
endeavors to remain always accountable to the community.
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2.

The Board clearly defines and articulates its role by
•
setting the policy direction
•
employing a Chief Executive Officer as the institutional leader
•
acting as community bridge and buffer
•
establishing the climate in which educational goals are
accomplished
defining legal, ethical, and prudent standards for college
•
operations
•
assuring fiscal health and stability
maintaining standards for good personnel relations
•
monitoring institutional performance
•
•
leading as a thoughtful educated team .

3.

The Board is responsible for creating and maintaining a spirit of true
cooperation and a mutually supportive relationship with its CEO.

4.

The Board accepts that, as individual members, they have no legal
authority outside the meetings of the Board and conduct relationships
with District staff, students, the local citizenry, and the media on that
basis.

5.

The trustee members are responsible to all citizens of the District and not
solely to those who elected them; and that the authority delegated to the
member by the voters must be exercised with as much care and concern
for the least influential as for the most influential member of the
community.

6.

The Board always strives to differentiate between external and internal
processes in the exercise of its authority.

7.

The trustee members engage in a regular and ongoing process of inservice training and continuous improvement.

8.

The trustee members come to each meeting prepared and ready to
debate issues fully, honestly, and openly and recognize that deliberations
of the Board in closed session are not to be released or discussed in
public without the approval of the Board by majority vote .

9.

The trustee members vote their conscience and then support the
decision or policy with one voice once the decision or policy is made.

10.

The Board's behavior, and that of its members, exemplifies the ethical
behaviors of respect, responsibility, and honesty; and the Board's
conduct is above reproach .
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Delete BP 1.3, which reads as follows:

BP 1.3
Ethics and Expectations (94-16731)
The Governing Board recognizes that the District is a model community, an agency to
establish and present highly ethical and compassionate behaviors for the community
to look up to and emulate.
We, therefore, shall strive to uphold three central values:
Respect:
for each other, the District, and its cultures .
Responsibility:
for ourselves, our work, and our studies.
Honesty:
towards all members of the District's community.
We will interpret and use these values comprehensively, and we will consistently
rededicate ourselves to them and apply them at all times and in all situations .
GB 11-8-94
Katie Townsend-Merino addressed the Board at this time requesting that they postpone
action on the code of ethics proposal.
Dan Finkenthal then addressed the Board stating that the proposed ethics code is a
backward step from the existing code.
Dr. Amador reminded the Board that, at the February workshop with David Viar, President
of the Community College League of California, he worked with the Governing Board on
their review of the existing Code of Ethics, which is not a Board Policy, as well as the
existing Board Policy 1.3. Models from the League and ACCT and a couple of others
were reviewed in a lengthy discussion on points they wanted to have within their Code of
Ethics. It is viewed by CCLC that these ethics are those of the Board, thus it did not go
through the Strategic Planning Council process because it is a policy of how the Board is
going to act, not how the institution would like the Board to act. That was the call of the
Board and the direction that came from the League, which is where we get our trustee
education. At that meeting, Dr. Amador was instructed to take the points that the Board
wanted to have in their Code of Ethics and develop them into a written document, which is
what is on this agenda.
Ms. Chadwick suggested that the Board should be sure that all of the concerns that have
been raised are addressed and then bring it back to the Board agenda for approval.
Dr. Nelson reiterated that the proposed document would be a Board Policy, but the
current Code of Ethics is not a policy; it is a statement that was approved by the Board in
1990. We are now attempting to formulate a policy; it doesn't necessarily replace that
statement. If there is a strong feeling from the campus that they want to look at it, Dr.
Nelson stated that she has no objection to it.
Mr. McMullen stated that there is nothing in either of these documents that the Board
members don't try to uphold . They feel very strongly about those things that they have
added, drawing from the state as well as national sample codes of ethics. The intent was
honest.
The Board agreed to take this matter to the Strategic Planning Council for discussion in
the fall. Board members agreed to be present at that meeting to discuss the reasons why
they are proposing this change. Board action will be postponed until after the SPC has
met and discussed the matter.
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APPROVE REDUCTION IN FORCE
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

WHEREAS, due to lack of work and/or lack of funds, the Governing Board hereby finds
that it is in the best interest of the District to reduce and/or eliminate the following position,
which is held by a regular classified employee of the District, pursuant to Education Code
Sections 88014, 88015, 88117, and 88127; and also Board Policy CCE/AFT-15 entitled,
"Layoffs."
Accounting Assistant (1 FTE)
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the above-designated position shall be
reduced and/or eliminated as of August 8, 2003.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Governing Board sincerely regrets this action but
is taking this action in compliance with applicable law and in the best interest of the
District.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the SuperintendenUPresident or designee is
authorized and directed to give timely and proper layoff to all affected employees.
ADOPTED, this eighth day of July, 2003, by the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District.

Secretary To The Board

Date

Dr. Miyamoto and Dr. Amador explained that the Chancellor's Office has notified Palomar
that this position is not needed for the administration of the CCCSAT grant. Therefore, it
is being eliminated.
Ms. Chadwick asked if the CCCSAT grant has been funded. Jerry Patton responded that
it has not been funded and will not be until the budget has been passed. They have
agreed to pay certain expenses to keep the program open in the meanwhile. Dr. Amador
stated that there are 13 conditions that we needed to meet to get the grant. Some of
them were on direction and activities . Other things were listed because they are trying to
reduce the amount of money that is spent on CCCSAT. They looked at positions and
categories of positions . The Chancellor's Office is bringing down their own director of
CCCSAT who will not be an employee of our District. There have been several conditions
stated as a part of this grant renewal. As they looked at the fiscal piece, they noted that it
was over-staffed . As far as we know, this is the only position they are concerned about.
In the funding dollar amount from the Chancellor's Office, this position is not listed, so we
would not get any funding from them if and when the budget bill is signed, and if and
when the grant is funded .
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE AGREEMENTS FOR CONTINUED FUNDING FOR FISCAL YEAR 2003-04
FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER FROM CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION CHILD DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves
entering into local agreement numbers GCAM-3010 AND GPRE-3315 for continued
funding from the California Department of Education, Child Development Division, for the
Child Development Center for fiscal year 2003-04 and that the following District personnel
are hereby designated to sign contract documents for Fiscal Year 2003-04.
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, SuperintendenUPresident
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendentNice President for Finance and
Administrative Services
Exhibit M-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

APPROVE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER, ANNUAL AGENCY SELF-EVALUATION
REPORT, AND AUTHORIZE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNING BOARD TO
EXECUTE REPORT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves the
annual Agency Self-Evaluation Report for the Child Development Center and authorizes
the Secretary to the Governing Board to sign all documents evidencing said approval by
the Board. Exhibit M-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
5.

DISCUSSION: AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
The Governing Board hereby approves the listing of the following items on the agenda for
consideration at the next meeting : (There were none.)

N.

ADJOURNMENT
The meetv

was adjourned at 8:20 p.m.

~Mrul~/
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, AUGUST 12, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:01 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W ., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:01 p.m ., to discuss:
1.

Conference with Real Property Negotiator, pursuant to Government Code 54956.8.
Property: APN 219-161-17-00 through 19-00 and 21-00

4.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

6.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

BBB.

Superintendent/President

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7:01 p.m . There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.

~03
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STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Executive Assistant to
Superintendent/Governing Board
Norma Bean, Vice President, Administrative Association; Director, Extended Education
Mike Ellis, Director, Facilities
Stephanie Gonzales, Secretary, CCE/AFT; CCCSAT
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollment Services
Katie Townsend Merino, PFF; Associate Professor, Behavioral Sciences
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor
George Mozes, Director, Library/Educational Television
Jim Stoney, Chief, Campus Police
Mark Vernoy, Dean, Social and Behavioral Sciences

GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business .
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of July 8, 2003.
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Abstain (Jensen, Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador reported that Item H-4-c, page 4, has been removed from the agenda .

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen wished Mike Ell is a happy birthday and welcomed Mr. Evilsizer back.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Soto reported that he will be attending the Student Trustee Workshop in Sacramento this
weekend.
Mr. Jensen reported that he has a new grandson named Chad.
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Ms. Chadwick reported that she had attended a benefit for the Lake San Marcos Friends of
Palomar College. They had a golf tournament and an auction, and the room was packed. They
are staunch supporters of this campus. They recently contributed $10,000 to underwrite some of
the furnishings for the new Student Union.
Ms. Chadwick reminded everyone that Proposition 54 will be on the October 7 ballot. She
suggested that everyone should read it and see why many are planning to oppose it.
Ms. Chadwick reported that her daughter has just become engaged.
Mr. Evilsizer reported that he had a good time visiting family on his vacation. There is a lot going
on with the recall election and Proposition 54. He noted that various organizations are also in
opposition to Proposition 54. He also encouraged everyone to study it in that he feels it is
detrimental to education.
Dr. Nelson reported that she just returned from a month's trip to Ireland and Scotland last night
and is glad to be home safely.
G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT

Dr. Amador introduced Berta Cuaron, our new Assistant SuperintendenWice President of
Instruction, and briefly discussed her background .
Dr. Amador introduced Cindy Sabato, our new Director of Communications , and briefly discussed
her background.
Dr. Amador and Jerry Patton introduced Martin Good, our new Director of Fiscal Services, and
briefly discussed his background.
Dr. Amador reported that the Governor signed trailer bill 1754, which defers $2 million that the
community college system can spend in this year, but we won't get the money until July 1 in the
next fiscal year. In addition, this bill raises the tuition fee to $18 per unit. We do not know what
impact that will have on our students, but we are legally obligated to collect it. As this is $7 more
per unit, it probably will have an impact on access of students. Dr. Nelson stated that she hopes
we can get the message out that students can't afford not to come. Mr. Evilsizer noted that there
is also financial aid available to help students overcome the increased fees. Dr. Amador noted
that the UC and CSU increases are considerably higher than the community colleges' increase.
Herman Lee reported that we are up 1.2% in credit students for the fall semester, and we are flat
in headcount compared to last fall. We are over 20,600 in credit students and close to 22,000
total students.
Dr. Amador invited the Board to the Convocation on "Teaching and Learning Excellence" on
Friday, August 22. Continental breakfast will be available at 8 a.m . in front of the Dome. The
main session will be in the Dome with breakout sessions throughout the day. Lunch will be served
in the Student Union. Outstanding employee awards will be given to faculty, administrators, and
classified staff during the morning session. Several faculty members will share their success with
student learning outcomes with their peers.
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Berta Cuaron thanked the entire college community for welcoming her to Palomar.
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Ms. Cuaron acknowledged two faculty members who were recently featured in the North
County Times, Dr. Phil de Barros and William Jahnel.
Ms. Cuaron recognized Dean Mark Vernoy and Professor Karen Huffman, whose
psychology textbook has recently been translated into Portuguese.
We have recently hired three contract faculty; two in the nursing education department
and one in the dental assisting department. They will be invited to attend the next Board
meeting for introduction.
2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Joe Madrigal reported that Palomar students Trevor Jones and Marc Lomeli won the
Under 21 Open Junior Olympics Beach Volleyball Championships held last month at Will
Rogers State Beach in Pacific Palisades . These two student athletes won the Gold medal
in a tight three-game upset of the defending national champions. Trevor and Marc have
qualified to represent the United States in the 2004 Junior Beach Volleyball World
Championships to be held in Europe. This is quite an honor for Palomar.

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
Jerry Patton reported that the Chancellor's Office has given us a one-month extension for
the approval and submission of our budget. A resolution will be brought to the Board on
August 26 to approve that. We have to publish for public record and viewing three days
before the Board takes action on the budget. The Chancellor's Office is holding a
workshop on September 3 on interpreting the applications of the budget bill.
a.

Campus Crime Statistics Report
Chief Jim Stoney, Campus Police, distributed copies and discussed the Fiscal
Year 2002-2003 Crime Summary. Exhibit G-3-a. The Cleary Act requires that
we publish all statistics relating to crime. It is posted on our web site, and Student
Admissions and Records also distributes the data in brochures.
Chief Stoney briefly discussed the Campus Watch program which is now
underway. It is a reflection of Neighborhood Watch that is specifically designed
for this campus. Each of our police officers, community service officers, and
student CSOs is responsible for a couple of buildings on campus . The program
will also work into the disaster preparedness plan. Safety is the number one goal
of Campus Watch . Mr. Evilsizer asked that Chief Stoney be given a few minutes
to present his report to the entire campus community at Convocation. Mr.
McMullen and Chief Stoney noted that The Telescope will also feature this
information each week.

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar for discussion.
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ACCEPT GIFTS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors:
a.

Ambulance, Ford F350 , type 3, for use in simulating EMS calls in the EME
program, donated by American Medical Response, 8808 Balboa Avenue, Suite
150, San Diego, California 92123. Total cash value as estimated by donor is
$5,000 .00.

b.

Glass color and glass working tools for use in the Art Department, donated by
Eugene Goehler, 7201 Mimosa Drive, Carlsbad, California. Total cash value as
estimated by donor is $380.00.

c.

65 Dell Pentium PCs, Model No. GX 110, and 18 Dell Computer Monitors, 17", for
use in the R.O.P. Computer Repair program, donated by San Diego Futures
Foundation, (Lynn Anderson) P.O. Box 939011, San Diego , California 921939011. Total cash value as estimated by donor is $17,738.00.

d.

Four remanufactured HP ink cartridges for the Child Development Center
printers, donated by Barcode Printers, Inc., 3365 Mission Avenue, Suites C & D,
Oceanside, California 92054. Total cash value as estimated by donor is $50 .00.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
PERSONNEL
3.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS/ HISTORY
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions/History report, which
includes hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of July, 2003,
and short-term employees for the month of August, 2003. Exhibit H-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye
4.

RATIFY RESIGNATIONS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting the resignation of the following employees :
a.

JANICE M. BURTON, Health Programs Coordinator, Nursing Education/Dental
Assisting, effective October 1, 2003 (last day of employment 9/30/03).
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b.

SUSAN K. MCELHINNEY, Administrative Secretary, Public Safety Programs,
effective August 12, 2003 (last day of employment 8/11/2003).

c.

Item removed from agenda.

d.

JEANNE A. THOMPSON, Instructional Support Assistant I, Disability Resource
Center, effective July 9, 2003 (last day of employment 7/8/2003).

e.

BARRY B. ZEAIT, Outreach Coordinator, GEAR UP, effective August 10, 2003
(last day of employment 8/9/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
5.

INFORMATION : RETIREMENT

On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, the
following retirement has been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group II (receive
the employer-paid health benefits as provided to active employees and eligible
dependents until the retiree has reached the age of 65, dental for life) of the Retirement
Health and Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:
a.

6.

JUDITH MANCUSO, Advancement Office and College Foundation Coordinator,
Advancem ent, effective August 1, 2003.

RATIFY ASSIGNED TIME TO ACADEMIC CONTRACTS

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding assigned time and monthly stipends for faculty for
the 2003-2004 Academic Year:
Name

Assignment

Crouthamel, Steve
Schultz, Jay
Steirnagle, Michael
Davis, Haydn
Dowd, Bonnie
Boyajian, David
Studinka, Diane
Smith, Anthony
Stachelek, Paul
McDonough, Bruce
Barr, Rebecca
Rudy, Denise
Galli, Nancy
Trujillo, Alan
Esteban, Jose
Moffat, Debi
Hohman, Anne
Henson, Lynne
Evans, Martha
Rollins. Wade
Gilardi, Jim
Wiestling , Jay
Valdez, John

Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Director
Chair
Chair
Chai r
Director
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair

DepartmenUProqram

Assigned Monthly
Time
Stipend

American Indian Studies

20%

M

~%

Art
Behavioral Sciences
Business Education
Chemistry Department
Child Development
Computer Science & Info. Systems
Communications
Cooperative Education
Counseling Department
Dental Assisting
Design & Consumer Education

30%
40%
60%
20%
20%
60%
40%
20%
20%
20%
40%

~~S~OOH

~%

Economics, History, Political Science
Emergency Medical Education
English
English as a Second Language
Foreign Languages
Graphic Communications
Life Sciences
Mathematics
Multicultural Studies

60%
40%
60%
60%
60%
20%
60%
80%
20%

$388.60
$220.15
$220.15
$440.30
$440.30
$388.60
$388.60
$440.30
$414.50
$388.60
$438.86
$388.60
$414.50
$414.50
$440.30
$414.50
$440.30
$440.30
$440.30
$388.60
$440.30
$466.20
$388.60
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Nakajima, Takashi
Levy, Stan
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Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Chair
Director
Chair

Schaeffer, Joe
McDonald, Stephen
Arguello, Michael
DeBarros, Philip
Cnossen , Jon
Eberhart, Judy
Voth, Anne
Laughlin, Teresa

Nursing Education
Performing Arts
Performing Arts
Physical Education
Physics and Engineering
Reading Services
Speech Communications/
Forensics/ASL
Trade and Industry
English Lab
Academic Technology Resource Ctr.
Archaeology
Wellness/Fitness Center
Professional Development
Tenure Review and Evaluations
Committee Co-Chair
Math Leaming Center
Planetarium

Chair
Director
Coordinator
Coordinator
Coordinator
Coordinator
Coordinator
Curriculum
Chakkanakuzhi, Mathews Director
Lane, Mark
Director
Boyd, David
Theatre Technical
Director
Performing Arts
Liaison to the Children's Center
Studinka, Diane
English 10/50
Coordinator
Zacharias, Gary
Faculty Senate
Past President
Barkley, Chris
Secretary
Faculty Senate
Dowd, Bonnie
Faculty Senate
President
Spear, Steven
Vice President
Faculty Senate
Thompson, Sara
Miller, Maria
President
The Faculty
Chen, Lee
ESL Evening Coordinator - San Marcos
ESL Coordinator
Furch, Marty
ESL Student-Related Activities
Henson, Lyn ne
ESL Coordinator - Fallbrook
Khurana, Nimoli
Lowther, Carol
ESL Evening Coordinator - Escondido Center
ESL Student-Related Activities
Weldele, Colleen
Eberhart, Judy
NCHEA Director
Artist in Residence - President's Associates
Gach, Peter
Tagg, John
Pew Forum Undergraduate Leaming Project

60%
30%
30%
60%
20%
20%

$440.30
$220.15
$220.15
$440.30
$388.60
$388.60

40%
40%
50%
60%
20%
25%
80%
80%
20%
20%
50%

$414.50
$414.50

20%
20%
13.33%
20%
20%
60%
20%
20%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%
20%
40%
46.67%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
7.

RATIFY NEW ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the approval of the following new administrative
positions:

a.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

CCCSAT PROJECT DIRECTOR
Educational Television
6281
New?:
Yes
Funded - CCCSAT
71/1
Salary:
$6,677.35/month
100%
No Mos:
12
August1,2003
K-212100-318100-61320-1612190/100%
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b.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Full-time?:
Effective:
Account(s):

E-CONFERENCING PROJECT DIRECTOR
Educational Television
Yes
6282
New?:
Funded - e-Conferencing
$6,677.35/month
Salary:
71/1
#of Mos:
12
100%
August 1, 2003
K-212100-318100-61320-1612191/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
8.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified positions:

a.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account(s):
Note:

b.

POLICE SERGEANT
Position:
Campus Police
Department:
Carlos Vargas
Name:
5868
New?:
No
Position#:
Position was grade 31 on the unit schedule.
Remarks:
September 1, 2003
Effective:
#of Mos:
12
% of position: 100%
Salary:
$4,611.81/month
Sal Grade/Stp: 5014
K-212100-543100-69500-1812070/100%
Account(s):
Position will be removed from the bargainning unit represented
Note:
by the CCE/AFT and placed in CAST.

POLICE SERGEANT
Campus Police
Stephen E. Keith
No
6134
New?:
Position was grade 31 on the unit schedule.
September 1, 2003
#of Mos:
12
100%
50/2
Salary:
$4,177.80/month
K-212 100-543100-69500-181 2070/ 100%
Position will be removed from the bargainning unit represented
by the CCE/AFT and placed in CAST.

The Vote was unanimous.
Stud ent Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY CHANGE TO CLASSIFIED POSITION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the change of the following classified position :

a.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT ASSIST ANT
Vacant
Economics, History, and Political Science
5454
New?:
No
Increase position from 11 months to 12 months
19/1
Salary:
$2,605.14/month
100%
# Mos: 12
July 10, 2003
A-212200~365100-60910-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective June 11 , 2003, through September 2, 2003, to
RENE M. ROSELIN, Master Teacher II, Child Development Center.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
11.

RATIFY ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following administrative employees:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MARTIN D. GOOD
Director
Fiscal Services
5584
New?:
No
Replacement for Lois Meyer
7015
Salary:
$7,935.13/month
# of Mos:
100%
12
July 21, 2003
A-212100-551100-67200-0000000/100%
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b.

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

CINDY M. SABATO
Director of Communications
Communications/Marketing
Yes
6277
New?:
Position approved 5/13/03
Salary:
$5,757.70/month
57/5
#of Mos:
12
100%
August 11 , 2003
A-212100-212400-67120-0000000/95%
A-212100-212200-67120-0000000/5%

c.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MOLLIE R. SMITH
Director
Occupational and Noncredit Programs
5227
New?:
No
Replacement for Wilma Owens
68/4
Salary:
$7, 188.82/month
#of Mos:
12
100%
August13,2003
A-123400-339100-60100-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
12.

RATIFY NEW CLASSIFIED POSITIONS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the approval of the following new classified
positions:

a.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account(s):

GEAR UP OUTREACH COORDINATOR
GEAR UP
6280
New?:
Yes
Funded - Federal Grant
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
#of Mos:
100%
12
August1,2003
K-21220047120064990-1112320/100%

b.

Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks :
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position :
Effective:
Account(s):

GEAR UP OUTREACH COORDINATOR
GEAR UP
6283
New?:
Yes
Funded - Federal Grant
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
August1,2003
K-21220047120064990-1112320/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employee:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MICHELLE L. FIFIELD
Wellness/Fitness Center Outreach Coordinator
Athletic Department
6279
New?:
Yes
Position approved 7/8/03; funded - Wellness/Fitness Center.
20/1
Salary:
$1,201.56/month
45%
#of Mos:
12
July 28, 2003
K-212200-523100-68100-1812500/100%

The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

RATIFY ACADEMIC EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following academic employees:

a.

CHANTALM.FLANAGAN
S.S., Nursing
M.S., Nursing
Assistant Professor (Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing)
Position :
Department:
Nursing Education
5295
New?:
Position#:
No
Remarks:
Replacement for Pat Worret
Sal Grade/Stp: D/1
Salary:
$4,235.12/month
% of Position : 100%
# of Mos:
10
Effective:
August22,2003
Account #(s): A-111000-348200-12030-0000000/100%

b.

BARBARA SERVATKA
S.S. , Nursing
M.S., Nursing
Position :
Assistant Professor (Gerontology/Medical-Surgical Nursing)
Nursing Education
Department:
5296
New?:
No
Position#:
Replacement for Pat Schmidt
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp: C/1
Salary:
$4,037.64/month
% of Position: 100%
#of Mos :
10
August22,2003
Effective:
Account #(s): A-111000-348200-12030-0000000/ 100%

Name:
Degree:

Name:
Degree:
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c.

MARI C. STEFFENSMEIER
B.A. , Psychology
M.Ed., Counseling
WIA Counselor/Contract Administrator
Position:
Counseling and Matriculation
Department
No
5809
New?:
Position#:
Funded position
Remarks:
$2,710.01/month
Sal Grade/Stp: C/8
Salary:
11
#ofMos:
% of Position: 50%
July 1, 2003
Effective:
Account #(s): K-122100-462100-63100-1812105/100%
This a specially funded position . See Education Code Section
Note:
87470 . Continued employment is dependent upon project
funding . Service shall not be included in computing service
required as a prerequisite to attainment of, or eligibility to,
classification as a regular employee.

Name:
Degree:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
15.

RATIFY SWORN CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following sworn classified employee:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

MICHAEL J. SCRANTON
Police Officer I
Palomar College Police Department
6060
New?:
No
Replacement for Carlos Vargas; funded - Parking Lot Fees.
31/1
Salary:
$3,490.69/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
August15,2003
K-2 12200-543100-69500-1812070/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
16.

GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications
for the disciplines listed:
Timothy Cain - Behavioral Sciences
Jack McCurrie - Behavioral Sciences
Robert Jackson, Jr. - Trades ahd Industry
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty,
at the rates indicated for Fall 2003 (day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are not
scheduled to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:
FALL, 2003
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Cain, Timothy

Religious Studies
B.A., Pastoral Studies
M.A.B., Biblical Studies

$38.24

Hoskins, Bruce

Sociology
A.A., Mathematics
B.A., Ethnic Studies
M.A ., Sociology

$38 .24

McCurrie, Jack

Psychology
Eminence in Addictions Treatment

$37.01

Chemistry
B.S., Chemistry
M.S., Applied Chemistry
Ph.D., Applied Chemistry

$40.71

Child Development
B.A. , Speech, Language, & Hearing Sciences
M.S., Child Development

$38.24

CHEMISTRY
Salami, Bahman

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Fererro, Jennifer

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Holt, Steven
Computer Science and Information Systems
B.S., Computer Science
2 +Years Experience
COMMUNICATIONS
Allen, Mary Kristen

Photography
B.F.A., Art
2 +Years Experience

ECONOMICS, HISTORY, AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Cox, Keith
History
B.A. , History
M.A., History
ENGLISH
Ferguson , Mary

English
B.A., Languages and Literature
M.F.A., Creative Writing

$37.01

$37.01

$39.47

$38.24
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Hare, Melanie

English
A.A. , General Studies
B.A., English
M.A., Literatures in English

$38.24

Moore, Henrietta

English
B.A., Literature and Writing Studies
M.A., English

$38.24

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Richey, Tamara
English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
B.A., Liberal Studies
M.E., Bilingual/Multicultural Education
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
Abril, Mari
Graphic Communications
B.F.A., Graphic Design
2 +Years Experience
LIFE SCIENCES
Shearer, Allison

Biology
B.S., Biology
M.S., Biology

OCCUPATIONAL AND NONCREDIT PROGRAMS
Supervision
James, Larry
B.S.E.E., Electrical Engineering
M.B.A., Business Management
TRADES AND INDUSTRY
Jackson Jr., Robert

Stephens, David

$38.24

$37.01

$38.24

$38.24

Cabinet and Furniture Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Trades and Industry Discipline

$37.01

Cabinet and Furniture Technology
B.A. , Industrial Arts
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY CORRECTION TO ACADEMIC CONTRACT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the correction to the following academic contract:

a.

Name:
Degree:
Position:
Department:
Remarks:

ADELINA ACEVEDO

Equivalent to B.S., Dentistry
Assistant Professor
Dental Assisting
Increased step placement due to verification of previous related
work experience.
Sal Grade/Stp: B/8
Salary:
$5,222.65/month
% of position: 100%
10
#of Mos:
Effective:
August22, 2003
Account #(s): A-111000-344200-12041-0000000/ 100%
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

FISCAL SERVICES
19.

AUTHORIZE DRAWING NEW WARRANT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows :
Warrant# 76-084799 Dated 10/01/02, in the amount of $22 .00 to Omar R. Rabulan, 325
Pomelo Drive, Apt B2 , Vista, CA 92081 . Void due to stale dating.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

20.

APPROVE BANK SIGNATURE AUTHORIZATIONS FOR PERIOD AUGUST 13, 2003,
THROUGH JUNE 30, 2004
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
in California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California, for Palomar Community College
Financial Aid Federal Account:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
and
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services.
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The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
to the Palomar Community College Transfer Account deposited in California Bank & Trust,
San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
or
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
to the Palomar Community College Revolving Cash Fund in California Bank & Trust, San
Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
or
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently deposited
to the Palomar Community College District Associated Students Checking and Savings in
California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
or
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services
and
Amador Soto, President, Associated Student Government
or
Jasper Sabile, Vice President of State Affairs, Associated Student Government.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Community College District EOPS Emergency Loan Fund in California Bank &
Trust, San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
and
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Community College in the San Diego County Treasury:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
and
Martin Good , Director, Fiscal Services.
The Governing Board authorizes two of the following to deposit/withdraw funds currently
deposited to the Palomar College Payroll Account (automatic payroll deposit account) in
California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California:
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations
Esperanza Flores, Manager, Payroll Services
Janien A. Lau-Thompson, Payroll Assistant.
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The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Community College, State of California--Cal Grant Account in California Bank &
T rust, San Marcos, California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
and
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services.
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar Community College, Payroll Electronic Funds Transfer Account for State Taxes in
California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California :
Esperanza Flores, Manager, Payroll Services,
or
Janien A. Lau-Thompson, Payroll Assistant,
and
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager, Fiscal Operations
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar College/Tenancies, Escondido Center in California Bank & Trust, San Marcos,
California:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
and
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services
The Governing Board authorizes the following to deposit/withdraw funds deposited to the
Palomar College Payroll Electronic Funds Transfer-Federal Taxes account in California
Bank & Trust, San Marcos, Californ ia:
Esperanza Flores, Manager. Payroll Services,
or
Janien Lau-Thompson, Payroll Assistant.
Martin Good, Director, Fiscal Services
Kiely Keane-Alt, Manager Fiscal Operations
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
21.

Item was removed from the Consent Calendar for discussion.

Exhibit H-20
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APPROVE RESOLUTION TO NAME CUSTODIAN OF REVOLVING CASH FUND
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson
RESOLUTION 03-20766

WHEREAS, there is a need for a Revolving Cash Fund for Fiscal Operations of the
District;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the custodian of the Revolving Cash Fund in the
amount of $25,000.00 in the California Bank & Trust, San Marcos, California, be Martin
Good, Director, Fiscal Services; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Revolving Cash Fund has been established for the
use of the Vice President, Administrative Services, and the Director, Fiscal Services, in
securing or purchasing services and/or materials, and for otherwise authorized purposes,
including prepayments and salary advances. Exhibit H-22
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
23.

APPROVE QUARTERLY REPORT OF CFO REGARDING DISCLOSURE OF DISTRICT
INVESTMENTS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Quarterly Report of Chief Financial Officer
Regarding Disclosure of District Investments as of June 30, 2003. Exhibit H-23
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
Administration of Oath of Office to Police Officer Michael J . Scranton
At this time, Mr. McMullen administered the oath of office to Police Officer Michael J. Scranton .

I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the following
purchases are made against the 2003-2004 fiscal year budget:
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Travel
Employment Ads
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Agreement/Annual
Utilities
Procurement Card
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0440000
0450000
0465000
0470000
0475000
0480000
0495000
Time Period:
Time Period:

through
0440024
through
0450011
through
0465003
through
0470070
through
0475010
through
0480052
through
0495023
05/23/03 - 06/22/03
06/23/03 - 07122103

Total

$ 79,031.63
$
5,024.50
$
1,331.04
$ 470,937.78
$ 22,288.00
$ 139,692.62
$1,506,203.92
$ 79,613.53
$ 45,084.98
$2 349 208.00

Mr. Evilsizer requested clarification of the Utilities amount of $1 ,506,203.92. Mr. Patton
responded that this amount is an encumbrance for the 2003-04 fiscal year. Mike Ellis will
be presenting a report on the College's energy conservation efforts at the next meeting.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
21.

AUTHORIZE SIGNATURES FOR COUNTY BUSINESS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the following business procedures, effective
August 13, 2003, through June 30, 2004:
a.

Persons authorized, pursuant to the provisions of the Education Code Section
85232, to sign any and all school orders in the name of the District, drawn on the
funds of the District:
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and
Administrative Services
and
Martin Good, Director of Fiscal Services

b.

Person authorized to receive mail from the Accounting Section of the San Diego
County Office of Education :
Martin Good, Director of Fiscal Services

Exhibit H-21

Mr. Evilsizer asked for clarification on item a. Mr. Good reported that both signatures are
required . It was agreed that the word "and" should be inserted between the two names.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate - There was no report.

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation - There was no report.
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INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty - There was no report.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association - There was no report.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto reported that the ASG is looking forward to working with the staff in
representing the students of this College during the upcoming year. The ASG is also
looking forward to recruiting more members.
Some ASG members attended the BECA Foundation dinner on July 12.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS - There were none.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE RENEWAL OF MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT WITH BITCENTRAL FOR
CCCSAT NETWORK
MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the renewal of a maintenance agreement with
BitCentral to provide all labor, materials, tools, and utility services, including warranty and
maintenance work, for the California Community Colleges Satellite Network. (A joint
project of the Palomar Community College District and the California Community
Colleges' Chancellor's Office.) The term of the agreement shall be for one year, effective
July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004, in the amount $88 ,646.00. Payments of $7,387 .17
are to be paid monthly until the final assessment of the new budget bill and subsequent
trailer bills are analyzed. At the time of confirmation of the full funds available for the
grant, the remainder of balance is due in fu ll within thirty (30) days according to the terms
of the agreement. Funds will be provided through the CCCSAT Maintenance Agreement
account. Exhibit M-1
Ms. Chadwick requested verification that the coverage is such that wh atever they don't
cover, we have the ability to manage on campus. Dr. Mozes responded that we do.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye
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APPROVE ANNUAL RENEWAL APPLICATION OF DISTRICT TO PARTICIPATE IN
THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, CHILD CARE FOOD PROGRAM
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2003-04
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the renewal application for the Child Development
Center to participate in the California Department of Education, Child Care Food
Program for the 2003-04 fiscal year and authorizes Diane Studinka, Child Development
Department Chairperson. to be the authorized representative for this program . Exhibit
M-2
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

3.

APPROVE CONTRACT AND ACCEPT FUNDING FROM CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION CHILD DEVELOPMENT DIVISION FOR RENOVATION AND
REPAIRS OF CHILD CARE CENTERS
MSC

Nelson, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the contract and accepts funding in an amount not
to exceed $19,500.00, effective July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2005, from the California
Department of Education, Child Development Division, for renovation and repair
projects at the Child Development Centers on the San Marcos campus and at the
Escondido Center.
The Governing Board hereby authorizes the following District personnel to sign contract
documents for acceptance of the funding:
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President
Jerry R. Patton, Assistant SuperintendenWice President for Finance and Administrative
Exhibit M-3
Services
Ms. Chadwick asked what type of repairs are involved in this item. Dr. Vernoy responded
that it is for maintenance and upgrades in the portable buildings housing the Child
Development Center.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

4.

DECLARE VEHICLES SURPLUS AND AUTHORIZE LOCAL PUBLIC AUCTION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby declares the vehicles, identified in the attached
memorandum as Exhibit "A," and incorporated herein by this reference, surplus, and that
they shall be for sale along with the surplus vehicles identified in the attached
memorandum as Exhibit "B," and incorporated herein by this reference, at a local public
auction to be conducted by the Director of Facilities on September 5, 2003, in accordance
with District Procedure 552 and California Education Code Section 81450. Exhibit M-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE CONSTRUCTION OF DSA-APPROVED MODULAR BUILDING FOR THE
RELOCATION OF CAMPUS POLICE TO SAN MARCOS CAMPUS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the construction of a 3,600 sq. ft., semipermanent modular building to be located east of the Howard Brubeck Theatre. The
multi-purpose building will house the administrative and operational offices of the Palomar
College Campus Police. Cost of the building is $336,292.31 . The Facilities department
will do all site preparation to include grading, construction of stem wall foundation, and
connection to existing utility lines at a cost of $96,580.00. Removal of old building and
constructing a kiosk in the ingress/egress island is $40,000.00. The project will be funded
through the San Marcos Redevelopment Agreement. Exhibit M-5
Ms. Chadwick asked why we are doing this now. Mr. Patton responded that it is felt that
this is an opportune time to bring the Campus Police back to campus. The funding will
come totally from the San Marcos Redevelopment Agency funds. No general funds will
be expended. We would like to have the construction completed by the middle to end of
the fall semester. The exterior of the building will match the exterior of the Brubeck
Theatre.
Mike Ellis pointed out the area on the aerial map in which the building will be located. All
police operations will be joined here on campus . This will also free up space in the Santar
Place building for instructional use.
Ms. Chadwick stated that she is proud to support this. Security is one of the most
important things we have that we need to deal with. This will certainly make people feel a
lot more secure.
Mr. Patton noted that ohe of the difficulties visitors have when they come here is
determining where to go . The kiosk that will be constructed at the entrance will be treated
as a public information booth with an officer on duty.
Mr. Evilsizer asked, 'This move from the San Marcos public facilities to an on-campus
site amounts to about 3,600 square feet, is that true of the old site, will that free up space
that's vacated that we can utilize perhaps for classroom teaching?" Mr. Patton and Dr.
Amador responded affirmatively.
Dr. Nelson asked about the lease arrangement with the City of San Marcos on the Santar
Place building. Mr. Patton responded that the lease is for five years and is renewable with
first right of refusal.
Mr. Evilsizer asked what becomes of the modular building now at the front of the campus
that is currently utilized by the Police Department. Mr. Patton responded that it may help
us with swing space whenever we need a place to put someone temporarily.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH SAN DIEGO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS FOR OPERATION OF REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM, FY 20032004

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves an agreement between the Palomar Community
College District and the San Diego County Superintendent of Schools for the operation of
the Regional Occupational Program courses and services for fiscal year 2003-2004
(effective July 1, 2003, and terminating June 30, 2004), with an estimated budget,
including carry-over, in the amount of $1,530,395.00, and the SuperintendenUPresident of
the District is hereby authorized to execute the agreement on behalf of the District.
Exhibit M-6
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
7.

EXCUSE ABSENCE OF MEMBERS

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

In accordance with Section 72425(c) of the California Education Code, the Governing
Board finds that the absences of Mark Evilsizer and Ralph Jensen from the Governing
Board Meeting held July 8, 2003, are excused due to the trustees being out of the area on
vacation and on business .
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Abstain (Evilsizer, Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
8.

DISCUSSION: AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING

The Governing Board hereby approves the listing of the following items on the agenda for
consideration at the next meeting:
Mr. Evilsizer requested permission to invite guests to make a ten-minute presentation at
the next meeting regarding a program they have developed for Latino junior high school
boys to encourage them to stay in school. They use role models to share career paths
and professional targets.
Ms. Chadwick requested a report on the draft master plan. Dr. Amador reported that, if all
goes well, it should be ready for approval at that meeting.
N.

ADJOURNMENT

President
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, AUGUST 26, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A., VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH .D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., Superintendent/President
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m., to discuss:
3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

5.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

BBB.

Superintendent/President

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7:00 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Jenny Akins, Vice President, Confidential and Supervisory Team ; Purchasing Supervisor
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Michelle Barton . Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Mike Ellis, Director, Facilities
Tricia Frady, Vice President, CCE/AFT; Accountant, Fiscal Services
Kelley Hudson-Macisaac, Manager, Environmental Health and Safety/Facilities Planning
Ken Jay, President, Administrative Association; Director, Business Services
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Adjunct Faculty, English
Wilma Owens, Dean, Career, Technical, and Extended Education
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Mark Vernoy, Dean, Social and Behavioral Sciences
John Woods, Director, Athletics
GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
QUORUM ESTAB LISH ED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag , Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of August 12, 2003,
with the following addition on page 22, item M-5:
Mr. Evilsizer asked, "This move from the San Marcos public facilities to an on-campus
site amounts to about 3,600 square feet, is that true of the old site? Will that free up
space that's vacated that we can utilize perhaps for classroom teaching?" Mr. Patton and
Dr. Amador responded affirmatively.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA
Dr. Amador announced that item M-4 was being removed from the agenda because the speakers
were unable to be present.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT - There was no report.
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REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Soto reported that he attended the CCCT Workshop in Sacramento where he learned the role
of the Student Trustee. He also met and spoke with other Student Trustees and compared their
Governing Board meetings. He still bel ieves this is the best Governing Board.
Mr. Jensen reported that he, Trustee Evilsizer, and Mr. Patton had a Finance Committee meeting
this afternoon . They met with the Wachovia Securities representative regarding the possibility of
investing some of the College's funds. It sounds like a very prudent and interesting concept which
will be discussed further.
Ms. Chadwick noted the increase in traffic now that classes have resumed. She stated that she
thinks the transit center is nice and that one of these days, we'll have the Sprinter.
Ms. Chadwick reported that she attended the Convocation on Friday. It is awe inspiring to listen
to everyone's accomplishments and what we are going to be heading for and all the people who
were given awards for a variety of reasons. She stated that it really makes her proud to be part of
this organization with the faculty and the staff and the kinds of things that happen here. She
stated, "you all deserve our warmest applause for all that you do."
Ms. Chadwick asked everyone to lobby any State Senator regarding AB 1417, which is in the
Senate Appropriations Committee. This bill would guarantee that community colleges would have
the property tax backfill that K-12 school districts have. If we could get it out of that committee,
the Governor has indicated that he will sign it. This is a very important step for us .
Mr. Evilsizer welcomed everyone back to a new fall semester. He knows all the students are
going to charge hard and do well again this year. He stated that it has been an interesting year
thus far. We've had a lot of challenges in the budget arena for the state, and there are elections
coming up which will create some new challenges for us. He stated that he is proud that this
institution weathered a pretty severe storm, and we didn't have a lot of layoffs, and we didn't lose
a lot of people, although there were some retirements and some early retirements and incentives
set up. We did cut down on some administrative positions as part of reorganization . He thinks
overall, we should be proud of our institution and how we weathered and came out of that. It is
certainly not over yet, but he thinks it shows how well we work together. He wanted to compliment
everybody on that.
Dr. Nelson reported that she had also attended the Convocation. It was a wonderful celebration
of faculty best practices and the inspiration that they bring to the campus . It is wonderful to have
them back. She also attended the workshop on assessment of outcomes presented by the Vice
President of Long Beach City College, which was well attended. It is going to be a fascinating
year. She is glad measuring our outcomes is going to be a focus of the year as it is so important.
Getting more out of what we do in the classroom is a very exciting concept. It bodes well for the
campus that there was that much interest. The fact that it is part of the Strategic Plan and it is
going to be focused on makes this a very exciting year.
Dr. Nelson reported that she read the Master Plan in detail and stated that it is a work of art of
which we should be proud.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
a.

Analysis of Public Safety Programs: Fire and Police Academies. Administration
of Justice. In-Service Training
Berta Cuaron introduced Wilma Owens, who presented an overview of the public
safety programs offered by the College and answered questions from Board
members. It is the District's priority to meet the needs of local employers and
offer a diverse array of programs. We balance the core curriculum and add
classes that reinforce existing degree and certificate programs. The possibility of
adding new classes has been considered; however, doing so now would increase
costs and would not generate additional revenue because the District is at or
above cap in the current year.
It was noted that the Escondido Chief of Police is on our Advisory Committee and
provides the use of their firing range at no cost to the College. An Industry
Appreciation Day is planned for April, 2004, where those who have done special
things for us will be honored. Exhibit G-1-a
Mr. Evilsizer noted that the demand for these programs is huge, and we have
waiting lists of students. It seems to him that this is a good revenue generating
program if we could package it in a way that we are efficient and are not
overrunning our caps. He asked, " With the national security initiatives that are
taking place, with some of the homeland security things that are taking place, is it
possible to look at getting some waivers to truly optimize the offerings in these
programs? Cap waivers where we could get consideration for meeting a higher
demand and not capping out?" Mr. Patton responded that the most difficult thing
that we face is that our mission is so great, and instruction has a difficult time
balancing these courses and making sure we integrate our degrees and
certificate programs and, at the same time, look at these programs that are so
desperately needed. The state regulations put us at a cap, and we cannot
exceed that cap. It is a calculated cap that is provided for every community
college. We are required to do this, but, at the same time, they won't fund it.
When they do fund it, there are equalization issues. Mr. Evilsizer asked if there is
an appeal mechanism or process through the Chancellor's Office we could use.
Mr. Patton responded that we have been that route so many times and tried to
get some sympathetic ears to listen when we say the funding process is unfair to
us. It boils down to that legislative process of who gets the money in the state.
Ms. Owens noted that adding more classes also means hiring more instructors
and staff and finding more facilities . We are scrambling right now because we
already use the facility to the maximum. Even if we remodeled, that facility can
hold only so many people. That means going out, finding another facility, and
renting more space. You have to balance all of these considerations .
Dr. Nelson asked the percentage of students who get jobs within the
departments. Ms. Owens responded that in the fire academy, it is 95%, and in
the police academy, it is 74-75%. Those who fail to get hired usually do so
because of some problem in their background. As a college, we cannot delve
into their backgrounds, but police agencies can do so during the hiring process.
We have one of the highest placement rates in the state. In most cases, they
graduate one day and are stepping into a $50,000 a year job the next day.
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Mr. Evilsizer asked if it is fair to say that we are not able to meet the needs or the
demand. Ms. Owens responded that we are meeting the needs adequately of the
area that we serve. We are not getting any complaints from the public safety
entities in our community.
Mr. Evilsizer stated that nursing is another area where we have similar challenges
with facilities and faculty. He sees these as challenges for us to continue to fight
for change. He stated that he would be more than happy to work alongside staff
to help push some of that.
Dr. Amador stated that one of the issues we face is the number of college
districts that are over their cap. The system served over 100,000 students this
year without receiving funds for them. We are serving more students than the
state is paying for. In addition , the state is not paying the total amount of
instruction. At some point, you cannot offer more because you are not offering
quality. The police and fire classes must be of the highest quality. It costs
money, and we don't have the money to offer more classes. If we add a few
more students to each class, we would be compromising safety. We also would
be short on supplies, and they would likely be unable to be hired when they finish
the program . The same is true of the nursing program . After cutting our supply
budgets and capital outlay budgets for instruction this year, we are now at the
point where we are facing a quality issue. It is now an access issue for us and for
all the other colleges in our system .
Dr. Nelson pointed out that our neighboring colleges that have these same
programs would say that they, too, want to serve more students. They would ask
why our need is greater than theirs .
Ms. Chadwick stated that we should be very pleased and proud that this program
has the quality reputation that it has . Tom Plotts is well known and has done a
remarkable job balancing all of the things we've talked about. We have nothing
but laud and praise from everyone in this area. It is quality; we are thankful that
we have such quality people. Ms. Owens' presentation bears that out.
Dr. Amador reported that the Police Academy had recently undergone Police
Officer Standards Training (P.O.S.T.) Accreditation. She, Tom Plotts, and Ms.
Cuaron attended the exit interview and were pleased to hear that the program
received an excellent review. The Fullerton College Director of Public Safety
Programs said that he tried to emulate our program because that is the standard
to achieve.
2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
a.

Nike Sponsorship of Athletic Programs
Joe Madrigal reported that, given the budget situation and the challenges that we
have, one of the goals he and John Woods have developed for the athletic
program is to explore external revenue sources. Mr. Madrigal thanked Bruce
Kauffman for the nice article in the North County Times on the Nike sponsorship.
Mr. Woods discussed the College's recent acquisition of Nike sponsorship of
athletic programs and the financial benefits it will bring to both the student
athletes and the College in purchasing apparel for their teams. Palomar is one of
only 30 colleges nationwide that Nike sponsors. Mr. Evilsizer asked the length of
the agreement with Nike. Mr. Woods responded that it is a three-year
agreement. Mr. Evilsizer asked to be reassured that the general fund is in no way
involved in this agreement. Mr. Woods responded that it is not.
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Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Energy-Saving Projects Update
Jerry Patton introduced Mike Ellis, who presented an update on energy
conservation projects completed, ongoing, and planned for the College and
answered questions from Board members. Mr. Ellis noted that the District has
had a very successful energy conservation program in place for the last 20 years.
He displayed a chart indicating how the energy conservation program has
lowered electrical consumption over the past three years. Exhibit G-3-a
Ms. Chadwick asked how much money is needed annually for projects such as
these. Mr. Ellis responded that it varies, depending upon funding received from
state scheduled maintenance. They would have to identify the specific projects
and go out and do a cost estimate for them, which they have not done because
the funding is not available. In the last phase, they spent almost a million dollars .
From the 2001 state budget act, they had an allocation of almost $550,000 for
energy conservation and about $500,000 for state scheduled maintenance
projects. Other than that, it probably runs $15,000 to $30,000 a year maximum.
Mr. Evilsizer asked how this integrates with the new facilities planning and review
and making sure that we are applying energy conservation on some of our new
facilities. Mr. Ellis responded that we first give our criteria to our engineers when
they design a project. After they finish the design , we turn it over to SDG&E for
review and incentive awards. Right now, SDG&E has the plans for the High-Tech
building, and they are going over them to see what kind of incentive they will give
us for that. We use SDG&E as much as we can. Jerry Patton added that Mr.
Ellis works with the engineers as they design the facilities in terms of energy
efficiency and making them conducive to low maintenance costs .

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.

Dr. Amador reported that our enrollment is flat. Through yesterday, we were down .08% from last
fall. Our total head count is 27,724, so we are about where we were at this time last fall. We
have some unknowns still in the fee collection. We won't know the results of that for another
couple of weeks.
Dr. Amador reported that she has received a report from the executive director of Phi Theta
Kappa comparing our chapter with all the 59 chapters in the state. Of the 13 categories that are
rated, we were rated positive on 12. That is why we are a five-star award level college and
received a lot of recognition. Marilyn Lunde has been recognized as one of the main contributors
of that. Dan Arnsan was the faculty advisor last year, but he has now retired .
Dr. Amador reminded the Board that the grand opening for the Student Center is on September 4
at 11 :30 a.m.
On September 6, the Police Academy graduation will take place at 10 a.m. at the San Marcos
Civic Center, and the first home football game will take place at 1 p.m. at Escondido High School.
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CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

FISCAL SERVICES
1.

ADOPT NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING FOR 2003-2004 ANNUAL FINANCIAL
BUDGET REPORT (CFS-311)
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves that the proposed 2003-2004 Annual Financial
and Budget Report of th e Palomar Community College District will be on display and
available for public inspection Monday, October 6, 2003, through Friday, October 10,
2003, 8:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m ., in Fiscal Services, Room A-2, Administration Building,
Palomar College, San Marcos Campus , 1140 West Mission Road, San Marcos,
California.
Further, the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District will conduct a
Public Hearing on the Annual Financial and Budget Report at a meeting of the Governing
Board on Tuesday, October 14, 2003, 7:00 p.m ., in the Governing Board Room , Palomar
College, San Marcos Campus, 1140 West Mission Road , San Marcos, California . Said
Revised Notice of Public Hearing is to be published by the North County Times on
September 8, 9, or 10, 2003. Exhibit H-1
The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

PERSONNEL
2.

INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AWARDS
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees in the
Classified Unit, the following employees are granted a $500 annual stipend, prorated on a
monthly basis, effective July 1, 2003:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Linda Willis
Academic Department Assistant
Foreign Languages
Job Related

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Lisa Hornsby
Sr. Administrative Secretary
Languages & Literature Division
B.A. Degree Courses
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APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS REPORT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires of short-term employees for the month of August, 2003. Exhibit H-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS
1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear reported that the Senate had its first meeting of the year and has put out a
call for volunteers for committees. They are going to be looking at the process of
committee appointments because there is some confusion there.
The Senate resolved the NCHEA Directorship at yesterday's meeting .
They have appointed Sara Thompson and Bonnie Dowd to a joint council with PFF so
they may now work as a well-oiled machine.
They sent the Learning Culture Task Force to Academic Standards and Practices
Committee.
They have two contentious issues that they started discussing yesterday, and they will be
getting back to them on September 15. One is concern on the part of some faculty
members about academic department assistants and their replacements as they retire.
The other is the Student Learning Outcomes Task Force - some faculty members are
concerned about the representation of faculty on that committee. They will be working
with Dr. Amador on this and will bring it back up on September 15.
September 8 is the annual Faculty Senate orientation meeting . They have invited the
President and Vice Presidents to attend . The Senate is looking forward to a productive
year.

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Millet reported that four faculty members attended the Union Leadership Institute, a
week-long institute that is sponsored by California Federation of Teachers at Asilomar.
Each person who goes takes a 30-hour course. Members of the faculty took the
negotiations course, communications course, grievance administration course, and
leadership course. They felt it was a worthwhile week.
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They will be having a training workshop for their department reps toward the end of
September. They are anticipating a very eventful semester. Ms. Millet reported that she
and Mary Ann Drinan both attended the adjunct orientation and the convocation and had
some gatherings with faculty in and around that event. They feel like faculty are ready to
go.
3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller reported that there was a special meeting of The Faculty during Convocation.
They were pleased to see some of the Board members attend that meeting. Faculty
awards were presented during that time. The Distinguished Faculty Award winners were
Steve Bertram and Joseph Limer.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Ken Jay reported that the Administrative Association's Employee of the Year is Michelle
Barton.

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team
Jenny Akins reported that the Confidential and Supervisory Team wanted to take this
opportunity to applaud all the faculty and staff who were recognized for their unique
contributions to Palomar at Convocation on Friday. She also extended CAST's
appreciation and congratulations to all the Employees of the Year: Michelle Barton, Jeff
O'Bryant, Ralph Baker, Steve Bertram, and Joseph Limer. She thanked them all for their
hard work and dedication to the students and staff and faculty of Palomar College.

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT
Tricia Frady read the following resolution from the California Council of Classified
Employees:

Resolution in Memoriam
Zeda Barnett
Whereas, God in His infinite Wisdom , has seen fit to call our friend and fellow union
sister Zeda Barnett to her reward, and
Whereas, Zeda Barnett has on numerous occasions demonstrated her belief in the
importance of the California Council of Classified Employees as it related to her fellow
Union and non-Union brothers and sisters at Palomar College, and
Whereas, to those immediate relatives and friends, who are most heart-stricken at
the loss we have all sustained , we have but little of this world's consolation to offer;
We can only sincerely, deeply, and most affectionately sympathize with you in your
bereavement, Therefore, be it
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Resolved, that in the death of Zeda Barnett, the California Counc:;il of Classified
Employees has lost an active and beloved member, her mother a devoted daughter,
and the community an upright, honorable, and conscientious citizen who knew her
duty and dared to do it, And be it further
Resolved, that a copy of this RESOLUTION be forwarded to the Palomar College
Governing Board in order that it may be included in the minutes of their next
scheduled meeting, And be it further
Resolved, that a copy of this RESOLUTION be entered in the minutes and the
archives of the California Council of Classified Employees and the archives of Zeda's
Local, Palomar College CCE/AFT Local 4522, And be it
Finally Resolved, that the original RESOLUTION be presented to Zeda's mother,
Valerie Adams, on behalf of the 13,000 members of the California Council of
Classified Employees .
Respectfully submitted on this day of August 9, 2003
Ernest E. Carson, President
Peggy Gash, Northern Vice President
Velma Butler, Southern Vice President
Ms. Frady reported that the CCE would also like to congratulate all of the Employees of
the Year for their hard work and dedication.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto reported that ASG will have their first meeting tomorrow in SU-18 at 1
o'clock. He invited everyone to attend .
ASG has been distributing survivor kits with goodies to all the students and staff.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS - There were none.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE RESOLUTION SUPPORTING AB 1417- PROVIDING PROPERTY TAX
BACKFILL
MSC

Jensen , Chadwick

RESOLUTION 03-20767
Whereas, current provisions of state law provide "back-fill" protection to K-12 education in
the event that actual property tax collections are below those estimates included in the
annual state budget act and no such provision exists for community colleges, and ;
Whereas, the estimate of property tax revenues are prepared by the State Department of
Finance alone, making the community colleges vulnerable to loss of revenues due to
miscalculations or less-than-accurate estimation by another state agency, and;
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Whereas, th is creates significant financial hardship to community colleges and is usually
not determined until the fiscal year has ended and in most cases has not been restored
by the State in the year of loss;
Therefore, it is hereby resolved by the Governing Board of the Palomar Community
College District that efforts to provide equity and fairness to California's community
colleges in the form of property tax backfill is of great importance and necessity in
bringing financial stability to the largest higher education system in the nation and in the
best interests of the citizens of California.

It is further resolved that the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College
District hereby supports and applauds current legislation efforts in AB 1417 by Assembly
Member Pacheco to address this egregious circumstance and encourages other district
boards to do likewise by adopting this or a similar resolution.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

APPROVE WORKSHOP TO FORMULATE BOARD GOALS TO BE ONLY ITEM ON
AGENDAAT SEPTEMBER 23 BOARD MEETING; HOLD MEETING IN SU-18
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves that, unless an item requiring urgent action arises,
a workshop to formulate Governing Board goals for 2003-2004 be the only item on
the agenda at the September 23, 2003, meeting and that the meeting be held in SU-18 to
allow table-top workspace for Board members.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
3.

APPROVE MASTER PLAN 2022
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Palomar Community College District
Educational and Facilities Master Plan 2022. Exhibit M-3
Dr. Amador pointed out that there is an update of the Master Plan's project. In the final
editing, they made a few changes which changed the figures on page 140. The Board
was given a new page to replace the old page 140.
Ms. Chadwick made the following comments:
Page 3 - In the middle column under number 6 and number 7, she th inks the
laboratory should be under number 6. The primary concern is the kinds of
functions in these spaces, and laboratories are a major function. Saying that they
should not be close to the center of the campus is a disservice . On number 9
and perhaps 10, 11 , and 12, she couldn't find anything mentioning a parking
structure. She feels there should be some reference made to parking structures.
If nothing else, put it in the context of efficiencies.
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Page 43 - Are we using a building rating system? As you go through the
description and the history of the buildings , are we rating the buildings in any
way? Kelley Hudson-Macisaac reported that we conducted a facilities condition
assessment that rates the deficiencies in all of these buildings . Ms. Chadwick
suggested that these be legendized at the beginning of this discussion and that
the buildings be coded with these ratings in the document. She feels that is a
very pertinent piece of information, especially as we go to our constituencies and
begin to talk about the needs of these buildings. If we have this rating system,
there is a list of variables that each building is assessed on, and it yields a rating.
Pages 134 - 137 - Rather than having someone get to this point and try to
determ ine how to interpret this, Ms. Chadwick suggested that a summary by each
of our divisions be placed at the beginning of this section. It would give the
readers a sense of each one of these and where the growth is occurring . Then
place the detailed information after the summary. Dr. Amador suggested placing
the summary in the appendix because the divisions seem to change often. Ms.
Chadwick felt that it would be better to place the summary in the body and the
detail in the appendix.
Page 140 - This is a very important sheet that lists all the projects that would
implement what would be required to house all of the academic programs as they
are projected. We need to ensure that the title of this be consistent with Master
Plan 2022.
Page 147 - It would be useful to have a comment about parking structures and
how they fit or not fit.
Pages 224 - 225 in the appendix - The print is unreadable. This is a wonderful
spreadsheet, but it must be made legible.
Ms. Chadwick stated that this is an amazing document and it's almost ready.
Dr. Amador called on Michelle Barton who made the following comments: As a member
of the Educational and Facilities Master Planning Task Force and being invited throughout
the past year and a half to attend presentations where Dr. Vernoy has presented and has
posted everything on a web site and requested input, I can tell you that information in the
Master Plan has been out there. It is accessible information; it's on the web site. This
particular document is not on the web site yet because it is going through the editing
process.
Dr. Amador stated that a hard copy will be placed on reserve in the library for public
inspection.
Ms. Chadwick reiterated that this is a good document, and we should be proud of the
work that has been done on it.
Dr. Amador called on Mark Vernoy who asked for clarification of Ms. Chadwick's
suggestions regarding the information on page 134. Ms. Chadwick stated that she is
suggesting that a summary sheet showing each division be prepared so that we have a
sense of where growth is occurring and in what division. She suggested that the
information be presented in a table format.
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Mr. Evilsizer referred to page 120, where reference is made to the Office of Counsel,
Contracts , and Special Projects. He asked if this office is still in existence, and if not, do we
have a plan to resurrect it in the future. Mr. Patton reported that the office is still in existence
and is the depository where all official documents, grants, contracts, agreements for
compliance, etc. , are processed and are on file. There is only one person in the office now.
Mr. Evilsizer also noted that there is also some reference made to having in-house counsel,
and that is no longer part of the mix. Dr. Amador and Dr. Vernoy responded that the
educational plan was completed about a year ago and was a snapshot of where everything
was at that point. Ms. Chadwick noted that a document such as this is dynamic and you're
never going to have a perfect document.
Mr. Evilsizer pointed out that on page 129 there are some typographical errors. Dr. Amador
noted that staff is going through the final editing process and will correct all of these things.
Mr. McMullen noted that this document involved a lot of work and it was agreed that the
committee did a great job.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

Item was removed from the agenda.

5.

DISCUSSION: AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
The Governing Board hereby approves the listing of the following items on the agenda for
consideration at the next meeting:
Ms. Chadwick requested an update on planning for a retiree reception and certificates for
retirees. Dr. Amador responded that she had spoken with Steve Spear, and they could not
determine how to capture all those people back to campus. Mr. Spear noted that while we
have quite a few who are still here teaching part-time, many have just gone. Dr. Amador
reported Dr. Miyamoto has sent certificates and service award pins to those who retired this
year. Ms. Chadwick asked if we are planning to do something consistent with our schedule
for this year. Dr. Miyamoto stated that, if it is the will of the Board and people notify us in
advance that they are planning to retire, we will do so. Mr. Spear suggested that holding an
event off campus might attract a larger group.
Mr. Evilsizer requested that the Board openly discuss the pros and cons of disclosing the
goals and objectives of the Superintendent/President of the District. He stated that he thinks
that needs a public airing, and he thinks they need to openly review that and discuss that and
finalize that with a vote of this Board to show what we ultimately decide upon.
Mr. McMullen stated that he thought this had been decided in Closed Session and he doubts
that it will change the vote, but we will put it on for discussion.
Dr. Nelson asked Mr. Evilsizer for clarification of what he wants the Board to vote upon. Mr.
Evilsizer stated, "I would like for us to publicly show where we stand after a discussion of
publicly sharing the goals of the President/Superintendent of the District with the public."

N.

ADJOURNMENT

~
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM D-10
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen , President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Comm unity College
District Govern ing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A. , PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A. , VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D ., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W ., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Am ador, Ed.D ., Superintendent/President
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenW ice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A. , Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m ., to discuss:
5.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation , pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

BBB.

Superintendent/President

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The Board reconvened to Open Session at 7:00 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session .
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STAFF PRESENT:
Cheryl Ashour, Administrative Assistant to Superintendent
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Mary Ann Drinan . Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Ken Jay, President, Administrative Association; Director, Business Services
Barbara Kelber, Associate Professor, English
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollm ent Services
Shannon Lienhart, Associate Professor, Mathematics
Ed Magnin, Part-time Instructor, Computer Science and Information Systems
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor
W ilma Owens , Dean , Career, Technical and Extended Education
Donna Renner, Secretary, Confidential and Supervisory Team; Facilities Services Coordinator,
Facilities
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Katie Townsend-Merino, Associate Professor, Behavioral Sciences
Christine Wick, Senior Grievance Officer, CCE/AFT; Staff Assistant, Business Services
GUESTS:
Richard Currier, Legal Counsel
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.
QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of August 26, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA-There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT - There was no report.
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REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. Nelson gave the following report:
Thank you. First, I would like to say that the celebration of the opening of the Student Un ion
was absolutely wonderful and uplifting. It was fun, and I very much enjoyed taking part in it.
I just came from the furniture exhibit prior to going to closed session. It was lovely and such
pride of the faculty was showing in the accomplishments of their students. The faculty also
took me aside to tell me about the scholarship winners, the employment, and all the other
wonderful side benefits to the accomplishments of the students. It was fabulous.
And the last thing is that today, I happened to be in a meeting with the Foundation . The
members of the Foundation were working on the Gala, and I was struck by how much these
people enjoy seeing the fruit of their $300,000 contribution. They love seeing the examples of
how they are benefiting students. They love seeing the lively students that were filling the
entire area below and could see where the new furniture will be placed. It is just wonderful,
and I think it will be an ongoing attraction to what this Foundation does for th is College.
Thank you.
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
Thanks Mr. Chair. I had the opportunity to participate or at least observe another graduation
ceremony here at Palomar College on Saturday. The Police Academy graduates went
through their final ceremony to commemorate their new careers. It is always enlightening to
see the dedication and commitment that these students exhibit in pursuit of their career goals.
There were over 30 graduates, and there were three women that graduated, and I understand
there are a few more in the next class. It was a great program, and five had jobs - they were
sworn in as Police Officers on Saturday. It is really nice to participate in those events.
Ms. Chadwick gave the following report:
Thank you Mr. Chair. I, too, had the opportunity, the pleasure actually, of attending the Police
Academy graduation, helped hand out certificates, and congratulate people. I echo the
comments of my colleagues. This is what we're all about. People come to us from the
community and they return to that community. We have resources and opportunities here for
them, and it's wonderful to see them take advantage of it.
I also went to the Student Union dedication. A very nice ceremony. I would have liked to
have seen some officials there to help us enjoy and participate in this. It's not often we open
buildings, and it would have been good to have a few of our local mayors and all the rest of
our officials there. I know they were invited ; I just was disappointed that they didn't come and
share in the joy.
I also stopped by this afternoon on my way here to look at the Cabinet and Furniture exhibit.
Very nice; they just continue to do marvelous things.
I went to a meeting Monday, yesterday, of SD ICCCA, and we were told that the bill SB 1417 is
essentially dead this year. Apparently, Dede Alpert's committee attempted to link the
equalization process to the property tax backfill. And, to make a very long story short, San
Francisco sort of collapsed the effort and essentially put it to bed . So we've got to now start
looking at next year. As you know, this is the last week of the Legislature. So we've got to
start working very hard now if we're going to maintain that linkage of those two very critical
items for us; and as we get started on this quickly, I'm sure many of you will participate in that.
This has got to occur, or we're going to continue to have these people get money from us ,
literally, and not be able to make up for it successfully. What can I say about that? I really
feel very strongly that this whole equalization process is really a discriminatory matter. There
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is no reason why any student in a lower-funded district should receive less money than a
student in a higher-funded district. That is, on the face of it, discrimination . And we heard at
the meeting that these schools, and we all know the districts that are under funded, tend to
have the highest diversity. So, in addition , we have the information that links that
discrimination clearly to facts. So, at some point, we're going to have to pay special attention
to that, and I'm hopeful that all of us can work on this together. I certainly will be.
Mr. Jensen reserved his comments for later.
Mr. Soto reported that he also attended the grand opening of the Student Union.
G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT

Dr. Amador made the following report:
First I do want to thank the Board members for attending the Police Academy graduation . It
meant a lot to those students and their families.
We are all especially proud of the Woodworking and Cabinetry Technology program . They
were the ones that received many awards for their success in terms of teaching and learn ing,
and I think it certainly show s in terms of the whole program and the products of that program .
It is the policy or practice of this District that the SuperintendenUPresident reviews the
Sabbatical leave reports, and I have done so. I reviewed the Sabbatical Leave reports from
the faculty for fall, 2002, spring, 2002, and the full year sabbaticals for 2001 -02 . I found that
they met the criteria of our current practices , and all reports have now been placed on file in
the Library. There were reports from a field study in Africa, several works in terms of
textbooks, and also the on-line CD preparation for courses. There was one book that has
been published. We had a couple of faculty in the nursing department who were on
sabbatical that worked in a clinic and in a hospital to upgrade their skills. One is a nurse
practitioner, so that she would be able to teach those skills. And there were a variety of
formal education projects - one receiving a Masters Degree, others taking significant course
work. So, it was a wide range of activities which constituted three boxes in my office for
awhile. They have been moved into the library, and Judy Cater usually is the one who takes
care of cataloging, in case anyone is interested .
Also, I received a report of our unofficial census and where we are with head count. We are
not at the point where we can do the FTES exactly; but in terms of head count, we are down
.02% or four less students than last fall. So basically, we are what we would call flat. We are
up in total head count when you add the noncredit - up by .12 %. Herman Lee indicated that
these figures are before we have contacted those students who have not paid their fees. So,
we don't know the FTES, and the FTES is actually the revenue fees which Jerry will be talking
about. But, at this point, it probably wouldn't be prudent in terms of expecting revenues for
growth, because we have not grown . We will try to capture growth in spring and the rest of
the summer. That's where we stand at this point. By the way, at SD ICCCA yesterday, it was
reported that, other than the San Diego Community College District which may be up about
1 %, everybody else is in the same predicament.
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Berta Cuaron introduced Adelina Acevedo, a new faculty member in the dental assisting
department, and discussed her education, background, and experience.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services - There was no report.
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Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
Jerry Patton presented a report from the Adopted Budget Overview/Workshop he recently
attended . He stated that this report will be on the Administrative Services web page
tomorrow. Mr. Patton also gave an overview of the budget he will be presenting to the
Board for approval on October 15.
Dr. Nelson asked if the financial aid is one-time, or did it go into the base , and if it would
be ongoing. Mr. Patton responded that it is scheduled to be ongoing, but the budget bill
also says it is a one-time allocation at this point in time. There will be mid-year cuts, and
we expect some reduction sometime in 03-04. The legislators' intent was that it be
ongoing.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if there is an opportunity to find a way to bring in more students that
want to take special programs, like public safety, since we are below our FTES growth
number. He wondered if there is a benefit to backfill or fill a greater number of course
offerings. Wilma Owens responded that they anticipated being under about 100 FTES
and went out to the fire departments to ask them to bring in students, and they could only
fill 45 FTES. Ms. Cuaron reported that, with regard to the fall semester, the division
deans were working diligently with department chairs, looking at sections that were
closing and adding sections where facilities were available. Difficult decisions about
canceling sections that were under-enrolled have been made. They are still making some
changes for spring as a result of some of the enrollment that has transpired for the fall
semester. They will look at it on a daily basis, responding to student enrollment trends
and , where they can within the existing budget, when classes are canceled , add sections
that may help offset enrollment losses.
Ms. Chadwick asked how much of the drag in enrollment is related to the fee increase.
Herman Lee responded that he did not know the percentage at this time, but he hopes to I
have a better idea when they get the count of students who have not paid . He can
·
compare that amount with what we experienced last year. This should be in a week or
two . Ms. Chadwick stated that it seems that we know what our trends have been in terms
of increases, and there should be some linkage there; there's cause and effect.
Mr. Evilsizer asked if there a cost benefit or ratio whereby the financial aid we receive
could be used to recruit and fill more student positions. He questioned if there is a higher
payback through FTES for that student. Joe Madrigal responded that we are doing
exactly that. We are hiring students to recruit other students and retain the existing
financial aid students. In fact, Mary San Agustin has already made a commitment to
various departments on campus to provide student workers at the labs, to try to process
more students for the BOGW waivers, and identify students who qualify for financial aid.
There will probably be a cost benefit on the positive side to the College. One concern is
whether this is going to be ongoing money or whether it is going to disappear. Just when
we gear up, we can find ourselves in a difficult position when they "turn the tap off." They
are doing the best they can to not only staff the financial aid office directly but to staff
other areas of campus with student workers to provide help there, as well, to identify
those students .

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was no report.
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CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS

MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the
following purchases are made against the 2003-2004 fiscal year budget.
Re-Encumbered
0400000
through
FY 2003 PO's
Purchase Orders
0440025
through
Travel
0450012
through
Advertising/Increases
0460000
through
0465004
through
Employment Ads
0470071
through
Agreement/Services
0475011
through
Repairs
0480053
through
Agreement/Annual
Utilities
0495024
through
Procurement Card - Time Period: 07/23/03 - 08/22/03

0400003
0440047
0450014
0460003
0465005
0470135
0475014
0480095
0495053

$ 308,368.83
$ 113,648.44
$
586.50
$
2,542.01
$
9,000.00
$1,601,679.25
760 .81
$
$ 145,924.22
$ 52,702.00
$ 68,558.19
$2 303.770.25

Total
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACT AND AGREEMENT RENEWALS

MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves all contract and agreement
renewals for the period July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004, (FY 2003-2004) entered into
on behalf of the Palomar Community College District pursuant to resolution 96-18423 and
96-18424, adopted June 24, 1997, as detailed on Exhibit H-2.
The Vote was unan imous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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CONTRACTS
3.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS MADE FOR PRIOR
SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves all contracts and agreements for
the sixty-day period, July 1, 2003, through August 31, 2003, and entered into on behalf
of the Palomar Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
FISCAL
4.

APPROVE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES QUARTERLY FINANCIAL
STATUS REPORT (CCFS-3110)
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the California Community Colleges Quarterly
Financial Status Report (CCFS-311Q) for quarter ending June 30, 2003. Exhibit H-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
5.

AUTHORIZE DRAWING NEW WARRANT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows:
Warrant# 76-089270 Dated 10/24/02, in the amount of $943.40, to BNY Western
Trust Company, 700 S. Flower Street, Suite 500, Los Angeles, CA 90017. Void
due to stale date.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
PERSONNEL
6.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS/ HISTORY
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions/History report, which
includes hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of August,
2003, and short-term employees for the month of September, 2003. Exhibit H-6
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and without benefits, effective September 3, 2003, through March 2, 2004,
to RENE M. ROBELIN , Master Teacher II, Child Development Center.

b.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without
pay and with benefits, effective September 8, 2003, through November 28,
2003, to KATHLEEN A. MORRISON, Program Research Specialist, Educational
Television.

c.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 10% Persona l Leave of Absence without
pay and no effect on benefits , effective August 23, 2003, through December
20, 2003, to KELLY PATRICK, Library Media Technician II, Library Media
Center.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
8.

RATIFY CHILDREN'S CENTER TEACHER RECLASSIFICATION
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following children's center teacher position:

a.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account(s) :

MASTER TEACHER I
Child Development Center
Sia Kaufman
6021
New?:
No
Position was Teacher I, grade C1/3
September 1, 2002
100%
#of Mos:
12
01/3
Salary:
$1,851.93/month
U-111000-364300-69200-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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ACTION - RATIFY RESIGNATIONS
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

CECILIA G. ROCHA, Staff Assistant, Gear Up, effective August 1, 2003 (last day
of employment 7/31/2003).

b.

DORIS C. SEXTON, Instructional Support Assistant I, Business Education,
effective August 2, 2003 (last day of employment 8/1/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

INFORMATION: RETIREMENT
On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Commun ity College District, the
following retirement has been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group I
(receives the same fully employer-paid lifetime health benefits as provided to active
employees and eligible dependents for life of the retiree) of the Retirement Health and
Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:
a.

11 .

JANE HANKIN, Academic Department Assistant, Physical Education , effective
November 1, 2003.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employees:
a.

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks :
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

SHEILA A. ATKINS
Academ ic Department Assistant
Economics, History, and Political Science
5454
New?:
No
Replacement for Nancy Russell; promotion for Ms. Atkins.
19/5
Salary:
$3, 166.88/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
September 9, 2003
A-212200-365100-60910-0000000/100%
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CECILIA G. ROCHA
GEAR UP Staff Assistant
GEAR UP/Student Services
6118
New?:
No
Rehired under CCE/AFT guidelines; funded - GEAR UP Federal
Grant.
Sal Grade/Stp: 23/4
Salary:
$3,326.32/month
% of Position : 100%
#of Mos :
12
Effective:
September 15, 2003
Account #(s):
K-212200-471200-64990-1112320/100%
Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
12.

INFORMATION : CLASSIFIED PROFESS IONAL GROWTH AWARD
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees, the following
employee is granted a $500 annual stipend , prorated on a monthly basis, effective
September 1, 2003:
Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

13.

Kara Garavito
Supervisor, District Cashiering Services
Fiscal Services
Job Related/Degree Related

APPROVE ASSIGNED TIME TO ACADEMIC CONTRACT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
SuperintendenUPresident that the assigned time to the following academic contract be
approved :

a.

Name:
Remarks:
Effective:
Account:

LINDA LOCKLEAR
20% release time for Fall , 2003, semester to work with the
Hewlett Packard Tribal Digital Village project
August 22, 2003, through December 20, 2003
K-131100-363500-20010-1812112/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications
for the disciplines listed:
Scott Emery - History
Michael Heckman - Emergency Medical Education
Amy Bolaski - English
Carlos Von Son - Ch icano Studies
Anthony Chapman - Fire Technology
Danny Delgado - Fire Technology
Richard Tilch - Fire Technology
Ned Vander Pol - Fire Technology
Richard Freishtat - Speech
W illiam Brennen - Cabinet and Furniture Technology
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
15.

RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Jensen, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty,
at the rates indicated for Fall, 2003 (day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are not
scheduled to teach more than a 60-percent load in a single semester:
FALL, 2003
ART
Culbertson-Bacon, Patricia

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Lorenzen, Shawn

Phillips, Kimberly

BUSINESS EDUCATION
Nelms, Dawn

Art
B.S., Art Education
M.S., Art Education

$38.24

Philosophy
B.A., Comparative Literature
M.A., Philosophy of Religion/Ethics

$38 .24

Sociology
B.A., Soc Ecology
M.A., Sociology: General Sociology

$38.24

Paralegal Studies
B.A., Government with a concentration in
Pre-Law
J.D., Law

$40.71
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Johnston, Thomas

Real Estate
S.S., Social Sciences
2 + Years Experience
Community College Instructor Credential in
Real Estate

$37.01

Radspinner, Anne

Real Estate
A.A., English Literature
B.A., Literature & Writing Studies
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

Kolonko, Kenneth

Chemistry
M.S., Chemistry
Ph .D., Chemistry

$40.71

Larter, Martin

Chemistry
S.S., Chem istry
M.S., Chemistry

$38.24

Child Development
B.A., Sociology
M.S., Infant Development

$38 .24

Cinema
M.F.A., Visual Arts

$38.24

Cinema
M.A., Television, Film, and New Media
Production

$38.24

CHEMISTRY

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Doan, Mary

COMMUNICATIONS
Eldin, Tania Kamal

Turner Jr., Edward

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Kertland, Brigid
Computer Science and Information Systems
$38.24
M.S.C., Applied Computer Science Technology:
Telecommunications

Struckmann, Daniel

Computer Science and Information Systems
S.S., General Engineering (Computer Science)
2 + Years Experience

DESIGN AND CONSUMER EDUCATION
Stotz, Sarah
Family and Consumer Sciences
S.S., Dietetics
M.S., Nutrition & Dietetics
EARTH SCIENCES
Gilson, John

Oceanography
S.S., Applied Mathematics, Engineering and
Physics
M.S., Oceanography

$37.01

$38.24

$38.24
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Geography
S.S., Geography
M.A. , Geography

ECONOMICS, HISTORY, AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Emery, Scott
History
B.A., History
M.A. , History (Pending)
Rangel, Delfino

History
B.A., History
M.A., History

EMERGENCY MEDICAL EDUCATION
Heckman, Michael
Emergency Medical Education
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Emergency Medical Education Discipline
Pachek, Jeffrey

ENGLISH
Balaski, Amy

Joseph, Melissa

$39.47

$37.01

$39.47

$37.01

Emergency Medical Education
A.S. , Fire Science
6 + Years Experience

$37.01

English
B.A. , Literature & Writing Studies
M.A., Literature & Writing Studies (Pending)

$37.01

English
B.A. , French
M.A ., English

$38.24

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
English As A Second Language
McTyre, Janelyn
B.A., Architecture
M.A. , Linguistics & Applied Linguistics

$38 .24

Munoz, Margaret

Engl ish As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
B.A., Lingu istics
2 +Years Experience

$37.01

Verduci, Marlene

English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
S.S. , Education
M.A., Spanish Language and Literature

$38.24

Vienna, Olga

English As A Second Language (Non-Credit)
B.A. , Foreign Language and Literature with a
Concentration in Teaching
M.A., Education

$38.24
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French
B.A. , French
M.A., French
Ph .D., French

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
Rollins, Dameon
Graphic Communications
B.A., Anthrop ology
M.A., Education

LIFE SCIENCES
Schmid, Elmar

MULTIC ULTURAL STUDIES
Gonzales, Gloria

Von Son , Carlos

$40.71

Biology
B.S., Biology
Ph.D., Biology

$40 .71

Multicultural Studies
M.A., International Relations

$38 .24

Chicano Studies
B.A., Social Ecology
M.A., Spanish
Ph .D., Spanish

$40.71

OCCUPATIONAL AND NONCREDIT PROGRAMS
Water Technology Education
Castaing, Christian
A.A., Water Technology Education
6 +Years Experience
PERFORMING ARTS
Sager, Jennifer

$40.71

$37.01

Theater Arts
B.F.A. , Theater (Acting)
M.A., English

$38 .24

CPR
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Public Safety Discipline

$37.01

Delgado, Danny

Fire Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Public Safety Discipline

$37.01

Glasgow, Charles

Fire Technology
A.A., Fire Technology
6 +Years Experience

$37.01

McFadden, Michael

Fire Technology
A.A., Fire Technology
A.A. , Paramedic Training
6 +Years Experience

$37.01

PUBLIC SAFETY
Chapman, Anthony
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Tilch, Richard

Fire Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Public Safety Discipline

$37.01

Vander Pol , Ned

Fire Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Public Safety Discipline

$37.01

REGIONAL OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM
Dennison, Joe
Optical Technology
B.S., Vocation Education Studies
M.A., Education

$38 .24

SPEECH COMMU NICATION/FORENSICS/ASL
Freishtat, Richard
Speech
$37.01
B.A. , Speech Communications
M.A., Communication Arts & Sciences (Pending)
Serra, Michele

Speech
A.A., General Education
B.A. , Social Welfare
M.A., Communication Studies

$38.24

Valencia, Jennifer

Speech
B.A., Spanish
M.A., Speech Communication

$38 .24

Cabinet and Furniture Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Trades & Industry Discipline

$37.01

TRADES AND INDUSTRY
Brennen, William

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA

I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.
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REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear gave the following report:
Since the Faculty Senate meets on Mondays, and two Mondays ago was Labor Day
and we did not meet, so all we have done since the last Board meeting, essentially, is
to have an orientation meeting, which we did yesterday. Dr. Amador, the Vice
Presidents, and most of the Deans were there, as were all of the Senators. Each of
us introduced ourselves, and we set a little rule that when you introduced yourself,
you had to state one goal for Palomar College over the course of the next year. I kept
a tally of those. The maximum number of those was seven, to foster mutual respect
and unity in the faculty's voice; six goals for the contract settlement; four goals for
simplifying various processes; three goals for making great progress on student
learning outcomes; and many single goals that cover all kinds of other issues, but all
related to making Palomar College a better place. I wan t to thank all of the
administrators for coming and special thanks to Bruce Bishop for guiding our
discussion on Roberts Rules of Order.
We reviewed major issues, community functions, and other items. There was also a
general consensus that I inform the Board that the Faculty Senate takes very
seriously the matter of the faculty evaluation of Administrators, a project we undertake
every year with varying degrees of success. You have on the agenda this evening the
disclosure of goals and objectives for the President's personal evaluation. For the
faculty to evaluate the President in the manner which would give the most feedback to
the Board , does it not seem logical that the faculty should know which criteria the
Board deems most significant. If the Board feels that any of these goals and
objectives are relevant to the faculty evaluation of the President, then I urge the
disclosure of criteria. On behalf of the Faculty Senate, I am not requesting the
specific results of any past or future evaluation, of any president we have or will have .
I only request that the relevant criteria for that evaluation be made public so that we
may do our job in a manner more useful to the District.

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan gave the following report:
Tonight I think is a time for us all to reflect on the excellence of the faculty at Palomar
College, their comm itment to teaching, their enthusiasm for their disciplines, and their
outpouring of support for our students. Remember the faculty and think about making
things right for them. The College's reputation, the success of our students, the
health of our state funding, and the very income of the majority of the college
employees here tonight is dependent upon the quality of the faculty and the strength
of their relationship with their students. You have an opportunity to recogn ize the
significance of faculty contributions tonight and in your deliberations tonight and in the
immediate future. Last Friday, at the direction of David Hart, the state-appointed
mediator, the PFF negotiations team developed a package proposal that addressed
the remaining issues in the faculty contract talks. David Hart facilitated the
transmission of that broad proposal to the Governing Board . The proposal is
straightforward and has the potential to become the basis of a win-win solution to our
mutual issues. We have been at the table for two years, and virtually every employee
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at Palomar has gained financially because of the increases that have come through
growth and the number of new students that we have attracted to our classes. Isn't it
ironic the faculty are the only group that has seen no salary improvement over these
three years essentially. It is time to make a correction . As a Board, you have many
other issues to manage. You are exploring many initiatives and opportunities within
the larger community. So, isn't it time for us to set our own house in order in order to
reach out to the larger community. You have an opportunity to take a look at the
contract proposal, and we hope that you will use that opportunity and turn it into a
solution to our mutual issues. Before I end my report, I'd like to introduce Ed Magnin ,
who is a part-time facu lty member who teaches in CSIS, and he is going to just
present a few of the econom ic realities that our part timers face here at Palomar.
Mr. Magnin presented a report outlining his contributions as a part-time faculty
member to Palomar College and the income he receives. Exhibit J2
3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller gave the following report:
We had the Faculty meeting last week on September 3, and we discussed the issue
of campus morale. Various ideas and suggestions were presented , and I'll be taking
those to Dr. Amador in September. She called a meeting to discuss this issue . But
there is one topic that we discussed at length, and that was convocation day. There
was unanimous agreement at that faculty meeting that the current format of
convocation should be changed and that it should focus on the celebration of
teaching rather than a campus business meeting. So I would like to suggest that the
convocation be evaluated and that that input be taken seriously for perhaps change
and improvements in next year's program .

4.

INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association - There was no report.

5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - There was no report.

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto gave the following report:
The ASG is very happy for the official grand opening of the Student Union. Also,
September 26 and 27, the ASG will be having their annual retreat in Rancho
Bernardo. Finally, there are going to be eight senatorial and two VP positions open
for the elections that are going to be taking place the first week of October.
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COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
1.

Steve Spear addressed the Board at this time, on behalf of the Earth Sciences and
Planetarium staff regarding the Mars viewing planetarium successes and the new hightech science building.

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH SAN DIEGO WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT BOARD FOR " ONE STOP" CAREER CENTER NETWORK
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Palomar Community College District hereby approves a Memorandum of
Understanding ("MOU") with the San Diego Workforce Investment Board , effective July
1, 2003, and ending June 30, 2004, for the purpose of maintaining a One Stop
partnership to operate as a "single service del ivery system ," under the Workforce
Investment Act (WIA) of 1998. The Superintendent/President of the District is hereby
authorized to execute the agreement on behalf of the District. Exhibit M-1
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

APPROVE CHANGE ORDER NO. 6; ACCEPTANCE AS FINAL & COMPLETE,
CONSTRUCTION OF STUDENT UNION ADDITION, PROJECT 513; AUTHORIZE
RELEASE OF BID SECURITY IN THIRTY-FIVE DAYS; RELEASE BONDS AND
RECORD NOTICE OF COMPLETION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves Change Order #6, pertaining to the Student
Union Addition, Project 513; original contract approved by the Governing Board on July
15, 2002, as detailed on the accompanying memorandum. Total amount of additive items
on change order #6 are $15,887 .00; total amount of deductive items on change order #6
are $20,887 .00; total net cost of change order #6 is ($5,000.00) and;
The Governing Board hereby accepts the Student Union Addition, Project 513, on the San
Marcos campus (hereinafter "Project") in accordance with the bid awarded by the District,
on July 15, 2002, to Marcotte & Hearne Builders, Inc., (the "Contractor'), 6265
Greenwich Dr., Suite 250, San Diego, CA 92122 as complete and final ; and the
Superintendent/President is authorized to execute and file the Notice of Completion
including execution of the verification as Secretary to the Governing Board. The total
amount of this contract is $3,226,493.00; and all money due and owing to the Contractor,
with the exception of the ten percent (10%) retention, shall be paid; and following the
expiration of thirty-five (35) calendar days from the date this action is recorded, the
retention shall be paid to the Contractor, provided no liens are filed within this period. The
bid security posted by Marcotte & Hearne Builders, Inc., shall be returned to this
Contractor and all bonds shall be released , within the time and in the manner as provided
by law. Exhibit M-2
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE RESOLUTION IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSITION 54
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

Whereas, the Palomar Community College District Governing Board has a long-standing
comm itment to promoting access to postsecondary education for all Californians in the
most fair and equitable manner; and
Whereas, the Palomar Community College District Governing Board is committed to
assuring that it reflects the diverse nature of the community's population; and
Whereas , the Palomar Community College District Governing Board believes that student
diversity on the college campus is defined by a variety of factors including race and
ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic characteristics, and geographic representation, among
others; and
Whereas, it is important that the local governing boards of the commun ity colleges, the
Governor and Legislature have available to them those data that are necessary to assess
the effectiveness of local and state policies designed to achieve student diversity on the
college campus; and
Whereas, the District collects race and ethnic data to serve several purposes , including:
academic research, assessing the enrollment of students; evaluating the provision of
financial aid ; assessing outreach efforts to students from groups which historically have
not participated in higher education ; evaluating diversity in faculty and staff employment;
evaluation of international students for residency classification , assessment of capital
outlay fees and other issues affected by a student's country of origin; and for institutional
planning and research; and
Whereas, the voters of California will consider at the October 7, 2003, election a
Constitutional Amendment known as the California Race, Ethnic, Color, and National
Origin Initiative that would limit the ability of governmental agencies, including the
Palomar Community College District, to collect data on race, ethnicity, color or national
origin pertaining to its students, faculty, and staff; and
Whereas, the Palomar Community College District Governing Board believes that it is
imperative to have race and ethnicity information for it to continue to conduct high-quality
research and policy analysis on behalf of the local and regional communities served;
Now Be It Resolved that the Palomar Community College District Governing Board
opposes the imposition of any limitations on its ability to collect those data that are
necessary for it to address the evolving needs of a culturally and ethnically diverse
student body through effective academic and student services programs; and
Be It Further Resolved that the Palomar Community College District Governing Board
opposes the California Race, Ethnic, Color, and National Origin Initiative.
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Mr. Jensen made the following statement:
E Pluribus Unum is the motto of our country and I happen to believe it. That ideal is one
of the things that has made this country the strongest nation on earth. Proposition 54
represents an attempt to thwart the left's agenda to, for whatever dubious reasons,
balkanize our country. For that reason, and the fact that I believe that all men are created
equal, I cannot in good conscience vote for this resolution.
The Vote : 4 aye, 1 nay (Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye
4.

DISCUSSION: POLICY ISSUE ON DISCLOSURE OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES IN
SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT'S PERSONAL EVALUATION

At the request of Board Trustee Evilsizer, the Board is asked to review the "policy issue"
of whether the personal goals and objectives in the SuperintendenUPresident's evaluation
documents should be disclosed to the public despite provision 4 in the Employment
Agreement between the Board and the Superintendent/President, past practices in the
District, and the privacy rights of the SuperintendenUPresident.
The Board in any discussion will not violate provision 4 in the Employment Agreement
between the Board and the Superintendent, will not disclose the personal goals in the
SuperintendenUPresident's evaluation documents, and will not disclose any privileged
attorney-client communications without approval by the Board in a Board action .
Any change with regard to this policy issue may require a change to the
SuperintendenUPresident's Employment Contract and/or Board Policy 7.03.
Board Trustee Evilsizer is invited to submit a document supporting his request so that it
may be distributed .
Superintendent/President's Contract, Provision 4:
4.

Evaluation
The Superintendent/President will receive an annual written evaluation by the Governing
Board no later than May 1 of each year. This evaluation will be based on overall performance
and mutually agreed upon goals and objectives established each year prior to July 1 and will
also include a mid-term progress meeting. All evaluations will be held in a closed session.

Board Policy 7.03:

BP 7.03
Evaluation of the Superintendent/President (85-11108)
Evaluation of the Superintendent/President should be an ongoing and systematic process conducted
both infonnally and formally. Its purpose is to clarify the expectations placed on this position by the
Governing Board and to assess performance based upon these expectations. Improvement of
performance, a clearer sense of direction, and reinforcing recognition should be the primary goals of
this policy. Fonnal evaluation shall occur once each year and shall be the responsibility of the
Governing Board. The process and criteria used shall be understood by and mutually acceptable to
the Board and the Superintendent/President. The formal evaluation shall result in a written record of
perfonnance upon which the Board will base its annual review of the contract of the
Superintendent/President. GB 2-11-86
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Mr. Evilsizer stated:
I'd like to start off, but first I have a public statement that I'd like to read to let my
feelings be known about where I stand on this topic. But before I do, I would like to
modify this item , if I may, to read "Discussion" only at this time, rather than action,
because I feel that I really need to hear from individuals. I have not formulated an
alternative policy at this time. I want to stay open minded on this. So I'd like to move
that we modify this to "Discussion" only this evening and delete "Action" from the
heading.
MSC Evilsizer, Chadwick to change the item to be one of discussion only and delete the
action portion.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
Mr. Evilsizer made the following statement:
I asked for this discussion and action regarding the public disclosure of the goals and
objectives for the Superintendent/President for the Palomar Community College
District because I believe that secret government is poor government. As a public
servant, I strongly support the public's right to know. We are a public institution of
higher education, and our operations and salaries are paid for by public tax dollars.
We are accountable to the public. I also recognize and support the existing policies
expressed in the Superintendent/President contract, provision 4, and Board Policy
7.03, Evaluation of Superintendent/President, 85-1108 . These contract and Board
Policy statements rightfully declare that evaluations regarding employee performance
are confidential. Evaluations are personnel matters and must be kept confidential
between the employer and the employee. These evaluations are conducted in closed
session. However, I believe that goals and objectives are separate and distinct from
evaluations. Goals and objectives are targets for achievements and improvement
and, as a target, should be visible. How can we hit targets that are not visible?
Regarding the Superintendent/President goals and objectives, some members of our
community may view them in a contentious or negative manner. However, I believe
those community members who will support the goals will outweigh the detractors. I
feel most members can or will positively participate in helping the
Superintendent/President succeed in reaching her goals if they know what they are.
In our board packet handouts provided to us by Dr. Amador, I took note of the
particular item on page 115 of the Trustee Handbook. This is published by the
Community College League of California. And it has a couple of paragraphs that
address the topic of clear expectations for the Board and CEO team . And I read from
the middle paragraph, third sentence, that clear, public expectations provide CEOs
with a framework for action, and assure them that their actions will have Board
support. It goes on to state in the third paragraph , "Seeing expectations up front can
be risky and difficult. It is not easy to articulate a clear set of expectations and adhere
to them. It is often simpler to react in response to events. It takes discipline and
courage to sit together as a group to think through values, contribute ideas, seek
issues from different perspectives, and come up with direction and guidelines.
However, making the effort to live by clear expectations is just another way to help the
CEO, Board members, and the institution to flourish." And it is this spirit that I would
like to engage open discussion on this item for those members who are present this
evening, to share their ideas. And as a closing note, as a Governing Board, we will
be meeting in two weeks to formulate our own goals. And I hope we won't keep
those secret; that's an open and public session . I feel we need to stop putting our
heads in the sand, that secrecy breeds suspicion and mistrust; and it's time to show
the public that we are not hiding anything. Public disclosure of goals and objectives,
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not personnel evaluations and performance reviews, will foster trust, confidence, and
place us above suspicion .
Mr. McMullen called upon Mr. Currier, of the Law Firm of Currier and Hudson, legal
counsel for the Palomar Community College district, who gave the following remarks:
Thank you very much, Mr. President. It is rare that I get an opportunity to talk in
public with you, and I do appreciate the opportunity. I am pleased the matter has
been changed from an action/discussion to a discuss ion item only. I would like to
say, before there is a motion or a policy that the Board would consider, I would like
either my partner or I to have an opportunity to review it for any legal concerns we
have. Every time the Board looks at a policy issue such as this , there are many
implications. I'll list first the legal implications. The reason I list that first is because I
am a lawyer. But there are legal implications, there are policy implications, there are
operational implications, there are financial implications, political implications, and
personal implications . I want to try to focus tonight more on the policy considerations
as I see them , rather than the legal considerations or implications, because you have
already heard from me with regard to that issue.
In this particular case with regard to the Superintendent/President's contact, the
contract has been and always will be disclosed as a public record. We have several
laws in California that require it. Her entire contract is a matter of public record. In
fact, the law, since approximately the mid-1990s, requires the Board to ratify them so
everybody gets to see it before it takes effect. Again , what I was indicating was the
contract itself, all amendments, all compensation, are a matter of public record.
The issue of the personal goals and objectives of the Superintendent/President is
what I want to talk about with regard to policy implications. I'm not talking about
District goals and objectives; I'm not talking about Board goals and objectives that
certainly ought to be discussed and adopted in open session. I'm not talking about
broad criteria. I'm talking about specific goals and objectives that are contained in the
evaluation documents. Without going into all the details, I will tell you, as you know,
that in the past 30 years, one of my areas of practice is labor relations and assisting
you with regard to disciplining of employees as other public entities. But also, a major
part of my practice is representing governing boards when the contractual relationship
between a governing board and its CEO doesn't go well. And I have been involved,
as my partner has been, in a number of high profile cases in Southern California.
Just within the last two months, I settled one in Los Angeles County. So I am talking
to you this evening not only on a theoretical basis, but also a practical basis, in regard
to that situation. If the Board wants to have broad goals and objectives for the
Superintendent/President that are similar to the broad goals and objectives that you
may have as a District or you may have as a Board, that is certainly something that
you may want to consider to be released. But if you want those goals and objectives
to be more personal , especially aimed at potential corrective action, my advice to you
is that you maintain those in the evaluation documents and that they not be disclosed.
I can give you, and have already, a large number of examples of the types of personal
goals and objectives that may be placed in evaluation documents for the
Superintendent/President. If, in fact, you adopt a policy statement in which you
determine that all goals and objectives are going to be released and disclosed to the
public, then the great likelihood will be that you will end up with very broad goals and
objectives similar to District goals and objectives and Board goals and objectives.
And you will be restrained from doing the kinds of things that you may want to do, if in
fact you run into some conflict with the Superintendent/President, because it is not
unusual at all where there is conflict that the goals and objectives become more
directive and more corrective in nature and imply in them that there are performance
problems. Those are the kinds of things that should not be disclosed. So again, I
believe as you look at this as a policy issue, if you determine that you want the goals
and objectives of the Superintendent/President to be public and disclosed, then you
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will make them much broader and more generic. They will be very similar, if not the
same, as the District goals and objectives or the Board's goals and objectives, and
not the kinds of things that you might want to do in the future that make them more
personal and, therefore, more confidential. I'd be glad to try to answer any questions.
Mr. Evilsizer:
Mr. Currier, could you cite some examples for us with regard to the types of personal
goals or behaviors that create issues?
Mr. Currier:
Yes, but I'm not going to list them all because there are a number of them . And I'm
not going to list a source, but I will give you examples of them. One example that I
have seen as an objective for a CEO, and I'll paraphrase it to make it short, is to
cease all sexual harassment of female employees who work directly under the CEO's
supervision. That is not something that you would release to the public. There are
others that would be aimed at someone's work habits or behavior. One, for example,
that I have seen is that before you give a report to the governing board, you actually
read it, understand it, and are able to discuss it at a board meeting. These are the
kinds of specific things. I can list a number of them because I have written them.
These are the kinds of specific goals and objectives that are personal in nature that
should remain confidential. I think you will be restrained and constrained from doing
those types of things for fear of potential litigation if, in fact, you have a policy
statement that says that all goals and objectives/directives will be made public.
Mr. Evilsizer:
Is there a way to craft language that would exempt some of these types of goals that
you are describing, those very personal or behavior?
Mr. Currier:
At this point, I have not seen a policy like that. I don't know what will come out of this
discussion; that's why my comment was that I am glad that this is not an action item
this evening. But I've never been asked to draft a policy that would somehow make a
distinction with regard to those. So, depending on your input, and depending on
discussion of the Board, perhaps you would want us to draft something like this, I
don't know. But I can tell you that, even when there is not a problem between the
superintendenUpresident and the governing board, governing boards do write very
personal objectives. For example, a governing board may see weaknesses in
someone's qualifications or experience, and may give specific objectives with regard
to that, which are not something that you would want to make public. Because it may
very well be that corrective action needs to be taken.
Ms. Chadwick asked:
What are the risks or the liability that the District might assume, or could be liable for?
Mr. Currier:
I'll just list the causes of action that I see in litigation when SuperintendenUPresidents
file lawsuits against governing boards. I just looked at one the other day that we
successfully defended. That is, intentional infliction of emotional distress, defamation,
and invasion of privacy. So the Board is at legal risk, and I don't want to get into all of
them, those are the ones right off the top of my head, in which boards get involved in
revealing the confidential aspects of the evaluation process.
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Mr. McMullen asked:
Do you know of any community colleges in California that have such an open policy
on objectives?
Mr. Currier:
No, I'm not aware. I do see where superintendents or superintendent/presidents
have vision statements or goals and objectives that are printed, but they are all very
broadly stated, and they are like district goals and objectives . I know some CEOs say
"my goals and objectives are the same as the district, and there they are." What I am
concerned about specifically is the adoption of a policy that makes all goals and
objectives disclosable. And that would basically constrain you and restrain you to do
the kind of things, absence some kind of distinction, which I have never seen.
Mr. Evilsizer:
Why can't we be bold and maybe try to create some kind of distinction that would hold
up legally?
Mr. Currier:
That is a policy issue that you'll need to grapple with as a board, and hopefully before
you finalize your grappling with that, we'll have an opportunity to take a look at it. But,
I've never seen that.
Ms. Chadwick:
Could we take that risk response that you made a little further? To what extent would
we actually be liable? In other words, could you define the risk in some way? Is there
a limit in terms of, say, a dollar amount?
Mr. Currier:
Well, I always hate to talk in public session about how my clients can be sued. But let
me give you an example.
Ms. Chadwick:
A range.
Mr. Currier:
Okay, a range. There are certain types of court actions and certain types of contract
actions that are aimed at the district. And there are certain types of actions, what we
call Section 1983, which are a violation of the constitution/privacy rights , in which you
are sued as an individual and the district is not. So, depending sometimes in cases
like this, your insurance may not pay for that, if it deals with constitutional courts, such
as Section 1983 might, and the District may not be liable to pay any damages. The
district also is not required by law to pay any punitive damages awarded against an
individual board member. I don't like to talk about that and I'm glad this isn't a
televised meeting, but frequently in lawsuits , what you get, is you get causes of action
against the governing board and district, and you also get causes of action against
individual board members . And those causes of action against individual board
members frequently include 1983 claims, and they frequently include punitive
damages. So, hopefully, it is just a minor contractual dispute, it doesn't go very far
and it settles, but sometimes the amount of damages gets very high . In the case that
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I very recently settled in Los Angeles County, the CEO at one time was seeking seven
figures, then got down to the high several hundred thousands, and we settled it at
approximately $56,000. But it started out in sign ificantly greater amounts.
Ms. Chadwick:
If I may interrupt, the $56,000, I'm sure, didn't include your fees .
Mr. Currier:
No it did not. Any litigation is expensive.
Ms. Chadwick:
So, I would presume then, that the total of the lawsuit could be five times that or
more.
Mr. Currier:
Not five times that, but we were not at trial. We settled it prior to trial. And, basically, it
was a decision to settle the issue and not incur the costs of trial , and it also worked
out very well, the employee left the employment of the district. But yes, you always
have attorney fees. I forgot to mention that; I should never forget to mention it. Yes,
there are attorney fees.
Mr. Evilsizer:
Mr. Currier, is there not a risk of incurring legal expenses and costs to this District
with not going public with goals and objectives for the Superintendent/President?
Mr. Currier:
I'm not going to repeat my legal advice given in closed session to the Governing
Board, Mr. Evilsizer. We're prepared to defend in a lawsuit. That's what I do; I'm a
defense lawyer.
At this time, Ms. Shannon Lienhart addressed the Board on this subject.
Dr. Nelson:
I'd like to make some observations please.
This policy discussion about the president's goals is a non-issue. These parts of the
president's contract are controlled by legal statute. These are personnel matters.
This board is not going to jeopardize th is district by publicly discussing personnel
issues whether it be the president, a staff person , or a faculty member. You would
not allow it and neither can we.
That my colleague, Trustee Evilsizer, is bringing this policy up at the behest of Dr.
Versaci, is an attempt to discredit your College President and is indeed placing this
District in harms way. Yet as he and his union advisors know, it is a very powerful
tactic being used to obfuscate the fact that the Union is attempting to drag the
contract negotiation process out until November, 04, in the hope that you elect three
more trustees who will pander to the union.
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When I was elected to this board , you welcomed me by explaining to me that you
were all a Palomar family.
Yet, healthy families are real istic and pragmatic. We are confronted with a huge
budget problem. The state's economy is in trouble, and yet, what do I hear? As I
said, healthy families are realistic and pragmatic. They work together to solve
problems, face issues, and share responsibility. Blaming and personal attacks are
signs of dysfunction.
It is really too bad, it seems to me, that you are not taking pride in what you have
accomplished in the last few years with this President. We are now positioned to do
great things this year. You have a governance structure in place, a master plan, a
strategic plan, and goals that will grapple with real issues. You understand how the
budget works and the implications and ramifications for what we do. For the first
time, I've seen real understanding of WSCH and FTE, how the budget works, what
restricted funds are all about, from your questions over the four years. It felt to me
like you really understood. For the first time, you are empowered with information.
You have a wonderful year ahead of you. Most of this fabulous and committed faculty
is in the classroom blending the magic of their teaching and their incredible
preparation to transform student lives.
I hope that you won't let yourselves get derailed by personal attacks and non-issues.
The longer you allow yourselves to be manipulated and drag out this negotiation,
deplete what's left of morale and risk an ever-worsening state economy, the deeper
the hole is that you are digging for this College.
Once again, this is a personnel issue that has been raised. It cannot and will not be
discussed in public; and if it were your personnel file, whoever you are, I would protect
you, too.
Mr. Evilsizer:
I would like to respond to Trustee Nelson's comments, if I may. First of all, I am not a
puppet of the union. I want to make that very clear. Dr. Versaci, who is in the room,
did not coerce me or force me in any way to develop the statements that I made at
today's meeting. To imply that I have no mind to speak or develop my own thoughts
or ideas as a public trustee are offensive to me.
Mr. Jensen:
First, I want to set Rocco Versaci and his comrades, th is Board, and the North County
Times editorial board straight about something. In the correspondence regard ing this
issue, I have seen a lot of references to our democracy. Well , people, either you
have forgotten what you learned in school , or you went to one of those schools where
they didn't teach U.S. Government. We are not a democracy. We are, as Ben
Franklin said, a republic, if we can keep it. And you all remember what Aristotle said,
how a republic deteriorates into a democracy which then degenerates into a tyranny.
Now, we are elected by our constituents to make decisions. If the majority of our
constituents don't like the decisions we make, they can throw us out come the next
election. Well, we know what your agenda has been for a long time. The Board has
made its decision regarding President Amador, and that is all you are entitled to
know, period. Now, in pursuing your own agenda to discredit Dr. Amador, you would
have us expose the College to possible penalties and expensive lawsuits. I ask you,
where do your loyalties really lie?
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Mr. Currier:
Let me see if I can explain a little bit with regard to the process of evaluations at some
of the schools and what can happen. In community college districts such as this
district, you do use a committee with regard to both the probationary employee and
the permanent employees. But they are committees made up of employees, and
these employees are required to keep these matters confidential. There are certain
things that may be listed on documents as general criteria. What I was talking about
earlier were specific goals and objectives. Let's take for example, if you have a
permanent academic employee, and the evaluation turns up to be unsatisfactory, the
Board may approve a notice of unsatisfactory performance. And also, through the
process, the committee and/or the immediate supervisor and/or the board , may give
specific objectives and directives and parameters. Those are not going to be made
public. Those are the personal th ings that I am talking about. So if you have a form
that lists broad criteria that is available and applicable to all academic employees,
obviously that is public. And at the K-12 level they are even listed in the Ed . Code
section dealing with evaluation of certificated employees. What I am talking about
and concerned about is the personal goals and objectives that are directed at an
individual employee. It may very well be, since you have a system of committees that
the committee members will know it, but those things are not going to be known
anywhere else. They are going to be placed in a personnel file and are going to be
kept confidential. In fact, the District has very good procedures to ensure that those
personnel files are confidential. So broad criteria is applicable to everybody, and
those things are available on forms. What I am talking about, if you review your policy
issue are the specific goals and objectives, but especially the specific goals and
objectives that will be aimed at that corrective behavior, or very specific types of
misconduct that you don't want to continue. Those things are not made public. They
are not made public for a classified employee; they are not made public for an
academic employee; they are not made public for CEOs. So if you had a situation in
which a contract employee was being evaluated, and the committee determined to
place something in there that was corrective in nature, those are not things that would
be made public. And certainly with regard to a permanent academic employee, if
there was something in the evaluation document, or a notice of unsatisfactory
performance, or a notice of unprofessional conduct, which is another notice that the
Board from time to time has used, those things are not made public. They are
protected by privacy laws. So, criteria generally applicable to everybody, those things
are available to the public. My concern is that if you are going to adopt a policy with
regard to disclosure of objectives, goals and objectives, what I am talking about are
those personal ones that you include on a personal basis for one individual, not
generic goals that are district goals, not generic things that are applicable to all
academic employees. And, again, my comment is, if you are going to make those
public, you going to be restrained and constrained with what you put in it.
Dr. Nelson:
I would like to point out also that we heard all this information in closed session, which
is a review. Since Mr. Evilsizer continued to pursue this and bring it public, we're
hearing it again.
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Mr. McMullen:
That being discussed, is there a request for items to be considered on the next
meeting?
Mr. Jensen:
I would like to now state the remarks I reserved for the end .
Mr. McMullen:
Okay.
Mr. Jensen:
I expect I am going to hear howling accusations about what a racist I am, having
opposed the resolution to disapprove Prop 54. But, I would ask, and particularly
maybe the North County Times, to do a little research before they lambaste me on
this one. Ask Linda Locklear or Patty Dixon what a racist I am . Ask Ben Magante,
former chairman of the Pauma tribe what a racist I am . Ask Ernie Salgado, the head
of the Ahmium Education, what a racist I am. My family has lived in California for 140
years, and I was taught to respect the state's Spanish culture, traditions , and heritage.
I can remember Adolfo Camarillo attending barbeques on my grandfather's cattle
ranch, where Lake Casitas now is. I wonder how many of you even know who Adolfo
Camarillo was. Many of my playmates and friends when I was growing up were
Mexican children . When I first heard about the Chicano movement during the 60's , I
had a hard time believing that there was prejudice against Hispanics. The Mexican
famil ies I knew and grew up with were good , honest, hard-working people, and I have
always respected them. Finally, if I had my druthers, our next governor would be a
black woman. I'd even forgive her the fact that she was a professor at Stanford .
Does that sound like I am a racist to you?
5.

DISCUSSION: AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING

The Governing Board hereby approves the listing of the following items on the agenda for
consideration at the next meeting:
Mr. Evilsizer requested to see a listing of the legal expenses that the district has incurred
with outside counsel for each month in the 2003 calendar year.
Ms. Chadwick requested a report on how admissions are affected by the fee increase and
financial aid increase. She asked if any students' applications have been returned
unopened by the University of California system and how the student admissions process
is impacted . This is something we.will need to use as we rally our principal arguments for
financial funding. Ms. Chadwick stated that, if we don't attack this in the next legislative
session with a structural reform that is required, we are going to be in a terrible situation.
N.

CLOSED SESSION

The Board recessed at 8:50 p.m. and went into Closed Session at 9:05 p.m., to discuss:
3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

Closed Session ended at 9:50 p.m.
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
WORKSHOP MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM SU-18
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2003, 7:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the workshop meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 7:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W ., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE

TRUSTEE ABSENT:
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., SuperintendenUPresident
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

STAFF PRESENT:
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to SuperintendenUGoverning Board

GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheet.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the meeting proceeded with the agenda as
published
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A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
C.

DISCUSSION ITEMS

1.

Board Goals for 2002-2003 and Outcomes
President McMullen asked Dr. Amador to lead the Board in a discussion of the goals that
had been set for 2002-2003 and their outcomes.

2.

Board Goals for 2003-2004
The Board members discussed and formulated the goals that they wanted to set for 20032004. Dr. Amador was asked to formulate wording of these Governing Board Goals and
place them as an action item on the agenda for the October 14 Governing Board meeting .

P.

ADJOURNMENT
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
ROOM D-10
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Commun ity College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A. , PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
TRUSTEE ABSENT:
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D ., SECRETARY
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed .D., Superintendent/President
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jerry Patton, M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

BBB.

CLOSED SESSION
1.

Pending Litigation Pursuant To Government Code Section 54956.9(a)/Conference With
Legal Counsel - Unfair Practice Charge in PERB Case Number LA-CE-4453-E filed by
the Palomar Faculty Federation.

4.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened to Open Session at 7:00 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session.
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STAFF PRESENT:
Jenny Akins, Vice President Confidential and Supervisory Team; Supervisor, Purchasing Services
Barbara Baldridge, Executive Assistant to Superintendent/Governing Board
Michelle Barton, Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Michael Ellis, Director, Facilities
Jose Fernandez, Director, Transfer Center
Reno Frigo, Part-Time Faculty
Robert Gilson, Professor, Performing Arts
Nancy Horio, Manager, Human Resource Services
Ken Jay, President, Administrative Association; Director, Business Services
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollment Services
Becky McCluskey, President, CCE/AFT; Accounting Technician, Fiscal Services, Escondido
Center
Maria Miller, President, The Faculty; Professor/Counselor
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Part-Time Faculty, English
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Dale Wallenius, Chief Advancement Officer, Vice President Foundation

GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets .

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

BBBB. PUBLIC HEARING - PROPOSED 2003-2004 BUDGET
1.

PRESENTATION OF PROPOSED 2003-2004 BUDGET
Jerry Patton presented the proposed budget for the 2003-2004 fiscal year and answered
questions from Governing Board members.

2.

OPEN PUBLIC HEARING ON PROPOSED 2003-2004 BUDGET
Mr. McMullen opened the public hearing. There were no comments from the public.

3.

CLOSE PUBLIC HEARING
Mr. McMullen closed the public hearing.
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APPROVE ADOPTION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL AND BUDGET REPORT
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

RESOLUTION 04-20768
BE IT RESOLVED, That the Palomar Community College District Annual Financial and
Budget Report be approved . This is the Financial Report for Fiscal Year 2002-2003 and
the Budget Report for Fiscal Year 2003-2004. Exhibit BBBB-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of September 9, 2003,
with the following changes:
Page 3, last paragraph, third line, delete the words "in other words, the legislation that
would change that."
Page 28, add the following prior to the first paragraph:
Mr. McMullen: That being discussed, is there a request for items to be considered on the
next meeting?
Mr. Jensen: I would like to now state the remarks I reserved for the end.
Mr. McMullen: Okay.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Workshop Meeting of September 23,
2003.
The Vote: 3 Aye, 1 Abstain (Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA - There were none.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen gave the following report:
Next month will be my last month to chair the Govern ing Board meetings and, frankly, I look
forward to it. As a public citizen , I ran for the Board for one reason and that was to get
involved in higher education and to try to pay back in some small way for all the educational
opportunities that were made available to me and my children, two of whom attended Palomar
College. And with my professional background of government finance, I thought it would be a
fun challenge. I like preparing and reading budgets, but it's no fun when you can't control your
revenues . That's been the difficult part. It's like having your hand tied . I have tried to adhere
to Roberts' Rules of Order and always conduct the meetings in a highly respectful manner. I
wore a suit at every meeting, I refer to fellow Trustees by their last name or title, and as other
Trustees, I study the issues and ask pertinent questions. I've tried to give everyone an
opportunity to speak provided respectful procedures and decorum were followed. If I have
allowed the institutional business of Palomar to slip in the past, please accept my apology. It
won't happen again. We are here to conduct the many issues facing Palomar. And with the
budget so severely cut, as we just went through it, our citizens and our students deserve a
spirit of congeniality now more than ever before. So I ask you to please help me do this in my
remaining time here. I would appreciate it.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
Thank you , Mr. Chair. I had the honor of attending my first President's Associates gathering
at Dr. Amador's house on September 25. It was an opportunity to meet a lot of the donors
and contributors from the community, and in particular, the businesses in the community that
contribute for the benefit of our students and our college. So that was a very well-attended
event, and I was glad to finally attend myself.
I also was able to attend the football game on September 27 against Saddleback Community
College. I didn't stay for the whole thing , but I saw a cheerleader get dropped on top of the
fellow that was supposed to catch her. They both got hurt a little bit, so I hope they're OK.
That can be a hazardous event to attend.
Then, today I was able to attend a mini theatre tour to take a look at the improvements that
have been made to the Howard Brubeck Theatre. All of the chairs inside have been
reupholstered. It's a nice blue fabric. We have new carpeting and new paint both on the
bottom and the top of the facility, and it really, really looks sharp . We have an item on the
agenda tonight to recognize Pam Slater for the contribution she made through the County
Board of Supervisors.
Ms. Chadwick gave the following report:
Thank you. I, too, went to the theatre tour. Boy, just a little bit makes a difference. Mark has
already described that, and it really turned out well. I hope many of us will be at the
performance on Sunday when we honor Pam Slater.
I also went to the Palomar Arts League - their opening concert and their champagne
reception - very nice . This is a group that supports performing arts here. They have been
doing this for a number of years, and they do an outstanding job.
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I went to the TRIO luncheon . The TRIO people were having a national conference down in
San Diego, and I was invited. Boy, what an impressive group of people. Many of us were
almost in tears when we heard about the honorees this year from across the country, what
had happened to them because of their experience in TRIO - really an outstanding group of
people. As you know, we have a very strong program on this campus, one that we should be
very proud of.
I also attended a meeting with Senator Bill Morrow here on campus . This is a man who
attended Mt. SAC , was student body president. He's very supportive of community colleges .
He was very clear that he not only supports us, but he will take legislation forward if he needs
to be the sponsor for equalization . So that was a good meeting.
I also attended a SDICCCA meeting this past week. This group is moving into high gear.
They are going to focus on AB 40, the Runner bill , that provides for equalization among the
districts in terms of funding for students . They intend to pursue this, and hopefully will have a
lot of support among you and all our constituents to get this started. We need to get a
formula for changing what's happening between these very large districts that get a lot of
money. Some of the money that goes to smaller districts is very large. So we will have a
small, a large, and a very large funding formula, I hope, that will equalize these districts.
We're going to pursue this aggressively. The Governor-elect has said that he is going to not
cut education . We want to make sure that we get what he meant. In other words, we want to
work very hard to have this be the legislation to make it through (it's a two-year bill, so it's still
going) and that he signs it. We've got to have this done. As you know, our last Governor
vetoed part of the funding to do this equalization, even though it was only $40 million - $40
million can go a long way.
Finally, I attended the Real Estate Committee meeting . This is a comm ittee of the Board that
has been meeting to work with a consultant to identify parcels of land consistent with our
master planning for north and south campus and center. We had a very productive meeting,
and I must tell you - there will be more on this later - but it was very encouraging . I am very
happy about it. So I've been busy, and I'm proud to do this. Every time I go to a meeting
involving any of us with the community colleges, I come away invigorated to the point where I
think I'm going to fly home - I don't have to drive. Thank you.
Mr. McMullen:
Thank you for attending the SDICCCA meeting in my absence. I was in Colorado having a
ball.
Mr. Jensen gave the following report:
Mr. Evilsizer and I will be meeting with Ray Haynes a week from Friday, and I thoroughly
expect to get his support on the equity also. I think we'll get Arnold's also. Three or four
years ago, I attended his Inner City Games in L.A. He was off making a movie , but Maria ran
the show.
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Since the last meeting, I've taken a position two days a week as a math teacher at All Tribes
American Indian Charter School located on the Rincon Reservation. This is their third year in
existence and they have been clawing to stay in existence. They applied to the North County
Foundation for a grant, but they were told "before we give you one, you have to have been in
existence for five years" and this is only the third year they've been in existence. They have
not received one penny from any of the tribes or the casinos. There are a lot of kids there that
I have tutored after school at the Rincon Ed . Center for a number of years and subbed at the
Valley Center Schools. So I know a lot of these kids and worked with a lot of them for a lot of
years. I am so pleased to see what's happening there. A boy, who I always thought was
intelligent but had no motivation, is now a tenth grader. The school goes up to only the tenth
grade this year. It will go up to eleventh and twelfth the next two years. He came up to me
and said, "Mr. Jensen, are you going to be here my next two years?" I said, "I hope to be." He
said, "Well good, because I want you to make me smart so I can go to college." I told him,
"You're already smart, but I'll try to teach you what you need to learn." The fact that they're
getting through to these kids and they're becoming motivated is just wonderful. Right now, I
have 70 students .
G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Funding-Per-Student Inequity in California Community College System
Dale Wallenius gave a report on the necessity of and efforts to gain equity in funding for
all community colleges in California and answered questions from Board members.
Exhibit G-1

2.

Progress Report on Strategic Plan 2005 Goals (Quantitative)
Michelle Barton provided a report on the College's progress toward meeting the goals in
Strategic Plan 2005 and answered questions from Board members. Exhibit G-2

3.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Berta Cuaron acknowledged the Department of Dental Assisting, noting that Department
Chair, Denise Rudy, reported that we had an 81.3% passing rate from our students who
took the R.D.A. exam this past July. That is very good news for our program, faculty,
staff, and students . The statewide average is just below 70%, so our program and our
passing rate places us in the top 25% for our Dental Assisting program . Ms. Cuaron
commended the faculty, staff, and students for this achievement.

4.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
a.

Access and Tracking the Transfer Tide
Joe Madrigal noted that at a previous meeting, Ms. Chadwick had requested a
report on the following questions:
1.

2.
3.
4.

What is the reduction in the fall semester enrollment due to fee increases
of $11 to $18, and what is the impact on financial aid students for
enrollment?
How many Palomar transfer students' admissions applications to UC
were returned unopened?
How many of our students transfer to the various UC campuses?
How many UC/CSU campuses does Palomar have MOUs with regarding
transfer admission of our students?
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5.

6.

Are there other new or recent admission/transfer policy changes for our
students that have had an impact on fall enrollment?
What kind of monitoring system do we have in place for admissions/
transfer policy changes?

In response to those questions, Mr. Madrigal introduced Herman Lee and Jose
Fernandez who provided a presentation on student access and tracking the
transfer tide and answered questions from Board members . Mr. Fernandez
stated that it is critical for our students to have access to the courses they need in
order to transfer to UC or CSU. They need 60 transferable units ; and they need
college-level English composition, college-level math, critical thinking, and
speech. It is important that they complete those "golden four'' courses early on in
their college careers. Exhibit G-4
Mr. Madrigal reported that, on October 28, the Board will have access to
representatives from San Diego State University, California State University San
Marcos, and University of California San Diego to provide a follow-up and the
opportunity for the Board to have a dialogue on the bigger issues facing our
transfer students .
5.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

District Legal Expenses for Past Four Years
Dr. Amador noted that Trustee Evilsizer had requested a report on legal
expenses at a previous meeting. Jerry Patton provided a detailed report on the
District's legal expenses for the past seven years and answered questions from
Board members . Exhibit G-Sa

6.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - There was none.

Dr. Amador reported that the President of Santa Monica College, Piedad Robertson, is on the GovernorElect's transition team . She happens to be the college with the lowest fund ing per student in the state, so
that is a very good start. Beverly O'Neil, the mayor of Long Beach and former President of Long Beach
City College, which is also a low-funded district, is also on the team. There are approximately 70 people
on the transition team.
Dr. Amador reported that the first governance training workshop was held today for all the participants of
the four planning councils, as well as the Strategic Planning Council. She thanked Becky McCluskey,
JoAnne Giese, Ken Jay, and Steve Spear for helping with the training and Michelle Barton for acting as
the facilitator. It was well done, and a lot of good comments were received .
On Thursday, the first meeting of the Student Learning Outcomes Task Force will be held. There are 35
members, of which 24 are faculty. This task force will determine how we set up the institutional process
for measuring student learning outcomes .
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CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the
following purchases are made against the 2003-2004 fiscal year budget:
Re-Encumbered
FY2003 PO's
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Employment Ads
AgreemenVServices
Repairs
AgreemenVAnnual
Utilities
Library Orders
Procurement Card

0400004
0440048
0450015
0460004
0465006
0470136
0475015
0480096
0495054
0425000
Time Period:
Total

through
0400013
through
0440123
through
0450022
through
0460017
through
0465006
through
0470206
through
0475029
through
0480133
through
0495054
through
0425002
08/23/03 - 09/22/03

$
88,634.98
$ 257,414.56
$
4,817.49
$
10,719.79
$
192.00
$ 923,105.89
$
83,936.74
$ 282,904.02
$
3,600.00
$
23,000 .00
$
92,395.26
$ 1,750 020.73

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

2.

ACCEPT GIFTS
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors
a.

GE Refrigerator/Freezer for the Grounds Services lunch room, donated by Rick
Kratcoski, 2110 Foster, Oceanside, California, 92054. Total cash value as
estimated by donor is $150 .00.

b.

Two Kenmore 130 Air Purifiers for use in Disability Resource Center offices,
donated by Rick Kratcoski, 2110 Foster, Oceanside, Californ ia, 92054. Total
cash value as estimated by donor is $100.00.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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FISCAL SERVICES
3.

APPROVE DRAWING NEW WARRANT
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows:
Warrant #76-092664 dated January 16, 2003, in the amount of $500.00, to San Marcos
Economic Development Corporation, 435 E. Carmel Street, San Marcos, California
92078-4362 Void due to stale date.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
COMMUNITY SERVICES
4.

APPROVE NEW CLASSES, AGREEMENTS, AND PERSONNEL FOR PROVIDING
COMMUNITY SERVICES CLASSES
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the following new classes, agreements, and
personnel for providing Community Services classes:
Spring, 2004
a.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Ken Rockwell
Turn Your Photos into Big Bucks!
March 9, 2004
30% of fees collected
$39
Minimum of 10 students

b.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Neal Pellecchia
Figurative Sculpture
February 10, 2004
30% of fees collected
$139
Minimum of 1O students

c.

Presenter:
Name of Class:

John Hokkanen
Finding and Funding Your Investment Property with the
Internet
March 20, 2004
30% of fees collected
$49
Minimum of 1O students

Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:
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d.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Notary Public Seminars (Devorah Luna - Contact)
Notary Public Loan Signing Agent Course
February 28, 2004
40% of fees collected
$99 - plus a $20 certificate fee and a $35 materials fee
Minimum of 15 students

e.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Case-McCrea, Ann
10 Steps to Make Money with Your Web-Site
March 6, 2004
30% of fees collected
$79
Minimum of 10 students

f.

Presenter:
Name of Class:

Hedley, Paul
Modern Day Moonlighting - The Migration from Job
Security to Income Security
February 10, 2004
25% of fees collected
$39
Min imum of 10 students

Effective: ·
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

g.

Terms:

Russ Parmenter
Beginning Scuba Instruction
Feb 5, 2004
No Fee
$195 + $75 student materials fee (includes scuba gear +
book)
Minimum of 5 students

h.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Russ Parmenter
Intermediate/Advanced Scuba Instruction
February 5, 2004
No Fee
$250 + $45 student materials fee
Minimum of 5 students

i.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Dick Nelson
Dynamic Duo Trip: Tour of Hsi Lai Temple and Richard
Nixon Library
March 6, 2004
$25 per hour
$69
Minimum of 25 students

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Bill Jahnel
Renaissance Pleasure Faire - Southern California
May 22 , 2004
Flat rate $200
$69
Minimum of 25 students

j.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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PERSONNEL
5.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS/ HISTORY
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions/History report, which
includes hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of September,
2003, and short-term employees for the month of October, 2003. Exhibit H-5
The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

INFORMATION: CLASSIFIED PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AWARDS
In accordance with the Professional Growth Program for Classified Employees, the following
employees are granted a one-time lump-sum stipend of $2,000.00 effective September 1,
2003, with the understanding that there is a waiting period of three years before beginning
another Professional Growth Program :

7.

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Mona Smith
Academic Department Assistant
Mathematics
Degree-Related Courses

Employee Name:
Position:
Department:
Course of Study:

Anne Stephan
Library Media Technician I
Library/Media Center
Job-Related Courses

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting a 100% Family Leave of Absence without pay and with benefits, effective
October 23, 2003, through November 7, 2003, to ERIN J. MESSERSMITH, Technology
Training Coordinator, Human Resource Services.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATION

MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified positions:

a.

HEALTH PROGRAMS SPECIALIST
Nursing Education - 70% ; Dental Assisting Programs - 20%;
Medical Assisting Programs - 10%
Vacant
Name:
Position#:
5300, 5246
New?:
No
Remarks:
Position was Health Programs Coordinator, grade 23
October 1, 2003
Effective:
100%
% of position:
#of Mos:
11
Sal Grade/Stp: 20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
Account(s):
A-212200-344100-60910-0000000/20%
A-212200-346400-60910-0000000/10%
A-212200-348100-60910-0000000/70%
Position:
Department:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
9.

RATIFY RESIGNATIONS

MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

MIREYA GUTIERREZ, Guidance Services Advisor, Upward Bound, effective
October 2, 2003 (last day of employment 10/1/2003).

b.

GENE LARUE, JR., Police Officer I, Campus Police, effective September 24,
2003 (last day of employment 9/23/2003).

c.

MICHAEL J. SCRANTON, Police Officer I, Campus Police, effective September
5, 2003 (last day of employment 9/4/2003).

d.

JUDITH M. HARZEWSKI, Community Services Officer, Campus Police, effective
October 10, 2003 (last day of employment 10/9/2003).

e.

LEONE M. SMITH, Instructional Support Assistant II, Palomar College at
Escondido, effective October 4, 2003 (last day of employment 10/3/2003).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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TERMINATE WITH RE-EMPLOYMENT PREFERENCE
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves that the employment of R. HARRISON PURCELL,
Senior Office Specialist, Regional Occupational Program, be terminated effective October
21, 2003, and that he be placed on a re-employment list until January 21, 2007, in
accordance with Education Code Section 88195 and Board Policy CCE/AFT-14.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye

11.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employees:

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

PAMELA D. GRASSO
Advancement Office & College Foundation Coordinator
Communications/Marketing
5686
New?:
No
Replacement for Judith Mancuso
35/1
Salary:
$3,848.83/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
September 11, 2003
A-212200-212100-67110-0000000/100%

b.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account #(s):

JAVIER A. WILLIAMS
Assessment Technician
Counseling & Matriculation
6085
New?:
No
Replacement for Beth McConnell; transfer for Mr. Williams.
20/4
Salary:
$3,092.06/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
September 10, 2003
A-212200-462100-63900-0611400/100%

c.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

AMY A. PETERS
GEAR UP Outreach Coordinator
GEAR UP
6280
New?:
Yes
Position approved 8/12/03; funded - GEAR UP Federal Grant.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
# of Mos:
12
September 25, 2003
K-212200-471200-64990-1112320/100%
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d.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):

ZACHARY A. BUTAUD
GEAR UP Outreach Coordinator
GEAR UP
6283
New?:
Yes
Position approved 8/12/03; funded - GEAR UP Federal Grant.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#ofMos:
12
September 29, 2003
K-212200-471200-64990-1112320/100%

e.

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account #(s):

JOSE G. CELIS
GEAR UP Outreach Coordinator
GEAR UP
6260
New?:
No
Replacement for Barry Zeait; funded - GEAR UP Federal Grant.
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
September 22, 2003
K-212200-471200-64990-1112320/100%

f.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account #(s):

MELISSA E. GRANT LOPEZ
Academic Department Assistant
Physical Education
No
5437
New?:
Replacement for Jane Hankin; transfer for Ms. Grant Lopez.
19/4
Salary:
$3,016.01/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
November 3, 2003
A-212200-367100-60910-0000000/100%

g.

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account #(s):
Note:

JEANELLE L. HIGGINS
Instructional Support Assistant I
Reading Services, Palomar College at Escondido
6100
New?:
No
Replacement for Lyudmilla Gilanian
16/1
Salary:
$726.35/month
30%
#of Mos:
10
October 6, 2003
A-221000-328200-4930T-0000000/100%
Normal work schedule: Tuesday, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm;
Wednesday, 4:00 pm - 8:00 pm; Thursday, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm.
3% differential paid for hours worked between 6:00 pm and 10:00
pm.
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h.

Name:
Position :
Department:

CATHY M. HAWKINS
Health Programs Specialist
Nursing Education - 70%; Dental Assisting Programs - 20%;
Medical Assisting Programs - 10%
5300, 5246
Position#:
New?:
No
Replacement for Janice Burton; position reclassification approved
Remarks:
10/ 14/03; voluntary demotion for Ms. Hawkins.
Sal Grade/Stp: 20/24
Salary:
$3,949.40/month
% of Position: 100%
#of Mos:
11
Effective:
October 20, 2003
Account #(s): A-212200-3441 00-6091 0-0000000/20%
A-212200-346400-60910-0000000/10%
A-212200-348100-60910-0000000/70%

i.

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:

DEBORAH E. BROOKS
Senior Office Specialist
Regional Occupational Program
5812
New?:
No
Invoking seniority rights to lower classification due to elimination of
current position; funded - ROP.
Sal Grade/Stp: 14/18
Salary:
$3,217.18/month
% of Position : 100%
# of Mos:
12
Effective:
October 22, 2003
Account(s):
K-212200-337100-62100-1812080/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
12.

RATIFY CORRECTION TO ACADEMIC CONTRACT

MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the correction to the following academic contract:

a.

Name:
Degree:
Position:
Department:
Remarks:

CHANTAL M. FLANAGAN
B.S., Nursing, M.S., Nursing
Assistant Professor (Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing)
Nursing Education
Increased step placement due to verification of previous related
work experience.
Sal Grade/Stp: D/8
Salary:
$5,617.50/month
% of position : 100%
#of Mos:
10
Effective:
August22 , 2003
Account #(s): A-111000-348200-12030-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individual equivalency to minimum qualifications for
the discipline listed:
Ronald Mansur - Emergency Medical Education
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the SuperintendenVPresident
regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty, at the rates indicated for fall,
2003 (day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are not scheduled to teach more than a
60-percent load in a single semester:

FALL, 2003
COUNSELING
Mendez-Chavarria, Raquel

Counseling
A.A., General Studies
B.A., Psychology
M.E., Counseling

EMERGENCY MEDICAL EDUCATION
Fried, Raymond
Emergency Medical Education
A.A., Paramedic Training
6+ Years' Experience
Mansur, Ronald

ENGLISH
Moulton, Heather

MATHEMATICS
Lopez, Joann

Wissner, Leonard

$40.71

$37.01

Emergency Medical Education
Eminence in the Field of Emergency
Medical Education

$37.01

English
B.A., English
M.A. , Literature & Writing Studies

$38.24

Mathematics
A.A., Liberal Arts & Sciences
B.A., Mathematics
M.A., Mathematics

$38.24

Mathematics
B.S., Mathematics
M.S., Mathematics

$39.47
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PHYSICS & ENGINEERING
McClelland, John

Physical Science
B.S., Mathematics
B.S., Physics
Ph.D., Science Education

$40.71

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
There were no items removed from the Consent Calendar.

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear reported that they have had their second morale discussion with Dr. Amador.
Five faculty members attended the very frank discussion of about an hour and a half.
They are scheduling another session for early next month.
The Senate approved the Student Learning Outcomes Task Force and appointed 21
members to the committee.
The new Vice President of The Faculty and member of the Faculty Council is Barbara
Kelber.
They have elected chairs for all of the Senate Committees and appointed faculty
members to all committees and councils. Mr. Spear noted that this is an ongoing
process, but initial appointments have been made.
Berta Cuaron attended a Senate meeting to discuss the Academic Department Assistant
replacement attrition issue. Jerry Patton attended a Senate meeting to discuss the fiscal
ramifications of many issues.

2.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation - There was no report.

3.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Maria Miller gave the following report:
There was a faculty meeting on October 3rd, and we discussed two items . The first
was the faculty manual. And it was agreed that our manual serves an important
purpose, and it should be updated and printed, and it should include our governance
committee structure and our contract when we have one. This issue will be brought
to the Senate for action .
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The second issue was student equity and computer access. There was concern that
some of our students do not have easy and convenient access to computer
technology and that we should be conscious of this as we move towards a paperless
college. Information was presented by the Multicultural Studies Department that 37%
of Latino students do not have easy access to computers at home. Faculty reported
that, when they surveyed their classes, most students reported they do have
computer access, but later they learned that some of their students were
embarrassed to admit they didn't have a home computer. There was opposition to
proposed changes in our phone-in register system because of this, and we
understand that summer '04 is the last semester that phone-in registration will be
scheduled, and it was suggested that the District maintain at least two phone lines for
phone registration in the future for those students who don't have easy access to
computers. This issue will also be taken to the Senate.
4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Ken Jay gave the following report:
It's common knowledge that the District and the PFF are engaged in contentious
contract negotiations. The Administrative Association has refrained from taking a
position on this process.
However, we were deeply troubled to see a "Commentary" letter in the North County
Times from Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President of the PFF, dated October 2, entitled
"Dirty Pool from Palomar Trustee." The letter contained the following verbiage:

" .. .Yet Palomar has a greater number of mid/eve/ administrators than comparable
colleges, and they are paid much better at Palomar than elsewhere --- at least
$20,000 more. In some cases, management salaries are among the top salaries in
the state, according to the chancellor's office and Palomar's own documents.
In contrast, faculty salaries at Palomar are free-falling to below the state average. It is
fair to ask if management compensation is siphoning scarce resources from
classrooms and students. It is important to know at what point educational quality is
compromised because more students must be packed into classrooms in order to pay
high management salaries. "
We are concerned about the accusations that there are too many "mid-level"
administrators and that such are paid excessively to the detriment of students. The
letter's author excluded any reference to specific documentation or definition of "midlevel" administrator. On October 3rd, I E-Mailed the Co-Presidents of the PFF
requesting clarifications and the source documents referenced in the Commentary.
There was no reply from either. Absent such, we referred to the Chancellor's Office
report of "Employee Category Salary Distribution by District" in an attempt to verify the
reputed information.
Apparently the first casualty in any altercation is truth. Using the Chancellor's office
data for Fall of 2002 and taking the traditional cohort group of large single campus
systems we use for comparison purposes, Palomar College ranks as follows:
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Average Compensation of Educational Administrators - fourth from the bottom
out of fifteen
Average Compensation of Classified Administrators - sixth from the bottom out of
fifteen
Number of Educational Administrators - sixth from the bottom out of fifteen
Number of Classified Administrators - seventh from the bottom out of fifteen

The data clearly shows the members of the Admin istrative Association are not
excessive in numbers or levels of compensation in comparison to our peers as
asserted in Ms. Drinan's letter. It appears her allegations are misinformation put forth
for service in the struggle of contract negotiations with the District. We find such
propaganda unfortunate and believe it does a disservice to the collegiality of the
campus community.

5.

INFORMATION

Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team
Jenny Akins gave the following report:
The Confidential and Supervisory Team also is aware of the letter authored by Mary
Ann Drinan that appeared in the North County Times recently. While the term "midlevel administrators" was not defined in this letter, we consider supervisors to be midlevel management. We take exception to the inaccuracies in fact and the
accusations bantered about in this letter. We concur with the statement read by the
Administrative Association.
Furthermore, we feel that Ms. Drinan, in some ill-conceived scheme to further her
cause has felt the need to sling mud at other employee groups. We are all well aware
of the fact that the PFF is in the midst of contentious contract negotiations with the
District. Ms. Drinan's letter started out as a rebuttal to Dr. Nelson. Why the attack on
mid-level administrators? How dare you take your anger and hostilities out on the
Administrative Association and the Confidential and Supervisory Team with ugly
words and accusations? Where is the respect for us that you so adamantly demand
for yourself? Where is the collegiality?
Do not presume to think that the employment of mid-level management compromises
our students. We have all worked many long hard hours in support of our students
and this institution. We may not necessarily be in a classroom and we may not
always have direct contact with the students, but we do know who we are here for and
act accordingly. You should be ashamed of your guerilla tactics.

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT - There was no report.

7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto reported that ASG held their fall elections last week and elected six new
Senators and one Executive Vice President.
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Comet Week is taking place this week.
The annual retreat was held recently. ASG developed six goals to work on during the fall
and spring semesters .
ASG will be attending a conference this weekend to learn new leadership values and
meet new community colleges.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS

The following persons addressed the Board on the following subjects:
Reno Frigo - employee morale
Robert Gilson - state of the college
L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.

M.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

DECLARE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN THE OCCUPATIONAL & NONCREDIT
PROGRAM DEPARTMENT SURPLUS PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA EDUCATION
CODE SECTION 81450

MSC

Jensen, Chadwick

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby declares that the
electronic equipment used in the Electronics and Computer Hardware Technology
classes identified in the attached memorandum to be surplus, in accordance with
California Education Code Section 81450; and,
That the aforesaid surplus equipment shall be offered to students to acquire for a nominal
consideration. Fair market value of the electronic equipment is not sufficient to cover the
cost of an advertised auction. All proceeds from the equipment shall be deposited to the
Occupational & Noncredit Programs/Electronics & Computer Hardware Technology
Department Foundation's account. Exhibit M-1
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH HISPANICA COLEGIO INTERNACIONAL FOR STUDY
ABROAD CLASSES IN NERJA, SPAIN, JUNE 5 to JULY 2, 2004

MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby approves an
agreement between the Palomar Community College District and Hispanica Colegio
Internacional for the purpose of allowing the District's Foreign Languages Department to
conduct Spanish classes in a study abroad program during the period of June 5, 2004,
through July 2, 2004. Exhibit M-2
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE AGREEMENT WITH SAN FRANCISCO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
FOR 2003-2004 CALIFORNIA EARLY CHILDHOOD MENTOR PROGRAM
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves an agreement between the Palomar Community
College District and the San Francisco Community College District for implementation of
the 2003-2004 California Early Childhood Mentor Program . Funding to Palomar comes
from the California Department of Education through the San Francisco Community
College District. The term of the agreement will be September 1, 2003, through June 30,
2004. Exhibit M-3
The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

APPROVE AGREEMENTS WITH YOSEMITE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT,
CHILD DEVELOPMENT TRAINING CONSORTIUM
MSC

Chadwick, Soto

The Governing Board hereby approves agreement number 04-25217 between the
Palomar Community College District (hereinafter "Palomar") and the Yosemite
Community College District, Child Development Training Consortium (hereinafter "YCCDCDTC") effective August 1, 2003, through July 31 , 2004. Palomar shall provide college
credit to enrolled students required to obtain or renew a child development permit and
YCCD-CDTC shall pay to Palomar an amount not to exceed $18,750.00 .
The Governing Board hereby approves agreement number 04-D25217 between the
Palomar Community College District (hereinafter "Palomar") and the Yosemite
Community College District, Child Development Training Consortium (hereinafter "YCCDCDTC") effective August 1, 2003, through July 31, 2004 . The Governing Board hereby
approves Diane Studinka as District Campus Coordinator for FY 2003-04, for the
aforesaid program offered to students obtaining or renewing a child development permit
and YCCD-CDTC shall pay to Palomar an amount not to exceed $7,500.00 for these
services. Exhibit M-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE ACCEPTANCE AS FINAL AND COMPLETE ENERGY-RELATED
PROJECTS BY CAL AIR, INC.; AUTHORIZE RELEASE OF BID SECURITY IN
THIRTY-FIVE DAYS, RELEASE BONDS AND RECORD NOTICE OF COMPLETION

MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby accepts the energy conservation services and equipment
furnished and installed on the San Marcos Campus in accordance with the bid awarded
by the District on April 2, 2002 to Cal Air, Inc., (the "Contractor"), 110 Venture Street, San
Marcos, California , as complete and final; and the Superintendent/President is authorized
to execute and file the Notice of Completion including execution of the verification as
Secretary to the Governing Board . The total amount of this contract is $1,350,000.00;
and all money due and owing to the Contractor, with the exception of the five percent
(5%) retention, shall be paid; and following the expiration of thirty-five (35) calendar days
from the date this action is recorded, the retention shall be paid to the Contractor,
provided no liens are filed within this period. The bid security posted by Cal Air, Inc., shall
be returned to this Contractor and all bonds shall be released within the time and in the
manner as provided by law. Exhibit M-5
Mike Ellis reported that the College has signed an agreement with San Diego Gas and
Electric for an award through their Savings by Design program for the High-Tech Building.
The amount of the award is for $131,513 .00 once the building is completed. Hopefully,
some of that money can go back into energy conservation so that we can continue those
programs on campus. Dr. Amador stated that she understands this is the highest award
that SDG&E has ever given to a project.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

APPROVE RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION FOR SUPERVISOR PAM SLATER

MSC

Chadwick, Evilsizer
RESOLUTION 04-20769

Whereas the Palomar Community College District Governing Board values a strong
performing arts program for students of music, theatre, and dance, and
Whereas the Howard Brubeck Theatre is a resource both for performing arts instruction
and a cultural center for the community, and
Whereas Supervisor Pam Slater awarded funding grants provided by San Diego County
for much-needed renovations to the Howard Brubeck Theatre, and
Whereas Supervisor Pam Slater encourages the arts through participation and support,
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Palomar Community College District Governing
Board acclaims sincere gratitude to Supervisor Pam Slater and expresses appreciation
for her support of Palomar Community College District facilities and programs, and
Be it further resolved that on October 19, 2003, the Palomar Community College District
will offer public thanks and awards to Supervisor Pam Slater.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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ADOPT 2003-2004 GOVERNING BOARD GOALS

MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

At the September 23, 2003, workshop, the Governing Board's 2003-2004 Goals were
formulated by the Board, using as a framework the Strategic Plan 2005 Goals, the 20032004 Annual Implementation Plan Goals, the progress made on 2002-2003 Governing
Board Goals, and the Master Plan 2022 to set the direction and provide the support for
administration and staff.
The Governing Board hereby adopts the following 2003-2004 Governing Board Goals:
Palomar Community College District
2003-2004 Governing Board Goals
Formulated at Workshop - September 23, 2003
STUDENT SUCCESS
1.
Continue collaboration and data sharing with K-12 schools to improve college
readiness of their students.
2.
Develop and implement an enrollment management plan .
TEACHING AND LEARNING EXCELLENCE
1.
Support implementation of Student Equity Plan and the EEOC Plan to achieve
and celebrate diversity among students and staff.
ORGANIZATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
1.
Continue to implement, provide training on , evaluate, and revise governance and
organizational structures to promote inclusiveness, action, and accountability.
2.
Link institutional review processes with planning processes and student learning
outcomes assessment.
3.
Develop, implement, and evaluate annually a five-year plan that makes progress
toward achieving the 75 full-time/25 part-time faculty teaching ratio.
4.
Provide an environment that results in fair and equitable employee contracts and
sustain the climate of mutual respect and cooperation .
FACILITIES IMPROVEMENT
1.
Evaluate the feasibility and funding mechanisms to implement Master Plan 2022 .
2.
Continue to enhance the safety and security of the San Marcos campus and
College Centers.
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
1.
Link planning to resource allocation, including reallocation of funds, where
appropriate.
2.
Continue to seek external funding and support through grants and partnerships
with government agencies , education institutions, business, and industry.
Implement a comprehensive District-wide Technology Master Plan, which
3.
focuses on student learning outcomes and effective administrative processes,
staffing, and budget allocations.
4.
Continue advocacy efforts to achieve student access and equitable funding at the
local, state, and federal levels.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE WORKSHOP TO DISCUSS TRANSFER ISSUES WITH STAFF FROM
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY SAN MARCOS, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY,
AND UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO TO BE ONLY ITEM ON AGENDA AT
OCTOBER 28, 2003, BOARD MEETING; HOLD MEETING IN D-10
MSC

Jensen, Soto

The Governing Board hereby approves that, unless an item requiring urgent action arises,
a workshop to discuss transfer issues with staff from California State University
San Marcos, San Diego State University, and University of California San Diego be
the only item on the agenda at the October 28, 2003, meeting and that the meeting be
held in D-10 .
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
9.

APPROVE CANCELLATION OF DECEMBER 23, 2003, GOVERNING BOARD
MEETING
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the cancellation of the regularly scheduled
meeting of December 23, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

APPROVE AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
The Governing Board hereby approves the listing of the following items on the agenda for
consideration at the next meeting:
Ms. Chadwick requested more discussion on the "golden four" courses that students
need to transfer at a future meeting.

N.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 9:45 p.m .

Office of the Superintendent/President
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
1140 West Mission Road
San Marcos, California 92069
October 27, 2003

NOTICE OF CANCELLATION OF MEETING

Due to the extreme fire danger in San Diego County, the Governing Board Workshop
and Closed Session of the Palomar Community College District scheduled for

OCTOBER 28, 2003, has been canceled by Board action.

~

PALOMAR COLLEGE
Learning for Success

~
GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p .m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN , M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, BA, VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W ., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE

EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D., SuperintendenUPresident
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D ., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton , M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:00 p.m. to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

5.

Government Code Section 54956.9(b)(1) - Pending Litigation

6.

Conference with Real Property Negotiator, pursuant to Government Code 54956.8. 108-120 Parcels 49, 50, 51; 108-121 Parcels 12, 13; 108-421 Parcel 03, 04; 125-061
Parcel 02 , 03; 108-370 Parcels 11 , 45, 48, 50 52; 108-371 Parcel 07; 108-440 Parcel 01 ,
02; 323-100 Parcel 11; 323-482 Parcel 12; 323-500 Parcels 01, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 14;
323-501 Parcel 02; 323-090 Parcel 89; 323-091 Parcel 06.
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Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION
The meeting reconvened to Open Session at 7:00 p.m. There was no reportable action taken
during Closed Session .

STAFF PRESENT:
Jenny Akins, Vice President Confidential and Supervisory Team; Supervisor, Purchasing Services
Cheryl Ashour, Administrative Assistant
Michelle Barton, Director, Institutional Research and Planning
Bruce Bishop, Director, Office of Student Affairs
Brandon Cesmat, Part-Time Faculty
Mary Ann Drinan, Co-President, PFF; Associate Professor/Chair, Economics, History, and
Political Science
Michael Ellis, Director, Facilities
Reno Frigo, Part-Time Faculty
Lynda Halttunen, Interim Dean, Counseling and Matriculation
Ken Jay, President, Administrative Association; Director, Business Services
Barbara Kelber, Associate Professor, English, The Faculty
Herman Lee, Director, Enrollment Services
Becky McCluskey, President, CCE/AFT; Accounting Technician, Fiscal Services, Escondido
Center
Mary Millet, Co-President, PFF/AFT; Part-Time Faculty, English
Carol Mitton, Site Supervisor, Child Development
Cindy Sabata, Director, Marketing
Josie Silva, Interim Executive Assistant to SuperintendenUGoverning Board
Steve Spear, President, Faculty Senate; Professor, Earth Sciences
Marianne Swift-Gifford, Teacher II, Child Development
Dale Wallenius , Chief Advancement Officer, Vice President Foundation

GUESTS:
Others present are listed on the sign-in sheets.

QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.
A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of October 14, 2003.
The Vote: 4 AYE 1 Abstain (Nelson)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA- There were none.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. McMullen gave the following report:
The only thing that I did want to say is that I'm sure there's not a person here that either wasn't
affected or has a family member or friend who was affected by the fires. Those in North County
especially out in the rural area, our hearts go out to them. I read in the paper that people are
stepping up to help in every way they can. Our Rotary Club is chipping in money to help people in
Valley Center. You can probably gather everybody to help, but still would not be able replace
some things. It was very heartfelt to hear people say that what you grab is what's important to
you, most of them grabbed their pictures; they grabbed the things that meant most to them, the
things you can't replace. I'm sure all of you know of someone who was affected. It was tough
times and I'm sure that through all of this the community has a big heart; we'll pull our way through
it. But even though it was rough around here for a week and decisions were made as were with
other educational institutions regarding public health, the air you breathe is more important than
the days in school. Afterwards you look back and say those were wise decisions made at that
time and I'm sure we'll go forward from there.

F.

REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Mr. Amador Soto gave the following report:
It's been a while since we met almost a month. There have been several events that have
happened, starting with the fires and all of the tragedies that it brought to our neighborhoods, and
some were Palomar College families. I went to some of the areas affected by the fires and let me
tell you something, it's so bad to see the houses burned down to the ground. Not to say all the
memories lost by these people. I would also like to say that my heart goes out to the people that
lost their families and relatives and anybody in here as well.
Mr. Jensen gave the following report:
It's tough when they tell you, you have ten minutes to get out and then you don't know for three
days whether or not you have a house. We were very fortunate because it was still there. God
Bless those firemen, the Sheriff, and all those people. There's a girl out there, in Valley Center,
who didn't make it, that I knew. I had her in various classes. Say a prayer for her family, and as I
said, God Bless the firemen.
Ms. Chadwick gave the following report:
Thank you, Mr. Jensen. I just want to say a prayer and a big concern to all of our campus
community that was touched by these fires . I know we have had several and I won't name names
because I don't know if they have given permission. One of the things I want to point out is that
our Foundation set up a Victim's Assistance Relief Fund . That's very good and I know we have
received money, what do we have now? $6,000 matched?
Mr. Dale Wallenius responded, "We have about $5,000 raised by faculty and staff and the
Foundation will match that, so we have in the neighborhood of $10,000. I have received over a
dozen applications from people who have lost their homes, students, staff, and faculty members
already."
Ms. Chadwick continued, "This is a wonderful campus on how we responded, so it's hard to go on
to the next item when you've talked about things like that. I attended the theatre opening where
we had the Brubeck Theatre refurbishm ent done. Pam Slater was there and was really grateful
about all the things that we heaped on her, but we in turn were more grateful for what she was
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able to do in terms of getting the funding for this. I'm hopeful that most of you have been back to
the Brubeck since then. The other thing I want to report on is that I went to the SDICCCA meeting
again this month and we're making progress, but the legislature is definitely going to hear about
our problems with unequal funding. As a matter of fact, three legislators: Dymmaly, Liu , and
Pacheco, are going to have hearings this month and next on this item. I hope you can go to these
hearings. Most of you know that Carol Liu is chair of the Higher Education Committee. So, she's
very interested in our concerns. Well, two of these hearings have already occurred. The first
hearing was in San Bernardino, the second one was in Fresno, but there are two more. The 3rd of
December in Oakland, and the 23rd of December in Santa Monica. I think it's ironic that the last
one is in Santa Monica; they have the lowest FTES per student than any of our Districts . As you
know they're about $3,400 and we're at about $3,600. We have a lot of work to do. I urge
everyone if you can to go to one of those hearings . Fresno is not that far away. We're still
working on this and we will be doing more, we'll have items at the League meeting in terms of the
legislative conference coming up in January. I will be there to help lobby. This is an important, if
not, critical issue. We intend to pursue it."
Mr. McMullen stated, "Just a clarification , you said $3,600, that's $3,600 per FTES? And the top
is what, $8,000?" Ms. Chadwick replied, "Over $8,000, so the difference is mind boggling ."
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
I would also like to echo my sentiments on acknowledging that today is Veterans' Day, it's a
national holiday that was established to recognize the men and women who have served in our
Armed Forces both in times of peace and war and I salute all of the nation's veterans, particularly
those who are on active deployment now and I wish those deployed in harm 's way return safety to
their homes and family soon . I also wish to express my deepest sympathy to those community
members in our District who lost loved ones and property in the devastating fires which blasted
through San Diego county a couple of weeks ago, the last week of October. I'm encouraged by
the outpouring of donations and volunteers giving of their time to those adversely affected by
these fires and by the heroic efforts of our fire fighters and our law enforcement personnel to help
save lives and property. I also want to thank our employees who kept our key administrative
functions like Payroll going during the fires, and to our maintenance staff who cleaned and
prepared our campuses for our students' return, and I appreciate the prompt efforts taken by Dr.
Amador and her staff and the College Foundation and others who helped to create the Palomar
College Fire Victims Assistance Fund to assist Palomar students and staff affected by the fire
disaster. Thank you.
1

On Sunday, October 19 h, I thoroughly enjoyed attending the Palomar Performing Arts sampler of
music and drama and theatre and song. This certainly showcased the variety of talents that our
students have and they did a wonderful job and I look forward to attending more of these events in
the near future.
I also attended today, a rally, sponsored by the Palomar Faculty Federation in support of the parttime faculty. Let me preface my remarks by saying that as a former adjunct faculty member I
have to recuse myself on any votes on the matter of part-time faculty and equity, but I wanted to
share some thoughts with you. I was reminded that the Palomar Community College District has
already received over 1.8 million dollars from the state of California for part-time faculty equity and
the equity dollars cannot be used for any other purpose by the District. Otherwise it must be
returned by the state if not used. The faculty and the District are in agreement over how to
distribute the equity funds and that all of the money can be legally distributed without the faculty
and the District agreeing on what percentage of a full time load adjunct actually work. In light of
the fact that this money is not the District's to keep and that some of our part-time faculty were
inevitably impacted by the recent fires, I find it personally unconscionable that the District
continues to hold their funds and continues to earn interest on it. Therefore, I encourage my
fellow trustees on the Governing Board to consider the immediate release of the parity money to
our part-time faculty. It is the right thing to do.
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Dr. Nelson gave the following report:
Thank you. I, too, have felt and feel a great deal of sadness about all the impact of this terrible
firestorm we experienced and how it's changed our landscape and how we see ourselves in this
County. I also want to echo my fellow trustees' appreciation and applaud the Foundation for their
quick setting up of the emergency funding that will help our students and our staff. Last week,
along with Vice President Patton and Dean Halttunen, I attended WASC, Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, training on the new accreditation standards in preparation for a team visit
that I will be making to Santa Monica College right after the first of the year. As most of you know,
there have been major changes in the accreditation process. The ten stand alone standards have
now evolved to somewhat integrated four standards and its major emphasis on outcomes with
supporting data. I am delighted that we at Palomar seem well prepared for this change with our
powerful Research office, with their staff and the leadership of that office. Additionally, the faculty
is to be commended for the focus on the Learning Outcomes Committee which is engaging in
conversations throughout this year to come to grips with some important multi-faceted options and
issues that are surrounding this topic. It's very important work and one that is increasingly
important even at a national level, and of all places I read about this in the Wall Street Journal on
Monday. The National Senate will take up on the debate on the reauthorization of the law that
defines the Federal role in higher education right after the first of the year. The concerns are that
Pell Grant maximums are being addressed, that's only one of the issues , but related to what I just
mentioned about accreditation is that the White House wants to measure student outcomes and is
holding us accountable for how we educate our students. Also, accreditation is under fire and
how easy it is or how hard it is, and also how hard it is to transfer credit between colleges,
particularly between systems. They are looking at these things very critically and so are we. I
think Palomar, by addressing these issues and looking into them, will be prepared. But there's
one issue that remains problematic as I see it, and that is that we still have ahead of us, putting in
place and utilizing, an effective program review process that is tied with planning budget allocation
and reallocation . I feel confident that we'll do it. I'm so amazed that with all these things going on,
there are just great things happening in this College.

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
1.

Report of Vice President for Instruction
Ms. Cuaron acknowledged the accomplishments of the students in Journalism under the
support of Wendy Nelson. Ms. Cuaron reported that ten students received awards in first,
second, or third place at the San Diego Press Club's Awards Conference on October 15.
Many of these students received awards in the categories of feature story, news story,
opinion reviews, photography, and sports. In addition to that, 28 of our students attended
the Journalism Association of Community Colleges Conference in Southern California on
October 17 and 18. Many of these students were recognized and received honorable
mention in a number of categories mentioned previously as well as categories in editorial
cartoon, information graphics, and Front Page design.

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services
Mr. Bruce Bishop, Director of Student Affairs, reported that for the second year in a row
the Palomar College cheerleading team, coached by adjunct P.E. professor Paul Broom
and Assistant Coach Tim Pasacuaca has qualified for the U.S. National Championship
in Orlando, Florida. Also, Palomar College has taken first place on the preliminary video
competition which means that not only does the cheerleading team get all expenses paid
to Orlando, Florida, in January, but they can skip all preliminary competitions in Orlando.
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Report of Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services
a.

Equalization
Mr. Patton stated that he attended a meeting with the Business Officers of all the
community colleges on the issue of equalization and what it means. It was a very
productive meeting in which it will be a team effort beginning with the Faculty Senate
statewide down to all of the organizations; it is tragic when you see how much
Palomar gets per FTES compared to some of the Districts in the State. It can mean
as much as two and a half million dollars. Mr. Patton encourages everyone to get
involved in this issue.

b. North County Times Comments by Marv Millet
Mr. Patton commented on the article from the North County Times in which Mary
Millet stated that Palomar College is Fat On The Top. In this article, Ms. Millet
commented that administrative costs were higher than instructional costs . Mr. Patton
reported that he has not had the opportunity to review the data that Ms. Millet reported
and cannot validate the numbers. Mr. Patton believes that the numbers reported by
Ms. Millet came from the same source that Dave Forsythe reported a year earlier.
Mr. Patton and Mr. Forsythe meticulously reviewed the data and had several
conversations on this issue. Mr. Patton continued informing the Board the method in
which the District reports the instructional costs versus admin istrative costs and how
difficult it is to dissect the data if one is unfamiliar with object codes.
Ms. Chadwick commented, "I know this has been kind of a hot subject, but we had a
comment earlier on the parity money for part timers. Can you refresh our memory
about how much of that there is and where it comes from and where it is?"
Mr. Patton responded, 'There's about 2.7 million dollars if you fast forward all the way
to June 30, 2004. If you include this year, we will have three full years when we finish
this fiscal year. There's about 2.7 million dollars. That's just set aside for parity which
is to bring adjunct salaries up to some level close to full time salaries on an hourly
basis."
Discussion followed regarding the parity funds.
4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services
Dr. Miyamoto summarized his thoughts on the devastation fires created. He wanted to
publicly acknowledge the Board's and Dr. Amador's prompt and swift response to pay all
employees even though the college was closed. There were times of doubt and we
weren't sure how we would replace lost FTES, ADA. But even in those times, the Board
and Dr. Amador were prepared to figure out a way to fund that, so that we did not have to
worry about those things, especially when you're trying to keep your family, your
possessions, and your lives in tact. Dr. Miyamoto applauded the Foundation for coming
to the aid of the fire victims in terms of monetary assistance. He also mentioned that the
book store has offered to replace textbooks free of charge for students who were victims
of the fire.

Mr. Madrigal commented that Admissions & Records is prepared to replace any transcript
or diploma to students affected by the fire free of charge as well.
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Dr. Amador thanked the staff for all of their support. She mentioned that during these
times you worry about colleagues and friends who live in these areas. Dr. Amador
expressed her heartfelt prayers and concern for anyone that was impacted, i.e., Palomar
students, staff persons, and anyone who was impacted. She acknowledged Espy Flores
and the Payroll personnel, Jerry Patton , the Information Services personnel, and the vice
presidents. She thanked Dale Wallenius and the Foundation for acting so quickly to set
up the Fire Victims Assistance Fund to help students and staff who lost their possessions
during the fires.

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the following
purchases are made against the 2003-2004 fiscal year budget:
Re-Encumbered
FY2003 PO's
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Agreement/Annual
Utilities
Procurement Card

0400014
through
0440124
through
0450023
through
0460018
through
0470207
through
0475030
through
0480134
through
0495055
through
Time Period: 09/23/03 - 10/22/03

0400022
0440163
0450029
0460020
0470254
0475033
0480145
0495055

$ 40,869.22
$ 122,881 .85
$
3,955.36
$
2,800.00
$ 256,210.98
4,922.95
$
$ 24,502.24
1,000.00
$
$ 90,936.32

TOTAL

$

548.078,92

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

CONTRACTS
2.

REVIEW AND APPROVE CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS MADE FOR PRIOR
SIXTY (60) DAYS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies and approves all contracts and agreements for the
period September 1, 2003 through October 31, 2003, and entered into on behalf of the
Palomar Community College District, as detailed on Exhibit H-2.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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FISCAL SERVICES
3.

APPROVE THE QUARTERLY REPORT OF CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER REGARDING
DISCLOSURE OF DISTRICT INVESTMENTS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Quarterly Report of Chief Financial Officer
Regarding Disclosure of District Investments as of September 30, 2003.
Exhibit H-3
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

4.

APPROVE CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES QUARTERLY FINANCIAL
STATUS REPORT (CCFS-311Q)
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the California Community Colleges Quarterly
Financial Status Report (CCFS-311 Q) for quarter ending September 30, 2003.
Exhibit H-4
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

PERSONNEL
5.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS REPORT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, wh ich includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of October, 2003, and
short-term employees for the month of November, 2003. Exhibit H-5
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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6.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED RECLASSIFICATION

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the reclassification of the following classified position(s):
a.

Position :Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account#:

PAYROLL ASSISTANT II
Payroll Services
Vacant
5598
New?:
No
Position was Payroll Technician, grade 22
October 20, 2003
#of Mos:
12
100%
18/1
Salary:
$2,542.59/month
A-212200-559100-67310-0000000/100%

b.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position:
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account#:

COUNSELING SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Counseling and Matriculation
Vacant
5535
New?:
No
Position was Administrative Secretary, grade 19
November 12, 2003
100%
# of Mos:
12
16/1
Salary:
$2,421 .16/month
A-212200-464100-63300-0000000/45%
A-212200-464100-63300-0611400/55%

c.

Position:
Department:
Name:
Position#:
Remarks:
Effective:
% of position :
Sal Grade/Stp:
Account#:

COUNSELING SUPPORT SPECIALIST
Counseling and Matriculation
Vacant
6079
New?:
No
Position was Academic Evaluator/Advisor, grade 20
November 12, 2003
#of Mos:
12
45%
16/1
Salary:
$1 ,089.52/month
A-212200-464100-63300-061 1400/100%

The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye
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RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employee(s):
a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position #:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account#:
Note:

b.

c.

d.

R. HARRISON PURCELL

Admissions Assistant
Admissions, Records & Veterans' Services
6022
New?:
No
Replacement for Zeda Barnett; promotion for Mr. Purcell.
16/2
Salary:
$2,542.59/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
October 22, 2003
A-212200-424100-62100-0000000/45%
A-212200-424100-62100-0611400/55%
Normal work schedule: Monday - Thursday, 9:30 am - 7:30 pm ;
Saturday- 9:00 am - 1:00 pm . 3% differential paid for hours
worked between 6:00 pm and 10:00 pm .

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account#:
Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account#:

Name:
Position :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account#:

LISA M. JOHNSON

Administrative Secretary
Public Safety Programs
5203
New?:
No
Replacement for Susan K. McElhinney
19/1
Salary:
$2,605.14/month
100%
# of Mos:
12
October 28, 2003
A-212200-336100-60910-0000000/100%
LISA GALBREATH

Counseling Support Specialist
Counseling and Matriculation
5535
New?: No
Replacement for Melissa Lopez; transfer for Ms. Galbreath.
16/4
Salary:
$2,803.83/month
100%
# of Mos:
12
November 12, 2003
A-212200-464100-63300-0000000/45%
A-212200-464100-63300-061 1400/55%
CYNTHIA K. BATTAGLIA

Payroll Assistant II
Payroll Services
5599
New?: No
Replacement for Sheila Atkins
18/1
Salary:
$2,542.59/month
# of Mos:
100%
12
November 17, 2003
A-212200-559100-67310-0000000/100%
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SHERRY A. URBAN
Instructional Support Assistant I
Business Education, Palomar College at Escondido
Center
Position#:
5881
New?:
No
Replacement for Doris Sexton; transfer for Ms. Urban
Remarks:
Salary:
$1,068.05/month
Sal Grade/Stp: 16/3
% of Position: 40%
#of Mos:
10
Effective:
November 11, 2003
Account#:
A-221000-357100-05010-0000000/100%
Name:
Position :
Department:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 20% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and no effect on benefits, effective January 20, 2004, through May 21,
2004, to SHELLI D. DOUGLASS, Senior Office Specialist, Educational
Television.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

9.

RATIFY RESIGNATION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
granting the resignation of the following employee(s):
a.

JASON T. BLACKLOCK, Law Enforcement Training Officer, Public Safety
Programs, effective November 4, 2003 (last day of employment 11/3/2003)

b.

LAMEKA C. D. INGRAM, Client Services Assistant, Educational Television,
effective November 1, 2003 (last day of employment 10/31/2003)

c.

DEBBIE C. BREWER, Academic Department Assistant/Staff Aide, Speech
Communication/Forensics/ASL, effective November 1, 2003 (last day of
employment 10/31/2003)

d.

JULIE A. SCHROEDER, Food Services Specialist, Food Services, effective
November 1, 2003 (last day of employment 10/31 /2003)

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

10.

RATIFY CORRECTION TO ACADEMIC CONTRACT
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the correction to the following academic contract:
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BARBARA SERVATKA
B.S., Nursing
M.S., Nursing
Position :
Assistant Professor (Gerontology/Medical-Surgical Nursing)
Nursing Education
Department:
Increased step placement due to verification of previous related
Remarks :
work experience.
Sal Grade/Stp: C/8
Salary: $5,420.02/month
% of position: 100%
#of Mos:
10
August22,2003
Effective:
A-111000-348200-12030-0000000/100%
Account#:
Name:
Degree:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

11 .

INFORMATION - RETIREMENT
On behalf of the Governing Board of the Palomar Commun ity College District, the
following retirement has been accepted by Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
Superintendent/President, as authorized by the Governing Board, under Group II (receive
the employer-paid health benefits as provided to active employees and eligible
dependents until the retiree has reached the age of 65, dental for life) of the Retirement
Health and Dental Plan approved by the Governing Board December 8, 1987:

SUZANNE M. RUTHERFORD, Academic Department Assistant, English, effective
December 31 , 2003.

12.

RATIFY NEW ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the approval of the following new administrative position(s):

a.

PROGRAM FOR INTERPRETERS IN EDUCATIONAL
SETTINGS (PlnES) GRANT DIRECTOR
Speech Communication/Forensics/American Sign Language
Department:
Yes
6276
New?:
Position#:
Position is an Educational Administrator
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp: 53/1
Salary:
$4,282.31/month
% of position : 80%
No Mos:
11
November 12, 2003
Effective:
Account#:
K-123400-329200-60100-1612183
Position:

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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RATIFY ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following administrative employee(s):

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position:
Effective:
Account#:

BLAINE V. MORROW
e-Conferencing Project Director
Educational Television
6282
New?:
Yes
Position approved 8/12/03; funded - e-Conferencing
71/1
Salary:
$6,677.35/month
100%
#of Mos:
12
November 19, 2003
K-212100-318100-61320-1612191/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

14.

GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications
for the disciplines listed:
Dennis Boyer- Fire Technology
Cathy Fried - Emergency Medical Education
Kathryn Herbst - Psychology
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
15.

Item removed for further discussion at the request of Mr. Evilsizer.

16.

RATIFY ASSIGNED TIME TO ACADEMIC CONTRACT

MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding assigned time for faculty for the Spring 2004 semester:
Carpenter, Carey
Mufson, Michael

Chair
Chair

Life Sciences
Performing Arts

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

60%
60%

$440.30 per month
$440 .30 per month
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Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA
I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR
15.

RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the SuperintendenVPresident
regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty, at the rates indicated for
Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 {day and/or evening); said part-time faculty are not scheduled to
teach more than a 60 percent load in a single semester:

FALL 2003
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Herbst, Kathryn

Psychology
B.A. , Human Development
B.S. , Psychology
M.A., Psychology (Pending)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL EDUCATION
Emergency Medical Education
Fried, Cathy
Eminence in CPR and First Aid Training
ENGLISH
Pilch, Jennifer

English
B.F.A., Fine Arts
M.A., Creative Writing

$37.01

$37.01

$38.24

OCCUPATIONAL & NONCREDIT PROGRAMS
Moores, Edward

Art (Community Education)
A.B., Art
2+ Years Experience

$37.01

Fire Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Fire Technology Discipline

$37.01

Parmer, Harry

Administrative Justice
B.S., Political Science and Administration
M.B.A., Business Administration

$39.47

Ward, Joseph

Fire Technology
A.A. , Paramedic Training
A.A., Fire Technology
6+ Years Experience

$39.47

PUBLIC SAFETY
Boyer, Dennis
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SPRING 2004
OCCUPATIONAL & NONCREDIT PROGRAMS
Baildon, John
Quality Assurance Technology
A.AS., Mechanical Design
B.S.M.E., Mechanical Engineering
2+ Years Experience
PHYSICS & ENGINEERING
Moshirian Dezfuli, Marjaneh

Physics
S.S. , Physics
M.S., Applied Physics

$37.01

$38.24

Mr. Evilsizer stated, "I noticed that we have part-time faculty that are being ratified for the
fall semester, we're about half way through the fall semester, right? Are these just folks
that we didn't catch earlier on when we did a similar ratification of employment?" Dr.
Miyamoto advised Mr. Evilsizer that these are instructors that are beginning to teach a
course in the second half of the semester, i.e., late-start classes or their information has
changed.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION

Report of the Faculty Senate
Steve Spear reported that he recently attended the Fall Plenary Session of the ASCCC
and discussed many statewide issues, such as the Student Learning Outcomes and
equalization. He stated that at the next plenary session in the spring, the Statewide
Senate will come up with a broad statement on equalization. The Faculty Senate is in the
process of renewing the faculty manual. The Faculty Senate voted to support campus
equity week in support of the faculty. Dr. Spear urged the Board not to do away with PAR
at least through 2005. Dr. Spear reported that the Faculty Senate wrote a letter to Mr.
McMullen inviting him to speak to the Senate about the criteria for the President's
evaluation and he declined. The Senate will go forward on its own and has obtained from
the Academic Senate for the CCC a policy entitled, Toward a Model Chief Executive
Officer Evaluation Policy, which states, "Local academic senates are encouraged to meet
and work with governing board and or their designees to modify the model to meet local ·
conditions it meets." Dr. Spears stated that since this is not possible, the Faculty Senate
will work with Maria Miller and the Personnel Standards and Practices Committee.
Discussion followed regarding the Phone and Register System (PAR). Mr. Madrigal
stated that Herman Lee would be giving a presentation to SPC at its next meeting.

2.

INFORMATION

Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Mary Ann Drinan stated that the Palomar faculty commemorated Campus Equity Week
and demonstrated their support. On behalf of PFF she urged the District to disburse the
parity funds to part-time faculty. She also stated that a salary increase for the Child
Development Center staff was approved but has not been released . She also reported
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that the PFF executive Board voted to support a no lay-off policy at Palomar College and
urged the Board to be judicious in terms of spending. She stated that PFF has been
supporting the grocery workers. Ms. Drinan thanked the Foundation for matching the Fire
Victims Assistance Fund.
Mary Millet reported that Campus Equity Week is an international effort to put the needs
of contingent faculty in higher education. She reported on the problems that part-time
faculty face. She also pleaded to the Board to release the funds for the Child
Development Center teachers.

3.

INFORMATION

Report of The Faculty
Barbara Kelber, The Faculty Vice President, reported on behalf of Maria Miller. Ms.
Kelber acknowledged all of the veterans on this Veterans' Day. She thanked all involved
for maintaining business during the fire crisis. She was very thankful that the College was
closed during this time and stated that it demonstrated compassion for the health of the
students and staff. She distributed a report to the Board members regarding the
inequities among students and technology use. She discussed the issues students are
facing when it comes to keeping up with the classroom technology demands.

4.

INFORMATION

Report of the Administrative Association
Ken Jay gave the following report:
"Apparently, elements in the Faculty are producing a steady drumbeat that there are too
many excessively paid mid-level administrators at Palomar. This mantra describes midlevel management as "an unnecessary, excessive, superfluous, excessively abundant,
nonessential, under-worked, overpaid, bloated, unneeded bureaucracy."
When a reasoned response presenting facts disputing this mantra is made, accusations
of puffery and attempts to distort the facts to build a case against the PFF are leveled .
The Administrative Association has made it very clear we have no position on the contract
negotiations with the PFF. We only responded to an unwarranted and unsustainable
attack on Palomar's mid-level management. Personally, I find it unfortunate and
distasteful that the level of collegiality has been lowered to such a sad state.
Faculty allegations point to the growth of administrative positions over the last 15 years as
proof of excessive mid-level management. Perhaps, more revealing is to put this growth
in administrative positions into perspective - 15 years is a long time. During this period
the College grew considerably - greater numbers of students enrolled, new programs
were added, state funded and categorical budgets increased, and technology in campus
operation became pervasive. According to the current Palomar College Fact Book, from
1988 to 2002 student FTE enrollment increased over 40 percent. During this same time
the FTE employee positions also increased by the following:
Administrative/Professional non-faculty 43 percent
Faculty
65 percent
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The Faculty allege that mid-level administrators are too numerous, do too little work to
justify their existence, and too well paid. What evidence supports such a charge? By the
FTE numbers, management positions have grown significantly slower than Faculty
positions over the last 15 years. Additionally, in response to last years initial budget
shortfall, nine adm inistrative positions were eliminated.
We will grant that administrators as a group are better paid than full time Faculty
members. However, there is the argument that the nature of the management positions,
programmatic responsibilities, and number of employees supervised adequately justifies
the salary differential. For those Faculty members, who feel they are underpaid in relation
to administrators, there is an elegant and time honored solution - become an
administrator.
While we sincerely wish for a speedy and equitable contract settlement for the Faculty, we
don't feel that expanding the battle by proxy to "mid-level" managers using continued
misinformation and propaganda will provide any benefit. We will all be better served by a
civil and factual discussion of the issues."

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team - No report

6.

INFORMATION
Report of the CCE/AFT
Becky McCluskey acknowledged Veterans' Day and thanked all veterans. Ms.
McCluskey thanked Dr. Amador and the Board for coming through for the employees
during the fire crisis. This is a time to reevaluate what is important in our lives.

7.

INFORMATION
Report of the Associated Student Government
Amador Soto reported that ASG is collecting donations from students for the Fire Victims
Assistance Fund in the Student Union. Mr. Soto said that members of the ASG visited
one of the students in the hospital. This student lost his sister during the fire and he is in
the hospital. All the ASG/ASB Pres idents attended a California Community College
Student Advisory Association Conference. During the conference, the presidents got
together and wrote a letter to the governor-elect informing him that the community
colleges are the largest institution of higher learning in the world . The letter also stated
that next March the students will return again.

K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS
The following persons addressed the Board on the following subjects:
Brandon Cesmat - effect of fires on Palomar College; adjunct faculty issues
Marianne Swift-Gifford - release of Child Development funds
Carol Mitton - release of Child Development funds
Reno Frigo - faculty morale
Michelle Barton - article in North County Times - specifically the charge that information was
removed from public view.
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EXCUSE ABSENCE OF MEMBERS
MSC

Chadwick, Soto

In accordance with Section 72425(c) of the California Education Code, the Governing
Board finds that the absences of Ralph Jensen from the Governing Board Meeting held
September 23, 2003, is excused due to a conflict with work responsibilities, and the
absence of Michele Nelson from the Governing Board Meeting held October 14, 2003, is
excused due to illness.
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Abstain (Jensen, Nelson)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
2.

DISCUSSION: AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING
The Governing Board approves the listing of the following items on the agenda for
consideration at the next meeting:
Ms. Chadwick requested more information on : Administrative costs to include
classifications of middle managers for the past five years; parity money; Child
Development funds; textbook policies in terms of pricing and buybacks.

3.

APPROVE CANCELLATION OF NOVEMBER 25, 2003, GOVERNING BOARD
MEETING
MSC

Jensen, Soto

The Governing hereby approves the cancellation of its November 25, 2003, Governing
Board meeting .
The Vote: 3 Aye, 2 Nay {Chadwick, Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
4.

DESIGNATE DECEMBER 9, 2003, AS "ANNUAL ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING"
MSC

Chadwick, Jensen

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District hereby designates the
Regular Meeting scheduled for December 9, 2003, at 7:00 p.m., as the "Annual
Organizational Meeting." The meeting is to be held in the Governing Board Room on the
San Marcos Campus.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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CLOSED SESSION

The Governing Board went into Closed Session at 8:40 p.m . to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6.

5.

Government Code Section 54956.9(b)(1}- Pending Litigation

6.

Conference with Real Property Negotiator, pursuant to Government Code 54956.8 108-120 Parcels49, 50, 51; 108-121Parcels12, 13; 108-421Parcel03, 04; 125-061
Parcel 02, 03; 108-370 Parcels 11, 45, 48, 50 52; 108-371 Parcel 07; 108-440 Parcel 01,
02; 323-100 Parcel 11; 323-482 Parcel 12; 323-500 Parcels 01, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 14;
323-501 Parcel 02; 323-090 Parcel 89; 323-091 Parcel 06

Closed Session ended at 10:22 p.m.
0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION

The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District reconvened at 10:23 p.m. Mr.
Darrell McMullen made the following statements:
Pursuant to Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6, the Board took action to terminate a probationary classified employee #001867964, in
the classification of Senior Accounting Assistant, effective November 12, 2003.
The Governing Board unanimously accepted with regret the request of Dr. Sherrill L. Amador,
SuperintendenUPresident, to officially retire from the District effective July 1, 2004. We wish her
well and will begin the search process immediately for a new SuperintendenUPresident.
The Governing Board unanimously approved the following Voluntary Retirement Agreement
between the Palomar Community College District and Dr. Sherrill L. Amador:
This Voluntary Retirement Agreement (hereinafter "Agreement) is entered into
by and between the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District
of San Diego County, California (hereinafter referred to as the "Board"}, and Dr.
Sherrill L. Amador (hereinafter referred to as the "SuperintendenUPresident").
The Board and the SuperintendenUPresident hereby agree to the follow terms
and conditions:
1.

The SuperintendenUPresident hereby voluntarily retires from any and all
employment with the Palomar Community College District effective
July 1, 2004. The decision to retire from the District is a voluntary one
determined by the SuperintendenUPresident with no request by the
Board . This Agreement shall serve as the official letter of voluntary
retirement submitted by the SuperintendenUPresident.
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2.

The Board hereby accepts the Superintendent/President's retirement
effective July 1, 2004, with regret and best wishes to her. The Board
acknowledges the Superintendent/President's competent performance
with the District. The Superintendent/President is leaving the District in
good standing, and the Board wishes to emphasize that the
Superintendent/President has never been disciplined by the Board and
there is no proposed disciplinary action pending against her.

3.

If the Board needs to employ an Interim Superintendent/ President after
July 1, 2004, the Board may request the Superintendent/President to
serve in that capacity because it holds her performance in high regard.
Any continued employment will be covered by another Employment
Agreement.

4.

Since the Superintendent/President has provided competent
performance with the District, the Board agrees to provide to her any
new retirement benefits that the Board may make available generally to
academic employees at any time during the 2003-2004 fiscal year,
subject to the conditions which apply generally to the academic
employees.

As part of the review process, the Board directed staff to contact the State Chancellor's Office for
"due diligence" regarding several land parcels.

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 10:24 p.m.
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
SPECIAL MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the regular meeting of the Palomar Community College
District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

B.

ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A., PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A. , VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D ., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
TRUSTEE ABSENT:
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D ., SuperintendenUPresident
Berta Cuaron, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
QUORUM ESTABLISHED
Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present and the meeting proceeded with the order of business.

BB.

CLOSED SESSION
The Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District went into Closed Session at
6:02 p.m. to discuss:

C.
\

1.

Government Code Section 54956.9(b)(1) - Pending Litigation

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

ADJOURNMENT
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GOVERNING BOARD MINUTES
REGULAR MEETING, GOVERNING BOARD
PALOMAR COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
GOVERNING BOARD ROOM, STUDENT SERVICES CENTER
COLLEGE CAMPUS
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 2003, 6:00 P.M.

A.

CALL TO ORDER
Darrell L. McMullen, President, called the organizational meeting of the Palomar Community
College District Governing Board to order at 6:00 p.m.

AA.

ROLL CALL
Establishment of a Quorum

AAA.

CLOSED SESSION
The Board went into Closed Session at 6:03 p.m. to discuss:
1.

Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release, pursuant to Government Code 54957.6.

2.

Conference regarding negotiations with CCE/AFT, pursuant to Government Code Section
54957.6.

3.

Conference regarding negotiations with PFF/AFT, pursuant to Government Code
54957.6.

4.

Conference regarding discussion with Other Unrepresented Employees, pursuant to
Government Code 54957.6 .

5.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation , pursuant to Government Code 54957.
a.

Superintendent/President

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION

CALL ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING TO ORDER
Darrel L. McMullen, President, called the organizational meeting of the Palomar Community
College District Governing Board to order at 7:00 p.m.
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ROLL CALL
TRUSTEES PRESENT:
DARRELL L. McMULLEN, M.B.A. , PRESIDENT
RALPH G. JENSEN, B.A. , VICE PRESIDENT
MICHELET. NELSON, PH.D., SECRETARY
NANCY C. CHADWICK, M.S.W ., M.P.A., TRUSTEE
MARK R. EVILSIZER, M.A., TRUSTEE
AMADOR SOTO, STUDENT TRUSTEE
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATORS PRESENT:
Sherrill L. Amador, Ed.D .. Superintendent/President
Berta Cuaron, M.A .. Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Instruction
Joseph Madrigal, M.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Student Services
Jack Miyamoto, Ed.D., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Human Resource Services
Jerry Patton. M.B.A., Assistant SuperintendenWice President, Finance and Administrative
Services

Following the pledge of allegiance to the flag, Mr. McMullen declared a quorum present, and the
meeting proceeded with the order of business.

A TAPED RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING IS ON FILE IN THE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE FOR THIRTY DAYS OR UNTIL THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING
HAVE BEEN APPROVED BY THE GOVERNING BOARD, WHICHEVER IS LONGER.
B.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
1.

ELECTION OF PRESIDENT
Nomination of Mr. McMullen by Ms. Chadwick; Mr. McMullen declined the nomination.
Nomination of Mr. Jensen by Mr. Evilsizer, seconded by Mr. McMullen.
RESOLUTION 04-20770
BE IT RESOLVED, That RALPH G. JENSEN be elected President of the Governing
Board of the Palomar Community College District, effective December 9, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye
At this point, Mr. Jensen assumed responsibility as chair of the meeting and presented
Mr. McMullen with a plaque commemorating his year as Board President. Mr. McMullen
thanked everyone.
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ELECTION OF VICE PRESIDENT
Nomination of Mr. Evilsizer by Ms. Chadwick
Nomination of Dr. Nelson by Mr. McMullen
RESOLUTION 04-20771
BE IT RESOLVED, That DR. MICHELET. NELSON be elected Vice President of the
Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District, effective December 9, 2003.
The Vote:

Mr. Evilsizer - 2 (Evilsizer, Chadwick)
Dr. Nelson - 3 (McMullen, Jensen, Nelson)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: (Dr. Nelson)
3.

ELECTION OF SECRETARY
Nomination of Ms. Chadwick by Mr. Evilsizer
RESOLUTION 04-20772
BE IT RESOLVED, That NANCY C. CHADWICK be elected Secretary of the Governing
Board of the Palomar Community College District, effective December 9, 2003 .
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

BB.

APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY TO THE BOARD
1.

APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY TO THE BOARD
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby appoints Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, Superintendent/President,
to serve as Secretary to the Governing Board of the Palomar Community College District,
effective December 9, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye
BBB.

ESTABLISHMENT OF DATE, TIME, AND PLACE OF MEETINGS
1.

ESTABLISH DATE. TIME, AND PLACE OF MEETINGS
MS Failed Chadwick, Evilsizer
OPTION 2:
The Governing Board hereby declares that the Regular Meetings of the Governing Board
of the Palomar Community College District shall be held on the second and fourth
Tuesday of each month, closed session beginning at 6 p.m., open session beginning
at 7 p.m., in the Governing Board Room, Student Services Center, San Marcos
Campus.
The Vote:

2 Aye (Evilsizer, Chadwick)
3 Nay (McMullen, Nelson, Jensen)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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MSC McMullen, Nelson for OPTION 1:

RESOLUTION 04-20773
BE IT RESOLVED, That the Regular Meetings of the Governing Board of the Palomar
Community College District shall be held on the second Tuesday of each month, closed
session beginning at 6 p.m ., open session beginning at 7 p.m., in the Governing
Board Room, Student Services Center, San Marcos Campus.
The Vote: 3 Aye (McMullen, Nelson, Jensen)
2 Nay (Evilsizer, Chadwick)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Nay

ADJOURNMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
The organizational meeting was adjourned at 7:35 p.m.

CONVENE REGULAR MEETING
The regular meeting was convened at 7:35 p.m.

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
MSC Chadwick, Nelson
The Governing Board hereby approves the Minutes of the Regular Meeting of November 11,
2003, and the Special Meeting of November 18, 2003.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

D.

CALL FOR REMOVAL OF ITEMS FROM OR CHANGES TO AGENDA - There were none.

E.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNING BOARD PRESIDENT
I would like thank Dale and all of the people who helped at the Gala. With regards to equalization,
we have to keep on working on this issue. I know that several years ago we looked into the
possibility of conducting classes at Rincon, at that time the tribal council wanted to know what they
would get in return. If Palomar would like to offer classes at Rincon again, the All Tribes
American Indian Charter School, where I teach now, is willing to make our facilities available to
Palomar at no charge.
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REPORTS OF THE GOVERNING BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. Nelson gave the following report:
"The highlight for these last few weeks has been the gala, which was a very successful and
wonderful event. One of the highlights of the gala was to have the Police Academy there to escort
us in . It was wonderful! Of course our cheerleaders were off competing so they couldn't be there,
but the Police Academy was second to none. I would like to ask Dale Wallenius how much we
made."
At this time Mr. Wallenius gave a detailed accounting of the distribution of the funds raised by
different events sponsored by the Foundation.
"Thank you, it really was a stupendous event and we all had a great time helping raise this
wonderful money for our school and staff."
Mr. Evilsizer gave the following report:
On November 15, 2003, I had the pleasure and honor of attending the Fire Academy graduation.
It was held at the San Marcos Civic Center. It was post the terrible fires we had and I think it was
probably more emotionally charged than it would normally be. They did an outstanding job and it
was nice to see so many families and people from the community attending this graduation. We
are fortunate to have so many of our students who are willing to enter this profession of work.
I was also able to attend a political science forum at the University of San Diego. I attended with
several of the Political Science faculty from Palomar College. It was held at the Joan Kroc Center
for Peace and Justice. If you have not had an opportunity to get to San Diego to see that center, it
is a beautiful complex. Of course the mission of that facility is beautiful as well. There was a
conflict in scheduling, they couldn't get the two scheduled legislators from Sacramento, so they
substituted with Howard Kaloogian and Bill Fitzgerald, two opponents from the 74th AD races a
few elections ago. It was a lively and serious dialogue.

I was also one of the board members who attended the 2003 Football Awards Banquet this
weekend. That was an opportunity to recognize a very successful program here at Palomar
College and to see these student athletes involved in that program and how it provides many of
them with an opportunity to pursue not only their athletic abilities, but also to pursue academic
endeavors as well.
Also, I was invited to attend the Psychology Research Posters Project Showing. This was an
opportunity to see research methods being utilized by students at Palomar College and the topics
they had chosen to research were very interesting, and it was a real pleasure to learn about how
they conducted their research and what some of their conclusions were. Finally, I wanted to
recognize the Communications staff. As Board members, we receive updates from all of the
newspaper clippings from month-to-month to week-to-week, and I really appreciate those efforts
and I hope that Cindy Sabato shares that with her staff, whoever does that. I personally appreciate
it, so thank you .
Ms. Chadwick gave the following report:
I would like to extend holiday greetings to everybody. This is going to be a special year because
we have a lot of things happen ing. I am hopeful that we are going to have a peaceful new year. I
hope all of you and your fam ilies have a good holiday. I was able to go to our Gala, exquisite and
very nice. I also attended the Psychology Research Project Reviews for the poster exhibits. I am
so impressed that each one of the students I talked with is transferring. That makes me feel so
good about the opportunities that we have been able to provide in a seamless kind of way. I was
also invited and toured the Child Development Center. I have been through many of these
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centers , and this is one of the best I have ever seen . I am hopeful that we will be able to keep
doing the things that we need to do and much more. Most of you know what I'm talking about.
The dedicated staff out there is remarkable. I also went to the footba ll awards dinner. Now I
know why we are always champions. There are wonderful things happening in that program . I
expect next year will be another championship team, nationally rated. As usual I attend all of the
academy graduations. I attended the fire academy graduation . These kinds of ceremonies are so
uplifting and as I always say, when someone graduates it shows that students are our most
important product. A graduating student is what we are all about. It is our product, so it is really
gratifying to see so many good students . I also attended the SDICCCA meeting. Many of you
know that this group is working very hard to lobby for legislation to get us equalization . Dale is
working very hard on the newsletter, which I might say the first edition is one of the best ever. It
makes me so proud to be part of this organization . I have been here for about a year now so this
holiday for me has a special meaning and I hope it does for you . Thank you.
Mr. McMullen gave the following report:
Thank you, Dale! I know that with the tight money in Sacramento, it probably falls in deaf ears this
year. But hopefully as things recover, the impression has been made with such a point that we
can get the dollars that we deserve based on our student count, which translates to dollars for
everybody. There was an interesting article in today's paper about our Police Department; our
hats off to you gentleman. They are asking for new unwrapped toys that are going to the Polinsky
Center of San Diego. The article compliments their efforts and I applaud you for that. Keep up
the good work. The other article that caught my attention was an editorial that was written by Vista
City Councilman, Steve Gronke, in today's North County Times. He writes about reducing Latino
dropouts. In the article, he states that 50% are young Latino men. He made several comments
about high school curriculum needing to address certain issues. A comment at the bottom states
as follows : "We live in a world that a high school diploma is just the beginning, and for a young
Latino man who never even achieves that goal, the possibility of obtaining the American dream is
almost impossible." We need to keep our programs available, such as ESL. We need to help the
Latinos with these dropout rates because they are our brothers and sisters here and we need to
do what we can for them . Palomar has been doing an excellent job. I hope we can continue and
always be focused on this problem . One last item is a thank you on behalf of the Rotary Club.
There were four of your own that helped us build a house in Mexico a couple of weeks ago. It
was an awesome experience. My compliments and thanks to Joe Madrigal, Lynda Halttunen,
Jose Vargas, and Mary SanAgustin for helping. I want to thank you personally for helping us. It is
an experience of a lifetime to go build a house in one day. But, when you see a family of a
husband and wife, and four little children , and you build them a little one room concrete slab
home. I think the comment that Joe heard from the mother in Spanish was, "Last night we slept in
a shack, tonight we sleep in a palace." There are those out there that have a lot less than us and
it really makes you humble when you do these kinds of things. Thank you for your efforts.
Mr. Amador Soto gave the following report: no report

G.

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT
Dr. Amador thanked the faculty and staff for their contributions to the Fire Victims Fund . She
stated that the Foundation collected over $11 ,000 and that the Foundation has matched that
amount for a total of $22,000 to help families who were victims of the fire. The Foundation Office
will be distributing these funds. Dr. Amador mentioned that copies of the Annual Report for
2002-03 were distributed to all Board members and to all departments of the College. She
acknowledged Cindy Sabato, Margie Adcock, faculty, and staff for their contributions on this
project. She advised the Board that the Annual Implementation Plan status reports were also
included in their packets. Dr. Amador wished everyone happy holidays and also invited everyone
to attend the President's Holiday Coffee.
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Report of Vice President for Instruction
Ms. Cuaron introduced Blaine Morrow, the new Telecommunications Special Grant
Project Director. She also stated that she visited several classrooms and thanked the
faculty for their invitation .

2.

Report of Vice President for Student Services - no report

3.

Report of Vice President for Finance and Adm inistrative Services
Per Trustee Chadwick's request, Mr. Patton gave a brief report on the status of parity
funds, Child Development Center funds, and growth funds.

4.

Report of Vice President for Human Resource Services - no report

CONSENT CALENDAR
H.

CONSENT CALENDAR

BUSINESS SERVICES
1.

REVIEW AND APPROVE PURCHASES MADE FOR PRIOR SIXTY DAYS
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby reviews and approves the following purchase transactions and
contracts entered into on behalf of the Palomar Community College District. All of the following
purchases are made against the 2003-2004 fiscal year budget:

Re-Encumbered
FY2003 PO's
Purchase Orders
Travel
Advertising/Increases
Employment Ads
Agreement/Services
Repairs
Agreement/Annual
Utilities

0400023
0440164
0450030
0460021
0465007
0470255
0475034
0480146
0495056

through
through
through
through
through
through
through
through
through

0400025
0440210
0450038
0460025
0465008
0470331
0475059
0480154
0495056

$ 12,465.91
$ 64,267.96
1,966.50
$
2,985.06
$
2,565.00
$
$ 604,778.15
$ 11,964.94
$ 19,249.30
$ 1,800.00
~ Z22 1Q42.82

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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ACCEPT GIFTS

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby accepts the following gifts and directs that an appropriate
letter of appreciation be sent to the donors:
a.

Forty EMS jackets for student simulation and field use, donated by Carlsbad Fire
Department, 2560 Onon Way, Carlsbad, California, 92008. Total cash value as
estimated by donor is $2,000.

b.

Drafting table for use by students in the Design and Consumer Education
Department, donated by Youngdale Manufacturing Corporation, 2449 F Gades
Way, Vista, California, 92081. Total cash value as estimated by donor is $450.

c.

Revox magnetic reel-to-reel tape recorder to be used by the Music Department
Recording Technician, donated by Greg Bemko, 1462 La Plaza Drive, Lake San
Marcos, California, 92069. Total cash value as estimated by donor is $550.

d.

Bluthner Grand Piano to be used by students in the piano classroom, donated by
Yoshiko Niiya Bemko, 1460 La Plaza, Lake San Marcos, California, 92069. Total
cash value is $27,000.

e.

Lyon & Healy Harp, donated by Chikaye Niiya to be used for orchestral rehearsals
and performance, 1462 La Plaza Drive, Lake San Marcos, California, 92069.
Total cash value is estimated at $20,000.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
FISCAL SERVICES
3.

APPROVE DRAWING NEW WARRANT

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Disbursing Officer to draw a new warrant as
follows:
Warrant# 76-087599, dated October 10, 2002, in the amount of $36.00, payable to
Solana Lynn Sloat, 2061 Monte Vista Drive, Vista, CA 92084. Void due to stale date.
Warrant# 76-095369, dated February 11, 2003, in the amount of $9.50, payable to
James George Kleppel, 705 Cooper Drive, Vista, California, 92083. Void due to stale
date.
Warrant #76-098855, dated February 27, 2003, in the amount of $20.00, payable to
James George Kleppe! , 705 Cooper Drive, Vista, California, 92083. Void due to stale
date.
Warrant# 76-098875, dated February 27, 2003, in the amount of $32.50, payable to
Latifa Sakha, 708 Via Cafetal, San Marcos, California, 92069. Void due to stale date.
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Warrant# 76-105277, dated June 24, 2003, in the amount of $45.00, payable to Jessica
Riggins, 25 Santa Rosa Ave, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019. Void due to lost check not
cashed .
The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote : Aye

COMMUNITY SERVICES
4.

APPROVE NEW CLASSES, AGREEMENTS, AND PERSONNEL FOR PROVIDING
COMMUNITY SERVICES CLASSES
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the following new classes, agreements, and
personnel for providing Community Services classes:

Spring, 2004
a.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Karen Saffian-Jimenez
Community Spanish
Feb. 2, 4, & 9, 2004
$50 per hour
$85 (includes materials)
Minimum/maximum 12/25

b.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Karen Saffian-Jimenez
Spanish for Nursing
Feb. 21 , 2004 {hidden date 2/28)
$50 per hour
$125 (includes materials)
Minimum/maximum 10/25

c.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate :
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Karen Saffian-Jimenez
Spanish for Dental Hygienists
May 7, 8, 2004
$50 per hour
$125 (includes materials)
Minimum/maximum 10/25

d.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Karen Saffian-Jimenez
Survival Spanish for Classroom Teachers
March 6, 2004
$50 per hour
$125 (includes materials)
Minimum/maximum 10/25

e.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Effective:
Instructor Rate:
Fee to Student:
Terms:

Karen Saffian-Jimenez
Spanish for Office Personnel
March 15, 17, 22, 2004
$50 per hour
$125 (includes materials)
Minimum/maximum 10/25
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f.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate:
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

Stan Martin
i-Movies for Teens - Beginning & lnterm.
30% of fees collected
$59 (includes materials)
Feb 21, 28, 2004
Minimum/maximum 10/30 For ages 11 - 20

g.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate:
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

LeeAnne Krusemark
A Guide to Getting Published
$15 per participant
$45
April 17, 2004
Minimum/maximum 10/60

h.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate:
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

Sally Greenleaf
Palomar Youth Chorale - Fallbrook Section
$37 per hour
$120 per semester
January 27, 2004
Minimum/maximum 20/50

i.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate:
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

Diane Geller
Palomar Youth Chorale - San Marcos Section
$38 per hour
$120 per semester
January 29, 2004
Minimum/maximum 20/50

j.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate:
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

Linda Kurokawa
Walt Disney Concert Hall Symphony Trip
none
$105 includes cost of ticket+ transportation
April 17, 2004
Minimum/maximum 20/55

k.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate :
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

Collette Travel
Canadian Rockies Train Trip
none
$2,349
July 6, 2004
We receive $200 per participant

I.

Presenter:
Name of Class:
Instructor Rate:
Fees to Student:
Effective:
Terms:

Collette Travel
Tuscany, Italy Trip
none
$1 ,800
Nov. 1, 2004
We receive $180 per participant

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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PERSONNEL
5.

APPROVE PERSONNEL ACTIONS REPORT
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby approves the Personnel Actions report, which includes
hires and pay rate changes for student employees for the month of November, 2003,
and short-term employees for the month of December, 2003. (Exhibit H-5)
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
6.

RATIFY CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the employment of the following classified employee(s):

a.

Name:
Position:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of Position :
Effective:
Account#:

EILLEN D. WALLER
Payroll Assistant II
Payroll Services
No
5598
New?:
Replacement for Cathy Hawkins
$2,542.59/month
Salary:
18/1
#of Mos:
12
100%
November 13, 2003
A-212200-559100-67310-0000000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
7.

ACTION - RATIFY NEW CLASSIFIED POSITION
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the following classified position(s):

a.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account:

OFFICE SPECIALIST
Vacant
Payroll Services
6284
New?:

Yes

10/1
Salary:
$920.68/month
#Mos: 12
44%
December 10, 2003
A-212200-559100-67310-0000000/100%
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b.

Position :
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp :
% of position:
Effective:
Account:

SYSTEMS MODULE FUNCTIONAL ASSISTANT
Vacant
Financial Aid & Scholarships
6285
New? :
Yes
Funded - BFAP-SFAA Funds.
30/1
Salary:
$3,409.75/month
100%
#Mos: 12
December 10, 2003
K-212200-4 75100-64600-1612000/100%

c.

Position:
Name :
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account:

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES COORDINATOR
Vacant
Financial Aid & Scholarships
6286
New?:
Yes
Funded - BFAP-SFAA Funds.
25/1
Salary:
$3,016.01/month
100%
#Mos: 12
December 10, 2003
K-212200-4 75100-64600-1612000/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

RATIFY CHANGE TO CLASSIFIED POSITION
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the Superintendent/President
regarding the change of the following classified position:

a.

Position:
Name:
Department:
Position#:
Remarks:
Sal Grade/Stp:
% of position:
Effective:
Account:

CLIENT SERVICES ASSISTANT
Vacant
CCC Confer/Educational Television
6271
New?:
No
Increase position from 75% to 100% Funded - CCC Confer
20/1
Salary:
$2,670.14/month
100%
#Mos: 12
December 10, 2003
K-212200-318100-61320-1612191/100%

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

9.

RATIFY STIPEND FOR DESIGNATED BILINGUAL INTERPRETER
MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting bilingual stipends for the following employees who
are designated bilingual interpreters:

Adriana Ayala, Academic Department Assistant, Nursing Education, effective 12/01 / 03
Patricia Castillo, Outreach Coordinator, Grant Funded Support Programs, effective
9/01/03
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Jose Celis-Celis, Outreach Coordinator, Grant Funded Support Programs, effective

9122103
Veronica Delgado, Guidance Services Advisor, Grant Funded Support Programs,
effective 9/01 /03
Liz Gary, Outreach Coordinator, Grant Funded Support Programs, effective 9/01/03
Cecilia Rocha, Staff Assistant, Grant Funded Support Programs, effective 9/15/03
Beverly Warren de Paulino, Outreach Coordinator, Grant Funded Support Programs,
effective 9/01 /03

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
10.

RATIFY LEAVE OF ABSENCE

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

a.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 10% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and no effect on benefits, effective January 22, 2004, through May 20,
2004, to GLENNA R. MITCHELL, Senior Library Media Technician, Library Media
Center.

b.

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting a 40% Personal Leave of Absence without
pay and no effect on benefits, effective August 23, 2004, through December 18,
2004, to CYNTHIA J. ANFINSON, Associate Professor, Mathematics.

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
11.

RATIFY RESIGNATION

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President granting the resignation of the following employees:
a.

STEPHANIE A. GONZALES, Marketing Services Assistant, Educational
Television, effective December 11, 2003 (last day of employment 12/10/2003).

b.

ERIN J. MESSERSMITH, Technology Training Coordinator, Human Resource
Services, effective December 6, 2003 (last day of employment 12/5/2003).

c.

VERONICA DELGADO, Guidance Services Advisor, GFSP/Upward Bound,
effective January 1, 2004 (last day of employment 12/31/2003).

d.

DAVID L. SANTOS, Community Service Officer, Palomar College Police
Department, effective 10/9/03 (last day of employment 10/8/03).

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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GRANT EQUIVALENCY FOR DISCIPLINE

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

Upon the recommendation of the Faculty Senate Equivalency Committee, the Governing
Board hereby grants the following individuals equivalency to minimum qualifications
for the disciplines listed:
Gerald Beaudry- Cabinet and Furniture Technology
Alexander Ehrath - Computer Science and Information Systems
Trenton Niemi - Zoology
Silfredo Vigo - Dance
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
13.

RATIFY PART-TIME FACULTY EMPLOYMENT

MSC

Nelson, Chadwick

The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the employment of the following part-time faculty,
at the rates indicated for Fall 2003 and Spring 2004 (day and/or evening); said part-time
faculty are not scheduled to teach more than a 60 percent load in a single semester:
FALL, 2003
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Ehrath, Alexander
Computer Science and Information Systems
Eminence in Video Game Engineering
EMERGENCY MEDICAL EDUCATION
Emergency Medical Education
Rosenberg, Linda
A.S ., Registered Nursing
6+ Years Experience
PUBLIC SAFETY
Steffen, Joseph

Administrative Justice
A.A., Law Enforcement
6+ Years Experience

$37.01

$37.01

$37.01

SPRING, 2004
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Brown , Pamela
Psychology
B.A., Psychology
M.A., Psychology

ECONOMICS, HISTORY, & POLITICAL SCIENCE
Abajian, Mark
Economics
B.A., Economics
M.A., Economics

$38.24

$38 .24
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LIFE SCIENCES
Niemi, Trenton

PERFORMING ARTS
Vigo, Silfredo

Zoology
B.S ., Kinesiology (Fitness, Nutrition and Health)
M.S., Exercise Physiology

$38.24

Dance
Eminence in Dance Performance and
Choreography

$37.01

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education
Gilmore, Carla
B.S., Nursing
M.Ed ., Physical Education
TRADES & INDUSTRY
Beaudry, Gerald

Chauvin, Timothy

$38.24

Cabinet and Furniture Technology
Coursework and 6+ Years Experience in
Cabinet and Furniture Technology

$37.01

Cabinet and Furniture Technology
B.A., Biology
2+ Years Experience

$37 .01

The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

Resumption of
REGULAR AGENDA

I.

ACTION ON ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT CALENDAR

J.

REPORTS FROM COLLEGE GROUPS

1.

INFORMATION
Report of The Faculty
Ms. Maria Miller stated that at their last meeting, The Faculty discussed the Presidential
Search Selection Comm ittee. It is the consensus of The Faculty that the search process
should allow time for Palomar faculty and staff to carefully analyze the needs of the
institution . She stated The Faculty made the following specific recommendations: to
extend the timeline; to include more faculty members on the selection committee up to
nine faculty members (representatives from our seven divisions, one PFF representative,
and one Faculty representative); and that The Faculty is not in favor of hiring a search
firm .
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INFORMATION
Report of the Faculty Senate
Dr. Spear stated that the Faculty Senate agrees with the recommendations set forth by
The Faculty, including their proposed timeline. Dr. Spear stated that the Faculty Senate
passed several motions at their last meeting as follows: The Faculty Senate would prefer
that no search firm be employed in the hiring of the next President/Superintendent; form a
college wide task force to examine the leadership needs of Palomar College; hire an
interim president for the 2004-05 academic year; increase the number of faculty members
to nine on the search committee; and lastly, recommends that no Governing Board
member be on the first level committee.

3.

INFORMATION
Report of the Palomar Faculty Federation
Ms. Mary Millett summarized the issues relating to the March 15 march in Sacramento.
She mentioned that the march will focus on the 175,000 missing students that did not
enroll in community colleges because of the budget and increase in tuition fees. Ms.
Millett also said that PFF supports the recommendations of The Faculty and Faculty
Senate, but would like to include an adjunct faculty representative.

4.

INFORMATION
Report of the Administrative Association
Ms . Norma Bean said, "Tonight the Board will consider Agenda items M1, 2, and 3 . The
Administrative Association wishes to express its support of the items as presented .
The composition of the Presidential search committee is critical. We judge the
recommended composition is more than adequate. If the Faculty feel the need for
additional representatives, we do not object provided that an equal number of classified
staff representatives are also added to the committee.
The Administrative Association thinks it critical that a new President is installed without
unnecessary delay. The budgetary and growth related issues facing the District are
daunting and we believe interim leadership for any extended period is ill-considered.
Finally, the Association believes strongly that a consultant search firm is needed . Such a
firm will bring the necessary expertise and efficiency to our Presidential search ."

5.

INFORMATION
Report of the Confidential and Supervisory Team
Ms. Donna Renner said, 'The members of the Confidential and Supervisory Team would
like to wish everyone a safe, healthy and happy Holiday Season .
We would like to take this opportunity to state that CAST is in support of agenda items
M - 1 and 2, the presidential search timeline and composition of the search committee
members as recommended for action this evening.
We will not support an increase of faculty members to the search comm ittee unless there
is a proportionate increase in classified staff representation. It is important to th e District
that we have an equal and balanced committee of employee constituents.
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We do not support the idea of an interim President for one year. We feel this brings
uncertain leadership in very uncertain budget times .
On a final note, we do support the utilization of a Search Firm. We believe this is the
most efficient and cost effective use of District resources.
This concludes our report. Thank You ."

6.

INFORMATION

Report of the CCE/AFT
Ms. Becky McCluskey stated that the CCE is in agreement with the proposed timeline of
the presidential search . She commented that they have concerns having an interim
president for a year because of the commitment this interim president would have to the
institution, especially during the budget crisis. She is also asking that the representation
of classified staff on the search committee be increased proportionately. Ms. McCluskey
also said that the CCE is in favor of hiring a search firm. She wished everyone a
wonderful holiday.

7.

INFORMATION

Report of the Associated Student Government
Mr. Amador Soto wished everyone a safe holiday. He mentioned that next week ASG is
sponsoring the end-of-semester party.
K.

COMMENTS FROM OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS

The following persons addressed the Board on the following subjects:
Bonnie Ann Dowd - Agenda Items M.1., M.2., and M.3.
Katie Townsend-Merino - Full-time faculty obligation
Teresa Laughlin - Presidential Search Process Timeline
Candice Francis - Presidential Search
Ann Haney - Presidential Search
Sara Thompson - Search Committee
Karen Huffman - Issues relating to hiring a President
Carol Mitton - Child Development Center pay increase
Michael Mufson - Restoring trust

L.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS - There was none.
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NEW BUSINESS
1.

APPROVE TENTATIVE PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH PROCESS TIMELINE
MSC Chadwick, Evilsizer to extend application due date to the latter part of August, move
all dates forward, with a completion date of November 30, 2003.
The Governing Board hereby approves the following Tentative Search Process Timeline
for Superintendent/President:
12/9/03

1/13/04
2/10/04
2/16/04
2/16-4/30/04
4/30/04
5/3-5/14/04
Week of 5/31 /04
Week of 6/14/04
Week of 6/28/04
Week of 7/12/04
7/20/04
7/27/04
9/1/04
Or sooner

Board approves Tentative Search Process Timeline,
Composition of Superintendent/President Search Committee,
and Sending Request for Proposals to Search Firms
Board Approves Search Firm and Membership of
Superintendent/President Search Committee
Board approves qualifications for Superintendent/President and
recruitment brochure
Start search process plans (11 weeks)
Search Committee working with Search Firm completes
procedures, questions, and schedule
Applications due
Committee screens applications and selects interviewees
Search Committee interviews
Board interviews semi-finalists and selects finalists
Finalists Open Forum
Campus Visits
Special Closed Session to select candidate
Board approves contract of Superintendent/President
New Superintendent/President contract start date

After a lengthy discussion, the motion was put to the vote.
The Vote: 2 Aye (Chadwick, Evilsizer) 3 Nay (Nelson, McMullen, Jensen)
Advisory Vote: Nay
MSC Nelson, McMullen to change the dates for open forums and campus visits after the
fall semester begins, and end the Presidential Search Process Timeline by October 1,
when the Board is to approve the contract of the Superintendent/President.
The Vote: 2 Nay (Chadwick, Evilsizer) 3 Aye (Nelson, McMullen, Jensen)
Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE COMPOSITION OF SEARCH COMMITTEE MEMBERS
MSC Chadwick, McMullen to approve the amended composition of Search Committee
Members .
The Governing Board hereby approves the following composition of the Presidential
Search Committee:
Community Member (2)
Governing Board Member (1 non •1oting)
Faculty Member fajJD
Faculty Mem ber Alternate (1)
Classified Staff Member ~-111
Confidential and Supervisory Team Member (1)
Administrative Association Member fBQ.l
Administrator appointed by the President (2)
Student selected by ASG fBQ.l
Committee Facilitator (Search Liaison/non-voting)
PFF Member (1)
Adjunct Faculty Member (1)
Total committee members: 4-a 22
After discussing the composition of the committee in great detail and with the
recommendation of all constituency groups, the motion was put to the vote.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
At this time, Dr. Spear asked the Board to extend the January 13, 2004, date on the
timeline to January 27, 2004, so that the Faculty Senate can meet on January 26 to
discuss the process in detail and appoint members to the Search Committee.
Dr. Nelson requested that the Faculty Senate submit a report as to how they are planning
to proceed .

3.

APPROVE SENDING A REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS TO SEARCH FIRMS
MSC

Chadwick, Nelson

The Governing Board hereby approves that a Request for Proposals (RFP) be sent to
leading search firms that could act as a consultant to the Board and the Search
Comm ittee with the understanding that the search firm would assist the Board and the
Search Committee, but that the Search Committee would review all applicants and
recommend candidates to the Board.
Mr. Evilsizer inquired as to the costs relating to the hiring of a search firm . He also
inquired as to the responsibilities and duties of the firm . Dr. Miyamoto responded with the
information. At this time, Ms . Chadwick requested to have the RFP's published .
The Vote was unanimous .
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE DELETION OF BP 403.4 STUDENT HEALTH FEE AND APPROVE
ADOPTION OF BP 5030.3
MSC McMullen, Chadwick
Upon the recommendation of the Strategic Planning Council, the Governing Board hereby
approves the deletion of BP 403.4 and the adoption of BP 5030.3, which reads as
follows:

BP 5030.3 - STUDENT HEALTH FEE
Education Code Section 76355
(replaces BP 403.4) EXHIBIT M-4
The District shall charge all students the state-mandated Health Fee for the
operation of a student health center or centers, including direct or indirect medical
services and health supervision.
Ms. Chadwick and Mr. Evilsizer asked various questions regarding the groups that would
be affected by the change of policy. Ms. Jayne Conway responded with the information
requested.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

5.

AUTHORIZE CONTRACT FOR RE-ROOFING PROJECT - STUDENT SERVICES
CENTER (SSC)
MSC Chadwick, McMullen
The Governing Board hereby authorizes the Office of Contract Services to competitively
bid the re-roofing project for the Student Services Center (SSC} on the San Marcos
campus, and execute a contract within the limits of available funding to the lowest,
responsive bidder subject to later ratification by the Board. (EXHIBIT M-5)
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

6.

RATIFY RECOMMENDATION OF SUPERINTENDENT/PRESIDENT IN CLOSURE OF
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS DUE TO AIR QUALITY ARISING FROM FIRES
DURING THE PERIOD OF OCTOBER 27, 2003, THROUGH OCTOBER 31. 2003
MSC Chadwick, Evilsizer
The Governing Board hereby ratifies the recommendation of the
Superintendent/President regarding the closure of the Child Development Centers at the
San Marcos campus and Escondido Center during the period of October 27, 2003,
through October 31 , 2003, due to concerns about air quality resulting from the recent
wildfires . (EXHIBIT M-6)
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE CONSULTING AGREEMENT WITH PUBLIC PRIVATE VENTURES FOR
SPECIALIZED REAL ESTATE SERVICES PERTINENT TO THE PALOMAR
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT MASTER PLAN 2022
MSC McMullen, Nelson
The Governing Board hereby approves a consulting services agreement with Public
Private Ventures (PPV), Pasadena, California, to provide specialized real estate services,
pertinent to the Palomar Community College District Master Plan 2022. PPV will provide
the District with a full range of real estate services including :
•

•

•

Due diligence for site selection and appraisal as defined by the California
Community College's Capital Outlay Handbook and by California Postsecondary
Education Commission (CPEC).
Coordination of any/all engineering services, appraisal services or any other
professional services required in due diligence process as defined by the
Chancellor's Office Capital Outlay Handbook and CPEC.
Negotiations with property owners of potential sites.

The scope of services will be completed in phases. All phases and funding will be subject
to board approval before proceeding to next phase. The schedule of fees/ charges and
phases of work for consultant services are detailed in the exhibit. All fees shall be paid
from Redevelopment fund . (EXHIBIT M-7)
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye

8.

THE GOVERNING BOARD HEREBY APPROVES THE AGREEMENT WITH THE
CONFIDENTIAL AND SUPERVISORY TEAM (CAST) TO INCREASE PAID VACATION
ACCRUAL FROM 1.833 DAYS PER MONTH TO 2 DAYS PER MONTH BEGINNING
WITH THE 10TR YEAR OF SERVICE WITH THE DISTRICT, RETROACTIVE TO JULY 1,
2003
MSC Chadwick, McMullen
The Governing Board hereby approves the agreement with the Confidential and
Supervisory Team (CAST) to increase paid vacation accrual from 1.833 days per month
1
to 2 days per month beginning with the 10 h year of service with the District, retroactive to
July 1. 2003. This increase applies to employees who have a regular work assignment of
forty (40) hours per week. Employees who have a work assignment of less than forty (40)
hours per week accrue vacation computed pro rata for the hours of their regular
assignment.
All other Vacation Policy agreements between the District and the Confidential and
Supervisory Team remain unchanged and in effect.
Mr. Evilsizer requested to postpone action of this item until the Faculty contract is
finalized.
The Vote: 4 Aye (Chadwick, Jensen, Nelson, McMullen) 1 Nay (Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE MEET AND CONFER AGREEMENT WITH THE ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSOCIATION TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM PAID VACATION ACCRUAL FROM
TWENTY-TWO (22) DAYS PER YEAR TO TWENTY FOUR (24) DAYS PER YEAR,
RETROACTIVE TO JULY 1, 2003
MSC Chadwick, McMullen
The Governing Board hereby approves the agreement with the Administrative Association
to increase paid vacation accrual from twenty-two (22) days per year to twenty-four (24)
days per year retroactive to July 1, 2003.
All other Vacation Policy agreements between the District and the Administrative
Association remain unchanged and in effect.
Mr. Evilsizer requested to postpone action of this item until the Faculty contract is
finalized .
The Vote: 4 Aye (Chadwick, Jensen, Nelson, McMullen) 1 Nay (Evilsizer)
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE ADOPTION OF CalSTRS RETIREMENT INCENTIVE PROGRAM (GOLDEN
HANDSHAKE) AND APPROVE WINDOW PERIOD FOR RETIREMENT

MSC Chadwick, McMullen
RESOLUTION NO. 04-20774
WHEREAS, it is determined to be in the best fiscal interest of the Palomar Commun ity
College District that the best interest of the District would be served by encouraging the
voluntary retirement of all employees of the District who are members of the CalSTRS
Defined Benefit Program in that the retirements will result in a net savings to the District.
This retirement incentive is offered for the window period specified below only.
WHEREAS, the Palomar Community College District has considered requests from
eligible employees of the District to offer the STRS Golden Handshake option that
provides an additional two years of service credit to members of the Defined Benefit
Program;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED That:

The Palomar Community College District adopt the STRS Golden Handshake provision of
Assembly Bill 1207 (Corbet) enacted as Chapter 313, Statutes of 2003 with the
participation window period for 2004 to begin May 1, 2004, through July 1, 2004, for all
employees of the District who are members of the CalSTRS Defined Benefit Program.
The District agrees to pay the present value of the additional allowance and purchasing
power supplemental payment in the time period and manner specified by the California
State Teachers' Retirement Board.
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN :

5
0
0
0

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
Dr. Sherrill L. Amador, the Secretary to the Governing Board of the Palomar Community
College District of San Diego County, California, hereby certifies that the above foregoing
resolution was duly and regularly adopted by said District at a regular meeting thereof
held on December 9, 2003, and passed by a unanimous vote of said Board.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
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APPROVE WORKSHOP TO DISCUSS TRANSFER ISSUES WITH STAFF FROM
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY SAN MARCOS, SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY,
AND UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO TO BE ONLY ITEM ON AGENDA AT
THE JANUARY 27, 2004, BOARD MEETING; HOLD MEETING IN D-10
MSC

Chadwick, McMullen

The Governing Board hereby approves that, unless an item requiring urgent action arises,
a workshop to discuss transfer issues with staff from California State University
San Marcos, San Diego State University, and University of California San Diego be
the only item on the agenda at the January 27, 2004, meeting and that the meeting be
held in D-10.
The Vote was unanimous.
Student Trustee Advisory Vote: Aye
12.

N.

APPROVE AGENDA ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION AT NEXT MEETING - There were
none

CLOSED SESSION
The Governing Board went into Closed Session at 9:47 p.m. to discuss:
5.

Public Employee Performance Evaluation, pursuant to Government Code 54957 .
b.

Superintendent/President

Closed Session ended at 10:12 p.m.

0.

RECONVENE TO OPEN SESSION

P.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 10:12 p.m.

p~
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0

Secretary

